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If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent professional
advice.

Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited (“HKEX”), The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Stock
Exchange”) and Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited (“HKSCC”) take no responsibility for the
contents of this document, make no representation as to its accuracy or completeness and expressly disclaim any
liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from or in reliance upon the whole or any part of the contents
of this document.
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UBS AG
(incorporated with limited liability in Switzerland)

acting through its London Branch

Sponsor

UBS Securities Asia Limited

This document, for which we accept full responsibility, includes particulars given in compliance with the Rules
Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (the “Listing Rules”) for the
purpose of giving information with regard to us and our warrants (“Warrants”), callable bull/bear contracts
(“CBBCs”) and other structured products (together, “Structured Products”) to be listed on the Stock Exchange
from time to time. This document may be updated and/or amended from time to time by way of addenda.

We, having made all reasonable enquiries, confirm that to the best of our knowledge and belief the information
contained in this document is accurate and complete in all material respects and not misleading or deceptive, and
there are no other matters the omission of which would make any statement herein or this document misleading.

The Structured Products involve derivatives. Do not invest in them unless you fully understand and are
willing to assume the risks associated with them.

Investors are warned that the price of the Structured Products may fall in value as rapidly as it may rise
and holders may sustain a total loss of their investment. Prospective purchasers should therefore ensure that
they understand the nature of the Structured Products and carefully study the risk factors set out in this
document and, where necessary, seek professional advice, before they invest in the Structured Products.

The Structured Products constitute our general unsecured contractual obligations and of no other person
and will rank equally among themselves and with all our other unsecured obligations (save for those
obligations preferred by law) upon liquidation. If you purchase the Structured Products, you are relying
upon our creditworthiness, and have no rights under the Structured Products against (a) the company which
has issued the underlying securities; (b) the trustee or the manager of the underlying unit trust; or (c) the
index compiler of any underlying index. If we become insolvent or default on our obligations under the
Structured Products, you may not be able to recover all or even part of the amount due under the Structured
Products (if any).
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

What is this document about?

This document is for information purposes only
and does not constitute an offer, an advertisement
or invitation to the public to subscribe for or to
acquire any Structured Products.

What documents should you read before
investing in the Structured Products?

A supplemental listing document will be issued
on the issue date of each series of Structured
Products, which will include detailed commercial
terms of the relevant series. You must read this
document (including any addendum to this
document to be issued from time to time) together
with such supplemental listing document
(including any addendum to such supplemental
listing document to be issued from time to time)
(together, the “Listing Documents”) before
investing in any Structured Product. You should
carefully study the risk factors set out in the
Listing Documents. You should also consider
your financial position and investment objectives
before deciding to invest in the Structured
Products. We cannot give you investment advice.
You must decide whether the Structured Products
meet your investment needs before investing in
the Structured Products.

Is there any guarantee or collateral for the
Structured Products?

No. Our obligations under the Structured
Products are neither guaranteed by any third
party, nor collateralised with any of our assets or
other collaterals. When you purchase our
Structured Products, you are relying on our
creditworthiness only, and of no other person. If
we become insolvent or default on our obligations
under the Structured Products, you can only claim
as our unsecured creditor. In such event, you may
not be able to recover all or even part of the
amount due under the Structured Products (if
any).

What are our credit ratings?

Our long term debt ratings are:

Rating agency

Rating as of
the date

immediately
preceding the

date of this
document

Moody’s Investors Service Ltd
(“Moody’s”)

A1
(stable

outlook)
Standard & Poor’s Credit

Market Services Europe
Limited (“S&P”)

A
positive

(outlook)

Our credit ratings disclosed above are only an
assessment by the rating agencies of our overall
capacity to pay our long term debts.

A1 is among the top three major credit rating
categories and is the fifth highest investment-
grade ranking of the ten investment-grade ratings
(including 1, 2 and 3 sub-grades) assigned by
Moody’s.

A is among the top three major credit rating
categories and is the sixth highest investment-
grade ranking of the ten investment-grade ratings
(including + or - sub-grades) assigned by S&P.

Please refer to the brief guide in Appendix 6 to
this Base Listing Document for more information
about credit ratings.

Rating agencies usually receive a fee from the
issuers that they rate.

When evaluating our creditworthiness, you
should not solely rely on our credit ratings
because:

• a credit rating is not a recommendation to
buy, sell or hold the Structured Products;

• ratings of companies may involve
difficult-to-quantify factors such as market
competition, the success or failure of new
products and markets and managerial
competence;

• a high credit rating is not necessarily
indicative of low risk. Our credit ratings as
of the date immediately preceding the date
of this document are for reference only. Any
downgrading of our credit ratings could
result in a reduction in the value of the
Structured Products;

• a credit rating is not an indication of the
liquidity or volatility of the Structured
Products; and

• a credit rating may be downgraded if our
credit quality declines.

The Structured Products are not rated.

Our credit ratings are subject to change or
withdrawal at any time within each rating
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agency’s sole discretion. You should conduct your
own research using publicly available sources to
obtain the latest information with respect to our
credit ratings from time to time.

Are we regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary
Authority referred to in Rule 15A.13(2) or the
Securities and Futures Commission referred to
in Rule 15A.13(3)?

We are a licensed bank regulated by the Hong
Kong Monetary Authority. We are also authorised
and regulated by the Financial Market
Supervisory Authority in Switzerland, and
authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority
and subject to regulation by the Financial
Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the
Prudential Regulation Authority in the United
Kingdom.

Are we subject to any litigation?

Save as disclosed in this document, we and our
subsidiaries are not aware of any litigation or
claims of material importance pending or
threatened against us or them.

Authorisation for the issue of the Structured
Products

The issue of the Structured Products was
authorised by our board of directors on 19
September 2001.

Has our financial position changed since last
financial year-end?

There has been no material adverse change in our
financial or trading position since 31 December
2015.

Do you need to pay any trading fees and levies?

The Stock Exchange currently charges a trading
fee of 0.005 per cent. and the Securities and
Futures Commission currently charges a
transaction levy of 0.0027 per cent. for each
transaction effected on the Stock Exchange
payable by each of the seller and the buyer and
calculated on the value of the consideration for
the Structured Products. The levy for the investor
compensation fund is currently suspended.

Do you need to pay any tax?

Taxation in Hong Kong

No tax is payable in Hong Kong by way of
withholding or otherwise in respect of any capital

gains arising on the sale of the Structured
Products, except that Hong Kong profits tax may
be chargeable on any such gains, which is
considered as trading gain, in the case of certain
persons carrying on a trade, profession or
business in Hong Kong.

You do not need to pay any stamp duty in respect
of purely cash settled Structured Products.

Taxation in Switzerland

Under present Swiss law, if you are a non-resident
of Switzerland and have not engaged in trade or
business through a permanent establishment
within Switzerland during the taxable year, you
will not be subject to any Swiss Federal, Cantonal
or Municipal income or other tax on gains
realised during the year on the sale or redemption
of the Structured Products.

If you are an individual resident in a member
state of the European Union or if you are a citizen
of such state, transfers and redemptions of certain
Structured Products which wholly or partly
qualify as debt claims and any other distribution
of interest on debt claims through a paying agent
resident in Switzerland may be subject to interest
tax withholding in Switzerland.

If you are an individual resident in the United
Kingdom or in Austria or if you are a citizen of
one of these states, payments on coupon dates,
transfers and redemptions of certain Structured
Products or other financial instruments through a
paying agent resident in Switzerland may be
subject to the bilateral agreements on cooperation
in the area of taxation of Switzerland with the
United Kingdom or Austria if you hold the
product directly or indirectly as a relevant person
as defined in the agreements.

There is no tax liability in Switzerland in
connection with the issue of the Structured
Products. However, Structured Products
subscribed, transferred or redeemed through a
bank or other dealer resident in Switzerland or
Liechtenstein may be subject to securities
transfer tax.

The above information is of a general nature only
and is not intended to be a comprehensive
description of all potential relevant tax
considerations. We do not provide any tax advice
for the Structured Products. Tax treatment
depends on the individual circumstances of each
client and clients must therefore seek their own
tax advice from a reputable service provider.
Prior to entering into a transaction you should
consult with your own legal, regulatory, tax,
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financial and accounting advisors to the extent
you consider it necessary, and make your own
investment, hedging and trading decisions
(including decisions regarding the suitability of
this transaction) based upon your own judgment
and advice from those advisors you consider
necessary.

Placing, sale and grey market dealings

No offers, sales, re-sales, transfers or deliveries
of any Structured Products, or distribution of any
offering material relating to the Structured
Products may be made in or from any jurisdiction
except in circumstances which will result in
compliance with any applicable laws or
regulations and which will not impose any
obligation on us. See the section “Placing and
Sale” for further information.

Following the launch of a series of Structured
Products, we may place all or part of that series
with our related party.

The Structured Products may be sold to investors
in the grey market in the period between the
launch date and the listing date. We will report
any dealings in Structured Products by us and/or
any of our subsidiaries or associated companies in
the grey market to the Stock Exchange by the
listing date and such report will be released on
the website of HKEX.

Where can you inspect the relevant
documents?

The following documents are available for
inspection during usual business hours on any
weekday (Saturdays, Sundays and holidays
excepted) at the offices of UBS Securities Asia
Limited:

(a) our 2015 annual report;

(b) consent letter of our auditors, Ernst &
Young Ltd (“Auditors”);

(c) this document and any addendum to this
document;

(d) the supplemental listing document as long
as the relevant series of Structured Products
is listed on the Stock Exchange; and

(e) the instrument executed by us by way of
deed poll on 10 April 2006 which constitutes
the Structured Products.

Requests for photocopies of the above documents
will be subject to a reasonable fee which reflects
the cost of making such copies.

The Listing Documents are also available
on the website of the HKEX at
www.hkexnews.hk and our website at
http://warrants.ubs.com/en.

各上市文件亦可於香港交易所披露易網站
www.hkexnews.hk 以及我們的網站
http://warrants.ubs.com/ch 瀏覽。

Have the Auditors consented to the inclusion of
their report to the Listing Documents?

Our Auditors have given and have not withdrawn
their written consent to the inclusion of their
report dated 10 March 2016 and/or the references
to their name in this document, in the form and
context in which they are included. Their report
was not prepared exclusively for incorporation
into this document. The Auditors do not own any
of our shares or shares in our subsidiaries, nor do
they have the right (whether legally enforceable
or not) to subscribe for or to nominate persons to
subscribe for our securities or securities of any of
our subsidiaries.

Authorised representatives

Clara Au and Johnny Yu, both of 52nd Floor, Two
International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street,
Central, Hong Kong, are our authorised
representatives and are authorised to accept
services on our behalf in Hong Kong.

How can you get further information about
UBS AG or the Structured Products?

You may visit www.ubs.com to obtain
further information about us and
http://warrants.ubs.com/en to obtain further
information about the Structured Products.

Governing law of the Structured Products

All contractual documentation for the Structured
Products will be governed by, and construed in
accordance with, the laws of Hong Kong.

The Listing Documents are not the sole basis
for making an investment decision

The Listing Documents do not take into account
your investment objectives, financial situation or
particular needs. Nothing in the Listing
Documents should be construed as a
recommendation by us or our affiliates to invest
in the Structured Products or the underlying asset
of the Structured Products.

No person has been authorised to give any
information or to make any representations other
than those contained in this document in
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connection with the Structured Products, and, if
given or made, such information or
representations must not be relied upon as having
been authorised by us.

HKEX, the Stock Exchange and HKSCC have
made no assessment of, nor taken any
responsibility for, our financial soundness or the
merits of investing in any Structured Products,
nor have they verified the accuracy or the
truthfulness of statements made or opinions
expressed in this document.

Capitalised terms

Unless otherwise specified, capitalised terms
used in this document have the meanings set out
in the terms and conditions of the relevant series
of Structured Products set out in Appendix 1 and
Appendix 2 (together, the “Conditions”).
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PLACING AND SALE

General

No action has been or will be taken by us that
would permit a public offering of any series of
Structured Products or possession or distribution
of any offering material in relation to any
Structured Products in any jurisdiction (other
than Hong Kong) where action for the purpose is
required.

United States of America

Each series of Structured Products has not been,
and will not be, registered under the Securities
Act. Subject to certain exceptions, Structured
Products or interests therein, may not at any time
be offered, sold, resold, transferred or delivered,
directly or indirectly, in the United States or to, or
for the account or benefit of, any U.S. person or
to others for offering, sale or resale in the United
States or to any such U.S. person. Offers and
sales of Structured Products, or interests therein,
in the United States or to U.S. persons would
constitute a violation of United States securities
laws unless made in compliance with the
registration requirements of the Securities Act or
pursuant to an exemption therefrom. No person
will offer, sell, re-sell, transfer or deliver any
Structured Products within the United States or to
U.S. persons, except as permitted by the base
placing agreement between us and the Sponsor,
acting as manager. As used herein, “United
States” means the United States of America
(including the States and the District of
Columbia), its territories, its possessions and
other areas subject to its jurisdiction; and “U.S.
person” means any national or resident of the
United States, including any corporation,
partnership or other entity created or organised in
or under the laws of the United States or of any
political subdivision thereof, any estate or trust
the income of which is subject to United States
income taxation regardless of its source, and any
other U.S. person as such term is defined in
Regulation S under the Securities Act.

In addition, until 40 days after the
commencement of the offering, an offer, sale,
re-sale, transfer or delivery of Structured
Products within the United States by a dealer that
is not participating in the offering may violate the
registration requirements of the Securities Act.

European Economic Area

In relation to each Member State of the European
Economic Area which has implemented the
Prospectus Directive (each, a “Relevant Member
State”), each dealer has represented and agreed
that with effect from and including the date on
which the Prospectus Directive is implemented in
that Relevant Member State (the “Relevant
Implementation Date”) it has not made and will
not make an offer of Structured Products which
are the subject of the offering contemplated by
this Base Listing Document as completed by the
relevant Supplemental Listing Document in
relation thereto to the public in that Relevant
Member State other than:

(a) at any time to any legal entity which is a
qualified investor as defined in the
Prospectus Directive;

(b) at any time to fewer than 150 natural or
legal persons (other than qualified investors
as defined in the Prospectus Directive),
subject to obtaining the prior consent of the
relevant dealer or dealers nominated by us
for any such offer; or

(c) at any time in any other circumstances
falling within Article 3(2) of the Prospectus
Directive,

provided that no such offer of Structured Products
shall require us or any dealer to publish a
prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus
Directive.

For the purposes of this provision, the expression
an “offer of Structured Products to the public”
in relation to any Structured Products in any
Relevant Member State means the communication
in any form and by any means of sufficient
information on the terms of the offer and the
Structured Products to be offered so as to enable
an investor to decide to purchase or subscribe the
Structured Products, as the same may be varied in
that Member State by any measure implementing
the Prospectus Directive in that Member State,
the expression “Prospectus Directive” means
Directive 2003/71/EC (as amended, including by
Directive 2010/73/EU), and includes any relevant
implementing measure in the Relevant Member
State.
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United Kingdom

Each dealer has represented and agreed that:

(a) it has only communicated or caused to be

communicated and will only communicate

or cause to be communicated an invitation

or inducement to engage in investment

activity (within the meaning of section 21 of

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000

(“FSMA”)) received by it in connection

with the issue or sale of the Structured

Products in circumstances in which section

21(1) of the FSMA does not apply to us; and

(b) it has complied and will comply with all

applicable provisions of the FSMA with

respect to anything done by it in relation to

any Structured Products in, from or

otherwise involving the United Kingdom.

Switzerland

This document does not constitute an offer and

does not constitute a prospectus within the

meaning of the laws of Switzerland. The

Structured Products may not be offered or sold

directly or indirectly in or from Switzerland to

non-qualified investors. Some or all of the

Structured Products constitute structured

products within the meaning of Article 5 of the

Swiss Federal Act on Collective Investment

Schemes (CISA). The Structured Products do not

constitute collective investment schemes within

the meaning of the CISA and are not subject to the

supervision of the Swiss Financial Market

Supervisory Authority. Therefore, investors in the

Structured Products are not eligible for the

specific investor protection under the CISA.
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OVERVIEW OF WARRANTS

What is a derivative warrant?

A derivative warrant linked to a share, a unit, an
index or other asset (each an “Underlying
Asset”) is an instrument which gives the holder a
right to “buy” or “sell” the Underlying Asset at,
or derives its value by reference to, a pre-set price
or level called the Exercise Price/Strike Level on
the Expiry Date. It usually costs a fraction of the
value of the Underlying Asset.

A derivative warrant may provide leveraged
return to you (but conversely, it could also
magnify your losses).

How and when can you get back your
investment?

Our Warrants are European style warrants. That
means they can only be exercised on the Expiry
Date. A warrant will, upon exercise on the Expiry
Date, entitle the holder to a cash amount called
the “Cash Settlement Amount” (if positive)
according to the Conditions of that warrant.

You will receive the Cash Settlement Amount less
any Exercise Expenses upon settlement at expiry.
If the Cash Settlement Amount is equal to or less
than the Exercise Expenses, no amount is payable
to you upon expiry.

How do our warrants work?

Ordinary warrants

The potential payoff of an ordinary warrant is
calculated by us by reference to the difference
between:

(a) for a warrant linked to a security, the
Exercise Price and the Average Price; and

(b) for a warrant linked to an index, the Strike
Level and the Closing Level.

Call warrants

A call warrant is suitable for an investor holding
a bullish view of the price or level of the
Underlying Asset during the term of the warrant.

A call warrant will be exercised if the Average
Price/Closing Level is greater than the Exercise
Price/Strike Level (as the case may be). The more
the Average Price/Closing Level exceeds the

Exercise Price/Strike Level (as the case may be),
the higher the payoff upon expiry. If the Average
Price/Closing Level is at or below the Exercise
Price/Strike Level (as the case may be), an
investor in the call warrant will lose all of his
investment.

Put warrants

A put warrant is suitable for an investor holding
a bearish view of the price or level of the
Underlying Asset during the term of the warrant.

A put warrant will be exercised if the Average
Price/Closing Level is below the Exercise
Price/Strike Level (as the case may be). The more
the Average Price/Closing Level is below the
Exercise Price/Strike Level (as the case may be),
the higher the payoff upon expiry. If the Exercise
Price/Strike Level is at or below the Average
Price/Closing Level (as the case may be), an
investor in the put warrant will lose all of his
investment.

Other types of warrants

The supplemental listing document applicable to
other types of warrants will specify the type of
such warrants and whether such warrants are
exotic warrants.

The Conditions applicable to each type of our
warrants are set out in Parts A to C of Appendix
1 (as may be supplemented by any addendum or
the relevant supplemental listing document).

What are the factors determining the price of a
derivative warrant?

The price of a derivative warrant generally
depends on the prevailing price or level of the
Underlying Asset. However, throughout the term
of a derivative warrant, its price will be
influenced by a number of factors, including:

(a) the Exercise Price or Strike Level;

(b) the value and volatility of the price or level
of the Underlying Asset (being a measure of
the fluctuation in the price or level of the
Underlying Asset over time);
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(c) the time remaining to expiry: generally, the

longer the remaining life of a derivative

warrant, the greater its value;

(d) the interim interest rates and expected

dividend payments or other distributions on

the Underlying Asset or on any components

comprising the underlying index;

(e) the liquidity of the Underlying Asset;

(f) the supply and demand for the derivative

warrants;

(g) our related transaction costs; and

(h) our creditworthiness.

What is your maximum loss?

Your maximum loss in warrants will be your

entire investment amount plus any transaction

costs.

How can you get information about our
warrants after issue?

You may visit the website of HKEX at

http://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/prod/secprod/dwrc/dw.htm

or our website at

http://warrants.ubs.com/home/html/warrants_e.html

to obtain information on our warrants or any

notice given by us or the Stock Exchange in

relation to our warrants.
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OVERVIEW OF CBBCs

What are CBBCs?

CBBCs are a type of Structured Products that
track the performance of an Underlying Asset.
CBBCs can be issued on different types of
Underlying Assets as prescribed by the Stock
Exchange from time to time, including:

(a) shares listed on the Stock Exchange;

(b) Hang Seng Index, Hang Seng China
Enterprises Index and Hang Seng China
H-Financials Index;

(c) unit trusts listed on the Stock Exchange;
and/or

(d) overseas shares, indices, currencies or
commodities (such as oil, gold and
platinum).

A list of eligible Underlying Assets for
CBBCs is available on the website of HKEX at
http://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/prod/secprod/cbbc/underlying_latest.htm.

CBBCs are issued either as bull CBBCs or bear
CBBCs, allowing you to take either bullish or
bearish positions on the Underlying Asset. Bull
CBBCs are designed for investors who have an
optimistic view on the Underlying Asset. Bear
CBBCs are designed for investors who have a
pessimistic view on the Underlying Asset.

Your maximum potential loss in a series of
CBBCs is limited to the purchase price, which is
generally a fraction of the value of the
Underlying Asset, for the CBBCs plus the cost
involved in your purchase.

CBBCs have a mandatory call feature (the
“Mandatory Call Event”) and, subject to the
limited circumstances set out in the relevant
Conditions in which a Mandatory Call Event may
be reversed, we must terminate our CBBCs upon
the occurrence of a Mandatory Call Event. See
“What are the mandatory call features of
CBBCs?” below.

There are 2 categories of CBBCs, namely:

(a) Category R CBBCs; and

(b) Category N CBBCs.

Your entitlement following the occurrence of a
Mandatory Call Event will depend on the
category of the CBBCs.

If no Mandatory Call Event occurs, the CBBCs
will be exercised automatically on the Expiry
Date by payment of a Cash Settlement Amount (if
any) on the Settlement Date. The Cash Settlement
Amount (if any) payable at expiry represents the
difference between the Closing Price/Closing
Level of the Underlying Asset on the Valuation
Date and the Strike Price/Strike Level.

The Conditions applicable to CBBCs are set out
in Parts A to C of Appendix 2 (as may be
supplemented by any addendum or the relevant
supplemental listing document).

What are the mandatory call features of
CBBCs?

Mandatory Call Event

Subject to the limited circumstances set out in the
relevant Conditions in which a Mandatory Call
Event may be reversed, we must terminate the
CBBCs if a Mandatory Call Event occurs. A
Mandatory Call Event occurs if the Spot Price/
Spot Level of the Underlying Asset is:

(a) at or below the Call Price/Call Level (in the
case of a bull CBBC); or

(b) at or above the Call Price/Call Level (in the
case of a bear CBBC),

at any time during the Observation Period.

The Observation Period starts from and including
the Observation Commencement Date of the
relevant CBBCs and ends on and including the
Trading Day immediately preceding the Expiry
Date.

Subject to the limited circumstances set out in the
relevant Conditions in which a Mandatory Call
Event may be reversed and such modification and
amendment as may be prescribed by the Stock
Exchange from time to time:

(a) all trades in the CBBCs concluded or
recorded in the Stock Exchange’s system
after the time of the occurrence of a
Mandatory Call Event; and
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(b) where the Mandatory Call Event occurs

during a pre-opening session or closing

auction session (if applicable), all auction

trades in the CBBCs concluded in such

session,

will be invalid and will be cancelled, and will not

be recognised by us or the Stock Exchange.

The time at which a Mandatory Call Event occurs

will be determined by reference to:

(a) in respect of CBBCs over single equities or

CBBCs over single unit trusts, the Stock

Exchange’s automatic order matching and

execution system time at which the Spot

Price is at or below the Call Price (for a

series of bull CBBCs) or is at or above the

Call Price (for a series of bear CBBCs); or

(b) in respect of CBBCs over index, the time the

relevant Spot Level is published by the

Index Compiler at which the Spot Level is at

or below the Call Level (for a series of bull

CBBCs) or is at or above the Call Level (for

a series of bear CBBCs),

subject to the rules and requirements as

prescribed by the Stock Exchange from time to

time.

Category R CBBCs vs. Category N CBBCs

The supplemental listing document for the

relevant series of CBBCs will specify whether the

CBBCs are Category R CBBCs or Category N

CBBCs.

“Category N CBBCs” refer to CBBCs for which

the Call Price/Call Level is equal to their Strike

Price/Strike Level. In respect of a series of

Category N CBBCs, you will not receive any cash

payment following the occurrence of a Mandatory

Call Event.

“Category R CBBCs” refer to CBBCs for which

the Call Price/Call Level is different from their

Strike Price/Strike Level. In respect of a series of

Category R CBBCs, you may receive a cash

payment called the Residual Value upon the

occurrence of a Mandatory Call Event. The
amount of the Residual Value payable (if any) is
calculated by reference to:

(a) in respect of a bull CBBC, the difference
between the Minimum Trade Price/
Minimum Index Level of the Underlying
Asset and the Strike Price/Strike Level; and

(b) in respect of a bear CBBC, the difference
between the Strike Price/Strike Level and
the Maximum Trade Price/Maximum Index
Level of the Underlying Asset.

You must read the relevant Conditions and the
relevant supplemental listing document to obtain
further information on the calculation formula of
the Residual Value applicable to Category R
CBBCs.

You may lose all of your investment in a
particular series of CBBCs if:

(a) in the case of a series of bull CBBCs, the
Minimum Trade Price/Minimum Index
Level of the Underlying Asset is equal to or
less than the Strike Price/Strike Level; or

(b) in the case of a series of bear CBBCs, the
Maximum Trade Price/Maximum Index
Level of the Underlying Asset is equal to or
greater than the Strike Price/Strike Level.

How is the funding cost calculated?

The issue price of a CBBC represents the
difference between the initial reference spot price
or level of the Underlying Asset as at the launch
date of the CBBC and the Strike Price/Strike
Level, plus the applicable funding cost.

The initial funding cost applicable to each series
of CBBCs will be specified in the relevant
supplemental listing document for the relevant
series and will fluctuate throughout the life of the
CBBCs as the funding rate changes from time to
time. The funding rate is a rate determined by us
based on one or more of the following factors,
including but not limited to the Strike
Price/Strike Level, the prevailing interest rate,
the expected life of the CBBCs, expected notional
dividends or distributions in respect of the
Underlying Asset and the margin financing
provided by us.
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Further details about the funding cost applicable
to a series of CBBCs will be described in the
relevant supplemental listing document.

Do you own the Underlying Asset?

CBBCs convey no interest in the Underlying
Asset. We may choose not to hold the Underlying
Asset or any derivatives contracts linked to the
Underlying Asset. There is no restriction through
the issue of the CBBCs on the ability of us and/or
our affiliates to sell, pledge or otherwise convey
all right, title and interest in any Underlying
Asset or any derivatives products linked to the
Underlying Asset.

What are the factors determining the price of a
CBBC?

Although the price of a CBBC tends to mirror the
movement in the value of the Underlying Asset in
dollar value (on the assumption of an entitlement
ratio of one CBBC to one Underlying Asset),
movement in the price of the CBBC may not
always correspond with the movement in value of
the Underlying Asset.

However, throughout the term of a CBBC, its
price will be influenced by a number of factors,
including:

(a) the Strike Price/Strike Level and the Call
Price/Call Level;

(b) the likelihood of the occurrence of a
Mandatory Call Event;

(c) for Category R CBBCs only, the probable
range of the Residual Value (if any) payable
upon the occurrence of a Mandatory Call
Event;

(d) the time remaining to expiry;

(e) the interim interest rates and expected
dividend payments or other distributions on
the Underlying Asset or on any components
comprising the underlying index;

(f) the liquidity of the Underlying Asset;

(g) the supply and demand for the CBBCs;

(h) the probable range of the Cash Settlement
Amounts;

(i) the depth of the market and liquidity of the

Underlying Asset or of the future contracts

relating to the underlying index;

(j) our related transaction costs; and

(k) our creditworthiness.

What is your maximum loss?

Your maximum loss in CBBCs will be your entire

investment amount plus any transaction costs.

How can you get information about our CBBCs
after issue?

You may visit the website of HKEX at

http://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/prod/secprod/cbbc/intro.htm

or our website at

http://warrants.ubs.com/home/html/cbbc_e.html

to obtain information on our CBBCs or any notice

given by us or the Stock Exchange in relation to

our CBBCs.
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INFORMATION IN RELATION TO US

1. Overview

UBS AG with its subsidiaries (together,
“UBS AG (consolidated), or “UBS AG
Group”; together with UBS Group AG,
which is the holding company of UBS AG,
“UBS Group”, “Group”, “UBS” or “UBS
Group AG (consolidated)”) provides
financial advice and solutions to private,
institutional and corporate clients
worldwide, as well as private clients in
Switzerland. The operational structure of
the Group is comprised of the Corporate
Center and five business divisions: Wealth
Management, Wealth Management
Americas, Personal & Corporate Banking,
Asset Management and the Investment
Bank. UBS’s strategy builds on the strengths
of all of its businesses and focuses its efforts
on areas in which UBS excels, while seeking
to capitalize on the compelling growth
prospects in the businesses and regions in
which it operates, in order to generate
attractive and sustainable returns for
shareholders. All of UBS’s businesses are
capital-efficient and benefit from a strong
competitive position in their targeted
markets.

2. Corporate Information

The legal and commercial name of the
company is UBS AG.

The company was incorporated under the
name SBC AG on 28 February 1978 for an
unlimited duration and entered in the
Commercial Register of Canton Basel-City
on that day. On 8 December 1997, the
company changed its name to UBS AG. The
company in its present form was created on
29 June 1998 by the merger of Union Bank
of Switzerland (founded 1862) and Swiss
Bank Corporation (founded 1872). UBS AG
is entered in the Commercial Registers of
Canton Zurich and Canton Basel- City. The
registration number is CHE-101.329.561.

UBS AG is incorporated and domiciled in
Switzerland and operates under the Swiss
Code of Obligations as an
Aktiengesellschaft, a stock corporation.

According to article 2 of the Articles of
Association of UBS AG, dated 15 February

2016 (“Articles of Association”), the
purpose of UBS AG is the operation of a
bank. Its scope of operations extends to all
types of banking, financial, advisory,
trading and service activities in Switzerland
and abroad. UBS AG may establish branches
and representative offices as well as banks,
finance companies and other enterprise of
any kind in Switzerland and abroad, hold
equity interests in these companies, and
conduct their management. UBS AG is
authorized to acquire, mortgage and sell real
estate and building rights in Switzerland and
abroad. UBS AG may provide loans,
guarantees and other kinds of financing and
security for Group companies and borrow
and invest money on the money and capital
markets.

The addresses and telephone numbers of
UBS AG’s two registered offices and
principal places of business are:
Bahnhofstrasse 45, CH-8001 Zurich,
Switzerland, telephone +41 44 234 1111;
and Aeschenvorstadt 1, CH-4051 Basel,
Switzerland, telephone +41 61 288 5050.

3. Organizational Structure of UBS AG

UBS operates as a group with five business
divisions and a Corporate Center. UBS
Group AG is the parent company of UBS
AG, and the holding company of the UBS
Group.

Over the past two years, UBS has
undertaken a series of measures to improve
the resolvability of the Group in response to
too big to fail requirements in Switzerland
and other countries in which the Group
operates.

In December 2014, UBS Group AG
completed an exchange offer for the shares
of UBS AG and established UBS Group AG
as the holding company for UBS Group.
During 2015, UBS Group AG filed and
completed a court procedure under article
33 of the Swiss Stock Exchange Act
resulting in the cancellation of the shares of
the remaining minority shareholders of UBS
AG. As a result, UBS Group AG now owns
100% of the outstanding shares of UBS AG.
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In June 2015, UBS AG transferred its Retail
& Corporate (now Personal & Corporate
Banking) and Wealth Management business
booked in Switzerland to UBS Switzerland
AG, a banking subsidiary of UBS AG in
Switzerland.

In the second quarter of 2015, UBS also
completed the implementation of a more
self-sufficient business and operating model
for UBS Limited, its investment banking
subsidiary in the UK, under which UBS
Limited bears and retains a larger proportion
of the risk and reward in its business
activities.

In the third quarter of 2015, UBS
established UBS Business Solutions AG as a
direct subsidiary of UBS Group AG to act as
the Group service company. UBS will
transfer the ownership of the majority of its
existing service subsidiaries to this entity.
UBS expects that the transfer of shared
service and support functions into the
service company structure will be
implemented in a staged approach through
2018. The purpose of the service company
structure is to improve the resolvability of
the Group by enabling UBS to maintain
operational continuity of critical services
should a recovery or resolution event occur.

Also during 2015, UBS AG established a
new subsidiary, UBS Americas Holding
LLC, which UBS intends to designate as its
intermediate holding company for its US
subsidiaries prior to the 1 July 2016
deadline under new rules for foreign banks
in the US pursuant to the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
(“Dodd-Frank”). During the third quarter
of 2015, UBS AG contributed its equity
participation in the principal US operating
subsidiaries to UBS Americas Holding LLC
to meet the requirement under Dodd-Frank
that the intermediate holding company own
all of UBS’s US operations, except branches
of UBS AG.

UBS has also established a new subsidiary
of UBS AG, UBS Asset Management AG,
into which it expects to transfer the majority
of the operating subsidiaries of Asset
Management during 2016. UBS continues to
consider further changes to the legal entities

used by Asset Management, including the

transfer of operations conducted by UBS AG

in Switzerland into a subsidiary of UBS

Asset Management AG.

UBS continues to consider further changes

to the Group’s legal structure in response to

capital and other regulatory requirements,

and in order to obtain any rebate in capital

requirements for which the Group may be

eligible. Such changes may include the

transfer of operating subsidiaries of UBS

AG to become direct subsidiaries of UBS

Group AG, consolidation of operating

subsidiaries in the European Union, and

adjustments to the booking entity or

location of products and services. These

structural changes are being discussed on an

ongoing basis with the Swiss Financial

Market Supervisory Authority (“FINMA”)

and other regulatory authorities, and remain

subject to a number of uncertainties that

may affect their feasibility, scope or timing.

UBS Group AG’s interests in subsidiaries

and other entities as of 31 December 2015,

including interests in significant

subsidiaries, are discussed in the Annual

Report 2015, on pages 540-549 (inclusive)

of the English version.

4. Board of Directors

The BoD is the most senior body of UBS

AG. The BoD consists of at least six and a

maximum of twelve members. All the

members of the BoD are elected

individually by the Annual General Meeting

of Shareholders (“AGM”) for a term of

office of one year, which expires after

completion of the next AGM. Shareholders

also elect the Chairman and the members of

the Compensation Committee.

The BoD meets as often as business

requires, and at least six times a year.
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4.1 Members of the Board of Directors

Member and
business
address Title

Term of
office

Current principal positions
outside UBS AG

Axel A. Weber Chairman 2016 Chairman of the Board of
Directors of UBS Group AG.
Member of the board of the
Swiss Bankers Association, of
the Board of Trustees of
Avenir Suisse, of the Advisory
Board of Zukunft Finanzplatz,
of the Board of the Swiss
Finance Council, of the Board
of the Institute of
International Finance, of the
Board of the International
Monetary Conference;
member of the European
Financial Services Roundtable
and the European Banking
Group; member of the
International Advisory Panel,
Monetary Authority of
Singapore; member of the
board of the Financial
Services Professional Board,
Kuala Lumpur; member of the
Group of Thirty, Washington,
D.C.; Chairman of the DIW
Berlin Board of Trustees;
advisory board member of the
Department of Economics at
the University of Zurich.

Michel Demaré Independent
Vice Chairman

2016 Independent Vice Chairman of
the Board of Directors of UBS
Group AG. Chairman of the
board of Syngenta; board
member of Louis-Dreyfus
Commodities Holdings BV;
Supervisory Board member of
IMD, Lausanne; Chairman of
the Syngenta Foundation for
Sustainable Agriculture.
Member of the advisory board
of the Department of Banking
and Finance, University of
Zurich. Member of the
Advisory Board of Zukunft
Finanzplatz.

Member and
business
address Title

Term of
office

Current principal positions
outside UBS AG

David Sidwell Senior
Independent
Director

2016 Senior Independent Director
of the Board of Directors of
UBS Group AG. Director and
Chairperson of the Risk
Policy and Capital Committee
of Fannie Mae, Washington
D.C.; Senior Advisor at Oliver
Wyman, New York; board
member of Chubb Limited;
board member of GAVI
Alliance; Chairman of the
board of Village Care, New
York; Director of the National
Council on Aging,
Washington D.C.

Reto Francioni Member 2016 Member of the Board of
Directors of UBS Group AG.
Professor, University of
Basel; member of the board of
Francioni AG, Swiss
International Air Lines and
MedTech Innovation Partners
AG.

Ann F.
Godbehere

Member 2016 Member of the Board of
Directors of UBS Group AG.
Board member and
Chairperson of the Audit
Committee of Prudential plc,
Rio Tinto plc and Rio Tinto
Limited. Member of the board
of British American Tobacco
plc.

William G.
Parrett

Member 2016 Member of the Board of
Directors of UBS Group AG.
Member of the board and
Chairperson of the Audit
Committee of the Eastman
Kodak Company; board
member of the Blackstone
Group LP (chairman of audit
committee and chairman of
the conflicts committee);
board member of Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc.
(chairman of audit
committee); member of the
Committee on Capital
Markets Regulation; member
of the Carnegie Hall Board of
Trustees; Past Chairman of
the Board of the United States
Council for International
Business; Past Chairman of
United Way Worldwide.
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Member and
business
address Title

Term of
office

Current principal positions
outside UBS AG

Isabelle Romy Member 2016 Member of the Board of
Directors of UBS Group AG.
Partner at Froriep, Zurich;
associate professor at the
University of Fribourg and at
the Federal Institute of
Technology, Lausanne; Vice
Chairman of the Sanction
Commission of SIX Swiss
Exchange; Member of the
Fundraising committee of the
Swiss national committee for
UNICEF.

Beatrice Weder
di Mauro

Member 2016 Member of the Board of
Directors of UBS Group AG.
Professor at the Johannes
Gutenberg University, Mainz;
member of the board of Roche
Holding Ltd., Basel, and
supervisory board of Robert
Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart.
Member of the ETH Zurich
Foundation Board of Trustees.
Member of the economic
advisory board of Fraport AG;
member of the advisory board
of Deloitte Germany. Deputy
Chairman of the University
Council of the University of
Mainz. Member of the Senate
of the Max Planck Society.

Joseph Yam Member 2016 Member of the Board of
Directors of UBS Group AG.
Executive Vice President of
the China Society for Finance
and Banking. Member of the
board of Johnson Electric
Holdings Limited, of
UnionPay International Co.,
Ltd. and of The Community
Chest of Hong Kong.
International Advisory
Council member of China
Investment Corporation;
Distinguished Research
Fellow at the Institute of
Global Economics and
Finance at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong.
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RISK FACTORS

Not all of the risk factors described below will be applicable to a particular series of the Structured
Products. Please consider all risks carefully prior to investing in any Structured Products and consult
your professional independent financial adviser and legal, accounting, tax and other advisers with
respect to any investment in the Structured Products. Please read the following section together with
the risk factors set out in the relevant supplemental listing document.

General risks relating to us

Non-collateralised Structured Products

The Structured Products are not secured on any of
our assets or any collateral.

Each series of Structured Products constitutes our
general unsecured contractual obligations and of
no other person and will rank equally with our
other unsecured contractual obligations and
unsecured and unsubordinated debt. At any given
time, the number of our Structured Products
outstanding may be substantial.

Our creditworthiness

If you invest in our Structured Products, you are
relying on our creditworthiness and of no other
person. If we become insolvent or default on our
obligations under the Structured Products, you
can only claim as our unsecured creditor
regardless of the performance of the Underlying
Asset and you may not be able to recover all or
even part of the amount due under the Structured
Products (if any). You have no rights under the
terms of the Structured Products against:

(a) any company which issues the underlying
shares;

(b) the trustee or the manager of the underlying
trust; or

(c) any index compiler or any company which
has issued any constituent securities of the
underlying index.

We do not guarantee the repayment of your
investment in any Structured Product.

Any downgrading of our credit rating by rating
agencies such as Moody’s or S&P, could result in
a reduction in the value of the Structured
Products.

Resolution and recovery regime

Under the Swiss Banking Act, FINMA is able to
exercise broad statutory powers with respect to
Swiss banks and Swiss parent companies of
financial groups, such as UBS AG, UBS Group
AG and UBS Switzerland AG, if there is justified
concern that the entity is over-indebted, has
serious liquidity problems or, after the expiration
of any relevant deadline, no longer fulfils capital
adequacy requirements. Such powers include
ordering protective measures, instituting
restructuring proceedings (and exercising any
Swiss resolution powers in connection therewith),
and instituting liquidation proceedings, all of
which may have a material adverse effect on our
shareholders and creditors or may prevent UBS
Group AG or UBS AG from paying dividends or
making payments on debt obligations.

Protective measures may include, but are not
limited to, certain measures that could require or
result in a moratorium on, or the deferment of,
payments. We would have limited ability to
challenge any such protective measures.
Additionally, creditors would have no right under
Swiss law or in Swiss courts to reject, seek the
suspension of, or challenge the imposition of any
such protective measures, including those that
require or result in the deferment of payments
owed to creditors.

If restructuring proceedings are opened with
respect to UBS Group AG, UBS AG or UBS
Switzerland AG, the resolution powers, which
FINMA may exercise, include the power to (i)
transfer all or some of the assets, debt and other
liabilities, and contracts of the entity subject to
proceedings to another entity, (ii) stay for a
maximum of two business days the termination
of, or the exercise of rights to terminate, netting
rights, rights to enforce or dispose of certain
types of collateral or rights to transfer claims,
liabilities or certain collateral, under contracts to
which the entity subject to proceedings is a party,
and / or (iii) partially or fully write down the
equity capital and, if such equity capital is fully
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written down, convert into equity or write down
the capital and other debt instruments of the
entity subject to proceedings. Shareholders and
creditors would have no right to reject, or to seek
the suspension of, any restructuring plan pursuant
to which such resolution powers are exercised.
They would have only limited rights to challenge
any decision to exercise resolution powers or to
have that decision reviewed by a judicial or
administrative process or otherwise.

Upon full or partial write-down of the equity and
of the debt of the entity subject to restructuring
proceedings, the relevant shareholders and
creditors would receive no payment in respect of
the equity and debt that is written down, the
write-down would be permanent, and the
investors would not, at such time or at any time
thereafter, receive any shares or other
participation rights, or be entitled to any write-up
or any other compensation in the event of a
potential recovery of the debtor. If FINMA orders
the conversion of debt of the entity subject to
restructuring proceedings into equity, the
securities received by the investors may be worth
significantly less than the original debt and may
have a significantly different risk profile, and
such conversion would also dilute the ownership
of existing shareholders. In addition, creditors
receiving equity would be effectively
subordinated to all creditors in the event of a
subsequent winding up, liquidation or dissolution
of the entity subject to restructuring proceedings,
which would increase the risk that investors
would lose all or some of their investment.

FINMA has broad powers and significant
discretion in the exercise of its powers in
connection with a resolution proceeding. Certain
categories of debt obligations, such as certain
types of deposits, are protected. As a result,
holders of obligations of an entity subject to a
Swiss restructuring proceeding may have their
obligations written down or converted into equity
even though obligations ranking on par with or
junior to such obligations are not written down or
converted.

Moreover, FINMA has expressed its preference
for a “singlepoint- of-entry” resolution strategy
for global systemically important financial
groups, led by the bank’s home supervisory and
resolution authorities and focused on the
top-level group company. This would mean that,
if UBS AG or one of UBS Group AG’s other
subsidiaries faces substantial losses, FINMA

could open restructuring proceedings with respect
to UBS Group AG only and order a bail-in of its
liabilities if there is a justified concern that in the
near future such losses could impact UBS Group
AG. In that case, it is possible that the obligations
of UBS AG or any other subsidiary of UBS Group
AG would remain untouched and outstanding,
while the equity capital and the capital and other
debt instruments of UBS Group AG would be
written down and / or converted into equity of
UBS Group AG in order to recapitalize UBS AG
or such other subsidiary.

In any event, the exercise of any resolution power
by the relevant resolution authorities in respect of
UBS could materially adversely affect the value
of the Structured Product, and you may not be
able to recover all or even part of the amount due
under the Structured Product.

Repurchase of our Structured Products

We, our subsidiaries and affiliates (the “Group”)
may repurchase the Structured Products from
time to time in the private market or otherwise at
a negotiated price or the prevailing market price
at our discretion. You should not make any
assumption as to the number of Structured
Products in issue for any particular series at any
time.

No deposit liability or debt obligation

We are obliged to deliver to you the Cash
Settlement Amount under the Conditions of each
series of the Structured Products upon expiry. We
do not intend (expressly, implicitly or otherwise)
to create a deposit liability or a debt obligation of
any kind by the issue of any Structured Product.

Conflicts of interest

The Group is a diversified financial institution
with relationships in countries around the world.
The Group engages in a wide range of commercial
and investment banking, brokerage, funds
management, hedging transactions and
investment and other activities for our own
account or the account of others. In addition, the
Group, in connection with our other business
activities, may possess or acquire material
information about the Underlying Assets or may
issue or update research reports on the
Underlying Assets. Such activities, information
and/or research reports may involve or otherwise
affect the Underlying Assets in a manner that may
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cause consequences adverse to you or otherwise
create conflicts of interests in connection with the
issue of Structured Products by us. Such actions
and conflicts may include, without limitation, the
purchase and sale of securities, financial advisory
relationships and exercise of creditor rights. The
Group:

(a) has no obligation to disclose such
information about the Underlying Assets or
such activities. The Group and our officers
and directors may engage in any such
activities without regard to the issue of
Structured Products by us or the effect that
such activities may directly or indirectly
have on any Structured Product;

(b) may from time to time engage in
transactions involving the Underlying
Assets for our proprietary accounts and/or
for accounts under our management and/or
to hedge against the market risk associated
with issuing the Structured Products. Such
transactions may have a positive or negative
effect on the price/level of the Underlying
Assets and consequently upon the value of
the relevant series of Structured Products;

(c) may from time to time act in other capacities
with regard to the Structured Products, such
as in an agency capacity and/or as the
liquidity provider;

(d) may issue other derivative instruments in
respect of the Underlying Assets and the
introduction of such competing products
into the market place may affect the value of
the relevant series of Structured Products;
and

(e) may also act as underwriter in connection
with future offerings of shares, units or
other securities or may act as financial
adviser to the issuer, or sponsor, as the case
may be, of any such share, unit or other
security or in a commercial banking
capacity for the issuer of any share, units or
other security or the trustee or the manager
of the trust. Such activities could present
certain conflicts of interest and may affect
the value of the Structured Products.

Our operating environment and strategy

Certain risks, including those as set out in
Appendix 5, may impact our ability to execute

our strategy and directly affect our business
activities, financial condition, results of
operations and prospects. As a broad-based
international financial services firm, we are
inherently exposed to risks that become apparent
only with the benefit of hindsight, risks of which
we are not presently aware or which we currently
do not consider to be material could also
materially affect our business activities, financial
condition, results of operations and prospects.
The sequence in which the risk factors are set out
in Appendix 5 is not indicative of their likelihood
of occurrence or the potential magnitude of their
financial consequences.

Our operating results, financial condition and
ability to pay obligations in the future

Our ability to pay its obligations in the future
may be affected by the level of funding, dividends
and other distributions, if any, received from UBS
Switzerland AG and any other subsidiaries
currently existing or established by us in the
future. The ability of such subsidiaries to make
loans or distributions (directly or indirectly) to us
may be restricted as a result of several factors,
including restrictions in financing agreements,
the requirements of applicable laws and
regulatory, fiscal or other restrictions. Our
subsidiaries, including UBS Switzerland AG,
UBS Limited and the US IHC (when designated)
are subject to laws and regulations that restrict
dividend payments, authorize regulatory bodies
to block or reduce the flow of funds from those
subsidiaries to us, or limit or prohibit transactions
with affiliates. Restrictions and regulatory
actions of this kind could impede access to funds
that we may need to make payments.

In addition, our right to participate in a
distribution of assets upon a subsidiary’s
liquidation or reorganization is subject to all prior
claims of the subsidiary’s creditors.

Furthermore, we may guarantee some of the
payment obligations of certain of our subsidiaries
from time to time. Additionally, in connection
with the transfer of the Retail & Corporate (now
Personal & Corporate Banking) and Wealth
Management business booked in Switzerland
from us to UBS Switzerland AG in June 2015,
under the Swiss Merger Act, UBS AG is jointly
liable for obligations existing on the asset
transfer date, 14 June 2015, that were transferred
to UBS Switzerland AG. These guarantees may
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require us to provide substantial funds or assets to
subsidiaries or their creditors or counterparties at
a time when we are in need of liquidity to fund
our own obligations.

General risks relating to Structured Products

You may lose all your investment in the Structured
Products

Structured Products involve a high degree of risk,
and are subject to a number of risks which may
include interest, foreign exchange, time value,
market and/or political risks. Structured Products
may expire worthless.

Options, warrants and asset linked instruments
are priced primarily on the basis of the price/level
of the Underlying Asset, the volatility of the
Underlying Asset’s price/level and the time
remaining to expiry of the Structured Product.

The price of Structured Products generally may
fall in value as rapidly as they may rise and you
should be prepared to sustain a significant or total
loss of the purchase price of the Structured
Products. Assuming all other factors are held
constant, the more the underlying share price,
unit price or index level of a Structured Product
moves in a direction against you and the shorter
its remaining term to expiration, the greater the
risk that you will lose all or a significant part of
your investment.

The Structured Products are only exercisable on
their respective Expiry Dates and may not be
exercised by you prior to the relevant Expiry
Date. Accordingly, if on such Expiry Date the
Cash Settlement Amount is zero or negative, you
will lose the value of your investment.

The risk of losing all or any part of the purchase
price of a Structured Product means that, in order
to recover and realise a return on investment, you
must generally anticipate correctly the direction,
timing and magnitude of any change in the
price/level of the Underlying Asset as may be
specified in the relevant supplemental listing
document.

Changes in the price/level of an Underlying Asset
can be unpredictable, sudden and large and such
changes may result in the price/level of the
Underlying Asset moving in a direction which
will negatively impact upon the return on your

investment. You therefore risk losing your entire
investment if the price/level of the relevant
Underlying Asset does not move in the
anticipated direction.

The value of the Structured Products may be
disproportionate or opposite to movement in
price/level of the Underlying Assets

An investment in Structured Products is not the
same as owning the Underlying Assets or having
a direct investment in the Underlying Asset. The
market values of Structured Products are linked to
the relevant Underlying Assets and will be
influenced (positively or negatively) by it or them
but any change may not be comparable and may
be disproportionate. It is possible that while the
price/level of the Underlying Assets is increasing,
the value of the Structured Product is falling.

If you intend to purchase any series of Structured
Products to hedge against the market risk
associated with investing in the Underlying Asset
specified in the relevant supplemental listing
document, you should recognise the complexities
of utilizing Structured Products in this manner.
For example, the value of the Structured Products
may not exactly correlate with the price/level of
the Underlying Asset. Due to fluctuations in
supply and demand for Structured Products, there
is no assurance that their value will correlate with
movements of the Underlying Asset. The
Structured Products may not be a perfect hedge to
the Underlying Asset or portfolio of which the
Underlying Asset forms a part.

It may not be possible to liquidate the Structured
Products at a level which directly reflects the
price/level of the Underlying Asset or portfolio of
which the Underlying Asset forms a part.
Therefore, it is possible that you could suffer
substantial losses in the Structured Products in
addition to any losses suffered with respect to
investments in or exposures to the Underlying
Asset.

Possible illiquidity of secondary market

It is not possible to predict if and to what extent
a secondary market may develop in any series of
Structured Products and at what price such series
of Structured Products will trade in the secondary
market and whether such market will be liquid or
illiquid. The fact that the Structured Products are
listed does not necessarily lead to greater
liquidity than if they were not listed.
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If any series of Structured Products are not listed
or traded on any exchange, pricing information
for such series of Structured Products may be
difficult to obtain and the liquidity of that series
of Structured Products may be adversely affected.

The liquidity of any series of Structured Products
may also be affected by restrictions on offers and
sales of the Structured Products in some
jurisdictions. Transactions in off-exchange
Structured Products may be subject to greater
risks than dealing in exchange-traded Structured
Products. To the extent that any Structured
Products of a series is closed out, the number of
Structured Products outstanding in that series will
decrease, which may result in a lessening of the
liquidity of Structured Products. A lessening of
the liquidity of the affected series of Structured
Products may cause, in turn, an increase in the
volatility associated with the price of such
Structured Products.

While we have, or will appoint, a liquidity
provider for the purposes of making a market for
each series of Structured Products, there may be
circumstances outside our control or the
appointed liquidity provider’s control where the
appointed liquidity provider’s ability to make a
market in some or all series of Structured
Products is limited, restricted, and/or without
limitation, frustrated. In such circumstances we
will use our best endeavours to appoint an
alternative liquidity provider.

Interest rates

Investments in the Structured Products may
involve interest rate risk with respect to the
currency of denomination of the Underlying
Assets and/or the Structured Products. A variety
of factors influence interest rates such as macro
economic, governmental, speculative and market
sentiment factors. Such fluctuations may have an
impact on the value of the Structured Products at
any time prior to valuation of the Underlying
Assets relating to the Structured Products.

Time decay

The settlement amount of certain series of
Structured Products at any time prior to
expiration may be less than the trading price of
such Structured Products at that time. The
difference between the trading price and the
settlement amount will reflect, among other
things, a “time value” of the Structured Products.

The “time value” of the Structured Products will
depend upon, among others, the length of the
period remaining to expiration and expectations
concerning the range of possible future
price/level of the Underlying Assets. The value of
a Structured Product will decrease over time as
the length of the period remaining to expiration
becomes shorter. Therefore, the Structured
Products should not be viewed as products for
long term investments.

Exchange rate risk

There may be an exchange rate risk in the case of
Structured Products where the Cash Settlement
Amount will be converted from a foreign
currency into Hong Kong dollars. Exchange rates
between currencies are determined by forces of
supply and demand in the foreign exchange
markets. These forces are, in turn, affected by
factors such as international balances of
payments and other economic and financial
conditions, government intervention in currency
markets and currency trading speculation.

Fluctuations in foreign exchange rates, foreign
political and economic developments and the
imposition of exchange controls or other foreign
governmental laws or restrictions applicable to
such investments may affect the foreign currency
market price and the exchange rate-adjusted
equivalent price of the Structured Products.
Fluctuations in the exchange rate of any one
currency may be offset by fluctuations in the
exchange rate of other relevant currencies. There
can be no assurance that rates of exchange
between any relevant currencies which are
current rates at the date of issue of any Structured
Products will be representative of the relevant
rates of exchange used in computing the value of
the relevant Structured Products at any time
thereafter.

Where Structured Products are described as being
“quantoed”, the value of the Underlying Assets
will be converted from one currency (the
“Original Currency”) into a new currency (the
“New Currency”) on the date and in the manner
specified in, or implied by, the Conditions using
a fixed exchange rate. The cost to us of
maintaining such a fixing between the Original
Currency and the New Currency will have an
implication on the value of the Structured
Products, which will vary during the term of the
Structured Products. No assurance can be given
as to whether or not, taking into account relative
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exchange rate and interest rate fluctuations
between the Original Currency and the New
Currency, a quanto feature in a Structured
Product would at any time enhance the return on
the Structured Product over a level of a similar
Structured Product issued without such a quanto
feature.

Taxes

You may be required to pay stamp duty or other
taxes or other documentary charges. If you are in
doubt as to your tax position, you should consult
your own independent tax advisers. In addition,
you should be aware that tax regulations and their
application by the relevant taxation authorities
change from time to time. Accordingly, it is not
possible to predict the precise tax treatment
which will apply at any given time. See “Do you
need to pay any tax?” in the section headed
“Important Information” on page 4 for further
information.

Modification to the Conditions

Under the Conditions, we may, without your
consent, effect any modification of the terms and
conditions of the Structured Products or the
Instrument which, in our opinion, is:

(a) not materially prejudicial to the interest of
the Structured Products holders generally
(without considering your individual
circumstances or the tax or other
consequences of such modification in any
particular jurisdiction);

(b) of a formal, minor or technical nature;

(c) made to correct a manifest error; or

(d) necessary in order to comply with
mandatory provisions of the laws or
regulations of Hong Kong.

Possible early termination for illegality or
impracticability

If we determine in good faith and in a
commercially reasonable manner that, for reasons
beyond our control, the performance of our
obligations under the Structured Products has
become illegal or impracticable (or in the case of
CBBCs only, it is no longer desirable or practical
for us to maintain our hedging arrangement with
respect to the CBBCs), we may terminate early

such Structured Products. If we terminate early
the Structured Products, we will, if and to the
extent permitted by applicable law, pay an
amount determined by us in good faith and in a
commercially reasonable manner to be their fair
market value notwithstanding the illegality or
impracticability (or hedging disruption) less the
cost to us of unwinding any related hedging
arrangements, which may be substantially less
than your initial investment and may be zero.

Risks relating to the Underlying Asset

You have no right to the Underlying Asset

Unless specifically indicated in the Conditions,
you will not be entitled to:

(i) voting rights or rights to receive dividends
or other distributions or any other rights that
a holder of the Underlying Asset would
normally be entitled to; or

(ii) voting rights or rights to receive dividends
or other distributions or any other rights
with respect to any company constituting
any underlying index.

Valuation risk

An investment in Structured Products may
involve valuation risk as regards the Underlying
Assets to which the particular series of Structured
Products relate. The price/level of the Underlying
Asset may vary over time and may increase or
decrease by reference to a variety of factors
which may include corporate actions, macro
economic factors, speculation and (where the
Underlying Asset is an index) changes in the
formula for or the method of calculating the
index.

You must be experienced with dealing in these
types of Structured Products and must understand
the risks associated with dealing in such products.
You should reach an investment decision only
after careful consideration, with your advisers, of
the suitability of any Structured Product in light
of your particular financial circumstances, the
information regarding the relevant Structured
Product and the particular Underlying Asset to
which the value of the relevant Structured
Product relates.
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Adjustment related risk

In the case of Structured Products relating to a
single equity or a unit trust (“Security”), certain
corporate events relating to the Security require
or, as the case may be, permit us to make certain
adjustments or amendments to the Conditions.
You have limited anti-dilution protection under
the Conditions of the Structured Products. We
may, in our sole discretion adjust, among other
things, the Entitlement, the Exercise Price (if
applicable), the Call Price (if applicable), the
Strike Price (if applicable) or any other terms
(including without limitation the Closing Price of
the Security) of any series of Structured Product
for events such as rights issue, bonus issue,
subdivision, consolidation, cash distribution or
restructuring event. However, we are not required
to make an adjustment for every event that may
affect a Security, in which case the market price
of the Structured Products and the return upon the
expiry of the Structured Products may be
affected.

In addition, if the Security ceases to be listed on
the Stock Exchange during the term of the
Structured Products, we may make adjustments
and/or amendments to the rights attaching to the
Structured Products pursuant to the Conditions of
the Structured Products. Such adjustments and/or
amendments will be conclusive and binding on
you.

In the case of Structured Products which relate to
an index, the level of the index may be published
by the index compiler at a time when one or more
shares comprising in the index are not trading. If
this occurs on the Valuation Date but such
occurrence does not constitute a Market
Disruption Event under the Conditions then the
value of such share(s) may not be included in the
level of the index. In addition, certain events
relating to the index (including a material change
in the formula or the method of calculating the
index or a failure to publish the index) permit us
to determine the level of the index on the basis of
the formula or method last in effect prior to such
change in formula or method.

Suspension of trading

If the Underlying Assets are suspended from
trading or dealing for whatever reason on the
market on which they are listed or dealt in
(including the Stock Exchange), trading in the
relevant series of Structured Products will be

suspended for a similar period. The value of the
Structured Products will decrease over time as the
length of the period remaining to expiration
becomes shorter. In such circumstances, you
should note that in the case of a prolonged
suspension period, the market price of the
Structured Products may be subject to a
significant impact of time decay of such
prolonged suspension period and may fluctuate
significantly upon resumption of trading after the
suspension period of the Structured Products.
This may adversely affect your investment in the
Structured Products.

Delay in settlement

Unless otherwise specified in the relevant
Conditions, in the case of any expiry of
Structured Products, there may be a time lag
between the date on which the Structured
Products expire, and the time the applicable
settlement amount relating to such event is
determined. Any such delay between the time of
expiry and the determination of the settlement
amount will be specified in the relevant
Conditions.

However, such delay could be significantly
longer, particularly in the case of a delay in the
expiry of such Structured Products arising from
our determination that a Market Disruption Event,
Settlement Disruption Event or delisting of the
underlying shares or units has occurred at any
relevant time or that adjustments are required in
accordance with the Conditions.

That applicable settlement amount may change
significantly during any such period, and such
movement or movements could decrease or
modify the settlement amount of the Structured
Products.

You should note that in the event of there being a
Settlement Disruption Event or a Market
Disruption Event, payment of the Cash
Settlement Amount may be delayed as more fully
described in the Conditions.

Risks relating to Structured Products over
trusts

General risks

In the case of Structured Products which relate to
the units of a trust:

(a) neither we nor any of our affiliates have the
ability to control or predict the actions of
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the trustee or the manager of the relevant
trust. Neither the trustee nor the manager of
the relevant trust (i) is involved in the offer
of any Structured Product in any way, or (ii)
has any obligation to consider the interest of
the holders of any Structured Product in
taking any corporate actions that might
affect the value of any Structured Product;
and

(b) we have no role in the relevant trust. The
manager of the relevant trust is responsible
for making strategic, investment and other
trading decisions with respect to the
management of the relevant trust consistent
with its investment objectives and in
compliance with the investment restrictions
as set out in the constitutive documents of
the relevant trust. The manner in which the
relevant trust is managed and the timing of
actions may have a significant impact on the
performance of the relevant trust. Hence, the
market price of the relevant units is also
subject to these risks.

Exchange traded funds

Where the Underlying Asset of Structured
Products comprises the units of an exchange
traded fund (“ETF”), you should note that:

(a) an ETF is exposed to the economic,
political, currency, legal and other risks of a
specific sector or market related to the
underlying asset pool or index or market
that the ETF is designed to track;

(b) there may be disparity between the
performance of the ETF and the
performance of the underlying asset pool or
index or market that the ETF is designed to
track as a result of, for example, failure of
the tracking strategy, currency differences,
fees and expenses; and

(c) where the underlying asset pool or index or
market that the ETF tracks is subject to
restricted access, the efficiency in the unit
creation or redemption to keep the price of
the ETF in line with its net asset value may
be disrupted, causing the ETF to trade at a
higher premium or discount to its net asset
value. Hence, the market price of the
Structured Products will also be indirectly
subject to these risks.

Synthetic exchange traded funds

Additionally, where the Underlying Asset of
Structured Products comprises the units of an
ETF adopting a synthetic replication investment
strategy to achieve its investment objectives by
investing in financial derivative instruments
linked to the performance of an underlying asset
pool or index that the ETF is designed to track
(“Synthetic ETF”), you should note that:

(a) investments in financial derivative
instruments will expose the Synthetic ETF
to the credit, potential contagion and
concentration risks of the counterparties
who issued such financial derivative
instruments. As such counterparties are
predominantly international financial
institutions, the failure of any such
counterparty may have a negative effect on
other counterparties of the Synthetic ETF.
Even if the Synthetic ETF has collateral to
reduce the counterparty risk, there may still
be a risk that the market value of the
collateral has fallen substantially when the
Synthetic ETF seeks to realise the collateral;
and

(b) the Synthetic ETF may be exposed to higher
liquidity risk if the Synthetic ETF invests in
financial derivative instruments which do
not have an active secondary market.

The above risks may have a significant impact on
the performance of the relevant ETF or Synthetic
ETF and hence the market price of Structured
Products linked to such ETF or Synthetic ETF.

RQFII A-share ETF (“RQFII ETF”)

An RQFII ETF is issued and traded outside
Mainland China with direct investment in the
Mainland China’s A-share markets through the
Renminbi Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor
(“RQFII”) regime. Where the Underlying Asset
of Structured Products comprises the units of an
RQFII ETF, you should note that, amongst others:

(a) the novelty and untested nature of an RQFII
ETF make it riskier than traditional ETFs
investing directly in more developed
markets. The policy and rules for RQFII
prescribed by the Mainland China
government are new and subject to change,
and there may be uncertainty to its
implementation. The uncertainty and change
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of the laws and regulations in Mainland
China may adversely impact on the
performance of the relevant trust and the
trading price of the relevant units;

(b) as disclosed in its offering documents, an
RQFII ETF primarily invests in securities
traded in the Mainland China’s A-share
markets and is subject to concentration risk.
Investment in the Mainland China’s A-share
markets (which are inherently stock markets
with restricted access) involves certain risks
and special considerations as compared with
investment in more developed economies or
markets, such as greater political, tax,
economic, foreign exchange, liquidity and
regulatory risks. The operation of an RQFII
ETF may also be affected by interventions
by the applicable government(s) and
regulators in the financial markets; and

(c) an RQFII ETF will utilize its manager’s
RQFII quota allocated to such fund under
the RQFII regime. In the event that RQFII
quota allocated to the RQFII ETF is reached
and the manager is unable to acquire
additional RQFII quota for the RQFII ETF,
the manager may need to suspend creation
of further units of the RQFII ETF, and
therefore may affect liquidity in unit trading
of the RQFII ETF. In such event, the trading
price of a unit of the RQFII ETF is likely to
be at a significant premium to its net asset
value, and may be highly volatile.

The above risks may have a significant impact on
the performance of the relevant units and the
price of the Structured Products.

Please read the offering documents of the relevant
RQFII ETF to understand its key features and
risks.

ETF traded through dual counters model

Where the Underlying Asset of Structured
Products comprises the units of an ETF which
adopts the dual counters model for trading its
units on the Stock Exchange in Renminbi
(“RMB”) and Hong Kong dollars (“HKD”)
separately, the novelty and relatively untested
nature of the Stock Exchange’s dual counters
model may bring the following additional risks:

(a) the Structured Products may be linked to the
HKD-traded units or the RMB-traded units.

If the Underlying Asset of Structured
Products is the HKD-traded units,
movements in the trading prices of the
RMB-traded units should not directly affect
the price of the Structured Products.
Similarly, if the Underlying Asset of
Structured Products is the RMB-traded
units, movements in the trading prices of the
HKD-traded units should not directly affect
the price of the Structured Products;

(b) if there is a suspension of inter-counter
transfer of such units between the HKD
counter and the RMB counter for any
reason, such units will only be able to be
traded in the relevant currency counter on
the Stock Exchange, which may affect the
demand and supply of such units and have
an adverse effect on the price of the
Structured Products; and

(c) the trading price on the Stock Exchange of
the HKD-traded units and RMB-traded units
may deviate significantly due to different
factors, such as market liquidity, RMB
conversion risk, supply and demand in each
counter and the exchange rate between RMB
and HKD. Changes in the trading price of
the Underlying Asset of Structured Products
in HKD or RMB (as the case may be) may
adversely affect the price of the Structured
Products.

Real estate investment trust (“REIT”)

Where the Underlying Asset of Structured
Products comprises the units of a REIT, you
should note that the investment objective of a
REIT is to invest in a real estate portfolio. Each
REIT is exposed to risks relating to investments
in real estate, including but not limited to (a)
adverse changes in political or economic
conditions; (b) changes in interest rates and the
availability of debt or equity financing, which
may result in an inability by the REIT to maintain
or improve the real estate portfolio and finance
future acquisitions; (c) changes in environmental,
zoning and other governmental rules; (d) changes
in market rents; (e) any required repair and
maintenance of the portfolio properties; (f)
breach of any property laws or regulations; (g)
the relative illiquidity of real estate investment;
(h) real estate taxes; (i) any hidden interests in the
portfolio properties; (j) any increase in insurance
premiums and (k) any uninsurable losses.
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There may also be disparity between the market
price of the units of a REIT and the net asset
value per unit. This is because the market price of
the units of a REIT also depends on many factors,
including but not limited to (a) the market value
and perceived prospects of the real estate
portfolio; (b) changes in economic or market
conditions; (c) changes in market valuations of
similar companies; (d) changes in interest rates;
(e) the perceived attractiveness of the units of the
REIT against those of other equity securities; (f)
the future size and liquidity of the market for the
units and the REIT market generally; (g) any
future changes to the regulatory system, including
the tax system and (h) the ability of the REIT to
implement its investment and growth strategies
and to retain its key personnel.

The above risks may have a significant impact on
the performance of the relevant units and the
price of the Structured Products.

Risk relating to CBBCs

Correlation between the price of a CBBC and the
price/level of the Underlying Asset

When the Underlying Asset of a CBBC is trading
at a price/level close to its Call Price/Call Level,
the price of that CBBC tends to be more volatile
and any change in the value of that CBBC at such
time may be incomparable and disproportionate
to the change in the price/level of the Underlying
Asset.

You may lose your entire investment when a
Mandatory Call Event occurs

Unlike warrants, CBBCs has a mandatory call
feature and trading in the CBBCs will be
suspended when the Spot Level/Spot Price
reaches the Call Level/Call Price (subject to the
circumstances in which a Mandatory Call Event
will be reversed as set out below). No investors
can sell the CBBCs after the occurrence of a
Mandatory Call Event. Even if the level/price of
the Underlying Asset bounces back in the right
direction, the CBBCs which have been terminated
as a result of the Mandatory Call Event will not
be revived and investors will not be able to profit
from the bounce-back. Investors may receive a
Residual Value after the occurrence of a
Mandatory Call Event but such amount may be
zero.

Mandatory Call Event is irrevocable except in
limited circumstances

A Mandatory Call Event is irrevocable unless it is
triggered as a result of any of the following
events:

(a) system malfunction or other technical errors
of HKEX (such as the setting up of wrong
Call Price/Call Level and other parameters),
and such event is reported by the Stock
Exchange to us and we and the Stock
Exchange mutually agree that such
Mandatory Call Event is to be revoked; or

(b) manifest errors caused by the relevant third
party price source where applicable (such as
miscalculation of the index level by the
relevant index compiler), and such event is
reported by us to the Stock Exchange and we
and the Stock Exchange mutually agree that
such Mandatory Call Event is to be revoked,

in each case, such mutual agreement must be
reached between the Stock Exchange and us as
prescribed in the relevant procedures by the Stock
Exchange from time to time. Upon revocation of
the Mandatory Call Event, trading of the CBBCs
will resume and any trade cancelled after such
Mandatory Call Event will be reinstated.

Non-recognition of Post MCE Trades

The Stock Exchange and its recognised exchange
controller, HKEX, shall not incur any liability
(whether based on contract, tort (including,
without limitation, negligence), or any other legal
or equitable grounds and without regard to the
circumstances giving rise to any purported claim
except in the case of wilful misconduct on the
part of the Stock Exchange and/or HKEX) for any
direct, consequential, special, indirect, economic,
punitive, exemplary or any other loss or damage
suffered or incurred by us or any other party
arising from or in connection with the Mandatory
Call Event or the suspension of trading (“Trading
Suspension”) or the non-recognition of trades
after a Mandatory Call Event (“Non-Recognition
of Post MCE Trades”), including without
limitation, any delay, failure, mistake or error in
the Trading Suspension or Non-Recognition of
Post MCE Trades.

We and our affiliates shall not have any
responsibility towards you for any losses suffered
as a result of the Trading Suspension and/or
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Non-Recognition of Post MCE Trades in
connection with the occurrence of a Mandatory
Call Event, notwithstanding that such Trading
Suspension or Non-Recognition of Post MCE
Trades may have occurred as a result of an error
in the observation of the event.

Residual Value will not include residual funding
cost

For Category R CBBCs, the Residual Value (if
any) payable by us following the occurrence of a
Mandatory Call Event will not include the
residual funding cost for the CBBCs. You will not
receive any residual funding cost back from us
upon early termination of a Category R CBBC
following the occurrence of a Mandatory Call
Event.

Delay in announcements of a Mandatory Call
Event

The Stock Exchange will notify the market as
soon as practicable after the CBBC has been
called. You must however be aware that there may
be delay in the announcements of a Mandatory
Call Event due to technical errors or system
failures and other factors that are beyond our
control or the control of the Stock Exchange.

Our hedging activities may adversely affect the
price/level of the Underlying Asset

We and/or any of our affiliates may carry out
activities that minimise our risks related to the
CBBCs, including effecting transactions for our
own account or for the account of our customers
and hold long or short positions in the Underlying
Asset whether for risk reduction purposes or
otherwise. In addition, in connection with the
offering of any CBBCs, we and/or any of our
affiliates may enter into one or more hedging
transactions with respect to the Underlying Asset.
In connection with such hedging or
market-making activities or with respect to
proprietary or other trading activities by us and/or
any of our affiliates, we and/or any of our
affiliates may enter into transactions in the
Underlying Asset which may affect the market
price, liquidity or price/level of the Underlying
Asset and/or the value of CBBCs and which could
be deemed to be adverse to your interests. We
and/or our affiliates are likely to modify our
hedging positions throughout the life of the
CBBCs whether by effecting transactions in the
Underlying Asset or in derivatives linked to the

Underlying Asset. Further, it is possible that the
advisory services which we and/or our affiliates
provide in the ordinary course of our business
could lead to an adverse impact on the value of
the Underlying Asset.

Unwinding of hedging arrangements

The trading and/or hedging activities of us or our
affiliates related to CBBCs and/or other financial
instruments issued by us from time to time may
have an impact on the price/level of the
Underlying Asset and may trigger a Mandatory
Call Event. In particular, when the Underlying
Asset is trading close to the Call Price/Call Level,
our unwinding activities may cause a fall or rise
(as the case may be) in the trading price/level of
the Underlying Asset, leading to a Mandatory
Call Event as a result of such unwinding
activities.

In respect of Category N CBBCs, we or our
affiliates may unwind any hedging transactions
entered into by us in relation to the CBBCs at any
time even if such unwinding activities may
trigger a Mandatory Call Event.

In respect of Category R CBBCs, before the
occurrence of a Mandatory Call Event, we or our
affiliates may unwind our hedging transactions
relating to the CBBCs in proportion to the amount
of the CBBCs we repurchase from time to time.
Upon the occurrence of a Mandatory Call Event,
we or our affiliates may unwind any hedging
transactions in relation to the CBBCs. Such
unwinding activities after the occurrence of a
Mandatory Call Event may affect the trading
price/level of the Underlying Asset and
consequently the Residual Value for the CBBCs.

Risk relating to the legal form of the
Structured Products

Each series of Structured Products will be
represented by a global certificate registered in
the name of HKSCC Nominees Limited (or such
other nominee company as may be used by
HKSCC from time to time in relation to the
provision of nominee services to persons
admitted for the time being by HKSCC as a
participant of CCASS).

Structured Products issued in global registered
form and held on your behalf within a clearing
system effectively means that the evidence of
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your title, as well as the efficiency of ultimate
delivery of the Cash Settlement Amount, will be
subject to the CCASS Rules. You should be aware
of the following risks:

(a) you will not receive definitive certificates
where the Structured Products remain in the
name of HKSCC Nominees Limited for the
entire life of the Structured Products;

(b) any register that is maintained by us or on
our behalf, while available for inspection by
you, will not be capable of registering any
interests other than that of the legal title
owner, in other words, it will record at all
times that the Structured Products are being
held by HKSCC Nominees Limited;

(c) you will have to rely solely upon your
broker/custodians and the statements you
receive from such party as evidence of your
interest in the investment;

(d) notices or announcements will be published
on the HKEX website and/or released by
HKSCC to its participants via CCASS. You
will need to check the HKEX website
regularly and/or rely on your brokers/
custodians to obtain such notices/
announcements; and

(e) following the Expiry Date and the
determination by us as to the Cash
Settlement Amount, our obligations to you
will be duly performed by payment of the
Cash Settlement Amount in accordance with
the Conditions to HKSCC Nominees
Limited as the “holder” of the Structured
Products. HKSCC or HKSCC Nominees

Limited will then distribute the received
Cash Settlement Amount to the respective
CCASS participants in accordance with the
CCASS Rules.

Fee arrangements with brokers and conflicts of
interest of brokers

We may enter into fee arrangements with brokers
and/or any of its affiliates with respect to the
primary market in the Structured Products. You
should note that any brokers with whom we have
a fee arrangement does not, and cannot be
expected to, deal exclusively in the Structured
Products, therefore any broker and/or its
subsidiaries or affiliates may from time to time
engage in transactions involving the Underlying
Assets and/or the structured products of other
issuers over the same Underlying Assets to which
the particular series of Structured Products may
relate, or other underlying assets as the case may
be, for their proprietary accounts and/or for the
accounts or their clients. The fact that the same
broker may deal simultaneously for different
clients in competing products in the market place
may affect the value of the Structured Products
and present certain conflicts of interests.

Effect of the combination of risk factors
unpredictable

Two or more risk factors may simultaneously
have an effect on the value of a series of
Structured Products such that the effect of any
individual risk factor may not be predictable. No
assurance can be given as to the effect any
combination of risk factors may have on the value
of a series of Structured Products.
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APPENDIX 1 — TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF WARRANTS

The following pages set out the Conditions in respect of different types of Warrants.
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PART A — TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CASH SETTLED WARRANTS
OVER SINGLE EQUITIES

These Conditions will, together with the supplemental provisions contained in the relevant
Supplemental Listing Document, and subject to completion and amendment, be endorsed on the Global
Certificate. The relevant Supplemental Listing Document in relation to the issue of any series of
Warrants may specify other terms and conditions which shall, to the extent so specified or to the extent
they are inconsistent with these Conditions, replace or modify these Conditions for the purpose of such
series of Warrants.

1. Form, Status, Transfer, Title and Additional Costs and Expenses

(A) The Warrants (which expression shall, unless the context otherwise requires, include any further
warrants issued pursuant to Condition 11) relating to the Shares of the Company are issued in
registered form subject to and with the benefit of an instrument by way of deed poll (the
“Instrument” as defined more fully in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document) executed
by UBS AG (the “Issuer”) acting through its London branch or any of its branches outside
Switzerland as it may specify from time to time. The Warrantholders (as defined below) are
entitled to the benefit of, are bound by, and are deemed to have notice of all the provisions of
the Instrument. A copy of the Instrument is available for inspection at the offices of UBS
Securities Asia Limited (“Sponsor”) at 52nd Floor, Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance
Street, Central, Hong Kong.

The Warrants are represented by a global certificate (“Global Certificate”) registered in the
name of HKSCC Nominees Limited (or such other nominee company as may be used by Hong
Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited (“HKSCC”) from time to time in relation to the
provision of nominee services to persons admitted for the time being by HKSCC as a participant
of CCASS) (the “Nominee”). No definitive certificate will be issued. The Warrants can only be
exercised by HKSCC or the Nominee.

(B) The settlement obligation of the Issuer in respect of the Warrants represents general unsecured
contractual obligations of the Issuer and of no other person which rank, and will rank, equally
among themselves and pari passu with all other present and future unsecured and unsubordinated
contractual obligations of the Issuer, except for obligations accorded preference by mandatory
provisions of applicable law.

Warrants represent general contractual obligations of the Issuer, and are not, nor is it the
intention (expressed, implicit or otherwise) of the Issuer to create by the issue of warrants
deposit liabilities of the Issuer or a debt obligation of any kind.

(C) Transfers of Warrants may be effected only in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof in CCASS
in accordance with the General Rules of CCASS and the CCASS Operational Procedures in effect
from time to time (the “CCASS Rules”).

(D) Each person who is for the time being shown in the register kept by the Issuer in Hong Kong as
the holder shall be treated by the Issuer and the Sponsor as the absolute owner and holder of the
Warrants. The expression “Warrantholder” and “Warrantholders” shall be construed
accordingly.

(E) Warrantholders are responsible for additional costs and expenses in connection with any exercise
of the Warrants including the Exercise Expenses (as defined below) which amount shall, subject
to Condition 2(B) and to the extent necessary, be payable to the Issuer and collected from the
Warrantholders.
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2. Warrant Rights and Exercise Expenses

(A) Every Board Lot entitles the Warrantholders, upon due exercise and upon compliance with these
Conditions, in particular Condition 3, to payment of the Cash Settlement Amount (as defined
below), if any.

(B) The Warrantholders will be required to pay a sum equal to all the expenses resulting from the
exercise of such Warrants. To effect such payment an amount equivalent to the Exercise Expenses
(defined below) shall be deducted from the Cash Settlement Amount in accordance with
Condition 3(E).

(C) For the purposes of these Conditions:

“Average Price” means the arithmetic mean of the closing prices of one Share (as derived from
the Daily Quotation Sheet of the Stock Exchange, subject to any adjustment to such closing
prices as may be necessary to reflect any event as contemplated in Condition 5 such as
capitalisation, rights issue, distribution or the like) in respect of each Valuation Date;

“Board Lot” has the meaning given to it in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Business Day” means a day (excluding Saturdays) on which the Stock Exchange is scheduled
to open for dealings in Hong Kong and banks are open for business in Hong Kong;

“Cash Settlement Amount” means, for every Board Lot, an amount in the Settlement Currency
calculated by the Issuer in accordance with the following formula:

(i) In the case of a series of call Warrants:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Average Price - Exercise Price) x one Board Lot

Number of Warrant(s) per Entitlement

(ii) In the case of a series of put Warrants:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Exercise Price - Average Price) x one Board Lot

Number of Warrant(s) per Entitlement

For the avoidance of doubt, if the Cash Settlement Amount is a negative figure, it shall be
deemed to be zero;

“CCASS” means the Central Clearing and Settlement System;

“CCASS Settlement Day” has the meaning ascribed to the term “Settlement Day” in the CCASS
Rules, subject to such modification and amendment prescribed by HKSCC from time to time;

“Company” means the company specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“Entitlement” means the number specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document, subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 5;

“Exercise Expenses” means any charges or expenses including any taxes or duties which are
incurred in respect of the exercise of a Board Lot of Warrants;

“Exercise Price” means the price specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document, subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 5;
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“Expiry Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“HKEX” means Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited;

“Listing Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Market Disruption Event” means:

(1) the occurrence or existence on any Valuation Date during the one-half hour period that ends
at the close of trading of any suspension of or limitation imposed on trading (by reason of
movements in price exceeding limits permitted by the Stock Exchange or otherwise) on the
Stock Exchange in (a) the Shares; or (b) any options or futures contracts relating to the
Shares if, in any such case, such suspension or limitation is, in the determination of the
Issuer, material;

(2) the issuance of the tropical cyclone warning signal number 8 or above or the issuance of
a “BLACK” rainstorm signal on any day which either (i) results in the Stock Exchange
being closed for trading for the entire day; or (ii) results in the Stock Exchange being closed
prior to its regular time for close of trading for the relevant day (for the avoidance of doubt,
in the case when the Stock Exchange is scheduled to open for the morning trading session
only, closed prior to its regular time for close of trading for the morning session),
PROVIDED THAT there shall be no Market Disruption Event solely by reason of the Stock
Exchange opening for trading later than its regular time for opening of trading on any day
as a result of the tropical cyclone warning signal number 8 or above or the “BLACK”
rainstorm signal having been issued; or

(3) a limitation or closure of the Stock Exchange due to any unforeseen circumstances;

“Settlement Currency” means the currency specified as such in the relevant Supplemental
Listing Document;

“Settlement Date” means the third CCASS Settlement Day after the later of: (i) the Expiry Date;
and (ii) the day on which the Average Price is determined in accordance with the Conditions;

“Share” means the share specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Stock Exchange” means The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited; and

“Valuation Date” means each of the five Business Days immediately preceding the Expiry Date,
provided that if the Issuer determines, in its sole discretion, that a Market Disruption Event has
occurred on any Valuation Date, then that Valuation Date shall be postponed until the first
succeeding Business Day on which there is no Market Disruption Event irrespective of whether
that postponed Valuation Date would fall on a Business Day that is already or is deemed to be
a Valuation Date. For the avoidance of doubt, in the event that a Market Disruption Event has
occurred and a Valuation Date is postponed as aforesaid, the closing price of the Shares on the
first succeeding Business Day will be used more than once in determining the Average Price, so
that in no event shall there be less than five closing prices used to determine the Average Price.

If the postponement of the Valuation Date as aforesaid would result in the Valuation Date falling
on or after the Expiry Date, then:

(a) the Business Day immediately preceding the Expiry Date (the “Last Valuation Date”) shall
be deemed to be the Valuation Date notwithstanding the Market Disruption Event; and
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(b) the Issuer shall determine the closing price of the Shares on the basis of its good faith
estimate of the price that would have prevailed on the Last Valuation Date but for the
Market Disruption Event.

Trading in Warrants on the Stock Exchange shall cease prior to the Expiry Date in accordance
with the requirements of the Stock Exchange.

Other capitalized terms shall, unless otherwise defined herein, have the meaning ascribed to them
in the Base Listing Document, the relevant Supplemental Listing Document or the Global
Certificate.

3. Exercise of Warrants

(A) Warrants may only be exercised in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof.

(B) The Warrants will automatically be exercised on the Expiry Date, if the Issuer determines that
the Cash Settlement Amount (calculated in accordance with these Conditions) is positive
(without notice being given to the Warrantholders). The Warrantholders will not be required to
deliver any exercise notice and the Issuer or its agent will pay to the Warrantholders the Cash
Settlement Amount (if any) in accordance with Condition 3(E).

Any Warrant which has not been automatically exercised in accordance with this Condition 3(B)
shall expire immediately thereafter and all rights of the Warrantholders and obligations of the
Issuer with respect to such Warrant shall cease.

(C) Any Exercise Expenses which are not determined by the Issuer on the Expiry Date and deducted
from the Cash Settlement Amount prior to delivery to the Warrantholders in accordance with this
Condition 3, shall be notified by the Issuer to the Warrantholders as soon as practicable after
determination thereof and shall be paid by the Warrantholders to the Issuer immediately upon
demand.

(D) Subject to exercise of Warrants in accordance with these Conditions, or in the event that Warrants
have expired worthless, the Issuer will, with effect from the first Business Day following the
Expiry Date, remove the name of each Warrantholder from the register of Warrantholders in
respect of such Warrants and thereby cancel the relevant Warrants and, if applicable, cancel the
Global Certificate.

(E) Upon exercise of Warrants in accordance with these Conditions, the Issuer will pay the Cash
Settlement Amount minus the determined Exercise Expenses to the relevant Warrantholder. If the
Cash Settlement Amount is equal to or less than the determined Exercise Expenses, no amount
is payable.

The aggregate Cash Settlement Amount minus the determined aggregate Exercise Expenses shall
be despatched no later than the Settlement Date, by crediting that amount, in accordance with the
CCASS Rules, to the relevant bank account designated by each Warrantholder (the “Designated
Bank Account”).

If as a result of an event beyond the control of the Issuer (“Settlement Disruption Event”), it
is not possible for the Issuer to procure payment electronically through CCASS by crediting the
relevant Designated Bank Account of the Warrantholder on the original Settlement Date, the
Issuer shall use its reasonable endeavours to procure payment electronically through CCASS by
crediting the relevant Designated Bank Account of the Warrantholder as soon as reasonably
practicable after the original Settlement Date. The Issuer will not be liable to the Warrantholder
for any interest in respect of the amount due or any loss or damage that such Warrantholder may
suffer as a result of the existence of a Settlement Disruption Event.
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(F) The Issuer’s obligations to pay the Cash Settlement Amount shall be discharged by payment in
accordance with Condition 3(E).

4. Sponsor

(A) The Sponsor will not assume any obligation or duty to or any relationship or agency or trust for
the Warrantholders.

(B) The Issuer reserves the right, subject to the appointment of a successor, at any time to vary or
terminate the appointment of the initial Sponsor and to appoint another sponsor provided that it
will at all times maintain a sponsor in Hong Kong for so long as the Warrants are listed on the
Stock Exchange. Notice of any such termination or appointment will be given to the
Warrantholders in accordance with Condition 9.

5. Adjustments

(A) Rights Issues. If and whenever the Company shall, by way of Rights (as defined below), offer
new Shares for subscription at a fixed subscription price to the holders of existing Shares pro rata
to existing holdings (a “Rights Offer”), the Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on the
Business Day on which trading in the Shares becomes ex-entitlement (“Rights Issue Adjustment
Date”) in accordance with the following formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component =
1 + M

1 + (R/S) x M

E: Existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Rights Offer

S: Cum-Rights Share price being the closing price of an existing Share as derived from the
Daily Quotation Sheet of the Stock Exchange on the last Business Day on which the Shares
are traded on a Cum-Rights basis

R: Subscription price per new Share specified in the Rights Offer plus an amount equal to any
dividends or other benefits foregone to exercise the Right

M: Number of new Share(s) (whether a whole or a fraction) per existing Share each holder
thereof is entitled to subscribe

Provided that if the above formula would result in an adjustment to the Entitlement which would
amount to one per cent. or less of the Entitlement immediately prior to the adjustment, then no
adjustment will be made. In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Exercise Price (which shall be
rounded to the nearest 0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component, where the
“reciprocal of the Adjustment Component” means one divided by the relevant Adjustment
Component. The adjustment to the Exercise Price shall take effect on the Rights Issue
Adjustment Date.

For the purposes of these Conditions:

“Rights” means the right(s) attached to each existing Share or needed to acquire one new Share
(as the case may be) which are given to the holders of existing Shares to subscribe at a fixed
subscription price for new Shares pursuant to the Rights Offer (whether by the exercise of one
Right, a part of a Right or an aggregate number of Rights).
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(B) Bonus Issues. If and whenever the Company shall make an issue of Shares credited as fully paid
to the holders of Shares generally by way of capitalisation of profits or reserves (other than
pursuant to a scrip dividend or similar scheme for the time being operated by the Company or
otherwise in lieu of a cash dividend and without any payment or other consideration being made
or given by such holders) (a “Bonus Issue”) the Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on
the Business Day on which trading in the Shares becomes ex-entitlement (“Bonus Issue
Adjustment Date”) in accordance with the following formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component = (1 + N)

E: Existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Bonus Issue

N: Number of additional Shares (whether a whole or a fraction) received by a holder of Shares
for each Share held prior to the Bonus Issue

Provided that if the above formula would result in an adjustment to the Entitlement which would
amount to one per cent. or less of the Entitlement immediately prior to the adjustment, then no
adjustment will be made. In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Exercise Price (which shall be
rounded to the nearest 0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component, where the
“reciprocal of the Adjustment Component” means one divided by the relevant Adjustment
Component. The adjustment to the Exercise Price shall take effect on the Bonus Issue Adjustment
Date.

(C) Subdivisions and Consolidations. If and whenever the Company shall subdivide its Shares or any
class of its outstanding share capital comprised of the Shares into a greater number of shares (a
“Subdivision”) or consolidate the Shares or any class of its outstanding share capital comprised
of the Shares into a smaller number of shares (a “Consolidation”), then:

(i) in the case of a Subdivision, the Entitlement in effect immediately prior thereto will be
increased whereas the Exercise Price (which shall be rounded to the nearest 0.001) will be
decreased in the same ratio as the Subdivision; and

(ii) in the case of a Consolidation, the Entitlement in effect immediately prior thereto will be
decreased whereas the Exercise Price (which shall be rounded to the nearest 0.001) will be
increased in the same ratio as the Consolidation,

in each case on the day on which the Subdivision or Consolidation (as the case may be) shall
have taken effect.

(D) Restructuring Events. If it is announced that the Company is to or may merge or consolidate with
or into any other corporation (including becoming, by agreement or otherwise, a subsidiary of
or controlled by any person or corporation) (except where the Company is the surviving
corporation in a merger) or that it is to or may sell or transfer all or substantially all of its assets,
the rights attaching to the Warrants may in the absolute discretion of the Issuer be amended no
later than the Business Day preceding the consummation of such merger, consolidation, sale or
transfer (each a “Restructuring Event”) (as determined by the Issuer in its absolute discretion)
so that the Warrants shall, after such Restructuring Event, relate to the number of shares of the
corporation(s) resulting from or surviving such Restructuring Event or other securities
(“Substituted Securities”) and/or cash offered in substitution for the affected Shares, as the case
may be, to which the holder of such number of Shares to which the Warrants related immediately
before such Restructuring Event would have been entitled upon such Restructuring Event, and
thereafter the provisions hereof shall apply to such Substituted Securities, provided that any
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Substituted Securities may, in the absolute discretion of the Issuer, be deemed to be replaced by
an amount in the relevant currency equal to the market value or, if no market value is available,
fair value, of such Substituted Securities in each case as determined by the Issuer as soon as
practicable after such Restructuring Event is effected. For the avoidance of doubt, any remaining
Shares shall not be affected by this paragraph and, where cash is offered in substitution for
Shares or is deemed to replace Substituted Securities as described above, references in these
Conditions to the Shares shall include any such cash.

(E) Cash Distribution. No adjustment will be made for an ordinary cash dividend (whether or not it
is offered with a scrip alternative) (“Ordinary Dividend”). For any other forms of cash
distribution (“Cash Distribution”) announced by the Company, such as a cash bonus, special
dividend or extraordinary dividend, no adjustment will be made unless the value of the Cash
Distribution accounts for 2 per cent. or more of the Share’s closing price on the day of
announcement by the Company.

If and whenever the Company shall make a Cash Distribution credited as fully paid to the holders
of Shares generally, the Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on the Business Day on which
trading in the Shares becomes ex-entitlement in respect of the relevant Cash Distribution
(“Distribution Adjustment Date”) in accordance with the following formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component =
S - OD

S - OD - CD

E: The existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Cash Distribution

S: Cum-Cash Distribution Share price being the closing price of an existing Share as derived
from the Daily Quotation Sheet of the Stock Exchange on the last Business Day on which
the Shares are traded on a cum-Cash Distribution basis

CD: The Cash Distribution per Share

OD: The Ordinary Dividend per Share, provided that the Ordinary Dividend and the Cash
Distribution have the same ex-entitlement date. For avoidance of doubt, the OD shall be
zero if the Ordinary Dividend and the Cash Distribution have different ex-entitlement dates

In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Exercise Price (which shall be rounded to the nearest
0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component, where the “reciprocal of the Adjustment
Component” means one divided by the relevant Adjustment Component. The adjustment to the
Exercise Price shall take effect on the Distribution Adjustment Date.

(F) Other Adjustments. Without prejudice to and notwithstanding any prior adjustment(s) made
pursuant to the applicable Conditions, the Issuer may (but shall not be obliged to) make such
other adjustments to the terms and conditions of the Warrants as appropriate where any event
(including the events as contemplated in the applicable Conditions) occurs and irrespective of,
in substitution for, or in addition to the provisions contemplated in the applicable Conditions,
provided that such adjustment is:

(i) not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Warrantholders generally (without
considering the circumstances of any individual Warrantholder or the tax or other
consequences of such adjustment in any particular jurisdiction); or
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(ii) determined by the Issuer in good faith to be appropriate and commercially reasonable.

(G) Notice of Adjustments. All determinations made by the Issuer pursuant hereto will be conclusive
and binding on the Warrantholders. The Issuer will give, or procure that there is given, notice
as soon as practicable of any adjustment and of the date from which such adjustment is effective
by publication in accordance with Condition 9.

6. Purchase

The Issuer or any of its subsidiaries may at any time purchase Warrants at any price in the open
market or by tender or by private treaty. Any Warrants so purchased may be held or resold or
surrendered for cancellation.

7. Global Certificate

A Global Certificate representing the Warrants will be deposited with CCASS in the name of
HKSCC Nominees Limited. The Global Certificate must be executed manually on behalf of the
Issuer by authorised person(s) or attorney(s) of the Issuer.

8. Meetings of Warrantholders and Modification

(A) Meetings of Warrantholders. The Instrument contains provisions for convening meetings of the
Warrantholders to consider any matter affecting their interests, including the sanctioning by
Extraordinary Resolution (as defined in the Instrument) of a modification of the provisions of the
Warrants or of the Instrument.

Any resolution to be passed in a meeting of the Warrantholders shall be decided by poll. A
meeting may be convened by the Issuer or by Warrantholders holding not less than 10 per cent.
of the Warrants for the time being remaining unexercised. The quorum at any such meeting for
passing an Extraordinary Resolution will be two or more persons holding or representing not less
than 25 per cent. of the Warrants for the time being remaining unexercised, or at any adjourned
meeting two or more persons being or representing Warrantholders whatever the number of
Warrants so held or represented.

A resolution will be an Extraordinary Resolution when it has been passed at a duly convened
meeting by not less than three-quarters of the votes cast by such Warrantholders who, being
entitled to do so, vote in person or by proxy.

An Extraordinary Resolution passed at any meeting of the Warrantholders shall be binding on all
the Warrantholders, whether or not they are present at the meeting.

Resolutions can be passed in writing without a meeting of the Warrantholders being held if
passed unanimously.

(B) Modification. The Issuer may, without the consent of the Warrantholders, effect any modification
of the terms and conditions of the Warrants or the Instrument which, in the opinion of the Issuer,
is (i) not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Warrantholders generally (without
considering the circumstances of any individual Warrantholder or the tax or other consequences
of such modification in any particular jurisdiction); (ii) of a formal, minor or technical nature;
(iii) made to correct a manifest error; or (iv) necessary in order to comply with mandatory
provisions of the laws or regulations of Hong Kong. Any such modification shall be binding on
the Warrantholders and shall be notified to them by the Issuer as soon as practicable thereafter
in accordance with Condition 9.

9. Notices

All notices to the Warrantholders will be validly given if published in English and in Chinese on
the HKEX website. In such circumstances, the Issuer shall not be required to despatch copies of
the notice to the Warrantholders.
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10. Liquidation

In the event of a liquidation or dissolution of the Company or the appointment of a liquidator,

receiver or administrator or analogous person under any applicable law in respect of the whole

or substantially the whole of its undertaking, property or assets, all unexercised Warrants will

lapse and shall cease to be valid for any purpose. In the case of voluntary liquidation, the

unexercised Warrants will lapse and shall cease to be valid on the effective date of the relevant

resolution and, in the case of an involuntary liquidation or dissolution, on the date of the relevant

court order or, in the case of the appointment of a liquidator or receiver or administrator or

analogous person under any applicable law in respect of the whole or substantially the whole of

its undertaking, property or assets, on the date when such appointment is effective but subject

(in any such case) to any contrary mandatory requirement of law.

11. Further Issues

The Issuer shall be at liberty from time to time, without the consent of the Warrantholders, to

create and issue further warrants so as to form a single series with the Warrants.

12. Delisting

(A) If at any time the Shares cease to be listed on the Stock Exchange, the Issuer shall give effect

to these Conditions in such manner and make such adjustments and amendments to the rights

attaching to the Warrants as it shall, in its absolute discretion, consider appropriate to ensure, so

far as it is reasonably able to do so, that the interests of the Warrantholders generally are not

materially prejudiced as a consequence of such delisting (without considering the circumstances

of any individual Warrantholder or the tax or other consequences that may result in any particular

jurisdiction).

(B) Without prejudice to the generality of Condition 12(A), where the Shares are, or, upon the

delisting, become, listed on any other stock exchange, these Conditions may, in the absolute

discretion of the Issuer, be amended to the extent necessary to allow for the substitution of that

other stock exchange in place of the Stock Exchange and the Issuer may, without the consent of

the Warrantholders, make such adjustments to the entitlements of the Warrantholders on exercise

(including, if appropriate, by converting foreign currency amounts at prevailing market rates into

the relevant currency) as may be appropriate in the circumstances.

(C) The Issuer shall determine, in its absolute discretion, any adjustment or amendment and its

determination shall be conclusive and binding on the Warrantholders save in the case of manifest

error. Notice of any adjustments or amendments shall be given to the Warrantholders in

accordance with Condition 9 as soon as practicable after they are determined.

13. Illegality or Impracticability

The Issuer is entitled to terminate the Warrants if it determines in good faith and in a

commercially reasonable manner that, for reasons beyond its control, it has become or it will

become illegal or impracticable:

(i) for it to perform its obligations under the Warrants in whole or in part as a result of:

(a) the adoption of, or any change in, any relevant law or regulation (including any tax

law); or
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(b) the promulgation of, or any change in, the interpretation by any court, tribunal,
governmental, administrative, legislative, regulatory or judicial authority or power
with competent jurisdiction of any relevant law or regulation (including any tax law),

(each of (a) and (b), a “Change in Law Event”); or

(ii) for it or any of its affiliates to maintain the Issuer’s hedging arrangements with respect to
the Warrants due to a Change in Law Event.

Upon the occurrence of a Change in Law Event, the Issuer will, if and to the extent permitted
by the applicable law or regulation, pay to each Warrantholder a cash amount that the Issuer
determines in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner to be the fair market value
in respect of each Warrant held by such Warrantholder immediately prior to such termination
(ignoring such illegality or impracticability) less the cost to the Issuer of unwinding any related
hedging arrangement as determined by the Issuer in its sole and absolute discretion. Payment will
be made to each Warrantholder in such manner as shall be notified to the Warrantholder in
accordance with Condition 9.

14. Good Faith and Commercially Reasonable Manner

Any exercise of discretion by the Issuer under these Conditions will be made in good faith and
in a commercially reasonable manner.

15. Governing Law

The Warrants and the Instrument are governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China (“Hong
Kong”). The Issuer and each Warrantholder (by its purchase of the Warrants) submit for all
purposes in connection with the Warrants and the Instrument to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of
the courts of Hong Kong.

16. Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Ordinance

A person who is not a party to these Conditions has no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third
Parties) Ordinance (Cap. 623 of the Laws of Hong Kong) to enforce or to enjoy the benefit of
any term of the Warrants.

17. Language

A Chinese translation of these Conditions will be made available for collection during normal
office hours from the Sponsor at 52nd Floor, Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street,
Central, Hong Kong. In the event of any inconsistency between the Chinese translation and the
English version of these Conditions, the English version of these Conditions shall prevail.

18. Prescription

Claims against the Issuer for payment of any amount in respect of the Warrants will become void
unless made within ten years of the Expiry Date and thereafter, any sums payable in respect of
such Warrants shall be forfeited and shall revert to the Issuer.

Sponsor:
UBS Securities Asia Limited

52nd Floor
Two International Finance Centre

8 Finance Street, Central
Hong Kong
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PART B — TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF
CASH SETTLED INDEX WARRANTS

These Conditions will, together with the supplemental provisions contained in the relevant
Supplemental Listing Document, and subject to completion and amendment, be endorsed on the Global
Certificate. The relevant Supplemental Listing Document in relation to the issue of any series of
Warrants may specify other terms and conditions which shall, to the extent so specified or to the extent
they are inconsistent with these Conditions, replace or modify these Conditions for the purpose of such
series of Warrants.

1. Form, Status, Transfer, Title and Additional Costs and Expenses

(A) The Warrants (which expression shall, unless the context otherwise requires, include any further
warrants issued pursuant to Condition 10) relating to the Index are issued in registered form
subject to and with the benefit of an instrument by way of deed poll (the “Instrument” as defined
more fully in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document) executed by UBS AG (the “Issuer”)
acting through its London branch or any of its branches outside Switzerland as it may specify
from time to time. The Warrantholders (as defined below) are entitled to the benefit of, are bound
by, and are deemed to have notice of all the provisions of the Instrument. A copy of the
Instrument is available for inspection at UBS Securities Asia Limited (“Sponsor”) at 52nd Floor,
Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong.

The Warrants are represented by a global certificate (“Global Certificate”) registered in the
name of HKSCC Nominees Limited (or such other nominee company as may be used by Hong
Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited (“HKSCC”) from time to time in relation to the
provision of nominee services to persons admitted for the time being by HKSCC as a participant
of CCASS) (the “Nominee”). No definitive certificate will be issued. The Warrants can only be
exercised by HKSCC or the Nominee.

(B) The settlement obligation of the Issuer in respect of the Warrants represents general unsecured
contractual obligations of the Issuer and of no other person which rank, and will rank, equally
among themselves and pari passu with all other present and future unsecured and unsubordinated
contractual obligations of the Issuer, except for obligations accorded preference by mandatory
provisions of applicable law.

Warrants represent general contractual obligations of the Issuer, and are not, nor is it the
intention (expressed, implicit or otherwise) of the Issuer to create by the issue of warrants
deposit liabilities of the Issuer or a debt obligation of any kind.

(C) Transfers of Warrants may be effected only in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof in CCASS
in accordance with the General Rules of CCASS and the CCASS Operational Procedures in effect
from time to time (the “CCASS Rules”).

(D) Each person who is for the time being shown in the register kept by the Issuer in Hong Kong as
the holder shall be treated by the Issuer and the Sponsor as the absolute owner and holder of the
Warrants. The expressions “Warrantholder” and “Warrantholders” shall be construed
accordingly.

(E) Warrantholders are responsible for additional costs and expenses in connection with any exercise
of the Warrants including the Exercise Expenses (as defined below) which amount shall, subject
to Condition 2(B) and to the extent necessary, be payable to the Issuer and collected from the
Warrantholders.
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2. Warrant Rights and Exercise Expenses

(A) Every Board Lot entitles the Warrantholders, upon due exercise and upon compliance with these
Conditions, in particular Condition 3, to payment of the Cash Settlement Amount (as defined
below), if any.

(B) The Warrantholders will be required to pay a sum equal to all the expenses resulting from the
exercise of such Warrants. To effect such payment an amount equivalent to the Exercise Expenses
(defined below) shall be deducted from the Cash Settlement Amount in accordance with
Condition 3(E).

(C) For the purposes of these Conditions:

“Board Lot” has the meaning given to it in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Business Day” means a day (excluding Saturdays) on which the Stock Exchange is scheduled
to open for dealings in Hong Kong and banks are open for business in Hong Kong;

“Cash Settlement Amount” means, for every Board Lot, an amount calculated by the Issuer in
accordance with the following formula (and, if appropriate, either (i) converted (if applicable)
into the Settlement Currency at the Exchange Rate or, as the case may be, (ii) converted into the
Interim Currency at the First Exchange Rate and then (if applicable) converted into Settlement
Currency at the Second Exchange Rate):

(i) In the case of a series of call Warrants:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
(Closing Level - Strike Level) x one Board Lot x Index Currency Amount

Divisor

(ii) In the case of a series of put Warrants:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
(Strike Level - Closing Level) x one Board Lot x Index Currency Amount

Divisor

For the avoidance of doubt, if the Cash Settlement Amount is a negative figure, it shall be
deemed to be zero;

“CCASS” means the Central Clearing and Settlement System;

“CCASS Settlement Day” has the meaning ascribed to the term “Settlement Day” in the CCASS
Rules, subject to such modification and amendment prescribed by HKSCC from time to time;

“Closing Level” means the level specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 5;

“Divisor” means the number specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Exchange Rate” means the rate specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“Exercise Expenses” means any charges or expenses including any taxes or duties which are
incurred in respect of the exercise of a Board Lot of Warrants;

“Expiry Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;
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“First Exchange Rate” means the rate specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“HKEX” means Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited;

“Index” means the index specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Index Business Day” means any day on which the Index Exchange is scheduled to open for
trading for its regular trading sessions;

“Index Compiler” means the index compiler specified as such in the relevant Supplemental
Listing Document;

“Index Currency Amount” has the meaning given to it in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“Index Exchange” means the index exchange specified as such in the relevant Supplemental
Listing Document;

“Interim Currency” means the currency specified in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“Listing Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Market Disruption Event” means:

(i) the occurrence or existence, on the Valuation Date during the one-half hour period that ends
at the close of trading on the Index Exchange, of any of:

(1) the suspension or material limitation of the trading of a material number of constituent
securities that comprise the Index;

(2) the suspension or material limitation of the trading of options or futures contracts
relating to the Index on any exchanges on which such contracts are traded; or

(3) the imposition of any exchange controls in respect of any currencies involved in
determining the Cash Settlement Amount.

For the purposes of this paragraph (i), (a) the limitation of the number of hours or days of
trading will not constitute a Market Disruption Event if it results from an announced change
in the regular business hours of any relevant exchange, and (b) a limitation on trading
imposed by reason of the movements in price exceeding the levels permitted by any
relevant exchange will constitute a Market Disruption Event;

(ii) where the Index Exchange is the Stock Exchange, the issuance of the tropical cyclone
warning signal number 8 or above or the issuance of a “BLACK” rainstorm signal on any
day which either (i) results in the Stock Exchange being closed for trading for the entire
day; or (ii) results in the Stock Exchange being closed prior to its regular time for close of
trading for the relevant day (for the avoidance of doubt, in the case when the Stock
Exchange is scheduled to open for the morning trading session only, closed prior to its
regular time for close of trading for the morning session), PROVIDED THAT there shall be
no Market Disruption Event solely by reason of the Stock Exchange opening for trading
later than its regular time for opening of trading on any day as a result of the tropical
cyclone warning signal number 8 or above or the “BLACK” rainstorm signal having been
issued;
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(iii) a limitation or closure of the Index Exchange due to any unforeseen circumstances; or

(iv) any circumstances beyond the control of the Issuer in which the Closing Level or, if
applicable, the Exchange Rate, the First Exchange Rate or the Second Exchange Rate (as
the case may be) cannot be determined by the Issuer in the manner set out in these
Conditions or in such other manner as the Issuer considers appropriate at such time after
taking into account all the relevant circumstances.

“Second Exchange Rate” means the rate specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“Settlement Currency” means the currency specified as such in the relevant Supplemental
Listing Document;

“Settlement Date” means the third CCASS Settlement Day after the later of: (i) the Expiry Date;
and (ii) the day on which the Closing Level is determined in accordance with the Conditions;

“Stock Exchange” means The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited;

“Strike Level” means the level specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;
and

“Valuation Date” means the date specified in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document.

Trading in Warrants on the Stock Exchange shall cease prior to the Expiry Date in accordance
with the requirements of the Stock Exchange.

Other capitalised terms shall, unless otherwise defined herein, bear the meaning ascribed to them
in the Base Listing Document, the relevant Supplemental Listing Document or the Global
Certificate.

3. Exercise of Warrants

(A) Warrants may only be exercised in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof.

(B) The Warrants will automatically be exercised on the Expiry Date, if the Issuer determines that
the Cash Settlement Amount (calculated in accordance with these Conditions) is positive
(without notice being given to the Warrantholders). The Warrantholders will not be required to
deliver any exercise notice and the Issuer or its agent will pay to the Warrantholders the Cash
Settlement Amount (if any) in accordance with Condition 3(E).

Any Warrant which has not been automatically exercised in accordance with this Condition 3(B)
shall expire immediately thereafter and all rights of the Warrantholders and obligations of the
Issuer with respect to such Warrant shall cease.

(C) Any Exercise Expenses which are not determined by the Issuer on the Expiry Date and deducted
from the Cash Settlement Amount prior to delivery to the Warrantholders in accordance with this
Condition 3, shall be notified by the Issuer to the Warrantholders as soon as practicable after
determination thereof and shall be paid by the Warrantholders to the Issuer immediately upon
demand.

(D) Subject to exercise of Warrants in accordance with these Conditions, or in the event that Warrants
have expired worthless, the Issuer will, with effect from the first Business Day following the
Expiry Date, remove the name of each Warrantholder from the register of Warrantholders in
respect of such Warrants and thereby cancel the relevant Warrants and, if applicable, cancel the
Global Certificate.
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(E) Upon exercise of Warrants in accordance with these Conditions, the Issuer will pay the Cash
Settlement Amount minus the determined Exercise Expenses to the relevant Warrantholder. If the
Cash Settlement Amount is equal to or less than the determined Exercise Expenses, no amount
is payable.

The aggregate Cash Settlement Amount minus the determined aggregate Exercise Expenses shall
be despatched no later than the Settlement Date, by crediting that amount, in accordance with the
CCASS Rules, to the relevant bank account designated by a Warrantholder (the “Designated
Bank Account”).

If as a result of an event beyond the control of the Issuer (“Settlement Disruption Event”), it
is not possible for the Issuer to procure payment electronically through CCASS by crediting the
relevant Designated Bank Account of a Warrantholder on the original Settlement Date, the Issuer
shall use its reasonable endeavours to procure payment electronically through CCASS by
crediting the relevant Designated Bank Account of the Warrantholder as soon as reasonably
practicable after the original Settlement Date. The Issuer will not be liable to the Warrantholder
for any interest in respect of the amount due or any loss or damage that such Warrantholder may
suffer as a result of the existence of a Settlement Disruption Event.

If the Issuer determines, in its sole discretion, that a Market Disruption Event has occurred on
the Valuation Date, then the Issuer shall determine the Closing Level on the basis of its good
faith estimate of the Closing Level that would have prevailed on that day but for the occurrence
of the Market Disruption Event provided that the Issuer, if applicable, may, but shall not be
obliged to, determine such Closing Level by having regard to the manner in which futures
contracts relating to the Index are calculated.

(F) The Issuer’s obligations to pay the Cash Settlement Amount shall be discharged by payment in
accordance with Condition 3(E).

4. Sponsor

(A) The Sponsor will not assume any obligation or duty to or any relationship or agency or trust for
the Warrantholders.

(B) The Issuer reserves the right, subject to the appointment of a successor, at any time to vary or
terminate the appointment of the initial Sponsor and to appoint another agent provided that it will
at all times maintain a sponsor in Hong Kong for so long as the Warrants are listed on the Stock
Exchange. Notice of any such termination or appointment will be given to the Warrantholders in
accordance with Condition 9.

5. Adjustments to the Index

(A) Successor Index Compiler Calculates and Reports Index. If the Index is (i) not calculated and
announced by the Index Compiler but is calculated and published by a successor to the Index
Compiler (the “Successor Index Compiler”) acceptable to the Issuer or (ii) replaced by a
successor index using, in the determination of the Issuer, the same or a substantially similar
formula for and method of calculation as used in the calculation of the Index, then the Index will
be deemed to be the index so calculated and announced by the Successor Index Compiler or that
successor index, as the case may be.

(B) Modification and Cessation of Calculation of Index. If (i) on or prior to the Valuation Date the
Index Compiler or (if applicable) the Successor Index Compiler makes a material change in the
formula for or the method of calculating the Index or in any other way materially modifies the
Index (other than a modification prescribed in that formula or method to maintain the Index in
the event of changes in constituent securities, contracts or commodities and other routine
events), or (ii) on the Valuation Date the Index Compiler or (if applicable) the Successor Index
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Compiler fails to calculate and publish the Index (other than as a result of a Market Disruption
Event), then the Issuer shall determine the Closing Level using, in lieu of a published level for
the Index, the level for the Index as at the Valuation Date as determined by the Issuer in
accordance with the formula for and method of calculating the Index last in effect prior to that
change or failure, but using only those securities, contracts or commodities that comprised the
Index immediately prior to that change or failure (other than those securities that have since
ceased to be listed on the relevant exchange).

(C) Other Adjustments. Without prejudice to and notwithstanding any prior adjustment(s) made
pursuant to the applicable Conditions, the Issuer may (but shall not be obliged to) make such
other adjustments to the terms and conditions of the Warrants as appropriate where any event
(including the events as contemplated in the applicable Conditions) occurs and irrespective of,
in substitution for, or in addition to the provisions contemplated in the applicable Conditions,
provided that such adjustment is:

(i) not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Warrantholders generally (without
considering the circumstances of any individual Warrantholder or the tax or other
consequences of such adjustment in any particular jurisdiction); or

(ii) determined by the Issuer in good faith to be appropriate and commercially reasonable.

(D) Notice of Adjustments. All determinations made by the Issuer pursuant hereto will be conclusive
and binding on the Warrantholders. The Issuer will give, or procure that there is given, notice
as soon as practicable of any adjustment and of the date from which such adjustment is effective
by publication in accordance with Condition 9.

6. Purchase

The Issuer or any of its subsidiaries may at any time purchase Warrants at any price in the open
market or by tender or by private treaty. Any Warrants so purchased may be held or resold or
surrendered for cancellation.

7. Global Certificate

A Global Certificate representing the Warrants will be deposited with CCASS in the name of
HKSCC Nominees Limited. The Global Certificate must be executed manually on behalf of the
Issuer by authorised officer(s) or attorney(s) of the Issuer.

8. Meetings of Warrantholders and Modification

(A) Meetings of Warrantholders. The Instrument contains provisions for convening meetings of the
Warrantholders to consider any matter affecting their interests, including the sanctioning by
Extraordinary Resolution (as defined in the Instrument) of a modification of the provisions of the
Warrants or of the Instrument.

Any resolution to be passed in a meeting of the Warrantholders shall be decided by poll. Such
a meeting may be convened by the Issuer or by Warrantholders holding not less than 10 per cent.
of the Warrants for the time being remaining unexercised. The quorum at any such meeting for
passing an Extraordinary Resolution will be two or more persons holding or representing not less
than 25 per cent. of the Warrants for the time being remaining unexercised, or at any adjourned
meeting two or more persons being or representing Warrantholders whatever the number of
Warrants so held or represented.

A resolution will be an Extraordinary Resolution when it has been passed at a duly convened
meeting by not less than three-quarters of the votes cast by such Warrantholders who, being
entitled to do so, vote in person or by proxy.
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An Extraordinary Resolution passed at any meeting of the Warrantholders shall be binding on all
the Warrantholders, whether or not they are present at the meeting.

Resolutions can be passed in writing without a meeting of the Warrantholders being held if
passed unanimously.

(B) Modification. The Issuer may, without the consent of the Warrantholders, effect any modification
of the terms and conditions of the Warrants or the Instrument which, in the opinion of the Issuer,
is (i) not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Warrantholders generally (without
considering the circumstances of any individual Warrantholder or the tax or other consequences
of such modification in any particular jurisdiction); (ii) of a formal, minor or technical nature;
(iii) made to correct a manifest error; or (iv) necessary in order to comply with mandatory
provisions of the laws or regulations of Hong Kong. Any such modification shall be binding on
the Warrantholders and shall be notified to them by the Issuer as soon as practicable thereafter
in accordance with Condition 9.

9. Notices

All notices to the Warrantholders will be validly given if published in English and in Chinese on
the HKEX website. In such circumstances, the Issuer shall not be required to despatch copies of
the notice to the Warrantholders.

10. Further Issues

The Issuer shall be at liberty from time to time, without the consent of the Warrantholders, to
create and issue further warrants so as to form a single series with the Warrants.

11. Illegality or Impracticability

The Issuer is entitled to terminate the Warrants if it determines in good faith and in a
commercially reasonable manner that, for reasons beyond its control, it has become or it will
become illegal or impracticable:

(i) for it to perform its obligations under the Warrants in whole or in part as a result of:

(a) the adoption of, or any change in, any relevant law or regulation (including any tax
law); or

(b) the promulgation of, or any change in, the interpretation by any court, tribunal,
governmental, administrative, legislative, regulatory or judicial authority or power
with competent jurisdiction of any relevant law or regulation (including any tax law),

(each of (a) and (b), a “Change in Law Event”); or

(ii) for it or any of its affiliates to maintain the Issuer’s hedging arrangements with respect to
the Warrants due to a Change in Law Event.

Upon the occurrence of a Change in Law Event, the Issuer will, if and to the extent permitted
by the applicable law or regulation, pay to each Warrantholder a cash amount that the Issuer
determines in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner to be the fair market value
in respect of each Warrant held by such Warrantholder immediately prior to such termination
(ignoring such illegality or impracticability) less the cost to the Issuer of unwinding any related
hedging arrangement as determined by the Issuer in its sole and absolute discretion. Payment will
be made to each Warrantholder in such manner as shall be notified to the Warrantholder in
accordance with Condition 9.
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12. Good Faith and Commercially Reasonable Manner

Any exercise of discretion by the Issuer under these Conditions will be made in good faith and

in a commercially reasonable manner.

13. Governing Law

The Warrants and the Instrument are governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of

the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China (“Hong
Kong”). The Issuer and each Warrantholder (by its purchase of the Warrants) submit for all

purposes in connection with the Warrants and the Instrument to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of

the courts of Hong Kong.

14. Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Ordinance

A person who is not a party to these Conditions has no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third

Parties) Ordinance (Cap. 623 of the Laws of Hong Kong) to enforce or to enjoy the benefit of

any term of the Warrants.

15. Language

A Chinese translation of these Conditions will be made available for collection during normal

office hours from the Sponsor at 52nd Floor, Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street,

Central, Hong Kong. In the event of any inconsistency between the Chinese translation and the

English version of these Conditions, the English version of these Conditions shall prevail.

16. Prescription

Claims against the Issuer for payment of any amount in respect of the Warrants will become void

unless made within ten years of the Expiry Date and thereafter, any sums payable in respect of

such Warrants shall be forfeited and shall revert to the Issuer.

Sponsor:
UBS Securities Asia Limited

52nd Floor
Two International Finance Centre

8 Finance Street, Central
Hong Kong
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PART C — TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CASH SETTLED WARRANTS
OVER SINGLE UNIT TRUSTS

These Conditions will, together with the supplemental provisions contained in the relevant
Supplemental Listing Document, and subject to completion and amendment, be endorsed on the Global
Certificate. The relevant Supplemental Listing Document in relation to the issue of any series of
Warrants may specify other terms and conditions which shall, to the extent so specified or to the extent
they are inconsistent with these Conditions, replace or modify these Conditions for the purpose of such
series of Warrants.

1. Form, Status, Transfer, Title and Additional Costs and Expenses

(A) The Warrants (which expression shall, unless the context otherwise requires, include any further
warrants issued pursuant to Condition 11) relating to the Units of the Trust are issued in
registered form subject to and with the benefit of an instrument by way of deed poll (the
“Instrument” as defined more fully in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document) executed
by UBS AG (the “Issuer”) acting through its London branch or any of its branches outside
Switzerland as it may specify from time to time. The Warrantholders (as defined below) are
entitled to the benefit of, are bound by, and are deemed to have notice of all the provisions of
the Instrument. A copy of the Instrument is available for inspection at the offices of UBS
Securities Asia Limited (“Sponsor”) at 52nd Floor, Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance
Street, Central, Hong Kong.

The Warrants are represented by a global certificate (“Global Certificate”) registered in the
name of HKSCC Nominees Limited (or such other nominee company as may be used by Hong
Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited (“HKSCC”) from time to time in relation to the
provision of nominee services to persons admitted for the time being by HKSCC as a participant
of CCASS) (the “Nominee”). No definitive certificate will be issued. The Warrants can only be
exercised by HKSCC or the Nominee.

(B) The settlement obligation of the Issuer in respect of the Warrants represents general unsecured
contractual obligations of the Issuer and of no other person which rank, and will rank, equally
among themselves and pari passu with all other present and future unsecured and unsubordinated
contractual obligations of the Issuer, except for obligations accorded preference by mandatory
provisions of applicable law.

Warrants represent general contractual obligations of the Issuer, and are not, nor is it the
intention (expressed, implicit or otherwise) of the Issuer to create by the issue of warrants
deposit liabilities of the Issuer or a debt obligation of any kind.

(C) Transfers of Warrants may be effected only in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof in CCASS
in accordance with the General Rules of CCASS and the CCASS Operational Procedures in effect
from time to time (the “CCASS Rules”).

(D) Each person who is for the time being shown in the register kept by the Issuer in Hong Kong as
the holder shall be treated by the Issuer and the Sponsor as the absolute owner and holder of the
Warrants. The expression “Warrantholder” and “Warrantholders” shall be construed
accordingly.

(E) Warrantholders are responsible for additional costs and expenses in connection with any exercise
of the Warrants including the Exercise Expenses (as defined below) which amount shall, subject
to Condition 2(B) and to the extent necessary, be payable to the Issuer and collected from the
Warrantholders.
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2. Warrant Rights and Exercise Expenses

(A) Every Board Lot entitles the Warrantholders, upon due exercise and upon compliance with these
Conditions, in particular Condition 3, to payment of the Cash Settlement Amount (as defined
below), if any.

(B) The Warrantholders will be required to pay a sum equal to all the expenses resulting from the
exercise of such Warrants. To effect such payment an amount equivalent to the Exercise Expenses
(defined below) shall be deducted from the Cash Settlement Amount in accordance with
Condition 3(E).

(C) For the purposes of these Conditions:

“Average Price” means the arithmetic mean of the closing prices of one Unit (as derived from
the Daily Quotation Sheet of the Stock Exchange, subject to any adjustment to such closing
prices as may be necessary to reflect event as contemplated in Condition 5 such as capitalisation,
rights issue, distribution or the like) in respect of each Valuation Date;

“Board Lot” has the meaning given to it in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Business Day” means a day (excluding Saturdays) on which the Stock Exchange is scheduled
to open for dealings in Hong Kong and banks are open for business in Hong Kong;

“Cash Settlement Amount” means, for every Board Lot, an amount in the Settlement Currency
calculated by the Issuer in accordance with the following formula:

(i) In the case of a series of call Warrants:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Average Price - Exercise Price) x one Board Lot

Number of Warrant(s) per Entitlement

(ii) In the case of a series of put Warrants:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Exercise Price - Average Price) x one Board Lot

Number of Warrant(s) per Entitlement

For the avoidance of doubt, if the Cash Settlement Amount is a negative figure, it shall be
deemed to be zero;

“CCASS” means the Central Clearing and Settlement System;

“CCASS Settlement Day” has the meaning ascribed to the term “Settlement Day” in the CCASS
Rules, subject to such modification and amendment prescribed by HKSCC from time to time;

“Entitlement” means the number specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document, subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 5;

“Exercise Expenses” means any charges or expenses including any taxes or duties which are
incurred in respect of the exercise of a Board Lot of Warrants;

“Exercise Price” means the price specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document, subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 5;

“Expiry Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“HKEX” means Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited;
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“Listing Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Market Disruption Event” means:

(1) the occurrence or existence on any Valuation Date during the one-half hour period that ends
at the close of trading of any suspension of or limitation imposed on trading (by reason of
movements in price exceeding limits permitted by the Stock Exchange or otherwise) on the
Stock Exchange in (a) the Units; or (b) any options or futures contracts relating to the Units
if, in any such case, such suspension or limitation is, in the determination of the Issuer,
material;

(2) the issuance of the tropical cyclone warning signal number 8 or above or the issuance of
a “BLACK” rainstorm signal on any day which either (i) results in the Stock Exchange
being closed for trading for the entire day; or (ii) results in the Stock Exchange being closed
prior to its regular time for close of trading for the relevant day (for the avoidance of doubt,
in the case when the Stock Exchange is scheduled to open for the morning trading session
only, closed prior to its regular time for close of trading for the morning session),
PROVIDED THAT there shall be no Market Disruption Event solely by reason of the Stock
Exchange opening for trading later than its regular time for opening of trading on any day
as a result of the tropical cyclone warning signal number 8 or above or the “BLACK”
rainstorm signal having been issued; or

(3) a limitation or closure of the Stock Exchange due to any unforeseen circumstances;

“Settlement Currency” means the currency specified as such in the relevant Supplemental
Listing Document;

“Settlement Date” means the third CCASS Settlement Day after the later of: (i) the Expiry Date;
and (ii) the day on which the Average Price is determined in accordance with the Conditions;

“Stock Exchange” means The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited;

“Trust” means the trust specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Unit” means the unit specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document; and

“Valuation Date” means each of the five Business Days immediately preceding the Expiry Date,
provided that if the Issuer determines, in its sole discretion, that a Market Disruption Event has
occurred on any Valuation Date, then that Valuation Date shall be postponed until the first
succeeding Business Day on which there is no Market Disruption Event irrespective of whether
that postponed Valuation Date would fall on a Business Day that is already or is deemed to be
a Valuation Date. For the avoidance of doubt, in the event that a Market Disruption Event has
occurred and a Valuation Date is postponed as aforesaid, the closing price of the Units on the first
succeeding Business Day will be used more than once in determining the Average Price, so that
in no event shall there be less than five closing prices used to determine the Average Price.

If the postponement of the Valuation Date as aforesaid would result in the Valuation Date falling
on or after the Expiry Date, then:

(a) the Business Day immediately preceding the Expiry Date (the “Last Valuation Date”) shall
be deemed to be the Valuation Date notwithstanding the Market Disruption Event; and

(b) the Issuer shall determine the closing price of the Units on the basis of its good faith
estimate of the price that would have prevailed on the Last Valuation Date but for the
Market Disruption Event.
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Trading in Warrants on the Stock Exchange shall cease prior to the Expiry Date in accordance
with the requirements of the Stock Exchange.

Other capitalized terms shall, unless otherwise defined herein, have the meaning ascribed to them
in the Base Listing Document, the relevant Supplemental Listing Document or the Global
Certificate.

3. Exercise of Warrants

(A) Warrants may only be exercised in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof.

(B) The Warrants will automatically be exercised on the Expiry Date, if the Issuer determines that
the Cash Settlement Amount (calculated in accordance with these Conditions) is positive
(without notice being given to the Warrantholders). The Warrantholders will not be required to
deliver any exercise notice and the Issuer or its agent will pay to the Warrantholders the Cash
Settlement Amount (if any) in accordance with Condition 3(E).

Any Warrant which has not been automatically exercised in accordance with this Condition 3(B)
shall expire immediately thereafter and all rights of the Warrantholders and obligations of the
Issuer with respect to such Warrant shall cease.

(C) Any Exercise Expenses which are not determined by the Issuer on the Expiry Date and deducted
from the Cash Settlement Amount prior to delivery to the Warrantholders in accordance with this
Condition 3, shall be notified by the Issuer to the Warrantholders as soon as practicable after
determination thereof and shall be paid by the Warrantholders to the Issuer immediately upon
demand.

(D) Subject to exercise of Warrants in accordance with these Conditions, or in the event that Warrants
have expired worthless, the Issuer will, with effect from the first Business Day following the
Expiry Date, remove the name of each Warrantholder from the register of Warrantholders in
respect of such Warrants and thereby cancel the relevant Warrants and, if applicable, cancel the
Global Certificate.

(E) Upon exercise of Warrants in accordance with these Conditions, the Issuer will pay the Cash
Settlement Amount minus the determined Exercise Expenses to the relevant Warrantholder. If the
Cash Settlement Amount is equal to or less than the determined Exercise Expenses, no amount
is payable.

The aggregate Cash Settlement Amount minus the determined aggregate Exercise Expenses shall
be despatched no later than the Settlement Date, by crediting that amount, in accordance with the
CCASS Rules, to the relevant bank account designated by each Warrantholder (the “Designated
Bank Account”).

If as a result of an event beyond the control of the Issuer (“Settlement Disruption Event”), it
is not possible for the Issuer to procure payment electronically through CCASS by crediting the
relevant Designated Bank Account of the Warrantholder on the original Settlement Date, the
Issuer shall use its reasonable endeavours to procure payment electronically through CCASS by
crediting the relevant Designated Bank Account of the Warrantholder as soon as reasonably
practicable after the original Settlement Date. The Issuer will not be liable to the Warrantholder
for any interest in respect of the amount due or any loss or damage that such Warrantholder may
suffer as a result of the existence of a Settlement Disruption Event.

(F) The Issuer’s obligations to pay the Cash Settlement Amount shall be discharged by payment in
accordance with Condition 3(E).
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4. Sponsor

(A) The Sponsor will not assume any obligation or duty to or any relationship or agency or trust for
the Warrantholders.

(B) The Issuer reserves the right, subject to the appointment of a successor, at any time to vary or
terminate the appointment of the initial Sponsor and to appoint another sponsor provided that it
will at all times maintain a sponsor in Hong Kong for so long as the Warrants are listed on the
Stock Exchange. Notice of any such termination or appointment will be given to the
Warrantholders in accordance with Condition 9.

5. Adjustments

(A) Rights Issues. If and whenever the Trust shall, by way of Rights (as defined below), offer new
Units for subscription at a fixed subscription price to the holders of existing Units pro rata to
existing holdings (a “Rights Offer”), the Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on the
Business Day on which trading in the Units becomes ex-entitlement (“Rights Issue Adjustment
Date”) in accordance with the following formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component =
1 + M

1 + (R/S) x M

E: Existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Rights Offer

S: Cum-Rights Unit price being the closing price of an existing Unit as derived from the Daily
Quotation Sheet of the Stock Exchange on the last Business Day on which the Units are
traded on a Cum-Rights basis

R: Subscription price per new Unit specified in the Rights Offer plus an amount equal to any
distributions or other benefits foregone to exercise the Right

M: Number of new Unit(s) (whether a whole or a fraction) per existing Unit each holder thereof
is entitled to subscribe

Provided that if the above formula would result in an adjustment to the Entitlement which would
amount to one per cent. or less of the Entitlement immediately prior to the adjustment, then no
adjustment will be made. In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Exercise Price (which shall be
rounded to the nearest 0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component, where the
“reciprocal of the Adjustment Component” means one divided by the relevant Adjustment
Component. The adjustment to the Exercise Price shall take effect on the Rights Issue
Adjustment Date.

For the purposes of these Conditions:

“Rights” means the right(s) attached to each existing Unit or needed to acquire one new Unit (as
the case may be) which are given to the holders of existing Units to subscribe at a fixed
subscription price for new Units pursuant to the Rights Offer (whether by the exercise of one
Right, a part of a Right or an aggregate number of Rights).

(B) Bonus Issues. If and whenever the Trust shall make an issue of Units credited as fully paid to
the holders of Units generally (other than pursuant to a scrip distribution or similar scheme for
the time being operated by the Trust or otherwise in lieu of a cash distribution and without any
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payment or other consideration being made or given by such holders) (a “Bonus Issue”) the
Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on the Business Day on which trading in the Units
becomes ex-entitlement (“Bonus Issue Adjustment Date”) in accordance with the following
formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component = (1 + N)

E: Existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Bonus Issue

N: Number of additional Units (whether a whole or a fraction) received by a holder of Units
for each Units held prior to the Bonus Issue

Provided that if the above formula would result in an adjustment to the Entitlement which would
amount to one per cent. or less of the Entitlement immediately prior to the adjustment, then no
adjustment will be made. In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Exercise Price (which shall be
rounded to the nearest 0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component, where the
“reciprocal of the Adjustment Component” means one divided by the relevant Adjustment
Component. The adjustment to the Exercise Price shall take effect on the Bonus Issue Adjustment
Date.

(C) Subdivisions and Consolidations. If and whenever the Trust shall subdivide its Units or any class
of its outstanding Units into a greater number of units (a “Subdivision”) or consolidate the Units
or any class of its outstanding Units into a smaller number of units (a “Consolidation”), then:

(i) in the case of a Subdivision, the Entitlement in effect immediately prior thereto will be
increased whereas the Exercise Price (which shall be rounded to the nearest 0.001) will be
decreased in the same ratio as the Subdivision; and

(ii) in the case of a Consolidation, the Entitlement in effect immediately prior thereto will be
decreased whereas the Exercise Price (which shall be rounded to the nearest 0.001) will be
increased in the same ratio as the Consolidation,

in each case on the day on which the Subdivision or Consolidation (as the case may be) shall
have taken effect.

(D) Restructuring Events. If it is announced that the Trust is to or may merge with or into any other
trust or consolidate with or into any other trust or corporation (including becoming, by
agreement or otherwise, controlled by any person or corporation) (except where the Trust is the
surviving entity in a merger) or that it is to, or may, sell or transfer all or substantially all of its
assets, the rights attaching to the Warrants may in the absolute discretion of the Issuer be
amended no later than the Business Day preceding the consummation of such merger,
consolidation, sale or transfer (each a “Restructuring Event”) (as determined by the Issuer in
its absolute discretion) so that the Warrants shall, after such Restructuring Event, relate to the
number of units of the trust(s) resulting from or surviving such Restructuring Event or other
securities (“Substituted Securities”) and/or cash offered in substitution for the affected Units,
as the case may be, to which the holder of such number of Units to which the Warrants related
immediately before such Restructuring Event would have been entitled upon such Restructuring
Event, and thereafter the provisions hereof shall apply to such Substituted Securities, provided
that any Substituted Securities may, in the absolute discretion of the Issuer, be deemed to be
replaced by an amount in the relevant currency equal to the market value or, if no market value
is available, fair value, of such Substituted Securities in each case as determined by the Issuer
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as soon as practicable after such Restructuring Event is effected. For the avoidance of doubt, any
remaining Units shall not be affected by this paragraph and, where cash is offered in substitution
for Units or is deemed to replace Substituted Securities as described above, references in these
Conditions to the Units shall include any such cash.

(E) Cash Distribution. No adjustment will be made for an ordinary cash distribution (whether or not
it is offered with a scrip alternative) (“Ordinary Distribution”). For any other forms of cash
distribution (“Cash Distribution”) announced by the Trust, such as a cash bonus, special
distribution or extraordinary distribution, no adjustment will be made unless the value of the
Cash Distribution accounts for 2 per cent. or more of the Unit’s closing price on the day of
announcement by the Trust.

If and whenever the Trust shall make a Cash Distribution credited as fully paid to the holders of
Units generally, the Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on the Business Day on which
trading in the Units becomes ex-entitlement in respect of the relevant Cash Distribution
(“Distribution Adjustment Date”) in accordance with the following formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component =
S - OD

S - OD - CD

E: The existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Cash Distribution

S: Cum-Cash Distribution Unit price being the closing price of an existing Unit as derived
from the Daily Quotation Sheet of the Stock Exchange on the last Business Day on which
the Units are traded on a cum-Cash Distribution basis

CD: The Cash Distribution per Unit

OD: The Ordinary Distribution per Unit, provided that the Ordinary Distribution and the Cash
Distribution have the same ex-entitlement date. For avoidance of doubt, the OD shall be
zero if the Ordinary Distribution and the Cash Distribution have different ex-entitlement
dates

In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Exercise Price (which shall be rounded to the nearest
0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component, where the “reciprocal of the Adjustment
Component” means one divided by the relevant Adjustment Component. The adjustment to the
Exercise Price shall take effect on the Distribution Adjustment Date.

(F) Other Adjustments. Without prejudice to and notwithstanding any prior adjustment(s) made
pursuant to the applicable Conditions, the Issuer may (but shall not be obliged to) make such
other adjustments to the terms and conditions of the Warrants as appropriate where any event
(including the events as contemplated in the applicable Conditions) occurs and irrespective of,
in substitution for, or in addition to the provisions contemplated in the applicable Conditions,
provided that such adjustment is:

(i) not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Warrantholders generally (without
considering the circumstances of any individual Warrantholder or the tax or other
consequences of such adjustment in any particular jurisdiction); or

(ii) determined by the Issuer in good faith to be appropriate and commercially reasonable.
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(G) Notice of Adjustments. All determinations made by the Issuer pursuant hereto will be conclusive
and binding on the Warrantholders. The Issuer will give, or procure that there is given, notice
as soon as practicable of any adjustment and of the date from which such adjustment is effective
by publication in accordance with Condition 9.

6. Purchase

The Issuer or any of its subsidiaries may at any time purchase Warrants at any price in the open
market or by tender or by private treaty. Any Warrants so purchased may be held or resold or
surrendered for cancellation.

7. Global Certificate

A Global Certificate representing the Warrants will be deposited with CCASS in the name of
HKSCC Nominees Limited. The Global Certificate must be executed manually on behalf of the
Issuer by authorised person(s) or attorney(s) of the Issuer.

8. Meetings of Warrantholders and Modification

(A) Meetings of Warrantholders. The Instrument contains provisions for convening meetings of the
Warrantholders to consider any matter affecting their interests, including the sanctioning by
Extraordinary Resolution (as defined in the Instrument) of a modification of the provisions of the
Warrants or of the Instrument.

Any resolution to be passed in a meeting of the Warrantholders shall be decided by poll. A
meeting may be convened by the Issuer or by Warrantholders holding not less than 10 per cent.
of the Warrants for the time being remaining unexercised. The quorum at any such meeting for
passing an Extraordinary Resolution will be two or more persons holding or representing not less
than 25 per cent. of the Warrants for the time being remaining unexercised, or at any adjourned
meeting two or more persons being or representing Warrantholders whatever the number of
Warrants so held or represented.

A resolution will be an Extraordinary Resolution when it has been passed at a duly convened
meeting by not less than three-quarters of the votes cast by such Warrantholders who, being
entitled to do so, vote in person or by proxy.

An Extraordinary Resolution passed at any meeting of the Warrantholders shall be binding on all
the Warrantholders, whether or not they are present at the meeting.

Resolutions can be passed in writing without a meeting of the Warrantholders being held if
passed unanimously.

(B) Modification. The Issuer may, without the consent of the Warrantholders, effect any modification
of the terms and conditions of the Warrants or the Instrument which, in the opinion of the Issuer,
is (i) not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Warrantholders generally (without
considering the circumstances of any individual Warrantholder or the tax or other consequences
of such modification in any particular jurisdiction); (ii) of a formal, minor or technical nature;
(iii) made to correct a manifest error; or (iv) necessary in order to comply with mandatory
provisions of the laws or regulations of Hong Kong. Any such modification shall be binding on
the Warrantholders and shall be notified to them by the Issuer as soon as practicable thereafter
in accordance with Condition 9.

9. Notices

All notices to the Warrantholders will be validly given if published in English and in Chinese on
the HKEX website. In such circumstances, the Issuer shall not be required to despatch copies of
the notice to the Warrantholders.
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10. Termination or Liquidation

In the event of a Termination or the liquidation or dissolution of the trustee of the Trust
(including any successor trustee appointed from time to time) (“Trustee”) (in its capacity as
trustee of the Trust) or the appointment of a liquidator, receiver or administrator or analogous
person under any applicable law in respect of the whole or substantially the whole of the
Trustee’s undertaking, property or assets, all unexercised Warrants will lapse and shall cease to
be valid for any purpose. In the case of a Termination, the unexercised Warrants will lapse and
shall cease to be valid on the effective date of the Termination, in the case of a voluntary
liquidation, the unexercised Warrants will lapse and shall cease to be valid on the effective date
of the relevant resolution and, in the case of an involuntary liquidation or dissolution, on the date
of the relevant court order or, in the case of the appointment of a liquidator or receiver or
administrator or analogous person under any applicable law in respect of the whole or
substantially the whole of the Trustee’s undertaking, property or assets, on the date when such
appointment is effective but subject (in any such case) to any contrary mandatory requirement
of law.

For the purpose of this Condition 10, “Termination” means (i) the Trust is terminated, or the
Trustee or the manager of the Trust (including any successor manager appointed from time to
time) (“Manager”) is required to terminate the Trust under the trust deed (“Trust Deed”)
constituting the Trust or applicable law, or the termination of the Trust commences; (ii) the Trust
is held or is conceded by the Trustee or the Manager not to have been constituted or to have been
imperfectly constituted; (iii) the Trustee ceases to be authorised under the Trust to hold the
property of the Trust in its name and perform its obligations under the Trust Deed; or (iv) the
Trust ceases to be authorised as an authorised collective investment scheme under the Securities
and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong).

11. Further Issues

The Issuer shall be at liberty from time to time, without the consent of the Warrantholders, to
create and issue further warrants so as to form a single series with the Warrants.

12. Delisting

(A) If at any time the Units cease to be listed on the Stock Exchange, the Issuer shall give effect to
these Conditions in such manner and make such adjustments and amendments to the rights
attaching to the Warrants as it shall, in its absolute discretion, consider appropriate to ensure, so
far as it is reasonably able to do so, that the interests of the Warrantholders generally are not
materially prejudiced as a consequence of such delisting (without considering the circumstances
of any individual Warrantholder or the tax or other consequences that may result in any particular
jurisdiction).

(B) Without prejudice to the generality of Condition 12(A), where the Units are, or, upon the
delisting, become, listed on any other stock exchange, these Conditions may, in the absolute
discretion of the Issuer, be amended to the extent necessary to allow for the substitution of that
other stock exchange in place of the Stock Exchange and the Issuer may, without the consent of
the Warrantholders, make such adjustments to the entitlements of the Warrantholders on exercise
(including, if appropriate, by converting foreign currency amounts at prevailing market rates into
the relevant currency) as may be appropriate in the circumstances.

(C) The Issuer shall determine, in its absolute discretion, any adjustment or amendment and its
determination shall be conclusive and binding on the Warrantholders save in the case of manifest
error. Notice of any adjustments or amendments shall be given to the Warrantholders in
accordance with Condition 9 as soon as practicable after they are determined.
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13. Illegality or Impracticability

The Issuer is entitled to terminate the Warrants if it determines in good faith and in a
commercially reasonable manner that, for reasons beyond its control, it has become or it will
become illegal or impracticable:

(i) for it to perform its obligations under the Warrants in whole or in part as a result of:

(a) the adoption of, or any change in, any relevant law or regulation (including any tax
law); or

(b) the promulgation of, or any change in, the interpretation by any court, tribunal,
governmental, administrative, legislative, regulatory or judicial authority or power
with competent jurisdiction of any relevant law or regulation (including any tax law),

(each of (a) and (b), a “Change in Law Event”); or

(ii) for it or any of its affiliates to maintain the Issuer’s hedging arrangements with respect to
the Warrants due to a Change in Law Event.

Upon the occurrence of a Change in Law Event, the Issuer will, if and to the extent permitted
by the applicable law or regulation, pay to each Warrantholder a cash amount that the Issuer
determines in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner to be the fair market value
in respect of each Warrant held by such Warrantholder immediately prior to such termination
(ignoring such illegality or impracticability) less the cost to the Issuer of unwinding any related
hedging arrangement as determined by the Issuer in its sole and absolute discretion. Payment will
be made to each Warrantholder in such manner as shall be notified to the Warrantholder in
accordance with Condition 9.

14. Good Faith and Commercially Reasonable Manner

Any exercise of discretion by the Issuer under these Conditions will be made in good faith and
in a commercially reasonable manner.

15. Governing Law

The Warrants and the Instrument are governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China (“Hong
Kong”). The Issuer and each Warrantholder (by its purchase of the Warrants) submit for all
purposes in connection with the Warrants and the Instrument to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of
the courts of Hong Kong.

16. Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Ordinance

A person who is not a party to these Conditions has no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third
Parties) Ordinance (Cap. 623 of the Laws of Hong Kong) to enforce or to enjoy the benefit of
any term of the Warrants.

17. Language

A Chinese translation of these Conditions will be made available for collection during normal
office hours from the Sponsor at 52nd Floor, Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street,
Central, Hong Kong. In the event of any inconsistency between the Chinese translation and the
English version of these Conditions, the English version of these Conditions shall prevail.
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18. Prescription

Claims against the Issuer for payment of any amount in respect of the Warrants will become void

unless made within ten years of the Expiry Date and thereafter, any sums payable in respect of

such Warrants shall be forfeited and shall revert to the Issuer.

Sponsor:
UBS Securities Asia Limited

52nd Floor
Two International Finance Centre

8 Finance Street, Central
Hong Kong
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APPENDIX 2 — TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CBBCs

The following pages set out the Conditions in respect of different types of CBBCs.
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PART A — TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CASH SETTLED CALLABLE
BULL/BEAR CONTRACTS OVER SINGLE EQUITIES

These Conditions will, together with the supplemental provisions contained in the relevant
Supplemental Listing Document, and subject to completion and amendment, be endorsed on the Global
Certificate. The relevant Supplemental Listing Document in relation to the issue of any series of
CBBCs may specify other terms and conditions which shall, to the extent so specified or to the extent
they are inconsistent with these Conditions, replace or modify these Conditions for the purpose of such
series of CBBCs.

1. Form, Status, Transfer, Title and Additional Costs and Expenses

(A) The CBBCs (which expression shall, unless the context otherwise requires, include any further
CBBCs issued pursuant to Condition 12) relating to the Shares of the Company are issued in
registered form subject to and with the benefit of an instrument by way of deed poll (the
“Instrument” as defined more fully in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document) executed
by UBS AG (the “Issuer”) acting through its London branch or any of its branches outside
Switzerland as it may specify from time to time. The Holders (as defined below) are entitled to
the benefit of, are bound by, and are deemed to have notice of all the provisions of the
Instrument. A copy of the Instrument is available for inspection at the offices of UBS Securities
Asia Limited (“Sponsor”) at 52nd Floor, Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street,
Central, Hong Kong.

The CBBCs are represented by a global certificate (“Global Certificate”) registered in the name
of HKSCC Nominees Limited (or such other nominee company as may be used by Hong Kong
Securities Clearing Company Limited (“HKSCC”) from time to time in relation to the provision
of nominee services to persons admitted for the time being by HKSCC as a participant of
CCASS) (the “Nominee”). No definitive certificate will be issued. The CBBCs can only be
exercised by HKSCC or the Nominee.

(B) The settlement obligation of the Issuer in respect of the CBBCs represents general unsecured
contractual obligations of the Issuer and of no other person which rank, and will rank, equally
among themselves and pari passu with all other present and future unsecured and unsubordinated
contractual obligations of the Issuer, except for obligations accorded preference by mandatory
provisions of applicable law.

CBBCs represent general contractual obligations of the Issuer, and are not, nor is it the intention
(expressed, implicit or otherwise) of the Issuer to create by the issue of CBBCs deposit liabilities
of the Issuer or a debt obligation of any kind.

(C) Transfers of CBBCs may be effected only in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof in CCASS
in accordance with the General Rules of CCASS and the CCASS Operational Procedures in effect
from time to time (the “CCASS Rules”).

(D) Each person who is for the time being shown in the register kept by the Issuer in Hong Kong as
the holder shall be treated by the Issuer and the Sponsor as the absolute owner and holder of the
CBBCs. The expression “Holder” and “Holders” shall be construed accordingly.

(E) Holders are responsible for additional costs and expenses in connection with any exercise of the
CBBCs including the Exercise Expenses (as defined below) which amount shall, subject to
Condition 4(G) and to the extent necessary, be payable to the Issuer and collected from the
Holders.
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2. Definitions

For the purposes of these Conditions:

“Board Lot” has the meaning given to it in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Business Day” means a day (excluding Saturdays) on which the Stock Exchange is scheduled
to open for dealings in Hong Kong and banks are open for business in Hong Kong;

“Call Price” means the price specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document,
subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 6;

“Cash Settlement Amount” means, for every Board Lot, an amount in the Settlement Currency
calculated by the Issuer in accordance with the following formula:

(i) following a Mandatory Call Event:

(a) in the case of a series of Category R CBBCs, the Residual Value; or

(b) in the case of a series of Category N CBBCs, zero.

(ii) at expiry:

(a) in the case of a series of bull CBBCs:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Closing Price - Strike Price) x one Board Lot

Number of CBBC(s) per Entitlement

(b) in the case of a series of bear CBBCs:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Strike Price - Closing Price) x one Board Lot

Number of CBBC(s) per Entitlement

For the avoidance of doubt, if the Cash Settlement Amount is a negative figure, it shall be
deemed to be zero;

“Category N CBBCs” means a series of CBBCs where the Call Price is equal to the Strike Price;

“Category R CBBCs” means a series of CBBCs where the Call Price is different from the Strike
Price;

“CCASS” means the Central Clearing and Settlement System;

“CCASS Settlement Day” has the meaning ascribed to the term “Settlement Day” in the CCASS
Rules, subject to such modification and amendment prescribed by HKSCC from time to time;

“Closing Price” means the closing price of one Share (as derived from the Daily Quotation Sheet
of the Stock Exchange, subject to any adjustment to such closing price as may be necessary to
reflect any event as contemplated in Condition 6 such as capitalisation, rights issue, distribution
or the like) on the Valuation Date;

“Company” means the company specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“Entitlement” means the number specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document, subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 6;
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“Exercise Expenses” means any charges or expenses including any taxes or duties which are
incurred in respect of the exercise of a Board Lot of CBBCs;

“Expiry Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Listing Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Mandatory Call Event” occurs when the Spot Price of the Shares on any Trading Day during
the Observation Period is:

(i) in the case of a series of bull CBBCs, at or below the Call Price; or

(ii) in the case of a series of bear CBBCs, at or above the Call Price;

“Market Disruption Event” means:

(1) the occurrence or existence on any Trading Day during the one-half hour period that ends
at the close of trading of any suspension of or limitation imposed on trading (by reason of
movements in price exceeding limits permitted by the Stock Exchange or otherwise) on the
Stock Exchange in (a) the Shares; or (b) any options or futures contracts relating to the
Shares if, in any such case, such suspension or limitation is, in the determination of the
Issuer, material;

(2) the issuance of the tropical cyclone warning signal number 8 or above or the issuance of
a “BLACK” rainstorm signal on any day which either (i) results in the Stock Exchange
being closed for trading for the entire day; or (ii) results in the Stock Exchange being closed
prior to its regular time for close of trading for the relevant day (for the avoidance of doubt,
in the case when the Stock Exchange is scheduled to open for the morning trading session
only, closed prior to its regular time for close of trading for the morning session),
PROVIDED THAT there shall be no Market Disruption Event solely by reason of the Stock
Exchange opening for trading later than its regular time for opening of trading on any day
as a result of the tropical cyclone warning signal number 8 or above or the “BLACK”
rainstorm signal having been issued; or

(3) a limitation or closure of the Stock Exchange due to any unforeseen circumstances;

“Maximum Trade Price” means the highest Spot Price of the Shares (subject to any adjustment
to such Spot Price as may be necessary to reflect any event as contemplated in Condition 6 such
as capitalisation, rights issue, distribution or the like) during the MCE Valuation Period;

“MCE Valuation Period” means the period commencing from and including the moment upon
which the Mandatory Call Event occurs (the trading session during which the Mandatory Call
Event occurs is the “1st Session”) and up to the end of the trading session on the Stock Exchange
immediately following the 1st Session (“2nd Session”) unless, in the determination of the Issuer
in its good faith, the 2nd Session for any reason (including, without limitation, a Market
Disruption Event occurring and subsisting in the 2nd Session) does not contain any continuous
period of 1 hour or more than 1 hour during which trading in the Shares is permitted on the Stock
Exchange with no limitation imposed, the MCE Valuation Period shall be extended to the end of
the subsequent trading session following the 2nd Session during which trading in the Shares is
permitted on the Stock Exchange with no limitation imposed for a continuous period of at least
1 hour notwithstanding the existence or continuance of a Market Disruption Event in such
postponed trading session, unless the Issuer determines in its good faith that each trading session
on each of the four Trading Days immediately following the date on which the Mandatory Call
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Event occurs does not contain any continuous period of 1 hour or more than 1 hour during which
trading in the Shares is permitted on the Stock Exchange with no limitation imposed. In that case:

(i) the period commencing from the 1st Session up to, and including, the last trading session
on the Stock Exchange of the fourth Trading Day immediately following the date on which
the Mandatory Call Event occurs shall be deemed to be the MCE Valuation Period; and

(ii) the Issuer shall determine the Maximum Trade Price or the Minimum Trade Price (as the
case may be) having regard to the then prevailing market conditions, the last reported Spot
Price and such other factors as the Issuer may determine to be relevant in its good faith.

For the avoidance of doubt, all Spot Prices available throughout the extended MCE Valuation
Period shall be taken into account to determine the Maximum Trade Price or the Minimum Trade
Price (as the case may be) for the calculation of the Residual Value.

For the purposes of this definition,

(a) the pre-opening session, the morning session and, in the case of half day trading, the
closing auction session (if any) of the same day; and

(b) the afternoon session and the closing auction session (if any) of the same day,

shall each be considered as one trading session only;

“Minimum Trade Price” means the lowest Spot Price of the Shares (subject to any adjustment
to such Spot Price as may be necessary to reflect any event as contemplated in Condition 6 such
as capitalisation, rights issue, distribution or the like) during the MCE Valuation Period;

“Observation Commencement Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant
Supplemental Listing Document;

“Observation Period” means the period commencing from and including the Observation
Commencement Date and ending on and including the Trading Day immediately preceding the
Expiry Date;

“Post MCE Trades” has the meaning given to it in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document,
subject to such modification and amendment prescribed by the Stock Exchange from time to
time;

“Residual Value” means, for every Board Lot, an amount in the Settlement Currency calculated
by the Issuer in accordance with the following formula:

(i) in the case of a series of bull CBBCs:

Residual Value
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Minimum Trade Price - Strike Price) x one Board Lot

Number of CBBC(s) per Entitlement

(ii) in the case of a series of bear CBBCs:

Residual Value
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Strike Price - Maximum Trade Price) x one Board Lot

Number of CBBC(s) per Entitlement

“Settlement Currency” means the currency specified as such in the relevant Supplemental
Listing Document;
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“Settlement Date” means the third CCASS Settlement Day after (i) the end of the MCE
Valuation Period or (ii) the later of: (a) the Expiry Date; and (b) the day on which the Closing
Price is determined in accordance with the Conditions (as the case may be);

“Share” means the share specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Spot Price” means:

(a) in respect of a continuous trading session of the Stock Exchange, the price per Share
concluded by means of automatic order matching on the Stock Exchange as reported in the
official real-time dissemination mechanism for the Stock Exchange during such continuous
trading session in accordance with the Trading Rules, excluding direct business (as defined
in the Trading Rules); and

(b) in respect of a pre-opening session or a closing auction session (if applicable) of the Stock
Exchange, as the case may be, the final Indicative Equilibrium Price (as defined in the
Trading Rules) of the Share (if any) calculated at the end of the pre-order matching period
of such pre-opening session or closing auction session (if applicable), as the case may be,
in accordance with the Trading Rules, excluding direct business (as defined in the Trading
Rules),

subject to such modification and amendment prescribed by the Stock Exchange from time to
time;

“Stock Exchange” means The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited;

“Strike Price” means the price specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document,
subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 6;

“Trading Day” means any day on which the Stock Exchange is scheduled to open for trading for
its regular trading sessions;

“Trading Rules” means the Rules and Regulations of the Exchange prescribed by the Stock
Exchange from time to time; and

“Valuation Date” means the Trading Day immediately preceding the Expiry Date unless, in the
determination of the Issuer, a Market Disruption Event has occurred on that day in which case,
the Valuation Date shall be the first succeeding Trading Day on which the Issuer determines that
there is no Market Disruption Event, unless the Issuer determines that there is a Market
Disruption Event occurring on each of the four Trading Days immediately following the original
date which (but for the Market Disruption Event) would have been the Valuation Date. In that
case:

(a) the fourth Trading Day immediately following the original date shall be deemed to be the
Valuation Date (regardless of the Market Disruption Event); and

(b) the Issuer shall determine the Closing Price having regard to the then prevailing market
conditions, the last reported trading price of the Share on the Stock Exchange and such
other factors as the Issuer determines to be relevant.

Other capitalized terms shall, unless otherwise defined herein, have the meaning ascribed to them
in the Base Listing Document, any addendum to the Base Listing Document, the relevant
Supplemental Listing Document or the Global Certificate.
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3. Hedging Disruption and Illegality or Impracticability

(A) Hedging Disruption

(i) Notification. The Issuer shall as soon as reasonably practicable give notice to the Holders

in accordance with Condition 10:

(1) if it determines that a Hedging Disruption Event has occurred; and

(2) of the consequence of such Hedging Disruption Event as determined by the Issuer

pursuant to Condition 3(A)(iii).

(ii) Hedging Disruption Event. A “Hedging Disruption Event” occurs if the Issuer determines

in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner that it is or has become not

reasonably practicable or it has otherwise become undesirable, for any reason, for the Issuer

wholly or partially to establish, re-establish, substitute or maintain a relevant hedging

transaction (a “Relevant Hedging Transaction”) it deems necessary or desirable to hedge

the Issuer’s obligations in respect of the CBBCs. The reasons for such determination by the

Issuer may include, but are not limited to, the following:

(1) any material illiquidity in the market for the Shares;

(2) a change in any applicable law (including, without limitation, any tax law) or the

promulgation of, or change in, the interpretation of any court, tribunal or regulatory

authority with competent jurisdiction of any applicable law (including any action

taken by a taxing authority);

(3) a material decline in the creditworthiness of a party with whom the Issuer has entered

into any such Relevant Hedging Transaction; or

(4) the general unavailability of:

(A) market participants who will agree to enter into a Relevant Hedging Transaction;

or

(B) market participants who will so enter into a Relevant Hedging Transaction on

commercially reasonable terms.

(iii) Consequences. The Issuer, in the event of a Hedging Disruption Event, may determine to:

(1) terminate the CBBCs. In such circumstances the Issuer will, however, if and to the

extent permitted by the applicable law, pay to each Holder in respect of each CBBC

held by such Holder an amount that the Issuer determines in good faith and in a

commercially reasonable manner to be the fair market value of the CBBC immediately
prior to such termination less the cost to the Issuer of unwinding any related hedging
arrangements. Payment will be made to the Holder in such manner as shall be notified
to the Holder in accordance with Condition 10; or

(2) make any other adjustment to the Conditions as it considers appropriate in order to
maintain the theoretical value of the CBBCs after adjusting for the relevant Hedging
Disruption Event.
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(B) Illegality or Impracticability

The Issuer is entitled to terminate the CBBCs if it determines in good faith and in a commercially
reasonable manner that, for reasons beyond its control, it has become or it will become illegal
or impracticable:

(i) for it to perform its obligations under the CBBCs in whole or in part as a result of:

(1) the adoption of, or any change in, any relevant law or regulation (including any tax
law); or

(2) the promulgation of, or any change in, the interpretation by any court, tribunal,
governmental, administrative, legislative, regulatory or judicial authority or power
with competent jurisdiction of any relevant law or regulation (including any tax law),

(each of (1) and (2), a “Change in Law Event”); or

(ii) for it or any of its affiliates to maintain the Issuer’s hedging arrangements with respect to
the CBBCs due to a Change in Law Event.

Upon the occurrence of a Change in Law Event, the Issuer will, if and to the extent permitted
by the applicable law or regulation, pay to each Holder a cash amount that the Issuer determines
in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner to be the fair market value in respect of
each CBBC held by such Holder immediately prior to such termination (ignoring such illegality
or impracticability) less the cost to the Issuer of unwinding any related hedging arrangement as
determined by the Issuer in its sole and absolute discretion. Payment will be made to each Holder
in such manner as shall be notified to the Holder in accordance with Condition 10.

4. Exercise of CBBCs

(A) CBBCs may only be exercised in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof.

(B) If no Mandatory Call Event has occurred during the Observation Period, the CBBCs will be
deemed to be automatically exercised on the Expiry Date.

(C) Mandatory Call Event

(i) Subject to paragraph (ii) below, following a Mandatory Call Event, the CBBCs will
terminate automatically and the Issuer shall have no further obligation under the CBBCs
except for the payment of the Cash Settlement Amount (if any) following the Mandatory
Call Event on the relevant Settlement Date. The Issuer will give notice to the Holders in
accordance with Condition 10. Trading in the CBBCs will be suspended immediately upon
the occurrence of a Mandatory Call Event and all Post MCE Trades will be cancelled and
will not be recognised by the Issuer or the Stock Exchange.

Revocation

(ii) A Mandatory Call Event is irrevocable unless it is triggered as a result of any of the
following events:

(1) system malfunction or other technical errors of Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing
Limited (“HKEX”) (such as the setting up of wrong Call Price and other parameters);
or

(2) manifest errors caused by the relevant third party price source where applicable;
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and

(A) in the case of a system malfunction or other technical errors prescribed in paragraph
(1) above, such event is reported by the Stock Exchange to the Issuer and the Issuer
and the Stock Exchange mutually agree that such Mandatory Call Event is to be
revoked; and

(B) in the case of an error by the relevant price source prescribed in paragraph (2) above,
such event is reported by the Issuer to the Stock Exchange and the Issuer and the Stock
Exchange mutually agree that such Mandatory Call Event is to be revoked,

in each case, such mutual agreement must be reached no later than 30 minutes before the
commencement of trading (including the pre-opening session) (Hong Kong time) on the
Trading Day of the Stock Exchange immediately following the day on which the Mandatory
Call Event occurs or such other time frame as prescribed by the Stock Exchange from time
to time.

(D) Every Board Lot of CBBCs entitles the Holder to receive from the Issuer on the Settlement Date
the Cash Settlement Amount (if any).

(E) Any Exercise Expenses which are not determined by the Issuer by the Business Day after the
MCE Valuation Period or the Expiry Date (as the case may be) and deducted from the Cash
Settlement Amount prior to delivery to the Holders in accordance with this Condition 4, shall be
notified by the Issuer to the Holders as soon as practicable after determination thereof and shall
be paid by the Holders to the Issuer immediately upon demand.

(F) In the event that the CBBCs have been exercised or have expired worthless, the Issuer will, with
effect from the first Business Day following the MCE Valuation Period or the Expiry Date, as
the case may be, remove the name of each Holder from the register of Holders in respect of such
CBBCs and thereby cancel the relevant CBBCs and, if applicable, cancel the Global Certificate.

(G) Upon exercise following a Mandatory Call Event or on the Expiry Date in accordance with these
Conditions, the Issuer will pay the Cash Settlement Amount minus the determined Exercise
Expenses to the relevant Holder. If the Cash Settlement Amount is equal to or less than the
determined Exercise Expenses, no amount is payable.

The aggregate Cash Settlement Amount minus the determined aggregate Exercise Expenses shall
be despatched no later than the Settlement Date, by crediting that amount, in accordance with the
CCASS Rules, to the relevant bank account designated by each Holder (the “Designated Bank
Account”).

If as a result of an event beyond the control of the Issuer (“Settlement Disruption Event”), it
is not possible for the Issuer to procure payment electronically through CCASS by crediting the
relevant Designated Bank Account of the Holder on the original Settlement Date, the Issuer shall
use its reasonable endeavours to procure payment electronically through CCASS by crediting the
relevant Designated Bank Account of the Holder as soon as reasonably practicable after the
original Settlement Date. The Issuer will not be liable to the Holder for any interest in respect
of the amount due or any loss or damage that such Holder may suffer as a result of the existence
of a Settlement Disruption Event.

(H) None of the Issuer, the Sponsor or their respective agents shall have any responsibility for any
errors or omissions in the calculation and dissemination of any variables published by a third
party and used in any calculation made pursuant to these Conditions or in the calculation of the
Cash Settlement Amount arising from such errors or omissions.
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The purchase of CBBCs does not confer on any Holder of such CBBCs any rights (whether in
respect of voting, distributions or otherwise) in relation to the Shares.

(I) Exercise and settlement of the CBBCs is subject to all applicable laws, rules, regulations and
guidelines in force at the relevant time and neither the Issuer nor the Sponsor shall incur any
liability whatsoever if it is unable to effect the transactions contemplated, after using all
reasonable efforts, as a result of any such laws, rules, regulations or guidelines. Neither the
Issuer nor the Sponsor shall under any circumstances be liable for any acts or defaults of the
CCASS in relation to the performance of its duties in relation to the CBBCs.

(J) Subject to Condition 4(C)(ii), trading in CBBCs on the Stock Exchange shall cease (i)
immediately upon the occurrence of a Mandatory Call Event or (ii) at the close of trading for the
Trading Day immediately preceding the Expiry Date (for the avoidance of doubt, in the case
when the Stock Exchange is scheduled to open for the morning session only, at the close of
trading for the morning session), whichever is the earlier. All Post MCE Trades will be invalid
and will be cancelled, and will not be recognised by the Issuer or the Stock Exchange.

5. Sponsor

(A) The Sponsor will not assume any obligation or duty to or any relationship or agency or trust for
the Holders.

(B) The Issuer reserves the right, subject to the appointment of a successor, at any time to vary or
terminate the appointment of the initial Sponsor and to appoint another sponsor provided that it
will at all times maintain a sponsor in Hong Kong for so long as the CBBCs are listed on the
Stock Exchange. Notice of any such termination or appointment will be given to the Holders in
accordance with Condition 10.

6. Adjustments

(A) Rights Issues. If and whenever the Company shall, by way of Rights (as defined below), offer
new Shares for subscription at a fixed subscription price to the holders of existing Shares pro rata
to existing holdings (a “Rights Offer”), the Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on the
Business Day on which trading in the Shares becomes ex-entitlement (“Rights Issue Adjustment
Date”) in accordance with the following formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component =
1 + M

1 + (R/S) x M

E: Existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Rights Offer

S: Cum-Rights Share price being the closing price of an existing Share as derived from the
Daily Quotation Sheet of the Stock Exchange on the last Business Day on which the Shares
are traded on a Cum-Rights basis

R: Subscription price per new Share specified in the Rights Offer plus an amount equal to any
dividends or other benefits foregone to exercise the Right

M: Number of new Share(s) (whether a whole or a fraction) per existing Share each holder
thereof is entitled to subscribe
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Provided that if the above formula would result in an adjustment to the Entitlement which would
amount to one per cent. or less of the Entitlement immediately prior to the adjustment, then no
adjustment will be made. In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Strike Price and/or the Call Price
(which shall be rounded to the nearest 0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component,
where the “reciprocal of the Adjustment Component” means one divided by the relevant
Adjustment Component. The adjustment to the Strike Price and/or the Call Price shall take effect
on the Rights Issue Adjustment Date.

For the purposes of these Conditions:

“Rights” means the right(s) attached to each existing Share or needed to acquire one new Share
(as the case may be) which are given to the holders of existing Shares to subscribe at a fixed
subscription price for new Shares pursuant to the Rights Offer (whether by the exercise of one
Right, a part of a Right or an aggregate number of Rights).

(B) Bonus Issues. If and whenever the Company shall make an issue of Shares credited as fully paid
to the holders of Shares generally by way of capitalisation of profits or reserves (other than
pursuant to a scrip dividend or similar scheme for the time being operated by the Company or
otherwise in lieu of a cash dividend and without any payment or other consideration being made
or given by such holders) (a “Bonus Issue”) the Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on
the Business Day on which trading in the Shares becomes ex-entitlement (“Bonus Issue
Adjustment Date”) in accordance with the following formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component = (1 + N)

E: Existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Bonus Issue

N: Number of additional Shares (whether a whole or a fraction) received by a holder of Shares
for each Share held prior to the Bonus Issue

Provided that if the above formula would result in an adjustment to the Entitlement which would
amount to one per cent. or less of the Entitlement immediately prior to the adjustment, then no
adjustment will be made. In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Strike Price and/or the Call Price
(which shall be rounded to the nearest 0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component,
where the “reciprocal of the Adjustment Component” means one divided by the relevant
Adjustment Component. The adjustment to the Strike Price and/or the Call Price shall take effect
on the Bonus Issue Adjustment Date.

(C) Subdivisions and Consolidations. If and whenever the Company shall subdivide its Shares or any
class of its outstanding share capital comprised of the Shares into a greater number of shares (a
“Subdivision”) or consolidate the Shares or any class of its outstanding share capital comprised
of the Shares into a smaller number of shares (a “Consolidation”), then:

(i) in the case of a Subdivision, the Entitlement in effect immediately prior thereto will be
increased whereas the Strike Price and/or the Call Price (which shall be rounded to the
nearest 0.001) will be decreased in the same ratio as the Subdivision; and

(ii) in the case of a Consolidation, the Entitlement in effect immediately prior thereto will be
decreased whereas the Strike Price and/or the Call Price (which shall be rounded to the
nearest 0.001) will be increased in the same ratio as the Consolidation,
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in each case on the day on which the Subdivision or Consolidation (as the case may be) shall
have taken effect.

(D) Restructuring Events. If it is announced that the Company is to or may merge or consolidate with
or into any other corporation (including becoming, by agreement or otherwise, a subsidiary of
or controlled by any person or corporation) (except where the Company is the surviving
corporation in a merger) or that it is to or may sell or transfer all or substantially all of its assets,
the rights attaching to the CBBCs may in the absolute discretion of the Issuer be amended no
later than the Business Day preceding the consummation of such merger, consolidation, sale or
transfer (each a “Restructuring Event”) (as determined by the Issuer in its absolute discretion)
so that the CBBCs shall, after such Restructuring Event, relate to the number of shares of the
corporation(s) resulting from or surviving such Restructuring Event or other securities
(“Substituted Securities”) and/or cash offered in substitution for the affected Shares, as the case
may be, to which the holder of such number of Shares to which the CBBCs related immediately
before such Restructuring Event would have been entitled upon such Restructuring Event, and
thereafter the provisions hereof shall apply to such Substituted Securities, provided that any
Substituted Securities may, in the absolute discretion of the Issuer, be deemed to be replaced by
an amount in the relevant currency equal to the market value or, if no market value is available,
fair value, of such Substituted Securities in each case as determined by the Issuer as soon as
practicable after such Restructuring Event is effected. For the avoidance of doubt, any remaining
Shares shall not be affected by this paragraph and, where cash is offered in substitution for
Shares or is deemed to replace Substituted Securities as described above, references in these
Conditions to the Shares shall include any such cash.

(E) Cash Distribution. No adjustment will be made for an ordinary cash dividend (whether or not it
is offered with a scrip alternative) (“Ordinary Dividend”). For any other forms of cash
distribution (“Cash Distribution”) announced by the Company, such as a cash bonus, special
dividend or extraordinary dividend, no adjustment will be made unless the value of the Cash
Distribution accounts for 2 per cent. or more of the Share’s closing price on the day of
announcement by the Company.

If and whenever the Company shall make a Cash Distribution credited as fully paid to the holders
of Shares generally, the Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on the Business Day on which
trading in the Shares becomes ex-entitlement in respect of the Cash Distribution (“Distribution
Adjustment Date”) in accordance with the following formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component =
S - OD

S - OD - CD

E: The existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Cash Distribution

S: Cum-Cash Distribution Share price being the closing price of an existing Share as derived
from the Daily Quotation Sheet of the Stock Exchange on the last Business Day on which
the Shares are traded on a cum-Cash Distribution basis

CD: The Cash Distribution per Share

OD: The Ordinary Dividend per Share, provided that the Ordinary Dividend and the Cash
Distribution have the same ex-entitlement date. For avoidance of doubt, the OD shall be
zero if the Ordinary Dividend and the Cash Distribution have different ex-entitlement dates
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In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Strike Price and/or the Call Price (which shall be rounded
to the nearest 0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component, where the “reciprocal of
the Adjustment Component” means one divided by the relevant Adjustment Component. The
adjustment to the Strike Price and/or the Call Price shall take effect on the Distribution
Adjustment Date.

(F) Other Adjustments. Without prejudice to and notwithstanding any prior adjustment(s) made
pursuant to the applicable Conditions, the Issuer may (but shall not be obliged to) make such
other adjustments to the terms and conditions of the CBBCs as appropriate where any event
(including the events as contemplated in the applicable Conditions) occurs and irrespective of,
in substitution for, or in addition to the provisions contemplated in the applicable Conditions,
provided that such adjustment is:

(i) not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Holders generally (without considering the
circumstances of any individual Holder or the tax or other consequences of such adjustment
in any particular jurisdiction); or

(ii) determined by the Issuer in good faith to be appropriate and commercially reasonable.

(G) Notice of Adjustments. All determinations made by the Issuer pursuant hereto will be conclusive
and binding on the Holders. The Issuer will give, or procure that there is given, notice as soon
as practicable of any adjustment and of the date from which such adjustment is effective by
publication in accordance with Condition 10.

7. Purchase

The Issuer or any of its subsidiaries may at any time purchase CBBCs at any price in the open
market or by tender or by private treaty. Any CBBCs so purchased may be held or resold or
surrendered for cancellation.

8. Global Certificate

A Global Certificate representing the CBBCs will be deposited with CCASS in the name of
HKSCC Nominees Limited. The Global Certificate must be executed manually on behalf of the
Issuer by authorised person(s) or attorney(s) of the Issuer.

9. Meetings of Holders and Modification

(A) Meetings of Holders. The Instrument contains provisions for convening meetings of the Holders
to consider any matter affecting their interests, including the sanctioning by Extraordinary
Resolution (as defined in the Instrument) of a modification of the provisions of the CBBCs or
of the Instrument.

Any resolution to be passed in a meeting of the Holders shall be decided by poll. A meeting may
be convened by the Issuer or by Holders holding not less than 10 per cent. of the CBBCs for the
time being remaining unexercised. The quorum at any such meeting for passing an Extraordinary
Resolution will be two or more persons holding or representing not less than 25 per cent. of the
CBBCs for the time being remaining unexercised, or at any adjourned meeting two or more
persons being or representing Holders whatever the number of CBBCs so held or represented.

A resolution will be an Extraordinary Resolution when it has been passed at a duly convened
meeting by not less than three-quarters of the votes cast by such Holders who, being entitled to
do so, vote in person or by proxy.

An Extraordinary Resolution passed at any meeting of the Holders shall be binding on all the
Holders, whether or not they are present at the meeting.
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Resolutions can be passed in writing without a meeting of the Holders being held if passed
unanimously.

(B) Modification. The Issuer may, without the consent of the Holders, effect any modification of the
terms and conditions of the CBBCs or the Instrument which, in the opinion of the Issuer, is (i)
not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Holders generally (without considering the
circumstances of any individual Holder or the tax or other consequences of such modification in
any particular jurisdiction); (ii) of a formal, minor or technical nature; (iii) made to correct a
manifest error; or (iv) necessary in order to comply with mandatory provisions of the laws or
regulations of Hong Kong. Any such modification shall be binding on the Holders and shall be
notified to them by the Issuer as soon as practicable thereafter in accordance with Condition 10.

10. Notices

All notices to the Holders will be validly given if published in English and in Chinese on the
HKEX website. In such circumstances, the Issuer shall not be required to despatch copies of the
notice to the Holders.

11. Liquidation

In the event of a liquidation or dissolution of the Company or the appointment of a liquidator,
receiver or administrator or analogous person under any applicable law in respect of the whole
or substantially the whole of its undertaking, property or assets, all unexercised CBBCs will
lapse and shall cease to be valid for any purpose. In the case of voluntary liquidation, the
unexercised CBBCs will lapse and shall cease to be valid on the effective date of the relevant
resolution and, in the case of an involuntary liquidation or dissolution, on the date of the relevant
court order or, in the case of the appointment of a liquidator or receiver or administrator or
analogous person under any applicable law in respect of the whole or substantially the whole of
its undertaking, property or assets, on the date when such appointment is effective but subject
(in any such case) to any contrary mandatory requirement of law.

12. Further Issues

The Issuer shall be at liberty from time to time, without the consent of the Holders, to create and
issue further CBBCs so as to form a single series with the CBBCs.

13. Delisting

(A) If at any time the Shares cease to be listed on the Stock Exchange, the Issuer shall give effect
to these Conditions in such manner and make such adjustments and amendments to the rights
attaching to the CBBCs as it shall, in its absolute discretion, consider appropriate to ensure, so
far as it is reasonably able to do so, that the interests of the Holders generally are not materially
prejudiced as a consequence of such delisting (without considering the circumstances of any
individual Holder or the tax or other consequences that may result in any particular jurisdiction).

(B) Without prejudice to the generality of Condition 13(A), where the Shares are, or, upon the
delisting, become, listed on any other stock exchange, these Conditions may, in the absolute
discretion of the Issuer, be amended to the extent necessary to allow for the substitution of that
other stock exchange in place of the Stock Exchange and the Issuer may, without the consent of
the Holders, make such adjustments to the entitlements of the Holders on exercise (including, if
appropriate, by converting foreign currency amounts at prevailing market rates into the relevant
currency) as may be appropriate in the circumstances.
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(C) The Issuer shall determine, in its absolute discretion, any adjustment or amendment and its

determination shall be conclusive and binding on the Holders save in the case of manifest error.

Notice of any adjustments or amendments shall be given to the Holders in accordance with

Condition 10 as soon as practicable after they are determined.

14. Good Faith and Commercially Reasonable Manner

Any exercise of discretion by the Issuer under these Conditions will be made in good faith and

in a commercially reasonable manner.

15. Governing Law

The CBBCs and the Instrument are governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of

the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China (“Hong
Kong”). The Issuer and each Holder (by its purchase of the CBBCs) submit for all purposes in

connection with the CBBCs and the Instrument to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of

Hong Kong.

16. Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Ordinance

A person who is not a party to these Conditions has no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third

Parties) Ordinance (Cap. 623 of the Laws of Hong Kong) to enforce or to enjoy the benefit of

any term of the CBBCs.

17. Language

A Chinese translation of these Conditions will be made available for collection during normal

office hours from the Sponsor at 52nd Floor, Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street,

Central, Hong Kong. In the event of any inconsistency between the Chinese translation and the

English version of these Conditions, the English version of these Conditions shall prevail.

18. Prescription

Claims against the Issuer for payment of any amount in respect of the CBBCs will become void

unless made within ten years after the MCE Valuation Period or the Expiry Date (as the case may

be) and thereafter, any sums payable in respect of such CBBCs shall be forfeited and shall revert

to the Issuer.

Sponsor:
UBS Securities Asia Limited

52nd Floor
Two International Finance Centre

8 Finance Street, Central
Hong Kong
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PART B — TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CASH SETTLED CALLABLE
BULL/BEAR CONTRACTS OVER AN INDEX

These Conditions will, together with the supplemental provisions contained in the relevant
Supplemental Listing Document, and subject to completion and amendment, be endorsed on the Global
Certificate. The relevant Supplemental Listing Document in relation to the issue of any series of
CBBCs may specify other terms and conditions which shall, to the extent so specified or to the extent
they are inconsistent with these Conditions, replace or modify these Conditions for the purpose of such
series of CBBCs.

1. Form, Status, Transfer, Title and Additional Costs and Expenses

(A) The CBBCs (which expression shall, unless the context otherwise requires, include any further
CBBCs issued pursuant to Condition 11) relating to the Index are issued in registered form
subject to and with the benefit of an instrument by way of deed poll (the “Instrument” as defined
more fully in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document) executed by UBS AG (the “Issuer”)
acting through its London branch or any of its branches outside Switzerland as it may specify
from time to time. The Holders (as defined below) are entitled to the benefit of, are bound by,
and are deemed to have notice of all the provisions of the Instrument. A copy of the Instrument
is available for inspection at UBS Securities Asia Limited (“Sponsor”) at 52nd Floor, Two
International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong.

The CBBCs are represented by a global certificate (“Global Certificate”) registered in the name
of HKSCC Nominees Limited (or such other nominee company as may be used by Hong Kong
Securities Clearing Company Limited (“HKSCC”) from time to time in relation to the provision
of nominee services to persons admitted for the time being by HKSCC as a participant of
CCASS) (the “Nominee”). No definitive certificate will be issued. The CBBCs can only be
exercised by HKSCC or the Nominee.

(B) The settlement obligation of the Issuer in respect of the CBBCs represents general unsecured
contractual obligations of the Issuer and of no other person which rank, and will rank, equally
among themselves and pari passu with all other present and future unsecured and unsubordinated
contractual obligations of the Issuer, except for obligations accorded preference by mandatory
provisions of applicable law.

CBBCs represent general contractual obligations of the Issuer, and are not, nor is it the intention
(expressed, implicit or otherwise) of the Issuer to create by the issue of CBBCs deposit liabilities
of the Issuer or a debt obligation of any kind.

(C) Transfers of CBBCs may be effected only in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof in CCASS
in accordance with the General Rules of CCASS and the CCASS Operational Procedures in effect
from time to time (the “CCASS Rules”).

(D) Each person who is for the time being shown in the register kept by the Issuer in Hong Kong as
the holder shall be treated by the Issuer and the Sponsor as the absolute owner and holder of the
CBBCs. The expressions “Holder” and “Holders” shall be construed accordingly.

(E) Holders are responsible for additional costs and expenses in connection with any exercise of the
CBBCs including the Exercise Expenses (as defined below) which amount shall, subject to
Condition 4(G) and to the extent necessary, be payable to the Issuer and collected from the
Holders.

2. Definitions

For the purposes of these Conditions:

“Board Lot” has the meaning given to it in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;
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“Business Day” means a day (excluding Saturdays) on which the Stock Exchange is scheduled
to open for dealings in Hong Kong and banks are open for business in Hong Kong;

“Call Level” means the level specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document,
subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 6;

“Cash Settlement Amount” means, for every Board Lot, an amount calculated by the Issuer in
accordance with the following formula (and, if appropriate, either (i) converted (if applicable)
into the Settlement Currency at the Exchange Rate or, as the case may be, (ii) converted into the
Interim Currency at the First Exchange Rate and then (if applicable) converted into Settlement
Currency at the Second Exchange Rate):

(i) following a Mandatory Call Event:

(a) in the case of a series of Category R CBBCs, the Residual Value; or

(b) in the case of a series of Category N CBBCs, zero.

(ii) at expiry:

(a) in the case of a series of bull CBBCs:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
(Closing Level - Strike Level) x one Board Lot x Index Currency Amount

Divisor

(b) in the case of a series of bear CBBCs:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
(Strike Level - Closing Level) x one Board Lot x Index Currency Amount

Divisor

For the avoidance of doubt, if the Cash Settlement Amount is a negative figure, it shall be
deemed to be zero;

“Category N CBBCs” means a series of CBBCs where the Call Level is equal to the Strike
Level;

“Category R CBBCs” means a series of CBBCs where the Call Level is different from the Strike
Level;

“CCASS” means the Central Clearing and Settlement System;

“CCASS Settlement Day” has the meaning ascribed to the term “Settlement Day” in the CCASS
Rules, subject to such modification and amendment prescribed by HKSCC from time to time;

“Closing Level” means the level specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 6;

“Divisor” means the number specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Exchange Rate” means the rate specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“Exercise Expenses” means any charges or expenses including any taxes or duties which are
incurred in respect of the exercise of a Board Lot of CBBCs;

“Expiry Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;
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“First Exchange Rate” means the rate specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“Index” means the index specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Index Business Day” means any day on which the Index Exchange is scheduled to open for
trading for its regular trading sessions;

“Index Compiler” means the index compiler specified as such in the relevant Supplemental
Listing Document;

“Index Currency Amount” has the meaning given to it in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“Index Exchange” means the index exchange specified as such in the relevant Supplemental
Listing Document;

“Interim Currency” means the currency specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“Listing Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Mandatory Call Event” occurs when the Spot Level of the Index is, at any time on any Index
Business Day during the Observation Period:

(a) in the case of a series of bull CBBCs, at or below the Call Level; or

(b) in the case of a series of bear CBBCs, at or above the Call Level;

“Market Disruption Event” means:

(i) the occurrence or existence, on any Trading Day or Index Business Day during the one-half
hour period that ends at the close of trading on the Index Exchange, of any of:

(1) the suspension or material limitation of the trading of a material number of constituent
securities that comprise the Index;

(2) the suspension or material limitation of the trading of options or futures contracts
relating to the Index on any exchanges on which such contracts are traded; or

(3) the imposition of any exchange controls in respect of any currencies involved in
determining the Cash Settlement Amount.

For the purposes of this paragraph (i), (a) the limitation of the number of hours or days of
trading will not constitute a Market Disruption Event if it results from an announced change
in the regular business hours of any relevant exchange, and (b) a limitation on trading
imposed by reason of the movements in price exceeding the levels permitted by any
relevant exchange will constitute a Market Disruption Event;

(ii) where the Index Exchange is the Stock Exchange, the issuance of the tropical cyclone
warning signal number 8 or above or the issuance of a “BLACK” rainstorm signal on any
day which either (i) results in the Stock Exchange being closed for trading for the entire
day; or (ii) results in the Stock Exchange being closed prior to its regular time for close of
trading for the relevant day (for the avoidance of doubt, in the case when the Stock
Exchange is scheduled to open for the morning trading session only, closed prior to its
regular time for close of trading for the morning session), PROVIDED THAT there shall be
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no Market Disruption Event solely by reason of the Stock Exchange opening for trading
later than its regular time for opening of trading on any day as a result of the tropical
cyclone warning signal number 8 or above or the “BLACK” rainstorm signal having been
issued;

(iii) a limitation or closure of the Index Exchange due to any unforeseen circumstances; or

(iv) any circumstances beyond the control of the Issuer in which the Closing Level or, if
applicable, the Exchange Rate, the First Exchange Rate or the Second Exchange Rate (as
the case may be) cannot be determined by the Issuer in the manner set out in these
Conditions or in such other manner as the Issuer considers appropriate at such time after
taking into account all the relevant circumstances.

“Maximum Index Level” means the highest Spot Level of the Index during the MCE Valuation
Period;

“MCE Valuation Period” means the period commencing from and including the moment upon
which the Mandatory Call Event occurs (the trading session during which the Mandatory Call
Event occurs is the “1st Session”) and up to the end of the trading session on the Index Exchange
immediately following the 1st Session (“2nd Session”) unless, in the determination of the Issuer
in its good faith, the 2nd Session for any reason (including, without limitation, a Market
Disruption Event occurring and subsisting in the 2nd Session) does not contain any continuous
period of 1 hour or more than 1 hour during which Spot Levels are available, the MCE Valuation
Period shall be extended to the end of the subsequent trading session on the Index Exchange
following the 2nd Session during which Spot Levels are available for a continuous period of at
least 1 hour notwithstanding the existence or continuance of a Market Disruption Event in such
postponed trading session, unless the Issuer determines in its good faith that each trading session
on each of the four Index Business Days immediately following the date on which the Mandatory
Call Event occurs does not contain any continuous period of 1 hour or more than 1 hour during
which Spot Levels are available. In that case:

(i) the period commencing from the 1st Session up to, and including, the last trading session
of the fourth Index Business Day on the Index Exchange immediately following the date on
which the Mandatory Call Event occurs shall be deemed to be the MCE Valuation Period;
and

(ii) the Issuer shall determine the Maximum Index Level or the Minimum Index Level (as the
case may be) having regard to the then prevailing market conditions, the last reported Spot
Level of the Index and such other factors as the Issuer may determine to be relevant in its
good faith.

For the avoidance of doubt, all Spot Levels available throughout the extended MCE Valuation
Period shall be taken into account to determine the Maximum Index Level or the Minimum Index
Level (as the case may be) for the calculation of the Residual Value.

For the purposes of this definition,

(a) the pre-opening session, the morning session and, in the case of half day trading, the
closing auction session (if any) of the same day; and

(b) the afternoon session and the closing auction session (if any) of the same day,

shall each be considered as one trading session only;

“Minimum Index Level” means the lowest Spot Level of the Index during the MCE Valuation
Period;
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“Observation Commencement Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant
Supplemental Listing Document;

“Observation Period” means the period commencing from and including the Observation
Commencement Date and ending on and including the Trading Day immediately preceding the
Expiry Date;

“Post MCE Trades” has the meaning given to it in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document,
subject to such modification and amendment prescribed by the Stock Exchange from time to
time;

“Residual Value” means, for every Board Lot, an amount calculated by the Issuer in accordance
with the following formula (and, if appropriate, either (a) converted (if applicable) into the
Settlement Currency at the Exchange Rate or, as the case may be, (b) converted into the Interim
Currency at the First Exchange Rate and then (if applicable) converted into Settlement Currency
at the Second Exchange Rate):

(i) in the case of a series of bull CBBCs:

Residual Value
per Board Lot

=
(Minimum Index Level - Strike Level) x one Board Lot x Index Currency Amount

Divisor

(ii) in the case of a series of bear CBBCs:

Residual Value
per Board Lot

=
(Strike Level - Maximum Index Level) x one Board Lot x Index Currency Amount

Divisor

“Second Exchange Rate” means the rate specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document;

“Settlement Currency” means the currency specified as such in the relevant Supplemental
Listing Document;

“Settlement Date” means the third CCASS Settlement Day after (i) the end of the MCE
Valuation Period or (ii) the later of: (a) the Expiry Date; and (b) the day on which the Closing
Level is determined in accordance with the Conditions (as the case may be);

“Spot Level” means the spot level of the Index as compiled and published by the Index
Compiler;

“Stock Exchange” means The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited;

“Strike Level” means the level specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document
subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 6;

“Trading Day” means any day on which the Stock Exchange is scheduled to open for trading for
its regular trading sessions; and

“Valuation Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document.

Other capitalised terms shall, unless otherwise defined herein, bear the meaning ascribed to them
in the Base Listing Document, any addendum to the Base Listing Document, the relevant
Supplemental Listing Document or the Global Certificate.
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3. Hedging Disruption and Illegality or Impracticability

(A) Hedging Disruption

(i) Notification. The Issuer shall as soon as reasonably practicable give notice to the Holders
in accordance with Condition 10:

(1) if it determines that a Hedging Disruption Event has occurred; and

(2) of the consequence of such Hedging Disruption Event as determined by the Issuer
pursuant to Condition 3(A)(iii).

(ii) Hedging Disruption Event. A “Hedging Disruption Event” occurs if the Issuer determines
in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner that it is or has become not
reasonably practicable or it has otherwise become undesirable, for any reason, for the Issuer
wholly or partially (a) to establish, re-establish, substitute or maintain a relevant hedging
transaction (including, without limitation, any hedging transaction with respect to options
or futures relating to the Index, or any currency in which the components of the Index are
denominated) (a “Relevant Hedging Transaction”) it deems necessary or desirable to
hedge the Issuer’s obligations in respect of the CBBCs or (b) to freely realize, recover,
receive, repatriate, remit or transfer the proceeds of the Relevant Hedging Transactions
between accounts within the jurisdiction of the Relevant Hedging Transactions (the
“Affected Jurisdiction”) or from accounts within the Affected Jurisdiction to accounts
outside of the Affected Jurisdiction. The reasons for such determination by the Issuer may
include, but are not limited to, the following:

(1) any material illiquidity in the market for the components of the Index;

(2) a change in any applicable law (including, without limitation, any tax law) or the
promulgation of, or change in, the interpretation of any court, tribunal or regulatory
authority with competent jurisdiction of any applicable law (including any action
taken by a taxing authority);

(3) a material decline in the creditworthiness of a party with whom the Issuer has entered
into any such Relevant Hedging Transaction; or

(4) the general unavailability of:

(A) market participants who will agree to enter into a Relevant Hedging Transaction;
or

(B) market participants who will so enter into a Relevant Hedging Transaction on
commercially reasonable terms.

(iii) Consequences. The Issuer, in the event of a Hedging Disruption Event, may determine to:

(1) terminate the CBBCs. In such circumstances the Issuer will, however, if and to the
extent permitted by the applicable law, pay to each Holder in respect of each CBBC
held by such Holder an amount that the Issuer determines in good faith and in a
commercially reasonable manner to be the fair market value of the CBBC immediately
prior to such termination less the cost to the Issuer of unwinding any related hedging
arrangements. Payment will be made to the Holder in such manner as shall be notified
to the Holder in accordance with Condition 10; or

(2) make any other adjustment to the Conditions as it considers appropriate in order to
maintain the theoretical value of the CBBCs after adjusting for the relevant Hedging
Disruption Event.
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(B) Illegality or Impracticability

The Issuer is entitled to terminate the CBBCs if it determines in good faith and in a commercially
reasonable manner that, for reasons beyond its control, it has become or it will become illegal
or impracticable:

(i) for it to perform its obligations under the CBBCs in whole or in part as a result of:

(1) the adoption of, or any change in, any relevant law or regulation (including any tax
law); or

(2) the promulgation of, or any change in, the interpretation by any court, tribunal,
governmental, administrative, legislative, regulatory or judicial authority or power
with competent jurisdiction of any relevant law or regulation (including any tax law),

(each of (1) and (2), a “Change in Law Event”); or

(ii) for it or any of its affiliates to maintain the Issuer’s hedging arrangements with respect to
the CBBCs due to a Change in Law Event.

Upon the occurrence of a Change in Law Event, the Issuer will, if and to the extent permitted
by the applicable law or regulation, pay to each Holder a cash amount that the Issuer determines
in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner to be the fair market value in respect of
each CBBC held by such Holder immediately prior to such termination (ignoring such illegality
or impracticability) less the cost to the Issuer of unwinding any related hedging arrangement as
determined by the Issuer in its sole and absolute discretion. Payment will be made to each Holder
in such manner as shall be notified to the Holder in accordance with Condition 10.

4. Exercise of CBBCs

(A) CBBCs may only be exercised in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof.

(B) If no Mandatory Call Event has occurred during the Observation Period, the CBBCs will be
deemed to be automatically exercised on the Expiry Date.

(C) Mandatory Call Event

(i) Subject to paragraph (ii) below, following a Mandatory Call Event, the CBBCs will
terminate automatically and the Issuer shall have no further obligation under the CBBCs
except for the payment of the Cash Settlement Amount (if any) following the Mandatory
Call Event on the relevant Settlement Date. The Issuer will give notice to the Holders in
accordance with Condition 10. Trading in the CBBCs will be suspended immediately upon
the occurrence of a Mandatory Call Event and any Post MCE Trades will be cancelled and
will not be recognised by the Issuer or the Stock Exchange.

Revocation

(ii) A Mandatory Call Event is irrevocable unless it is triggered as a result of any of the
following events:

(1) system malfunction or other technical errors of Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing
Limited (“HKEX”) (such as the setting up of wrong Call Level and other parameters);
or

(2) manifest errors caused by the relevant third party price source where applicable (such
as miscalculation of the index level by the relevant index compiler);
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and

(A) in the case of a system malfunction or other technical errors prescribed in paragraph
(1) above, such event is reported by the Stock Exchange to the Issuer and the Issuer
and the Stock Exchange mutually agree that such Mandatory Call Event is to be
revoked; and

(B) in the case of an error by the relevant price source prescribed in paragraph (2) above,
such event is reported by the Issuer to the Stock Exchange and the Issuer and the Stock
Exchange mutually agree that such Mandatory Call Event is to be revoked,

and in each case, such mutual agreement must be reached no later than 30 minutes before
the commencement of trading (including the pre-opening session) (Hong Kong time) on the
Trading Day of the Stock Exchange immediately following the day on which the Mandatory
Call Event occurs or such other time frame as prescribed by the Stock Exchange from time
to time.

(D) Every Board Lot of CBBCs entitles the Holder to receive from the Issuer on the Settlement Date
the Cash Settlement Amount (if any).

(E) Any Exercise Expenses which are not determined by the Issuer by the Business Day after the
MCE Valuation Period or the Expiry Date (as the case may be) and deducted from the Cash
Settlement Amount prior to delivery to the Holders in accordance with this Condition 4, shall be
notified by the Issuer to the Holders as soon as practicable after determination thereof and shall
be paid by the Holders to the Issuer immediately upon demand.

(F) In the event that the CBBCs have been exercised or have expired worthless, the Issuer will, with
effect from the first Business Day following the MCE Valuation Period or Expiry Date, as the
case may be, remove the name of each Holder from the register of Holders in respect of such
CBBCs and thereby cancel the relevant CBBCs and, if applicable, cancel the Global Certificate.

(G) Upon exercise following a Mandatory Call Event or on the Expiry Date in accordance with these
Conditions, the Issuer will pay the Cash Settlement Amount minus the determined Exercise
Expenses to the relevant Holder. If the Cash Settlement Amount is equal to or less than the
determined Exercise Expenses, no amount is payable.

The aggregate Cash Settlement Amount minus the determined aggregate Exercise Expenses shall
be despatched no later than the Settlement Date, by crediting that amount, in accordance with the
CCASS Rules, to the relevant bank account designated by a Holder (the “Designated Bank
Account”).

If as a result of an event beyond the control of the Issuer (“Settlement Disruption Event”), it
is not possible for the Issuer to procure payment electronically through CCASS by crediting the
relevant Designated Bank Account of a Holder on the original Settlement Date, the Issuer shall
use its reasonable endeavours to procure payment electronically through CCASS by crediting the
relevant Designated Bank Account of the Holder as soon as reasonably practicable after the
original Settlement Date. The Issuer will not be liable to the Holder for any interest in respect
of the amount due or any loss or damage that such Holder may suffer as a result of the existence
of a Settlement Disruption Event.

If the Issuer determines, in its sole discretion, that a Market Disruption Event has occurred on
the Valuation Date, then the Issuer shall determine the Closing Level on the basis of its good
faith estimate of the Closing Level that would have prevailed on that day but for the occurrence
of the Market Disruption Event provided that the Issuer may, if applicable, but shall not be
obliged to, determine such Closing Level by having regard to the manner in which futures
contracts relating to the Index are calculated.
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(H) None of the Issuer, the Sponsor or their respective agents shall have any responsibility for any
errors or omissions in the calculation and dissemination of any variables published by a third
party and used in any calculation made pursuant to these Conditions or in the calculation of the
Cash Settlement Amount arising from such errors or omissions.

The purchase of CBBCs does not confer on any Holder of such CBBCs any rights (whether in
respect of voting, distributions or otherwise) in relation to the constituent securities, contracts,
commodities or currencies comprising the Index.

(I) Exercise and settlement of the CBBCs is subject to all applicable laws, rules, regulations and
guidelines in force at the relevant time and neither the Issuer nor the Sponsor shall incur any
liability whatsoever if it is unable to effect the transactions contemplated, after using all
reasonable efforts, as a result of any such laws, rules, regulations or guidelines. Neither the
Issuer nor the Sponsor shall under any circumstances be liable for any acts or defaults of the
CCASS in relation to the performance of its duties in relation to the CBBCs.

(J) Subject to Condition 4(C)(ii), trading in CBBCs on the Stock Exchange shall cease (i)
immediately upon the occurrence of a Mandatory Call Event or (ii) at the close of trading for the
Trading Day immediately preceding the Expiry Date (for the avoidance of doubt, in the case
when the Stock Exchange is scheduled to open for the morning session only, at the close of
trading for the morning session), whichever is the earlier. All Post MCE Trades will be invalid
and will be cancelled, and will not be recognised by the Issuer or the Stock Exchange.

5. Sponsor

(A) The Sponsor will not assume any obligation or duty to or any relationship or agency or trust for
the Holders.

(B) The Issuer reserves the right, subject to the appointment of a successor, at any time to vary or
terminate the appointment of the initial Sponsor and to appoint another agent provided that it will
at all times maintain a sponsor in Hong Kong for so long as the CBBCs are listed on the Stock
Exchange. Notice of any such termination or appointment will be given to the Holders in
accordance with Condition 10.

6. Adjustments to the Index

(A) Successor Index Compiler Calculates and Reports Index. If the Index is (i) not calculated and
announced by the Index Compiler but is calculated and published by a successor to the Index
Compiler (the “Successor Index Compiler”) acceptable to the Issuer or (ii) replaced by a
successor index using, in the determination of the Issuer, the same or a substantially similar
formula for and method of calculation as used in the calculation of the Index, then the Index will
be deemed to be the index so calculated and announced by the Successor Index Compiler or that
successor index, as the case may be.

(B) Modification and Cessation of Calculation of Index. If (i) on or prior to the Valuation Date the
Index Compiler or (if applicable) the Successor Index Compiler makes a material change in the
formula for or the method of calculating the Index or in any other way materially modifies the
Index (other than a modification prescribed in that formula or method to maintain the Index in
the event of changes in constituent securities, contracts, commodities or currencies and other
routine events), or (ii) on the Valuation Day the Index Compiler or (if applicable) the Successor
Index Compiler fails to calculate and publish the Index (other than as a result of a Market
Disruption Event), then the Issuer shall determine the Closing Level using, in lieu of a published
level for the Index, the level for the Index as at that Index Business Day as determined by the
Issuer in accordance with the formula for and method of calculating the Index last in effect prior
to that change or failure, but using only those securities, contracts, commodities or currencies
that comprised the Index immediately prior to that change or failure (other than those securities
that have since ceased to be listed on the relevant exchange).
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(C) Other Adjustments. Without prejudice to and notwithstanding any prior adjustment(s) made
pursuant to the applicable Conditions, the Issuer may (but shall not be obliged to) make such
other adjustments to the terms and conditions of the CBBCs as appropriate where any event
(including the events as contemplated in the applicable Conditions) occurs and irrespective of,
in substitution for, or in addition to the provisions contemplated in the applicable Conditions,
provided that such adjustment is:

(i) not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Holders generally (without considering the
circumstances of any individual Holder or the tax or other consequences of such adjustment
in any particular jurisdiction); or

(ii) determined by the Issuer in good faith to be appropriate and commercially reasonable.

(D) Notice of Adjustments. All determinations made by the Issuer pursuant hereto will be conclusive
and binding on the Holders. The Issuer will give, or procure that there is given, notice as soon
as practicable of any adjustment and of the date from which such adjustment is effective by
publication in accordance with Condition 10.

7. Purchase

The Issuer or any of its subsidiaries may at any time purchase CBBCs at any price in the open
market or by tender or by private treaty. Any CBBCs so purchased may be held or resold or
surrendered for cancellation.

8. Global Certificate

A Global Certificate representing the CBBCs will be deposited with CCASS in the name of
HKSCC Nominees Limited. The Global Certificate must be executed manually on behalf of the
Issuer by authorised officer(s) or attorney(s) of the Issuer.

9. Meetings of Holders and Modification

(A) Meetings of Holders. The Instrument contains provisions for convening meetings of the Holders
to consider any matter affecting their interests, including the sanctioning by Extraordinary
Resolution (as defined in the Instrument) of a modification of the provisions of the CBBCs or
of the Instrument.

Any resolution to be passed in a meeting of the Holders shall be decided by poll. Such a meeting
may be convened by the Issuer or by Holders holding not less than 10 per cent. of the CBBCs
for the time being remaining unexercised. The quorum at any such meeting for passing an
Extraordinary Resolution will be two or more persons holding or representing not less than 25
per cent. of the CBBCs for the time being remaining unexercised, or at any adjourned meeting
two or more persons being or representing Holders whatever the number of CBBCs so held or
represented.

A resolution will be an Extraordinary Resolution when it has been passed at a duly convened
meeting by not less than three-quarters of the votes cast by such Holders who, being entitled to
do so, vote in person or by proxy.

An Extraordinary Resolution passed at any meeting of the Holders shall be binding on all the
Holders, whether or not they are present at the meeting.

Resolutions can be passed in writing without a meeting of the Holders being held if passed
unanimously.
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(B) Modification. The Issuer may, without the consent of the Holders, effect any modification of the

terms and conditions of the CBBCs or the Instrument which, in the opinion of the Issuer, is (i)

not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Holders generally (without considering the

circumstances of any individual Holder or the tax or other consequences of such modification in

any particular jurisdiction); (ii) of a formal, minor or technical nature; (iii) made to correct a

manifest error; or (iv) necessary in order to comply with mandatory provisions of the laws or

regulations of Hong Kong. Any such modification shall be binding on the Holders and shall be

notified to them by the Issuer as soon as practicable thereafter in accordance with Condition 10.

10. Notices

All notices to the Holders will be validly given if published in English and in Chinese on the

HKEX website. In such circumstances, the Issuer shall not be required to despatch copies of the

notice to the Holders.

11. Further Issues

The Issuer shall be at liberty from time to time, without the consent of the Holders, to create and

issue further CBBCs so as to form a single series with the CBBCs.

12. Good Faith and Commercially Reasonable Manner

Any exercise of discretion by the Issuer under these Conditions will be made in good faith and

in a commercially reasonable manner.

13. Governing Law

The CBBCs and the Instrument are governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of

the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China (“Hong
Kong”). The Issuer and each Holder (by its purchase of the CBBCs) submit for all purposes in

connection with the CBBCs and the Instrument to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of

Hong Kong.

14. Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Ordinance

A person who is not a party to these Conditions has no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third

Parties) Ordinance (Cap. 623 of the Laws of Hong Kong) to enforce or to enjoy the benefit of

any term of the CBBCs.

15. Language

A Chinese translation of these Conditions will be made available for collection during normal

office hours from the Sponsor at 52nd Floor, Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street,

Central, Hong Kong. In the event of any inconsistency between the Chinese translation and the

English version of these Conditions, the English version of these Conditions shall prevail.
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16. Prescription

Claims against the Issuer for payment of any amount in respect of the CBBCs will become void

unless made within ten years after the MCE Valuation Period or the Expiry Date (as the case may

be) and thereafter, any sums payable in respect of such CBBCs shall be forfeited and shall revert

to the Issuer.

Sponsor:
UBS Securities Asia Limited

52nd Floor
Two International Finance Centre

8 Finance Street, Central
Hong Kong
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PART C — TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CASH SETTLED CALLABLE
BULL/BEAR CONTRACTS OVER SINGLE UNIT TRUSTS

These Conditions will, together with the supplemental provisions contained in the relevant
Supplemental Listing Document, and subject to completion and amendment, be endorsed on the Global
Certificate. The relevant Supplemental Listing Document in relation to the issue of any series of
CBBCs may specify other terms and conditions which shall, to the extent so specified or to the extent
they are inconsistent with these Conditions, replace or modify these Conditions for the purpose of such
series of CBBCs.

1. Form, Status, Transfer, Title and Additional Costs and Expenses

(A) The CBBCs (which expression shall, unless the context otherwise requires, include any further
CBBCs issued pursuant to Condition 12) relating to the Units of the Trust are issued in registered
form subject to and with the benefit of an instrument by way of deed poll (the “Instrument” as
defined more fully in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document) executed by UBS AG (the
“Issuer”) acting through its London branch or any of its branches outside Switzerland as it may
specify from time to time. The Holders (as defined below) are entitled to the benefit of, are
bound by, and are deemed to have notice of all the provisions of the Instrument. A copy of the
Instrument is available for inspection at the offices of UBS Securities Asia Limited (“Sponsor”)
at 52nd Floor, Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong.

The CBBCs are represented by a global certificate (“Global Certificate”) registered in the name
of HKSCC Nominees Limited (or such other nominee company as may be used by Hong Kong
Securities Clearing Company Limited (“HKSCC”) from time to time in relation to the provision
of nominee services to persons admitted for the time being by HKSCC as a participant of
CCASS) (the “Nominee”). No definitive certificate will be issued. The CBBCs can only be
exercised by HKSCC or the Nominee.

(B) The settlement obligation of the Issuer in respect of the CBBCs represents general unsecured
contractual obligations of the Issuer and of no other person which rank, and will rank, equally
among themselves and pari passu with all other present and future unsecured and unsubordinated
contractual obligations of the Issuer, except for obligations accorded preference by mandatory
provisions of applicable law.

CBBCs represent general contractual obligations of the Issuer, and are not, nor is it the intention
(expressed, implicit or otherwise) of the Issuer to create by the issue of CBBCs deposit liabilities
of the Issuer or a debt obligation of any kind.

(C) Transfers of CBBCs may be effected only in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof in CCASS
in accordance with the General Rules of CCASS and the CCASS Operational Procedures in effect
from time to time (the “CCASS Rules”).

(D) Each person who is for the time being shown in the register kept by the Issuer in Hong Kong as
the holder shall be treated by the Issuer and the Sponsor as the absolute owner and holder of the
CBBCs. The expression “Holder” and “Holders” shall be construed accordingly.

(E) Holders are responsible for additional costs and expenses in connection with any exercise of the
CBBCs including the Exercise Expenses (as defined below) which amount shall, subject to
Condition 4(G) and to the extent necessary, be payable to the Issuer and collected from the
Holders.

2. Definitions

For the purposes of these Conditions:

“Board Lot” has the meaning given to it in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;
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“Business Day” means a day (excluding Saturdays) on which the Stock Exchange is scheduled
to open for dealings in Hong Kong and banks are open for business in Hong Kong;

“Call Price” means the price specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document,
subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 6;

“Cash Settlement Amount” means, for every Board Lot, an amount in the Settlement Currency
calculated by the Issuer in accordance with the following formula:

(i) following a Mandatory Call Event:

(a) in the case of a series of Category R CBBCs, the Residual Value; or

(b) in the case of a series of Category N CBBCs, zero.

(ii) at expiry:

(a) in the case of a series of bull CBBCs:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Closing Price - Strike Price) x one Board Lot

Number of CBBC(s) per Entitlement

(b) in the case of a series of bear CBBCs:

Cash Settlement Amount
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Strike Price - Closing Price) x one Board Lot

Number of CBBC(s) per Entitlement

For the avoidance of doubt, if the Cash Settlement Amount is a negative figure, it shall be
deemed to be zero;

“Category N CBBCs” means a series of CBBCs where the Call Price is equal to the Strike Price;

“Category R CBBCs” means a series of CBBCs where the Call Price is different from the Strike
Price;

“CCASS” means the Central Clearing and Settlement System;

“CCASS Settlement Day” has the meaning ascribed to the term “Settlement Day” in the CCASS
Rules, subject to such modification and amendment prescribed by HKSCC from time to time;

“Closing Price” means the closing price of one Unit (as derived from the Daily Quotation Sheet
of the Stock Exchange, subject to any adjustment to such closing price as may be necessary to
reflect any event as contemplated in Condition 6 such as capitalisation, rights issue, distribution
or the like) on the Valuation Date;

“Entitlement” means the number specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing
Document, subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 6;

“Exercise Expenses” means any charges or expenses including any taxes or duties which are
incurred in respect of the exercise of a Board Lot of CBBCs;

“Expiry Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Listing Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;
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“Mandatory Call Event” occurs when the Spot Price of the Units on any Trading Day during

the Observation Period is:

(i) in the case of a series of bull CBBCs, at or below the Call Price; or

(ii) in the case of a series of bear CBBCs, at or above the Call Price;

“Market Disruption Event” means:

(1) the occurrence or existence on any Trading Day during the one-half hour period that ends
at the close of trading of any suspension of or limitation imposed on trading (by reason of
movements in price exceeding limits permitted by the Stock Exchange or otherwise) on the
Stock Exchange in (a) the Units; or (b) any options or futures contracts relating to the Units
if, in any such case, such suspension or limitation is, in the determination of the Issuer,
material;

(2) the issuance of the tropical cyclone warning signal number 8 or above or the issuance of
a “BLACK” rainstorm signal on any day which either (i) results in the Stock Exchange
being closed for trading for the entire day; or (ii) results in the Stock Exchange being closed
prior to its regular time for close of trading for the relevant day (for the avoidance of doubt,
in the case when the Stock Exchange is scheduled to open for the morning trading session
only, closed prior to its regular time for close of trading for the morning session),
PROVIDED THAT there shall be no Market Disruption Event solely by reason of the Stock
Exchange opening for trading later than its regular time for opening of trading on any day
as a result of the tropical cyclone warning signal number 8 or above or the “BLACK”
rainstorm signal having been issued; or

(3) a limitation or closure of the Stock Exchange due to any unforeseen circumstances;

“Maximum Trade Price” means the highest Spot Price of the Units (subject to any adjustment
to such Spot Price as may be necessary to reflect any event as contemplated in Condition 6 such
as capitalisation, rights issue, distribution or the like) during the MCE Valuation Period;

“MCE Valuation Period” means the period commencing from and including the moment upon
which the Mandatory Call Event occurs (the trading session during which the Mandatory Call
Event occurs is the “1st Session”) and up to the end of the trading session on the Stock Exchange
immediately following the 1st Session (“2nd Session”) unless, in the determination of the Issuer
in its good faith, the 2nd Session for any reason (including, without limitation, a Market
Disruption Event occurring and subsisting in the 2nd Session) does not contain any continuous
period of 1 hour or more than 1 hour during which trading in the Units is permitted on the Stock
Exchange with no limitation imposed, the MCE Valuation Period shall be extended to the end of
the subsequent trading session following the 2nd Session during which trading in the Units is
permitted on the Stock Exchange with no limitation imposed for a continuous period of at least
1 hour notwithstanding the existence or continuance of a Market Disruption Event in such
postponed trading session, unless the Issuer determines in its good faith that each trading session
on each of the four Trading Days immediately following the date on which the Mandatory Call
Event occurs does not contain any continuous period of 1 hour or more than 1 hour during which
trading in the Units is permitted on the Stock Exchange with no limitation imposed. In that case:

(i) the period commencing from the 1st Session up to, and including, the last trading session
on the Stock Exchange of the fourth Trading Day immediately following the date on which
the Mandatory Call Event occurs shall be deemed to be the MCE Valuation Period; and
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(ii) the Issuer shall determine the Maximum Trade Price or the Minimum Trade Price (as the

case may be) having regard to the then prevailing market conditions, the last reported Spot

Price and such other factors as the Issuer may determine to be relevant in its good faith.

For the avoidance of doubt, all Spot Prices available throughout the extended MCE Valuation

Period shall be taken into account to determine the Maximum Trade Price or the Minimum Trade

Price (as the case may be) for the calculation of the Residual Value.

For the purposes of this definition,

(a) the pre-opening session, the morning session and, in the case of half day trading, the

closing auction session (if any) of the same day; and

(b) the afternoon session and the closing auction session (if any) of the same day,

shall each be considered as one trading session only;

“Minimum Trade Price” means the lowest Spot Price of the Units (subject to any adjustment

to such Spot Price as may be necessary to reflect any event as contemplated in Condition 6 such

as capitalisation, rights issue, distribution or the like) during the MCE Valuation Period;

“Observation Commencement Date” means the date specified as such in the relevant

Supplemental Listing Document;

“Observation Period” means the period commencing from and including the Observation

Commencement Date and ending on and including the Trading Day immediately preceding the

Expiry Date;

“Post MCE Trades” has the meaning given to it in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document,

subject to such modification and amendment prescribed by the Stock Exchange from time to

time;

“Residual Value” means, for every Board Lot, an amount in the Settlement Currency calculated

by the Issuer in accordance with the following formula:

(i) in the case of a series of bull CBBCs:

Residual Value
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Minimum Trade Price - Strike Price) x one Board Lot

Number of CBBC(s) per Entitlement

(ii) in the case of a series of bear CBBCs:

Residual Value
per Board Lot

=
Entitlement x (Strike Price - Maximum Trade Price) x one Board Lot

Number of CBBC(s) per Entitlement

“Settlement Currency” means the currency specified as such in the relevant Supplemental

Listing Document;

“Settlement Date” means the third CCASS Settlement Day after (i) the end of the MCE

Valuation Period or (ii) the later of: (a) the Expiry Date; and (b) the day on which the Closing

Price is determined in accordance with the Conditions (as the case may be);
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“Spot Price” means:

(a) in respect of a continuous trading session of the Stock Exchange, the price per Unit

concluded by means of automatic order matching on the Stock Exchange as reported in the

official real-time dissemination mechanism for the Stock Exchange during such continuous

trading session in accordance with the Trading Rules, excluding direct business (as defined

in the Trading Rules); and

(b) in respect of a pre-opening session or a closing auction session (if applicable) of the Stock

Exchange, as the case may be, the final Indicative Equilibrium Price (as defined in the

Trading Rules) of the Unit (if any) calculated at the end of the pre-order matching period

of such pre-opening session or closing auction session (if applicable), as the case may be,

in accordance with the Trading Rules, excluding direct business (as defined in the Trading

Rules),

subject to such modification and amendment prescribed by the Stock Exchange from time to

time;

“Stock Exchange” means The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited;

“Strike Price” means the price specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document,

subject to any adjustment in accordance with Condition 6;

“Trading Day” means any day on which the Stock Exchange is scheduled to open for trading for

its regular trading sessions;

“Trading Rules” means the Rules and Regulations of the Exchange prescribed by the Stock

Exchange from time to time;

“Trust” means the trust specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document;

“Unit” means the unit specified as such in the relevant Supplemental Listing Document; and

“Valuation Date” means the Trading Day immediately preceding the Expiry Date unless, in the

determination of the Issuer, a Market Disruption Event has occurred on that day in which case,

the Valuation Date shall be the first succeeding Trading Day on which the Issuer determines that

there is no Market Disruption Event, unless the Issuer determines that there is a Market

Disruption Event occurring on each of the four Trading Days immediately following the original

date which (but for the Market Disruption Event) would have been the Valuation Date. In that

case:

(a) the fourth Trading Day immediately following the original date shall be deemed to be the

Valuation Date (regardless of the Market Disruption Event); and

(b) the Issuer shall determine the Closing Price having regard to the then prevailing market

conditions, the last reported trading price of the Unit on the Stock Exchange and such other

factors as the Issuer determines to be relevant.

Other capitalized terms shall, unless otherwise defined herein, have the meaning ascribed to them

in the Base Listing Document, any addendum to the Base Listing Document, the relevant

Supplemental Listing Document or the Global Certificate.
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3. Hedging Disruption and Illegality or Impracticability

(A) Hedging Disruption

(i) Notification. The Issuer shall as soon as reasonably practicable give notice to the Holders

in accordance with Condition 10:

(1) if it determines that a Hedging Disruption Event has occurred; and

(2) of the consequence of such Hedging Disruption Event as determined by the Issuer

pursuant to Condition 3(A)(iii).

(ii) Hedging Disruption Event. A “Hedging Disruption Event” occurs if the Issuer determines

in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner that it is or has become not

reasonably practicable or it has otherwise become undesirable, for any reason, for the Issuer

wholly or partially to establish, re-establish, substitute or maintain a relevant hedging

transaction (a “Relevant Hedging Transaction”) it deems necessary or desirable to hedge

the Issuer’s obligations in respect of the CBBCs. The reasons for such determination by the

Issuer may include, but are not limited to, the following:

(1) any material illiquidity in the market for the Units;

(2) a change in any applicable law (including, without limitation, any tax law) or the

promulgation of, or change in, the interpretation of any court, tribunal or regulatory

authority with competent jurisdiction of any applicable law (including any action

taken by a taxing authority);

(3) a material decline in the creditworthiness of a party with whom the Issuer has entered

into any such Relevant Hedging Transaction; or

(4) the general unavailability of:

(A) market participants who will agree to enter into a Relevant Hedging Transaction;

or

(B) market participants who will so enter into a Relevant Hedging Transaction on

commercially reasonable terms.

(iii) Consequences. The Issuer, in the event of a Hedging Disruption Event, may determine to:

(1) terminate the CBBCs. In such circumstances the Issuer will, however, if and to the

extent permitted by the applicable law, pay to each Holder in respect of each CBBC

held by such Holder an amount that the Issuer determines in good faith and in a

commercially reasonable manner to be the fair market value of the CBBC immediately
prior to such termination less the cost to the Issuer of unwinding any related hedging
arrangements. Payment will be made to the Holder in such manner as shall be notified
to the Holder in accordance with Condition 10; or

(2) make any other adjustment to the Conditions as it considers appropriate in order to
maintain the theoretical value of the CBBCs after adjusting for the relevant Hedging
Disruption Event.
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(B) Illegality or Impracticability

The Issuer is entitled to terminate the CBBCs if it determines in good faith and in a commercially
reasonable manner that, for reasons beyond its control, it has become or it will become illegal
or impracticable:

(i) for it to perform its obligations under the CBBCs in whole or in part as a result of:

(1) the adoption of, or any change in, any relevant law or regulation (including any tax
law); or

(2) the promulgation of, or any change in, the interpretation by any court, tribunal,
governmental, administrative, legislative, regulatory or judicial authority or power
with competent jurisdiction of any relevant law or regulation (including any tax law),

(each of (1) and (2), a “Change in Law Event”); or

(ii) for it or any of its affiliates to maintain the Issuer’s hedging arrangements with respect to
the CBBCs due to a Change in Law Event.

Upon the occurrence of a Change in Law Event, the Issuer will, if and to the extent permitted
by the applicable law or regulation, pay to each Holder a cash amount that the Issuer determines
in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner to be the fair market value in respect of
each CBBC held by such Holder immediately prior to such termination (ignoring such illegality
or impracticability) less the cost to the Issuer of unwinding any related hedging arrangement as
determined by the Issuer in its sole and absolute discretion. Payment will be made to each Holder
in such manner as shall be notified to the Holder in accordance with Condition 10.

4. Exercise of CBBCs

(A) CBBCs may only be exercised in Board Lots or integral multiples thereof.

(B) If no Mandatory Call Event has occurred during the Observation Period, the CBBCs will be
deemed to be automatically exercised on the Expiry Date.

(C) Mandatory Call Event

(i) Subject to paragraph (ii) below, following a Mandatory Call Event, the CBBCs will
terminate automatically and the Issuer shall have no further obligation under the CBBCs
except for the payment of the Cash Settlement Amount (if any) following the Mandatory
Call Event on the relevant Settlement Date. The Issuer will give notice to the Holders in
accordance with Condition 10. Trading in the CBBCs will be suspended immediately upon
the occurrence of a Mandatory Call Event and all Post MCE Trades will be cancelled and
will not be recognised by the Issuer or the Stock Exchange.

Revocation

(ii) A Mandatory Call Event is irrevocable unless it is triggered as a result of any of the
following events:

(1) system malfunction or other technical errors of Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing
Limited (“HKEX”) (such as the setting up of wrong Call Price and other parameters);
or

(2) manifest errors caused by the relevant third party price source where applicable;
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and

(A) in the case of a system malfunction or other technical errors prescribed in paragraph
(1) above, such event is reported by the Stock Exchange to the Issuer and the Issuer
and the Stock Exchange mutually agree that such Mandatory Call Event is to be
revoked; and

(B) in the case of an error by the relevant price source prescribed in paragraph (2) above,
such event is reported by the Issuer to the Stock Exchange and the Issuer and the Stock
Exchange mutually agree that such Mandatory Call Event is to be revoked,

in each case, such mutual agreement must be reached no later than 30 minutes before the
commencement of trading (including the pre-opening session) (Hong Kong time) on the
Trading Day of the Stock Exchange immediately following the day on which the Mandatory
Call Event occurs or such other time frame as prescribed by the Stock Exchange from time
to time.

(D) Every Board Lot of CBBCs entitles the Holder to receive from the Issuer on the Settlement Date
the Cash Settlement Amount (if any).

(E) Any Exercise Expenses which are not determined by the Issuer by the Business Day after the
MCE Valuation Period or the Expiry Date (as the case may be) and deducted from the Cash
Settlement Amount prior to delivery to the Holders in accordance with this Condition 4, shall be
notified by the Issuer to the Holders as soon as practicable after determination thereof and shall
be paid by the Holders to the Issuer immediately upon demand.

(F) In the event that the CBBCs have been exercised or have expired worthless, the Issuer will, with
effect from the first Business Day following the MCE Valuation Period or the Expiry Date, as
the case may be, remove the name of each Holder from the register of Holders in respect of such
CBBCs and thereby cancel the relevant CBBCs and, if applicable, cancel the Global Certificate.

(G) Upon exercise following a Mandatory Call Event or on the Expiry Date in accordance with these
Conditions, the Issuer will pay the Cash Settlement Amount minus the determined Exercise
Expenses to the relevant Holder. If the Cash Settlement Amount is equal to or less than the
determined Exercise Expenses, no amount is payable.

The aggregate Cash Settlement Amount minus the determined aggregate Exercise Expenses shall
be despatched no later than the Settlement Date, by crediting that amount, in accordance with the
CCASS Rules, to the relevant bank account designated by each Holder (the “Designated Bank
Account”).

If as a result of an event beyond the control of the Issuer (“Settlement Disruption Event”), it
is not possible for the Issuer to procure payment electronically through CCASS by crediting the
relevant Designated Bank Account of the Holder on the original Settlement Date, the Issuer shall
use its reasonable endeavours to procure payment electronically through CCASS by crediting the
relevant Designated Bank Account of the Holder as soon as reasonably practicable after the
original Settlement Date. The Issuer will not be liable to the Holder for any interest in respect
of the amount due or any loss or damage that such Holder may suffer as a result of the existence
of a Settlement Disruption Event.

(H) None of the Issuer, the Sponsor or their respective agents shall have any responsibility for any
errors or omissions in the calculation and dissemination of any variables published by a third
party and used in any calculation made pursuant to these Conditions or in the calculation of the
Cash Settlement Amount arising from such errors or omissions.
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The purchase of CBBCs does not confer on any Holder of such CBBCs any rights (whether in
respect of voting, distributions or otherwise) in relation to the Units.

(I) Exercise and settlement of the CBBCs is subject to all applicable laws, rules, regulations and
guidelines in force at the relevant time and neither the Issuer nor the Sponsor shall incur any
liability whatsoever if it is unable to effect the transactions contemplated, after using all
reasonable efforts, as a result of any such laws, rules, regulations or guidelines. Neither the
Issuer nor the Sponsor shall under any circumstances be liable for any acts or defaults of the
CCASS in relation to the performance of its duties in relation to the CBBCs.

(J) Subject to Condition 4(C)(ii), trading in CBBCs on the Stock Exchange shall cease (i)
immediately upon the occurrence of a Mandatory Call Event or (ii) at the close of trading for the
Trading Day immediately preceding the Expiry Date (for the avoidance of doubt, in the case
when the Stock Exchange is scheduled to open for the morning session only, at the close of
trading for the morning session), whichever is the earlier. All Post MCE Trades will be invalid
and will be cancelled, and will not be recognised by the Issuer or the Stock Exchange.

5. Sponsor

(A) The Sponsor will not assume any obligation or duty to or any relationship or agency or trust for
the Holders.

(B) The Issuer reserves the right, subject to the appointment of a successor, at any time to vary or
terminate the appointment of the initial Sponsor and to appoint another sponsor provided that it
will at all times maintain a sponsor in Hong Kong for so long as the CBBCs are listed on the
Stock Exchange. Notice of any such termination or appointment will be given to the Holders in
accordance with Condition 10.

6. Adjustments

(A) Rights Issues. If and whenever the Trust shall, by way of Rights (as defined below), offer new
Units for subscription at a fixed subscription price to the holders of existing Units pro rata to
existing holdings (a “Rights Offer”), the Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on the
Business Day on which trading in the Units becomes ex-entitlement (“Rights Issue Adjustment
Date”) in accordance with the following formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component =
1 + M

1 + (R/S) x M

E: Existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Rights Offer

S: Cum-Rights Unit price being the closing price of an existing Unit as derived from the Daily
Quotation Sheet of the Stock Exchange on the last Business Day on which the Units are
traded on a Cum-Rights basis

R: Subscription price per new Unit specified in the Rights Offer plus an amount equal to any
distributions or other benefits foregone to exercise the Right

M: Number of new Unit(s) (whether a whole or a fraction) per existing Unit each holder thereof
is entitled to subscribe
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Provided that if the above formula would result in an adjustment to the Entitlement which would
amount to one per cent. or less of the Entitlement immediately prior to the adjustment, then no
adjustment will be made. In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Strike Price and/or the Call Price
(which shall be rounded to the nearest 0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component,
where the “reciprocal of the Adjustment Component” means one divided by the relevant
Adjustment Component. The adjustment to the Strike Price and/or the Call Price shall take effect
on the Rights Issue Adjustment Date.

For the purposes of these Conditions:

“Rights” means the right(s) attached to each existing Unit or needed to acquire one new Unit (as
the case may be) which are given to the holders of existing Units to subscribe at a fixed
subscription price for new Units pursuant to the Rights Offer (whether by the exercise of one
Right, a part of a Right or an aggregate number of Rights).

(B) Bonus Issues. If and whenever the Trust shall make an issue of Units credited as fully paid to
the holders of Units generally (other than pursuant to a scrip distribution or similar scheme for
the time being operated by the Trust or otherwise in lieu of a cash distribution and without any
payment or other consideration being made or given by such holders) (a “Bonus Issue”) the
Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on the Business Day on which trading in the Units
becomes ex-entitlement (“Bonus Issue Adjustment Date”) in accordance with the following
formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component = (1 + N)

E: Existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Bonus Issue

N: Number of additional Units (whether a whole or a fraction) received by a holder of Units
for each Unit held prior to the Bonus Issue

Provided that if the above formula would result in an adjustment to the Entitlement which would
amount to one per cent. or less of the Entitlement immediately prior to the adjustment, then no
adjustment will be made. In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Strike Price and/or the Call Price
(which shall be rounded to the nearest 0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component,
where the “reciprocal of the Adjustment Component” means one divided by the relevant
Adjustment Component. The adjustment to the Strike Price and/or the Call Price shall take effect
on the Bonus Issue Adjustment Date.

(C) Subdivisions and Consolidations. If and whenever the Trust shall subdivide its Units or any class
of its outstanding Units into a greater number of units (a “Subdivision”) or consolidate the Units
or any class of its outstanding Units into a smaller number of units (a “Consolidation”), then:

(i) in the case of a Subdivision, the Entitlement in effect immediately prior thereto will be
increased whereas the Strike Price and/or the Call Price (which shall be rounded to the
nearest 0.001) will be decreased in the same ratio as the Subdivision; and

(ii) in the case of a Consolidation, the Entitlement in effect immediately prior thereto will be
decreased whereas the Strike Price and/or the Call Price (which shall be rounded to the
nearest 0.001) will be increased in the same ratio as the Consolidation,

in each case on the day on which the Subdivision or Consolidation (as the case may be) shall
have taken effect.
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(D) Restructuring Events. If it is announced that the Trust is to or may merge with or into any other

trust or consolidate with or into any other trust or corporation (including becoming, by

agreement or otherwise, controlled by any person or corporation) (except where the Trust is the

surviving entity in a merger) or that it is to, or may, sell or transfer all or substantially all of its

assets, the rights attaching to the CBBCs may in the absolute discretion of the Issuer be amended

no later than the Business Day preceding the consummation of such merger, consolidation, sale

or transfer (each a “Restructuring Event”) (as determined by the Issuer in its absolute

discretion) so that the CBBCs shall, after such Restructuring Event, relate to the number of units

of the trust(s) resulting from or surviving such Restructuring Event or other securities

(“Substituted Securities”) and/or cash offered in substitution for the affected Units, as the case

may be, to which the holder of such number of Units to which the CBBCs related immediately

before such Restructuring Event would have been entitled upon such Restructuring Event, and

thereafter the provisions hereof shall apply to such Substituted Securities, provided that any
Substituted Securities may, in the absolute discretion of the Issuer, be deemed to be replaced by
an amount in the relevant currency equal to the market value or, if no market value is available,
fair value, of such Substituted Securities in each case as determined by the Issuer as soon as
practicable after such Restructuring Event is effected. For the avoidance of doubt, any remaining
Units shall not be affected by this paragraph and, where cash is offered in substitution for Units
or is deemed to replace Substituted Securities as described above, references in these Conditions
to the Units shall include any such cash.

(E) Cash Distribution. No adjustment will be made for an ordinary cash distribution (whether or not
it is offered with a scrip alternative) (“Ordinary Distribution”). For any other forms of cash
distribution (“Cash Distribution”) announced by the Trust, such as a cash bonus, special
distribution or extraordinary distribution, no adjustment will be made unless the value of the
Cash Distribution accounts for 2 per cent. or more of the Unit’s closing price on the day of
announcement by the Trust.

If and whenever the Trust shall make a Cash Distribution credited as fully paid to the holders of
Units generally, the Entitlement shall be adjusted to take effect on the Business Day on which
trading in the Units becomes ex-entitlement in respect of the Cash Distribution (“Distribution
Adjustment Date”) in accordance with the following formula:

Adjusted Entitlement = Adjustment Component x E

Where:

Adjustment Component =
S - OD

S - OD - CD

E: The existing Entitlement immediately prior to the Cash Distribution

S: Cum-Cash Distribution Unit price being the closing price of an existing Unit as derived
from the Daily Quotation Sheet of the Stock Exchange on the last Business Day on which
the Units are traded on a cum-Cash Distribution basis

CD: The Cash Distribution per Unit

OD: The Ordinary Distribution per Unit, provided that the Ordinary Distribution and the Cash
Distribution have the same ex-entitlement date. For avoidance of doubt, the OD shall be
zero if the Ordinary Distribution and the Cash Distribution have different ex-entitlement
dates
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In addition, the Issuer shall adjust the Strike Price and/or the Call Price (which shall be rounded
to the nearest 0.001) by the reciprocal of the Adjustment Component, where the “reciprocal of
the Adjustment Component” means one divided by the relevant Adjustment Component. The
adjustment to the Strike Price and/or the Call Price shall take effect on the Distribution
Adjustment Date.

(F) Other Adjustments. Without prejudice to and notwithstanding any prior adjustment(s) made
pursuant to the applicable Conditions, the Issuer may (but shall not be obliged to) make such
other adjustments to the terms and conditions of the CBBCs as appropriate where any event
(including the events as contemplated in the applicable Conditions) occurs and irrespective of,
in substitution for, or in addition to the provisions contemplated in the applicable Conditions,
provided that such adjustment is:

(i) not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Holders generally (without considering the
circumstances of any individual Holder or the tax or other consequences of such adjustment
in any particular jurisdiction); or

(ii) determined by the Issuer in good faith to be appropriate and commercially reasonable.

(G) Notice of Adjustments. All determinations made by the Issuer pursuant hereto will be conclusive
and binding on the Holders. The Issuer will give, or procure that there is given, notice as soon
as practicable of any adjustment and of the date from which such adjustment is effective by
publication in accordance with Condition 10.

7. Purchase

The Issuer or any of its subsidiaries may at any time purchase CBBCs at any price in the open
market or by tender or by private treaty. Any CBBCs so purchased may be held or resold or
surrendered for cancellation.

8. Global Certificate

A Global Certificate representing the CBBCs will be deposited with CCASS in the name of
HKSCC Nominees Limited. The Global Certificate must be executed manually on behalf of the
Issuer by authorised person(s) or attorney(s) of the Issuer.

9. Meetings of Holders and Modification

(A) Meetings of Holders. The Instrument contains provisions for convening meetings of the Holders
to consider any matter affecting their interests, including the sanctioning by Extraordinary
Resolution (as defined in the Instrument) of a modification of the provisions of the CBBCs or
of the Instrument.

Any resolution to be passed in a meeting of the Holders shall be decided by poll. A meeting may
be convened by the Issuer or by Holders holding not less than 10 per cent. of the CBBCs for the
time being remaining unexercised. The quorum at any such meeting for passing an Extraordinary
Resolution will be two or more persons holding or representing not less than 25 per cent. of the
CBBCs for the time being remaining unexercised, or at any adjourned meeting two or more
persons being or representing Holders whatever the number of CBBCs so held or represented.

A resolution will be an Extraordinary Resolution when it has been passed at a duly convened
meeting by not less than three-quarters of the votes cast by such Holders who, being entitled to
do so, vote in person or by proxy.

An Extraordinary Resolution passed at any meeting of the Holders shall be binding on all the
Holders, whether or not they are present at the meeting.
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Resolutions can be passed in writing without a meeting of the Holders being held if passed
unanimously.

(B) Modification. The Issuer may, without the consent of the Holders, effect any modification of the
terms and conditions of the CBBCs or the Instrument which, in the opinion of the Issuer, is (i)
not materially prejudicial to the interests of the Holders generally (without considering the
circumstances of any individual Holder or the tax or other consequences of such modification in
any particular jurisdiction); (ii) of a formal, minor or technical nature; (iii) made to correct a
manifest error; or (iv) necessary in order to comply with mandatory provisions of the laws or
regulations of Hong Kong. Any such modification shall be binding on the Holders and shall be
notified to them by the Issuer as soon as practicable thereafter in accordance with Condition 10.

10. Notices

All notices to the Holders will be validly given if published in English and in Chinese on the
HKEX website. In such circumstances, the Issuer shall not be required to despatch copies of the
notice to the Holders.

11. Termination or Liquidation

In the event of a Termination or the liquidation or dissolution of the trustee of the Trust
(including any successor trustee appointed from time to time) (“Trustee”) (in its capacity as
trustee of the Trust) or the appointment of a liquidator, receiver or administrator or analogous
person under any applicable law in respect of the whole or substantially the whole of the
Trustee’s undertaking, property or assets, all unexercised CBBCs will lapse and shall cease to be
valid for any purpose. In the case of a Termination, the unexercised CBBCs will lapse and shall
cease to be valid on the effective date of the Termination, in the case of a voluntary liquidation,
the unexercised CBBCs will lapse and shall cease to be valid on the effective date of the relevant
resolution and, in the case of an involuntary liquidation or dissolution, on the date of the relevant
court order or, in the case of the appointment of a liquidator or receiver or administrator or
analogous person under any applicable law in respect of the whole or substantially the whole of
the Trustee’s undertaking, property or assets, on the date when such appointment is effective but
subject (in any such case) to any contrary mandatory requirement of law.

For the purpose of this Condition 11, “Termination” means (i) the Trust is terminated, or the
Trustee or the manager of the Trust (including any successor manager appointed from time to
time) (“Manager”) is required to terminate the Trust under the trust deed (“Trust Deed”)
constituting the Trust or applicable law, or the termination of the Trust commences; (ii) the Trust
is held or is conceded by the Trustee or the Manager not to be have been constituted or to have
been imperfectly constituted; (iii) the Trustee ceases to be authorised under the Trust to hold the
property of the Trust in its name and perform its obligations under the Trust Deed; or (iv) the
Trust ceases to be authorised as an authorised collective investment scheme under the Securities
and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong).

12. Further Issues

The Issuer shall be at liberty from time to time, without the consent of the Holders, to create and
issue further CBBCs so as to form a single series with the CBBCs.

13. Delisting

(A) If at any time the Units cease to be listed on the Stock Exchange, the Issuer shall give effect to
these Conditions in such manner and make such adjustments and amendments to the rights
attaching to the CBBCs as it shall, in its absolute discretion, consider appropriate to ensure, so
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far as it is reasonably able to do so, that the interests of the Holders generally are not materially
prejudiced as a consequence of such delisting (without considering the circumstances of any
individual Holder or the tax or other consequences that may result in any particular jurisdiction).

(B) Without prejudice to the generality of Condition 13(A), where the Units are, or, upon the
delisting, become, listed on any other stock exchange, these Conditions may, in the absolute
discretion of the Issuer, be amended to the extent necessary to allow for the substitution of that
other stock exchange in place of the Stock Exchange and the Issuer may, without the consent of
the Holders, make such adjustments to the entitlements of the Holders on exercise (including, if
appropriate, by converting foreign currency amounts at prevailing market rates into the relevant
currency) as may be appropriate in the circumstances.

(C) The Issuer shall determine, in its absolute discretion, any adjustment or amendment and its
determination shall be conclusive and binding on the Holders save in the case of manifest error.
Notice of any adjustments or amendments shall be given to the Holders in accordance with
Condition 10 as soon as practicable after they are determined.

14. Good Faith and Commercially Reasonable Manner

Any exercise of discretion by the Issuer under these Conditions will be made in good faith and
in a commercially reasonable manner.

15. Governing Law

The CBBCs and the Instrument are governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China (“Hong
Kong”). The Issuer and each Holder (by its purchase of the CBBCs) submit for all purposes in
connection with the CBBCs and the Instrument to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of
Hong Kong.

16. Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Ordinance

A person who is not a party to these Conditions has no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third
Parties) Ordinance (Cap. 623 of the Laws of Hong Kong) to enforce or to enjoy the benefit of
any term of the CBBCs.

17. Language

A Chinese translation of these Conditions will be made available for collection during normal
office hours from the Sponsor at 52nd Floor, Two International Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street,
Central, Hong Kong. In the event of any inconsistency between the Chinese translation and the
English version of these Conditions, the English version of these Conditions shall prevail.

18. Prescription

Claims against the Issuer for payment of any amount in respect of the CBBCs will become void
unless made within ten years after the MCE Valuation Period or the Expiry Date (as the case may
be) and thereafter, any sums payable in respect of such CBBCs shall be forfeited and shall revert
to the Issuer.

Sponsor:
UBS Securities Asia Limited

52nd Floor
Two International Finance Centre

8 Finance Street, Central
Hong Kong
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APPENDIX 3 — AUDITOR’S REPORT AND OUR CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AS AT AND FOR THE YEAR ENDED

31 DECEMBER 2015

This information in this Appendix 3 has been extracted from our Annual Report 2015 as at and for the

year ended 31 December 2015. The page numbers of such document appear on the bottom left or right

hand side of the pages in this Appendix 3.
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568

Income statement

For the year ended % change from

CHF million, except per share data Note 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13 31.12.14

Interest income 3 13,178 13,194 13,137 0

Interest expense 3 (6,449) (6,639) (7,351) (3)

Net interest income 3 6,729 6,555 5,786 3

Credit loss (expense) / recovery 12 (117) (78) (50) 50

Net interest income after credit loss expense 6,612 6,477 5,736 2

Net fee and commission income 4 17,184 17,076 16,287 1

Net trading income 3 5,696 3,841 5,130 48

Other income 5 1,112 632 580 76

Total operating income 30,605 28,026 27,732 9

Personnel expenses 6 15,954 15,280 15,182 4

General and administrative expenses 7 8,219 9,377 8,380 (12)

Depreciation and impairment of property, equipment and software 16 918 817 816 12

Amortization and impairment of intangible assets 17 107 83 83 29

Total operating expenses 25,198 25,557 24,461 (1)

Operating profit / (loss) before tax 5,407 2,469 3,272 119

Tax expense / (benefit) 8 (908) (1,180) (110) (23)

Net profit / (loss) 6,314 3,649 3,381 73

Net profit / (loss) attributable to preferred noteholders 77 142 204 (46)

Net profit / (loss) attributable to non-controlling interests 3 5 5 (40)

Net profit / (loss) attributable to UBS AG shareholders 6,235 3,502 3,172 78

Audited |
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Statement of comprehensive income

For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Comprehensive income attributable to UBS AG shareholders

Net profit / (loss) 6,235 3,502 3,172

Other comprehensive income that may be reclassified to the income statement

Foreign currency translation

Foreign currency translation movements, before tax (174) 1,839 (440)

Foreign exchange amounts reclassified to the income statement from equity (90) 2 (36)

Income tax relating to foreign currency translation movements (1) (7) 5

Subtotal foreign currency translation, net of tax (266) 1,834 (471)

Financial investments available-for-sale

Net unrealized gains / (losses) on financial investments available-for-sale, before tax 180 335 (57)

Impairment charges reclassified to the income statement from equity 1 76 41

Realized gains reclassified to the income statement from equity (298) (244) (265)

Realized losses reclassified to the income statement from equity 45 25 56

Income tax relating to net unrealized gains / (losses) on financial investments available-for-sale 8 (52) 71

Subtotal financial investments available-for-sale, net of tax (64) 140 (154)

Cash flow hedges

Effective portion of changes in fair value of derivative instruments designated as cash flow hedges, before tax 550 2,086 (652)

Net realized (gains) / losses reclassified to the income statement from equity (1,199) (1,197) (1,261)

Income tax relating to cash flow hedges 131 (196) 393

Subtotal cash flow hedges, net of tax (518) 693 (1,520)

Total other comprehensive income that may be reclassified to the income statement, net of tax (848) 2,667 (2,145)

Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement

Defined benefit plans

Gains / (losses) on defined benefit plans, before tax 322 (1,454) 1,178

Income tax relating to defined benefit plans (19) 247 (239)

Subtotal defined benefit plans, net of tax 304 (1,208) 939

Property revaluation surplus

Gains on property revaluation, before tax 0 0 0

Net (gains) / losses reclassified to retained earnings 0 0 (6)

Income tax relating to gains on property revaluation 0 0 0

Subtotal changes in property revaluation surplus, net of tax 0 0 (6)

Total other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement, net of tax 304 (1,208) 933

Total other comprehensive income (545) 1,459 (1,211)

Total comprehensive income attributable to UBS AG shareholders 5,690 4,961 1,961

Table continues on the next page.
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Statement of comprehensive income (continued)

Table continued from previous page.
For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Comprehensive income attributable to preferred noteholders

Net profit / (loss) 77 142 204

Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement

Foreign currency translation movements, before tax (59) 119 355

Income tax relating to foreign currency translation movements 0 0 0

Subtotal foreign currency translation, net of tax (59) 119 355

Total other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement, net of tax (59) 119 355

Total comprehensive income attributable to preferred noteholders 18 260 559

Comprehensive income attributable to non-controlling interests

Net profit / (loss) 3 5 5

Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement

Foreign currency translation movements, before tax (2) 3 (1)

Income tax relating to foreign currency translation movements 0 0 0

Subtotal foreign currency translation, net of tax (2) 3 (1)

Total other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement, net of tax (2) 3 (1)

Total comprehensive income attributable to non-controlling interests 1 7 4

Total comprehensive income 

Net profit / (loss) 6,314 3,649 3,381

Other comprehensive income (606) 1,580 (857)

of which: other comprehensive income that may be reclassified to the income statement (848) 2,667 (2,145)

of which: other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement 243 (1,087) 1,288

Total comprehensive income 5,709 5,229 2,524
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Balance sheet

% change from

CHF million Note 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.14

Assets

Cash and balances with central banks 91,306 104,073 (12)

Due from banks 10, 12 11,866 13,334 (11)

Cash collateral on securities borrowed 11, 26 25,584 24,063 6

Reverse repurchase agreements 11, 26 67,893 68,414 (1)

Trading portfolio assets 13, 24 124,047 138,156 (10)

of which: assets pledged as collateral which may be sold or repledged by counterparties 25 51,943 56,018 (7)

Positive replacement values 14, 24, 26 167,435 256,978 (35)

Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments 11, 26 23,763 30,979 (23)

Financial assets designated at fair value 24, 26, 27 5,808 4,493 29

Loans 10, 12 312,723 315,984 (1)

Financial investments available-for-sale 15, 24 62,543 57,159 9

Investments in associates 30 954 927 3

Property, equipment and software 16 7,683 6,854 12

Goodwill and intangible assets 17 6,568 6,785 (3)

Deferred tax assets 8 12,833 11,060 16

Other assets 18 22,249 23,069 (4)

Total assets 943,256 1,062,327 (11)

Liabilities

Due to banks 19 11,836 10,492 13

Cash collateral on securities lent 11, 26 8,029 9,180 (13)

Repurchase agreements 11, 26 9,653 11,818 (18)

Trading portfolio liabilities 13, 24 29,137 27,958 4

Negative replacement values 14, 24, 26 162,430 254,101 (36)

Cash collateral payables on derivative instruments 11, 26 38,282 42,372 (10)

Financial liabilities designated at fair value 20, 24, 26 62,995 75,297 (16)

Due to customers 19 402,522 410,979 (2)

Debt issued 21 82,359 91,207 (10)

Provisions 22 4,163 4,366 (5)

Other liabilities 8, 23 74,606 70,392 6

Total liabilities 886,013 1,008,162 (12)

Equity

Share capital 386 384 1

Share premium 29,477 32,057 (8)

Treasury shares 0 (37) (100)

Retained earnings 29,433 22,902 29

Other comprehensive income recognized directly in equity, net of tax (4,047) (3,199) 27

Equity attributable to UBS AG shareholders 55,248 52,108 6

Equity attributable to preferred noteholders 1,954 2,013 (3)

Equity attributable to non-controlling interests 41 45 (9)

Total equity 57,243 54,165 6

Total liabilities and equity 943,256 1,062,327 (11)
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Statement of changes in equity

CHF million
Share 

capital
Share 

premium
Treasury 

shares
Retained  
earnings

Balance as of 1 January 2013 384 33,862 (1,071) 16,491

Issuance of share capital 1

Acquisition of treasury shares (846)

Disposal of treasury shares 887

Treasury share gains / (losses) and net premium / (discount) on own equity derivative activity 203

Premium on shares issued and warrants exercised 30

Employee share and share option plans 305

Tax (expense) / benefit recognized in share premium 91

Dividends  (564)2

Equity classified as obligation to purchase own shares (9)

Preferred notes

New consolidations and other increases / (decreases) 6

Deconsolidations and other decreases (11)

Total comprehensive income for the year 4,111

of which: Net profit / (loss) 3,172

of which: Other comprehensive income that may be reclassified to the income statement, net of tax

of which: Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement,  
net of tax – defined benefit plans 939

of which: Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement,  
net of tax – foreign currency translation

Balance as of 31 December 2013 384 33,906 (1,031) 20,608

Issuance of share capital 0

Acquisition of treasury shares (953)

Disposal of treasury shares 1,946

Treasury share gains / (losses) and net premium / (discount) on own equity derivative activity 24

Premium on shares issued and warrants exercised 802

Employee share and share option plans (1,785)

Tax (expense) / benefit recognized in share premium 3

Dividends  (938)2

Equity classified as obligation to purchase own shares 46

Preferred notes

New consolidations and other increases / (decreases)

Deconsolidations and other decreases

Total comprehensive income for the year 2,294

of which: Net profit / (loss) 3,502

of which: Other comprehensive income that may be reclassified to the income statement, net of tax

of which: Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement,  
net of tax – defined benefit plans (1,208)

of which: Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement,  
net of tax – foreign currency translation
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Other comprehensive 
income recognized 

directly in equity, 
net of tax1

of which: 
Foreign currency 

translation

of which: 
Financial invest-

ments avail-
able-for-sale

of which: 
Cash flow 

hedges

Total equity 
attributable to 

UBS AG 
shareholders

Preferred 
noteholders

Non-controlling 
interests Total equity

(3,715) (6,954) 249 2,983 45,949 3,109 42 49,100

1 1

(846) (846)

887 887

203 203

30 30

305 305

91 91

(564) (204) (6) (773)

(9) (9)

0 (1,572) (1,572)

6 6

(11) 0 (11)

(2,151) (471) (154) (1,520) 1,961 559 4 2,524

3,172 204 5 3,381

(2,145) (471) (154) (1,520) (2,145) (2,145)

939 939

0 355 (1) 355

(5,866) (7,425) 95 1,463 48,002 1,893 41 49,936

0 0

(953) (953)

1,946 1,946

24 24

802 802

(1,785) (1,785)

3 3

(938) (142) (4) (1,084)

46 46

0 1 1

0 1 1

0 0

2,667 1,834 140 693 4,961 260 7 5,229

3,502 142 5 3,649

2,667 1,834 140 693 2,667 2,667

(1,208) (1,208)

0 119 3 121
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Statement of changes in equity (continued)

CHF million
Share 

capital
Share 

premium
Treasury 

shares
Retained  
earnings

Balance as of 31 December 2014 384 32,057 (37) 22,902

Issuance of share capital 1

Acquisition of treasury shares (292)

Disposal of treasury shares 328

Treasury share gains / (losses) and net premium / (discount) on own equity derivative activity 42

Premium on shares issued and warrants exercised 290

Employee share and share option plans (6)

Tax (expense) / benefit recognized in share premium 9

Dividends  (2,914)2 (8)

Equity classified as obligation to purchase own shares 0

Preferred notes

New consolidations and other increases / (decreases)

Deconsolidations and other decreases

Total comprehensive income for the year 6,538

of which: Net profit / (loss) 6,235

of which: Other comprehensive income that may be reclassified to the income statement, net of tax

of which: Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement,  
net of tax – defined benefit plans 304

of which: Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement,  
net of tax – foreign currency translation

Balance as of 31 December 2015 386 29,477 0 29,433
1 Excludes defined benefit plans that are recorded directly in retained earnings. 2 Reflects the payment out of the capital contribution reserve of UBS AG of CHF 0.75 (2014: CHF 0.25, 2013: CHF 0.15) per CHF 0.10 
par value share. 
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Other comprehensive 
income recognized 

directly in equity, 
net of tax1

of which: 
Foreign currency 

translation

of which: 
Financial invest-

ments avail-
able-for-sale

of which: 
Cash flow 

hedges

Total equity 
attributable to 

UBS AG 
shareholders

Preferred 
noteholders

Non-controlling 
interests Total equity

(3,199) (5,591) 236 2,156 52,108 2,013 45 54,165

1 1

(292) (292)

328 328

42 42

290 290

(6) (6)

9 9

(2,922) (77) (5) (3,004)

0 0

0 1 1

0 0

0 (1) (1)

(848) (266) (64) (518) 5,690 18 1 5,709

6,235 77 3 6,314

(848) (266) (64) (518) (848) (848)

304 304

0 (59) (2) (61)

(4,047) (5,857) 172 1,638 55,248 1,954 41 57,243
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UBS AG shares issued and treasury shares held

As of 31 December 2015, shares issued by UBS AG totaled 
�������������������������!�"���#�����������$����%	!��&'

����(���)	�*	!+�"������������%����"�����"���
!�	�*!+��%	!����
-%��%�-�!���/�%	�:���-�
%������!�*;�����%	!������"���'�<��

!�	�*!+��%	!���-�!��%����	���(�����������!�"���'

 ➔ Refer to the “UBS shares” section of this report for more 

information

Conditional share capital

As of 31 December 2015, UBS AG’s share capital could have been 
increased through the issuance of 136,200,312 shares upon exer-
cise of employee options.

Additional conditional capital up to a maximum number of 
�������������%	!���-	��	>	��	����	���(�����������!�"���� (�!�
���>�!����� !�:%
�� 	���-	!!	�
�� :!	�
��� ��� ������
����-�
%� 
%��
���*	�����(��������!������	!��	���	�����
!*���
�'

Furthermore, UBS AG’s share capital could have been increased 
by a maximum of 36,152,447 shares as of 31 December 2015 

%!�*:%�
%���/�!������(��;
�����:!	�
��� ���������
����-�
%�
%��
cash or title dividend distributed in 2015.
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For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.151 31.12.141 31.12.131

Cash flow from / (used in) operating activities

Net profit / (loss) 6,314 3,649 3,381

Adjustments to reconcile net profit to cash flow from / (used in) operating activities

Non-cash items included in net profit and other adjustments:

Depreciation and impairment of property, equipment and software 918 817 816

Amortization and impairment of intangible assets 107 83 83

Credit loss expense / (recovery) 117 78 50

Share of net profits of associates (169) (94) (49)

Deferred tax expense / (benefit) (1,614) (1,635) (545)

Net loss / (gain) from investing activities (934) (227) (522)

Net loss / (gain) from financing activities (1,654) 2,135 3,988

Other net adjustments 3,628 (7,250) 5,326

Net change in operating assets and liabilities:

Due from / to banks 1,768 (1,235) (7,551)

Cash collateral on securities borrowed and reverse repurchase agreements (2,712) 32,262 43,754

Cash collateral on securities lent and repurchase agreements (2,909) (3,698) (23,659)

Trading portfolio, replacement values and financial assets designated at fair value 5,407 (2,879) 43,944

Cash collateral on derivative instruments 3,285 (7,301) (22,412)

Loans 841 (20,427) (7,108)

Due to customers (17,362) 8,803 19,195

Other assets, provisions and other liabilities 7,516 4,751 (3,935)

Income taxes paid, net of refunds (551) (600) (382)

Net cash flow from / (used in) operating activities 1,997 7,231 54,374

Cash flow from / (used in) investing activities

Purchase of subsidiaries, associates and intangible assets (13) (18) (49)

Disposal of subsidiaries, associates and intangible assets2 477 70 136

Purchase of property, equipment and software (1,841) (1,915) (1,236)

Disposal of property, equipment and software 547 350 639

Net (investment in) / divestment of financial investments available-for-sale3 (7,605) 4,108 5,966

Net cash flow from / (used in) investing activities (8,434) 2,596 5,457

Table continues on the next page.
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Table continued from previous page.
For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.151 31.12.141 31.12.131

Cash flow from / (used in) financing activities

Net short-term debt issued / (repaid) (6,404) (2,921) (4,290)

Net movements in treasury shares and own equity derivative activity 0 (719) (341)

Capital issuance 0 0 1

Distributions paid on UBS AG shares (2,626) (938) (564)

Issuance of long-term debt, including financial liabilities designated at fair value 47,790 40,982 28,014

Repayment of long-term debt, including financial liabilities designated at fair value (44,221) (34,210) (68,954)

Dividends paid and repayments of preferred notes (108) (110) (1,415)

Net changes of non-controlling interests (5) (3) (6)

Net cash flow from / (used in) financing activities (5,573) 2,081 (47,555)

Effects of exchange rate differences on cash and cash equivalents (1,742) 8,522 (2,705)

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (13,753) 20,430 9,569

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 116,715 96,284 86,715

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 102,962 116,715 96,284

Cash and cash equivalents comprise:

Cash and balances with central banks 91,306 104,073 80,879

Due from banks 10,732 11,772 11,117

Money market paper4 924 869 4,288

Total5 102,962 116,715 96,284

Additional information

Net cash flow from / (used in) operating activities include:

Cash received as interest 11,144 11,321 12,148

Cash paid as interest 5,267 5,360 7,176

Cash received as dividends on equity investments, investment funds and associates6 2,120 1,961 1,421

1 In 2015, UBS AG refined its definition of cash and cash equivalents to exclude cash collateral receivables on derivatives with bank counterparties. Prior periods were restated. Refer to Note 1b for more informa-
tion. 2 Includes dividends received from associates. 3 Includes gross cash inflows from sales and maturities (CHF 93,584 million for the year ended 31 December 2015, CHF 140,438 million for the year ended 
31 December 2014, CHF 153,887 million for the year ended 31 December 2013) and gross cash outflows from purchases of (CHF 101,189 million for the year ended 31 December 2015, CHF 136,330 million for the 
year ended 31 December 2014, CHF 147,921 million for the year ended 31 December 2013). 4 Money market paper is included in the balance sheet under Trading portfolio assets (31 December 2015: CHF 795 mil-
lion, 31 December 2014: CHF 835 million, 31 December 2013: CHF 1,716 million) and Financial investments available-for-sale (31 December 2015: CHF 129 million, 31 December 2014: CHF 34 million, 31 December 
2013: CHF 2,571 million). 5 CHF 3,963 million, CHF 4,178 million and CHF 4,534 million of cash and cash equivalents (mainly reflected in Due from banks)  were restricted as of 31 December 2015, 31 December 
2014 and 31 December 2013, respectively. Refer to Note 25 for more information. 6 Includes dividends received from associates (2015: CHF 114 million, 2014: CHF 54 million, 2013: CHF 69 million) reported within 
cash flow from / (used in) investing activities.
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Directors. The Financial Statements are prepared using uniform 
accounting policies for similar transactions and other events. 
Intercompany transactions and balances have been eliminated.
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these Financial Statements, are marked as audited. These disclo-
sures relate to requirements under IFRS 7 Financial Instruments: 
Disclosures and IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements and 
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Preparation of these Financial Statements under IFRS requires 
management to make estimates and assumptions that affect 
reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses and 
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities. These estimates and 
assumptions are based on the best available information. Actual 
results in the future could differ from such estimates and such 
differences may be material to the Financial Statements. Estimates 
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Income taxes, <�
���"�Allowances and provisions for credit losses, 
<�
���]�Goodwill and intangible assets,�<�
��""�Provisions and 
contingent liabilities,�<�
��"��Fair value measurement,�<�
��"��
��������	�
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��"$�Equity 
participation and other compensation plans�	���<�
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in subsidiaries and other entities.
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Where an entity is governed by voting rights, control is gener-
ally indicated by a direct shareholding of more than one-half of 
the voting rights.
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In other cases, the assessment of control is more complex and 
requires greater use of judgment. Where UBS AG has an interest 
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decisions about those activities need to be made. Factors such as 
the purpose and design of the entity, rights held through contrac-
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Subsidiaries, including SEs, are consolidated from the date 
control is obtained and are deconsolidated from the date control 
ceases. Control, or the lack thereof, is reassessed if facts and cir-
cumstances indicate that there is a change to one or more of the 
elements needed to establish that control is present.

 ➔ Refer to Note 30 for more information on subsidiaries and 

structured entities

Structured entities (SEs)
SEs are entities that have been designed so that voting or similar 
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similar rights afforded to other parties, including investors and 
independent boards or directors. UBS AG considers rights such as 
the ability to liquidate the entity or remove the decision maker to 
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be fully established, the entity is considered to be an SE.
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or to sell or purchase credit risk. Many SEs are established as 
bankruptcy remote, meaning that only the assets in the SE are 
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operational or other support. Where UBS AG acts purely as an 
advisor, administrator or placement agent for an SE created by a 
third-party entity, it is not considered to be sponsored by UBS AG.
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the consolidation principles described above, considering the 
nature and scope of UBS AG’s involvement. As the nature and 
extent of UBS AG’s involvement is unique to each entity, there is 
no uniform consolidation outcome by entity – certain entities 
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 – Securitization structured entities are established to issue securi-
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investment objective or to introduce other desired risk expo-
sures. In certain cases, UBS AG may have interests in a third-
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 – Investment fund structured entities have a collective invest-
ment objective, are managed by an investment manager and 
are either passively managed, such that any decision-making 
does not have a substantive effect on variability, or are actively 
managed and investors or their governing bodies do not have 
substantive voting or similar rights. UBS creates and sponsors 
	� �	!:�� �*���!� �(� (*���� ��� -%��%� �
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direct investment. In addition, UBS AG has interests in a num-
ber of funds created and sponsored by third parties, including 
exchange-traded funds and hedge funds, to hedge issued 
structured products.
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Business combinations
Business combinations are accounted for using the acquisition 
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measures the non-controlling interests in the acquiree either at 
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the equity instruments issued, measured at acquisition-date fair 
values. Acquisition-related costs are expensed as incurred. Any 
contingent consideration that may be transferred by UBS AG is 
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acquisition date.

 ➔ Refer to Note 31 for more information on business combinations
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associates.

If the reporting date of an associate or joint venture is different 
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UBS AG’s reporting date.

Investments in associates and interests in joint ventures are 
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principally through a sale transaction rather than through con-
tinuing use. Refer to item 29 for more information.

 ➔ Refer to Note 30 for more information on associates and joint 

ventures
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UBS AG becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instru-
ments, provided the recognition criteria are met. UBS AG also acts 
���	�
!*�
����!��
%�!��*��	!+��	;	��
+��-%��%�!��*�
�����
%��%�����:�
or placing of assets on behalf of individuals, trusts, retirement ben-
�
�;�	���	����
%�!����
�
*
����'��������
%��!���:��
�����!�
�!�	�	!��
�	
������ 
%����	���
��	��� 
%�� !��	
��� �������	!���/��*���� (!���
UBS AG’s Financial Statements, as they are not assets of UBS AG.

Financial assets
���������
�!����
����!
	���
!	��	�
�����-%�!���
�
!	��(�!���	�-
��	��	���
��!���:��K�������
���	�	�����%��
��*
�!�
	������
%�!�	����!�
	� ;�!
���� �(� 
%�� !��I�� 	��� !�-	!��� �(� 
%�� 
!	��(�!!��� �	���	��
	���
�'� O(� 	��� �!� �*��
	�
�	��+� 	��� �(� 
%�� !��I�� 	��� !�-	!��� 	!��
!�
	������ 
%�� 
!	��(�!!��� �	���	�� 	���
�� 	!�� ��
� ��!���:��K���
(!���
%���	�	�����%��
'�?!	��	�
�����-%�!��
!	��(�!���(��	���	��
assets result in UBS AG retaining all or substantially all risks and 
!�-	!��� ����*��� ���*!�
���� ������:� 	��� !�;*!�%	��� 
!	��	�
�����
described under items 13 and 14. They also include transactions 
-%�!���	���	��	���
��	!�� ����� 
��	� 
%�!��;	!
+� 
�:�
%�!�-�
%�	�

�
	��!�
*!���-	;�
%	
�!��*�
������������!�
	����:�	����!��*��
	�-

�	��+�	���!��I��	���!�-	!����(�
%��
!	��(�!!���	���
�'�?%����
+;����(�

!	��	�
�����	!��	���*�
���(�!�	�����*!����	����:�
!	��	�
����'

O��
!	��	�
�����-%�!���*��
	�
�	��+�	����(�
%��!��I��	���!�-	!���
�(��-��!�%�;��(�	��	���	��	���
�	!�����
%�!�!�
	�������!�
!	��-
(�!!�������������!���:��K���
%���	���	��	���
��(����
!����>�!�
%��
	���
�����*!!����!��'�?%��!�:%
��	�������:	
�����!�
	�����(����-��:�

%�� 
!	��(�!� 	!�� !���:��K��� ��;	!	
��+� 	�� 	���
�� 	��� ��	����
�����
!��;��
�>��+'�O��
!	��(�!��-%�!�����
!����>�!�
%���	���	��	���
����
!�
	����������������
��*���
��!���:��K��
%��	���
�
��
%���/
��
�
�(��
�����
��*��:���>��>����
����
�!�������+�
%���/
��
�
��-%��%�
it is exposed to changes in the value of the transferred asset fol-
��-��:�
%��
!	��(�!'�M/	�;�����(��*�%�
!	��	�
���������*���-!�

���
put options, acquired call options, or other instruments linked to 
the performance of the transferred asset.
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E�!�
%��;*!;������(�������z���������*!����(�
!	��(�!!����	���	��
	���
���	��	���	��	���
����
+;��	��+��������!���
��%	>�������
!	��-
(�!!���-%����������	&�
!	��(�!��
%�����
!	�
*	��!�:%
��
��!����>��

%���	�%�{�-���(�
%���	���	��	���
��!��&�!�
	����
%�����
!	�
*	��
!�:%
��
��!����>��
%���	�%�{�-���(�
%	
�	���
���*
�	��*����	����-

!	�
*	������:	
����
��;	+�
%���	�%�{�-��
�������!���!����
�
���'

_%�!���	���	�� 	���
��%	>�������;���:���	�� ����	
�!	���!� ���
similar arrangements, they are considered to have been trans-
ferred if the counterparty has received the contractual right to the 
�	�%�{�-���(�
%��;���:���	���
���	���	+�����>���������(�!��/	�-
ple, by the counterparty’s right to sell or repledge the assets. 
_%�!��
%����*�
�!;	!
+�
��
%��;���:����	���	��	���
��%	����
�
!����>��� 
%�� ���
!	�
*	�� !�:%
� 
�� 
%�� �	�%�{�-��� 
%�� 	���
�� 	!��
considered pledged, but not transferred.

 ➔ Refer to Note 25b and 25c for more information on transferred 

���������������

Financial liabilities
���������!���:��K���	��	���	�� ��	����
+� (!��� �
���	�	�����%��
�
-%����
�����/
��:*��%�����*�%�	��-%���
%������:	
�����;���������
the contract is discharged, cancelled or has expired. When an 
�/��
��:� �	���	�� ��	����
+� ��� �/�%	�:��� (�!� 	� ��-� ���� (!��� 
%��
same lender on substantially different terms, or the terms of an 
�/��
��:� ��	����
+�	!���*��
	�
�	��+����������*�%�	���/�%	�:���!�
�����	
�������
!�	
���	��
%����!���:��
�����(�
%���!�:��	����	����
+�
	���
%��!���:��
�����(�	���-���	����
+�-�
%�	�+���((�!��������
%��
!��;��
�>�� �	!!+��:� 	��*�
�� ����:� !���:��K��� ��� 
%�� �������
statement.

�&���
�!���	
�����(�(	�!�>	�*�
E	�!�>	�*�� ���
%��;!����
%	
�-�*������!����>���(�!�
%���	����(�	��
asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction 
��
-���� �	!I�
� ;	!
���;	�
�� ��� 
%�� ;!����;	�� �	!I�
� ��!� ���
�
	�>	�
	:��*���	!I�
�����
%��	��������(�	�;!����;	���	!I�
&�	���(
the measurement date.

 ➔ Refer to Note 24 for more information on fair value measurement

]&�?!	���:�;�!
(�����	���
��	�����	����
���
<��J��!�>	
�>�� �	���	�� 	���
�� 	��� ��	����
���� 	!�� ��	������ 	
�
acquisition as held for trading and presented in the trading port-
(������(�
%�+�	!��	&�	�[*�!����!����*!!���;!����;	��+�(�!�
%��;*!;����
�(�������:��!�!�;*!�%	���:����
%����	!�
�!����!��&�;	!
��(�	�;�!
(�����
�(�����
�����	���	�����
!*���
��
%	
�	!���	�	:���
�:�
%�!�	���
(�!�-%��%� 
%�!�� ����>��������(�	� !����
�	�
*	��;	

�!���(� �%�!
J

�!��;!�
J
	I��:'

?%�� 
!	���:�;�!
(����� ����*�������J��!�>	
�>���	���	�� ���
!*-
���
�������*���:�
%����-�
%������������!�>	
�>��&�	���������-
ities. Financial instruments that are considered derivatives in their 
entirety generally are presented on the balance sheet as Positive 
replacement values or Negative replacement values. Refer to item 
15 for more information. The trading portfolio includes recog-
��K��� 	���
�� 	��� ��	����
���� !��	
��:� 
�� ;!�;!��
	!+�� %��:��:� 	���
client-related business.

Trading portfolio assets include debt instruments (including 
those in the form of securities, money market paper and traded 
��!;�!	
��	����	�I���	��&���[*�
+����
!*���
���	���
��%����*���!�
unit-linked contracts and precious metals and other commodities 
�-���� �+� ���� ��� ����:� ;���
����&'� Trading portfolio liabilities 
����*�������:	
�����
������>�!��	���	�� ���
!*���
���*�%�	�����
�
	����[*�
+����
!*���
��-%��%��������%	�������
��
%�!��;	!
�����*
�
�������
��-����%�!
�;���
����&'

Assets and liabilities in the trading portfolio are measured at 
(	�!�>	�*�'��	����	����������!�	��K���������;��	���!�!����;
�����(�

%����	���
��	��� ��	����
����	���*�!�	��K���:	����	��� �������(!���
changes in the fair value of these assets and liabilities are reported 
as Net trading income. Interest and dividend income and expense 
on these assets and liabilities are included in Interest income or 
Interest expense.

���� ��� *���� ��

�����
� �	
�� 	���*�
��:� -%��� !���:��K��:�
assets and liabilities in the trading portfolio. From the date a pur-
�%	��� 
!	��	�
���� ��� ��
�!��� ��
�� �
!	��� �	
�&� *�
��� ��

�����
�
�	
����������!���:��K���	�+�*�!�	��K���;!�
��	����������	!����:�
from changes in fair value in Net trading income. The correspond-
ing receivable or payable is presented on the balance sheet as a 
Positive replacement value or Negative replacement value. On 
��

�����
��	
���
%��!��*�
��:��	���	��	���
����!���:��K������
%��
balance sheet at the fair value of the consideration given or 
received, plus or minus the change in fair value of the contract 
since the trade date. From the trade date of a sales transaction, 
*�!�	��K��� ;!�
�� 	��� ������� 	!�� ��� ���:�!� !���:��K��� 	���� ���
��

�����
��	
���
%��	���
������!���:��K��'

Trading portfolio assets transferred to external parties that do 
not qualify for derecognition (refer to item 5 for more informa-

���&�	���-%�!��
%��
!	��(�!���%	����
	�����
%��!�:%
�
��������!�
!�;���:��
%��	���
�����
��*��
�������	���������
%����������	�-
ance sheet as Trading portfolio assets��*
�	!������
����	��Assets 
pledged as collateral which may be sold or repledged by counter-
parties. Such assets continue to be measured at fair value.

 ➔ Refer to Note 13 and 24 for more information on trading 

portfolio assets and liabilities.
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%!�*:%�;!�
��!�����
���	���	�� ���
!*���
��	+��������:�	
���	
� (	�!� >	�*�� 
%!�*:%�
;!�
� �!� ����� ���+� *;��� ���
�	�� !���:��
���� 	��� 
%��� ����:�	
����
�	���
� ��� �%	�:��� �*���[*��
�+'� E��	���	�� 	���
�� 	��� �	���	��
liabilities designated at fair value are presented on separate lines 
on the face of the balance sheet. The fair value option can be 
	;;��������+��(������(�
%��(����-��:��!�
�!�	������
#
 – 
%���	���	�����
!*���
����	�%+�!������
!*���
�
%	
�����*����	�

�*��
	�
�>�������������!�>	
�>��
 – 
%���	���	�����
!*���
����;	!
��(�	�;�!
(�����
%	
����!��I��	�-

aged on a fair value basis and reported to senior management 
on that basis or

 – 
%��	;;���	
�����(�
%��(	�!�>	�*���;
����������	
����!���:���	�
�+�
!��*����	��	���*�
��:�����	
�%�
%	
�-�*����
%�!-����	!���'

UBS AG has used the fair value option to designate most of its 
���*���%+�!������
����
!*���
��	���	���	����	����
��������:�	
���	
�
(	�!�>	�*��
%!�*:%�;!�
��!����������
%���	����
%	
��*�%��	���	��
���
!*���
�� ����*��������������!�>	
�>���	���|��!�	!���	�	:���
on a fair value basis. Such hybrid debt instruments predominantly 
����*���
%��(����-��:#
 – Equity-linked bonds or notes: linked to a single stock, a basket 

�(��
��I���!�	���[*�
+�����/�
 – Credit-linked bonds or notes: linked to the performance (cou-

;���	���|��!� !����;
����	��*�
&��(� ���:����	���� ��*�%�	��	�
���;	�+��!�	���*�
!+&��!�	��	�I�
��(�!�(�!�������
�
����	��

 – Rates-linked bonds or notes: linked to a reference interest rate, 
interest rate spread or formula.

The fair value option is also applied to certain loans and loan 
�����
���
����
%�!-����	���*�
���(�!�	
�	��!
�K������
��-%��%�
	!��%��:���;!������	�
�+�-�
%��!���
���!�>	
�>��'�?%��	;;���	
����
of the fair value option to the loans and loan commitments 
reduces an accounting mismatch, as the credit derivatives are 
accounted for as derivative instruments at fair value through 
;!�
��!�����'������	!�+���������%	��	;;�����
%��(	�!�>	�*���;
����
to certain structured loans and reverse repurchase and securities 
��!!�-��:�	:!�����
��-%��%�	!��;	!
��(�;�!
(�������	�	:������	�
fair value basis.

The fair value option is applied to assets held to hedge deferred 
�	�%J��

������;��+������;���	
����	-	!��������!��!�
��!��*���
	��	���*�
��:�����	
�%�
%	
�-�*����
%�!-����	!�����*��
��
%��
liability being measured on a fair value basis. 

E	�!�>	�*���%	�:���!��	
���
���	���	�����
!*���
������:�	
���
	
�(	�!�>	�*��
%!�*:%�;!�
��!������	!��!���:��K������Net trading 
income'�O�
�!��
��������	�����
�!��
��/;���������	���	��	���
��
	��� ��	����
��������:�	
���	
� (	�!�>	�*�� 
%!�*:%�;!�
��!� �����	!��
!���:��K��� ��� �������� ������� ��� ��	���	�� 	������ 
�����	��
� 	��

fair value or ���������������������	���	����	���������
�����	��
�	��
fair value, respectively.

UBS AG applies the same recognition and derecognition prin-
��;����
���	���	�����
!*���
������:�	
���	
�(	�!�>	�*��	��
���	�-
cial instruments in the trading portfolio. Refer to items 5 and 7 for 
more information.

 ➔ Refer to Notes 3, 20, 24e and 27d for more information on 

����������������������������������������������
���������

$&�E��	���	����>��
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����	������	��	>	��	���J(�!J�	��
E��	���	����>��
���
����	������	��	>	��	���J(�!J�	���	!�����J��!�>-
	
�>���	���	�� 	���
�� 
%	
� 	!����
� ��	������	��%���� (�!� 
!	���:��
����:�	
���	
�(	�!�>	�*��
%!�*:%�;!�
��!��������!���	���	���!����>-
	����'�?%�+�	!��!���:��K������	���

�����
��	
���	���'

E��	���	����>��
���
����	������	��	>	��	���J(�!J�	�������*��#��	&�
debt securities held as part of a large multi-currency portfolio of 
unencumbered, high-quality assets managed centrally by Corpo-
rate Center – Group Asset and Liability Management, a majority 
�(�-%��%�����%�!
J
�!�����&��
!	
�:����[*�
+���>��
���
�����&���!
	���
��>��
���
�� ��� !�	�� ��
	
�� (*����� ��&� ��!
	��� �[*�
+� ���
!*���
��
����*���:� ;!�>	
�� �[*�
+� ��>��
���
��� 	��� ��&� ���
� ���
!*���
��
and non-performing loans acquired in the secondary market.

E��	���	����>��
���
��
%	
�	!����	������	��	>	��	���J(�!J�	���	!��
!���:��K������
�	��+�	
�(	�!�>	�*�������
!	��	�
�������
��	���	!����	-
�*!����*���[*��
�+�	
�(	�!�>	�*�'���!�	��K���:	����	����������	!��
reported in Other comprehensive income -�
%�� Equity, net of 
applicable income taxes, until such investments are sold, collected 
�!��
%�!-�������;������(���!�*�
���	�+��*�%� ��>��
���
� �����
�!-
������
�������;	�!��'���!�	��K���:	������(�!��
	/�	!��;!����
���
��;	!	
��+�(!���*�!�	��K������������(�!��
	/����<�
����'

E�!� ����
	!+� ���
!*���
�� ��*�%� 	�� ���
� ���*!�
���&�� (�!��:��
exchange translation gains and losses determined by reference to 

%��	��!
�K������
��	�����(�
%�����
!*���
��	!��!���:��K������Net 
trading income. Foreign exchange translation gains and losses 
!��	
��� 
�� �
%�!� �%	�:��� ��� (	�!� >	�*�� 	!�� !���:��K��� ��� Other 
comprehensive income -�
%�� Equity. Foreign exchange transla-

����:	����	����������	�����	
���-�
%����J����
	!+����
!*���
��
��*�%�	���[*�
+����*!�
���&�	!��;	!
��(�
%���>�!	���(	�!�>	�*���%	�:��
�(� 
%�� ���
!*���
�� 	���	!�� !���:��K��� ���Other comprehensive 
income -�
%�� Equity.

O�
�!��
�	�����>������ �����������	���	�� ��>��
���
����	���-
��� 	�� 	>	��	���J(�!J�	��� 	!�� ����*���� �� Interest and dividend 
������� ���� ��	���	�� ������������ 	�	��	��������	���� ��������
������������
�!�������+�!�(�!�����
��
%�����
!*���
z��	��!
�K���
���
��	����*���:�
%���((��
�>����
�!��
�!	
���MON&'

On disposal of an investment, any related accumulated unreal-
�K��� :	���� �!� ������� ����*���� ��� Equity� 	!�� !���	������ 
�� 
%��
income statement and reported in Other income. Gains or losses 
on disposal are determined using the average cost method.
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tors of impairment are present for an available-for-sale invest-
���
'����	>	��	���J(�!J�	�����>��
���
������;	�!���-%���
%�!�����
objective evidence that, as a result of one or more events that 
occurred after the initial recognition of the investment, the esti-
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���(*
*!���	�%�{�-��(!���
%����>��
���
�%	>�����!�	���'���
��:���	�
��!�;!����:��������������
%��(	�!�>	�*���(�	��	>	��	���J
(�!J�	��� �[*�
+� ���
!*���
� ����-� �
�� �!�:��	�� ���
� ��� �������!���
��\��
�>�� �>������� �(� ��;	�!���
'� O�� 
%�� �>��
� �(� 	� ��:���	�
�
�����������(	�!�>	�*������-��
���!�:��	�����
��"�L&��!�	�;!����:���
�����������/����
%�&��	����;	�!���
����!���!����*������(	�
��	���
circumstances clearly indicate that the decline in value, on its 
�-��������
��>��������(�	����;	�!���
'

For debt investments, objective evidence of impairment 
����*���� ��:���	�
� �	���	�� ��(�*�
+� �(� 
%�� ���*�!� �!� ��*�
�!-
party, default or delinquency in interest or principal payments, or 
�
��������:�;!��	����
%	
�
%����!!�-�!�-������
�!��	�I!*;
�+��!�
�	���	�� !��!:	��K	
���'� O(� 	�� 	>	��	���J(�!J�	��� �	���	�� ��>��
-
ment is determined to be impaired, the related cumulative net 
*�!�	��K��� ����� ;!�>��*��+� !���:��K��� ��� Other comprehensive 
income -�
%�� Equity� ��� !���	������ 
�� 
%�� ������� �
	
����
�
-�
%���Other income. For equity instruments, any further loss is 
!���:��K��� ��!��
�+� ��� 
%�� ������� �
	
����
�� -%�!�	�� (�!� ���
�
���
!*���
���	�+� (*!
%�!� ����� ��� !���:��K��� ��� 
%�� ��������
	
�-
ment only if there is additional objective evidence of impairment. 
�(
�!�	����;	�!���
��(�	���[*�
+����
!*���
�
%	
������	������	��
available-for-sale, increases in the fair value are reported in Other 
comprehensive income -�
%�� Equity. Subsequent increases in the 
fair value of debt instruments up to an amount that equals their 
	��!
�K��� ���
� ��� �!�:��	�� �*!!���+� 	!�� !���:��K��� ��� Other 
income, provided that the fair value increase is related to an event 
���*!!��:� 	(
�!� 
%�� ��;	�!���
� ����� -	�� !���!���'� O��!�	���� ���
excess of that amount are reported in Other comprehensive 
income�-�
%���Equity.

UBS AG applies the same recognition and derecognition prin-
��;���� 
�� �	���	�� 	���
�� ��	������ 	�� 	>	��	���J(�!J�	��� 	�� 
��
�	���	�� ���
!*���
�� ��� 
%�� 
!	���:�;�!
(����� �!�(�!� 
�� �
������
	���]�(�!���!�� ��(�!�	
���&���/��;
�
%	
�*�!�	��K���:	����	���
���������
-����
!	����	
��	�����

�����
��	
��	!��!���:��K������
Other comprehensive income -�
%�� Equity rather than in the 
income statement.

 ➔ ��
����	��	����!�����"#�
	���	�����
	�����	��	�����������

investments available-for-sale

��&���	���	���!����>	����
��	��� 	��� !����>	����� 	!�� ���J��!�>	
�>�� �	���	�� 	���
�� -�
%�
/����!���
�!���	����;	+���
��
%	
�	!����
�[*�
������	��	�
�>��
�	!I�
����
���	������	��%����(�!�
!	���:����
�����:�	
���	
�(	�!�
>	�*��
%!�*:%�;!�
�	���������!���	������	��	>	��	���J(�!J�	����	���
	!����
�	���
��(�!�-%��%���������	+���
�!���>�!��*��
	�
�	��+�	���
of its initial net investment other than because of credit deteriora-

���'�E��	���	��	���
����	������	����	���	���!����>	���������*��#
 – �!�:��	
��� ��	��� -%�!�� (*����:� ��� ;!�>����� ��!��
�+� 
�� 
%��

���!!�-�!�
 – participation in a loan from another lender and purchased 

��	����	��
 – ���*!�
���� -%��%� -�!�� ��	������ 	�� ��	��� 	��� !����>	����� 	
�

acquisition date, such as municipal auction rate securities in 

%����!;�!	
�����
�!�X�<��J��!��	�����:	�+�`�!
(������!�(�!�
��
<�
��"]��(�!���!����(�!�	
���&'

��	���	���!����>	�����	!��!���:��K���-%������������������
	�;	!
+�
��
%�����
!	�
*	��;!�>��������(�
%�����
!*���
��-%��%����
-%���(*����:� ���	�>	�����
����!!�-�!�'�?%�+�	!�� !���!���� ���-
tially at fair value, based on the amount provided to originate or 
;*!�%	���
%��	���
���
�:�
%�!�-�
%�	�+�
!	��	�
�������
����!��
�+�
attributable to the acquisition. Subsequently, they are measured 
	
�	��!
�K������
�*���:�
%��MON���
%���������	���-	�����(�!��!���
�
������'�N�(�!�
���
������(�!���(�!�	
�������	���-	�����(�!��!���
�
�������	���
��<�
��"]	�(�!�	���>�!>��-��(�
%���	���	��	���
����	�-
�����	����	���	���!����>	����'

Interest on loans and receivables is included in Interest earned 
on loans and advances� 	��� ��� !���:��K��� ��� 	�� 	��!*	�� �	���'�
�;(!��
�(����	�����!��
����
��!��	
��:�
����	���!�:��	
�����!��	��-
��:��!�!��
!*�
*!��:�	��-����	��
����	�������
���
��	!��:���!	��+�
��(�!!���	���	��!
�K���
��Interest earned on loans and advances 
over the life of the loan using the EIR method. For loan commit-
ments that are not expected to result in a loan being advanced, the 
(����	!�� !���:��K��� ���Net fee and commission income over the 
�����
���
�;�!���'�E�!���	���+����	
����(����-%�!��������������
��
�!�
	���	�;�!
�����(�
%���+����	
�����	����!�-%�!��������������
retain a portion of the syndicated loan at the same effective yield 
for comparable risk as other participants, fees are credited to Net 
fee and commission income�-%���
%����!>�����%	>�������;!�>����'

Presentation of receivables from central banks
��;���
��-�
%����
!	���	�I��
%	
�	!��	>	��	����������	���	!��;!�-
sented on the balance sheet as Cash and balances with central 
banks'� ���� ���:�!J�	
��� !����>	����� -�
%� ���
!	�� �	�I�� 	!�� ;!�-
sented under Due from banks.
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����!���	������(!���%����(�!�
!	���:�
����	���
	���!����>	������
%���	���	��	���
����!���	������	
��
��(	�!�>	�*�����

%�� �	
�� �(� !���	����	
���'� ��+� :	��� �!� ����� !���:��K��� ��� 
%��
��������
	
����
���(�!��!���	����	
���������
�!�>�!���'�?%��(	�!�
>	�*���(�	��	���	��	���
����
%���	
���(�!���	����	
������������
�
�����
��	����:���:�(�!-	!�'� O��"����	���"��$�����������
�!-
������ 
%	
� ��!
	����	���	�� 	���
�� ��	������	��%���� (�!� 
!	���:�
-�!��������:�!�%����(�!�
%��;*!;�����(�������:��!�!�;*!�%	���:����
the near term and that UBS AG had the intention and ability to 
hold these assets for the foreseeable future, considered to be a 
;�!�����(�	;;!�/��	
��+�
-��>�����
%��(!���
%��!���	����	
���'�
?%�!�(�!���
%����	���
��-�!��!���	������(!���%����(�!�
!	���:�
��
loans and receivables.

 ➔ ��
����	��	���"$��
	���	�����
	�����	��	��������������������

Renegotiated loans
��!���:�
�	
����!�!��
!*�
*!�����	�����	���	��(�!�-%��%�
%��
�!���
%	>���������������!� (�!�-%��%�	���
���	�� ����	
�!	��%	�������
!�[*��
���
%	
�-	����
����
��;�	
������
%���!�:��	�����
!	�
'

Typical key features of terms and conditions granted through 
renegotiation to avoid default include special interest rates, post-
;������
��(���
�!��
��!�	��!
�K	
����;	+���
��������	
�����(�
the schedule of repayments or amendment of loan maturity. 
?%�!���������%	�:�����
%��MON�(����-��:�	�!���:�
�	
���'

O(�	���	�����!���:�
�	
���-�
%�;!�(�!��
�	�������
�������'�'����-�
�!��������
�!���	��������
�����	!��	:!����-%��%������
����
�
the normal market criteria for the quality of the obligor and the 

+;���(���	�&��
%��;���
��������
������	������	�����J;�!(�!���:�	���
���!	
���	������:������*�
�!;	!
+���(	*�
'�O
�-����!��	������*�
���
%��
��	�����������
����!�-!�

����((�	���-�������	��������(�!���;	�!���
�
on an individual basis.

If a loan is renegotiated on a non-preferential basis (e.g., addi-

���	������	
�!	�����;!�>������+�
%�������
���!���-�
�!���	��������-

�����	!��	:!����-%��%����
�
%����!�	���	!I�
��!�
�!�	��(�!�
%��
[*	��
+��(�
%������:�!�	���
%��
+;���(���	�&��
%����	��-�������!�J
rated using UBS AG’s regular rating scale. In these circumstances, 
the loan is removed from impaired status and included in the col-
���
�>��	��������
��(���	�������	���-	������*������	�������	
�����(�
��;	�!���
��/��
������-%��%��	���
%����	�����	��������(�!���;	�!-
ment on an individual basis. For the purposes of measuring credit 
�������-�
%���
%��������
�>����	�������	��������
��
%������	���	!��
��
���:!�:	
���(!����
%�!���	���-%��%�%	>����
������!���:�
�-
	
��'�R	�	:����
� !�:*�	!�+� !�>��-��	��� ��	��� 
�����*!�� 
%	
�	���
criteria according to the loan agreement continue to be met and 
that future payments are likely to occur. Refer to item 11 for more 
��(�!�	
�������	���-	�����	���;!�>�������(�!��!���
�������'

A restructuring of a loan could lead to a fundamental change 
in the terms and conditions of a loan, resulting in the original loan 
����:���!���:��K���	���	���-���	������:�!���:��K��'

O(�	���	�������!���:��K������
%������!�*��
	������
%����-���	��
��� ��	�*!��� 	
� (	�!� >	�*�� 	
� ���
�	�� !���:��
���'� ��+� 	���-	����

	I���
���	
��	:	���
�
%���!�:��	����	�������!���:��K���	��������
�
	

!��*
���
��
%����-���	�'������[*��
�+��
%����-���	�����	��������
for impairment on an individual basis. If the loan is not impaired, 

%����	���������*����-�
%���
%��:���!	��������
�>����	��	��������
�
for the purpose of measuring credit losses.

��&�����-	�����	���;!�>�������(�!��!���
�������
���	���-	�����!�;!�>������(�!��!���
�������������
	����%����(�
%�!�����
��\��
�>�� �>������� 
%	
� ���� ��� -���� ��� *�	���� 
�� ������
� 	���
	��*�
���*����!�
%���[*�>	���
�
%�!��(&����	���	�����	�������
%��
original contractual terms due to credit deterioration of the issuer 
or counterparty. A claim means a loan or receivable carried at 
	��!
�K������
���!�	������
���
��*�%�	��	���

�!��(��!���
��	�:*	!-
antee, or another similar instrument. Objective evidence of 
��;	�!���
�����*������:���	�
��	���	����(�*�
+��(�
%�����*�!��!�
counterparty, default or delinquency in interest or principal pay-
���
����!�	���I���%����
%	
�
%����!!�-�!�-������
�!��	�I!*;
�+��!�
�	���	��!��!:	��K	
���'

���	���-	����(�!��!���
�����������!�;�!
���	��	�!��*�
�����(�
%��
carrying value of a claim on the balance sheet. For an off-balance-
sheet item, such as a commitment, a provision for credit loss is 
reported in Provisions'��%	�:���
��	���-	�����	���;!�>�������(�!�
�!���
��������	!��!���:��K���	��Credit loss expense / recovery.

����-	����� 	��� ;!�>������� (�!� �!���
� ������� 	!�� �>	�*	
��� 	
�
��
%�	� ��*�
�!;	!
+J�;����� ��>��� 	��� ������
�>��+��	������� 
%��
(����-��:�;!����;���#

�������	����������!� �� ��	�� ��� �������!��� ��;	�!��� -%���
�	�	:����
���
�!������
%	
��
����;!��	����
%	
��������-������
�
���	����
��������
�	���	��*�
���*����!�
%���[*�>	���
�>	�*��
%�!��(&�
based on the original contractual terms. Individual credit expo-
�*!���	!���>	�*	
����	�������
%����!!�-�!z���>�!	����	���	�����-
dition, resources and payment record, the prospects of support 
(!������
!	�
*	��:*	!	�
�!��	����-%�!��	;;���	�����
%��!�	��K	����
value of any collateral. The estimated recoverable amount is the 
present value, calculated using the claim’s original EIR, of expected 
(*
*!���	�%�{�-������*���:�	��*�
��
%	
��	+�!��*�
�(!���!��
!*�-
turing or the liquidation of collateral. If a loan has a variable inter-
est rate, the discount rate used for calculating the recoverable 
	��*�
� ��� 
%�� �*!!��
� MON'� O�;	�!���
� ��� ��	�*!��� 	��� 	���--
ances for credit losses are established based on the difference 
��
-���� 
%�� �	!!+��:� 	��*�
� 	��� 
%�� ��
��	
��� !���>�!	����
amount. Upon impairment, the accrual of interest income based 
on the original terms of the loan is discontinued. The increase in 
the present value of the impaired loan due to the passage of time 
is reported as Interest income.
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�	��������������	
���������������	��������	���������	��������

������;	�!�����	���	!��!�>��-���	���	�	�+K���	
���	�
�	��*	��+'�
Any subsequent changes to the amounts and timing of the 
�/;��
���(*
*!���	�%�{�-�����;	!���-�
%�;!��!���
��	
���!��*�
�
���	��%	�:�����
%��	���-	����(�!��!���
��������	���	!���%	!:����!�
credited to Credit loss expense / recovery'����	���-	����(�!���;	�!-
���
� ��� !�>�!���� ���+� -%��� 
%�� �!���
� [*	��
+� %	�� ��;!�>��� 
��
such an extent that there is reasonable assurance of timely collec-

�����(�;!����;	��	�����
�!��
����	���!�	����-�
%�
%���!�:��	�����-
tractual terms of the claim, or the equivalent value thereof. A 
-!�
�J�((�����	���-%���	����!�;	!
��(�	���	�������������*�������
-
ible or forgiven. Write-offs reduce the principal amount of a claim 
	��� 	!�� �%	!:��� 	:	���
� ;!�>��*��+� ��
	����%��� 	���-	����� (�!�
�!���
���������!���(����	���-	����%	���������
	����%���;!�>��*��+��
directly to Credit loss expense / recovery. Recoveries, in part or in 
(*�����(�	��*�
��;!�>��*��+�-!�

����((�	!���!���
���
��Credit loss 
expense / recovery.

�� ��	�� �����	������	�����J;�!(�!���:�-%��� 
%��;	+���
��(�
��
�!��
��;!����;	���!�(��������>�!�*���+���!��
%	��$���	+���-%���
�����>���+� ;!�������:�� %	>�� ����������� �!� -%��� ����:	
�����
have been restructured on preferential terms. Loans are evaluated 
����>��*	��+�(�!���;	�!���
�-%���	��*�
��%	>��������>�!�*���+�
more than 90 days, or if other objective evidence indicates that a 
loan may be impaired.

Collectively:�������	���(�!�-%��%������;	�!���
��������
����	
�
	� ��*�
�!;	!
+J�;����� ��>��� 	!�� :!�*;��� ��� 
%�� �	���� �(� ����
AG’s internal credit grading system that considers credit risk char-
acteristics such as asset type, industry, geographical location, col-
lateral type, past-due status and other relevant factors, to col-
���
�>��+� 	������ -%�
%�!� ��;	�!���
� �/��
�� -�
%��� 	� ;�!
(����'�
E*
*!���	�%�{�-��(�!�	�:!�*;��(��	���	��	���
��
%	
�	!��������-
tively evaluated for impairment are estimated on the basis of his-

�!��	�� ����� �/;�!������ (�!� 	���
�� -�
%� �!���
� !��I� �%	!	�
�!��
����
similar to those in the group. Historical loss experience is adjusted 
���
%���	�����(��*!!��
�����!>	�����	
	�
��!�{��
�
%���((��
���(�
�*!!��
������
������(�
%��:!�*;��(��	���	��	���
�����-%��%�
%��
historical loss experience is based and to remove the effects of 
conditions in the historical period that do not exist currently in 

%��;�!
(����'�M�
��	
����(��%	�:������(*
*!���	�%�{�-��(�!�
%��
:!�*;��(��	���	��	���
��!�{��
��	���	!����!��
���	��+�������
��
�
-�
%���%	�:������!��	
�������!>	�����	
	�(!���+�	!�
��+�	!'�?%��
methodology and assumptions used for estimating future cash 
{�-��(�!�
%��:!�*;��(��	���	��	���
��	!��!�>��-���!�:*�	!�+�
��
!��*���	�+���((�!��������
-���� ����� ��
��	
���	���	�
*	�� �����

�/;�!�����'� ����-	����� (�!� ������
�>�� ��;	�!���
� 	��������
��
	!��!���:��K���	��Credit loss expense / recovery and result in an 
�((��
�
��
%��	::!�:	
�����	��;���
���'����
%��	���-	�����	���
�
be allocated to individual loans, the loans are not considered to 
be impaired and interest is accrued on each loan according to its 
contractual terms. If objective evidence becomes available that 
�����	
��� 
%	
� 	�� ����>��*	�� �	���	�� 	���
� ��� ��;	�!���� �
� ���
!���>���(!���
%��:!�*;��(��	���	��	���
��	��������(�!���;	�!-
ment on a collective basis and is assessed separately as a counter-
;	!
+J�;�������	��'

"���	�����
�����������	�
������	�	�#���
������������	��
�	��
amortized cost:� M�
��	
��� �	�%� {�-�� 	�����	
��� -�
%� �	���	��
	���
��!���	������(!���
%��%����(�!�
!	���:��	
�:�!+�
����	���	���
!����>	����� ���	���!�	����-�
%�
%��!�[*�!����
�� ��� �
������	���
�
%�!������	!�	���
��	�[*�!����*���[*��
�+�	!��!�>��-���;�!����-
�	��+'� ��>�!��� !�>������� ��� �	�%� {�-� ��
��	
��� !��	
��� 
�� �!���
�
�>��
�� 	!�� !���:��K��� ��� 
%�� ������� �
	
����
� 	�� Credit loss 
expense / recovery'�E�!�	�!���	��������	���	��%	�:������/;��
	
����
regarding the recoverability of the security and its future cash 
receipts requires an adjustment to the EIR on the loan from the 
�	
���(��%	�:���!�(�!�
��<�
��"]��(�!���!����(�!�	
���&'

 ➔ Refer to Note 12 for more information on allowances and 

provisions for credit losses

�"&����*!�
�K	
�����
!*�
*!�����
�*;��+�������
����������*!�
�K�����!
	����	���	��	���
���:���!	��+�������:�Trad-
ing portfolio assets to SEs that issue securities to investors. UBS 
���	;;�����
%��;����������
��*
�����
����������
�!�����:�-%�
%�!�
the respective SE must be consolidated and those set out in item 
�� �����
�!�����:�-%�
%�!���!���:��
�����(� 
!	��(�!!����	���	��
	���
�� ��� 	;;!�;!�	
�'� ?%�� (����-��:� �
	
����
���	���+� 	;;�+� 
��

!	��(�!���(��	���	��	���
��
%	
�[*	��(+�(�!���!���:��
���'

Gains or losses related to the sale of Trading portfolio assets 
��>��>��:�	����*!�
�K	
����	!��!���:��K���-%���
%����!���:��
����
�!�
�!�	�	!���	
������
%��!��*�
��:�:	����!��������� ����*�������Net 
trading income.

O�
�!��
�����
%�����*!�
�K����	���	��	���
���	+����!�
	��������
the form of senior or subordinated tranches, interest-only strips or 
�
%�!�!����*	����
�!��
���!�
	�������
�!��
�&'�N�
	�������
�!��
��	!��
primarily recorded in Trading portfolio assets and are carried at 
(	�!� >	�*�'� �+�
%�
��� ���*!�
�K	
���� �
!*�
*!��� 
+;��	��+� ��>��>��
��!�>	
�>���	���	�����
!*���
��(�!�-%��%�
%��;!����;������
��*
����
item 15 apply.
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UBS AG acts as structurer and placement agent in various 
��!
:	:�J�	�I������*!�
�����R��&�	����
%�!�	���
J�	�I������*-
!�
���� ����&� ���*!�
�K	
����'� O�� �*�%� �	;	��
+�� ���� ��� �	+� ;*!-
�%	�������	
�!	������
���-����%	�(��!������%	�(��(������
���*!��:�

%��;�!����;!��!�
�����*!�
�K	
���'��������
%���
+;��	��+�������
%��
����	
�!	�� ��
������:�	
��� 
!*�
��*;���������:��(� 
%�� ���*!�
�K	-

���'�O���
%�!����*!�
�K	
��������������	+����+�;!�>�����	����:�
to a designated trust in order to fund the purchase of collateral 
�+�
%��
!*�
�;!��!�
�����*!�
�K	
���'�E*!
%�!��!����������*���!-
-!�
���
%���((�!��:��
����>��
�!����	!���:�(����(�!� �
��;�	�����
�
	����
!*�
*!��:���!>����'�������
��
�-�
%�
%��>	�*	
�����(������	!�
inventory, fair value of retained tranches is initially and subse-
[*��
�+���
�!������*���:��	!I�
�;!����[*�
	
�����-%�!��	>	��-
	�����!���
�!�	��;!����:��������
%	
�*
���K��>	!�	������*�%�	��+�����
curves, prepayment speeds, default rates, loss severity, interest 
rate volatilities and spreads. Where possible, assumptions based 
on observable transactions are used to determine the fair value of 
retained interests, but for some interests substantially no observ-
able information is available.

 ➔ Refer to Note 30c for more information on the UBS AG’s 

involvement with securitization vehicles

��&����*!�
������!!�-��:�	���������:
���*!�
������!!�-��:�	������*!�
����������:�
!	��	�
�����	!��:��-
�!	��+���
�!�����
�����	�����	
�!	��K����	���'�O���*�%�
!	��	�
������
�������
+;��	��+���!!�-���!� �������[*�
+�	������
����*!�
���� ���
exchange for securities or cash collateral. Additionally, UBS AG 
��!!�-�����*!�
����(!����
�������
�z��*�
��+�	���*�
������/�%	�:��
for a fee. The transactions are normally conducted under standard 
	:!�����
�� ��;��+��� �+� �	���	�� �	!I�
� ;	!
���;	�
�� 	��� 	!��
*���!
	I���-�
%���*�
�!;	!
�����*�\��
�
��������z����!�	���!���
�
risk control processes. UBS AG monitors on a daily basis the mar-
ket value of the securities received or delivered and requests or 
provides additional collateral or returns or recalls surplus collateral 
���	���!�	����-�
%�
%��*���!�+��:�	:!�����
�'

�	�%� ����	
�!	�� !����>��� ��� !���:��K��� -�
%� 	� ��!!��;�����:�
obligation to return it (Cash collateral on securities lent&�	����	�%�
����	
�!	������>�!��������!���:��K���	���	���!!��;�����:�!����>-
	����!�{��
��:�������z��!�:%
�
��!����>���
��	�I����!���!�����Cash 
collateral on securities borrowed&'� ?%�� ���*!�
���� -%��%� %	>��
�����
!	��(�!!���	!����
�!���:��K��������!���!���:��K���(!����

%���	�	�����%��
�*������
%��!��I��	���!�-	!����(��-��!�%�;�	!��
also transferred. Refer to item 5 for more information. UBS AG-
�-���� ���*!�
���� 
!	��(�!!��� 
��	���!!�-�!� 
%	
� ���:!	�
��� 
%��
right to sell or repledge those transferred securities are presented 
on the balance sheet as Trading portfolio assets, of which: assets 
pledged as collateral which may be sold or repledged by counter-
parties.� ���*!�
���� !����>��� ��� 	� ��!!�-��:� 
!	��	�
���� 	!�� ���-
closed as off-balance-sheet items if UBS AG has the right to resell 
�!�!�;���:��
%����-�
%�	���
���	���������*!��;!�>�����(�!����*!�-
ties that UBS AG has actually resold or repledged. The sale of 
���*!�
���� -%��%� ��� ��

���� �+� ����>�!��:� ���*!�
���� !����>��� ��� 	�

��!!�-��:� 
!	��	�
���� :���!	��+� 
!�::�!�� 
%�� !���:��
���� �(� 	�

!	���:���	����
+���%�!
��	��&'�_%�!�����*!�
����	!����
%�!�!����>���
�!�����>�!���������*��(��	�%�����*!�
���J(�!J���*!�
����
!	��	�
����&��
neither the securities received or delivered nor the obligation to 
!�
*!���!�!�:%
�
��!����>��
%�����*!�
����	!��!���:��K������
%���	�-
ance sheet, as derecognition criteria are not met. Refer to item 5 
for more information.

O�
�!��
� ���!���:��K������
%�� ��������
	
����
����	��	��!*	��
basis and is recorded as Interest income or Interest expense.  Inter-
est income�����*������
�!��
��	!����������*!�
������!!�-��:��	���
negative interest, including fees, on securities lending.  Interest 
expense includes interest on securities lent and negative interest, 
����*���:�(�����������*!�
������!!�-��:'��

 ➔ Refer to Notes 11, 25 and 26 for more information on securities 

borrowing and lending

��&�N�;*!�%	���	���!�>�!���!�;*!�%	���
!	��	�
����
Securities purchased under agreements to resell (Reverse repur-
chase agreements&�	������*!�
���������*���!�	:!�����
��
��!�;*!-
chase (Repurchase agreements&� 	!�� 
!�	
��� 	�� ����	
�!	��K���
�	����:� 
!	��	�
����'� <�	!�+� 	��� !�>�!��� !�;*!�%	��� 	��� !�;*!-
chase agreements involve debt instruments, such as bonds, notes 
or money market paper. The transactions are normally conducted 
*���!��
	��	!��	:!�����
����;��+����+��	���	���	!I�
�;	!
���-
;	�
��	���	!��*���!
	I���-�
%���*�
�!;	!
�����*�\��
�
��������z��
normal credit risk control processes. UBS AG monitors on a daily 
basis the market value of the securities received or delivered and 
requests or provides additional collateral or returns or recalls sur-
;�*������	
�!	�����	���!�	����-�
%�
%��*���!�+��:�	:!�����
�'

In a reverse repurchase agreement, the cash delivered is derec-
�:��K���	���	���!!��;�����:�!����>	���������*���:�	��!*�����
�!-
est, is recorded in the balance sheet line Reverse repurchase 
agreements, representing UBS AG’s right to receive the cash back. 
Similarly, in a repurchase agreement, the cash received is recog-
��K���	���	���!!��;�����:�����:	
���������*���:�	��!*�����
�!��
��
is recorded in the balance sheet line Repurchase agreements. 
Securities received under reverse repurchase agreements and 
securities delivered under repurchase agreements are not recog-
��K�������!���!���:��K���(!���
%���	�	�����%��
��*������
%��!��I��
	���!�-	!����(��-��!�%�;�	!��
!	��(�!!��'�������J�-�������*!�-

����
!	��(�!!���
��	�!���;���
�-%�����:!	�
���
%��!�:%
�
��!�������!�
repledge them are presented on the balance sheet as Trading 
portfolio assets, of which: assets

pledged as collateral which may be sold or repledged by coun-
terparties. Securities received in reverse repurchase agreements 
are disclosed as off-balance-sheet items if UBS AG has the right to 
!������ �!� !�;���:�� 
%����-�
%� 	���
���	�� �������*!��;!�>����� (�!�
securities that UBS AG has actually resold or repledged (refer to 
<�
��"���(�!���!����(�!�	
���&'�����
���	��+��
%���	����(����*!�-

���� -%��%� ��� ��

���� �+� ����>�!��:� ���*!�
���� !����>��� ��� !�>�!���
repurchase transactions generally triggers the recognition of a 

!	���:���	����
+���%�!
��	��&'
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O�
�!��
� ���!���:��K������
%�� ��������
	
����
����	��	��!*	��
basis and is recorded as Interest income or Interest expense.  Inter-
est income includes interest earned on reverse repurchase agree-
ments and negative interest on repurchase agreements. Interest 
expense includes interest on repurchase agreements and negative 
interest on reverse repurchase agreements.

UBS AG generally offsets reverse repurchase agreements and 
!�;*!�%	���	:!�����
��-�
%�
%���	�����*�
�!;	!
+���	
*!�
+���*!-
!���+�	������
!	�����*!�
������;���
�!+�����&����	���!�	����-�
%�
the relevant accounting requirements. Refer to item 35 for more 
information.

 ➔ Refer to Notes 11, 25 and 26 for more information on repurchase 

and reverse repurchase transactions

��&���!�>	
�>�����
!*���
��	���%��:��	���*�
��:
Derivative instruments that UBS AG enters into are initially recog-
��K���� 	��� !��	��� �	!!����� 	
� (	�!� >	�*�'� E	�!� >	�*�� �%	�:��� 	!��
:���!	��+�!���:��K������
%����������
	
����
�*������	���
��
%��
�/
��
�
%�+�	!������:�	
������%��:��!��	
����%�;��-%��%�!�[*�!��
!���:��
�����(�
%���((��
�>��;�!
�����(��*�%��%	�:���-�
%����
%�!�
comprehensive income.

Derivative instruments are generally reported on the balance 
sheet as Positive replacement values or Negative replacement val-
ues. Exchange-traded derivatives that economically settle on a 
daily basis, and certain OTC derivatives that in substance net set-

������	��	��+��	�����	!����	������	��Cash collateral receivables on 
derivative instruments or Cash collateral payables on derivative 
instruments. Products that receive this treatment include futures 
contracts, 100% daily margined exchange-traded options and 
��
�!��
�!	
���-	;��
!	��	�
���-�
%�
%������������	!��:�P�*��'�
Changes in the fair value of derivative instruments are recorded in 
Net trading income, unless the derivatives are designated and 
effective as hedging instruments in certain types of hedge 
accounting relationships.

 ➔ Refer to Note 14 for more information on derivative instruments 

and hedge accounting

Hedge accounting
UBS AG uses derivative instruments as part of its risk manage-
ment activities to manage exposures particularly to interest rate 
and foreign currency risks, including exposures arising from fore-
cast transactions. If derivative and non-derivative instruments 
���
���!
	����!�
�!�	��;����������-��
%�+��	+��������:�	
���	��
hedging instruments in hedges of the change in fair value of rec-
�:��K���	���
���!���	����
�����(	�!�>	�*��%��:��&��%��:����(�
%��>	!�-
	����
+� ���(*
*!���	�%�{�-��	

!��*
	����
��	�!���:��K���	���
��!�
��	����
+��!�%�:%�+�;!��	����(�!��	�
�
!	��	�
�������	�%�{�-�%��:��&�
or hedges of a net investment in a foreign operation (net invest-
���
�%��:��&'

�
�
%��
����	��	���	�����
!*���
��������:�	
������	�%��:��!��	-

����%�;�� ���� ��� (�!�	��+� ���*���
�� 
%�� !��	
����%�;� ��
-����

%��%��:��:����
!*���
��&�	���%��:����
����&�� ����*���:�
%��!��I�
management objectives and strategy in undertaking the hedge 

!	��	�
����	���
%����
%����
%	
�-�������*����
��	������
%���((��-
tiveness of the hedging relationship. Accordingly, UBS AG assesses, 
both at the inception of the hedge and on an ongoing basis, 
-%�
%�!�
%��%��:��:����
!*���
���;!��	!��+���!�>	
�>����%	>�������
@%�:%�+��((��
�>�H� ����((��

��:��%	�:��� ��� 
%��(	�!�>	�*���!��	�%�
{�-��	�����	
���-�
%�
%������:�	
���!��I��(�
%��%��:����
���'���
%��:�� ��� �������!��� %�:%�+� �((��
�>�� �(� 
%�� (����-��:� �!�
�!�	� 	!��
��
#� ��&� 	
� ����;
���� �(� 
%�� %��:�� 	��� 
%!�*:%�*
� �
�� ��(��� 
%��
hedge is expected to be highly effective in achieving offsetting 
�%	�:������(	�!�>	�*���!��	�%�{�-��	

!��*
	����
��
%��%��:���!��I�
	������&�	�
*	��!��*�
���(�
%��%��:��	!��-�
%���	�!	�:���(���L�
��
125%. In the case of hedging forecast transactions, the transac-
tion must have a high probability of occurring and must present an 
�/;��*!��
��>	!�	
���������	�%�{�-��
%	
���*���*�
��	
��+�	((��
�
%��
!�;�!
�����
�;!�
��!�����'��������������
��*���%��:��	���*�
��:�
>��*�
	!��+�� �!� -%��� ���� ��� ��
�!������ 
%	
� 	� %��:��:� ���
!*-
���
������
���!�%	����	����
������%�:%�+��((��
�>��	��	�%��:���-%���

%����!�>	
�>���/;�!����!����������
�!���	
����!��/�!�������-%���
%��
%��:����
����	
*!�������������!�!�;	����!�-%���(�!��	�
�
!	��	�-
tions are no longer deemed highly probable.

P��:�� ���((��
�>������ !�;!����
�� 
%�� 	��*�
� �+� -%��%� 
%��
changes in the fair value of the hedging instrument differ from 
changes in the fair value of the hedged item attributable to the 
%��:���!��I���!�
%��	��*�
��+�-%��%��%	�:������
%��;!����
�>	�*��
�(�(*
*!���	�%�{�-���(�
%��%��:��:����
!*���
��/������%	�:������

%�� ;!����
� >	�*�� �(� �/;��
��� �	�%� {�-�� �(� 
%�� %��:��� �
��'�
Such ineffectiveness is recorded in current period earnings in Net 
trading income. Interest income and expense on derivatives desig-
nated as hedging instruments in effective hedge relationships is 
included in Interest income.

Fair value hedges
For qualifying fair value hedges, the change in the fair value of the 
%��:��:����
!*���
����!���:��K������
%����������
	
����
�	���:�
-�
%�
%���%	�:�����
%��(	�!�>	�*���(�
%��%��:����
���
%	
����	

!��-
utable to the hedged risk. In fair value hedges of interest rate risk, 
the fair value change of the hedged item attributable to the 
%��:���!��I����!�{��
������
%���	!!+��:�>	�*���(�
%��%��:����
��'�
If the hedge accounting relationship is terminated for reasons 
other than the derecognition of the hedged item, the difference 
��
-����
%���	!!+��:�>	�*���(�
%��%��:����
���	
�
%	
�;���
�	���

%�� >	�*�� 	
� -%��%� �
� -�*��� %	>�� ����� �	!!���� %	�� 
%�� %��:��
��>�!��/��
����
%��*�	��!
�K���(	�!�>	�*��	�\*�
���
&����	��!
�K���
to the income statement over the remaining term to maturity of 
the hedged item.
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For a portfolio hedge of interest rate risk, the equivalent 
�%	�:�����(	�!�>	�*�����!�{��
���-�
%���Other assets or Other liabil-
ities. If the hedge relationship is terminated for reasons other than 
the derecognition of the hedged item, the amount included in 
Other assets or Other liabilities����	��!
�K���
��
%����������
	
�-
ment over the remaining term to maturity of the hedged items.

�	���$�%���
���
E	�!�>	�*��:	�����!��������	�����	
���-�
%�
%���((��
�>��;�!
�����(�
��!�>	
�>�������:�	
���	���	�%�{�-�%��:���(�!��	�%�{�-�!�;!����:�
!��I�	!��!���:��K������
�	��+����Other comprehensive income -�
%�� 
Equity.�_%���
%��%��:���(�!��	�
��	�%�{�-��	((��
�;!�
��!�������
the associated gains or losses on the hedging derivatives are 
!���	������(!���Equity to the income statement.

O(� 	� �	�%� {�-� %��:�� �(� (�!��	�
��� 
!	��	�
����� ��� ��� ���:�!�
considered effective, or if the hedge relationship is terminated, the 
cumulative gains or losses on the hedging derivatives previously 
reported in Equity remain there until the committed or forecasted 

!	��	�
��������*!�	���	((��
�;!�
��!�����'�O(�
%��(�!��	�
���
!	��-
actions are no longer expected to occur, the deferred gains or 
�������	!��!���	������������	
��+�
��
%����������
	
����
'

Hedges of net investments in foreign operations
Hedges of net investments in foreign operations are accounted 
(�!������	!�+�
���	�%�{�-�%��:��'��	�����!�����������
%��%��:��:�
instrument relating to the effective portion of the hedge are rec-
�:��K��� ��!��
�+� ��� Equity (and presented in the statement of 
changes in equity and statement of comprehensive income under 
Foreign currency translation&��-%����	�+�:	�����!��������!��	
��:�
��

%�� ���((��
�>�� 	���|��!� *�����:�	
��� ;�!
���� �(�!� �/	�;���� 
%��
��
�!��
� ������
� �(� 	� (�!-	!�� ���
!	�
&� 	!�� !���:��K��� ��� 
%��
income statement. Upon disposal or partial disposal of the foreign 
operation, the cumulative value of any such gains or losses associ-
	
���-�
%�
%����
�
+��	���!���:��K�����!��
�+����Equity, is reclassi-
���
��
%����������
	
����
'

Economic hedges that do not qualify for hedge accounting
Derivative instruments that are transacted as economic hedges but 
�����
�[*	��(+�(�!�%��:��	���*�
��:�	!��
!�	
������
%���	���-	+�	��
��!�>	
�>�����
!*���
��*����(�!�
!	���:�;*!;�������'�'��!�	��K���	���
*�!�	��K���:	����	����������	!��!���:��K������Net trading income&��
�/��;
� (�!� 
%�� (�!-	!�� ;���
�� ��� ��!
	��� �%�!
� �*!	
���� (�!��:��
�/�%	�:�����
!	�
���-%��%�	!��!�;�!
������Net interest income.

 ➔ Refer to Note 14 for more information on economic hedges

Embedded derivatives
��!�>	
�>����	+�����������������
%�!��	���	�����
!*���
���%��
�
���
!	�
�&'�E�!��/	�;����
%�+���*������!�;!����
����+�
%�����>�!-
sion feature embedded in a convertible bond. Such hybrid instru-
ments arise predominantly from the issuance of certain structured 
debt instruments. An embedded derivative is generally required to 
be separated from the host contract and accounted for as a 
�
	��	�������!�>	
�>�� ���
!*���
� 	
� (	�!� >	�*�� 
%!�*:%�;!�
��!�
������(#���&�
%��%��
����
!	�
������
��	!!����	
�(	�!�>	�*��-�
%��%	�:���
���(	�!�>	�*��!�;�!
������
%����������
	
����
�����&�
%�����������
characteristics and risks of the embedded derivative are not closely 
related to the economic characteristics and risks of the host con-

!	�
�	�������&�
%��
�!����(�
%�������������!�>	
�>��-�*������
�

%������
�����(�	��
	��	�������!�>	
�>��-�!��
%�+����
	��������	�
separate contract. Bifurcated embedded derivatives are presented 
on the same balance sheet line as the host contract, and are 
�%�-�����<�
��"]	����
%��P����(�!�
!	���:��	
�:�!+��!�{��
��:�
%��
measurement and recognition principles applied.

Typically, UBS AG applies the fair value option to hybrid instru-
���
���!�(�!�
���
�����(�!���!����(�!�	
���&�����-%��%��	�����(*!-
cation of an embedded derivative component is not required.

��&���	�������
���
�
��	�������
���
��	!��������	��*�
���*�*
���K����!���
��������!�
*��!	-��;�!
������(��!���
������&�	:	���
�-%��%������
���	����!!�-�
����+�*���!�������
�!���	��������
����'

Loan commitments that can be cancelled at any time by UBS 
AG at its discretion, according to their general terms and condi-

������ 	!�� ��
� !���:��K��� ��� 
%�� �	�	���� �%��
� 	��� 	!�� ��
�
����*�������
%���((J�	�	���J�%��
��������*!��'��;���	���	���!	--
��-���+�
%����*�
�!;	!
+��
%��	��*�
��(�
%����	�����	���*�
���
(�!����	���!�	����-�
%�Loans and receivables. Refer to item 10 for 
more information.
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�	��������������	
���������������	��������	���������	��������

O!!�>��	������	�������
���
���-%�!���������%	�����!�:%
�
��
-�
%�!	-�
%����	�������
���
����������*���	
���
��
%�����-
���	!+���!�-%��%�	!��!�>��	�������+��*��
��	*
��	
����	�����	
����
*;�����
�!��!	
�������	���!!�-�!z���!���
-�!
%�����&�	!����	������
��
��
%��(����-��:��	
�:�!���#
 – derivative loan commitments, being loan commitments that 

can be settled net in cash or by delivering or issuing another 
�	���	�����
!*���
���!���	�������
���
��(�!�-%��%�
%�!�����	�
past practice of selling those loans resulting from similar loan 
�����
���
����(�!���!��%�!
�+�	(
�!��!�:��	
����

 – ��	�������
���
������:�	
���	
�(	�!�>	�*��
%!�*:%�;!�
�	���
������!�(�!�
���
�����(�!���!����(�!�	
���&�	��

 – all other loan commitments. These are not recorded in the bal-
	�����%��
���*
�	�;!�>���������!���:��K����(��
����;!��	����
%	
�	�
loss has been incurred and a reliable estimate of the amount of 
the obligation can be made. Other loan commitments include 
�!!�>��	����(�!-	!���
	!
��:�!�>�!���!�;*!�%	���	����!!�>��	����
���*!�
���� ��!!�-��:� 	:!�����
�'� ��+� �%	�:�� ��� 
%�� ��	����
+�
relating to these other loan commitments is recorded in the 
income statement in Credit loss expense / recovery. Refer to 
items 11 and 27 for more information.

�]&�E��	���	��:*	!	�
������
!	�
�
Financial guarantee contracts are contracts that require the issuer 

�� �	I�� �;������ ;	+���
�� 
�� !����*!��� 
%�� %����!� (�!� 	��
���*!!�����������	*���	��;���������
�!�(	����
���	I��;	+���
��
-%����*�����	���!�	����-�
%�
%��
�!����(�	��;���������
����
!*-
���
'�����������*����*�%��	���	��:*	!	�
����
���	�I����	���	��
institutions and other parties on behalf of clients to secure loans, 
overdrafts and other banking facilities.

��!
	��� -!�

��� �	���	�� :*	!	�
���� 
%	
� 	!�� �	�	:��� ��� 	�
(	�!�>	�*���	����	!������:�	
���	
�(	�!�>	�*��
%!�*:%�;!�
��!�����'�
Refer to item 8 for more information. Financial guarantees that 
	!����
��	�	:������	�(	�!�>	�*���	����	!�����
�	��+�!���:��K������

%���	���	���
	
����
��	
�(	�!�>	�*�'��*���[*��
�
�����
�	��!���:-
��
�����
%�����	���	��:*	!	�
����	!����	�*!���	
�
%��%�:%�!��(�

%��	��*�
����
�	��+�!���:��K���������*�*�	
�>��	��!
�K	
�����	���
to the extent a payment under the guarantee has become prob-

able, the present value of the expected payment. Any change in 
the liability relating to probable expected payments resulting from 
guarantees is recorded in the income statement in Credit loss 
expense / recovery.

��&��	�%�	����	�%��[*�>	���
�
E�!�
%��;*!;������(�
%���
	
����
��(��	�%�{�-����	�%�	����	�%�
�[*�>	���
�����;!�����	�	�����-�
%�	���!�:��	���	
*!�
+��(�
%!���
months or less including cash, money market paper and balances 
-�
%����
!	��	����
%�!��	�I�'

�$&�`%+���	���������
���
Physical commodities (precious metals, base metals and other 
�������
���&�%�����+��������	��	�!��*�
��(��
���!�I�!J
!	��!�	�
�>-
ities are accounted for at fair value less costs to sell and recog-
��K���-�
%���Trading portfolio assets. Changes in fair value less 
costs to sell are recorded in Net trading income.

"�&�`!�;�!
+���[*�;���
�	�����(
-	!�
`!�;�!
+���[*�;���
�	�����(
-	!������*�����-�J*����;!�;�!
�����
��	��%���� ��;!�>����
��� ��(�!�	
���� 
��%����:+� %	!�-	!���
�/
�!�	��+�;*!�%	����	�����
�!�	��+�:���!	
�����(
-	!��	������-
munication and other similar equipment. All Property, equipment 
and software�����	!!����	
����
��-%��%�����*�����	;�
	��K�����
�!��
�
(!���	�����	
�����!!�-��:���-%�!��	;;���	���&�������	��*�*�	
���
��;!���	
����	�����;	�!���
���������	������!�>��-���;�!�����	��+�
for impairment.

 ➔ Refer to Note 16 for more information on property and 

equipment

Leasehold improvements
��	��%���� ��;!�>����
�� 	!�� ��>��
���
�� �	��� 
�� �*�
���K��
�*�����:��	����(�������*;����*���!��;�!	
��:���	������
!	�
��
��
make them suitable for their intended purpose. The present value 
of estimated reinstatement costs required to bring a leased prop-
erty back into its original condition at the end of the lease is capi-

	��K���	��;	!
��(�
�
	����	��%������;!�>����
��-�
%�	���!!��;���-
��:���	����
+�!���:��K���
��!�{��
�
%������:	
�������*!!��'
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%!�*:%���;!���	
�����(�
%���	;�
	��K�����	��%���� ��;!�>����
��
over their estimated useful lives and the resulting liability is extin-
guished as cash payments are made.

Property held for sale
Where UBS AG has decided to sell non-current assets such as prop-
erty or equipment and the sale of these assets is highly probable to 
���*!�-�
%����"����
%���
%����	���
��	!����	������	�����J�*!!��
�
	���
��%����(�!��	���	���	!��!���	������
��Other assets. Upon clas-
���	
����	��%����(�!��	����
%�+�	!��������:�!���;!���	
���	���	!��
�	!!����	
�
%����-�!��(����I�>	�*���!�(	�!�>	�*����������
�
������'

Software
��(
-	!����>���;���
����
��	!���	;�
	��K������+�-%���
%�����
��
can be measured reliably and it is probable that future economic 
����
��-����	!���'

Estimated useful life of property, equipment and software
���	���
�-�
%���;!�;�!
+���[*�;���
�	�����(
-	!�������;!���	
���
on a straight-line basis over its estimated useful life. Depreciation 
�(�	��	���
�-�
%���;!�;�!
+���[*�;���
�	�����(
-	!����:����-%���
�
����	>	��	����(�!�*����
%	
�����-%����
�������
%�����	
����	��������-
tion necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner 
intended by management.

Estimated useful life of property, equipment and software

Properties, excluding land <�
��/������:��]�+�	!�
Leasehold improvements Residual lease term
Other machines and equipment <�
��/������:����+�	!�
O?�%	!�-	!��	�������*���	
����
equipment

<�
��/������:���+�	!�

��(
-	!� <�
��/������:����+�	!�

"�&�����-����	�����
	�:�����	���
�
����-����!�;!����
��
%���/������(�
%�����
��(�	��	�[*���
�����>�!�

%��(	�!�>	�*���(�������z���%	!���(���
�����
�	����	���
���(�
%��
	�[*�!�����
�
+�	
�
%���	
���(�	�[*���
���'�����-���������
�	��!-

�K��'�O
����
��
���	��*	��+�(�!���;	�!���
�	����	���
���	��+��-%���
an indication of impairment exists at the end of each reporting 
;�!���'�E�!�:���-���� ��;	�!���
�
��
��:�;*!;����������������-
����!��
%����:���
��!�;�!
������<�
��"	�	����;	!	
���	�%J:���!-
	
��:� *��
��� ������ 
%��� ��� 
%�� ��>��� 	
� -%��%� 
%�� ;�!(�!�	���� �(�
��>��
���
�����!�>��-���	���	���������+��	�	:����
'�?%��!���>-
erable amount of a segment is determined on the basis of its 
value-in-use.

O�
	�:�����	���
��	!�����;!������(���;	!	
��+�����
�	������
	�-
gible items arising from business combinations and certain pur-
chased trademarks and similar items. Intangible assets are recog-
��K���	
����
'�?%�����
��(�	����
	�:�����	���
�	�[*�!������	��*�������
combination is its fair value at the date of acquisition. Intangible 
	���
��-�
%�	�����
��*��(*����(��	!��	��!
�K���*���:�
%���
!	�:%
J
line method over their estimated useful life, generally not exceed-
��:�"��+�	!�'�O�
	�:�����	���
��-�
%�	��������
��*��(*����(��	!����
�
	��!
�K��'�O����	!�+�	����	���������
������
	�:�����	���
��%	>��	�
����
��*��(*����(�'��
��	�%��	�	�����%��
��	
�����
	�:�����	���
��
	!�� !�>��-��� (�!� �����	
����� �(� ��;	�!���
'� O(� �*�%� �����	
�����
�/��
�� 
%�� ��
	�:�����	���
��	!��	�	�+K���
��	������-%�
%�!� 
%��!�
carrying amount is fully recoverable. An impairment loss is recog-
��K����(�
%���	!!+��:�	��*�
��/������
%��!���>�!	����	��*�
'

O�
	�:����� 	���
�� 	!�� ��	������ ��
�� 
-�� �	
�:�!���#� ��&� ��(!	-
�
!*�
*!�� 	��� ���&� �*�
���!� !��	
����%�;��� ���
!	�
*	�� !�:%
�� 	���
�
%�!'�O�(!	�
!*�
*!��������
���(�	��!	��%���
-�!I���
	�:�����	���
�
!���:��K��� ��� ������
���� -�
%� 
%�� 	�[*���
���� �(� `	���_����!�
Group, Inc. Client relationships, contractual rights and other 
includes mainly intangible assets for client relationships, non-
compete agreements, favorable contracts, trademarks and trade 
names acquired in business combinations.

 ➔ Refer to Note 17 for more information on goodwill and 

intangible assets

""&�O������
	/��
O������
	/�;	+	�������;!�
�����!���:��K���	��	���/;������	����
��� 
%�� 	;;���	���� 
	/� �	-�� ��� �	�%� \*!�����
���� ��� 
%�� ;�!���� ���
-%��%�;!�
��	!���'�?%��
	/��((��
���(��������
	/��������	>	��	����
(�!��	!!+�(�!-	!��	!��!���:��K���	��	���(�!!���
	/�	���
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����;!��-
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� ��	�������;!�
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�-%��%�
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��	!�� !���:��K��� (�!� 
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����+�
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�
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� -%��%� 
%���� ��((�!������ �	�� ��� *
���K��'�
��(�!!��� 
	/� ��	����
���� 	!�� !���:��K��� (�!� 
��;�!	!+� ��((�!������
��
-����
%���	!!+��:�	��*�
���(�	���
��	�����	����
�������
%���	�-
	�����%��
�
%	
�!�{��
�
%���/;��
	
����
%	
���!
	����
����-����:�>��
rise to taxable income in future periods. Deferred tax assets and 
liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply 
���
%��;�!�������-%��%�
%��	���
�-�������!�	��K����!�
%����	����
+�-����
be settled.

��(�!!���	����*!!��
�
	/�	���
��	�����	����
����	!���((��
�-%���
they arise from the same tax reporting group, they relate to the 
same tax authority, the legal right to offset exists, and they are 
��
������
�������

������
��!�!�	��K������*�
	���*��+'
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	/�����
�
or expense in the income statement except for current and 
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	/���!���:��K�����&�*;���
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%���	����(�
!�	�*!+��%	!��'���(�!!���
	/���!���:��K������	��*��-
����� ������	
���� �;���
� ��&&� 	!�� �������!��� -%��� ��
�!�����:�
:���-���'����*�
��!��	
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��;���
�����&�	�������&�	!��!���:��K������
Other comprehensive income -�
%�� Equity.

 ➔ Refer to Note 8 for more information on income taxes
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the contractual terms, and, therefore, it does not affect the 
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adjusted for changes in fair value related to the hedged expo-
sure. Refer to item 15 for more information on hedge account-
ing. In most cases, structured notes issued are designated at fair 
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tured notes contain an embedded derivative, or both. Refer to 
item 8 for more information on the fair value option. The fair 
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tain embedded derivatives that reference foreign exchange rates 
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ded derivative component is measured on a fair value basis and 
the related underlying debt host component is measured on an 
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embedded derivatives.

Debt issued and subsequently repurchased in relation to mar-
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on debt issued.

 ➔ Refer to Note 21 for more information on debt issued
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 ➔ Refer to Note 28 for more information on pension and other 
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Transfer of deferred compensation plans
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notional fund and deferred cash compensation plans. This section 
separately describes the accounting policies applied to these plans 
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transfer of deferred compensation plans.

Periods prior to the Group reorganization and transfer of 
deferred compensation plans

Equity participation plans
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If the employee is not required to provide future services, such 
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date if certain non-vesting conditions are not met. Forfeiture 
events resulting from breach of a non-vesting condition do not 
result in a reversal of compensation expense.
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 ➔ Refer to Note 29 for more information on equity participation 

plans

Other compensation plans
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 ➔ Refer to Note 29 for more information on other compensation 

plans

Periods post the Group reorganization and transfer of deferred 
compensation plans

Equity participation plans
UBS Group AG has established, and maintains the obligation to 
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If the employee is not required to provide future services, such 
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date if certain non-vesting conditions are not met. Forfeiture 
events resulting from breach of a non-vesting condition do not 
result in a reversal of compensation expense.
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 ➔ Refer to Note 29 for more information on equity participation 

plans

Other compensation plans
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 ➔ Refer to Note 29 for more information on other compensation 

plans
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Financial liabilities from unit-linked investment contracts are pre-
sented as Other liabilities on the balance sheet. These contracts 
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resents the amounts due to unit holders and is equal to the fair 
value of the reference asset pool. Assets held under unit-linked 
investment contracts are presented as Trading portfolio assets.

 ➔ Refer to Notes 13 and 23 for more information on unit-linked 

investment contracts

"]&�`!�>������
Provisions are liabilities of uncertain timing or amount, and are 
!���:��K���-%����������%	��	�;!����
�����:	
����	��	�!��*�
��(�	�
;	�
� �>��
�� �
� ��� ;!��	���� 
%	
� 	�� �*
{�-� �(� !���*!���� -���� ���
required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate of the 
amount of the obligation can be made.

The majority of UBS AG’s provisions relate to litigation, regula-

�!+� 	��� �����	!� �	

�!��� !��
!*�
*!��:�� ��;��+��� ����
��� !�	��
estate and loan commitments and guarantees. Provisions that are 
�����	!�����	
*!��	!��	::!�:	
���
��(�!��	���	����-%����
%��!��	��-
��:�;!�>������������*���:�
%�����(��������:���	�
�	��*�
��	!��;!�-
sented under Other provisions. Provisions are presented sepa-
!	
��+� ��� 
%�� �	�	���� �%��
� 	���� -%��� 
%�+� 	!�� ��� ���:�!�
�������!��� *���!
	��� ��� 
����:� �!� 	��*�
�� 	!�� !���	������ 
��
Other liabilities – Other.
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���� ��� !���:��K��� ;!�>������� (�!� ��
�:	
����� !�:*�	
�!+� 	���
�����	!��	

�!��-%�������
%���;�������(��	�	:����
�	(
�!����I-
ing legal advice, it is more likely than not that UBS AG has a pres-
ent legal or constructive obligation as a result of past events, it is 
;!��	����
%	
�	���*
{�-��(�!���*!����-�������!�[*�!����	���
%��
amount can be reliably estimated. Where these factors are other-
-�����	
������	�;!�>�������	+������
	����%���(�!���	����
%	
�%	>��
not yet been asserted against UBS AG, but are nevertheless 
�/;��
���
�������	�������
%���/;�!�������(��������-�
%������	!�
asserted claims.

N��
!*�
*!��:�;!�>�������	!�� !���:��K���-%���	���
	�����	���
formal restructuring plan has been approved and a valid expecta-

���� %	�� ����� !	����� 
%	
� 
%�� !��
!*�
*!��:� -���� ��� �	!!���� �*
��
either through commencement of the plan or announcements to 
affected employees.

`!�>�������	!��!���:��K���(�!���	������
!	�
���(�
%��*�	>���	����
���
���(�	����
!	�
��/�����
%������
���/;��
���
�����!����>���
*���!� �
� ����!�*�� ��	��� ���
!	�
�&'� E�!��/	�;���� 
%����	+����*!�
-%���	���:���	�
�;�!
�����(�	���	����;!�;�!
+�����/;��
���
�����
vacant for an extended period.

`!�>������� (�!� ��;��+��� ����
�� 	!�� !���:��K��� �	���+� ���
respect of service anniversaries and sabbatical leave.

`!�>�������	!��!���:��K���	
�
%�����
���
��	
���(�
%���������!-
ation required to settle the present obligation at the balance sheet 
date. Such estimates are based on all available information and 
are revised over time as more information becomes available. If 
the effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are 
discounted and measured at the present value of the expenditure 
expected to settle or discharge the obligation, using a rate that 
!�{��
�� 
%�� �*!!��
� �	!I�
� 	��������
�� �(� 
%�� 
���� >	�*�� �(�
����+�	���
%��!��I���;�����
��
%������:	
���'

��;!�>�����������
�!���:��K���-%����������%	��	�;!����
�����-
gation that has arisen from past events but it is not probable that 
	���*
{�-��(� !���*!����-���� ��� !�[*�!��� 
�� ��

��� �
�� �!� 	� �*(-
ciently reliable estimate of the amount of the obligation cannot 
be made. Instead, a contingent liability is disclosed, unless the 
��I���%�����(�	���*
{�-��(�!���*!�������!���
�'����
��:��
���	���-
ities are also disclosed for possible obligations that arise from past 
�>��
��-%�����/��
�����-����������!�������+��+�*���!
	���(*
*!��
�>��
����
�-%���+�-�
%���
%�����
!����(�������'

 ➔ Refer to Note 22 for more information on provisions

"�&�M[*�
+��
!�	�*!+��%	!���	������
!	�
�������������%	!��

Non-controlling interests and preferred noteholders
*��� ���� and Equity are presented including non-controlling 
interests and preferred noteholders. *��� ���� is split into Net 
�����	������	�������+01�23���	����
��� *��������	������	����
to non-controlling interests and *��� ����� 	������	���� ��� ��-
ferred noteholders. Equity is split into Equity attributable to UBS 
AG shareholders, Equity attributable to non-controlling interests 
and Equity attributable to preferred noteholders.

UBS AG shares held (treasury shares)
UBS AG shares held by UBS AG are presented in Equity as Treasury 
shares�	
�
%��!�	�[*���
�������
��-%��%�����*����
!	��	�
�������
�'�
Treasury shares are deducted from Equity until they are cancelled 
�!� !����*��'�?%����((�!�������
-����
%��;!������� (!����	�����(�

!�	�*!+��%	!���	���
%��!�-��:%
���	>�!	:�����
����
��(�
	/���(�	�+&�
is reported as Share premium.

Preferred notes issued to non-consolidated preferred  
securities entities
����������*����*��!���	
�����
����
%	
�����
%��;!�(�!!�����
��&�
to certain non-consolidated entities that issued preferred securi-
ties. UBS AG has fully and unconditionally guaranteed all con-
tractual payments on the preferred securities. UBS AG’s obliga-
tions under these guarantees are subordinated to the full prior 
payment of the deposit liabilities of UBS AG and all other liabili-
ties of UBS AG. The preferred notes do not contain a contractual 
����:	
���� 
������>�!� �	�%� 	���� 
%�!�(�!��� 
%�+� 	!�� ��	������ 	��
equity instruments. They are presented as Equity attributable to 
preferred noteholders on the consolidated balance sheet and 
statement of changes in equity. Distributions on these preferred 
notes are presented as *��������	������	������������
�����-
holders in the consolidated income statement and statement of 
comprehensive income.

Net cash settlement contracts
Prior to the share-for-share exchange, UBS AG issued contracts on 
�-�� �%	!��� 
%	
� !�[*�!��� ��
� �	�%� ��

�����
�� �!� ;!�>����� 
%��
��*�
�!;	!
+��!��������-�
%�	���

�����
��;
����-%��%�����*����
	��%������(���

���:���
�����	�%'�?%�������
!	�
��-�!����	������	��
%����(�!�
!	���:��-�
%��%	�:������(	�!�>	�*��!�;�!
������
%���������
statement as Net trading income.

E����-��:�
%���%	!�J(�!J�%	!���/�%	�:���
%�������
!	�
�����-

��*��
�����	���*�
���(�!����
%���	����	���!��%�-�>�!��
%�+�	!��
������:�!���	������	�����
!	�
������-���%	!��'
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�	��������������	
���������������	��������	���������	��������

"$&�<��J�*!!��
�	���
��	������;��	��:!�*;��%����(�!��	��
���� ��� ��	������ ����>��*	�� ���J�*!!��
� 	���
�� 	��� ���;��	��
groups as held for sale if such assets or disposal groups are avail-
able for immediate sale in their present condition subject to terms 
that are usual and customary for sales of such assets or disposal 
groups and their sale is considered highly probable. For a sale to 
be highly probable, management must be committed to a plan to 
sell such assets and must be actively looking for a buyer. Further-
more, the assets must be actively marketed at a reasonable sales 
price in relation to their fair value and the sale must be expected 

��������;��
���-�
%�������+�	!'�����
��%����(�!��	���	������;��	��
:!�*;��	!����	�*!���	
�
%����-�!��(�
%��!��	!!+��:�	��*�
�	���
fair value less costs to sell and are presented in Other assets and 
Other liabilities'�<��J�*!!��
�	���
��	��� ��	����
�����(� �*�����	!����
	!����	������	��%����(�!��	����(�
%��!��	!!+��:�	��*�
�-�������!���>-
ered principally through a sale transaction rather than through 
continuing use.

 ➔ Refer to Notes 18 and 23 for more information on non-current 

assets and disposal groups held for sale

��&���	���:
UBS AG enters into lease contracts, or contracts that include lease 
components, predominantly of premises and equipment, and pri-
marily as lessee. Leases that transfer substantially all the risks and 
!�-	!�����*
���
�������	!��+���:	��
�
������
%��*���!�+��:�	���
���	!��
��	������	���	������	���'������
%�!���	����	!����	������	���;�!-
ating leases.

����
����	����;*!�*	�
�
���	������	����	!��!���:��K������
%��
balance sheet as Property and equipment and are depreciated 
over the lesser of the useful life of the asset or the lease term, 
-�
%� ��!!��;�����:� 	��*�
�� ;	+	���� ����*���� ��� Due to 
banks / customers'�E��	�����%	!:���;	+	����	!��!���:��K������Net 
interest income over the period of the lease based on the interest 
rate implicit in the lease on the basis of a constant yield.

��	������
!	�
����	������	���;�!	
��:���	����-%�!������������

%���������	!���������������<�
����'�?%�������
!	�
������*������J
�	�����	�������:J
�!����	�����(��(����*�����:��������
��������
���	
����'�Q;�!	
��:� ��	��� !��
	���;	+	���� 	!�� !���:��K���	�� 	��
�/;��������	��
!	�:%
J������	�����>�!�
%����	���
�!���-%��%����-
������� -�
%� ���
!��� �(� 
%�� ;%+���	�� *��� �(� 
%�� ;!�;�!
+'� ��	���
incentives are treated as a reduction of rental expense and are 
!���:��K������	�������
��
��	�����>�!�
%����	���
�!�'

_%�!���������	�
��	�������!�*���!�	��	������	����	�!����>-
	���� ��� !���:��K��� ���Loans at an amount equal to the present 
value of the aggregate of the minimum lease payments plus any 
unguaranteed residual value that UBS AG expects to recover at 
the end of the lease term. Initial direct costs are also included in 
the initial measurement of the lease receivable. Lease payments 
received during the lease term are allocated to repayment of the 
�*
�
	����:�!����>	����	�����
�!��
��������
��!�{��
�	�����
	�
�
periodic rate of return on UBS AG’s net investment using the 
��
�!��
�!	
����;����
����
%����	��'��������!�>��-��
%����
��	
���
unguaranteed residual value annually and if the estimated resid-
*	��>	�*��
�����!�	��K�����������
%	��
%��	��*�
�	��*����	
���	���
����;
�����	���������!���:��K���(�!�
%���/;��
����%�!
(	��'

Certain arrangements do not take the legal form of a lease but 
convey a right to use an asset in return for a payment or series of 
payments. For such arrangements, UBS AG determines at the 
����;
���� �(� 
%�� 	!!	�:����
� -%�
%�!� 
%�� (*������
� �(� 
%��
	!!	�:����
������;�����
����
%��*����(�	��;�����	���
��!�	���
��
and, if so, the arrangement is accounted for as a lease.

 ➔ Refer to Note 33 for more information on operating leases and 

�������������

��&�E���������
UBS AG earns fee income from a diverse range of services it pro-
>����� 
�� �
�� �����
�'� E��� ������� �	�� ��� ��>����� ��
�� 
-�� �!�	��
categories: fees earned from services that are provided over a cer-
tain period of time (for example, investment fund fees, portfolio 
�	�	:����
�	���	�>���!+�(���&�	���(�����	!����(!���;!�>����:�

!	��	�
���J
+;����!>������(�!��/	�;����*���!-!�
��:�(�������!;�-
!	
���	����(����	����!�I�!	:��(���&'�E�����	!����(!�����!>�����

%	
� 	!�� ;!�>����� �>�!� 	� ��!
	��� ;�!���� �(� 
���� 	!�� !���:��K���
!	
	��+� �>�!� 
%�� ��!>���� ;�!����� -�
%� 
%�� �/��;
���� �(� ;�!(�!-
�	���J���I���(�����!�(������;����
��-�
%��;�����;�!(�!�	����
�!�
�!�	'��*�%�(����	!��!���:��K���-%���
%��;�!(�!�	�����!�
�!�	�
	!�� (*������ 	��� -%��� ������
	����
+� ��� !�	���	��+� 	��*!��'� E����
�	!���� (!��� ;!�>����:� 
!	��	�
���J
+;�� ��!>����� 	!�� !���:��K���
-%��� 
%�� ��!>���� %	�� ����� ���;��
��'� ����!	��+�� (���� 	!�� ;!�-
���
��� ��� 
%�� ������� �
	
����
� ��� ����� -�
%� 
%�� �	�	���� �%��
�
��	����	
�����(�
%��*���!�+��:����
!*���
�'
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With respect to loan commitment fees on lending arrange-
���
��-%�!��
%�!�����	�����
�	���/;��
	
����
%	
�
%��(	����
+�-�������
�!	-����-����*�%�(����	!����(�!!���*�
���
%����	������!	-����-��
	���	!�� 
%��� !���:��K���	��	��	�\*�
���
� 
�� 
%���((��
�>��+�����
over the life of the loan. If the commitment expires and the loan is 
��
��!	-����-��� 
%�� (����	!�� !���:��K���	�� !�>��*��-%��� 
%��
commitment expires. Where the initial expectation is that the facil-
�
+� ���*���I��+�
������!	-����-���
%�� ��	�������
���
�(����	!��
!���:��K������	��
!	�:%
J������	�����>�!�
%�������
���
�;�!���'�O(��
����*�%��	�����
%��(	����
+����*�
��	
��+��!	-����-���
%��*�	��!-

�K������;����
��(�
%����	�������
���
�(�������	��!
�K���	��	��
adjustment to the effective yield over the life of the loan.

 ➔ Refer to Note 4 for more information on net fee and commission 

income

�"&�E�!��:���*!!���+�
!	���	
���
Transactions denominated in foreign currency are translated into 
the functional currency of the reporting unit at the spot exchange 
rate on the date of the transaction. At the balance sheet date, all 
monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currency are 
translated to the functional currency using the closing exchange 
!	
�'� <��J����
	!+� �
���� ��	�*!��� 	
� %��
�!��	�� ���
� 	!�� 
!	��-
lated at the exchange rate on the date of the transaction. Foreign 
�*!!���+�
!	���	
������((�!����������	���	����>��
���
����	������
as available-for-sale are generally recorded directly in Equity until 

%��	���
����������!�����������;	�!��'�P�-�>�!��
!	���	
������((�!-
������ ��� 	>	��	���J(�!J�	��� ����
	!+� �	���	�� ��>��
���
�� 	!��
reported in Net trading income,�	���:�-�
%�	����
%�!�(�!��:���*!-
rency translation differences on monetary assets and liabilities.

Upon consolidation, assets and liabilities of foreign operations 
	!��
!	���	
�����
���-����(!	������PE&��������z��;!����
	
�����*!-
rency, at the closing exchange rate on the balance sheet date, and 
income and expense items are translated at the average rate for 
the period. The resulting foreign currency translation differences 
	

!��*
	���� 
�� ���� ��� �%	!�%����!�� 	!�� !���:��K��� ��!��
�+� ���
Foreign currency translation� -�
%��� Equity� -%��%� (�!��� ;	!
� �(�
Total equity attributable to UBS AG shareholders, -%�!�	�� 
%��
foreign currency translation differences attributable to non-con-

!�����:���
�!��
��	!���%�-��-�
%���Equity attributable to non-con-
trolling interests.

When a foreign operation is disposed or partially disposed of, 
the cumulative amount in Foreign currency translation� -�
%���
Equity� !��	
��� 
�� 
%	
� (�!��:�� �;�!	
���� ��� !���	������ 
�� 
%��
income statement as part of the gain or loss on disposal. When 
UBS AG disposes of a portion of its interest in a subsidiary that 
includes a foreign operation but retains control, the related por-

�����(�
%���*�*�	
�>���*!!���+�
!	���	
�����	�	�������!���	������
to Equity attributable to non-controlling interests. When UBS AG 
disposes of a portion of its investment in an associate or joint 
>��
*!��
%	
�����*����	�(�!��:���;�!	
����-%����!�
	����:���:��-
�	�
���{*������!�\���
����
!����
%��!��	
���;�!
�����(�
%���*�*�	-

�>�� �*!!���+� 
!	���	
���� �	�	���� ��� !���	������ 
�� 
%�� �������
statement.

 ➔ Refer to Note 36 for more information on currency translation 

rates

��&�M	!���:��;�!��%	!���M`�&
�*!��:�"�������������%	!���-�!�������
���(!���
%���O��	���
%��
<��M'�����(�����������!�"��������L��(�������z�����*����%	!���
-�!�� %���� �+� ���� �!�*;� ��� 	��� 
%�!�(�!�� -�!�� ��
� ;*�����+�
traded. Accordingly, earnings per share information is not pro-
vided for UBS AG.

��&���:���
�!�;�!
��:
���� ��z�� �*��������� 	!�� �!:	��K��� :���	��+� ��
�� >�� �*�������
divisions: Wealth Management, Wealth Management Americas, 
Personal & Corporate Banking, Asset Management and the 
O�>��
���
��	�I���*;;�!
����+�
%����!;�!	
�����
�!'�?%��>��
business divisions qualify as reportable segments for the purpose 
�(���:���
�!�;�!
��:�	����
�:�
%�!�-�
%�
%����!;�!	
�����
�!�
	��� �
�����;����
���!�{��
�
%���	�	:����
��
!*�
*!���(�����
AG. Additionally, the non-core activities and legacy positions for-
merly in the Investment Bank are managed and reported as a 
��;	!	
�� !�;�!
	���� ��:���
� -�
%��� 
%�� ��!;�!	
�� ���
�!� 	��
<��J��!��	�����:	�+�`�!
(����'�E��	���	����(�!�	
����	��*
�
%��
>���*���������>�������	���
%����!;�!	
�����
�!��-�
%��
�����-
;����
�&����;!����
�����;	!	
��+������
�!�	���	�	:����
�!�;�!
��

�� 
%���!�*;�M/��*
�>����	!���-%��%� ��� �������!��� 
%��@�%��(�
�;�!	
��:�����������	I�!H�-�
%���
%�����
�/
��(�OEN����Operat-
ing Segments.
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������z����
�!�	��	���*�
��:�;���������-%��%�����*����	�	:�-
ment accounting policies and service level agreements, determine 
the revenues and expenses directly attributable to each reportable 
segment. Internal charges and transfer pricing adjustments are 
!�{��
�������;�!	
��:�!��*�
���(�
%��!�;�!
	������:���
�'�?!	��	�-

�������
-����
%��!�;�!
	������:���
��	!���	!!�����*
�	
� ��
�!-
�	��+�	:!����!	
���	���	!��	����!�{��
������
%���;�!	
��:�!��*�
���(�
the reportable segments. Revenue-sharing agreements are used 

��	����	
���/
�!�	�������
�!�>��*���
��!�;�!
	������:���
��-%�!��
several reportable segments are involved in the value-creation 
chain. Commissions are credited to the reportable segments 
�	���� ��� 
%�� ��!!��;�����:� �����
� !��	
����%�;'� <�
� ��
�!��
�
income is generally allocated to the reportable segments based on 
their balance sheet positions. Interest income earned from man-
aging UBS AG’s consolidated equity is allocated to the reportable 
��:���
���	�������	>�!	:��	

!��*
����[*�
+'�Q-���!���
�:	����
	��� ������� ��� �	���	�� ��	����
���� ����:�	
��� 	
� (	�!� >	�*�� 	!��
excluded from the measurement of performance of the business 
divisions, are considered reconciling differences to UBS AG results 
and are reported collectively under Corporate Center – Group 
����
�	�����	����
+�R	�	:����
���!�*;���R&'

Assets and liabilities of the reportable segments are funded 

%!�*:%�	�����>��
���-�
%���!;�!	
�����
�!�X��!�*;�����
�	���
��	����
+�R	�	:����
��	���
%����
���
�!��
��	!:������!�{��
������
the results of each reportable segment. Total intersegment reve-
nues for UBS AG are immaterial as the majority of the revenues 
are allocated across the segments by means of revenue-sharing 
agreements.

��:���
��	�	�����%��
�	���
��	!���	�������	�
%�!�J;	!
+�>��-�
	��� ��� ��
� ����*��� ��
�!���;	�+� �	�	����'� ?%��� >��-� ��� ��� �����
-�
%���
�!�	��!�;�!
��:�
���	�	:����
'���!
	���	���
���	�	:���
centrally by Corporate Center – Services and Corporate Center – 
Group Asset and Liability Management (including property and 
�[*�;���
�	�����!
	����	���	��	���
�&��	+����	����	
���
��
%��
��:���
����� 	��	���� ��((�!��
� 
�� 
%	
�-%��%� 
%�� ��!!��;�����:�
���
��	���|��!�!�>��*���	!��	����	
��'�E�!��/	�;������!
	���	���
��
that are reported in Corporate Center – Services or Corporate 
Center – Group Asset and Liability Management may be retained 
on the balance sheets of these components of Corporate Center 
��
-�
%�
	����:�
%	
�
%�����
��	���|��!�!�>��*���	�����	
���-�
%�
these assets may be entirely or partially allocated to the segments. 
Similarly, certain assets are reported in the business divisions, 
-%�!�	��
%����!!��;�����:����
��	���|��!�!�>��*���	!����
�!��+��!�
partially allocated to Corporate Center – Services and Corporate 
Center – Group Asset and Liability Management.

For the purpose of segment reporting under IFRS 8, non-current 
assets consist of investments in associates and joint ventures, good-
-������
%�!���
	�:�����	���
��	���;!�;�!
+����[*�;���
�	�����(
-	!�'

 ➔ Refer to Note 2 for more information on segment reporting

��&�<�

��:
���������
���	���	��	���
��	�����	����
��������
���	�	�����%��
��(�
it has the unconditional and legally enforceable right to set-off 

%��!���:��K���	��*�
�����
%����
%����!�	����*!����(��*�������
and in the event of default, bankruptcy or insolvency of the entity 
and all of the counterparties, and intends either to settle on a net 
�	������!�
��!�	��K��
%��	���
�	�����

���
%����	����
+����*�
	���*��+'�
<�

���;���
����� ����*���� (�!��/	�;�����>�!J
%�J��*�
�!� ��
�!��
�
!	
���-	;��
!	��	�
���-�
%�
%������������	!��:�P�*������

����+�
currency and across maturity dates, and repurchase and reverse 
!�;*!�%	���
!	��	�
�������
�!�����
��-�
%���
%�
%������������	!-
ing House and the Fixed Income Clearing Corporation, netted by 
counterparty, currency, central securities depository and maturity, 
	�� -���� 	�� 
!	��	�
����� -�
%� >	!��*�� �
%�!� ��*�
�!;	!
�����
exchanges and clearing houses.

O��	�������:�-%�
%�!����������
�����
����
%�!���

������	���
�
�	������!�
��!�	��K��
%��	���
�	�����

���
%����	����
+����*�
	���*��+��
emphasis is placed on the effectiveness of operational settlement 
mechanics in eliminating substantially all credit and liquidity expo-
�*!����
-����
%����*�
�!;	!
���'�?%��������
����;!���*�����((��
-
ting on the balance sheet for substantial amounts of UBS AG’s 
�	���	��	���
��	�����	����
������>���
%�*:%�
%�+��	+�����*�\��
�
��
enforceable netting arrangements. For derivative contracts, bal-
ance sheet offsetting is generally only permitted in circumstances 
���-%��%�	��	!I�
���

�����
����%	������/��
��>�	�	���/�%	�:��
or clearing house that effectively accomplishes net settlement 
through a daily cash margining process. For repurchase arrange-
���
��	������*!�
�����	����:����	�	�����%��
��((��

��:��	+����
permitted only to the extent that the settlement mechanism elim-
��	
����!�!��*�
���������:���	�
��!���
�	�����[*���
+�!��I'

 ➔ ��
����	��	���"&�
	���	�����
	�����	��	��	

�����������������

�������������������������������

��&�<�:	
�>����
�!��

<�:	
�>����
�!��
��������	!����:����	��	���	��	���
��������
����
�

%������
�����(���
�!��
��������	���
%�!�(�!����:	
�>����
�!��
����
�	���	��	���
��	�����:	
�>����
�!��
�����	���	����	����
�������;!�-
���
���-�
%���Interest expense and Interest income respectively. 

 ➔ Refer to Note 3 for more information on interest income and 

interest expense
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b) Changes in accounting policies, comparability and other adjustments

1�	�����������	���$�%��4�
�������������	���	�
��	����#���	�����
O��"������������!������
������
�����(��	�%�	����	�%��[*�>	-
���
��;!����
��� ��� 
%�� �
	
����
��(� �	�%�{�-�� 
���/��*����	�%�
����	
�!	�� !����>	����������!�>	
�>�� ���
!*���
��-�
%��	�I���*�-

�!;	!
���'�?%��!���������
�������������
��
�-�
%�
%��
!�	
���
�
of these receivables in UBS AG’s liquidity and funding manage-
���
� (!	��-�!I� 	��� -�
%� ��[*���
+� 	��� (*����:� !�:*�	
������
-%��%����	����((��
�>�����"�����	�������������!���
��!��*�
����
%��
presentation of more relevant information. 

���;	!	
�>��;�!������(�!�	
����-	��!��
	
���	���!���:�+'����	�
result, cash and cash equivalents as of 31 December 2014, 
����������!�"����	�������������!�"��"�-�!��!��*�����+��PE�
10,265 million, CHF 8,982 million and CHF 12,393 million, 
!��;��
�>��+'�Q��	�!��
	
����	������	�%�{�-�(!����;�!	
��:�	�
�>�-
ties for the year ended 31 December 2014 decreased by CHF 
���$�����������"���#����!�	����+��PE��������������&�	���
%��:	���
from effects of exchange rate differences on cash and cash equiv-
alents decreased by CHF 89 million for the same period (2013: 
�����(!����*!!���+��((��
�����!�	�����+��PE����������&'

"����%����	���	�	��	��������������
�����	����	�����
����
�
������������	�����

���� ��� !�:*�	!�+� !�>��-�� 
%�� 	�
*	!�	�� 	��*�;
����� *���� ���
�	��*�	
��:��
������������
�����:	
�����
����
�!�����
%��!����-
tinuing relevance. 

O��"�������������	!!�����*
�	���
%�����:+�!�>��-��(�
%��
	�
*	!�	�� 	��*�;
����� *���� ��� �	��*�	
��:� �
�� ������ ����
�
����:	
���� (�!� �
�� �-���� ;������� ;�	�'� ��� 	� !��*�
�� ���� ���
enhanced its methodology for estimating the discount rate by 
��;!�>��:�
%������
!*�
�����(�
%��+������*!>��-%�!��
%���	!I�
�
(�!����:�
���!��	
*!�
�����(��-����%�:%J[*	��
+���!;�!	
��������
-	�� ��
� �*(����
�+� ���;'� E*!
%�!��!��� ���� ��� !����� �
��
approach to estimating the rate of salary increases, the rate of 
interest credit on retirement savings, the employee turnover 
rate, the rate of employee disabilities and the rate of marriage. 
These improvements in estimates resulted in a total net decrease 
��� 
%�� ������ ����
� ����:	
���� ���Q&� �(� 
%�� �-���� ;�������
;�	�� �(� �PE� "'�� ��������� �(� -%��%� �PE� �'�� �������� !��	
��� 
��
����:!	;%���	��*�;
�����	����PE��'����������!��	
���
���	�-

cial assumptions, and a corresponding increase in Other com-
prehensive income. 

E*!
%�!��!��� ���� ��� ��%	����� ��
%�����:���� 	��� !�����
approaches used to estimate various actuarial assumptions for its 
UK and other pension plans. These improvements in estimates 
resulted in a total net decrease in the DBO of the UK pension plan 
�(� �PE� �'"� ��������� �(� -%��%� �PE� �'�� �������� !��	
��� 
�� ����-
:!	;%��� 	��*�;
����� 	��� �PE� �'�� �������� !��	
��� 
�� �	���	��
assumptions, and a corresponding increase in Other comprehen-
sive income.

Valuation methodology for the own credit component of 
��	���	����	���������
�����	��
�	���	���	���
In 2015, UBS AG made enhancements to its valuation methodol-
�:+�(�!�
%���-���!���
����;����
��(�(	�!�>	�*���(��	���	����	����-
ties designated at fair value. Prior to the fourth quarter of 2015, 
�-�� �!���
� -	�� ��
��	
��� *���:� 	� (*���� 
!	��(�!� ;!����:� �*!>��
�E?`&��-%��%�-	����!�>����+������*�
��:������!�*;������������-
�	
��&���-����*	���������!����
��*!>���;!�	����-�
%�
%�������*�
�
;!��	!��+� !�{��
��:� 
%�� ��((�!������ ��
-���� 
%�� �;!�	��� ��� 
%��
�����!�*����*!������
��	!I�
�(�!������!�*;�������������	
��&�
���
� 	��� 
%�� ��>���� 	
� -%��%� ���� �!�*;� ��� ���������	
��&�
����*�J
�!����
����R?<&�-�!�����*��'�����������������:J�	
���
�����!�*;�������������	
��&�R?<����*	����>��*�����(����-��:�
�����!�*;���z�����������	
��&��*�������
!	��(�!�	
�����!��*�
���
in a reduction in the observable market data available to bench-
�	!I� 
%�� E? '̀� E!��� 
%�� (�*!
%� [*	!
�!� �(� "���� ��-	!���� �-��
�!���
������
��	
���*���:�	���-���!���
�	�\*�
���
��*!>���Q��&��
-%��%�����!;�!	
�����!������!>	�����	!I�
��	
	������*���:��	!-
I�
J����!>���������	!+�;!�����(�!������!�*;�������������	
��&�
�����!� ���
�� ���� �!�*;� ��� ���������	
��&� �!���
� ��(	*�
� �-	;�
����&� �;!�	��� 	��� �����!� ���
� �*!>��� �(� ;��!�'� ?%��� �%	�:�� ���
	���*�
��:���
��	
��-	���	��K������
%��(�*!
%�[*	!
�!��(�"�����
(����-��:� 	� �*�
�J;�!���� ��;�����
	
���� ;!�\��
� 
�� ��>���;� 	��
enhanced fair value approach supported by related infrastructure 
��%	������
�'� ?%�� �%	�:��-	�� ��;�����
������	�;!��;��
�>��
basis in the fourth quarter of 2015 and resulted in a gain of CHF 
"��������������	�
�
	���	!!+��:�	��*�
��(��PE����������������	�-
cial liabilities designated at fair value.
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����
���	��+���������-�����	!�+�	��;
�
%���-���!���
�;!����
	-

����!�[*�!����
���(�OEN��$����
%��!�
�[*	!
�!��(�"���'�<��!��
	
�-
ment of prior periods is required. Under IFRS 9, changes in the fair 
>	�*���(��	���	����	����
��������:�	
���	
�(	�!�>	�*��
%!�*:%�;!�
�
	��������!��	
���
���-���!���
�-�������!���:��K������Q
%�!����;!�-
%����>���������	���-������
����!���	������
��
%����������
	
�-
���
'��������-����	��;
�
%���
%�!�!�[*�!����
���(�OEN��$����	�-
���	
����	�����	�*!����
����;	�!���
�	���%��:��	���*�
��:&�
as of the mandatory effective date in 2018.

Global Asset Management renamed Asset Management
During 2015, the business division Global Asset Management 
-	�� !��	���� ����
� R	�	:����
'� ?%��� �%	�:�� ��� !�{��
���
throughout this report. 

Retail & Corporate renamed Personal & Corporate Banking
Effective 2016, the business division Retail & Corporate has been 
!��	����`�!���	������!;�!	
���	�I��:'�?%����%	�:�����!�{��
���
throughout this report.

New structure of the Corporate Center
����(��� )	�*	!+�"�������!;�!	
�����
�!�X���!�� E*��
�����-	��
!��!:	��K�����
��
-����-�*��
�����!;�!	
�����
�!�X���!>�����	���
Corporate Center – Group Asset and Liability Management 
��!�*;���R&'�?%�!�(�!������������-�!�;�!
�#���&���!;�!	
�����-

�!�X���!>���������&���!;�!	
�����
�!�X��!�*;���R�	�������&���!;�-
!	
�� ���
�!� X� <��J��!�� 	��� ��:	�+� `�!
(����� ��;	!	
��+�� -%��%�
enhances the transparency on Corporate Center activities.

Group ALM is responsible for centrally managing UBS AG’s 
��[*���
+�	���(*����:�;���
�����	��-����	��;!�>����:��
%�!��	�	����
sheet and capital management services to UBS AG. Most of the 
income generated and expenses incurred by Group ALM from 
these activities continues to be allocated to the business divisions 
and other Corporate Center units. Additional transparency on 
revenue allocations from Group ALM to business divisions and 
�
%�!���!;�!	
�����
�!�*��
�� ���;!�>����� ���<�
��"'�Q-���!���
�
:	����	��������������	���	����	����
��������:�	
���	
�(	�!�>	�*��	!��
presented in Group ALM. 

Corporate Center – Services includes UBS AG’s central control 
functions and all logistics and support functions serving the busi-
ness divisions and other Corporate Center units. Most of the 
expenses of Corporate Center – Services are allocated to the busi-
ness divisions and other Corporate Center units.

 ➔ Refer to Note 2 for more information

Service and personnel allocations from Corporate Center – 
 Services to business divisions and other Corporate Center units 
In 2015, UBS AG revised the presentation of service allocations 
from Corporate Center – Services to the business divisions and 
�
%�!���!;�!	
�����
�!�*��
��
����

�!�!�{��
�
%�����������!��	-

���J�%�;���
-���� 
%��'�?%���� ���
�	����	
�����-�!��;!�>��*��+�
;!����
���-�
%���
%��Personnel expenses, General and adminis-
trative expenses and Depreciation and impairment of property, 
equipment and software� ����� �
����	���	!����-�+�;!����
��� ���
the Services (to) / from business divisions and Corporate Center 
����� �
���'� `!��!J;�!���� ��(�!�	
���� -	�� !��
	
��� 
�� !�{��
� 
%���
change. This change in presentation did not affect total operating 
expenses or performance before tax of the business divisions and 
Corporate Center units for any period presented. Similarly, per-
sonnel of Corporate Center – Services are no longer allocated to 
the business divisions and other Corporate Center units. Prior-
;�!������(�!�	
����-	��!��
	
���	���!���:�+'

 ➔ Refer to Note 2 for more information

Change in segment reporting related to fair value gains and 
losses on certain internal funding transactions 
������
��
�-�
%��%	�:������
%���	���!����-%��%��;�!	
��:���:-
ment performance is assessed, beginning in 2015, UBS AG has 
applied fair value accounting for certain internal funding 
�
!	��	�
����� ��
-���� ��!;�!	
�� ���
�!� X� �!�*;� ��R� 	��� 
%��
O�>��
���
��	�I�	�����!;�!	
�����
�!�X�<��J��!��	�����:	�+�
`�!
(����� !	
%�!� 
%	�� 	;;�+��:� 	��!
�K��� ���
� 	���*�
��:'� ?%���

!�	
���
���

�!�	��:���-�
%�
%���	!IJ
�J�	!I�
��	�������-%��%�

%���� ��
�!�	�� 
!	��	�
����� 	!�� !��I� �	�	:��� -�
%��� 
%�� O�>��
-
���
��	�I�	�����!;�!	
�����
�!�X�<��J��!��	�����:	�+�`�!
(�-
���'� ?%�� 
�!��� �(� 
%�� (*����:� 
!	��	�
����� !��	��� �
%�!-����
*��%	�:��'� `!��!� ;�!����� %	>�� ����� !��
	
��� 
�� !�{��
� 
%���
change. As a result, Investment Bank operating income and per-
formance before tax decreased by CHF 37 million for the year 
ended 31 December 2014 and by CHF 162 million for the year 
����������������!�"�����-�
%��((��

��:����!�	���������!;�!	
��
Center. This change did not affect UBS AG’s total operating 
��������!���
�;!�
�(�!�	�+�;�!����;!����
��'�

 ➔ Refer to Note 2 for more information
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c) International Financial Reporting Standards and Interpretations to be adopted in 2016 and later and other adjustments

IFRS 9, Financial Instruments
O��)*�+�"�����
%��O����;*����%���
%���	��>�!������(�OEN��$��Finan-
cial Instruments'�?%���
	��	!��!�{��
��
%����	����	
����	�����	-
surement, impairment and hedge accounting phases of the IASB’s 
project to replace IAS 39, Financial Instruments: Recognition and 
Measurement. 

?%���
	��	!��!�[*�!���	����	���	��	���
����/��;
��[*�
+����
!*-
���
��� 
�� ��� ��	������ 	
� (	�!� >	�*�� 
%!�*:%� ;!�
� �!� ������ (	�!�
>	�*�� 
%!�*:%� �
%�!� ���;!�%����>�� ������� �Q�O&� �!� 	��!
�K���
cost on the basis of the entity’s business model for managing the 
�	���	�� 	���
�� 	��� 
%�� ���
!	�
*	�� �	�%�{�-��%	!	�
�!��
�����(�

%�� �	���	�� 	���
'� O(� 	� �	���	�� 	���
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expected credit loss impairment model, replacing the incurred loss 
model of IAS 39. IFRS 9 also incorporates a reformed approach to 
hedge accounting that introduces substantial changes to hedge 
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sures. The standard does not explicitly address macro hedge 
accounting strategies.
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hedge accounting requirements is optional, pending the comple-
tion by the IASB of its project on macro hedge accounting strate-
gies.
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IFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts with Customers
In May 2014, the IASB issued IFRS 15, Revenue from Contracts 
with Customers��-%��%���
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for those goods or services. It also establishes a cohesive set of 
disclosure requirements regarding information about the nature, 
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IFRS 16, Leases
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substantially changes the accounting by lessees as operating 
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Amendments to IFRS 11, Joint Arrangements; IAS 16, Property, 
Plant and Equipment and IAS 38, Intangible Assets
In May 2014, the IASB issued amendments to IFRS 11, Joint 
Arrangements, IAS 16, Property, Plant and Equipment and IAS 38, 
Intangible Assets. The standard is effective for UBS AG reporting 
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joint arrangements are immaterial, both individually and in aggre-
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and IAS 38 prohibit.

Annual Improvements to IFRSs 2012 – 2014 Cycle
In September 2014, the IASB issued Annual Improvements to 
IFRSs 2012 – 2014 Cycle that resulted in amendments to four 
IFRSs (IFRS 5, Non-current asset held for sale and discontinued 
operations, IFRS 7, Financial Instruments Disclosures, IAS 19, 
K��������0�������and IAS 34, Interim Financial Reporting). Gen-
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Amendments to IAS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements
In December 2014, the IASB issued amendments to IAS 1 to fur-
ther encourage companies to apply professional judgment in 
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Amendments to IAS 12, Income Taxes:
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Amendments to IAS 7, Statement of Cash Flows
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Note 2a  Segment reporting

The operational structure of UBS AG is comprised of the Corpo-
!	
�� ���
�!� 	��� >�� �*������� ��>������#� _�	�
%� R	�	:����
��
Wealth Management Americas, Personal & Corporate Banking, 
Asset Management and the Investment Bank.

Wealth Management
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those served by Wealth Management Americas. UBS AG is a 
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Wealth Management’s guided architecture model gives clients 
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Wealth Management Americas
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and invested assets. Its business includes UBS AG’s domestic US 
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tional business booked in the US. It provides a fully integrated set 
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Personal & Corporate Banking
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products and services to UBS AG’s private, corporate and institu-
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�� ��� �-�
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these segments and embedding its offering in a multi-channel 
approach. The business is a central element of UBS AG’s universal 
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private clients so they can be transferred to Wealth Management. 
Personal & Corporate Banking leverages the cross-selling poten-
tial of UBS AG’s asset-gathering and investment bank businesses, 
	����	�	:���	��*��
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and banking products platform.

Asset Management
Asset Management is a large-scale global asset manager. It offers 
investment capabilities and investment styles across all major tra-
��
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�>�� 	���
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�
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Investment Bank
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cution and comprehensive access to international capital markets. 
It offers advisory services and provides in-depth cross-asset 
!���	!�%�� 	���:� -�
%� 	������ 
�� �[*�
����� (�!��:�� �/�%	�:��� ;!�-
cious metals and selected rates and credit markets, through its 
business units, Corporate Client Solutions and Investor Client Ser-
vices. The Investment Bank is an active participant in capital mar-
I�
�� {�-�	�
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����� ����*���:� �	����� 
!	���:� 	����	!I�
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across a range of securities.

Corporate Center
Corporate Center is comprised of Services, Group Asset and Lia-
����
+�R	�	:����
���!�*;���R&�	���<��J��!��	�����:	�+�`�!
-
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vides all logistics and support services, including operations, infor-
mation technology, human resources, regulatory relations and 
strategic initiatives, communications and branding, corporate ser-
>������;%+���	�����*!�
+�� ��(�!�	
�������*!�
+�	��-����	���*
��*!�-
ing, nearshoring and offshoring. Group ALM is responsible for 
centrally managing UBS AG’s liquidity and funding position, as 
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�!�	���	�	�����%��
�	����	;�
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part of the Investment Bank prior to its restructuring.
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Wealth
Management

Wealth
Management

Americas

Personal &
Corporate

Banking
Asset

Management
Investment

Bank Corporate Center UBS

CHF million Services Group ALM

Non-core
and Legacy

Portfolio

For the year ended 31 December 2015

Net interest income 1,825 1,067 1,890 (34) 1,573 (337) 789 (44) 6,729

Non-interest income 5,859 6,213 1,603 2,077 7,525 434 361 (79) 23,993

Allocations from Corporate Center – Group 
ALM to business divisions and other CC units 471 104 421 15 (211) 145 (876) (71) 0

Income1, 2 8,155 7,384 3,913 2,057 8,889 243 275 (195) 30,721

Credit loss (expense) / recovery 0 (4) (37) 0 (68) 0 0 (8) (117)

Total operating income 8,155 7,381 3,876 2,057 8,821 243 275 (203) 30,605

Personnel expenses 2,532 4,579 873 729 3,220 3,875 30 116 15,954

General and administrative expenses 650 848 264 233 882 4,517 20 805 8,219

Services (to) / from other business 
divisions and Corporate Center 2,289 1,209 1,077 502 2,816 (8,214) (56) 378 0

of which: services from CC – Services 2,209 1,193 1,180 523 2,730 (8,243) 95 314 0

Depreciation and impairment of property, 
equipment and software 5 3 17 2 26 866 0 0 918

Amortization and impairment of intangible 
assets3 3 51 0 8 24 21 0 0 107

Total operating expenses4 5,478 6,689 2,231 1,475 6,969 1,065 (6) 1,298 25,198

Operating profit / (loss) before tax 2,676 692 1,646 583 1,852 (822) 281 (1,501) 5,407

Tax expense / (benefit) (908)

Net profit / (loss) 6,314

Additional Information

Total assets 119,850 60,993 141,174 12,874 253,571 22,866 237,560 94,369 943,256

Additions to non-current assets 6 4 14 1 18 1,844 0 1 1,888

1 Impairments of financial investments available-for-sale for the year ended 31 December 2015 totaled CHF 1 million, of which CHF 1 million was incurred in Wealth Management. 2 Refer to Note 24 for more infor-
mation on own credit in Corporate Center – Group ALM. 3 Refer to Note 17 for more information. 4 Refer to Note 32 for information on restructuring expenses. 

Note 2a  Segment reporting (continued)
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Wealth
Management

Wealth
Management

Americas

Personal &
Corporate

Banking
Asset

Management
Investment

Bank Corporate Center UBS

CHF million Services Group ALM

Non-core
and Legacy

Portfolio

For the year ended 31 December 2014

Net interest income 1,693 864 1,801 (39) 1,583 (338) 816 174 6,555

Non-interest income 5,726 6,004 1,575 1,914 6,823 157 307 (956) 21,549

Allocations from Corporate Center – Group 
ALM to business divisions and other CC units 481 116 461 27 (100) 217 (1,120) (82) 0

Income2, 3 7,902 6,984 3,836 1,902 8,306 35 2 (863) 28,104

Credit loss (expense) / recovery (1) 15 (95) 0 2 0 0 2 (78)

Total operating income 7,901 6,998 3,741 1,902 8,308 35 2 (862) 28,026

Personnel expenses 2,467 4,363 850 643 2,964 3,843 26 124 15,280

General and administrative expenses 918 550 293 305 2,671 4,113 21 507 9,377

Services (to) / from other business  
divisions and Corporate Center 2,180 1,137 1,074 478 2,711 (8,046) (47) 513 0

of which: services from CC – Services 2,122 1,121 1,196 495 2,658 (8,084) 82 411 0

Depreciation and impairment of property, 
equipment and software 4 0 17 2 32 762 0 0 817

Amortization and impairment of intangible 
assets4 5 48 0 9 15 6 0 0 83

Total operating expenses5 5,574 6,099 2,235 1,435 8,392 679 0 1,144 25,557

Operating profit / (loss) before tax 2,326 900 1,506 467 (84) (643) 2 (2,005) 2,469

Tax expense / (benefit) (1,180)

Net profit / (loss) 3,649

Additional Information

Total assets 127,588 56,026 143,711 15,207 292,347 19,720 237,901 169,826 1,062,327

Additions to non-current assets 7 6 9 2 7 1,677 0 0 1,708

1 Figures in this table may differ from those originally published in quarterly and annual reports due to adjustments following organizational changes, restatements due to the retrospective adoption of new accounting 
standards or changes in accounting policies, and events after the reporting period. Refer to Note 1b for more information. 2 Impairments of financial investments available-for-sale for the year ended 31 December 2014 
totaled CHF 76 million, of which CHF 49 million were incurred in the Investment Bank and CHF 23 million were incurred in Corporate Center – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio. 3 Refer to Note 24 for more information 
on own credit in Corporate Center – Group ALM. 4 Refer to Note 17 for more information. 5 Refer to Note 32 for information on restructuring expenses. 

Note 2a  Segment reporting (continued)1
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Wealth
Management

Wealth
Management

Americas

Personal &
Corporate

Banking
Asset

Management
Investment

Bank Corporate Center UBS

CHF million Services Group ALM

Non-core
and Legacy

Portfolio

For the year ended 31 December 2013

Net interest income 1,568 742 1,822 (44) 1,102 (388) 624 359 5,786

Non-interest income 5,519 5,629 1,556 1,954 7,552 347 (544) (18) 21,997

Allocations from Corporate Center – Group ALM 
to business divisions and other CC units 486 193 396 23 (217) 218 (921) (179) 0

Income2, 3 7,573 6,565 3,774 1,935 8,436 178 (841) 163 27,782

Credit loss (expense) / recovery (10) (27) (18) 0 2 0 0 3 (50)

Total operating income 7,563 6,538 3,756 1,935 8,438 178 (841) 166 27,732

Personnel expenses 2,433 4,102 843 609 2,899 4,065 26 205 15,182

General and administrative expenses 708 383 297 218 843 4,249 14 1,668 8,380

Services (to) / from other business divisions and 
Corporate Center 2,165 1,145 1,140 521 2,517 (8,276) 3 785 0

of which: services from CC – Services 2,074 1,127 1,301 535 2,487 (8,304) 87 693 0

Depreciation and impairment of property, 
equipment and software 3 0 19 4 28 761 0 0 816

Amortization and impairment of intangible 
assets4 7 49 0 8 13 4 0 2 83

Total operating expenses5 5,316 5,680 2,298 1,359 6,300 804 43 2,660 24,461

Operating profit / (loss) before tax 2,247 858 1,458 576 2,138 (626) (884) (2,494) 3,272

Tax expense / (benefit) (110)

Net profit / (loss) 3,381

Additional Information

Total assets 109,758 45,491 141,369 14,223 239,971 17,203 230,204 215,135 1,013,355

Additions to non-current assets 5 1 17 1 81 1,236 0 0 1,341

1 Figures in this table may differ from those originally published in quarterly and annual reports due to adjustments following organizational changes, restatements due to the retrospective adoption of new accounting 
standards or changes in accounting policies, and events after the reporting period. Refer to Note 1b for more information. 2 Impairments of financial investments available-for-sale for the year ended 31 December 
2013 totaled CHF 41 million, of which CHF 10 million was incurred in Wealth Management, CHF 20 million was incurred in the Investment Bank and CHF 8 million was incurred in Corporate Center – Non-core and 
Legacy Portfolio. 3 Refer to Note 24 for more information on own credit in Corporate Center – Group ALM. 4 Refer to Note 17 for more information. 5 Refer to Note 32 for information on restructuring expenses.

Note 2a  Segment reporting (continued)1
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For the year ended 31 December 2015

Total operating income Total non-current assets

CHF billion Share % CHF billion Share % 

Americas 11.3 37 7.1 47

of which: USA 10.7 35 6.7 44

Asia Pacific 5.0 16 0.5 3

Europe, Middle East and Africa 6.8 22 1.7 11

Switzerland 7.1 23 5.9 39

Global 0.5 2 0.0 0

Total 30.6 100 15.2 100

For the year ended 31 December 2014

Total operating income Total non-current assets

CHF billion Share % CHF billion Share % 

Americas 10.7 38 7.0 48

of which: USA 10.1 36 6.6 45

Asia Pacific 4.6 16 0.4 3

Europe, Middle East and Africa 6.8 24 1.5 10

Switzerland 6.8 24 5.6 38

Global (0.9) (3) 0.0 0

Total 28.0 100 14.6 100

For the year ended 31 December 2013

Total operating income Total non-current assets

CHF billion Share % CHF billion Share % 

Americas 10.2 37 6.1 46

of which: USA 9.6 35 5.6 43

Asia Pacific 4.5 16 0.4 3

Europe, Middle East and Africa 6.6 24 1.5 11

Switzerland 6.8 25 5.3 40

Global (0.4) (1) 0.0 0

Total 27.7 100 13.1 100

Note 2b  Segment reporting by geographic location
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main principles of the allocation methodology are that client rev-
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portfolio management revenues are attributed to the country 
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and Legacy Portfolio, are managed at a global level. These reve-
nues are included in the Global line.

The geographic analysis of non-current assets is based on the 
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For the year ended % change from

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13 31.12.14

Net interest and trading income

Net interest income 6,729 6,555 5,786 3

Net trading income 5,696 3,841 5,130 48

Total net interest and trading income 12,425 10,396 10,915 20

Wealth Management 3,034 2,845 2,868 7

Wealth Management Americas 1,537 1,352 1,323 14

Personal & Corporate Banking 2,613 2,536 2,485 3

Asset Management (5) 0 9

Investment Bank 5,186 4,517 4,852 15

of which: Corporate Client Solutions 1,001 1,030 1,146 (3)

of which: Investor Client Services 4,185 3,487 3,707 20

Corporate Center 61 (855) (622)

of which: Services (1) 33 (166)

of which: Group ALM 375 16 (535)

of which: own credit on financial liabilities designated at fair value1 553 292 (283) 89

of which: Non-core and Legacy Portfolio (313) (904) 79 (65)

Total net interest and trading income 12,425 10,396 10,915 20

Net interest income

Interest income

Interest earned on loans and advances2 8,626 8,722 8,686 (1)

Interest earned on securities financing transactions3 896 752 852 19

Interest and dividend income from trading portfolio 3,071 3,196 2,913 (4)

Interest income on financial assets designated at fair value 194 208 364 (7)

Interest and dividend income from financial investments available-for-sale 391 315 322 24

Total 13,178 13,194 13,137 0

Interest expense

Interest on amounts due to banks and customers 774 708 893 9

Interest on securities financing transactions4 976 827 829 18

Interest expense from trading portfolio5 1,670 1,804 1,846 (7)

Interest on financial liabilities designated at fair value 730 919 1,197 (21)

Interest on debt issued 2,299 2,382 2,586 (3)

Total 6,449 6,639 7,351 (3)

Net interest income 6,729 6,555 5,786 3

Income statement notes

Note 3  Net interest and trading income

Net trading income

Investment Bank Corporate Client Solutions 321 276 425 16

Investment Bank Investor Client Services 3,494 2,760 3,541 27

Other business divisions and Corporate Center 1,882 806 1,164 133

Net trading income 5,696 3,841 5,130 48

of which: net gains / (losses) from financial assets designated at fair value (119) (81) 99 47

of which: net gains / (losses) from financial liabilities designated at fair value1, 6 3,701 (2,380) (2,056)

1 Refer to Note 24 for more information on own credit. 2 Includes interest income on impaired loans and advances of CHF 16 million for 2015, CHF 15 million for 2014 and CHF 15 million for 2013. 3 Includes 
interest income on securities borrowed and reverse repurchase agreements and negative interest, including fees, on securities lent and repurchase agreements. 4 Includes interest expense on securities lent and repur-
chase agreements and negative interest, including fees, on securities borrowed and reverse repurchase agreements. 5 Includes expense related to dividend payment obligations on trading liabilities. 6 Excludes fair 
value changes of hedges related to financial liabilities designated at fair value and foreign currency translation effects arising from translating foreign currency transactions into the respective functional currency, both 
of which are reported within net trading income.
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For the year ended % change from

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13 31.12.14

Underwriting fees 1,290 1,470 1,374 (12)

of which: equity underwriting fees 836 947 850 (12)

of which: debt underwriting fees 455 522 524 (13)

M&A and corporate finance fees 737 731 613 1

Brokerage fees 3,930 3,918 4,035 0

Investment fund fees 3,567 3,717 3,803 (4)

Portfolio management and advisory fees 7,858 7,343 6,625 7

Other 1,678 1,760 1,725 (5)

Total fee and commission income 19,060 18,940 18,176 1

Brokerage fees paid 869 818 839 6

Other 1,007 1,045 1,050 (4)

Total fee and commission expense 1,876 1,863 1,889 1

Net fee and commission income 17,184 17,076 16,287 1

of which: net brokerage fees 3,060 3,100 3,196 (1)

Note 4  Net fee and commission income

Note 5  Other income

For the year ended % change from

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13 31.12.14

Associates and subsidiaries

Net gains / (losses) from disposals of subsidiaries1  2642 56 111 371

Net gains / (losses) from disposals of investments in associates 0 69 0 (100)

Share of net profits of associates 169 94 49 80

Total 433 219 160 98

Financial investments available-for-sale

Net gains / (losses) from disposals 252 219 209 15

Impairment charges (1) (76) (41) (99)

Total 251 143 168 76

Net income from properties (excluding net gains / (losses) from disposals)3 28 30 35 (7)

Net gains / (losses) from investment properties4 (1) 2 (16)

Net gains / (losses) from disposals of properties held for sale 378 44 291 759

Net gains / (losses) from disposals of loans and receivables 26 39 53 (33)

Other  (4)5 155 (111)

Total other income 1,112 632 580 76

1 Includes foreign exchange gains / (losses) reclassified from other comprehensive income related to disposed or dormant subsidiaries. 2 Includes a net gain on sale of subsidiaries of CHF 113 million in Wealth Man-
agement and a net gain on sale of subsidiaries of CHF 56 million in Asset Management. Refer to Note 32 for more information. 3 Includes net rent received from third parties and net operating expenses. 4 Includes 
unrealized and realized gains / (losses) from investment properties and foreclosed assets. 5 Includes a net gain on sale of businesses of CHF 56 million in Wealth Management. Refer to Note 32 for more information.
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For the year ended % change from

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13 31.12.14

Salaries1 6,260 6,269 6,268 0

Variable compensation – performance awards2 3,209 2,820 2,986 14

of which: guarantees for new hires 38 48 76 (21)

Variable compensation – other2 346 466 288 (26)

of which: replacement payments3 76 81 78 (6)

of which: forfeiture credits (86) (70) (146) 23

of which: severance payments4 157 162 114 (3)

of which: retention plan and other payments 198 292 242 (32)

Contractors 365 234 190 56

Social security 817 791 792 3

Pension and other post-employment benefit plans5 807 711 887 14

Wealth Management Americas: Financial advisor compensation2, 6 3,552 3,385 3,140 5

Other personnel expenses 597 605 631 (1)

Total personnel expenses7 15,954 15,280 15,182 4

1 Includes role-based allowances. 2 Refer to Note 29 for more information. 3 Replacement payments are payments made to compensate employees for deferred awards forfeited as a result of joining UBS. 4 Includes 
legally obligated and standard severance payments. 5 Refer to Note 28 for more information. 6 Financial advisor compensation consists of grid-based compensation based directly on compensable revenues gener-
ated by financial advisors and supplemental compensation calculated based on financial advisor productivity, firm tenure, assets and other variables. It also includes expenses related to compensation commitments with 
financial advisors entered into at the time of recruitment which are subject to vesting requirements. 7 Includes net restructuring expenses of CHF 458 million, CHF 327 million and CHF 156 million for the years ended 
31 December 2015, 31 December 2014 and 31 December 2013, respectively. Refer to Note 32 for more information.

Note 6  Personnel expenses

Note 7  General and administrative expenses

For the year ended % change from

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13 31.12.14

Occupancy 928 1,005 1,044 (8)

Rent and maintenance of IT and other equipment 510 479 458 6

Communication and market data services 610 608 609 0

Administration 855 608 638 41

Marketing and public relations 484 468 478 3

Travel and entertainment 456 458 451 0

Professional fees 1,351 1,306 1,032 3

Outsourcing of IT and other services 1,742 1,603 1,340 9

Provisions for litigation, regulatory and similar matters1 1,087 2,594 1,701 (58)

Other 195 248 628 (21)

Total general and administrative expenses2 8,219 9,377 8,380 (12)

1 Reflects the net increase in provisions for litigation, regulatory and similar matters recognized in the income statement. Refer to Note 22 for more information. Also includes recoveries from third parties of CHF 10 mil-
lion, CHF 10 million and CHF 15 million for the years ended 31 December 2015, 31 December 2014 and 31 December 2013, respectively. 2 Includes net restructuring expenses of CHF 760 million, CHF 319 million and 
CHF 548 million for the years ended 31 December 2015, 31 December 2014 and 31 December 2013, respectively. Refer to Note 32 for more information.
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For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Tax expense / (benefit)

Swiss

Current 230 46 93

Deferred 329 1,348 455

Non-Swiss 

Current 476 409 342

Deferred (1,943) (2,983) (1,000)

Total income tax expense / (benefit) (908) (1,180) (110)

Note 8  Income taxes
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period used in valuing deferred tax assets. Based on the perfor-
mance of its businesses and the accuracy of historical forecasts, 
UBS AG extended the deferred tax asset forecast period for US 
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to predict.

For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Operating profit / (loss) before tax 5,407 2,469 3,272

of which: Swiss 3,665 1,181 3,323

of which: Non-Swiss 1,742 1,288 (51)

Income taxes at Swiss tax rate of 21% 1,135 519 687

Increase / (decrease) resulting from:

Non-Swiss tax rates differing from Swiss tax rate (69) 68 (305)

Tax effects of losses not recognized 107 325 58

Previously unrecognized tax losses now utilized (107) (285) (419)

Non-taxable and lower taxed income (273) (384) (624)

Non-deductible expenses and additional taxable income 519 1,069 1,245

Adjustments related to prior years – current tax 29 5 (32)

Adjustments related to prior years – deferred tax (48) (9) 6

Change in deferred tax valuation allowances (2,419) (2,373) (859)

Adjustments to deferred tax balances arising from changes in tax rates 191 (183) 107

Other items 26 69 28

Income tax expense / (benefit) (908) (1,180) (110)
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Note 8  Income taxes (continued)
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calculated by applying the local tax rate to those losses as 
described above is reversed.
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Adjustments related to prior years – current tax
This item relates to adjustments to current tax expenses for prior 
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Note 8  Income taxes (continued)
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Adjustments to deferred tax balances arising  
from changes in tax rates
This item relates to re-measurements of deferred tax assets and 
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to the current year, interest accruals for such provisions in relation 
to prior years and other items.

Tax recognized in equity
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���	���	����>��
���
����	������	��
	>	��	���J(�!J�	����"���#��/;������(��PE��"��������&��	�
	/��/;�����
of CHF 1 million related to foreign currency translation gains and 
��������"���#��/;������(��PE�]��������&�	���	�
	/��/;������(��PE�
�$���������!��	
���
������������
�;�	����"���#�����
��(��PE�
"����������&�!���:��K�������
%�!����;!�%����>��������'�O��	���-

�����
%�+� ����*����	�
	/�����
��(��PE�$���������!���:��K������
�%	!�� ;!���*�� �"���#� ����
� �(� �PE� �� �������&'� E*!
%�!��!���

%�!��-�!����
�(�!��:���*!!���+�
!	���	
������>����
��!��	
���
��
the effects of exchange rate changes on tax assets and liabilities 
�������	
�������*!!��������
%�!�
%	���-����(!	���'

Deferred tax assets and liabilities

�������%	����(�!!���
	/�	���
��!��	
���
��
	/�������	!!+J(�!-	!���
	����
%�!��
����	���%�-�����
%��
	��������-'�����(�����������!�
2015, deferred tax assets of CHF 2,094 million (CHF 1,378 million 
	�� �(� ��� �������!� "���&� -�!�� !���:��K��� �+� ��
�
���� -%��%�
incurred losses in either the current or preceding year.

?%�� >	�*	
���� 	���-	���� !�{��
�� ��(�!!��� 
	/� 	���
�� -%��%�
-�!����
�!���:��K������	*����
�-	����
��������!���;!��	����
%	
�
(*
*!��
	/	����;!�
��-�������	>	��	����
��*
���K��
%��!��	
���
	/������
�	!!+J(�!-	!���	������*�
�����
��;�!	!+���((�!�����'

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Deferred tax assets1 Gross
Valuation

allowance Recognized Gross
Valuation
allowance Recognized

Tax loss carry-forwards 25,471 (18,378) 7,093 29,727 (22,271) 7,456

Temporary differences 7,023 (1,284) 5,739 4,869 (1,264) 3,605

of which: related to compensation and benefits 1,576 (267) 1,310 1,424 (317) 1,107

of which: related to trading assets 1,116 (77) 1,038 1,459 (61) 1,398

of which: related to investments in subsidiaries and goodwill 2,310 0 2,310 0 0 0

of which: other 2,021 (940) 1,081 1,986 (886) 1,100

Total deferred tax assets 32,494 (19,661) 12,833 34,596 (23,535) 11,060

Deferred tax liabilities

Goodwill and intangible assets 28 32

Financial investments 1 13

Investments in associates and other 27 35

Total deferred tax liabilities 56 80

1 Less deferred tax liabilities as applicable.
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Unrecognized tax loss carry-forwards

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Within 1 year 3,727 9,341

From 2 to 5 years 33 43

From 6 to 10 years 753 613

From 11 to 20 years 34,833 39,899

No expiry 17,627 18,973

Total 56,973 68,869

Note 8  Income taxes (continued)

����(�����������!�"�����
	/�������	!!+J(�!-	!���
�
	���:��PE�
���$]���������������������!�"���#��PE������$��������&��-%��%�
	!����
� !���:��K���	����(�!!��� 
	/� 	���
���-�!��	>	��	���� 
�����

�((��
�	:	���
�(*
*!��
	/	����;!�
�'�?%����
	/���������/;�!��	���*
-
���������
%��
	��������-'

O��:���!	����-���� 
	/� ��������	������	!!����(�!-	!��(�!���>���
+�	!������ (���!	�� 
	/� ������� (�!�"��+�	!��	������	���)�!��+� 
	/�
losses for an unlimited period. 

���� ��� !���:��K��� ��(�!!��� 
	/� ��	����
���� ��� *����
!��*
���
earnings of subsidiaries except to the extent that those earnings 
	!��������
��+���>��
��'�����(�����������!�"���������*�%��	!�-
��:��-�!���������!���������
��+���>��
��'

Note 9  Earnings per share (EPS) and shares outstanding

�*!��:�"�������������%	!���-�!�������
���(!���
%���O��	���
%��<��M'�����(�����������!�"��������L��(�������z�����*����%	!���
-�!��%�����+������!�*;����	���
%�!�(�!��-�!����
�;*�����+�
!	���'�����!���:�+���	!���:��;�!��%	!����(�!�	
���������
�;!�>�����(�!�
UBS AG.
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CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

By type of exposure

Due from banks, gross 11,869 13,347

of which: due from central banks 1,035 648

Allowance for credit losses (3) (13)

Due from banks, net 11,866 13,334

Loans, gross

Residential mortgages 141,608 142,380

Commercial mortgages 21,509 22,368

Lombard loans 107,084 108,230

Other loans1 39,321 39,152

Finance lease receivables2 1,083 1,101

Securities3 2,807 3,448

Subtotal 313,413 316,679

Allowance for credit losses (689) (695)

Loans, net 312,723 315,984

Total due from banks and loans, net4 324,590 329,317

1 Includes corporate loans. 2 Refer to Note 33 for more information. 3 Includes securities reclassified from held for trading. Refer to Note 1a item 10 and Note 27 for more information. 4 Refer to “Maximum expo-
sure to credit risk” in the “Risk management and control” section of this report for information on collateral and credit enhancements.

Balance sheet notes: assets

Note 10  Due from banks and loans (held at amortized cost)
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Balance sheet assets

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF million

Cash collateral 
on securities 

borrowed

Reverse 
repurchase 

agreements 

Cash collateral 
receivables 

on derivative 
instruments

Cash collateral 
on securities 

borrowed

Reverse 
repurchase 

agreements 

Cash collateral 
receivables 

on derivative 
instruments

By counterparty

Banks 8,658 12,903 6,037 10,517 13,746 10,265

Customers 16,925 54,991 17,727 13,546 54,668 20,713

Total 25,584 67,893 23,763 24,063 68,414 30,979

Balance sheet liabilities

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF million

Cash collateral 
on securities 

lent
Repurchase 
agreements 

Cash collateral 
payables 

on derivative
instruments

Cash collateral 
on securities 

lent
Repurchase 
agreements 

Cash collateral 
payables 

on derivative
instruments

By counterparty

Banks 7,078 5,637 17,041 7,041 5,174 20,895

Customers 951 4,016 21,241 2,138 6,644 21,477

Total 8,029 9,653 38,282 9,180 11,818 42,372

Note 11  Cash collateral on securities borrowed and lent, reverse repurchase and repurchase agreements,  
and derivative instruments

���������
�!�� ��
������	
�!	��K���!�>�!���!�;*!�%	���	���!�;*!-
�%	��� 	:!�����
��� ���*!�
���� ��!!�-��:� 	��� ���*!�
���� ������:�
transactions and derivative transactions that may result in credit 
exposure in the event that the counterparty to the transaction is 
*�	���� 
�� (*���� �
�� ���
!	�
*	�� ����:	
����'� ���� ��� �	�	:���

�!���
�!��I�	�����	
���-�
%�
%����	�
�>�
�����+�����
�!��:���*�
�!-
party credit exposure and collateral values on a daily basis and 
!�[*�!��:�	���
���	������	
�!	��
�������;���
���-�
%��!�!�
*!����
��
�������-%����������������	!+'

 ➔ Refer to Note 26 for more information on offsetting between 

����������������������������������������
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Note 12  Allowances and provisions for credit losses

CHF million

By movement
Specific

allowances
Collective 

allowances
Total 

allowances Provisions1
Total

31.12.15
Total

31.12.14

Balance at the beginning of the year 704 8 711 23 735 750

Write-offs / usage of provisions (162) (2) (164) 0 (164) (154)

Recoveries 48 0 48 0 48 29

Increase / (decrease) recognized in the income statement 114 �� 114 2 117 78

Reclassifications (9) 0 (9) 9 �� 0

Foreign currency translation (11) 0 (11) 0 (11) 21

Other 2 0 2 0 2 11

Balance at the end of the year 686 6 692 35 727 735

1 Represents provisions for loan commitments and guarantees. Refer to Note 22 for more information. Refer to the “Financial and operating performance” section of this report for the maximum irrevocable amount of 
loan commitments and guarantees. 

By balance sheet line
Specific

allowances
Collective 

allowances
Total 

allowances Provisions
Total

31.12.15
Total

31.12.14

Due from banks 3 0 3 3 13

Loans 683 6 689 689 695

Cash collateral on securities borrowed �� 0 �� �� 4

Provisions1 35 35 23

Balance at the end of the year 686 6 692 35 727 735

1 Represents provisions for loan commitments and guarantees.
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Note 13  Trading portfolio

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Trading portfolio assets by issuer type1

Debt instruments

Government and government agencies 18,768 16,625

of which: Switzerland 119 293

of which: USA 6,050 3,816

of which: United Kingdom 3,915 2,103

of which: Australia 1,649 2,307

of which: Sweden 1,274 191

of which: Singapore 1,259 822

of which: Germany 796 1,280

Banks 2,691 4,342

Corporates and other 19,443 24,252

Total debt instruments 40,902 45,219

Equity instruments 63,984 69,763

Financial assets for unit-linked investment contracts 15,519 17,410

Financial assets held for trading 120,405 132,392

Precious metals and other physical commodities 3,642 5,764

Total trading portfolio assets 124,047 138,156

Trading portfolio liabilities by issuer type1

Debt instruments

Government and government agencies 7,257 8,716

of which: Switzerland 50 232

of which: USA 2,754 2,987

of which: France 915 1,259

of which: Italy 838 569

of which: Australia 798 1,087

of which: Japan 725 810

of which: Germany 510 335

Banks 782 743

Corporates and other 2,014 2,591

Total debt instruments 10,053 12,050

Equity instruments 19,084 15,908

Total trading portfolio liabilities 29,137 27,958

1 Refer to Note 24e for more information on product type and fair value hierarchy categorization.
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Note 14  Derivative instruments and hedge accounting

Derivatives: overview

����!�>	
�>�����	��	���	�����
!*���
��
%��>	�*���(�-%��%������!�>���
(!���
%��>	�*���(������!���!��>	!�	������*���!�+��:�&'�����!�+��:��
may be indices, foreign currency exchange or interest rates, or the 
>	�*�� �(� �%	!���� �������
����� ������ �!� �
%�!� �	���	�� ���
!*-
ments. A derivative commonly requires little or no initial net 
investment by either counterparty to the trade.

?%���	\�!�
+��(���!�>	
�>�����
!	�
��	!����:�
�	
���-�
%�!��;��
�
to notional amounts, tenor, price and settlement mechanisms, as 
����*�
��	!+�-�
%��
%�!��	���	�����
!*���
�'

Q>�!J
%�J��*�
�!��Q?�&���!�>	
�>�����
!	�
��	!��*�*	��+�
!	����
*���!�	��
	��	!��K���O�
�!�	
���	���-	;��	�����!�>	
�>���������-
	
�����O���&��	�
�!�	:!�����
���
-�����������	����
����*�
�!-
;	!
���'�?�!���	!����:�
�	
�����!��
�+�-�
%���*�
�!;	!
����	���
%��
���
!	�
��-����%	>�����*�
!+J�
	��	!����

�����
����%	������;!�-
scribed by ISDA. The industry continues to promote the use of 
���
!	�� ��*�
�!;	!
���� ���`&� 
�� ���	!� Q?�� 
!	���'� ?%�� 
!����

�-	!����`����	!��:�	�����

�����
�-����:���!	��+� (	����
	
�� 
%��
reduction of systemic credit exposures.

Q
%�!� ��!�>	
�>�� ���
!	�
�� 	!�� �
	��	!��K��� ��� 
�!����(� 
%��!�
amounts and settlement dates, and are bought and sold on regu-
lated exchanges. These are commonly referred to as exchange-

!	������!�>	
�>����M?�&����
!	�
�'�M/�%	�:����((�!�
%������
���(�
;!����:�
!	��;	!���+���
	��	!��K����	��+���

�����
��(��%	�:������
value, and consequently reduced credit risk.

For presentation purposes, UBS AG is subject to the IFRS net-
ting provisions for derivative contracts. Derivative instruments 
	!����	�*!��� 	
� (	�!� >	�*�� 	���:���!	��+� ��	������ 	��Positive 
replacement values and Negative replacement values on the 
(	����(� 
%���	�	���� �%��
'�P�-�>�!��M?��-%��%�	!���������-
�	��+���

�������	��	��+��	����	�����!
	���Q?����!�>	
�>���-%��%�
	!�� ��� �*��
	���� ��
� ��

���� ��� 	� �	��+� �	���� 	!�� ��	������ 	��
Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments or Cash 
collateral payables on derivative instruments. Changes in the 
replacement values of derivatives are recorded in Net trading 
income, unless the derivatives are designated and effective as 
hedging instruments in certain types of hedge accounting 
 relationships.

 ➔ Refer to Note 1a item 15 for more information

�	�*	
���� ;!����;���� 	��� 
��%��[*��� 	;;����� ��� 
%�� ��	�*!�-
���
��(���!�>	
�>�����
!*���
��	!������*��������<�
��"�'�Positive 
replacement values represent the estimated amount UBS AG 
-�*���!����>���(�
%����!�>	
�>�����
!	�
�-�!����������
%���	�	����

sheet date. Negative replacement values indicate the estimated 
	��*�
��������-�*���;	+�
��
!	��(�!��
������:	
��������!��;��
��(�

%��*���!�+��:����
!	�
��-�!���
�!�[*�!����!���
�
����
�����������
the balance sheet date.

��!�>	
�>����������������
%�!��	���	�����
!*���
��	!����
�
����*�������
%��
	����@��!�>	
�>�����
!*���
�H�-�
%���
%���<�
�'�
Bifurcated embedded derivatives are presented on the same bal-
	���� �%��
� ����� 	�� 
%�� %��
� ���
!	�
'� O�� �	���� -%�!�� ���� ���
applies the fair value option to hybrid instruments, bifurcation of 
an embedded derivative component is not required and as such, 

%��� ���;����
� ��� 	���� ��
� ����*���� ��� 
%�� 
	���� @��!�>	
�>��
instruments.”

 ➔ Refer to Notes 20 and 24 for more information

Types of derivative instruments

���� ��� *���� 
%�� (����-��:� ��!�>	
�>�� �	���	�� ���
!*���
�� (�!�
both trading and hedging purposes. Through the use of the prod-
*�
�� ���
�������-��������� �����:	:��� ����/
����>��%�:%J>��*���
market-making and client facilitation trading referred to as the 
{�-��*������'

The main types of derivative instruments used by UBS AG are:
 – �-	;�#��-	;��	!��
!	��	�
��������-%��%�
-��;	!
�����/�%	�:��

�	�%�{�-�����	��;��������
���	��	��*�
�(�!�	�;!���
�!������
;�!���'��!���J�*!!���+��-	;����>��>��
%���/�%	�:���(���
�!��
�
;	+���
���	�������
-����((�!��
��*!!���+���
���	��	��*�
��
and reference interest rates and generally also entail exchange 
of notional amounts at the start or end of the contract. Most 
�!���J�*!!���+��-	;��	!��
!	�������
%��Q?���	!I�
'

 – E�!-	!��� 	��� (*
*!��#� E�!-	!��� 	��� (*
*!��� 	!�� ���
!	�
*	��
����:	
�����
���*+��!�������	���	�����
!*���
���!��������
����
��� 	� (*
*!�� �	
�� 	
� 	� �;������ ;!���'� E�!-	!�� ���
!	�
�� 	!��

	���!J�	���	:!�����
��
%	
�	!��
!	��	�
�����
-������*�
�!-
;	!
���� ���
%��Q?���	!I�
��-%�!�	��(*
*!���	!���
	��	!��K���
contracts transacted on regulated exchanges.

 – Q;
�����	���-	!!	�
�#�Q;
�����	���-	!!	�
��	!�����
!	�
*	��
	:!�����
��*���!�-%��%��
+;��	��+��
%�������!��-!�
�!&�:!	�
��
%��
purchaser the right, but not the obligation, either to buy (call 
�;
���&���!�
��������;*
��;
���&�	
���!���(�!���	���
��	
���	��;��-
����[*	�
�
+��(�	��	���	�����
!*���
��!��������
+�	
�	�;!�-
determined price. The purchaser pays a premium to the seller 
for this right. Options involving more complex payment struc-
tures are also transacted. Options may be traded in the OTC 
market, or on a regulated exchange, and may be traded in the 
(�!���(�	����*!�
+��-	!!	�
&'
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Note 14  Derivative instruments and hedge accounting (continued)

The main derivative product types used by UBS AG are:
 – Interest rate contracts: Interest rate products include interest rate 

�-	;���(�!-	!��!	
��	:!�����
����-	;
�����	����	;��	���{��!�'
 – �!���
���!�>	
�>�����
!	�
�#��!���
���(	*�
��-	;������&�	!��
%��

���
� ������� (�!�� �(� 	� �!���
� ��!�>	
�>��� *���!� -%��%� 
%��
party buying protection makes one or more payments to the 
party selling protection in exchange for an undertaking by the 
�����!� 
�� �	I�� 	� ;	+���
� 
�� 
%�� �*+�!� (����-��:� 
%�� ���*!-
!������(�	����
!	�
*	��+��������!���
��>��
�-�
%�!��;��
�
��	�
�;������
%�!�J;	!
+��!���
���
�
+'���

�����
�(����-��:�	��!���
�
event may be a net cash amount, or cash in return for physical 
delivery of one or more obligations of the credit entity, and is 
�	���!�:	!�������(�-%�
%�!�
%��;!�
��
�����*+�!�%	��	�
*	��+�
suffered a loss. After a credit event and settlement, the con-
tract is generally terminated. More information on credit deriv-
	
�>����������*�������	���;	!	
�����
�������
%��(����-��:�;	:��'�
?�
	��!�
*!���-	;���?N�&�	!���
!*�
*!���-�
%�����;	!
+��	I��:�
;	+���
���	�������	���
�!	
�����
%�!�/����!�>	!�	�����;�*��	�+�
negative changes in fair value of an underlying asset, and the 
other party making payments based on the return of the asset, 
-%��%� ����*���� ��
%� ������� �
� :���!	
��� 	��� 	�+� ;���
�>��
changes in its fair value.

 – Foreign exchange contracts: Foreign exchange contracts 
����*��� �;�
�� (�!-	!�� 	��� �!���J�*!!���+� �-	;�� 	����;
�����
	���-	!!	�
�'� E�!-	!��;*!�%	���	��� �	��� �*!!���+� ���
!	�
��
are typically executed to meet client needs and for trading and 
hedging purposes.

 – M[*�
+�|�����/����
!	�
�#��������*�����[*�
+���!�>	
�>������I���
to single names, indices and baskets of single names and indi-
ces. The indices used may be based on a standard market 
����/���!��	+�����������+�������'�?%��;!��*�
�
+;���
!	����
include vanilla listed derivatives, both options and futures, total 
!�
*!���-	;���(�!-	!���	����/�
���Q?�����
!	�
�'

 – Commodities contracts: UBS AG has an established commod-
�
+���!�>	
�>���
!	���:��*��������-%��%�����*����
%���������
+�
index and structured commodities business. The index and 
structured business are client facilitation businesses trading 
�/�%	�:�J
!	����(*�����Q?���-	;��	����;
��������������-
ity indices and individual underlying commodities. The underly-
��:�����������>�!�
%�!�J;	!
+�	�����������-�������������*�%�
as the UBS Bloomberg Constant Maturity Commodity Index 
and the Bloomberg Commodity Indices. All of the trading is 
�	�%J��

����-�
%����;%+���	������>�!+��(� 
%��*���!�+��:'�����
AG also has an established precious metals business in both 

{�-�	������J>	����	�Q?��;!��*�
������!;�!	
��:���
%�;%+���	��
	������J;%+���	��
!	���:'�?%��{�-��*������������>��
�!�����	���
products include ETD, vanilla and certain non-vanilla OTC. The 
>	����	�Q?��	!�����(�!-	!�����-	;��	����;
����'

Measurement techniques applied to determine the fair value of 
�	�%���!�>	
�>��;!��*�
�
+;��	!������!��������<�
��"�'

Risks of derivative instruments

Derivative instruments are transacted in many trading portfolios, 
-%��%� :���!	��+� ����*��� ��>�!	�� 
+;��� �(� ���
!*���
��� ��
� \*�
�
derivatives. The market risk of derivatives is predominantly man-
aged and controlled as an integral part of the market risk of these 
portfolios. UBS AG’s approach to market risk is described in the 
	*��
������
������(�
%��@N��I��	�	:����
�	������
!��H����
����
of this report.

��!�>	
�>�� ���
!*���
�� 	!�� 
!	��	�
��� -�
%� �	�+� ��((�!��
�
��*�
�!;	!
��������
��(�-%���	!��	������*�
�!;	!
����(�!��
%�!�
types of business. The credit risk of derivatives is managed and 
controlled in the context of UBS AG’s overall credit exposure to its 
counterparties. UBS AG’s approach to credit risk is described in 

%��	*��
���;�!
������(��!���
�!��I����
%��@N��I��	�	:����
�	���
control” section of this report. It should be noted that, although 

%��;���
�>��!�;�	�����
�>	�*����%�-�����
%���	�	�����%��
��	��
be an important component of UBS AG’s credit exposure, the 
positive replacement values for a counterparty are rarely an ade-
[*	
��!�{��
�����(�������z���!���
��/;��*!������
����!�>	
�>����*��-
�����-�
%�
%	
���*�
�!;	!
+'�?%������:���!	��+�
%���	������	*�������
the one hand, replacement values can increase over time (poten-

�	��(*
*!���/;��*!�&��-%�������
%���
%�!�%	�����/;��*!���	+����
mitigated by entering into master netting agreements and bilat-
eral collateral arrangements. Both the exposure measures used 
internally by UBS AG to control credit risk and the capital require-
���
����;������+�!�:*�	
�!��!�{��
�
%����	���
���	��(	�
�!�'

The replacement values presented on UBS AG’s balance sheet 
����*��� ��

��:� ��� 	���!�	���� -�
%� OEN�� !�[*�!����
�� �!�(�!� 
��
<�
���	��
�����&��-%��%����:���!	��+���!��!��
!��
�>��
%	����

��:�
���	���!�	����-�
%��-����(���!	���	�I��:��	-'��-����(���!	���	�I-
��:��	-���

��:����:���!	��+��	������������J�*
���

��:�	!!	�:�-
ments that are enforceable in case of insolvency.

 ➔ Refer to Note 26 for more information on the values of positive 

and negative replacement values after consideration of netting 

potential allowed under enforceable netting arrangements
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Note 14  Derivative instruments and hedge accounting (continued)

Derivative instruments1

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF billion
Total 
PRV2

Notional 
values 

related
to PRVs3

Total 
NRV4

Notional 
values 

related 
to NRVs3

Other 
notional 
values3, 5

Total 
PRV2

Notional 
values 

related
to PRVs3

Total 
NRV4

Notional 
values 

related 
to NRVs3

Other 
notional 
values3, 5

Interest rate contracts

Over-the-counter (OTC) contracts

Forward contracts6 0.1 48.6 0.2 51.9 2,351.4 0.1 49.0 0.2 55.9 2,622.8

Swaps 57.0 840.1 48.2 782.0 5,904.7 91.8 1,323.4 83.7 1,233.4 10,244.3

Options 17.3 581.7 19.1 549.8 31.7 799.8 33.9 790.3

Exchange-traded contracts

Futures 346.0 446.0

Options 0.0 22.7 0.0 15.5 169.4 0.0 15.7 0.0 4.9 134.7

Agency transactions7 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Total 74.5 1,493.1 67.6 1,399.3 8,771.4 123.7 2,187.9 117.9 2,084.5 13,447.7

Credit derivative contracts

Over-the-counter (OTC) contracts

Credit default swaps 6.1 152.7 6.0 165.7 11.1 238.1 11.3 245.8

Total return swaps 0.6 5.0 0.6 4.1 0.4 3.8 0.4 5.1

Options and warrants 0.0 4.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 6.5 0.0 1.6

Total 6.7 161.9 6.7 169.8 11.5 248.4 11.7 252.4

Foreign exchange contracts

Over-the-counter (OTC) contracts

Forward contracts 17.8 727.6 16.6 673.9 20.6 817.6 19.2 741.4

Interest and currency swaps 38.3 1,429.9 37.6 1,330.1 62.2 1,626.3 62.3 1,554.0

Options 9.5 496.8 9.3 478.0 15.6 667.3 16.0 601.4

Exchange-traded contracts

Futures 8.1 14.8

Options 0.0 3.4 0.0 4.6 0.0 4.9 0.1 3.7

Agency transactions7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 65.7 2,657.7 63.5 2,486.6 8.1 98.4 3,116.2 97.6 2,900.5 14.8

Equity / index contracts

Over-the-counter (OTC) contracts

Forward contracts 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1

Swaps 2.9 64.1 4.3 87.0 3.4 58.5 4.7 70.0

Options 4.8 59.1 6.7 92.6 6.4 71.7 8.9 115.4

Exchange-traded contracts

Futures 30.0 27.9

Options 4.3 107.2 5.2 126.0 13.4 4.8 109.4 4.8 124.2 10.1

Agency transactions7 5.0 4.9 4.9 4.8

Total 16.9 230.3 21.2 305.6 43.3 19.5 239.6 23.3 309.6 38.0

Table continues on the next page.
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Note 14  Derivative instruments and hedge accounting (continued)

Derivative instruments1 (continued)

Table continued from the previous page.

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF billion
Total 
PRV2

Notional 
values 

related
to PRVs3

Total 
NRV4

Notional 
values 

related 
to NRVs3

Other 
notional 
values3, 5

Total 
PRV2

Notional 
values 

related
to PRVs3

Total 
NRV4

Notional 
values 

related 
to NRVs3

Other 
notional 
values3, 5

Commodity contracts

Over-the-counter (OTC) contracts

Forward contracts 0.3 2.8 0.3 2.3 0.3 4.6 0.3 4.4

Swaps 0.7 9.9 0.5 9.4 0.9 13.8 0.5 7.9

Options 0.9 11.8 0.6 7.5 0.9 12.5 0.7 9.8

Exchange-traded contracts

Futures 8.2 7.3

Forward contracts 0.0 4.4 0.2 3.7 0.0 6.5 0.1 5.3

Options 0.0 1.0 0.1 1.9 0.1 0.0 0.8 0.1 3.7 0.1

Agency transactions7 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4

Total 3.4 30.0 3.2 24.6 8.3 3.6 38.1 3.2 31.1 7.3

Unsettled purchases of non-derivative financial 
investments8 0.1 9.6 0.2 16.7 0.1 11.4 0.2 12.9

Unsettled sales of non-derivative financial 
investments8 0.2 20.1 0.1 6.4 0.2 16.1 0.1 9.1

Total derivative instruments, based on IFRS netting9 167.4 4,602.7 162.4 4,409.0 8,831.1 257.0 5,857.8 254.1 5,600.2 13,507.9

1 Bifurcated embedded derivatives are presented on the same balance sheet lines as their host contracts and are excluded from this table. As of 31 December 2015, these derivatives amounted to a PRV of CHF 0.1 bil-
lion (related notional values of CHF 0.6 billion) and an NRV of CHF 0.2 billion (related notional values of CHF 3.4 billion). As of 31 December 2014, these derivatives amounted to a PRV of CHF 0.3 billion (related notional 
values of CHF 6.5 billion) and an NRV of CHF 0.3 billion (related notional values of CHF 7.8 billion). 2 PRV: Positive replacement value. 3 In cases where replacement values are presented on a net basis on the bal-
ance sheet, the respective notional values of the netted replacement values are still presented on a gross basis. 4 NRV: Negative replacement value. 5 Other notional values relate to derivatives which are cleared 
through either a central clearing counterparty or an exchange. The fair value of these derivatives is presented on the balance sheet net of the corresponding cash margin under Cash collateral receivables on derivative 
instruments and Cash collateral payables on derivative instruments and was not material for the periods presented. 6 Negative replacement values as of 31 December 2015 include CHF 0.1 billion related to derivative 
loan commitments (31 December 2014: CHF 0.0 billion). No notional amounts related to these replacement values are included the table. The maximum irrevocable amount related to these commitments was CHF 15.8 
billion as of 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: CHF 4.5 billion). 7 Notional values of exchange-traded agency transactions and OTC cleared transactions entered into on behalf of clients are not disclosed due to 
their significantly different risk profile. 8 Changes in the fair value of purchased and sold non-derivative financial investments between trade date and settlement date are recognized as replacement values. 9 Refer 
to Note 26 for more information on netting arrangements.

The notional amount of a derivative is generally the quantity of 
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!	�
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the different types of derivatives entered into by UBS AG.
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balance sheet netting are presented under other notional values 
	���	!���	
�:�!�K�����
���	
*!�
+��*�I�
�����
%���	�����(����
!	�-
tual maturities of the cleared underlying derivative contracts.

Derivatives transacted for trading purposes

Most of UBS AG’s derivative transactions relate to sales and trad-
ing activities. Sales activities include the structuring and market-
ing of derivative products to customers to enable them to take, 
transfer, modify, or reduce current or expected risks. Trading activ-
ities include market-making to directly support the facilitation and 
execution of client activity. Market-making involves quoting bid 
	����((�!�;!�����
���
%�!��	!I�
�;	!
���;	�
��-�
%�
%����
��
�����(�
generating revenues based on spread and volume.

Credit derivatives
����������	��	�
�>����	��!����
%��/�����������	!I�
������*���:�
����	���!��	
���;!��*�
���-�
%�!��;��
�
��	��	!:���*���!��(����*-
ers’ securities. The primary purpose of these activities is for the 
����
��(�������z�������
��
%!�*:%��	!I�
J�	I��:�	�
�>�
����	���
for the ongoing hedging of trading book exposures.

.
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Note 14  Derivative instruments and hedge accounting (continued)

R	!I�
J�	I��:�	�
�>�
+��-%��%����*���!
	I���-�
%���
%��O�>��
-
ment Bank, consists of buying and selling single-name CDS, index 
CDS, loan CDS and related referenced cash instruments to facili-
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and traded loan portfolios (including off-balance sheet loan com-
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����
bought and sold, including replacement and notional value infor-
mation by instrument type and counterparty type. The value of 
protection bought and sold is not, in isolation, a measure of UBS 
��z���!���
�!��I'���*�
�!;	!
+�!��	
����%�;��	!��>��-������
�!����(�

%�� 
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���
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���� 
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�!	��
arrangements in place. On a notional value basis, credit protec-
tion bought and sold as of 31 December 2015 matures in a range 
�(� 	;;!�/��	
��+� ""L� ���� �������!� "���#� "]L&� -�
%��� ����
+�	!��	;;!�/��	
��+���L������������!�"���#���L&�-�
%�������

��>��+�	!��	���	;;!�/��	
��+���L������������!�"���#��L&�
	(
�!�>��+�	!�'

Credit derivatives by type of instrument

Protection bought Protection sold

CHF billion 
Fair value: 

PRV
Fair value: 

NRV
Notional 

values
Fair value: 

PRV
Fair value: 

NRV
Notional 

values

Single-name credit default swaps 3.1 1.9 115.5 1.9 2.9 105.1

Multi-name index linked credit default swaps 0.3 0.6 48.0 0.6 0.5 45.6

Multi-name other credit default swaps 0.1 0.1 2.4 0.0 0.1 1.8

Total rate of return swaps 0.5 0.2 6.3 0.1 0.4 2.8

Options and warrants 0.0 0.0 4.2 0.0 0.0 0.1

Total 31 December 2015 4.0 2.8 176.4 2.6 3.9 155.3

of which: credit derivatives related to economic hedges 2.7 2.4 152.8 2.2 2.5 132.8

of which: credit derivatives related to market-making 1.4 0.4 23.6 0.4 1.3 22.5

Protection bought Protection sold

CHF billion 
Fair value: 

PRV
Fair value: 

NRV
Notional 

values
Fair value: 

PRV
Fair value: 

NRV
Notional 

values

Single-name credit default swaps 5.9 4.0 173.3 3.0 5.6 148.8

Multi-name index linked credit default swaps 0.4 0.9 72.8 1.7 0.5 80.7

Multi-name other credit default swaps 0.1 0.3 4.8 0.0 0.1 3.4

Total rate of return swaps 0.1 0.3 5.4 0.3 0.2 3.5

Options and warrants 0.0 0.0 6.5 0.0 0.0 1.6

Total 31 December 2014 6.5 5.4 262.8 5.0 6.3 238.0

of which: credit derivatives related to economic hedges 3.2 5.0 245.5 4.6 3.0 220.5

of which: credit derivatives related to market-making 3.3 0.4 17.3 0.5 3.3 17.4
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Note 14  Derivative instruments and hedge accounting (continued)

Credit derivatives by counterparty

Protection bought Protection sold

CHF billion 
Fair value: 

PRV
Fair value: 

NRV
Notional 

values
Fair value: 

PRV
Fair value: 

NRV
Notional 

values

Broker-dealers 0.8 0.3 27.3 0.2 0.6 19.5

Banks 1.9 1.3 78.0 1.2 1.6 68.3

Central clearing counterparties 0.4 0.8 55.3 0.9 0.9 58.9

Other 0.8 0.4 15.8 0.3 0.8 8.7

Total 31 December 2015 4.0 2.8 176.4 2.6 3.9 155.3

Protection bought Protection sold

CHF billion 
Fair value: 

PRV
Fair value: 

NRV
Notional 

values
Fair value: 

PRV
Fair value: 

NRV
Notional 

values

Broker-dealers 1.4 0.5 32.8 0.3 1.1 23.5

Banks 4.0 2.9 156.4 2.6 4.4 144.3

Central clearing counterparties 0.2 1.1 53.2 1.3 0.3 56.7

Other 0.9 0.9 20.4 0.8 0.5 13.5

Total 31 December 2014 6.5 5.4 262.8 5.0 6.3 238.0

UBS AG’s CDS trades are documented using industry standard 
forms of documentation or equivalent terms documented in a 
bespoke agreement. The agreements that govern CDS generally 
�����
����
	���!���*!���;!�>�������
%	
�-�*�����	�����������
��
recover from third parties any amounts paid out by UBS AG.
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tions are traded using credit events that are applicable under cer-
tain market conventions based on the type of reference entity to 
-%��%�
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��>��
���+��	!I�
�
conventions include bankruptcy, failure to pay, restructuring, obli-
:	
����	�����!	
����	���!�;*��	
����|���!	
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Contingent collateral features of derivative liabilities
Certain derivative payables contain contingent collateral or termi-
�	
���� (�	
*!��� 
!�::�!��� *;��� 	� ��-�:!	��� �(� 
%�� ;*����%���
credit rating of UBS AG in the normal course of business. Based 
on UBS AG’s credit ratings as of 31 December 2015, contractual 
�*
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notch reduction in long-term credit ratings, respectively. In evalu-
ating UBS AG’s liquidity requirements, UBS AG considers addi-
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�!	���!�
�!���	
����;	+���
��
%	
�-�*������!�[*�!���
in the event of a reduction in UBS AG’s long-term credit ratings, 
and a corresponding reduction in short-term ratings.

Derivatives transacted for hedging purposes

Derivatives used for structural hedging
UBS AG enters into derivative transactions for the purposes of 
hedging risks inherent in assets, liabilities and forecast transac-
tions. The accounting treatment of hedge transactions varies 
	���!���:�
��
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Derivative transactions that qualify and are designated as 
hedges for accounting purposes are described under the corre-
�;�����:� %�	���:�� ��� 
%��� <�
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AG’s accounting policies for derivatives designated and accounted 
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ment purposes. In addition, UBS AG has used equity futures, 
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variety of equity trading strategies to offset underlying equity and 
equity volatility exposure. UBS AG has also entered into CDS that 
provide economic hedges for credit risk exposures (refer to the 
�!���
���!�>	
�>������
�����(�
%���<�
�&'�E	�!�>	�*���%	�:����(���!�>	-
tives that are part of economic relationships, but do not qualify for 
hedge accounting treatment, are reported in Net trading income, 
�/��;
� (�!� 
%�� (�!-	!�� ;���
�� ��� ��!
	��� �%�!
� �*!	
���� (�!��:��
�/�%	�:�����
!	�
���-%��%�	!��!�;�!
����� Net interest income.
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Note 14  Derivative instruments and hedge accounting (continued)

Fair value hedges: interest rate risk related to debt instruments
UBS AG’s fair value hedges principally consist of interest rate 
�-	;��
%	
�	!��*����
��;!�
��
�	:	���
��%	�:������
%��(	�!�>	�*��
�(�/��J!	
�����
����
!*���
����*�%�	�����J�
!*�
*!���/��J!	
��
bonds, covered bonds and subordinated debt, due to  movements 

in market interest rates. The fair values of outstanding interest 
!	
����!�>	
�>�������:�	
���	�� (	�!� >	�*��%��:���-�!��	���
���(�
CHF 1,656 million and liabilities of CHF 11 million as of 31 Decem-
ber 2015 and assets of CHF 2,236 million and liabilities of CHF 37 
million as of 31 December 2014.

Fair value hedges of interest rate risk

For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Gains / (losses) on hedging instruments 554 1,113 (1,123)

Gains / (losses) on hedged items attributable to the hedged risk (552) (1,111) 1,116

Net gains / (losses) representing ineffective portions of fair value hedges  2 2 (7)

Fair value hedges: portfolio interest rate risk related to loans
UBS AG also applies fair value hedge accounting to mortgage 
loan portfolio interest rate risk. The change in fair value of the 
hedged items is recorded separately from the hedged item and is 
����*����-�
%���Other assets on the balance sheet. The fair values 

of outstanding interest rate derivatives designated for these 
%��:���	���(�����������!�"����-�!��	���
���(��PE�]���������	���
liabilities of CHF 327 million (31 December 2014: liabilities of CHF 
"����������&'

Fair value hedge of portfolio of interest rate risk

For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Gains / (losses) on hedging instruments (176) (694) 636

Gains / (losses) on hedged items attributable to the hedged risk 147 676 (625)

Net gains / (losses) representing ineffective portions of fair value hedges  (29) (18) 11

�	�%�{�-�%��:����(�(�!��	�
���
!	��	�
����
���� ��� ��� �/;����� 
�� >	!�	����
+� ��� (*
*!�� ��
�!��
� �	�%� {�-�� ���
���J
!	���:��	���	��	���
��	�����	����
����
%	
���	!���
�!��
�	
�>	!�-
	���� !	
��� �!� 	!�� �/;��
��� 
�� ��� !��	����� �!� !���>��
��� ��� 
%��
(*
*!�'�?%��	��*�
��	���
����:��(�(*
*!���	�%�{�-���!�;!����
��:�
��
%�;!����;	��	�����
�!��
�{�-���	!��;!�\��
����	����������
!	�-
tual terms and other relevant factors including estimates of prepay-
ments and defaults. The aggregate principal balances and interest 
�	�%�{�-��	�!����	���;�!
(�������>�!�
����(�!��
%���	����(�!�����
�(+-
��:�
%�����J
!	���:���
�!��
�!	
��!��I��(���������-%��%����%��:���
-�
%� ��
�!��
� !	
�� �-	;��� 
%�� �	/��*�� �	
*!�
+� �(� -%��%� ��� ���
+�	!�'�?%��
	�������
%��(����-��:�;	:���%�-��(�!��	�
���;!����;	��

�	�	��������-%��%��/;��
�����
�!��
��	�%�{�-��	!����	���(���������-
��!� "���'� ���*�
�� �%�-�� !�;!����
�� �+� 
���� �*�I�
�� 	>�!	:��
	���
��	�����	����
�����*�\��
�
��(�!��	�
����	�%�{�-������:�	
���	��
%��:����
��������	�%�{�-�%��:��	���*�
��:�!��	
����%�;�'

As of 31 December 2015, the fair values of outstanding deriva-

�>�������:�	
���	���	�%�{�-�%��:����(�(�!��	�
���
!	��	�
�����
-�!�� �PE� "��]�� �������� 	���
�� 	��� �PE� �$�� �������� ��	����
����
(31 December 2014: CHF 4,521 million assets and CHF 1,262 mil-
�������	����
���&'

O��"�����	�:	����(��PE�������������-	��!���:��K������Net trad-
ing income��*��
��%��:�����((��
�>����������;	!���-�
%�	�:	����(�
CHF 87 million in 2014 and a loss of CHF 80 million in 2013.
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Note 14  Derivative instruments and hedge accounting (continued)

Principal balances subject to cash flow forecasts

CHF billion Within 1 year 1–3 years 3–5 years 5–10 years Over 10 years

Assets 61 81 48 54 1

Liabilities 4 7 3 3 0

Net balance 57 74 45 51 1

Hedges of net investments in foreign operations
UBS AG applies hedge accounting for certain net investments in 
foreign operations. As of 31 December 2015, the positive replace-
ment values and negative replacement values of FX derivatives 
��	���+� E�� �-	;�&� ����:�	
��� 	�� %��:��:� ���
!*���
�� ��� ��
�
��>��
���
�%��:��	���*�
��:�!��	
����%�;��-�!���PE��]����������
and CHF 79 million, respectively (31 December 2014: positive 
replacement values of CHF 158 million and negative replacement 
>	�*����(��PE������������&'�����(�����������!�"�����
%��*���!�+-
ing hedged structural exposures in several currencies amounted 

���PE��'���������������������!�"���#��PE��'���������&'

Hedges of structural FX exposures in currencies other than the 
�������	!��	+�������;!������(�
-��\���
�+�����:�	
�����!�>	
�>���
as the foreign currency risk may be hedged against the US dollar 
!�
�	���
%������>�!
�����
���-����(!	�����
%��;!����
	
�����*!-
rency of UBS AG, as part of a separate FX derivative transaction. 
The aggregated notional amount of designated hedging deriva-

�>��� 	�� �(� ��� �������!� "���� -	�� �PE� ��'"� �������� ��� 
�
	��
�����������!�"���#��PE���']��������&� ����*���:��PE��'����������
��
���	��>	�*���!��	
���
���������	!�>�!�*���-����(!	����-	;��	���
CHF 5.6 billion notional values related to derivatives hedging for-
��:���*!!���������
%�!�
%	��
%���������	!&�>�!�*��
%���������	!'�?%��
�((��
�>��;�!
�����(�:	����	�����������(�
%����E���-	;�����
!	��-
(�!!�����!��
�+�
��Q�O�
���((��
�(�!��:���*!!���+�
!	���	
�����E�?&�
gains and losses on the net investments in foreign branches and 
�*�����	!���'� ��� �*�%�� 
%���� E�� �-	;�� %��:�� 
%�� �
!*�
*!	�� E��
exposure resulting in the accumulation of FCT on the level of indi-
vidual foreign branches and subsidiaries and hence on the total 
FCT OCI of UBS AG.

UBS AG designates certain non-derivative foreign currency 
�	���	��	���
��	�����	����
�����(�(�!��:���!	��%����!��*�����	!����	��
hedging instruments in net investment hedge accounting arrange-
ments. The FX translation difference recorded in FCT OCI of the 
non-derivative hedging instrument of one foreign entity offsets 
the structural FX exposure of another foreign entity. Therefore, 
the aggregated FCT OCI of UBS AG is unchanged from this hedge 
designation. As of 31 December 2015, the nominal amount of 
���J��!�>	
�>���	���	��	���
��	�����	����
��������:�	
���	��%��:-
��:����
!*���
������*�%���
���>��
���
�%��:���-	���PE��'�����-
lion and CHF 3.1 billion, respectively (31 December 2014: CHF 
��'�������������J��!�>	
�>���	���	�� 	���
��	����PE���'����������
���J��!�>	
�>���	���	����	����
���&'

Ineffectiveness of hedges of net investments in foreign opera-

�����-	����
��	
�!�	�����"�����"����	���"���'

�������*�
����	�%�{�-�
?%��
	��������-�;!�>�����*������*�
����	�%�{�-���(�	�����!�>	
�>��
instruments designated in hedge accounting relationships. Inter-
��
�!	
���-	;��	�%�{�-������*����	�%���{�-��	����	�%��*
{�-��
�(�	�����
�!��
�!	
���-	;������:�	
������%��:��	���*�
��:�!��	
���-
�%�;��� -%��%� 	!�� ��
%�!� 	���
�� �!� ��	����
���� �(� ���� ��� 	�� �(�
31 December 2015. The table includes derivatives traded on an 
�/�%	�:���!�
%!�*:%�	����	!��:�%�*���-%�!��
%���%	�:�����(	�!�
value is settled each day, either in fact or in substance, through 
cash payment of variation margin.

Derivatives designated in hedge accounting relationships (undiscounted cash flows)

CHF billion On demand 
Due within 

1 month
Due between 

1 and 3 months
Due between 

3 and 12 months
Due between 
1 and 5 years

Due after 
5 years Total

Interest rate swaps1

Cash inflows 0 0 0 2 4 2 8

Cash outflows 0 0 0 1 3 1 5

FX swaps / forwards

Cash inflows 0 7 3 0 0 0 10

Cash outflows 0 7 3 0 0 0 10

Net cash flows 0 0 0 1 2 0 3
1 The table includes gross cash inflows and cash outflows of all interest rate swaps designated in hedge accounting relationships, which are either assets or liabilities of UBS as of 31 December 2015.
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Note 15  Financial investments available-for-sale

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Financial investments available-for-sale by issuer type1

Debt instruments

Government and government agencies 47,245 45,334

of which: Switzerland 702 43

of which: USA 21,424 17,219

of which: Germany 8,583 10,145

of which: France 3,566 5,351

of which: Netherlands 2,934 2,528

of which: United Kingdom 2,782 2,348

Banks 12,268 8,490

Corporates and other 2,385 2,670

Total debt instruments 61,898 56,494

Equity instruments 645 664

Total financial investments available-for-sale 62,543 57,159

Unrealized gains – before tax 462 430

Unrealized (losses) – before tax (171) (64)

Net unrealized gains / (losses) – before tax 291 365

Net unrealized gains / (losses) – after tax 167 238

1  Refer to Note 24e for more information on product type and fair value hierarchy categorization.
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Note 16  Property, equipment and software

At historical cost less accumulated depreciation

CHF million
Own-used 
properties

Leasehold 
improvements

IT hardware 
and 

communication

Internally 
generated 

software
Purchased 

software

Other 
machines and 

equipment
Projects 

in progress 31.12.15 31.12.14

Historical cost

Balance at the beginning of the year 7,756 3,060 2,377 1,525 536 847 1,341 17,442 16,136

Additions 68 47 262 26 85 26 1,331 1,846 1,690

Disposals / write-offs1 (181) (97) (750) (54) (210) (30) �� (1,322) (518)

Reclassifications 220 194 21 888 9 27 (1,394)  (35)6 (359)

Foreign currency translation 0 (36) (39) (9) (9) (8) (7) (108) 493

Balance at the end of the year 7,863 3,169 1,872 2,375 411 862 1,270 17,823 17,442

Accumulated depreciation

Balance at the beginning of the year 4,365 2,120 1,976 1,089 452 592 0 10,593 10,140

Depreciation 161 180 227 230 41 62 0 901 799

Impairment2 2 10 1 3 0 1 0 18 19

Disposals / write-offs1 (157) (81) (748) (46) (209) (29) 0 (1,270) (474)

Reclassifications (11) 1 (2) 0 2 (14) 0  (25)6 (217)

Foreign currency translation (3) (25) (35) (1) (8) (6) 0 (77) 326

Balance at the end of the year 4,356 2,206 1,420 1,275 276 606 0 10,140 10,593

Net book value at the end of the year3, 4 3,506 963 452 1,100 135 256  1,2705 7,683  6,8497

1 Includes write-offs of fully depreciated assets. 2 Impairment charges recorded in 2015 relate to assets for which the recoverable amount was determined based on value-in-use (recoverable amount of the impaired 
assets: CHF 0 million Leasehold improvements, CHF 2 million Internally generated software). 3 As of 31 December 2015, contractual commitments to purchase property in the future amounted to approximately CHF 
0.6 billion. 4 Includes CHF 47 million related to leased assets, mainly IT hardware and communication. 5 Includes CHF 928 million related to Internally generated software, CHF 86 million related to Own-used prop-
erties and CHF 257 million related to Leasehold improvements. 6 Reflects reclassifications to Properties held-for-sale (CHF 11 million on a net basis) reported within Other assets. 7 Excludes investment properties of 
CHF 5 million. 
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Note 17  Goodwill and intangible assets

Introduction

�������;�!(�!���	����;	�!���
�
��
�����
��:���-����	���
�����	��
	��*	�� �	����� �!� -%��� �����	
�!�� �(� ��;	�!���
� �/��
'� ���� ���
�������!��
%����:���
���	��!�;�!
������<�
��"��	����;	!	
���	�%J
:���!	
��:� *��
�� ����&'� ?%�� ��;	�!���
� 
��
� ��� ;�!(�!���� (�!�
�	�%���:���
� 
��-%��%�:���-���� ���	����	
����+����;	!��:� 
%��
recoverable amount, based on its value-in-use, to the carrying 
amount of the respective segment. An impairment charge is rec-
�:��K����(�
%���	!!+��:�	��*�
��/������
%��!���>�!	����	��*�
'�
����(�����������!�"�����
�
	��:���-����!���:��K������
%���	�-
	�����%��
�-	���PE��'"�����������(�-%��%��PE��'������������PE��'��
��������	����PE��'����������-	���	!!�����+�_�	�
%�R	�	:����
��
Wealth Management Americas and Asset Management, respec-
tively. Based on the impairment testing methodology described 
����-�� ���� ��� �����*���� 
%	
� 
%�� :���-���� �	�	����� 	�� �(�
31 December 2015 allocated to these segments remain recover-
	����	���
%*��-�!����
���;	�!��'

Methodology for goodwill impairment testing

The recoverable amounts are determined using a discounted cash 
{�-��������-%��%�%	�������	�	;
���
��*�����;*
��
%	
��������!�
features of the banking business and its regulatory environment. 
The recoverable amount of a segment is the sum of the dis-
��*�
����	!���:��	

!��*
	����
���%	!�%����!��(!���
%��!�
�
%!���
(�!��	�
���+�	!��	���
%��
�!���	��>	�*�'�?%��
�!���	��>	�*���-%��%�
covers all periods beyond the third year, is calculated on the basis 
�(�
%��(�!��	�
��(�
%�!�J+�	!�;!�
��
%�������*�
�!	
��	���
%�����:J

�!�� :!�-
%� !	
�� 	��� ��� 	�\*�
��� (�!� 
%�� �((��
� �(� 
%�� �	;�
	��
	��*����
������������
���*;;�!
�
%��;�!;�
*	��:!�-
%���;�����
�+�
%�����:J
�!��:!�-
%�!	
�'

The carrying amount for each segment is determined by refer-
����� 
�� 
%�� �!�*;z�� �[*�
+� 	

!��*
���� (!	��-�!I'� _�
%��� 
%���
(!	��-�!I��-%��%��������!��������
%��@�	;�
	���	�	:����
H����-

�����(�
%���!�;�!
��
%����	!���(���!��
�!������&�	

!��*
����[*�
+�
to the businesses after considering their risk exposure, risk-
-��:%
���	���
��	�����>�!	:��!	
����������	
�!�*�	:���:���-����
and intangible assets. The total amount of equity attributed to the 
business divisions can differ from UBS AG’s actual equity during a 
:�>��� ;�!���'� ?%�� (!	��-�!I� ��� ;!��	!��+� *���� (�!� ;*!;����� �(�
measuring the performance of the businesses and includes  certain 
management assumptions. Attributed equity equals the capital 

that a segment requires to conduct its business and is considered 
	��	;;!�;!�	
���
	!
��:�;���
�(!���-%��%�
����
�!�����
%���	!!+-
ing value of the segments. The attributed equity methodology is 
	��:���� -�
%� 
%�� �*������� ;�	����:� ;!������� 
%�� ��;*
�� (!���
-%��%� 	!�� *���� ��� �	��*�	
��:� 
%�� !���>�!	���� 	��*�
�� �(� 
%��
respective CGU.

 ➔ Refer to the “Capital management” section of this report for 

more information on the equity attribution framework

Assumptions

�	�*	
���� ;	!	��
�!�� *���� -�
%��� ���� ��z�� ��;	�!���
� 
��
�
������	!�����I���
���/
�!�	���	!I�
���(�!�	
�����-%�!��	;;���	-
ble. The model used to determine the recoverable amount is most 
sensitive to changes in the forecast earnings available to share-
holders in years one to three, to changes in the discount rates, 
	���
���%	�:������
%�����:J
�!��:!�-
%�!	
�'�?%��	;;��������:J

�!��:!�-
%�!	
������	����������:J
�!�����������:!�-
%�!	
���
(�!���((�!��
�!�:�����-�!��-���'�M	!���:��	>	��	����
���%	!�%���-
�!��	!����
��	
����	�������(�!��	�
�!��*�
���-%��%�	!��;	!
��(�
%��
business plan approved by the BoD.

The discount rates are determined by applying a capital-asset-
;!����:J�����J�	����	;;!�	�%�� 	��-���� 	�� �������!��:�[*	�
�
	-
tive and qualitative inputs from both internal and external ana-
�+�
�� 	��� 
%�� >��-� �(� �	�	:����
'� ?%�� �����*�
� !	
��� -�!��
*��%	�:�����
-����"����	���"���'

Key assumptions used to determine the recoverable amounts 
of each segment are tested for sensitivity by applying a reasonably 
possible change to those assumptions. Forecast earnings available 

���%	!�%����!��-�!���%	�:����+���L��
%�������*�
�!	
���-�!��
�%	�:����+��'��;�!���
	:��;���
�	���
%�����:J
�!��:!�-
%�!	
���
-�!���%	�:����+��'��;�!���
	:��;���
'�����!�	�������	!�����
%��
recoverable amounts for each segment exceeded the respective 
carrying amount, such that the reasonably possible changes in key 
	��*�;
�����-�*�����
�!��*�
������;	�!���
'

If the estimated earnings and other assumptions in future peri-
������>�	
��(!���
%���*!!��
��*
���I��
%��>	�*���(�:���-�����	+�
become impaired in the future, giving rise to losses in the income 
�
	
����
'� N���:��
���� �(� 	�+� ��;	�!���
� �(� :���-���� -�*���
!��*���OEN���[*�
+�	�����
�;!�
'�O
�-�*�����
���;	�
��	�%�{�-��
	����	��:���-�������!�[*�!���
��������*�
���(!����	;�
	��*���!�
%��
�	�����	;�
	�� (!	��-�!I����� ��;	�
�-�*�������/;��
����������
AG’s total capital ratios.
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Note 17  Goodwill and intangible assets (continued)

Discount and growth rates

Discount rates Growth rates

In % 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Wealth Management 9.0 9.0 1.7 1.7

Wealth Management Americas 9.0 9.0 2.4 2.4

Investment Bank 11.0 11.0 2.4 2.4

Asset Management 9.0 9.0 2.4 2.4

Goodwill Intangible assets

CHF million Total Infrastructure

Customer
relationships,

contractual
rights and other Total 31.12.15 31.12.14

Historical cost

Balance at the beginning of the year 6,368 756 833 1,589 7,957 7,283

Additions 30 30 30 17

Disposals (30) (1) (1) (32) (1)

Write-offs (20) (20) (20) 0

Foreign currency translation (97) 5 (22) (16) (114) 657

Balance at the end of the year 6,240 761 820 1,581 7,821 7,957

Accumulated amortization and impairment

Balance at the beginning of the year 0 536 635 1,171 1,171 990

Amortization 37 57 94 94 80

Impairment1 13 13 13 2

Disposals (1) (1) (1) 0

Write-offs (20) (20) (20) 0

Foreign currency translation 5 (10) (5) (5) 99

Balance at the end of the year 0 578 675 1,253 1,253 1,171

Net book value at the end of the year 6,240 183 145 328 6,568 6,785

1 Impairment charges recorded in 2015 and 2014 relate to assets for which the recoverable amount was determined based on value-in-use (recoverable amount of the impaired assets: CHF 4 million for 2015 and CHF 
3 million for 2014).

?%��
	��������-�;!����
��
%���������*!���(�:���-����	�����
	�:�����	���
���+���:���
�(�!�
%��+�	!�����������������!�"���'

CHF million
Wealth 

Management

Wealth 
Management 

Americas
Investment 

Bank
Asset 

Management
Corporate Center 

– Services Total

Goodwill

Balance at the beginning of the year 1,359 3,490 44 1,476 6,368

Additions 0

Disposals (7) (23) (30)

Impairment 0

Foreign currency translation (40) 25 (14) (68) (97)

Balance at the end of the year 1,312 3,514 29 1,385 6,240

Intangible assets

Balance at the beginning of the year 45 246 84 17 25 417

Additions / transfers 4 0 25 30

Disposals 0 0

Amortization (3) (51) (13) (5) (21) (94)

Impairment (11) (2) (13)

Foreign currency translation (4) 0 (6) (1) (12)

Balance at the end of the year 38 199 53 8 30 328
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Note 17  Goodwill and intangible assets (continued)

?%����
��	
����	::!�:	
���	��!
�K	
�����/;������(�!���
	�:�����	���
��	!��	��(����-�#

CHF million Intangible assets

Estimated, aggregated amortization expenses for:

2016 93

2017 66

2018 56

2019 45

2020 37

Thereafter 23

Not amortized due to indefinite useful life 9

Total 328

Note 18  Other assets

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Prime brokerage receivables1 11,341 12,534

Recruitment loans to financial advisors 3,184 2,909

Other loans to financial advisors 418 372

Bail deposit2 1,221 1,323

Accrued interest income 462 453

Accrued income – other 844 1,009

Prepaid expenses 1,032 1,027

Net defined benefit pension and post-employment assets3 50 0

Settlement and clearing accounts 402 616

VAT and other tax receivables 397 272

Properties and other non-current assets held for sale 134 236

Assets of disposal group held for sale4 279 0

Other 2,485 2,317

Total other assets 22,249 23,069

1 Prime brokerage services include clearance, settlement, custody, financing and portfolio reporting services for corporate clients trading across multiple asset classes. Prime brokerage receivables are mainly comprised of 
margin lending receivables. 2 Refer to item 1 in Note 22b for more information. 3 Refer to Note 28 for more information. 4 Refer to Note 32 for more information.
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Balance sheet notes: liabilities

Note 19  Due to banks and customers

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Due to banks 11,836 10,492

Due to customers: demand deposits 174,262 187,516

Due to customers: time deposits 60,274 52,269

Due to customers: fiduciary deposits 6,139 14,766

Due to customers: retail savings / deposits 161,848 156,427

Total due to customers 402,522 410,979

Total due to banks and customers 414,358 421,471

Note 20  Financial liabilities designated at fair value

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Non-structured fixed-rate bonds 4,098 4,488

of which: issued by UBS AG with original maturity greater than one year1, 2 3,542 3,616

Structured debt instruments issued

Equity-linked3 30,965 37,725

Credit-linked 3,652 4,645

Rates-linked4 16,587 19,380

Other 1,231 2,138

Total structured debt instruments issued 52,436 63,888

of which: issued by UBS AG with original maturity greater than one year1, 5 36,539 45,851

Structured over-the-counter debt instruments

Equity-linked3 2,885 2,508

Other 2,608 3,154

Total structured over-the-counter debt instruments 5,493 5,662

of which: issued by UBS AG with original maturity greater than one year1, 6 4,497 3,691

Repurchase agreements 849 1,167

Loan commitments and guarantees7 119 93

Total 62,995 75,297

of which: life-to-date own credit (gain) / loss (287) 302

1 Issued by UBS AG (standalone). Based on original contractual maturity without considering any early redemption features. 2 100% of the balance as of 31 December 2015 was unsecured. 3 Includes investment 
fund unit-linked instruments issued. 4 Includes non-structured rates-linked debt instruments issued. 5 More than 98% of the balance as of 31 December 2015 was unsecured. 6 More than 35% of the balance as 
of 31 December 2015 was unsecured. 7 Loan commitments recognized as “Financial liabilities designated at fair value” until drawn and recognized as loans. See Note 1a item 8 for additional information. 

As of 31 December 2015, the contractual redemption amount at 
maturity of Financial liabilities designated at fair value through 
;!�
��!������-	���PE��'����������%�:%�!�
%	��
%���	!!+��:�>	�*�'�
As of 31 December 2014, the contractual redemption amount at 
�	
*!�
+��(��*�%���	����
����-	���PE��']�����������-�!�
%	��
%���	!-
rying value.

?%��
	�������
%��(����-��:�;	:���%�-��
%��!����*	�����
!	�
*	��
�	
*!�
+��(�
%���	!!+��:�>	�*���(��	���	����	����
��������:�	
���	
�
(	�!�>	�*����;��
���
-����/��J!	
��	���{�	
��:J!	
�����
!*���
��
based on the contractual terms and does not consider any early 

redemption features. Interest rate ranges for future interest pay-
���
��!��	
���
��
%�����	���	����	����
��������:�	
���	
�(	�!�>	�*��
%	>����
����������*�������
%��
	�������
%��(����-��:�;	:��	��	�
majority of these liabilities are structured products, and therefore 
the future interest payments are highly dependent upon the 
embedded derivative and prevailing market conditions at the time 
each interest payment is made.

 ➔ Refer to Note 27b for maturity information on an undiscounted 

�����	�������
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Note 20  Financial liabilities designated at fair value (continued)

Contractual maturity of carrying value

CHF million 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021–2025 Thereafter
Total 

31.12.15
Total 

31.12.14

UBS AG1

Non-subordinated debt

Fixed-rate 2,873 1,912 776 279 302 1,623 2,938 10,702 12,891

Floating-rate 23,148 5,314 3,559 2,839 3,286 2,838 8,839 49,824 58,643

Subtotal 26,021 7,226 4,335 3,118 3,588 4,461 11,777 60,526 71,535

Other subsidiaries2

Non-subordinated debt

Fixed-rate 29 58 179 17 34 164 513 993 1,473

Floating-rate 260 484 188 122 127 178 116 1,475 2,289

Subtotal 288 542 367 139 161 342 629 2,469 3,762

Total 26,310 7,768 4,702 3,257 3,749 4,803 12,406 62,995 75,297

1 Comprises instruments issued by UBS AG (standalone). 2 Comprises instruments issued by subsidiaries of UBS AG.

Note 21  Debt issued held at amortized cost

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Certificates of deposit 11,967 16,591

Commercial paper 3,824 4,841

Other short-term debt 5,424 5,931

Short-term debt1 21,215 27,363

Non-structured fixed-rate bonds 31,240 24,582

of which: issued by UBS AG with original maturity greater than one year2 31,078 24,433

Covered bonds 8,490 13,614

Subordinated debt 12,600 16,123

of which: phase-out additional tier 1 capital 0 1,197

of which: low-trigger loss-absorbing tier 2 capital 10,346 10,464

of which: phase-out tier 2 capital 2,254 4,462

Debt issued through the central bond institutions of the Swiss regional or cantonal banks 8,237 8,029

Other long-term debt 577 1,495

of which: issued by UBS AG with original maturity greater than one year2 278 861

Long-term debt3 61,144 63,844

Total debt issued held at amortized cost4 82,359 91,207

1 Debt with an original maturity of less than one year. 2 Issued by UBS AG (standalone). Based on original contractual maturity without considering any early redemption features. 100% of the balance as of 31 Decem-
ber 2015 was unsecured. 3 Debt with original maturity greater than or equal to one year. 4 Net of bifurcated embedded derivatives with a net negative fair value of CHF 130 million as of 31 December 2015 
(31 December 2014: net negative fair value of CHF 25 million).

UBS AG uses interest rate and foreign exchange derivatives to 
manage the risks inherent in certain debt instruments held at 
	��!
�K������
'�O����!
	����	������������	;;�����%��:��	���*�
-
��:� (�!� ��
�!��
� !	
�� !��I� 	�� ����*����� ��� <�
�� �	� �
��� ��� 	���

<�
����'����	�!��*�
��(�	;;�+��:�%��:��	���*�
��:��
%���	!!+��:�
value of debt issued increased by CHF 1,024 million and by CHF 
1,703 million as of 31 December 2015 and 2014, respectively, 
!�{��
��:��%	�:������(	�!�>	�*���*��
����
�!��
�!	
����>����
�'
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Note 21  Debt issued held at amortized cost (continued)

Subordinated debt consists of unsecured debt obligations that 
are contractually subordinated in right of payment to all other 
present and future non-subordinated obligations of the respective 
issuing entity. All of the subordinated debt instruments outstand-
��:�	���(�����������!�"����;	+�	�/���!	
���(���
�!��
'

?%��
	��������-��%�-��
%��!����*	�����
!	�
*	���	
*!�
+��(�
%��
�	!!+��:�>	�*���(����
����*�����;��
���
-����/��J!	
��	���{�	
-

ing-rate based on the contractual terms and does not consider 
any early redemption features. The effects from interest rate 
�-	;���-%��%�	!��*����
��%��:��>	!��*��/��J!	
�����
����*	�����
by changing the repricing characteristics into those similar to 
{�	
��:J!	
�����
��	!��	������
��������!������
%��
	��������-'

 ➔ Refer to Note 27b for maturity information on an undiscounted 

�����	�������

Contractual maturity dates of carrying value

CHF million, except where indicated 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021–2025 Thereafter
Total 

31.12.15
Total 

31.12.14

UBS AG1

Non-subordinated debt

Fixed-rate 13,064 6,334 8,004 4,036 4,340 4,375 0 40,153 59,327

Interest rates (range in %) 0–6.4 0–5.9 0–6.6 2.4–4.0 0–4.9 1.3–4.0

Floating-rate 10,014 3,721 963 939 239 0 2,031 17,907 11,296

Subordinated debt

Fixed-rate 918 414 0 0 0 8,772 2,497 12,600 16,123

Interest rates (range in %) 3.1–5.9 4.1–7.4 4.8–8.8 4.8–7.8

Subtotal 23,996 10,468 8,967 4,974 4,579 13,147 4,528 70,659 86,746

Subsidiaries2

Non-subordinated debt

Fixed-rate 3,936 728 791 742 732 3,592 1,171 11,692 4,460

Interest rates (range in %) 0–8.3 0.3–8.1 0.4–3.7 0.5–2.9 0.1–2.8 0–3.4 0.4–2.8

Floating-rate 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 8 1

Subtotal 3,936 728 798 742 732 3,593 1,171 11,700 4,462

Total 27,932 11,196 9,765 5,717 5,311 16,740 5,699 82,359 91,207

1 Comprises debt issued by UBS AG (standalone). 2 Comprises debt issued by subsidiaries of UBS AG.
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities

a) Provisions

CHF million
Operational 

risks1

Litigation, 
regulatory 

and similar 
matters2

Restruc-
turing

Loan com-
mitments 

and 
guarantees

Real 
estate

Employee 
benefits5 Other

Total 
31.12.15

Total 
31.12.14

Balance at the beginning of the year 50 3,053 647 23 153 215 224 4,366 2,971

Increase in provisions recognized in the income statement 43 1,263 361 6 27 7 71 1,778 3,308

Release of provisions recognized in the income statement (7) (166) (102) (3) (1) (18) (40) (337) (528)

Provisions used in conformity with designated purpose (37) (1,174) (287) 0 (28) (1) (133) (1,660) (1,659)

Capitalized reinstatement costs 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 5 0

Reclassifications 0 0 0 9 �� 0 0 9 8

Foreign currency translation / unwind of discount (1) 7 5 0 2 (5) (3) 3 266

Balance at the end of the year 47 2,983  6243 35  1574 198 120 4,163 4,366

1 Comprises provisions for losses resulting from security risks and transaction processing risks. 2 Comprises provisions for losses resulting from legal, liability and compliance risks. 3 Includes personnel related restruc-
turing provisions of CHF 110 million as of 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: CHF 116 million) and provisions for onerous lease contracts of CHF 514 million as of 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: CHF 530 
million). 4 Includes reinstatement costs for leasehold improvements of CHF 94 million as of 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: CHF 98 million) and provisions for onerous lease contracts of CHF 62 million as of 
31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: CHF 55 million). 5 Includes provisions for sabbatical and anniversary awards as well as provisions for severance which are not part of restructuring provisions.

Restructuring provisions primarily relate to onerous lease con-

!	�
��	�����>�!	����;	+���
�'�?%��*
���K	
�����(����!�*�� ��	���
provisions is driven by the maturities of the underlying lease con-

!	�
�'� ��>�!	���J!��	
��� ;!�>������� 	!�� *
���K��� -�
%��� 	� �%�!
�

����;�!�����*�*	��+�-�
%�����/����
%����*
�;�
��
�	���%	�:������
	��*�
��	+����
!�::�!���-%����	
*!	���
	((�	

!�
����!��*����
%��

number of people affected by a restructuring and therefore the 
estimated costs.

Information on provisions and contingent liabilities in respect 
of Litigation, regulatory and similar matters, as a class, is included 
���<�
��""�'�?%�!��	!������	
�!�	�����
��:��
���	����
����	�����	
���
-�
%�
%���
%�!���	������(�;!�>������'
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)

b) Litigation, regulatory and similar matters

UBS operates in a legal and regulatory environment that exposes 
�
� 
�� ��:���	�
� ��
�:	
���� 	��� �����	!� !��I�� 	!����:� (!������;*
���
	���!�:*�	
�!+�;!�������:�'����	�!��*�
�������-%��%�(�!�;*!;�����
�(�
%���<�
���	+�!�(�!�
���������	���|��!������!���!���(��
���*�-
����	!����� 	�� 	;;���	���&� ��� ��>��>��� ��� >	!��*�����;*
��� 	��� ��:	��
proceedings, including litigation, arbitration, and regulatory and 
criminal investigations.

Such matters are subject to many uncertainties and the out-
���������(
�����(�*�
�
��;!����
��;	!
��*�	!�+����
%���	!���!��
	:���
�(�	��	��'�?%�!��	!��	������
*	
�����-%�!�������	+���
�!���
��	�
settlement agreement. This may occur in order to avoid the 
expense, management distraction or reputational implications of 
���
��*��:�
�����
��
� ��	����
+���>���(�!� 
%�����	

�!�� (�!�-%��%�
UBS believes it should be exonerated. The uncertainties inherent 
in all such matters affect the amount and timing of any potential 
�*
{�-��(�!���
%��	

�!��-�
%�!��;��
�
��-%��%�;!�>�������%	>��
been established and other contingent liabilities. UBS makes pro-
>�������(�!��*�%��	

�!���!�*:%
�	:	���
��
�-%�������
%���;�������(�
management after seeking legal advice, it is more likely than not 
that UBS has a present legal or constructive obligation as a result 
�(�;	�
��>��
����
����;!��	����
%	
�	���*
{�-��(�!���*!����-�������
required, and the amount can be reliably estimated. Where these 
(	�
�!��	!���
%�!-�����	
������	�;!�>�������	+������
	����%���(�!�
claims that have not yet been asserted against UBS, but are nev-
�!
%�������/;��
���
�������	����������z���/;�!������-�
%������	!�
asserted claims. If any of those conditions is not met, such matters 
result in contingent liabilities. If the amount of an obligation can-
��
����!���	��+���
��	
����	� ��	����
+��/��
��
%	
� �����
�!���:��K���
�>����(�	���*
{�-��(�!���*!�������;!��	���'�����!���:�+�����;!�>�-
����������
	����%����>����(�
%��;�
��
�	���*
{�-��(�!���*!����-�
%�
!��;��
�
�������
��	

�!����*��������:���	�
'

�;�������
�:	
�����!�:*�	
�!+�	����
%�!��	

�!��	!������!�����
����-������*���:�	����*�%��	

�!��
%	
��	�	:����
��������!��
��
be material and others that management believes to be of sig-
���	���� �*�� 
�� ;�
��
�	�� �	���	��� !�;*
	
���	�� 	��� �
%�!�
�((��
�'�?%��	��*�
��(��	�	:�����	������
%����K���(�	�
!	��	�-

�����!��
%�!���(�!�	
�������;!�>�����-%�!��	>	��	����	���	;;!�-
priate in order to assist users in considering the magnitude of 
potential exposures.

O�� 
%���	����(���!
	����	

�!������-��-���
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%	
�-��%	>��
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	����%���	�;!�>�������	���(�!�
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�*�%� �
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%��� �
	
����
�	���-���/;��
�
disclosure of the amount of a provision to prejudice seriously our 
;���
����-�
%��
%�!�;	!
�������
%���	

�!�����	*����
�-�*���!�>�	��
-%	
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%��;!��	����	���!���	��+���
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���%���	�;!�>����������-%��%��	���
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��-
:��
���	����
+�*���!�
%��	;;���	����	���*�
��:��
	��	!���!���&�-��
have established a provision but expect disclosure of that fact to 
;!�\*�������!��*��+��*!�;���
����-�
%��
%�!�;	!
���� ���
%���	

�!�
���	*����
�-�*���!�>�	��
%��(	�
�
%	
����������>���	���*
{�-��(�
resources to be probable and reliably estimable.

With respect to certain litigation, regulatory and similar mat-

�!�� (�!� -%��%� -�� %	>�� ��
	����%��� ;!�>�������� -�� 	!�� 	���� 
��
��
��	
��
%���/;��
���
����:��(��*
{�-�'�P�-�>�!��
%��	::!�-
:	
�� 	��*�
� �(� 
%�� �/;��
��� �*
{�-�� (�!� 
%���� �	

�!�� (�!�
-%��%�-��	!��	����
����
��	
���/;��
���
����:�������	
�!�	��!��	-
tive to our current and expected levels of liquidity over the rele-
vant time periods.
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)

The aggregate amount provisioned for litigation, regulatory 
	��������	!��	

�!��	��	���	�������������������<�
��""	�	��>�'�O
����
not practicable to provide an aggregate estimate of liability for 
our litigation, regulatory and similar matters as a class of contin-
:��
���	����
���'�����:����-�*���!�[*�!��*��
��;!�>�����;��*�	
�>��
legal assessments as to claims and proceedings that involve 
*��[*��(	�
�;	

�!����!���>�����:	��
%��!�����-%��%�%	>����
�+�
�
��������
�	
����!�	!��	
��	!�+��
	:����(�	�\*���	
������!�	��
��-%��%�
	���:��� �	�	:��� %	>�� ��
� ����� [*	�
���� �+� 
%�� ��	��	�
�'�
��
%�*:%�-�� 
%�!�(�!�� �	���
�;!�>����	��*��!��	�� ��
��	
���(�
the future losses that could arise from litigation, regulatory and 
�����	!��	

�!���-�������>��
%	
�
%��	::!�:	
��	��*�
��(�;��������
future losses from this class that are more than remote substan-
tially exceeds the level of current provisions. Litigation, regulatory 
and similar matters may also result in non-monetary penalties and 
consequences. For example, the non-prosecution agreement 
�<`�&�����!����� ���;	!	:!	;%����(� 
%���<�
���-%��%�-����
�!���
��
��-�
%�
%�������;	!
���
��(�)*�
������Q)&���!����	����>�������
E!	*�����
�������������
����-�
%��*!��*�����������(�����%�	!I�
interest rates, including, among others, the British Bankers’ Asso-
��	
�����������O�
�!�	�I�Q((�!���N	
����O�QN&��-	��
�!���	
����+�


%���Q)��	��������
����
�!���	
����
%	
�-��%	�������

���	����
crime in relation to foreign exchange matters. As a consequence, 
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and accept a three-year term of probation. A guilty plea to, or 
conviction of, a crime (including as a result of termination of the 
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regulatory authorities to limit, suspend or terminate licenses and 
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to limit, suspend or terminate our participation in such utilities. 
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have material consequences for UBS.

?%��!��I��(������	�����	
���-�
%���
�:	
�����!�:*�	
�!+�	��������	!�
matters is a component of operational risk for purposes of deter-
mining our capital requirements. Information concerning our 
capital requirements and the calculation of operational risk for 

%���;*!;�����������*�������
%��@�	;�
	���	�	:����
H����
�����(�
this report.

Provisions for litigation, regulatory and similar matters by business division and Corporate Center unit1

CHF million

Wealth 
Manage-

ment

Wealth 
Manage-

ment 
Americas

Personal & 
Corporate 

Banking

 Asset 
Manage-

ment
Investment 

Bank
CC –

Services
CC –

Group ALM

CC –
Non-core

and Legacy
Portfolio

Total 
31.12.15

Total 
31.12.14

Balance at the beginning of the year 188 209 92 53 1,258 312 0 941 3,053 1,622

Increase in provisions recognized in the income statement 114 372 0 0 17 15 0 744 1,263 2,941

Release of provisions recognized in the income statement (10) (19) (3) (3) (15) (1) 0 (115) (166) (395)

Provisions used in conformity with designated purpose (36) (110) (5) (33) (675) (13) 0 (302) (1,174) (1,286)

Reclassifications 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2)

Foreign currency translation / unwind of discount (12) 7 (2) (1) 0 (3) 0 18 7 172

Balance at the end of the year 245 459 83 16 585 310 0 1,284 2,983 3,053

1 Provisions, if any, for the matters described in this Note are recorded in Wealth Management (item 3), Wealth Management Americas (item 4), Corporate Center – Services (item 7) and Corporate Center – Non-core 
and Legacy Portfolio (items 2 and 8). Provisions, if any, for the matters described in this Note in items 1 and 6 are allocated between Wealth Management and Personal & Corporate Banking, and provisions, if any, for 
the matters described in this Note in item 5 are allocated between the Investment Bank, Corporate Center – Services and Corporate Center – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio.
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)

�'�O�[*�!����!�:	!���:��!���J��!��!�-�	�
%��	�	:����
��*��-
nesses
Tax and regulatory authorities in a number of countries have 
made inquiries, served requests for information or examined 
employees located in their respective jurisdictions relating to the 
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�
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automatic tax information exchange and other measures relating 
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further inquiries in the future.
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tax fraud, and the investigating judges ordered UBS to provide 
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upheld the bail amount and rejected the appeal in full in late 
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European Court of Human Rights to challenge various aspects of 
the French court’s decision. In September 2015, the former CEO 
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issue formal charges.

O�� R	!�%� "����� ���� �E!	���&� �'�'� -	�� ;�	���� *���!� (�!�	��
examination for complicity regarding the laundering of proceeds 
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May 2015 to EUR 10 million.  Separately, in 2013, the French 
banking supervisory authority’s disciplinary commission repri-
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business.
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potential sales to US persons of bearer bonds and other unregis-
tered securities in possible violation of the Tax Equity and Fiscal 
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authorities in these investigations.
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have, received inquiries from authorities concerning accounts 
relating to the Fédération Internationale de Football Association 
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2. Claims related to sales of residential mortgage-backed 
securities and mortgages
From 2002 through 2007, prior to the crisis in the US residential 
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chaser and seller of US residential mortgages. A subsidiary of UBS, 
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2004 through 2007, UBS RESI sponsored approximately USD 80 
billion in RMBS, based on the original principal balances of the 
securities issued.

UBS RESI also sold pools of loans acquired from originators to 
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2004 through 2007 totaled approximately USD 19 billion in origi-
nal principal balance.
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)

RMBS-related lawsuits concerning disclosures: UBS is named as 
	���(���	�
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billion in original face amount of RMBS that remains at issue in 
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failed credit unions, asserting misstatements and omissions in the 
offering documents for RMBS purchased by the credit unions. Both 
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Lawsuits related to contractual representations and warranties 
concerning mortgages and RMBS: When UBS acted as an RMBS 
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tions relating to the characteristics of the underlying loans. In the 
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nal principal balance.  Of this amount, UBS considers claims 
relating to approximately USD 2 billion in original principal bal-
ance to be resolved, including claims barred by the statute of 
limitations. Substantially all of the remaining claims are in litiga-
tion, including the matters described in the next paragraph. UBS 
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plaintiffs’ efforts to seek damages for all loans purportedly in 
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Transactions and limited plaintiffs to pursuing claims based solely 
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ered by UBS. In February 2015, the court denied plaintiffs’ motion 
seeking reconsideration of its ruling. With respect to the loans 
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in existence, UBS intends to enforce its indemnity rights against 
those institutions. Trial is currently scheduled for April 2016.
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chasers of RMBS concerning their potential claims related to sub-
stantial purchases of UBS-sponsored or third-party RMBS.
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)

Provision for claims related to sales of residential mortgage-backed securities and mortgages

USD million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Balance at the beginning of the year 849 817

Increase in provision recognized in the income statement 662 239

Release of provision recognized in the income statement (94) (120)

Provision used in conformity with designated purpose (199) (87)

Balance at the end of the year 1,218 849

Mortgage-related regulatory matters: In 2014, UBS received a 
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)

3. Madoff
In relation to the Bernard L. Madoff Investment Securities LLC 
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and the Luxembourg funds are in liquidation. The last reported 
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reported by BMIS. The documentation establishing both funds 
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istrator, manager, distributor and promoter, and indicates that 
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the funds against UBS entities, non-UBS entities and certain indi-
viduals including current and former UBS employees. The amounts 
claimed are approximately EUR 890 million and EUR 305 million, 
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amounts that the funds may possibly be held liable to pay the 
BMIS Trustee. These amounts claimed by the liquidator are 
approximately EUR 564 million and EUR 370 million, respectively. 
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losses relating to the Madoff scheme. The majority of these cases 
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UBS and dismissed the investor’s appeal. In the US, the BMIS 
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ing. In December 2014, several claims, including a purported class 
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against the UBS entities. In Germany, certain clients of UBS are 
exposed to Madoff-managed positions through third-party funds 
and funds administered by UBS entities in Germany. A small num-
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)

4. Puerto Rico
Declines since August 2013 in the market prices of Puerto Rico 
�*����;	�� ������ 	��� �(� ������J���� (*���� �
%�� (*���&� 
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sole-managed and co-managed by UBS Trust Company of Puerto 
Rico and distributed by UBS Financial Services Incorporated of 
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gate claimed damages of approximately USD 374 million have 
been resolved through settlements or arbitration. The claims are 
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arbitration allegations include fraud, misrepresentation and 
unsuitability of the funds and of the loans. A shareholder deriva-
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rent and certain former directors of the funds, alleging hundreds 
of millions in losses in the funds. In 2015, defendants’ motion to 
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ruling to the Puerto Rico Supreme Court. In 2014, a federal class 
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tain members of UBS PR senior management, and the co-man-
ager of certain of the funds seeking damages for investor losses in 
the funds during the period from May 2008 through May 
2014. Defendants have moved to dismiss that complaint. In 
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against UBS PR seeking equitable relief in the form of a stay of any 
effort by UBS PR to collect on non-purpose loans it acquired from 
UBS Bank USA in December 2013 based on plaintiffs’ allegation 
that the loans are not valid. 
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ant to the settlement, UBS contributed USD 3.5 million to an 
investor education fund, offered USD 1.68 million in restitution to 
certain investors and, among other things, committed to under-
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in an additional USD 2.1 million in restitution being offered to 
certain investors.

In September 2015, the SEC and the Financial Industry Regula-
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USD 1.18 million in disgorgement, a civil penalty of USD 13.63 
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UBS PR is alleged to have failed to supervise certain customer 
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the President and Board of the Government Development Bank of 
Puerto Rico. The plaintiffs alleged that defendants violated their 
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by the Puerto Rico Court of First Instance on the grounds that 
plaintiffs did not have standing to bring the claim, but that dis-
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various UBS entities, certain of the funds, and certain members of 
UBS PR senior management, seeking damages for investor losses 
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)
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Supreme Court has agreed to hear Puerto Rico’s appeal of a US 
District Court’s invalidation of the Puerto Rico Public Corporations 
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approved by a court or, alternatively, under a court-supervised 
bankruptcy type restructuring. The foregoing events, any further 
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reactions to any of the foregoing, may increase the number of 
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UBS believes to be appropriate under the applicable accounting 
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5. Foreign exchange, LIBOR, and benchmark rates, and other 
trading practices
Foreign exchange-related regulatory matters#�E����-��:�	�����
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cerning possible manipulation of foreign exchange markets, 
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In addition, WEKO is, and a number of other authorities report-
edly are, investigating potential manipulation of precious metals 
;!����'�����%	��
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%�
respect to UBS relating to its foreign exchange and precious met-
als businesses. UBS has paid a total of approximately CHF 774 
��������
��
%����	*
%�!�
���������*���:���`�"������������������
��

%��E��������"$�����������������
��
%���E?���	����PE��������-
����� 
�� EO<R�� !�;!����
��:� �����	
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�� 	>������ 	���
;!�
�'� O��R	+�"����� 
%�� E���!	�� N���!>����	!��	��� 
%�����-
necticut Department of Banking issued an Order to Cease and 
Desist and Order of Assessment of a Civil Monetary Penalty 
O��*���*;���������
��E���!	��N���!>��Q!��!&�
��������'����;	!
�
of the Federal Reserve Order, UBS AG paid a USD 342 million civil 
monetary penalty. 
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)

O�� R	+� "����� 
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��� 
�����z�� �*�����������(�����%�	!I�
interest rates. As a result, UBS AG entered into a plea agreement 
-�
%�
%���!����	����>������;*!�*	�
�
��-%��%��������	:!����
��
	�������;��	��:*��
+�
��	����J��*�
��!����	����(�!�	
�����������
the US District Court for the District of Connecticut charging UBS 
���-�
%�������*�
��(�-�!��(!	*�����>���	
�����(�����������
�����
1343 and 2. Under the plea agreement, UBS AG agreed to a sen-

�����
%	
�����*����	�����"��������������	���	�
%!��J+�	!�
�!��
�(� ;!��	
���'� ?%�� �!����	�� ��(�!�	
���� �%	!:��� 
%	
� ��
-����
approximately 2001 and 2010, UBS AG engaged in a scheme to 
defraud counterparties to interest rate derivatives transactions by 
�	��;*�	
��:�����%�	!I���
�!��
�!	
��������*���:������O�QN'����-
tencing is currently scheduled for 9 May 2016. The Criminal Divi-
����� 
�!���	
��� 
%��<`���	������� �
����
�!���	
����� ��� �
�� �����
discretion, that certain UBS AG employees committed criminal 
����*�
�
%	
�>���	
���
%��<`�������*���:�(!	*�*���
�	�������;
�>��
currency trading and sales practices in conducting certain foreign 
�/�%	�:�� �	!I�
� 
!	��	�
����� -�
%� �����
�� 	��� ����*����� -�
%�
other participants in certain foreign exchange markets.

_��%	>����:���:�����:	
�����
�����;�!	
��-�
%�
%����	*
%�!�-
ties and to undertake certain remediation, including actions to 
improve processes and controls.

UBS has been granted conditional immunity by the Antitrust 
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%�� �Q)� ���
�
!*�
� ��>�����&� (!��� ;!����*
���� (�!�
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�
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�
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��*��:� ���;�!	
���'� P�-�>�!�� 
%�� �����
���	�� ���*��
+� :!	�
�
does not bar government agencies from asserting other claims 
and imposing sanctions against UBS AG, as evidenced by the set-

tlements and ongoing investigations referred to above. UBS has 
also been granted conditional leniency by authorities in certain 
\*!�����
����������*���:�_M�Q�����������
����-�
%�;�
��
�	�����-
;�
�
�����	-�>���	
�����!��	
��:�
��;!����*����
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	�
�
!*�
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�
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��������
%����\*!�����
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ject to UBS AG’s continuing cooperation.
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Investigations relating to foreign exchange and precious metals 
matters by numerous authorities, including the CFTC, remain 
��:���:���
-�
%�
	����:�
%����!����*
����'

Foreign exchange-related civil litigation: Putative class actions 
%	>�����������������<�>����!�"����������(���!	����*!
��	������
other jurisdictions against UBS and other banks on behalf of puta-

�>����	������(�;�!�����-%����:	:������(�!��:���*!!���+�
!	��	�-
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foreign exchange futures contracts and options on foreign 
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*!������
!	�
����������)	�*	!+�"���'�?%�����;�	��
��
	���!
���	����*���!�
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���M�&�	���
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�
!*�
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on behalf of both putative classes of persons covered by the US 
federal court class actions described above. UBS has entered into 
	���

�����
�	:!�����
�
%	
�-�*���!����>��	����(�
%�������(���!	��
��*!
���	���	�
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� 
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requires, among other things, that UBS pay an aggregate of USD 
141 million and provide cooperation to the settlement classes. 
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)

O��)*���"�����	�;*
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under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
�MNO��&� (�!� -%��� 	� ��(���	�
� �	�I� ;!�>����� (�!��:�� �*!!���+�
exchange transactional services, exercised discretionary authority 
or discretionary control over management of such ERISA plan, or 
	*
%�!�K��� �!� ;�!��

��� 
%�� �/��*
���� �(� 	�+� (�!��:�� �*!!���+�
exchange transactional services involving such plan’s assets. The 
complaint asserts claims under ERISA.
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sold physical precious metals and various precious metal products 
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LIBOR and other benchmark-related regulatory matters: 
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the US, and competition authorities in various jurisdictions have 
conducted or are continuing to conduct investigations regarding 
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� 
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rates at certain times.
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UBS relating to benchmark interest rates. UBS has paid a total of 
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tion, in its sole discretion, that certain UBS AG employees commit-
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three-year term of probation. Sentencing is currently scheduled 
for 9 May 2016.
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Financial Services Agency have also resolved investigations of UBS 
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benchmark interest rate submissions.

Investigations by the CFTC, ASIC and other governmental 
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)

UBS has been granted conditional leniency or conditional 
immunity from authorities in certain jurisdictions, including the 
��
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and certain transactions related to CHF LIBOR. As a result of these 
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not bar government agencies from asserting other claims and 
imposing sanctions against us, as evidenced by the settlements 
and ongoing investigations referred to above. In addition, as a 
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eligible for a limit on liability to actual rather than treble damages, 
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court presiding over the civil litigation of our cooperation. The 
conditional leniency and conditional immunity grants do not oth-
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against us.

LIBOR and other benchmark-related civil litigation: A number 
of putative class actions and other actions are pending in, or 
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transacted in certain interest rate benchmark-based derivatives. 
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adjustable rate mortgages, preferred and debt securities, bonds 
pledged as collateral, loans, depository accounts, investments and 
other interest-bearing instruments. All of the complaints allege 
manipulation, through various means, of various benchmark 
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theories. In 2013, the court in the USD action dismissed the 

 federal antitrust and racketeering claims of certain USD LIBOR 
plaintiffs and a portion of their claims brought under the CEA and 
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and for unjust enrichment. The cases have been consolidated in 
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edly other banks have received requests for information from 
various authorities regarding US Treasury securities and other gov-
ernment bond trading practices.

With respect to additional matters and jurisdictions not encom-
passed by the settlements and order referred to above, our bal-
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Note 22  Provisions and contingent liabilities (continued)
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ing third party and intra-group investment funds and structured 
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response to the Supreme Court decision. The note sets forth the 
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affected clients about the Supreme Court decision and directing 
them to an internal bank contact for further details. UBS has 
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affected clients.

The Supreme Court decision has resulted, and may continue to 
result, in a number of client requests for UBS to disclose and 
potentially surrender retrocessions. Client requests are assessed 
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assessing these cases include, among others, the existence of a 
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currently available information, and accordingly may ultimately 
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�����
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7. Banco UBS Pactual tax indemnity
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�
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net of liabilities retained by BTG. The claims pertain principally to 
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against Pactual relating to the period from December 2006 
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ing plans. These assessments are being challenged in administra-
tive and judicial proceedings. In May 2015, the administrative 
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decision has been appealed.

8. Matters relating to the CDS market
In 2013, the EC issued a Statement of Objections against 13 credit 
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the dealers infringed European Union antitrust rules by colluding 
to prevent exchanges from entering the credit derivatives market 
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statement that it had decided to close its investigation against all 
13 dealers, including UBS. The EC’s investigation regarding Markit 
and ISDA is ongoing. Since mid-2009, the Antitrust Division of the 
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market. In September 2015, UBS and the other defendants 
entered into settlement agreements to resolve the litigation, pur-
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Note 23  Other liabilities

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Prime brokerage payables1 45,306 38,633

Amounts due under unit-linked investment contracts 15,718 17,643

Compensation-related liabilities 5,122 5,414

of which: accrued expenses 2,827 2,583

of which: other deferred compensation plans 1,559 1,457

of which: net defined benefit pension and post-employment liabilities2 736 1,374

Third-party interest in consolidated investment funds 594 707

Settlement and clearing accounts 893 1,054

Current and deferred tax liabilities3 810 642

VAT and other tax payables 446 420

Deferred income 210 259

Accrued interest expenses 1,438 1,327

Other accrued expenses 2,492 2,472

Liabilities of disposal group held for sale4 235 0

Other 1,343 1,820

Total other liabilities 74,606 70,392

1 Prime brokerage services include clearance, settlement, custody, financing and portfolio reporting services for corporate clients trading across multiple asset classes. Prime brokerage payables are mainly comprised of 
client securities financing and deposits. 2 Refer to Note 28 for more information. 3 Refer to Note 8 for more information. 4 Refer to Note 32 for more information.
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Additional information

Note 24  Fair value measurement
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a) Valuation principles
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hierarchy levels. In certain cases, the inputs used to measure fair 
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If available, fair values are determined using quoted prices in 
active markets for identical assets or liabilities. An active market is 
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an active market are valued at the currently quoted price multi-
plied by the number of units of the instrument held.
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valuation technique are considered in the determination of an 
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 ➔ Refer to Note 24d for more information 
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

b) Valuation governance

UBS AG’s fair value measurement and model governance frame-
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 ➔  Refer to Note 24d for more information

c) Valuation techniques

�	�*	
����
��%��[*���	!��*����
��>	�*��;���
�����(�!�-%��%�	��	!-
ket price is not available from market sources. This includes certain 
less liquid debt and equity instruments, certain exchange-traded 
derivatives and all derivatives transacted in the OTC market. UBS 
���*����-����+�!���:��K���>	�*	
����
��%��[*���(�!���
�!�����:�

%��(	�!�>	�*���(��	���	��	������J�	���	�� ���
!*���
��
%	
�	!��
not actively traded and quoted. The most frequently applied valu-
	
����
��%��[*�������*��������*�
���>	�*���(��/;��
����	�%�{�-���
relative value and option pricing methodologies.

�����*�
��� >	�*���(� �/;��
��� �	�%�{�-�� ��� 	� >	�*	
���� 
��%-
nique that measures fair value using estimated expected future 
�	�%�{�-��(!���	���
���!���	����
����	���
%��������*�
��
%�����	�%�
{�-��*���:�	������*�
� !	
���!������*�
��	!:��� 
%	
� !�{��
�� 
%��
�!���
�	���|��!�(*����:��;!�	���!�[*�!����+�
%���	!I�
�(�!����
!*-
���
��-�
%������	!�!��I�	�����[*���
+�;!�����
��;!��*���	�;!����
�
value. When using such valuation techniques, expected future 
�	�%� {�-�� 	!�� ��
��	
��� *���:� 	�� ����!>��� �!� ��;����� �	!I�
�
;!����(�!�
%��(*
*!���	�%�{�-���!��+�*���:����*�
!+��
	��	!���	�%�
{�-�;!�\��
����������'�?%�������*�
�(	�
�!��-�
%���
%���	��*�	
����
are generated using industry standard yield curve modeling tech-
niques and models.

Relative value models measure fair value based on the market 
prices of equivalent or comparable assets or liabilities, making 
	�\*�
���
�� (�!� ��((�!������ ��
-���� 
%�� �%	!	�
�!��
���� �(� 
%��
observed instrument and the instrument being valued.

Option pricing models incorporate assumptions regarding the 
behavior of future price movements of an underlying referenced 

	���
��!�	���
��
��:���!	
��	�;!��	����
+J-��:%
���(*
*!���/;��
���
;	+�((�(�!�
%���;
���'�?%��!��*�
��:�;!��	����
+J-��:%
����/;��
���
payoff is then discounted using discount factors generated from 
industry standard yield curve modeling techniques and models. 
The option pricing model may be implemented using a closed-
form analytical formula or other mathematical techniques (e.g., 
������	��
!����!�R��
���	!������*�	
���&'

Where available, valuation techniques use market-observable 
assumptions and inputs. If such data is not available, inputs may 
be derived by reference to similar assets in active markets, from 
recent prices for comparable transactions or from other observ-
able market data. In such cases, the inputs selected are based on 
historical experience and practice for similar or analogous instru-
���
�����!�>	
�����(� ��;*
� ��>�����	������������	!�;!��*�
��-�
%�
����!>	����;!������>����	���I��-���:���(��*!!��
��	!I�
������-
tions and valuation approaches.

For more complex instruments and instruments not traded in 
an active market, fair values may be estimated using a combina-
tion of observed transaction prices, consensus pricing services and 
relevant quotes. Consideration is given to the nature of the quotes 
��':'�������	
�>���!�!�&�	���
%��!��	
����%�;��(�!����
�+��>��������
market activity to the prices provided by consensus pricing ser-
>����'��������	����*���� ��
�!�	��+���>���;�����������-%��%�	!��

+;��	��+��	�������>	�*	
������
%����	���
��%��[*���!���:��K���
	���
	��	!��-�
%���
%�����*�
!+'
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Assumptions and inputs used in valuation techniques include 
benchmark interest rate curves, credit and funding spreads used 
in estimating discount rates, bond and equity prices, equity 
index prices, foreign exchange rates, levels of market volatility 

	�����!!��	
���'�N�(�!�
��<�
���"���	���"�%�(�!���!����(�!�	-
tion. The discount curves used by UBS AG incorporate the fund-
��:�	����!���
��%	!	�
�!��
�����(�
%�� ���
!*���
��
��-%��%�
%�+�
are applied. 

d) Valuation adjustments

?%���*
;*
��(�	�>	�*	
����
��%��[*�����	�-	+��	����
��	
���(�	�(	�!�
>	�*�� 
%	
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(	�
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(	�!�>	�*���
��!�{��
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�����	����
%�!�(	�
�!�'��	�*	
����	�\*�
���
��	!��	����;�!
	�
�
component of fair value for assets and liabilities that are mea-
sured using valuation techniques. Such adjustments are applied to 
!�{��
�*���!
	��
����-�
%���
%��(	�!�>	�*����	�*!����
�;!�������
��
	�\*�
�(�!�	������
�������������;���	
�����!�
������!;�!	
��	��
aspect of fair value that requires an overall portfolio assessment 
rather than an evaluation based on an individual instrument level 
characteristic.

The major classes of valuation adjustments are discussed in fur-

%�!���
	�������-'

Day-1 reserves
E�!���-�
!	��	�
�����-%�!��
%��>	�*	
����
��%��[*��*����
����	-
�*!�� (	�!� >	�*�� !�[*�!��� ��:���	�
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	�+��*�%���((�!����������(�!!���	�����
����
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?%�� 
	��������-� �*��	!�K��� 
%�� �%	�:��� �����(�!!����	+J��
;!�
� �!� ����� !���!>��� �*!��:� 
%�� !��;��
�>�� ;�!���'� ���*�
��
deferred are released and gains or losses are recorded in Net trad-
ing income�-%���;!����:��(��[*�>	���
�;!��*�
���!�
%��*���!�+-
��:� ;	!	��
�!�� ������� ����!>	���� �!� -%��� 
%�� 
!	��	�
���� ���
closed out.

Deferred day-1 profit or loss

For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Balance at the beginning of the year 480 486 474

Profit / (loss) deferred on new transactions 268 344 694

(Profit) / loss recognized in the income statement (321) (384) (653)

Foreign currency translation (6) 35 (29)

Balance at the end of the year 421 480 486
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Q-���!���
�	�\*�
���
������	���	����	����
��������:�	
��� 
at fair value
In addition to considering the valuation of the derivative risk com-
ponent, the valuation of fair value option liabilities also requires 
�������!	
�����(�
%��(*��������;����
�	����;����	��+�
%���-��
�!���
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is considered relevant for valuation purposes by our counterpar-
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In 2015, UBS AG made enhancements to the valuation method-
���:+�(�!�
%���-���!���
����;����
��(�(	�!�>	�*���(��	���	����	���-
ities designated at fair value. Prior to the fourth quarter of 2015, 
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observable market data available to benchmark the FTP. From the 
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observable market data, including market-observed secondary 
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�
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tion project to develop an enhanced fair value approach supported 
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��� ��(!	�
!*�
*!�� ��%	������
�'� ?%�� �%	�:�� -	�� ��;��-
mented on a prospective basis in the fourth quarter of 2015 and 
resulted in a gain of CHF 260 million on a total carrying amount of 
�PE����������������	���	����	����
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�(	�!�>	�*�'

Q������:���!	��+�	���>���"�;!����:���;*
'�P�-�>�!����!
	������:J
dated exposures that are beyond the tenors that are actively 
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ities designated at fair value (predominantly issued structured 
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changes in fair value that are attributable to the change in UBS 
��z���!���
��;!�	����	��-����	��
%���((��
��(��%	�:������(	�!�>	�*���
attributable to factors other than credit spreads, such as redemp-
tions, effects from time decay and changes in interest and other 
market rates. 

Own credit adjustments on financial liabilities designated at fair value

As of or for the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Gain / (loss) for the year ended 553 292 (283)

Life-to-date gain / (loss) 287 (302) (577)
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Credit valuation adjustments
In order to measure the fair value of OTC derivative instruments, 
����*���:�(*�������!�>	
�>�� ���
!*���
��-%��%�	!����	������	��
Financial assets designated at fair value, credit valuation adjust-
���
������&�	!��������	!+�
��!�{��
�
%���!���
�!��I��(�
%����*�-
terparty inherent in these instruments. This amount represents 
the estimated fair value of protection required to hedge the 
��*�
�!;	!
+� �!���
� !��I� �(� �*�%� ���
!*���
�'� �� ���� ��� ��
�!-
mined for each counterparty, considering all exposures to that 
counterparty, and is dependent on the expected future value of 
exposures, default probabilities and recovery rates, applicable 
collateral or netting arrangements, break clauses and other con-
tractual factors.

Funding valuation adjustments
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the valuation impact from moving the discounting of the uncol-
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�>�� �	�%� {�-�� (!��� �O�QN� 
�� Q��� *���:� 
%��
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In the fourth quarter of 2015, as mentioned above, UBS AG 
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��:��
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payables, the change resulted in a charge to the income state-
ment of CHF 40 million.
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Debit valuation adjustments
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into account collateral netting agreements, expected future mark-
to-market movements and UBS AG’s credit default spreads. Upon 
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Other valuation adjustments
Instruments that are measured as part of a portfolio of combined 
long and short positions are valued at mid-market levels to ensure 
consistent valuation of the long and short component risks. A 
liquidity valuation adjustment is then made to the overall net long 
or short exposure to move the fair value to bid or offer as appro-
;!�	
��� !�{��
��:��*!!��
� ��>�����(��	!I�
� ��[*���
+'�?%�����J�((�!�
spreads used in the calculation of this valuation adjustment are 
obtained from market transactions and other relevant sources 
and are updated periodically.
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tions are incorporated into the measurement of fair value through 
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�
%��	��*�
��
%	
�
UBS AG estimates should be deducted from valuations produced 
directly by models to incorporate uncertainties in the relevant 
modeling assumptions, in the model and market inputs used, or 
���
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�����(�
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�
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��	
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���;	�
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	��
���'� R����� !���!>��� 	!��
reassessed periodically in light of data from market transactions, 
consensus pricing services and other relevant sources.

Valuation adjustments on financial instruments

As of

Life-to-date gain / (loss), CHF billion 31.12.15 31.12.14

Credit valuation adjustments1 (0.3) (0.5)

Funding valuation adjustments (0.2) (0.1)

Debit valuation adjustments 0.0 0.0

Other valuation adjustments (0.8) (0.9)

of which: liquidity (0.5) (0.5)

of which: model uncertainty (0.3) (0.4)

1 Amounts do not include reserves against defaulted counterparties.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)
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cant valuation inputs and assumptions for each class of assets and 
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applicable, used in measuring their fair value, and the factors 
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%��(	�!�>	�*��%��!	!�%+'

Determination of fair values from quoted market prices or valuation techniques1

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF billion Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

Assets measured at fair value on a recurring basis

Financial assets held for trading2 96.4 21.9 2.1 120.4 101.7 27.2 3.5 132.4

of which:

Government bills / bonds 12.9 3.3 0.0 16.2 8.8 4.7 0.0 13.6

Corporate bonds and municipal bonds, including bonds 
issued by financial institutions 0.2 8.1 0.7 9.0 0.6 11.0 1.4 12.9

Loans 0.0 1.8 0.8 2.6 0.0 2.2 1.1 3.2

Investment fund units 6.1 5.7 0.2 11.9 6.7 6.4 0.3 13.4

Asset-backed securities 0.0 1.0 0.2 1.2 0.0 1.5 0.6 2.1

Equity instruments 62.4 1.5 0.1 64.0 68.8 0.8 0.1 69.8

Financial assets for unit-linked investment contracts 14.8 0.7 0.1 15.5 16.8 0.6 0.1 17.4

Positive replacement values 0.5 164.0 2.9 167.4 1.0 251.6 4.4 257.0

of which:

Interest rate contracts 0.0 74.4 0.1 74.5 0.0 123.4 0.2 123.7

Credit derivative contracts 0.0 5.4 1.3 6.7 0.0 9.8 1.7 11.5

Foreign exchange contracts 0.3 64.9 0.5 65.7 0.7 97.0 0.6 98.4

Equity / index contracts 0.0 15.9 1.0 16.9 0.0 17.7 1.9 19.5

Commodity contracts 0.0 3.4 0.0 3.4 0.0 3.6 0.0 3.6

Financial assets designated at fair value 0.2 2.3 3.3 5.8 0.1 0.9 3.5 4.5

of which:

Loans (including structured loans) 0.0 2.3 1.7 4.0 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.7

Structured reverse repurchase and securities borrowing 
agreements 0.0 0.0 1.5 1.6 0.0 0.1 2.4 2.5

Other 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.3

Financial investments available-for-sale 34.2 27.7 0.7 62.5 32.7 23.9 0.6 57.2

of which:

Government bills / bonds 31.1 2.0 0.0 33.1 30.3 2.8 0.0 33.1

Corporate bonds and municipal bonds, including bonds 
issued by financial institutions 3.0 22.2 0.0 25.2 2.2 16.9 0.0 19.1

Investment fund units 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Asset-backed securities 0.0 3.4 0.0 3.4 0.0 4.0 0.0 4.0

Equity instruments 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.7

Non-financial assets

Precious metals and other physical commodities 3.7 0.0 0.0 3.7 5.8 0.0 0.0 5.8

Assets measured at fair value on a non-recurring basis

Other assets3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2

Total assets measured at fair value 135.2 216.0 9.0 360.3 141.4 303.5 12.2 457.1
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Determination of fair values from quoted market prices or valuation techniques1 (continued)

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF billion Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

Liabilities measured at fair value on a recurring basis

Trading portfolio liabilities 25.5 3.5 0.2 29.1 23.9 3.9 0.1 28.0

of which:

Government bills / bonds 6.0 0.8 0.0 6.8 7.0 1.2 0.0 8.2

Corporate bonds and municipal bonds, including bonds 
issued by financial institutions 0.0 2.4 0.1 2.5 0.1 2.4 0.1 2.6

Investment fund units 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.7 1.1 0.1 0.0 1.2

Asset-backed securities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Equity instruments 18.8 0.2 0.0 19.1 15.7 0.1 0.0 15.9

Negative replacement values 0.6 158.5 3.3 162.4 1.1 248.1 5.0 254.1

of which:

Interest rate contracts 0.0 67.2 0.3 67.6 0.0 117.3 0.6 117.9

Credit derivative contracts 0.0 5.4 1.3 6.7 0.0 10.0 1.7 11.7

Foreign exchange contracts 0.3 63.0 0.2 63.5 0.7 96.6 0.3 97.6

Equity / index contracts 0.0 19.7 1.4 21.2 0.0 20.9 2.4 23.3

Commodity contracts 0.0 3.2 0.0 3.2 0.0 3.2 0.0 3.2

Financial liabilities designated at fair value 0.0 52.3 10.7 63.0 0.0 63.4 11.9 75.3

of which:

Non-structured fixed-rate bonds 0.0 1.5 2.6 4.1 0.0 2.3 2.2 4.5

Structured debt instruments issued 0.0 45.7 6.7 52.4 0.0 56.6 7.3 63.9

Structured over-the-counter debt instruments 0.0 4.7 0.8 5.5 0.0 4.1 1.5 5.7

Structured repurchase agreements 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.3 0.9 1.2

Loan commitments and guarantees 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1

Other liabilities – amounts due under unit-linked investment 
contracts 0.0 15.7 0.0 15.7 0.0 17.6 0.0 17.6

Liabilities measured at fair value on a non-recurring basis

Other liabilities3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total liabilities measured at fair value 26.1 230.3 14.1 270.5 25.0 333.0 17.0 375.0

1 Bifurcated embedded derivatives are presented on the same balance sheet lines as their host contracts and are excluded from this table. As of 31 December 2015, net bifurcated embedded derivative liabilities held at 
fair value, totaling CHF 0.1 billion (of which CHF 0.1 billion were net Level 2 assets and CHF 0.2 billion net Level 2 liabilities) were recognized on the balance sheet within Debt issued. As of 31 December 2014, net 
bifurcated embedded derivative liabilities held at fair value, totaling CHF 0.0 billion (of which CHF 0.3 billion were net Level 2 assets and CHF 0.3 billion net Level 2 liabilities) were recognized on the balance sheet within 
Debt issued. 2 Financial assets held for trading do not include precious metals and other physical commodities. 3 Other assets and other liabilities primarily consist of assets held for sale as well as assets and liabili-
ties of a disposal group held for sale, which are measured at the lower of their net carrying amount or fair value less costs to sell. Refer to Note 32 for more information on the disposal group held for sale.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

E��	���	��	���
��	�����	����
����%����(�!�
!	���:���	���	��	���
��
����:�	
���	
�(	�!�>	�*��	����	���	����>��
���
����	������	��
available-for-sale

Government bills and bonds
��>�!����
�������	�������������*���/��J!	
���{�	
��:J!	
��	���
��{	
���J���I���������	������������*����+���>�!��:��:�>�!����
���
	��-����	����
�!��
�	���;!����;	���
!�;���	�������
%���������'��*�%�
instruments are generally traded in active markets and prices can 
�����
	�������!��
�+�(!���
%�����	!I�
���!��*�
��:������	����	
����
	����>������-%����
%��!��	����:�;���
�����	!����	������	����>���"'�
Instruments that cannot be priced directly using active market 
�	
	�	!��>	�*���*���:������*�
����	�%�{�-�>	�*	
����
��%��[*���
that incorporate market data for similar government instruments 
converted into yield curves. These yield curves are used to project 
(*
*!�� ����/���>�����	���
�������*�
��/;��
���(*
*!���	�%�{�-�'�
The main inputs to valuation techniques for these instruments are 
bond prices and inputs to estimate the future index levels for 
{�	
��:��!���{	
��������/J���I������
!*���
�'�O��
!*���
����	���-
���	����>�����	!������
���	���	!��:���!	��+���	������	���*�%��*��
to the requirement to extrapolate yield curve inputs outside the 
range of active market trading.

Corporate and municipal bonds
Corporate bonds include senior, junior and subordinated debt 
issued by corporate entities. Municipal bonds are issued by state 
and local governments. While most instruments are standard 
/��� �!� {�	
��:J!	
�� ���*!�
����� ����� �	+� %	>�� ��!�� ���;��/�
coupon or embedded option features. Corporate and municipal 
bonds are generally valued using prices obtained directly from the 
�	!I�
'�O���	����-%�!�������!��
�+����;	!	����;!�������	>	��	�����
instruments may be valued using yields derived from other securi-
ties by the same issuer or benchmarked against similar securities, 
adjusted for seniority, maturity and liquidity. Instruments that can-
not be priced directly using active market data are valued using 
�����*�
��� �	�%� {�-� >	�*	
���� 
��%��[*��� ����!;�!	
��:� 
%��
�!���
��;!�	���(�
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%�!����*-
	����� �!� ���� �	
	� (�!� 
%�� ���*�!�� ��
��	
��� -�
%� !�(�!����� 
��
other equivalent issuer price observations or from credit modeling 

��%��[*��'� ��!;�!	
�� ������ 	!�� 
+;��	��+� ��	������ 	�� ��>��� "�
because, although market data is readily available, there is often 
���*(����
�
%�!�J;	!
+�
!	���:�
!	��	�
�����	
	�
��\*�
�(+�	��	�
�>��
�	!I�
�	�����!!��;�����:���>�������	����	
���'�R*����;	��������
	!�� :���!	��+� ��	������ 	�� ��>��� �� �!� ��>��� "� ��;�����:� ��� 
%��

depth of trading activity behind price sources. Level 3 instruments 
have no suitable price available and also cannot be referenced to 
other securities issued by the same issuer. Therefore, these instru-
ments are measured based on price levels for similar issuers 
adjusted for relative tenor and issuer quality.

Convertible bonds are generally valued using prices obtained 
��!��
�+�(!����	!I�
���*!���'�O���	����-%�!�������!��
�+����;	-
rable price is available, issuances may be priced using a convert-
�����������������-%��%�>	�*���
%������������[*�
+��;
����	���
debt components and discounts these amounts using a curve that 
incorporates the credit spread of the issuer. Although market data 
��� !�	���+� 	>	��	����� ���>�!
����� ������ 	!�� 
+;��	��+� ��	������ 	��
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Traded loans and loans designated at fair value
Traded loans and loans designated at fair value are valued directly 
*���:� �	!I�
� ;!����� 
%	
� !�{��
� !����
� 
!	��	�
����� �!� [*�
���
��	��!�;!�����-%�!��	>	��	���'�E�!�����[*�����	���-%�!������	!I�
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price data are available, alternative valuation techniques are used, 
-%��%�����*���!��	
�>��>	�*������%�	!I��:�*���:�;!����:���!�>���
from debt instruments in comparable entities or different prod-
ucts in the same entity. The corporate lending portfolio is valued 
using either directly observed market prices typically from consen-
�*��;!�>���!����!��+�*���:�	��!���
���(	*�
� �-	;�>	�*	
���� 
��%-
��[*��� -%��%� !�[*�!��� ��;*
�� (�!� �!���
� �;!�	���� �!���
� !���>�!+�
rates and interest rates. Even though price data are generally 
available for these instruments, corporate loans typically do not 
�	
��(+���>�������	����	
�����!�
�!�	�����(	!�	��
%��;!�����	
	��	+�
not be directly observable, and moreover the market for these 
���
!*���
�������
�	�
�>��+�
!	���'�O��
!*���
��-�
%��*�
	��+����;�
	�����[*���;!�����	
	�	>	��	����-���������	������	����>���"��-%����
any positions requiring the use of valuation techniques or for 
-%��%�
%��;!������*!����%	>�����*(����
�
!	���:���;
%�	!����	���-
���	����>����'�N����
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%	
�	!����	������	����>�����	!����	�*!���*���:�	����*!�
�K	
����
approach based on rating agency guidelines. 

O���*����-�
%�����	���	!��>	!��*�����
��:��
�������:�
!	��	�-

����� (�!�-%��%�>	�*	
�����	!����;�����
����	�
*	!�	����!
	��
+�
levels and actuarial life insurance policy lapse rates. Mortality and 
lapse rate assumptions are based on external actuarial estimations 
for large homogeneous pools, and contingencies are derived from 
a range relative to the actuarially expected amount. In addition, 
the pricing technique uses volatility of mortality as an input.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Investment fund units
O�>��
���
�(*���*��
��	!��;!������	�
�+��/�%	�:�J
!	�����-�
%�
readily available quoted prices in liquid markets. Where market 
prices are not available, fair value may be measured using net 
	���
�>	�*����<��&��
	I��:���
��	���*�
�	�+�!��
!��
�������;�����
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���
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*!��	!����	������	����>����'

Asset-backed securities: residential mortgage-backed  
securities (RMBS), commercial mortgage-backed securities 
(CMBS), other asset-backed securities (ABS) and collateralized 
debt obligations (CDO)
RMBS, CMBS, ABS and CDO are instruments generally issued 

%!�*:%�
%��;!�������(����*!�
�K	
�����(�*���!�+��:���
�!��
J��	!-
ing assets. The underlying collateral for RMBS is residential mort-
gages, for CMBS, commercial mortgages, for ABS, other assets 
such as credit card, car or student loans and leases, and for CDO, 
�
%�!����*!�
�K���;���
������(�NR�����R����!����'�?%���	!I�
�
for these securities is not active, and therefore a variety of valu-
ation techniques are used to measure fair value. For more liquid 
securities, trade data or quoted prices may be obtained periodi-
�	��+�(�!�
%�����
!*���
�%�����	���
%��>	�*	
����;!������-����*���
this trade and price data, updated for movements in market lev-
������
-����
%��
�����(�
!	���:�	���
%��
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liquid instruments are measured using discounted expected cash 
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assumptions derived from proprietary models, fundamental 
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titative and qualitative assessment of current and future eco-
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��	
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are then converted into the securities’ projected performance 
under such conditions based on the credit enhancement and 
�*��!���	
���� 
�!��� �(� 
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�K	
���'� M/;��
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schedules are discounted using a rate or discount margin that 
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�� 
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discount margin or discount yields, asset default rates and asset 
����������(	*�
���>�!�
+��-%��%��	+� ���
*!�������
��	
���*���:�

more fundamental loan and economic drivers such as, but not 
limited to, loan-to-value data, house price appreciation, foreclo-
sure costs, rental income levels, void periods and employment 
!	
��'�NR�����R���	�������	!��:���!	��+���	������	����>���"'�
P�-�>�!���(���:���	�
���;*
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fundamental data are not available for instruments or collateral 
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Equity instruments
The majority of equity securities are actively traded on public stock 
�/�%	�:���-%�!��[*�
���;!�����	!��!�	���+�	���!�:*�	!�+�	>	��	�����
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account any restrictions imposed upon the redemption. These 
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Unlisted equity holdings, including private equity positions, are 
initially marked at their transaction price and are revalued to the 
extent reliable evidence of price movements becomes available or 
the position is deemed to be impaired.

Financial assets underlying unit-linked investment contracts
���
J���I��� ��>��
���
� ���
!	�
�� 	���-� ��>��
�!�� 
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pool of assets through issued investment units. The unit holders 
	!���/;�����
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���-�
%�
%��!�(�!�����
asset pool. Assets held under unit-linked investment contracts are 
presented as Trading portfolio assets. The majority of assets are 
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�>��+�
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Structured (reverse) repurchase agreements 
�
!*�
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��� 	
� (	�!�
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��� �/;��
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niques. The discount rate applied is based on funding curves that 
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+� 
�!��� (�!� 
%�� ���
!	�
� ���
question. Collateral terms for these positions are not standard 
and therefore funding spread levels used for valuation purposes 
cannot be observed in the market. As a result, these positions are 
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�+���	������	����>����'
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Replacement values
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being valued. These collateral arrangements differ across counter-
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sured using a discount curve that is based on funding rates derived 
from overnight interest in the cheapest eligible currency for the 
respective counterparty collateral agreement.
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Interest rate contracts
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priate funding rate for the position being measured. The yield 
curves used to estimate future index levels and discount rates are 
generated using market standard yield curve models using inter-
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rates. In most cases, the standard market contracts that form the 
inputs for yield curve models are traded in active and observable 
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plex interest rate options. These contracts are valued using various 
market standard option models, using inputs that include interest 
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from market data based on market observed prices for standard 
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���� ���
!*���
�� 
!	���:� -�
%��� 
%�� �	!I�
'� Q;
���� �������
used to value more exotic products have a number of model 
parameter inputs that require calibration to enable the exotic 
model to price standard option instruments to the price levels 
observed in the market. Although these inputs cannot be directly 
observed, they are generally treated as Level 2, as the calibration 
process enables the model output to be validated to active market 
��>���'�R�������	���!	
������
%���-	+�	!��
%���*����
��!�>	�*��
%��
;�!
(������(���
%��
	��	!���;
�����	��-����	����!���/�
���;!��-
ucts. In most cases, there are active and observable markets for 
the standard market instruments that form the inputs for yield 
�*!>���������	��-����	��
%���	���	�����
!*���
��(!���-%��%�>��	-
tility and correlation inputs are derived, resulting in the majority of 
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correlation input levels cannot be implied from observable market 
�	
	�	!����	������	����>����'�?%�����;
�����	!��>	�*���*���:�>��	-
tility and correlation levels derived from non-market sources.
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���-	;�	����;
�������
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+��(� 
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�
	��	!�� �	!I�
� [*�
��� 	!�� ����!>	���� (�!� 	� ��:���	�
� ��;*
�
parameter. Such positions are valued by extrapolation from the 
last observable point using standard assumptions or by reference 
to another observable comparable input parameter to represent a 
suitable proxy for that portion of the term.

�	�	����:*	!	�
�����-	;������&�	!����
�!��
�!	
���!��*!!���+�
�-	;�� 
%	
� %	>�� 	� ��
���	�� ��%��*��� �	���� ��� 	� ���*!�
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vehicle, requiring the valuation to incorporate an adjustment for 
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��
��
value BGS are those used to value the standard market risk on the 
�-	;� 	��� 
%����*���� 
�� ��
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���	�� ��%��*��� �(� 
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-����
unscheduled notional changes and the underlying market risk of 
the BGS does not have an active market and cannot be observed.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Credit derivative contracts
Credit derivative contracts based on a single credit name include 
�!���
� ��(	*�
� �-	;�� ����&� �	���� ��� ��!;�!	
�� 	��� ��>�!��:��
���:����	��������������	���	�����!
	���
�
	��!�
*!���-	;���?N�&'�
These contracts are valued by estimating future default probabili-
ties using industry standard models based on market credit 
spreads, upfront pricing points and implied recovery rates. These 
default and recovery assumptions are used to generate future 
�/;��
����	�%�{�-��
%	
�	!��
%��������*�
���*���:��	!I�
��
	�-
�	!�������*�
����	�%�{�-��������	���	������*�
�!	
��
%	
�!�{��
��
the appropriate funding rate for that portion of the portfolio. TRS 
	��� ��!
	��� ���:��J�	��� ���� ���
!	�
�� (�!� -%��%� 	� ��!�>	
�>�J
based credit spread is not directly available are valued using a 
credit spread derived from the price of the cash bond that is ref-
erenced in the credit derivative, adjusted for any funding differ-
������ ��
-���� 
%�� �	�%� 	��� �+�
%�
��� ;!��*�
'� ��	�� ���� (�!�
-%��%�	��!���
��;!�	���	���
��������!>�����!��
�+��	+����>	�*����
-%�!�� ;��������� *���:� 
%�� ��!;�!	
�� ���
� �*!>�� (�!� 
%�� ��
�
+��
	�\*�
��� (�!� ��((�!������ ��
-���� ��	�� 	��� ���
� ��(	*�
� ����-
tions and recovery rate assumptions. Inputs to the valuation mod-
els used to value single-name and loan CDS include single-name 
credit spreads and upfront pricing points, recovery rates and fund-
ing curves. In addition, corporate bond prices are used as inputs 
to the valuation model for TRS and certain single-name or loan 
���� 	�� ����!����'� R	�+� ���:��J�	��� �!���
� ��(	*�
� �-	;�� 	!��
��	������	����>���"����	*���
%���!���
��;!�	���	���!���>�!+�!	
���
used to value these contracts are actively traded and observable 
market data are available. Where the underlying reference name 
�����
�	�
�>��+�
!	�����
%�������
!	�
��	!����	������	����>����'

Credit derivative contracts based on a portfolio of credit names 
����*����!���
���(	*�
��-	;�����	��!���
�����/���!���
���(	*�
��-	;��
�	�������	����;�I��;�!
(������!�!�
�
����(	*�
��-	;���E?�&'�?%��
valuation of these contracts is similar to that described above for 
single-name CDS and includes an estimation of future default 
probabilities using industry standard models based on market 
credit spreads, upfront pricing points and implied recovery rates. 
These default and recovery assumptions are used to generate 
(*
*!���/;��
����	�%�{�-��
%	
�	!��
%��������*�
���*���:��	!I�
�
�
	��	!�������*�
����	�%�{�-���������	�������	����
��	
�����(�
the funding rate for that portion of the portfolio. Tranche products 
and FTD are valued using industry standard models that, in addi-
tion to default and recovery assumptions as above, incorporate 

��;�������!!��	
�����
�����	;;�����
��
%���!���
��-�
%���
%��;�!
(�-
lio in order to apportion the expected credit loss at a portfolio level 
	�!����
%����((�!��
�
!	��%����!��	����-�
%���
%���>�!	����
!*�
*!�'�
These correlation assumptions are derived from prices of actively 
traded index tranches or other FTD baskets. Inputs to the valuation 
�������*����(�!�	���;�!
(������!���
���(	*�
��-	;������*������:��J
name or index credit spreads and upfront pricing points, recovery 
rates and funding curves. In addition, models used for tranche and 
FTD products have implied credit correlations as inputs. Credit 
derivative contracts based on a portfolio of credit names are clas-
�����	����>���"�-%����!���
��;!�	���	���!���>�!+�!	
���	!����
�!-
������(!���	�
�>��+�
!	��������!>	�����	!I�
��	
	��	���-%���
%��
correlation data used to value bespoke and index tranches are 
based on actively traded index tranche instruments. These correla-
tion data undergo a mapping process that takes into account both 

%��!��	
�>��
!	��%��	

	�%���
�|���
	�%���
�;���
�����
%���>�!	���
capital structure of the portfolio and portfolio composition. Where 
the mapping process requires extrapolation beyond the range of 
	>	��	���� 	��� 	�
�>�� �	!I�
� �	
	�� 
%�� ;���
���� ��� ��	������ 	��
Level 3. This relates to a small number of index and all bespoke 

!	��%�����
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�'�E?��	!����	������	����>�����	��
%����!!��	
�����
��
-���� �;����� �	���� ��� 
%�� E?�� ;�!
(����� 	!�� ��
� 	�
�>��+�

!	���'��������	������	����>�����	!����>�!	������!��!���
�����/�;���-
tions, referred to as off-the-run indices, due to the lack of any 
active market for the index credit spread.
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+�*J:���`���&����&�	���?N��	!��>	�*���*���:�	������	!�>	�*	
����
technique to the underlying security (by reference to equivalent 
���*!�
����
!	���:����
%���	!I�
���!�
%!�*:%��	�%�{�-���
��	
����
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��%��[*���	������!��������
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J
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%���� *���� 
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underlying security (prepayment rates, default rates, loss severity, 
�����*�
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�&�	���
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��� (�!�'�
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teristics of the underlying security and are therefore distributed 
across Level 2 and Level 3.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Foreign exchange (FX) contracts
Open spot FX contracts are valued using the FX spot rate observed 
���
%���	!I�
'�E�!-	!��E�����
!	�
��	!��>	�*���*���:�
%��E���;�
�
!	
��	�\*�
���(�!�(�!-	!��;!����:�;���
������!>���(!����
	��	!��
market-based sources. As the markets for both FX spot and FX 
(�!-	!��;!����:�;���
��	!����
%�	�
�>��+�
!	����	�������!>	�����E��
���
!	�
��	!��:���!	��+���	������	����>���"'

OTC FX option contracts include standard call and put options, 
�;
����� -�
%� �*�
�;��� �/�!����� �	
���� ;	
%J��;�����
� �;
������
�;
�����-�
%�	>�!	:��:�(�	
*!�����;
�����-�
%�������
��*�*��;	+J
off characteristics and options on a number of underlying FX 
rates. OTC FX option contracts are valued using market standard 
option valuation models. The models used for shorter-dated 
�;
�������'�'���	
*!�
�����(�>��+�	!���!�����&�
����
�������((�!��
�
than those used for longer-dated options because the models 
needed for longer-dated OTC FX contracts require additional con-
sideration of interest rate and FX rate interdependency. Inputs to 

%�� �;
���� >	�*	
���� ������� ����*��� �;�
� E�� !	
���� E�� (�!-	!��
points, FX volatilities, interest rate yield curves, interest rate vola-
tilities and correlations. The inputs for volatility and correlation are 
implied through the calibration of observed prices for standard 
�;
�������
!	�
��
!	���:�-�
%���
%���	!I�
'

As inputs are derived mostly from standard market contracts 

!	�������	�
�>��	�������!>	�����	!I�
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�(� Q?�� E�� �;
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�>���	!I�
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to derive volatility or correlation inputs. The inputs used to value 
these OTC FX option contracts are calculated using consensus 
;!����:���!>�����-�
%�*
�	��*���!�+��:�;!����;	���	!I�
��%��
�!��	��
asset prices or by extrapolation.
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��:���/�%	�:�����
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be found under the interest rate contracts section above.

Equity / index contracts
M[*�
+�|�����/� ���
!	�
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+� �;
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stock or index underlying and are valued using market standard 
models. The key inputs to the models are stock prices, estimated 
��>������!	
���	����[*�
+�(*����:�!	
����-%��%�	!����;�����(!���
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ing rate for that portion of the portfolio. As inputs are derived 
mostly from standard market contracts traded in active and 
����!>	���� �	!I�
��� 	� ��:���	�
� ;!�;�!
���� �(� �[*�
+� (�!-	!��
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have no market data available for the instrument maturity and are 
valued by some form of extrapolation of available data, use of 
historical dividend data, or use of data for a related equity.

Equity option contracts include market standard single or bas-
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contracts are valued using market standard models that estimate 
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contracts and incorporate inputs for stock volatility and for cor-
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expected option payoff generated is then discounted using mar-
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ket contracts traded in active and observable markets are classi-
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��	!����
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fore valued using extrapolation of available data, historical divi-
dend, correlation or volatility data, or the equivalent data for a 
related equity.

Commodity derivative contracts
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contracts on individual commodities and on commodity indices. 
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instruments. Commodity option contracts are measured using 
market standard option models that estimate the commodity for-
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contracts, incorporating inputs for the volatility of the underlying 
index or commodity. The option model produces a probability-
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-
folio. For commodity options on baskets of commodities or 
bespoke commodity indices, the valuation technique also incor-
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or commodity indices. Individual commodity contracts are typi-
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market data are available.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Financial liabilities designated at fair value

Structured and OTC debt instruments issued
Structured debt instruments issued are comprised of medium-

�!�� ��
��� �R?<�&�� -%��%� 	!�� %���� 	
� (	�!� >	�*�� *���!� 
%�� (	�!�
>	�*���;
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%� �
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The risk management and the valuation approaches for these 
R?<�� 	!�� ������+� 	��:���� 
�� 
%�� �[*�>	���
� ��!�>	
�>��� �*�������
and the underlying risk, and the valuation techniques used for this 
component are the same as the relevant valuation techniques 
described above. For example, equity-linked notes should be ref-
�!������
���[*�
+�|�����/����
!	�
��	����!���
J���I�����
����%�*���
be referenced to credit derivative contacts.

Other liabilities – amounts due under unit-linked  
investment contracts
���
J���I��� ��>��
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� ���
!	�
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�!�� 
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pool of assets through issued investment units. The unit holders 
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due to unit holders and is equal to the fair value of the reference 
asset pool. The fair values of investment contract liabilities are 
determined by reference to the fair value of the corresponding 
assets. The liabilities themselves are not actively traded, but are 
mainly referenced to instruments that are and are therefore clas-
�����	����>���"'

f) Transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 in the fair value hierarchy
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����>������*!��:�"����-�!����
���:���	�
'

����
�� 
�
	���:� 	;;!�/��	
��+� �PE� �'�� ��������� -%��%� -�!��
�	���+� ���;!����� �(� �	���	�� 	���
�� %���� (�!� 
!	���:�� ;!��	!��+�
�[*�
+� ���
!*���
�� 	��� :�>�!����
� ������|�������� 	��� �	���	��
��>��
���
����	������	��	>	��	���J(�!J�	�����	���+���!;�!	
��	���
�*����;	���������-�!��
!	��(�!!���(!�����>�����
����>���"��*!��:�
2015, generally due to diminished levels of trading activity 
����!>���-�
%���
%���	!I�
'�?!	��(�!���(��	���	����	����
����(!���
��>�����
����>���"��*!��:�"����-�!����
���:���	�
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

g) Movements of Level 3 instruments

��:���	�
��%	�:��������>��������
!*���
�
?%��
	�������
%��(����-��:�;	:���;!����
��	���
���	����(�!�	
����
about Level 3 assets and liabilities measured at fair value on a 
!��*!!��:��	���'���>�����	���
��	�����	����
�����	+����%��:���-�
%�
���
!*���
����	������	����>������!���>���"����
%��(	�!�>	�*��%��!	!-
�%+�� 	���� 	�� 	� !��*�
�� !�	��K��� 	��� *�!�	��K��� :	���� 	��� �������
included in the table may not include the effect of related hedg-
��:�	�
�>�
+'�E*!
%�!��
%��!�	��K���	���*�!�	��K���:	����	����������
;!����
���-�
%���
%��
	����	!����
�����
��������+�
��
%����	!����:�
from Level 3 inputs, as valuations are generally derived from both 
observable and unobservable parameters.

Assets and liabilities transferred into or out of Level 3 are pre-
sented as if those assets or liabilities had been transferred at the 
beginning of the year.

����(�����������!�"������	���	�����
!*���
����	�*!���-�
%�
>	�*	
���� 
��%��[*��� *���:� ��:���	�
� ���J�	!I�
J����!>	����
��;*
�����>����&�-�!���	���+����;!������(#
 – ��	��������*���:��
!*�
*!�����	��&�
 – �
!*�
*!���!�>�!���!�;*!�%	���	������*!�
������!!�-��:�	:!��-

���
��
 – �!���
���!�>	
�>�����
!	�
��
 – �[*�
+�|�����/����
!	�
��
 – ���J�
!*�
*!���/��J!	
��������	��
 – �
!*�
*!������
����
!*���
�����*�����[*�
+�	����!���
J���I��&'

��:���	�
���>����
�������>��������
!*���
���*!��:�
%��+�	!�
����������������!�"����-�!��	��(����-�'

Financial assets held for trading
Financial assets held for trading decreased to CHF 2.1 billion from 
CHF 3.5 billion during the year. Issuances of CHF 5.4 billion and 
purchases of CHF 0.7 billion, mainly comprised of loans and cor-
;�!	
���������!��;��
�>��+��-�!����!��
%	���((��
��+��	�����(��PE�
7.6 billion, also primarily comprised of loans and corporate bonds.  
Transfers into Level 3 during the year amounted to CHF 0.9 billion 
	���-�!���	���+����;!������(��[*�
+����
!*���
��	�����>��
���
�
fund units due to decreased observability of the respective equity 
volatility inputs. Transfers out of Level 3 amounted to CHF 0.5 bil-
�����	���-�!��;!��	!��+����;!������(� ��	���� !�{��
��:� ���!�	����
observability of the respective credit spread inputs.

Financial assets designated at fair value
Financial assets designated at fair value decreased to CHF 3.3 bil-
�����(!����PE��'�����������*!��:�
%��+�	!���	���+�!�{��
��:���

��-
ments of CHF 1.3 billion, partly offset by issuances of CHF 0.8 
billion. Transfers into and out of Level 3 amounted to CHF 0.8 
billion and CHF 0.4 billion, respectively.

E��	���	����>��
���
����	������	��	>	��	���J(�!J�	��
E��	���	�� ��>��
���
����	������	��	>	��	���J(�!J�	��� ���!�	���� 
��
CHF 0.7 billion from CHF 0.6 billion during the year, primarily due 
to purchases totaling CHF 0.1 billion.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Positive replacement values
Positive replacement values decreased to CHF 2.9 billion from 
CHF 4.4 billion during the year, primarily due to settlements of 
CHF 2.9 billion, primarily related to credit derivative contracts and 
�[*�
+�|�����/����
!	�
���;	!
�+��((��
��+����*	�����
�
	���:��PE��']�
billion, also primarily related to credit derivative contracts and 
�[*�
+�|�����/� ���
!	�
�'� ?!	��(�!�� ��
�� ��>��� ��� 
�
	���:��PE��']�
��������� -�!�� �	���+� ���;!����� �(� ��
�!��
� !	
�� ���
!	�
�� 	���
�[*�
+�|�����/����
!	�
��	���;!��	!��+�!��*�
���(!����%	�:������
%��
��!!��	
���� ��
-���� 
%�� ;�!
(������ %���� 	��� 
%�� !�;!����
	
�>��
market portfolio used to independently verify market data. Trans-
(�!�� �*
� �(� ��>��� ��� 
�
	���:��PE��'�����������-�!���	���+� ���-
;!����� �(� �[*�
+�|�����/� ���
!	�
�� 	��� 	���� ;!��	!��+� !��	
��� 
��
�%	�:��� ��� 
%�� ��!!��	
���� ��
-���� 
%�� ;�!
(����� %���� 	��� 
%��
representative market portfolio used to independently verify mar-
ket data.

<�:	
�>��!�;�	�����
�>	�*��
<�:	
�>�� !�;�	�����
� >	�*������!�	���� 
���PE��'���������� (!���
CHF 5.0 billion during the year. Settlements and issuances 
amounted to CHF 2.2 billion and CHF 1.0 billion, respectively, and 
-�!��;!��	!��+����;!������(��[*�
+�|�����/����
!	�
�'�?!	��(�!����
��

and out of Level 3 both amounted to CHF 0.5 billion, and primar-
ily related to changes in the availability of the respective observ-
able equity volatility and credit spread inputs.

Financial liabilities designated at fair value
Financial liabilities designated at fair value decreased to CHF 10.7 
billion from CHF 11.9 billion during the year. Issuances of CHF 6.1 
billion, primarily comprised of structured debt instruments issued 
	��� �
!*�
*!��� �>�!J
%�J��*�
�!� ���
� ���
!*���
��� -�!�� ��!��
than offset by settlements of CHF 6.7 billion, also primarily com-
prised of structured debt instruments issued and structured over-
the-counter debt instruments. Transfers into Level 3, totaling CHF 
�'�����������-�!��;!��	!��+����;!������(��[*�
+�	����!���
J���I���
structured debt instruments issued, and mainly related to a reduc-
tion in the observable equity volatility inputs and from changes in 
the respective credit spreads used to determine the fair value of 
the embedded options in these structures. Transfers out of Level 3, 

�
	���:��PE�"'"����������-�!�� 	�����	���+� ���;!������(� �[*�
+J�
and credit-linked structured debt instruments issued, and mainly 
related to changes in the observable equity volatility inputs and 
from changes in the respective credit spreads used to determine 
the fair value of the embedded options in these structures.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Movements of Level 3 instruments

Total gains / losses included in  
comprehensive income

CHF billion

Balance 
as of 

31 Decem-
ber 2013

Net interest 
income,  

net trading 
income  

and other 
income

of which:
related to 

Level 3 in-
struments 

held at the 
end of the 
reporting 

period

Other com-
prehensive 

income Purchases Sales Issuances Settlements

Transfers 
into  

Level 3

Transfers 
out of  

Level 3

Foreign 
currency 

trans-
lation

Financial assets held for trading 4.3 (1.6) (0.9) 1.4 (6.5) 5.2 0.0 1.0 (0.5) 0.1

of which:

Corporate bonds and municipal 
bonds, including bonds issued by 
financial institutions 1.7 (0.1) (0.1) 0.9 (1.2) 0.0 0.0 0.2 (0.2) 0.1

Loans 1.0 (1.4) (0.8) 0.2 (4.1) 5.2 0.0 0.2 (0.1) 0.1

Asset-backed securities 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 (0.7) 0.0 0.0 0.5 (0.3) 0.0

Other 0.6 (0.1) 0.0 0.2 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0

Financial assets designated  
at fair value 4.4 (0.8) (0.3) 0.0 0.0 1.3 (1.2) 0.0 (0.3) 0.2

of which:

Loans (including structured loans) 1.1 (0.3) (0.2) 0.0 0.0 0.6 (0.2) 0.0 (0.3) 0.0

Structured reverse repurchase and 
securities borrowing agreements 3.1 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 (1.0) 0.0 0.0 0.1

Other 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Financial investments  
available-for-sale 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 (0.2) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Positive replacement values 5.5 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6 (5.1) 1.1 (0.5) (0.2)

of which:

Credit derivative contracts 3.0 0.3 (0.8) 0.0 0.0 1.1 (3.2) 0.5 (0.2) 0.1

Foreign exchange contracts 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 (0.2) 0.0 (0.1) (0.3)

Equity / index contracts 1.2 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.3 (1.3) 0.3 (0.2) 0.0

Other 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 (0.4) 0.3 (0.1) 0.0

Negative replacement values 4.4 0.7 (0.6) 0.0 0.0 2.5 (3.7) 1.4 (0.5) 0.2

of which:

Credit derivative contracts 2.0 0.1 (1.2) 0.0 0.0 1.0 (2.4) 1.0 (0.2) 0.3

Foreign exchange contracts 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (0.1) 0.0

Equity / index contracts 1.5 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 1.5 (1.2) 0.3 (0.1) 0.0

Other 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 (0.1) 0.1 0.0 (0.1)

Financial liabilities designated  
at fair value 12.1 0.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 7.4 (7.4) 2.0 (3.2) 0.5

of which:

Non-structured fixed-rate bonds 1.2 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.9 (1.4) 0.4 (0.4) 0.1

Structured debt instruments issued 7.9 0.9 0.4 0.0 0.0 3.7 (4.2) 1.2 (2.6) 0.4

Structured over-the-counter debt 
instruments 1.8 (0.4) (0.1) 0.0 0.0 1.4 (1.5) 0.4 (0.2) 0.0

Structured repurchase agreements 1.2 (0.3) 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.5 (0.4) 0.0 0.0 0.0

1 Total Level 3 assets as of 31 December 2015 were CHF 9.0 billion (31 December 2014: CHF 12.2 billion). Total Level 3 liabilities as of 31 December 2015 were CHF 14.1 billion (31 December 2014: CHF 17.0 billion).
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Total gains / losses included in  
comprehensive income

Balance 
as of 

31 Decem-
ber 2014

Net interest 
income,  

net trading 
income  

and other  
income

of which 
related to  

Level 3 in- 
struments  

held at the 
end of the re-

porting  
period

Other com-
prehensive 

income Purchases Sales Issuances Settlements

Transfers  
into  

Level 3

Transfers  
out of  

Level 3

Foreign 
currency 

trans-
lation

Balance 
as of 

31 Decem-
ber 20151

3.5 (0.2) (0.4) 0.7 (7.6) 5.4 0.0 0.9 (0.5) (0.1) 2.1

1.4 0.0 0.0 0.5 (1.0) 0.0 0.0 0.1 (0.1) (0.1) 0.7

1.1 (0.1) (0.3) 0.1 (5.5) 5.4 0.0 0.2 (0.3) 0.0 0.8

0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 (0.6) 0.0 0.0 0.2 (0.1) 0.0 0.2

0.5 (0.1) (0.1) 0.1 (0.5) 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4

3.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 (1.3) 0.8 (0.4) (0.1) 3.3

1.0 (0.1) (0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.7 (0.2) 0.8 (0.4) 0.0 1.7

2.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 (1.0) 0.0 0.0 (0.1) 1.5

0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7

4.4 (0.4) (0.1) 0.0 (0.1) 1.7 (2.9) 0.7 (0.5) (0.1) 2.9

1.7 (0.1) 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.9 (1.1) 0.1 (0.1) (0.1) 1.3

0.6 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5

1.9 0.0 (0.3) 0.0 (0.1) 0.7 (1.4) 0.2 (0.3) 0.0 1.0

0.3 (0.1) (0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 (0.3) 0.4 (0.1) 0.0 0.1

5.0 (0.4) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 (2.2) 0.5 (0.5) (0.1) 3.3

1.7 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 (0.9) 0.3 (0.1) 0.0 1.3

0.3 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2

2.4 (0.4) (0.5) 0.0 0.0 0.9 (1.2) 0.1 (0.4) (0.1) 1.4

0.6 (0.2) (0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 (0.1) 0.3

11.9 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.1 (6.7) 1.3 (2.2) (0.3) 10.7

2.2 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 (0.2) 0.1 (0.4) 0.0 2.6

7.3 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 3.8 (4.2) 1.3 (1.9) (0.2) 6.7

1.5 0.2 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 1.2 (2.0) 0.0 0.0 (0.1) 0.8

0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 (0.3) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

��<������	��	
�������������������������������������=�����>

?%��
	�������
%��(����-��:�;	:���;!����
��
%��	���
��	�����	����
����
!���:��K���	
�(	�!�>	�*��	�����	������	����>������
�:�
%�!�-�
%�
%��
>	�*	
���� 
��%��[*���*���� 
����	�*!�� (	�!�>	�*��� 
%����:���	�
�
inputs used in the valuation technique that are considered unob-
servable and a range of values for those unobservable inputs.

?%��!	�:���(�>	�*���!�;!����
��
%��%�:%��
�	�����-��
� ��>���
input used in the valuation techniques. Therefore, the range 
�������
� !�{��
� 
%�� ��>����(�*���!
	��
+� !�:	!���:�	�;	!
��*�	!�
input, but rather the different underlying characteristics of the 
!���>	�
�	���
��	�����	����
���'�?%��!	�:���-����
%�!�(�!��>	!+�(!���
period to period and parameter to parameter based on charac-
teristics of the instruments held at each balance sheetdate. Fur-

ther, the ranges of unobservable inputs may differ across other 
�	���	�����
�
*
������*��
��
%����>�!��
+��(�
%��;!��*�
������	�%�
!�z����>��
�!+'

��:���	�
�*�����!>	������;*
�������>�����;���
����
?%������
��������*�����
%����:���	�
�*�����!>	������;*
������
�-
������
%��
	�������
%��(����-��:�;	:���	���	��������
%��;�
��
�	��
effect that a change in each unobservable input in isolation may 
have on a fair value measurement, including information to facili-
tate an understanding of factors that give rise to the input ranges 
�%�-�'� N��	
����%�;�� ��
-���� ����!>	���� 	��� *�����!>	����
��;*
��%	>����
����������*�������
%���*��	!+�����-'

Valuation techniques and inputs used in the fair value measurement of Level 3 assets and liabilities

Fair value

Significant 
unobservable input(s)1

Range of inputs

Assets Liabilities

Valuation technique(s)

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF billion 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 low high low high unit1

Financial assets held for 
trading / Trading portfolio 
liabilities, Financial 
assets / liabilities desig-
nated at fair value and 
Financial investments 
available-for-sale

Corporate bonds and municipal 
bonds, including bonds issued 
by financial institutions 0.7 1.4 0.1 0.1

Relative value to  
market comparable Bond price equivalent 0 134 8 144 points

Traded loans, loans designated 
at fair value, loan commitments 
and guarantees 2.6 2.2 0.0 0.0

Relative value to  
market comparable Loan price equivalent 65 100 80 101 points

Discounted expected  
cash flows Credit spread 30 252 37 138

basis 
points

Market comparable and 
securitization model Discount margin / spread 1 14 0 13 %

Mortality dependent  
cash flow Volatility of mortality2 270 280 %

Investment fund units3 0.3 0.5 0.0 0.0
Relative value to  
market comparable Net asset value

Asset-backed securities 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0
Discounted cash flow 
projection Constant prepayment rate 0 18 0 18 %

Discount margin / spread 0 12 0 22 %

Relative value to  
market comparable Bond price equivalent 1 92 0 102 points

Equity instruments3 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.0
Relative value to  
market comparable Price

Structured (reverse) repurchase 
agreements 1.5 2.4 0.6 0.9

Discounted expected  
cash flows Funding spread 18 183 10 163

basis 
points

Financial assets for unit-linked 
investment contracts3 0.1 0.1

Relative value to  
market comparable Price

Structured debt instruments and 
non-structured fixed-rate bonds4 10.1 11.0
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Valuation techniques and inputs used in the fair value measurement of Level 3 assets and liabilities (continued)

Fair value

Significant 
unobservable input(s)1

Range of inputs

Assets Liabilities

Valuation technique(s)

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF billion 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 low high low high unit1

Replacement values

Interest rate contracts 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.6 Option model Volatility of interest rates 16 130 13 94 %

Rate-to-rate correlation 84 94 84 94 %

Intra-curve correlation 36 94 50 94 %

Discounted expected  
cash flows Constant prepayment rate 0 3 0 3 %

Credit derivative contracts 1.3 1.7 1.3 1.7

Discounted expected cash 
flow based on modeled 
defaults and recoveries Credit spreads 1 1,163 0 963

basis 
points

Upfront price points 8 25 15 83 %

Recovery rates 0 95 0 95 %

Credit index correlation 10 85 10 85 %

Discount margin / spread 1 72 0 32 %

Credit pair correlation 57 94 57 94 %

Discounted cash flow 
projection on underlying 
bond Constant prepayment rate 0 15 1 16 %

Constant default rate 0 9 0 9 %

Loss severity 0 100 0 100 %

Discount margin / spread 1 15 1 33 %

Bond price equivalent 0 104 12 100 points

Foreign exchange contracts 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.3 Option model Rate-to-FX correlation (57) 60 (57) 60 %

FX-to-FX correlation (70) 80 (70) 80 %

Discounted expected  
cash flows

Constant prepayment  
rate2 0 13 %

Equity / index contracts 1.0 1.9 1.4 2.4 Option model Equity dividend yields 0 57 0 15 %

Volatility of equity stocks, 
equity and other indices 0 143 1 130 %

Equity-to-FX correlation (44) 82 (55) 84 %

Equity-to-equity correlation 3 99 18 99 %

Non-financial assets3, 5 0.1 0.2
Relative value to market 
comparable Price

Discounted cash flow 
projection

Projection of cost and 
income related to the 
particular property

Discount rate

Assessment of the 
particular property’s 
condition

1 The ranges of significant unobservable inputs are represented in points, percentages and basis points. Points are a percentage of par. For example, 100 points would be 100% of par. 2 The range of inputs is not dis-
closed as of 31 December 2015 because this unobservable input parameter was not significant to the respective valuation technique as of that date. 3 The range of inputs is not disclosed due to the dispersion of pos-
sible values given the diverse nature of the investments. 4 Valuation techniques, significant unobservable inputs and the respective input ranges for structured debt instruments and non-structured fixed-rate bonds are 
the same as the equivalent derivative or structured financing instruments presented elsewhere in this table. 5 Non-financial assets include other assets which primarily consist of assets held for sale.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

Bond price equivalent: Where market prices are not available for 
	� ������ (	�!� >	�*�� ��� ��	�*!��� �+� ���;	!����� -�
%� ����!>	����
;!����:��	
	� (!��� �����	!� ���
!*���
�'� E	�
�!�� �������!���-%���
selecting comparable instruments include credit quality, maturity 
and industry of the issuer. Fair value may be measured either by a 
direct price comparison or by conversion of an instrument price 
��
��	�+��������
%�!�	��	���*
!�:%
�+������!�	��	��;!�	��
���O�QN&'�
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For corporate and municipal bonds, the range of 0–134 points 
represents the range of prices from reference issuances used in 
determining fair value. Bonds priced at 0 are distressed to the 
;���
� 
%	
� ��� !���>�!+� ��� �/;��
���� -%���� ;!����� ��:���	�
�+� ���
�/������(������!�;	!�!��	
��
����{	
���J���I����!��
!*�
*!������*-
ances that pay a coupon in excess of the market benchmark as of 
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��	
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�	
��+� $�� ;���
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+� �(� ;���
����� ������
!	
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around this price.

For asset-backed securities, the bond price range of 1–92 
points represents the range of prices for reference securities used 
in determining fair value. An instrument priced at 0 is not expected 

��;	+�	�+�;!����;	���!���
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�;!�����������
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For credit derivatives, the bond price range of 0–104 points 
represents the range of prices used for reference instruments that 
are typically converted to an equivalent yield or credit spread as 
part of the valuation process. The range is comparable to that for 
corporate and asset-backed issuances described above.

Loan price equivalent: Where market prices are not available for a 

!	������	���(	�!�>	�*�������	�*!����+����;	!�����-�
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;!����:� �	
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�'� E	�
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selecting comparable instruments include industry segment, col-
�	
�!	�� [*	��
+���	
*!�
+� 	��� ���*�!J�;����� ��>��	�
�'� E	�!� >	�*��
may be measured either by a direct price comparison or by con-
version of an instrument price into a yield. The range of 65–100 
points represents the range of prices derived from reference issu-
ances of a similar credit quality used in measuring fair value for 
��	�����	������	����>����'���	���;!�����	
���	!�����
!������
��
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��	���	��
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���
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average is approximately 93 points.

Credit spread:��	�*	
�����������(�!��	�+��!���
���!�>	
�>���!�[*�!��
	����;*
�(�!�
%���!���
��;!�	���-%��%����	�!�{��
�����(�
%���!���
�
quality of the associated referenced underlying. The credit spread 
of a particular security is quoted in relation to the yield on a 
benchmark security or reference rate, typically either US Treasury 
or LIBOR, and is generally expressed in terms of basis points. An 
���!�	���|�����!�	��&� ��� �!���
� �;!�	��-���� ���!�	���|�����!�	��&� 
%��
value of credit protection offered by CDS and other credit deriva-
tive products. The income statement impact from such changes 
depends on the nature and direction of the positions held. Credit 
�;!�	����	+������:	
�>��-%�!�� 
%�� 	���
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%	�� 
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ranges of 30–252 basis points in loans and 1–1163 basis points in 
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range representing greater levels of credit risk.

Constant prepayment rate: A prepayment rate represents the 
amount of unscheduled principal repayment for a pool of loans. 
The prepayment estimate is based on a number of factors, such as 
%��
�!��	�� ;!�;	+���
� !	
��� (�!� !�;	��� 	��� �/��
��:� ��	��� -�
%�
similar characteristics and the future economic outlook, consider-
ing factors including, but not limited to, future interest rates. In 
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value for bonds trading at a discount. For bonds trading at a pre-
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the effect of a change in prepayment speed on instrument price is 
more complicated and depends on both the precise terms of the 
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For asset-backed securities, the range of 0–18% represents 
inputs across various classes of asset-backed securities. Securities 
-�
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of 18% relates to securities that are currently experiencing high 
prepayments. Different classes of asset-backed securities typically 
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constant prepayment rate for the portfolio is 5.0%.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

For credit derivatives, the range of 0–15% represents the 
input assumption for credit derivatives on asset-backed securi-
ties. The range is driven in a similar manner to that for asset-
backed securities.

For interest rate contracts, the range of 0–3% represents the 
;!�;	+���
� 	��*�;
����� ��� ���*!�
�K	
����� *���!�+��:� 
%�� ����
portfolio.

Constant default rate (CDR): The CDR represents the percentage 
of outstanding principal balances in the pool that are projected to 
��(	*�
�	�����[*��	
��	������
%��	��*	��K���!	
���(���(	*�
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group of mortgages or loans. The CDR estimate is based on a 
number of factors, such as collateral delinquency rates in the pool 
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CDR may cause an increase in price. In addition, the presence of a 
:*	!	�
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notes at the junior end of the capital structure experiencing a 
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The range of 0–9% for credit derivatives represents the 
expected default percentage across the individual instruments’ 
underlying collateral pools.

Loss severity / recovery rate:� ?%��;!�\��
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pricing input for corporate or sovereign credits. Recovery is the 
reverse of loss severity, so a 100% recovery rate is the equivalent 
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structure upon the default of the instruments. In general, a sig-
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asset-backed securities. The impact of a change in recovery rate 
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tection has been bought or sold.

Loss severity is ultimately driven by the value recoverable from 
collateral held after foreclosure occurs relative to the loan princi-
pal and possibly unpaid interest accrued at that point. For credit 
derivatives, the loss severity range of 0–100% applies to deriva-
tives on asset-backed securities. The recovery rate range of 
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Discount margin (DM) spread: The DM spread represents the dis-
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the market return required for uncertainty in the estimated cash 
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The different ranges represent the different discount rates 
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pricing an increased risk of credit loss into the security that is 
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funding rates on better quality instruments. For asset-backed 
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average effective DM is 2.4%.

Equity dividend yields:� ?%����!�>	
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individual stock or index is important for measuring fair value for 
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future dividend levels and payment timings, and, to a lesser 
extent, the relevant funding rates applicable to the stock in ques-
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ing a stock that is not expected to pay any dividend. The dividend 
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determining fair value for instruments that are sensitive to an 
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range of dividend rates for the portfolio.
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particular instrument and is generally expressed as a percentage, 
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mum level of volatility is 0% and there is no theoretical maximum. 
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derive a probability-based distribution of future prices for the 
underlying instrument. The effect of volatility on individual posi-
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contract is a long or short position. In most cases, the fair value of 
an option increases as a result of an increase in volatility and is 
reduced by a decrease in volatility. Generally, volatility used in the 
measurement of fair value is derived from active market option 
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effect of pricing options of different option strikes at different 
implied volatility levels.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)
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range of unobservable volatilities across different currencies 
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interest rates tend to be much higher than volatilities of high 
interest rates. In addition, different currencies may have sig-
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correlation on the measurement of fair value depends on the spe-
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from the different pairs of currency involved.
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lation derived from different indices across different parts of 
the benchmark index capital structure. The input is particularly 
important for bespoke and Level 3 index tranches.
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and foreign exchange levels. The signage on such correlations 
depends on the quotation basis of the underlying FX rate (e.g., 
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 – FX-to-FX correlation is particularly important for complex 
options that incorporate different FX rates in the projected pay-
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 – Equity-to-FX correlation is important for equity options based on 
a currency different than the currency of the underlying stock. 
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 – Equity-to-equity correlation is particularly important for com-
plex options that incorporate, in some manner, different equi-
ties in the projected payoff. The closer the correlation is to 
100%, the more related one equity is to another. For example, 
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parts of the same corporate structure. The range of 3–99% 
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using synthetic funding curves that best represent the assets that 
are pledged as collateral for the transactions. They are not repre-
���
	
�>���(�-%�!����������	��(*����
���(����	��*����*!����	�����
�*
�;!�>����	����
��	
���(�-%�!����������	����*!���	�����;��+�
���*!���(*����:�-�
%���*�
�!;	!
����(�!�	�:�>���
+;���(�����	
�!	�'�
The funding spreads are expressed in terms of basis points over or 
*���!� �O�QN�� 	��� �(� (*����:� �;!�	��� -����� 
%��� ���!�	���� 
%��
impact of discounting. The range of 18–183 basis points for both 
structured repurchase agreements and structured reverse repur-
chase agreements represents the range of asset funding curves, 
-%�!��-���!��;!�	���	!���*��
��	�!��*�
���������[*���
+��(�*���!�+-
ing collateral for funding purposes.

A small proportion of structured debt instruments and non-
�
!*�
*!���/��J!	
��������-�
%����	���	�� ��	����
��������:�	
���
	
�(	�!�>	�*��%	��	���/;��*!��
��(*����:��;!�	���
%	
�-	�����:�!�
in duration than the actively traded market. Such positions are 
-�
%���
%��!	�:���(���X�����	����;���
��!�;�!
���	��>�'

Upfront price points: These are a component in the price quota-

�����(��!���
���!�>	
�>�����
!	�
���-%�!��+�
%���>�!	���(	�!�>	�*��
;!������>�������;��
���
-����
%���!���
��;!�	���	������!�����	��>�&�
and a component that is quoted and settled upfront on transact-
��:�	���-����
!	�
'�?%����	

�!����;����
����!�(�!!���
��	��*;(!��
�
;!���� ;���
�� 	��� !�;!����
�� 
%�� ��((�!����� ��
-���� 
%�� �!���
�
spread paid as protection premium on a current contract versus a 
��	����*���!��(��
	��	!�����
!	�
���������+�
%���	!I�
'����-
tressed credit names frequently trade and quote CDS protection 
only in upfront points rather than as a running credit spread. An 
���!�	���|�����!�	��&����*;(!��
�;���
��-�������!�	���|�����!�	��&�
%��
value of credit protection offered by CDS and other credit deriva-
tive products. The effect of increases or decreases in upfront price 
points depends on the nature and direction of the positions held. 
�;(!��
�;!����;���
���	+������:	
�>��-%�!��	����
!	�
����[*�
��:�
(�!�	��	!!�-�!�;!���*��
%	��
%���	!I�
��
	��	!����*
�	!��:���!-
	��+�;���
�>���!�{��
��:�	�����!�	�������!���
�;!���*��!�[*�!����+�

%���	!I�
�	���!���
-�!
%��������
�!��!	
��'�?%��!	�:���(��X"�L�
-�
%��� 
%�� 
	���� !�;!����
�� 
%�� >	!��
+� �(� �*!!��
��	!I�
� �!���
�
spread levels relative to the benchmarks used as a quotation basis. 
Upfront points of 25% represent a distressed credit. 
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

i) Sensitivity of fair value measurements to changes in unobservable input assumptions

?%��
	��������-��*��	!�K���
%�����	���	��	���
��	�����	����
����
��	������	�� ��>����� (�!�-%��%�	� �%	�:�� ��������!���!���(� 
%��
*�����!>	���� ��;*
�� 
�� !�{��
� !�	���	��+� ;�������� 	�
�!�	
�>��
	��*�;
�����-�*����%	�:��(	�!�>	�*����:���	�
�+��	���
%����
�-
mated effect thereof. As of 31 December 2015, the total favor-
able and unfavorable effects of changing one or more of the 
*�����!>	���� ��;*
�� 
�� !�{��
� !�	���	��+� ;�������� 	�
�!�	
�>��
	��*�;
����� (�!��	���	�� ���
!*���
�� ��	������	�� ��>�����-�!��
CHF 0.8 billion and CHF 0.6 billion, respectively (31 December 
"���#��PE��'����������	����PE��'�����������!��;��
�>��+&'

?%�� 
	���� �%�-�� ;!����
�� 
%�� (	>�!	���� 	��� *�(	>�!	����
�((��
�� (�!��	�%���	����(��	���	��	���
��	��� ��	����
���� (�!�-%��%�

%��;�
��
�	�� �%	�:�� ��� (	�!� >	�*�� ��� �������!��� ��:���	�
'� ?%��
sensitivity data presented represent an estimation of valuation 
uncertainty based on reasonably possible alternative values for 
Level 3 inputs at the balance sheet date and do not represent the 
��
��	
����((��
��(��
!��������	!���'�?+;��	��+��
%�����	���	��	���
��
and liabilities are sensitive to a combination of inputs from Levels 
�X�'���
%�*:%�-���J��������
�!��;�����������	+��/��
���
-����
��>�����X"�	�����>�����;	!	��
�!����':'����
-������
�!��
�!	
����
-%��%�	!��:���!	��+���>������!���>���"��	���;!�;	+���
���-%��%�
	!��:���!	��+���>����&�� 
%����%	>����
������ ����!;�!	
��� ��� 
%��

	���'� E*!
%�!�� ��!��
� ��
�!J!��	
����%�;�� ��
-���� 
%�� ��>��� ��
;	!	��
�!������*���������-�	!����
�	���:���	�
�������
��(�
%��
valuation uncertainty.

Sensitivity data are estimated using a number of techniques 
including the estimation of price dispersion among different mar-
ket participants, variation in modeling approaches and reason-
	��+�;���������%	�:���
��	��*�;
�����*����-�
%���
%��(	�!�>	�*��
��	�*!����
�;!�����'�?%�������
�>�
+�!	�:���	!����
�	�-	+���+�-
metrical around the fair values as the inputs used in valuations 
	!����
�	�-	+��;!������+����
%����������(�
%��(	>�!	����	���*�(	-
vorable range.

Sensitivity data are determined at a product or parameter level 
	���
%���	::!�:	
���	��*���:������>�!���	
��������
'�?%���	�-
culated sensitivity is applied to both the outright position and any 
related Level 3 hedge. The main interdependencies across different 
Level 3 products to a single unobservable input parameter have 
���������*�������
%���	�����(���

��:��/;��*!���-�
%���
%���	��*�	-

���'��::!�:	
����-�
%�*
�	���-��:�(�!���>�!���	
������>��>���
%��
���;��� �*��	
���� �(� ����>��*	�� !��*�
�� -�
%� 
%�� 
�
	�� �����
�>�
+��
therefore representing the impact of all unobservable inputs 
-%��%���(���>���
��	�!�	���	��+�;��������(	>�!	�����!�*�(	>�!	����
��>���	
�
%���	���
�����-�*���!��*�
����	���:���	�
��%	�:�����
%��
>	�*	
���'���>�!���	
����-�*�������!;�!	
����
��	
�����!!��	
�����
	�!������((�!��
������
�>�
+�!��*�
��	����	���*�%��-�*���!��*�
����	��
�>�!	��������
�>�
+�
%	
�-�*�����������
%	��
%���*���(�
%������>��*	��
���;����
� �����
�>�
���'� ���� ��� �����>��� 
%	
�� -%���� 
%�!�� 	!��
��>�!���	
���� ����
�� -�
%��� 
%�� ;�!
(������ !�;!����
��:� 
%����
�����
�>�
+��*���!���
%�+�	!����
���:���	�
�
��
%���	�	�+���'

Sensitivity of fair value measurements to changes in unobservable input assumptions

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF million
Favorable 
changes1

Unfavorable 
changes1

Favorable 
changes1

Unfavorable 
changes1

Government bills / bonds 0 (1) 10 (1)

Corporate bonds and municipal bonds, including bonds issued by financial institutions 24 (25) 33 (41)

Traded loans, loans designated at fair value, loan commitments and guarantees 88 (28) 103 (63)

Asset-backed securities 7 (6) 16 (12)

Equity instruments 166 (74) 105 (42)

Interest rate derivative contracts, net 107 (67) 106 (58)

Credit derivative contracts, net 174 (196) 248 (277)

Foreign exchange derivative contracts, net 33 (28) 35 (32)

Equity / index derivative contracts, net 61 (57) 82 (83)

Structured debt instruments issued and non-structured fixed-rate bonds 136 (146) 202 (199)

Other 14 (13) 23 (17)

Total 809 (640) 965 (824)

1 Of the total favorable changes, CHF 164 million as of 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: CHF 116 million) related to financial investments available-for-sale. Of the total unfavorable changes, CHF 71 million as 
of 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: CHF 56 million) related to financial investments available-for-sale.
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

j) Financial instruments not measured at fair value

?%��
	��������-�;!�>�����
%����
��	
���(	�!�>	�*����(��	���	�����
!*���
����
���	�*!���	
�(	�!�>	�*�'

Financial instruments not measured at fair value

31.12.15 31.12.14

Carrying 
value Fair value

Carrying 
value Fair value

CHF billion Total Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total Total Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Assets

Cash and balances with central banks 91.3 91.3 91.3 0.0 0.0 104.1 104.1 104.1 0.0 0.0

Due from banks 11.9 11.9 11.4 0.5 0.0 13.3 13.3 12.6 0.7 0.0

Cash collateral on securities borrowed 25.6 25.6 0.0 25.6 0.0 24.1 24.1 0.0 24.1 0.0

Reverse repurchase agreements 67.9 67.9 0.0 65.8 2.1 68.4 68.4 0.0 66.5 2.0

Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments 23.8 23.8 0.0 23.8 0.0 31.0 31.0 0.0 31.0 0.0

Loans 312.7 314.9 0.0 170.9 143.9 316.0 318.6 0.0 186.6 131.9

Other assets 20.1 20.1 0.0 20.1 0.0 21.3 21.2 0.0 21.2 0.0

Liabilities

Due to banks 11.8 11.8 10.4 1.4 0.0 10.5 10.5 9.6 0.9 0.0

Cash collateral on securities lent 8.0 8.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 9.2 9.2 0.0 9.2 0.0

Repurchase agreements 9.7 9.7 0.0 9.6 0.0 11.8 11.8 0.0 11.6 0.2

Cash collateral payables on derivative instruments 38.3 38.3 0.0 38.3 0.0 42.4 42.4 0.0 42.4 0.0

Due to customers 402.5 402.8 0.0 402.8 0.0 411.0 411.0 0.0 411.0 0.0

Debt issued 82.2 84.4 0.0 78.4 6.0 91.2 94.3 0.0 88.5 5.8

Other liabilities 52.1 52.1 0.0 52.1 0.0 46.0 46.0 0.0 46.0 0.0

Guarantees / Loan commitments 

Guarantees1 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 0.0 (0.1)

Loan commitments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1 The carrying value of guarantees represented a liability of CHF 0.0 billion as of 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: CHF 0.0 billion). The estimated fair value of guarantees represented an asset of CHF 0.1 billion 
as of 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: CHF 0.1 billion).
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Note 24  Fair value measurement (continued)

?%��(	�!�>	�*��� ����*�������
%��
	�������
%��;!�>��*��;	:��-�!��
calculated for disclosure purposes only. The fair value valuation 

��%��[*���	���	��*�;
���������!���������-�!��	
�����+� 
�� 
%��
(	�!�>	�*���(�������z���	���	�����
!*���
����
���	�*!���	
�(	�!�
value. Other institutions may use different methods and assump-
tions for their fair value estimation, and therefore such fair value 
�������*!��� �	���
� ������	!��+� ��� ���;	!��� (!��� ���� �	���	��
���
�
*
����
��	��
%�!'�?%��(����-��:�;!����;����-�!��	;;�����-%���
��
�!�����:� (	�!� >	�*�� ��
��	
��� (�!� �	���	�� ���
!*���
�� ��
�
measured at fair value:
 – E�!� �	���	�� ���
!*���
�� -�
%� !��	����:� �	
*!�
���� :!�	
�!�


%	��
%!������
%���
%��(	�!�>	�*��-	����
�!������(!���[*�
���
market prices, if available.

 – _%�!��[*�
����	!I�
�;!�����-�!����
�	>	��	�����
%��(	�!�>	�*���
-�!�� ��
��	
��� �+� �����*�
��:� ���
!	�
*	�� �	�%� {�-�� *���:�
current market interest rates or appropriate yield curves for 
���
!*���
�� -�
%� �����	!� �!���
� !��I� 	��� �	
*!�
+'� ?%���� ��
�-
mates generally include adjustments for counterparty credit 
!��I��!�������z���-���!���
'

 – E�!��%�!
J
�!���	���	�����
!*���
��-�
%�!��	����:��	
*!�
����
�(�
%!������
%���!�������
%���	!!+��:�	��*�
��-%��%������
��(�

�!���
������	���-	���������:���!	��+��������!���	�!�	���	������
�-
�	
���(�(	�!�>	�*�'�?%��(����-��:��	���	�����
!*���
����
���	-
sured at fair value had remaining maturities of three months or 
�����	���(�����������!�"���#����L��(��	�%�	����	�	�����-�
%�
central banks, 96% of amounts due from banks, 100% of cash 
����	
�!	����� ���*!�
������!!�-�����]L��(� !�>�!��� !�;*!�%	���
agreements, 100% of cash collateral receivables on derivatives, 
52% of loans, 88% of amounts due to banks, 87% of cash 
collateral on securities lent, 96% of repurchase agreements, 
100% of cash collateral payable on derivatives, 96% of amount 
due to customers and 18% of debt issued.

 – The fair value estimates for repurchase and reverse repurchase 
	:!�����
��-�
%�>	!�	����	���/�����
�!��
�!	
����(�!�	����	
*!-
ities, include the valuation of the interest rate component of 
these instruments. Credit and debit valuation adjustments 
have not been included in the valuation due to the short-term 
nature of these instruments.

 – ?%����
��	
���(	�!�>	�*����(��((J�	�	�����%��
��	���	�����
!*-
ments are based on market prices for similar facilities and guar-
antees. Where this information is not available, fair value is 
��
��	
���*���:������*�
����	�%�{�-�	�	�+���'
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�����������������������������

N��
!��
����	���	��	���
��������
��(�	���
��;���:���	������	
�!	��
against an existing liability or contingent liability and other assets 

%	
�	!���
%�!-�����/;����
�+� !��
!��
����*�%�
%	
� 
%�+��	���
����
used to secure funding. 

Financial assets are mainly pledged as collateral in securities 
lending transactions, in repurchase transactions, against loans 
(!����-������!
:	:�����
�
*
�����	������������
����-�
%�
%�����*-
ance of covered bonds. UBS AG generally enters into repurchase 
and securities lending arrangements under standard market 
	:!�����
���-�
%�	��	!I�
J�	����%	�!�*
�	;;�����
��
%������	
�!	���
-%��%�!��*�
�� ���
%��	�����	
��� ��	����
����%	>��:�	��	!!+��:�>	�*��
����-�
%���	!!+��:�>	�*���(�
%��	���
�'�`���:�����!
:	:����	���
��!>��	������	
�!	��(�!��/��
��:���	����
����	:	���
��-�������
!	����!
-
gage institutions and for existing covered bond issuances of   
CHF 16,727 million as of 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: 
�PE�"�������������&'

Q
%�!�!��
!��
����	���	��	���
������*���	���
��;!�
��
���*���!�
client asset segregation rules, assets held by UBS AG’s insurance 
entities to back related liabilities to the policy holders, assets held 

�����!
	���\*!�����
�����
�����;�+�-�
%��/;����
������*�����	��	���
�
maintenance requirements and assets held in consolidated bank-
ruptcy remote entities such as certain investment funds and other 
structured entities. The carrying value of the liabilities associated 
-�
%�
%�����
%�!�!��
!��
����	���	��	���
�����:���!	��+��[*	��
��
%��
�	!!+��:�>	�*���(�
%��	���
���-�
%�
%���/��;
�����(�	���
��%����
��
���;�+�-�
%����	��	���
��	��
��	����!�[*�!����
��(�!�-%��%�
%��
associated liabilities are greater.

�������	����
���*�����	!����	!��:���!	��+���
��*�\��
�
����:��-
�	�
�!��
!��
�����
%	
�-�*���;!�>��
�
%��
!	��(�!��(���>�������	���
�	;�
	�� ��
-���� ���� ��� 	��� �
�� �*�����	!���'� P�-�>�!�� ��!
	���
!�:*�	
��� �*�����	!���� 	!�� !�[*�!��� 
�� �	��
	��� �	;�
	�� 	���|��!�
��[*���
+�
�����;�+�-�
%����	��!�:*�	
�����	����	+�����*�\��
�
��
prudential limitations by regulators that limit the amount of funds 

%	
�
%�+��	�����
!��*
���!��
%�!-����
!	��(�!'�<��J!�:*�	
����*�-
sidiaries are generally not subject to such requirements and trans-
(�!�!��
!��
����'�P�-�>�!��!��
!��
������	��	�������
%��!��*�
��(���(-
(�!��
� ��:	��� !�:*�	
�!+�� ���
!	�
*	��� ��
�
+� �!� ��*�
!+J�;�����
	!!	�:����
��	���|��!�!�[*�!����
�'

Restricted financial assets 

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Financial assets pledged as collateral

Trading portfolio assets 57,024 61,304

of which: assets pledged as collateral which may be sold or repledged by counterparties 51,943 56,018

Loans 24,980 27,973

of which: mortgage loans1 24,980 27,973

Financial investments available-for-sale 632 2,868

of which: assets pledged as collateral which may be sold or repledged by counterparties 6 2,662

Total financial assets pledged as collateral2 82,636 92,144

Other restricted financial assets

Due from banks 3,285 3,511

Reverse repurchase agreements 1,099 1,896

Trading portfolio assets 24,388 25,567

Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments 7,104 6,135

Financial investments available-for-sale 502 1,209

Other 480 679

Total other restricted financial assets 36,858 38,997

Total financial assets pledged and other restricted financial assets 119,494 131,142

1 These pledged mortgage loans serve as collateral for existing liabilities against Swiss central mortgage institutions and for existing covered bond issuances. Of these pledged mortgage loans, approximately CHF 4.4 
billion for 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: approximately CHF 4.5 billion) could be withdrawn or used for future liabilities or covered bond issuances without breaching existing collateral requirements. 2 Does 
not include assets placed with central banks related to undrawn credit lines and for payment, clearing and settlement purposes (31 December 2015: CHF 4.9 billion, 31 December 2014: CHF 6.1 billion).
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Transferred financial assets subject to continued recognition in full 

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Carrying value 
of transferred 

assets

Carrying value of 
associated liabilities 

recognized 
on-balance sheet

Carrying value of 
transferred assets

Carrying value of 
associated liabilities 

recognized 
on-balance sheet

Trading portfolio assets transferred which may be sold or repledged by counterparties 51,943 13,146 56,018 18,289

relating to securities lending and repurchase agreements in exchange for cash received 13,406 13,146 19,366 18,147

relating to securities lending agreements in exchange for securities received 37,097 0 35,557 0

relating to other financial asset transfers 1,440 0 1,095 142

Financial investments available-for-sale transferred which may be sold or repledged by 
counterparties 6 6 2,662 2,584

Total financial assets transferred 51,950 13,152 58,680 20,873

?!	��	�
����� ��� -%��%� �	���	�� 	���
�� 	!�� 
!	��(�!!���� �*
� ���-

��*��
�����!���:��K������
%��!���
�!�
+����������z���	�	�����%��
�
����*������*!�
����������:�	���!�;*!�%	���	:!�����
��	��-����	��
�
%�!��	���	��	���
�
!	��(�!�'�N�;*!�%	���	������*!�
����������:�
arrangements are, for the most part, conducted under standard 
�	!I�
�	:!�����
���	���	!��*���!
	I���-�
%���*�
�!;	!
�����*�-
ject to UBS AG’s normal credit risk control processes. 

 ➔ Refer to Note 1a items 13 and 14 for more information on 

repurchase agreements and securities lending agreements

As of 31 December 2015, approximately a quarter of the trans-
(�!!����	���	��	���
��-�!��
!	���:�;�!
(�����	���
��
!	��(�!!������
�/�%	�:��(�!��	�%�����-%��%��	���
%��	�����	
���!���:��K�����	����
+�
represents the amount to be repaid to counterparties. For securities 
������:�	��� !�;*!�%	��� 	:!�����
��� 	�%	�!�*
���
-�����L�	���
��L����:���!	��+�	;;�����
��
%������	
�!	���-%��%�!��*�
�����	�����-
	
�����	����
����%	>��:�	��	!!+��:�>	�*������-�
%���	!!+��:�>	�*���(�
the transferred assets. The counterparties to the associated liabili-
ties presented in the table above have full recourse to UBS AG.

In securities lending arrangements entered into in exchange 
for the receipt of other securities as collateral, neither the secu-

!�
����!����>�����!�
%������:	
����
��!�
*!��
%���	!��!���:��K���
���������z���	�	�����%��
��	��
%��!��I��	���!�-	!����(��-��!-
�%�;�	!����
�
!	��(�!!���
��������'�O���	����-%�!���*�%��	�-
cial assets received are subsequently sold or repledged in 
another transaction, this is not considered to be a transfer of 
�	���	��	���
�'

Q
%�!��	���	��	���
�
!	��(�!��;!��	!��+�����*������*!�
����
!	��-
(�!!���
������	
�!	��K����!�>	
�>��
!	��	�
������(�!�-%��%�
%���	!!+-
ing value of associated liabilities is not provided in the table above 
because those replacement values are managed on a portfolio 
basis across counterparties and product types, and therefore is 
��
�	���!��
�!��	
����%�;���
-����
%���;���������	
�!	��;���:���
and the associated liability.

Transferred assets other than trading portfolio assets and 
�	���	�� ��>��
���
�� 	>	��	���J(�!J�	��� -%��%� �	+� ��� ����� �!�
!�;���:����+���*�
�!;	!
����-�!����
��	
�!�	��	���(�����������!�
2015 and as of 31 December 2014.
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��
�
�(� ���� ��z�� ���
��*��:� ��>��>����
�� -�!�� ��
� �	
�!�	�� 	�� �(�
31 December 2015 and as of 31 December 2014.
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Transferred financial assets that are derecognized in their entirety with continuing involvement

CHF million 31.12.15

Carrying 
amount of
continuing

involvement

Fair value of 
continuing

involvement

Gain / (loss)
recognized at

the date of
transfer of

the financial assets2

Gain / (loss) from continuing
involvement in transferred and

derecognized financial assets

Balance sheet
line item

For the year
ended 31.12.15

Life-to-date 
31.12.15

Type of continuing involvement

Purchased and retained interest 
in securitization structures

Trading portfolio assets/
Replacement values1 15 15 8 16 (1,566)

Total 15 15 8 16 (1,566)

CHF million 31.12.14

Carrying 
amount of
continuing

involvement

Fair value of 
continuing

involvement

Gain / (loss)
recognized at

the date of
transfer of

the financial assets

Gain / (loss) from continuing
involvement in transferred and

derecognized financial assets

Balance sheet
line item

For the year
ended 31.12.14

Life-to-date 
31.12.14

Type of continuing involvement

Purchased and retained interest 
in securitization structures

Trading portfolio assets/
Replacement values1 (22) (22) 22 13 (1,582)

Total (22) (22) 22 13 (1,582)

1 As of 31 December 2015, total purchased and retained interest in securitization structures consisted of trading portfolio assets of CHF 37 million and negative replacement values of CHF 22 million. As of 31 December 
2014, total purchased and retained interest in securitization structures consisted of trading portfolio assets of CHF 29 million and negative replacement values of CHF 51 million. 2 Represents gains / (losses) recognized 
on the date of transfer during the respective reporting period.
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��������*!�
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����>�%�����
O���	����-%�!���������%	��
!	��(�!!���	���
����
�����*!�
�K	
����
vehicles and retained or purchased interests therein, UBS AG has 
a continuing involvement in those transferred assets. The majority 
�(� 
%�� !�
	����� ���
��*��:� ��>��>����
� ���*!�
�K	
���� ;���
�����
%�������
%��
!	���:�;�!
(�����	!������	
�!	��K������
�����:	
���������
commercial mortgage-backed securities and residential mort-
gage-backed securities. As a result of losses incurred in previous 
years, the majority of these continuing involvement positions had 
	� �	!!+��:� 	��*�
� �(� K�!�� 	�� �(� ��� �������!� "���'� ��� �(�

31 December 2015, the maximum exposure to loss related to pur-
�%	����	���!�
	�������
�!��
��������*!�
�K	
�����
!*�
*!���-	���PE�
��� �������� ���;	!��� -�
%� �PE� ��� �������� 	�� �(� ��� �������!�
2014, both mainly related to trading portfolio assets. Undis-
��*�
����	�%��*
{�-���(��PE�������������	+����;	+	����
��
%��
transferee in future periods as a consequence of holding the pur-
�%	����	���!�
	����� ��
�!��
�'�?%���	!����
�;�!���� ���-%��%�;	+-
ment may be required is less than one month. Life-to-date losses 
presented in the table above only relate to retained interests held 
as of 31 December 2015.
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d) Off-balance-sheet assets received

?%��
	��������-�;!����
��	���
��!����>���(!���
%�!��;	!
����
%	
��	�����������!�!�;���:����
%	
�	!����
�!���:��K������
%���	�	�����%��
��
but that are held as collateral, including amounts that have been sold or repledged.

Off-balance-sheet assets received

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Fair value of assets received which can be sold or repledged 401,511 388,855

received as collateral under reverse repurchase, securities borrowing and lending arrangements, derivative transactions and other transactions1 393,839 383,354

received in unsecured borrowings 7,672 5,502

thereof sold or repledged2 286,757 271,963

in connection with financing activities 241,992 227,515

to satisfy commitments under short sale transactions 29,137 27,958

in connection with derivative and other transactions1 15,628 16,491

1 Includes securities received as initial margin from its clients that UBS AG is required to remit to CCPs, brokers and deposit banks through its exchange-traded derivative (ETD) clearing and execution services. 2 Does 
not include off-balance sheet securities (31 December 2015: CHF 47.3 billion, 31 December 2014: CHF 37.6 billion) placed with central banks related to undrawn credit lines and for payment, clearing and settlement 
purposes for which there are no associated liabilities or contingent liabilities.
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its contractual obligations. The right of set-off is a legal right to 
��

����!��
%�!-����������	
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�����(�	��	��*�
��*���+�
applying an amount receivable from the same counterparty 
against it, thus reducing credit exposure.
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cial assets subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting 
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offsetting, enforceable netting arrangements and similar agree-
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able netting arrangement or similar agreement. Further, related 
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�
�((��
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��	!!�>��	
��	���	��	���
��
after consideration of netting potential.

UBS AG engages in a variety of counterparty credit mitigation 
strategies in addition to netting and collateral arrangements. 
Therefore, the net amounts presented in the tables on the next 
pages do not purport to represent UBS AG’s actual credit exposure.
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Financial assets subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements

31.12.15

Assets subject to netting arrangements 

Netting recognized on the balance sheet
Netting potential not recognized  

on the balance sheet3

Assets not
subject to 

netting 
arrangements4 Total assets

CHF billion
Gross assets

before netting
Netting with 

gross liabilities2

Net assets
recognized

on the
balance 

sheet
Financial
liabilities

Collateral
received

Assets after
consid-

eration of
netting

potential

Assets
recognized

on the
balance 

sheet

Total assets
after consid-

eration of 
netting 

potential

Total assets
recognized 

on the 
balance 

sheet

Cash collateral on securities 
borrowed 23.9 0.0 23.9 (3.1) (20.9) 0.0 1.6 1.6 25.6

Reverse repurchase agreements 117.9 (62.1) 55.8 (4.4) (51.4) 0.0 12.1 12.1 67.9

Positive replacement values 161.9 (2.5) 159.3 (123.0) (25.5) 10.8 8.1 18.9 167.4

Cash collateral receivables on 
derivative instruments1 85.9 (66.3) 19.6 (10.9) (1.5) 7.2 4.1 11.3 23.8

Financial assets designated at fair 
value 2.4 0.0 2.4 0.0 (1.8) 0.6 3.4 4.0 5.8

Total assets 392.1 (131.0) 261.1 (141.3) (101.1) 18.7 29.3 48.0 290.5

31.12.14

Assets subject to netting arrangements 

Netting recognized on the balance sheet
Netting potential not recognized  

on the balance sheet3

Assets not
subject to 

netting 
arrangements4 Total assets

CHF billion
Gross assets

before netting
Netting with 

gross liabilities2

Net assets
recognized

on the
balance 

sheet
Financial
liabilities

Collateral
received

Assets after
consid-

eration of
netting

potential

Assets
recognized

on the
balance 

sheet

Total assets
after consid-

eration of 
netting 

potential

Total assets
recognized 

on the 
balance 

sheet

Cash collateral on securities 
borrowed 22.7 0.0 22.7 (1.9) (20.8) 0.0 1.4 1.4 24.1

Reverse repurchase agreements 99.2 (42.8) 56.4 (3.4) (52.8) 0.1 12.1 12.2 68.4

Positive replacement values 249.9 (3.1) 246.8 (198.7) (30.8) 17.3 10.1 27.4 257.0

Cash collateral receivables on 
derivative instruments1 245.7 (218.4) 27.4 (18.8) (1.6) 7.0 3.6 10.6 31.0

Financial assets designated at fair 
value 3.1 0.0 3.1 0.0 (3.0) 0.1 1.4 1.5 4.5

Total assets 620.5 (264.2) 356.3 (222.9) (108.9) 24.5 28.6 53.1 384.9
1 The net amount of Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments recognized on the balance sheet includes certain OTC derivatives which are in substance net settled on a daily basis under IAS 32, and ETD which 
are economically settled on a daily basis. In addition, this balance includes OTC and ETD cash collateral balances which correspond with the cash portion of collateral pledged, reflected on the Negative replacement val-
ues line in the table presented on the following page. 2 The logic of the table results in amounts presented in the “Netting with gross liabilities” column corresponding directly to the amounts presented in the “Netting 
with gross assets”column in the liabilities table presented on the following page. 3 For the purpose of this disclosure, the amounts of financial instruments and cash collateral presented have been capped by the rel-
evant netting agreement so as not to exceed the net amount of financial assets presented on the balance sheet; i.e., over-collateralization, where it exists, is not reflected in the table. 4 Includes assets not subject to 
enforceable netting arrangements and other out-of-scope items.
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liabilities of UBS AG that are subject to offsetting, enforceable 
netting arrangements and similar agreements are reconciled to 
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parties that have been offset on the balance sheet and other 
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��*�\��
�
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��:�	!!	�:�-
���
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���	��*�
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assets and collateral pledged that are not offset on the balance 
�%��
�	!���%�-��
��	!!�>��	
��	���	����	����
����	(
�!��������!	
����
of netting potential.

Financial liabilities subject to offsetting, enforceable master netting arrangements and similar agreements

31.12.15

Liabilities subject to netting arrangements 

Netting recognized on the balance sheet
Netting potential not recognized 

on the balance sheet3

Liabilities not
subject to 

 netting 
arrangements4 Total liabilities

CHF billion

Gross
liabilities

before
netting

Netting with 
gross assets2

Net 
liabilities

recognized
on the

balance
sheet

Financial
assets

Collateral
pledged

Liabilities
after consid-

eration of 
netting

potential

Liabilities
recognized

on the
balance 

sheet

Total 
liabilities 

after consid-
eration of

netting
potential

Total 
liabilities

recognized
on the

balance 
sheet

Cash collateral on securities lent 7.9 0.0 7.9 (3.1) (4.8) 0.0 0.1 0.1 8.0

Repurchase agreements 69.0 (62.1) 6.9 (4.4) (2.5) 0.0 2.8 2.8 9.7

Negative replacement values 154.2 (2.5) 151.7 (123.0) (17.4) 11.3 10.7 22.1 162.4

Cash collateral payables on 
derivative instruments1 99.9 (66.3) 33.6 (19.0) (2.5) 12.1 4.7 16.8 38.3

Financial liabilities designated 
at fair value 3.9 0.0 3.9 0.0 (0.7) 3.1 59.1 62.3 63.0

Total liabilities 334.9 (131.0) 203.9 (149.4) (28.0) 26.5 77.4 104.0 281.4

31.12.14

Liabilities subject to netting arrangements 

Netting recognized on the balance sheet
Netting potential not recognized 

on the balance sheet3

Liabilities not
subject to  

netting 
arrangements4 Total liabilities

CHF billion

Gross
liabilities

before
netting

Netting with 
gross assets2

Net 
liabilities

recognized
on the

balance
sheet

Financial
assets

Collateral
pledged

Liabilities
after consid-

eration of 
netting

potential

Liabilities
recognized

on the
balance 

sheet

Total 
liabilities 

after consid-
eration of

netting
potential

Total 
liabilities

recognized
on the

balance 
sheet

Cash collateral on securities lent 8.4 0.0 8.4 (1.9) (6.5) 0.0 0.7 0.8 9.2

Repurchase agreements 51.5 (42.8) 8.7 (3.4) (5.2) 0.0 3.2 3.2 11.8

Negative replacement values 243.3 (3.1) 240.2 (198.7) (21.8) 19.7 13.9 33.5 254.1

Cash collateral payables on 
derivative instruments1 256.1 (218.4) 37.7 (25.1) (2.3) 10.3 4.6 14.9 42.4

Financial liabilities designated 
at fair value 3.8 0.0 3.8 0.0 (1.4) 2.4 71.5 73.9 75.3

Total liabilities 563.1 (264.2) 298.8 (229.2) (37.3) 32.4 93.9 126.3 392.8
1 The net amount of Cash collateral payables on derivative instruments recognized on the balance sheet includes certain OTC derivatives which are in substance net settled on a daily basis under IAS 32, and ETD which 
are economically settled on a daily basis. In addition, this balance includes OTC and ETD cash collateral balances which correspond with the cash portion of collateral received, reflected on the Positive replacement val-
ues line in the table presented on the previous page. 2 The logic of the table results in amounts presented in the “Netting with gross assets” column corresponding directly to the amounts presented in the “Netting 
with gross liabilities” column in the assets table presented on the previous page. 3 For the purpose of this disclosure, the amounts of financial instruments and cash collateral presented have been capped by the rel-
evant netting agreement so as not to exceed the net amount of financial liabilities presented on the balance sheet; i.e., over-collateralization, where it exists, is not reflected in the table. 4 Includes liabilities not subject 
to enforceable netting arrangements and other out-of-scope items.
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Note 27  Financial assets and liabilities – additional information
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39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement. Only 
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in IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation are included in the 
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%����
presented on the balance sheet.

 ➔ Refer to Note 24 for more information on how the fair value of 

����������������������������������

Measurement categories of financial assets and financial liabilities
CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Financial assets1

Held for trading
Trading portfolio assets 120,405 132,392

of which: assets pledged as collateral which may be sold or repledged by counterparties 51,943 56,018
Debt issued2 106 283
Positive replacement values 167,435 256,978
Total 287,946 389,653
Fair value through profit or loss
Financial assets designated at fair value 5,808 4,493
Financial assets at amortized cost
Cash and balances with central banks 91,306 104,073
Due from banks 11,866 13,334
Cash collateral on securities borrowed 25,584 24,063
Reverse repurchase agreements 67,893 68,414
Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments 23,763 30,979
Loans3 312,723 315,984
Other assets 20,139 21,332
Total 553,275 578,179
Available-for-sale
Financial investments available-for-sale 62,543 57,159
Total financial assets 909,572 1,029,483

Financial liabilities
Held for trading
Trading portfolio liabilities 29,137 27,958
Debt issued2 236 308
Negative replacement values 162,430 254,101
Total 191,803 282,367
Fair value through profit or loss, other
Financial liabilities designated at fair value 62,995 75,297
Amounts due under unit-linked investment contracts 15,718 17,643
Total 78,713 92,940
Financial liabilities at amortized cost
Due to banks 11,836 10,492
Cash collateral on securities lent 8,029 9,180
Repurchase agreements 9,653 11,818
Cash collateral payables on derivative instruments 38,282 42,372
Due to customers 402,522 410,979
Debt issued 82,230 91,183
Other liabilities 52,065 46,013
Total 604,617 622,036
Total financial liabilities 875,133 997,343
1 As of 31 December 2015, CHF 123 billion of Loans, CHF 0 billion of Due from banks, CHF 1 billion of Reverse repurchase agreements, CHF 30 billion of Financial investments available-for-sale and CHF 3 billion of 
Financial assets designated at fair value are expected to be recovered or settled after 12 months. As of 31 December 2014, CHF 119 billion of Loans, CHF 0 billion of Due from banks, CHF 1 billion of Reverse repurchase 
agreements, CHF 35 billion of Financial investments available-for-sale and CHF 4 billion of Financial assets designated at fair value are expected to be recovered or settled after 12 months. 2 Represents the embedded 
derivative component of structured debt issued for which the fair value option has not been applied and which is presented within Debt issued on the balance sheet. 3 Includes finance lease receivables of CHF 1.1 bil-
lion as of 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: CHF 1.1 billion). Refer to Notes 10 and 33 for more information.
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Note 27  Financial assets and liabilities – additional information (continued)

���J�����������������	
���������������������

The contractual maturities for non-derivative and non-trading 
�	���	����	����
����	���(�����������!�"����	!���	�������
%���	!-
����
��	
�����-%��%�������*���������
!	�
*	��+�!�[*�!���
��;	+'�
The total amounts that contractually mature in each time-band 
	!��	�����%�-��(�!�����������!�"���'���!�>	
�>��;���
�����	���

trading liabilities, predominantly made up of short sale transac-
tions, are assigned to the column Due within 1 month, as this 
;!�>�����	������!>	
�>��!�{��
�����(�
%���	
*!���(�
%����
!	���:�
	�
�>�
���'� ?%�� ���
!	�
*	�� �	
*!�
���� �	+� �/
���� �>�!� ��:��-
cantly longer periods.

Maturity analysis of financial liabilities1

CHF billion
Due within 

1 month
Due between 

1 and 3 months
Due between 

3 and 12 months
Due between 
1 and 5 years

Due after 
5 years Total

Financial liabilities recognized on balance sheet2

Due to banks 8.1 2.4 1.1 0.3 0.0 11.8

Cash collateral on securities lent 5.7 1.3 1.0   8.0

Repurchase agreements 7.9 1.4 0.2 0.1 0.2 9.7

Trading portfolio liabilities3, 4 29.1     29.1

Negative replacement values3 162.4     162.4

Cash collateral payables on derivative instruments 38.3     38.3

Financial liabilities designated at fair value5 15.2 15.9 13.1 11.9 12.0 68.1

Due to customers 373.3 13.4 4.8 4.1 9.7 405.3

Debt issued 5.7 9.9 16.3 36.6 22.7 91.2

Other liabilities 66.7     66.7

Total 31.12.15 712.5 44.3 36.4 53.0 44.6 890.7

Total 31.12.14 812.3 48.4 39.4 60.9 49.8 1,010.9

Guarantees, commitments and forward starting transactions6

Loan commitments 55.7 0.2 0.2 0.0  56.1

Guarantees 15.9 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 16.0

Forward starting transactions

Reverse repurchase agreements 6.6     6.6

Securities borrowing agreements 0.0     0.0

Total 31.12.15 78.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 78.7

Total 31.12.14 78.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 78.8

1 Non-financial liabilities such as deferred income, deferred tax liabilities, provisions and liabilities on employee compensation plans are not included in this analysis. 2 Except for trading portfolio liabilities and negative 
replacement values (see footnote 3), the amounts presented generally represent undiscounted cash flows of future interest and principal payments. 3 Carrying value is fair value. Management believes that this best 
represents the cash flows that would have to be paid if these positions had to be settled or closed out. Refer to Note 14 for undiscounted cash flows of derivatives designated in hedge accounting relationships. 4 Con-
tractual maturities of trading portfolio liabilities are: CHF 27.2 billion due within one month (2014: CHF 26.7 billion), CHF 1.2 billion due between one month and one year (2014: CHF 1.3 billion), and CHF 0.8 billion 
due between 1 and 5 years (2014: CHF 0 billion). 5 Future interest payments on variable rate liabilities are determined by reference to the applicable interest rate prevailing as of the reporting date. Future principal 
payments which are variable are determined by reference to the conditions existing at the reporting date. 6 Comprises the maximum irrevocable amount of guarantees, commitments and forward starting transactions. 
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Note 27  Financial assets and liabilities – additional information (continued)

����������������	��	
����������������

O��"����	���"��$����!
	����	���	��	���
��-�!��!���	������(!���
Trading portfolio assets to Loans'�Q�� 
%��!� !���	����	
�����	
���
these assets had fair values of CHF 26 billion and CHF 0.6 billion, 
respectively.
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As of 31 December 2015, the carrying value of the remaining 

!���	������ �	���	�� 	���
��� -%��%� -�!�� ��
�!��+� ���;!����� �(�
�*����;	��	*�
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�����-	���PE��'"������������������-
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these assets.
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Financial assets designated at fair value totaled CHF 5,808 million 
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The maximum exposure to credit risk of loans, but not struc-
tured loans, is generally mitigated by credit derivatives or similar 

instruments. Information regarding these instruments and the 
�/;��*!��-%��%�
%�+���
�:	
�����;!�>��������
%��
	��������-����	�
notional basis.

Investment fund units designated at fair value do not have a 
direct exposure to credit risk.

 ➔ ��
����	��	���"#�
	���	�����
	�����	��	������������������

designated at fair value, and to “Maximum exposure to credit 

risk” in the “Risk management and control” section of this report 


	���	�����
	�����	��	���	������������������	�����������������

designated at fair value

Notional amounts of loans designated at fair value and related credit derivatives

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Loans – notional amount 687 667

Credit derivatives related to loans – notional amount1 630 644

Credit derivatives related to loans – fair value1 4 1

1 Credit derivatives contracts include credit default swaps, total return swaps and similar instruments. 

?%��
	��������-�;!�>�����
%���((��
����
%��(	�!�>	�*����(���	���(!����%	�:�������!���
�!��I�(�!�
%��;�!�����;!����
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����������;
���'������	!�+��
%���%	�:�����(	�!�>	�*���(��!���
���!�>	
�>���	��������	!����
!*���
��-%��%�	!��*����
��%��:��
%������	������
also provided.

Changes in fair value of loans and related credit derivatives attributable to changes in credit risk

For the year ended
Cumulative from inception 

until the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Changes in fair value of loans designated at fair value, attributable to changes in credit risk1 (3) (3) (4) (2)

Changes in fair value of credit derivatives and similar instruments which mitigate the maximum  
exposure to credit risk of loans designated at fair value1 3 3 4 1

1 Current and cumulative changes in the fair value of loans designated at fair value, attributable to changes in their credit risk, are only calculated for those loans outstanding at balance sheet date. Current and cumula-
tive changes in the fair value of credit derivatives hedging such loans include all the derivatives which have been used to mitigate credit risk of these loans since designation at fair value. For loans reported under the fair 
value option, changes in fair value due to changes in the credit standing of the borrower are calculated using counterparty credit information obtained from independent market sources.
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��
are part of Personnel expenses.

Income statement – expenses related to pension and other post-employment benefit plans

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Net periodic pension cost for defined benefit plans 569 467 651

of which: related to major pension plans1 546 508 638

of which: Swiss plan 515 458 555

of which: UK plan 18 17 24

of which: other plans 12 33 58

of which: related to post-retirement medical and life insurance plans2 4 (36) (11)

of which: UK plan 1 2 2

of which: US plans 2 (37) (12)

of which: related to remaining plans and other costs3 19 (5) 24

Pension cost for defined contribution plans4 239 244 236

of which: UK 86 91 91

of which: US 100 91 91

of which: other countries 53 62 54

Total pension and other post-employment benefit plan expenses5 808 711 887

1 Refer to Note 28a for more information. 2 Refer to Note 28b for more information. 3 Other costs include differences between actual and estimated performance award accruals and net accrued pension costs related 
to restructuring. 4 Refer to Note 28c for more information. 5 Refer to Note 6.

?%��
	��������-�;!�>�������(�!�	
����!��	
��:�
��	��*�
��!���:��K�������
%�!����;!�%����>���������(�!�����������
�;�	��'

Other comprehensive income – gains / (losses) on pension and other post-employment benefit plans

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Major pension plans1 339 (1,456) 1,168

of which: Swiss plan 58 (1,032) 1,119

of which: UK plan 317 (168) (65)

of which: other plans (35) (256) 115

Post-retirement medical and life insurance plans2 (3) (5) 3

of which: UK plan 6 (3) 2

of which: US plans (9) (2) 1

Remaining plans (14) 7 7

Gains / (losses) recognized in other comprehensive income, before tax 322 (1,454) 1,178

Tax (expense) / benefit relating to defined benefit plans recognized in other comprehensive income (19) 247 (239)

Gains / (losses) recognized in other comprehensive income, net of tax3 303 (1,208) 939

1 Refer to Note 28a for more information. 2 Refer to Note 28b for more information. 3 Refer to the “Statement of comprehensive income”. 
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%���	�	�����%��
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%���Other assets and Other liabilities.

Balance sheet – net defined benefit pension and post-employment asset

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Major pension plans1 50 0

of which: Swiss plan 0 0

of which: UK plan 50 0

of which: other plans 0 0

Post-retirement medical and life insurance plans 0 0

of which: UK plan 0 0

of which: US plans 0 0

Remaining plans 0 0

Total net defined benefit pension and post-employment asset2 50 0

1 Refer to Note 28a for more information. 2 Refer to Note 18.

Balance sheet – net defined benefit pension and post-employment liability

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Major pension plans1 622 1,256

of which: Swiss plan 0 25

of which: UK plan 0 568

of which: other plans2 622 664

Post-retirement medical and life insurance plans3 84 85

of which: UK plan 25 32

of which: US plans 59 53

Remaining plans 30 32

Total net defined benefit pension and post-employment liability4 736 1,374

1 Refer to Note 28a for more information. 2 Liability consists of: CHF 315 million related to US plans and CHF 307 million related to German plans (31 December 2014: CHF 297 million related to US plans and CHF 
367 million related to German plans). 3 Refer to Note 28b for more information. 4 Refer to Note 23.
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actuarial valuations for the plans in these countries are per-
formed as required.

The overall investment policy and strategy for UBS AG’s 
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regulations in each jurisdiction. The actual asset allocation is 
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impact on the funded status of the plans, including potential 
short-term liquidity requirements.
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investment approach is applied to a portion of the plan assets to 
reduce potential volatility.
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Contributions to the pension plan are paid by the employer 
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Employee contributions are calculated as a percentage of the con-
tributory salary and are deducted monthly. The percentages 
deducted from salary depend on age and choice of contribution 
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death and survivor pensions. The pension plan offers to members 
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The payable pension amount is a result of the conversion rate 
applied on the accumulated balance of the individual plan par-
ticipant’s pension account at the retirement date. The accumu-
lated balance of each individual plan participant’s pension account 
��� �	���� ��� �!���
��� >��
��� ����
�� 
!	��(�!!��� (!��� ;!�>��*��
��;��+�!���;*!�%	�����(�����
��	���
%����;��+���	�����;��+�!�
contributions that have been made to the pension account of 
�	�%�����>��*	��;�	��;	!
���;	�
��	��-����	��
%����
�!��
�	��!*������

%�� 	��*�*�	
��� �	�	���'� ?%�� ��
�!��
� !	
�� 	��!*��� ��� ������
annually by the Pension Foundation Board.

��
%�*:%�
%���-����;�������;�	������	�������	����������
!�-
�*
����;!������*���!��-����;��������	-���
����	���*�
���(�!�	��	�
����������
�;�	��*���!�O����$��;!��	!��+����	*����(�
%������:	-
tion to accrue interest on the pension accounts and the payment 
�(���(�
����;�������'�?%��	�
*	!�	��	��*�;
�����*����(�!�
%���-����
;�������;�	��	!���	�������
%���-���������������>�!�����
'

 ➔ Refer to Note 1a item 24 for a description of the accounting 
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?%���-����;�������;�	�����:�>�!�����+�
%��`�������E�*��	
����
��	!��	��!�[*�!����+��-����;��������	-�	���
%��!��;��������
�����(�

%�����	!��	!���������+��-����;��������	-�	����+�
%��;�	��!*���'�
����!���:�
���-����;��������	-��	�
��;�!	!+�����
���*���!(*��-
��:����;�!��

��'�P�-�>�!���%�*���	��*���!(*�������
*	
�������*!��
the Pension Foundation Board is required to take the necessary 
measures to ensure that full funding can be expected to be 
!��
�!���-�
%���	��	/��*��;�!�����(�
���+�	!�'�����!��-����;��-
������	-���(�	��-����;�������;�	�����	�����:���	�
�+�*���!(*�����
��� 	� �-���� ;������� �	-� �	����� 
%��� 	���
���	�� ��;��+�!� 	���
employee contributions could be required. In these situations, the 
!��I�����%	!�����
-������;��+�!�	�����;��+�����	���
%����;��+�!�
is not legally obliged to cover more than 50% of the additional 
���
!��*
����� !�[*�!��'� ?%�� �-���� ;������� ;�	�� %	�� 	� 
��%���	��
(*����:�!	
���*���!��-����;��������	-��(��"�'�L�	���(���������-
��!�"���������������!�"���#��"�']L&'

?%�� ��>��
���
� �
!	
�:+� �(� 
%�� �-���� ;�	�� ��� ��;�����
���
based on a multi-level investment and risk management process 
	��������������-�
%��-����;��������	-������*���:�
%��!*����	���!�:*-
�	
����� !��	
��:� 
�� ��>�!���	
���� �(� ;�	�� 	���
�'� ?%���� !*�����
among others, specify restrictions to the composition of plan 
assets, e.g., there is a limit of 50% for investments in equities. The 
��>��
���
��
!	
�:+��(�
%���-����;�	�����	��:����
��
%��������!��I�
budget set out by the Pension Foundation Board. The risk budget 
is determined based on regularly performed asset and liability 
management analyses. In order to implement the risk budget, the 
�-���� ;�	�� �	+� *��� ��!��
� ��>��
���
��� ��>��
���
� (*���� 	���
��!�>	
�>��'�?����
�:	
��(�!��:���*!!���+�!��I��	��;������*!!���+�
%��:��:� �
!	
�:+� -	�� ��;�����
��'� ?%�� `������� E�*��	
����
��	!�� �
!�>��� (�!� 	� ����*�J� 	��� ���:J
�!�� �	�	���� ��
-����
	���
�� 	��� ��	����
���'�����!� O����$�� >��	
���
+� 	!����� ��� 
%���-����
;�������;�	����
�	���
�|���	����
+����	*���
%��(	�!�>	�*���(�
%��;�	��
assets is not directly correlated to movements in the value of the 
;�	�z������������
�����:	
�������
%���%�!
J
�!�'

��� �(� ��� �������!� "����� 
%�� �-���� ;������� ;�	�� -	�� ��� 	�
surplus situation on an International Financial Reporting Stan-
�	!��� �OEN�&���	�*!����
��	�����	�� 
%�� (	�!�>	�*���(�;�	��	���
��
�/������� 
%�� ������ ����
� ����:	
���� �+� �PE� ��"��� ��������
�����������!�"���#�����
��(��PE�"���������&'�P�-�>�!��	��*!;�*��
�	�����+����!���:��K������
%���	�	�����%��
�
��
%���/
��
�
%	
��
�
�������
��/����� 
%����
��	
��� (*
*!���������������
��-%��%�
�[*	���
%����((�!�������
-����
%��;!����
�>	�*���(�
%����
��	
���
future net service cost and the present value of the estimated 
future employer contributions. The maximum future economic 

����
����%�:%�+�>	!�	�����	��������%	�:������
%�������*�
�!	
�'�
����(�����������!�"�����
%����
��	
���(*
*!���������������
�
-	��K�!��	���%�����������
�����������
�	���
�-	��!���:��K���
on the balance sheet. The difference of CHF 1,283 million 
��
-����
%��;�������;�	���*!;�*��	���
%����
��	
���(*
*!�����-
����������
��
%����J�	�����	���
�������:��((��
��-	��!���:��K������
other comprehensive income.

?%����;��+�!����
!��*
������/;��
���
������	���
��
%���-����
pension plan in 2016 are estimated to be CHF 474 million.

<��J�-����;�������;�	��
?%�����J�-�������	
������(���������((�!�>	!��*������������
�
;�������;�	������	���!�	����-�
%����	��!�:*�	
�����	���;!	�
����'�
?%�����J�-�������	
�����-�
%��	\�!�����������
�;�	���	!��
%��
����
%�����	�����!�	�+'�����������
�;�������;�	�������
%�!�
���	
�����	!����
��	
�!�	��
��
%���	���	��!��*�
���(��������	���
hence not separately disclosed.

?%�� ���J�-���� ;�	��� ;!�>���� ����
�� ��� 
%�� �>��
� �(� !�
�!�-
���
����	
%��!����	����
+'�?%����>����(�����
��;!�>�������;�����
���
%���;�����!	
���(�����
�	��!*	��	���
%����>����(���;��+���
compensation. UBS AG’s general principle is to ensure that the 
plans are appropriately funded under local pension regulations in 
�	�%���*�
!+�	���
%������
%��;!��	!+��!�>�!�(�!���
�!�����:�-%���
	���
���	�����
!��*
�����	!��!�[*�!��'������	!�
��
%���-����;�������
;�	���>��	
���
+�	!��������
%����
�	���
�|���	����
+�;���
�����(�
%�����J
�-����;�	������	*���
%��(	�!�>	�*���(�
%��!��;��
�>��;�	��z�	���
��
are not directly correlated to movements in the value of the plans’ 
����������
�����:	
����'

?%��(*����:�;����+�(�!�
%����;�	������������
��
�-�
%����	��:�>-
ernment regulations and tax requirements, and actuarial assump-
tions used are based on the local economic environment.

 ➔ Refer to Note 1a item 24 for a description of the accounting 
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UK
The UK plan is a career-average revalued earnings scheme, and 
����
�����!�	���	*
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The responsibility for governance of the UK plan lies jointly 
-�
%�
%��̀ �������?!*�
�����	!���-%��%����!�[*�!���*���!����	��;��-
������	-���	���������'�?%����;��+�!����
!��*
�����
��
%��;��-
�����(*�������*����!�:*�	!����
!��*
�����	����;���������
J(*��-
ing contributions until the date of the closure for future service 
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%�!�	(
�!����+�!�{��
���	:!���J*;�������
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!�-
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�!�������	����
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�����-%��%��������*�
����	����
on assumptions agreed by the Pension Trustee Board and UBS AG. 
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�
!���>�!+� ;�	�� -�
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As the plan is obligated to provide guaranteed lifetime pension 
����
�� 
�� ;�	�� ;	!
���;	�
�� *;��� !�
�!����
�� ���!�	���� ��� ��(��
�/;��
	��+�-����!��*�
����	�����!�	������
%��;�	�z����	����
���'�?%������
;	!
��*�	!�+���:���	�
����
%�����;�	���-%�!����{	
���	!+����!�	����
result in higher sensitivity to changes in life expectancy.

����(�����������!�"�����
%�����;�	��-	�����	��*!;�*����
*	-
tion on an IFRS measurement basis, as the fair value of plan assets 
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�
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US
?%�!��	!��
-�����
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��	\�!�����������
�;�������;�	������
%��
��'�<�!�	��!�
�!����
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�����
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���;	
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������������
!��*
����;�	��'

Q����(�
%���	\�!�����������
�;�������;�	������	����
!��*-

���J�	����;�	�����-%��%��	�%�;	!
���;	�
�	��!*���	�;�!���
	:���(�
salary in a pension account. The pension account is credited annu-

	��+�-�
%���
�!��
��	�������	�!	
��
%	
�������I���
��
%��	>�!	:��+�����
������J+�	!����:�>�!����
������'�E�!�
%���
%�!��	\�!�������
����
� ;������� ;�	��� !�
�!����
� ����
�� 	��!*�� �	���� ��� 
%��
career-average earnings of each individual plan participant. Upon 
!�
�!����
��
%��;�	���	���-�;	!
���;	�
��	��%�������
-����	��*�;�
sum payment and a lifetime pension.

��
%��(�
%��������������
�;�������;�	���%	>���*��	!����	��
!�[*�!��� *���!� ���	�� �
	
�� ;������� �	-�'� ?%�� �*��	!����� 	���:�
-�
%���������	!��\���
�+�!��;��������(�!�:�>�!�	�����(�
%��;�	��'�
Actuarial valuations are regularly completed for the plans, and 
UBS AG has historically elected to make contributions to the plans 
in order to maintain a funded ratio of at least 80%, as calculated 
under local pension regulations. The annual employer contribu-

�����	!���[*	��
��
%��;!����
�>	�*���(�����
��	��!*����	�%�+�	!�
;�*�� 	� !�����:� 	��!
�K	
���� �(� 	�+� ;!��!� *���!(*����:'� O(� 
%��
employer contributes more than the minimum or the plan has 
assets exceeding the liabilities, the excess can be used to offset 
minimum funding requirements.

?%��;�	��	���
��(�!���
%�;�	���	!����>��
������	���>�!�����;�!
-
(������(��	���	��	���
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������(�!�
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�����������-�
%�!��;��
�
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%��;�	��	���
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A liability-driven investment approach is applied for one of the US 
;�	���
���*;;�!
�
%��>��	
���
+��	�	:����
����
%����
�	���
�|���	���-
ity position. Derivative instruments may also be employed to man-
age volatility, including, but not limited to, interest rate futures, 
�[*�
+� (*
*!��� 	��� �-	;��� ����*���:� �!���
� ��(	*�
� �-	;�� 	���
��
�!��
�!	
���-	;�'

O��"�����
%�����;�������;�	��!*����-�!��	��������*�%�
%	
�
(�!��!����������;��+����-�
%�>��
�������
�����
%�����������
����
�;�������;�	���%	>��
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���
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����;�������
commencing at retirement age. This resulted in a reduction in the 
����������
�����:	
�����(��PE�"����������	���	���!!��;�����:�
:	���!���:��K������
%����������
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����"������(�-%��%��PE�
"����������-	��!���!�������_�	�
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In 2013, UBS AG offered a one-time option to former UBS AG 
��;��+����-�
%�>��
�������
�����
%���������������
�;�������
;�	���
��!����>��	��*�;��*��;	+���
���!��	!�+�	��*�
+�;	+���
�&�
instead of a lifetime pension. This resulted in a reduction in the 
����������
�����:	
�����(��PE��$�����������	�!��*�
�����(�(	�!�
value of plan assets of CHF 216 million and a charge to the 
income statement of CHF 20 million in 2013.

The employer contributions expected to be made to the US 
����������
�;�	������"����	!����
��	
���
������PE�����������'
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Germany
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ticipant accrues a percentage of salary in a pension account. On 
an annual basis the accumulated account balance of the plan par-
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���(��L'�?%��
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accrued annually based on employee elections. For this deferred 
compensation plan, the accumulated account balance is credited 
��� 	�� 	��*	�� �	���� -�
%� 	� :*	!	�
���� ��
�!��
� !	
�� �(� �L� (�!�
amounts accrued after 2009. Both German plans are regulated 
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For the German plans, a portion of the pension payments is 
��!��
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%�;!������{	
���'

The employer contributions expected to be made to the Ger-
man plans in 2016 are estimated to be CHF 8 million.
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Defined benefit pension plans

CHF million Swiss UK Other Total

For the year ended 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Defined benefit obligation at the beginning of the year 23,956 20,738 3,949 3,355 1,693 1,315 29,598 25,408

Current service cost 589 496 0 0 10 10 599 506

Interest expense 270 465 137 158 57 59 463 682

Plan participant contributions 205 202 0 0 0 0 205 202

Remeasurements of defined benefit obligation (1,231) 3,120 (441) 349 (8) 270 (1,681) 3,739

of which: actuarial (gains) / losses arising from changes in demographic assumptions (1,038) 66 (122) (15) 34 85 (1,125) 136

of which: actuarial (gains) / losses arising from changes in financial assumptions (237) 2,705 (201) 489 (71) 180 (509) 3,374

of which: experience (gains) / losses1 44 349 (119) (126) 28 6 (47) 228

Past service cost related to plan amendments 0 0 0 0 (24) 0 (24) 0

Curtailments (81) (54) 0 0 0 0 (81) (54)

Benefit payments (1,071) (1,045) (128) (91) (83) (81) (1,283) (1,218)

Termination benefits 1 34 0 0 0 0 1 34

Foreign currency translation 0 0 (166) 178 (26) 119 (192) 297

Defined benefit obligation at the end of the year 22,636 23,956 3,350 3,949 1,619 1,693 27,605 29,598

of which: amounts owing to active members 10,359 11,480 255 312 267 312 10,881 12,104

of which: amounts owing to deferred members 0 0 1,864 2,211 523 545 2,388 2,756

of which: amounts owing to retirees 12,278 12,477 1,230 1,425 829 836 14,336 14,738

Fair value of plan assets at the beginning of the year 23,931 22,498 3,381 2,922 1,029 845 28,341 26,266

Return on plan assets excluding amounts included in interest income 109 1,262 (124) 181 (44) 14 (59) 1,457

Interest income 273 513 118 141 39 43 430 697

Employer contributions – excluding termination benefits 482 478 316 75 57 107 855 659

Employer contributions – termination benefits 1 34 0 0 0 0 1 34

Plan participant contributions 205 202 0 0 0 0 205 202

Benefit payments (1,071) (1,045) (128) (91) (83) (81) (1,283) (1,218)

Administration expenses, taxes and premiums paid (10) (10) 0 0 (8) (6) (18) (16)

Payments related to plan amendments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Foreign currency translation 0 0 (163) 154 7 107 (156) 261

Fair value of plan assets at the end of the year 23,919 23,931 3,400 3,381 997 1,029 28,316 28,341

Asset ceiling effect 1,283 0 0 0 0 0 1,283 0

Net defined benefit asset / (liability) 0 (25) 50 (568) (622) (664) (572) (1,256)

Movement in the net asset / (liability) recognized on the balance sheet

Net asset / (liability) recognized on the balance sheet at the beginning of 
the year (25) 952 (568) (433) (664) (470) (1,256) 50

Net periodic pension cost (515) (458) (18) (17) (12) (33) (546) (508)

Amounts recognized in other comprehensive income 58 (1,032) 317 (168) (35) (256) 339 (1,456)

Employer contributions – excluding termination benefits 482 478 316 75 57 107 855 659

Employer contributions – termination benefits 1 34 0 0 0 0 1 34

Foreign currency translation 0 0 3 (24) 33 (12) 36 (36)

Net asset / (liability) recognized on the balance sheet at the end of the year 0 (25) 50 (568) (622) (664) (572) (1,256)

Funded and unfunded plans

Defined benefit obligation from funded plans 22,636 23,956 3,350 3,949 1,288 1,301 27,274 29,205

Defined benefit obligation from unfunded plans 0 0 0 0 331 392 331 392

Plan assets 23,919 23,931 3,400 3,381 997 1,029 28,316 28,341

Surplus / (deficit) 1,283 (25) 50 (568) (622) (664) 711 (1,256)

Asset ceiling effect 1,283 0 0 0 0 0 1,283 0

Net defined benefit asset / (liability) 0 (25) 50 (568) (622) (664) (572) (1,256)

1 Experience (gains) / losses are a component of actuarial remeasurements of the defined benefit obligation which reflect the effects of differences between the previous actuarial assumptions and what has actually
occurred.
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Analysis of amounts recognized in net profit

CHF million Swiss UK Other Total

For the year ended 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Current service cost 589 496 0 0 10 10 599 506

Interest expense related to defined benefit obligation 270 465 137 158 57 59 463 682

Interest income related to plan assets (273) (513) (118) (141) (39) (43) (430) (697)

Interest expense on asset ceiling effect 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 19

Administration expenses, taxes and premiums paid 10 10 0 0 8 6 18 16

Plan amendments 0 0 0 0 (24) 0 (24) 0

Curtailments (81) (54) 0 0 0 0 (81) (54)

Termination benefits 1 34 0 0 0 0 1 34

Net periodic pension cost 515 458 18 17 12 33 546 508

Analysis of amounts recognized in other comprehensive income

CHF million Swiss UK Other Total

For the year ended 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Remeasurement of defined benefit obligation 1,231 (3,120) 441 (349) 8 (270) 1,681 (3,739)

Return on plan assets excluding amounts included in interest income 109 1,262 (124) 181 (44) 14 (59) 1,457

Asset ceiling effect excluding interest expense on asset ceiling effect (1,283) 808 0 0 0 0 (1,283) 808

Interest expense on asset ceiling effect 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 19

Total gains / (losses) recognized in other comprehensive income, before tax 58 (1,032) 317 (168) (35) (256) 339 (1,456)

?%��
	��������-�;!�>�������(�!�	
�������
%���*!	
�����(�
%������������
�;�����������:	
�����	���
%�����
!��*
�����(�
%��
����:��(�
����
�;	+���
�'

Swiss UK Other1

31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Duration of the defined benefit obligation (in years) 15.1 16.7 19.7 20.2 11.3 12.5

Maturity analysis of benefits expected to be paid

CHF million

Benefits expected to be paid within 12 months 1,146 1,033 80 81 92 85

Benefits expected to be paid between 1 to 3 years 2,218 2,023 177 173 185 171

Benefits expected to be paid between 3 to 6 years 3,403 3,035 338 322 291 274

Benefits expected to be paid between 6 to 11 years 5,526 5,394 785 768 509 485

Benefits expected to be paid between 11 to 16 years 5,173 5,571 981 997 510 513

Benefits expected to be paid in more than 16 years 18,892 26,613 7,348 7,926 1,172 1,363

1 The duration of the defined benefit obligation represents a weighted average across other plans.
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mating the rate of salary increases, the rate of interest credit on 
retirement savings, the employee turnover rate, the rate of 
employee disabilities and the rate of marriage. These improve-
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comprehensive income.  
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approaches used to estimate various actuarial assumptions for its 
UK and other pension plans. These improvements in estimates 
resulted in a total net decrease in the DBO of the UK pension plan 
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Swiss UK Other1

31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Principal actuarial assumptions used (%)

Assumptions used to determine defined benefit obligations at the end of the year

Discount rate 1.09 1.15 3.90 3.69 4.01 3.60

Rate of salary increase 1.75 2.40 0.00 0.00 2.89 3.01

Rate of pension increase 0.00 0.00 3.02 3.08 1.50 1.75

Rate of interest credit on retirement savings 1.09 1.40 0.00 0.00 1.48 1.13

1 Represents weighted average assumptions across other plans.

Mortality tables and life expectancies for major plans

Life expectancy at age 65 for a male member currently

aged 65 aged 45

Country Mortality table 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Switzerland BVG 2010 G 21.5 21.4 23.2 23.2

UK S2PA CMI_2015, with projections1 23.9 24.4 25.6 27.2

US RP2014 WCHA, with MP2015 projection scale2 23.0 21.7 24.5 23.4

Germany Dr. K. Heubeck 2005 G 20.0 19.9 22.6 22.5

Life expectancy at age 65 for a female member currently

aged 65 aged 45

Country Mortality table 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Switzerland BVG 2010 G 24.0 23.9 25.7 25.6

UK S2PA CMI_2015, with projections1 25.8 25.7 28.0 28.0

US RP2014 WCHA, with MP2015 projection scale2 24.6 23.9 26.2 25.6

Germany Dr. K. Heubeck 2005 G 24.1 23.9 26.6 26.5

1 In 2014 the mortality table S1NA_L CMI 2014 G, with projections was used. 2 In 2014 the mortality table RP2014 G, with MP2014 projection scale was used.
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 – Discount rate: the discount rate is based on the yield of high-

quality corporate bonds of the market in the respective pen-
sion plan country. Consequently, a decrease in the yield of 
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the Pension Foundation Board. Similarly, for the US plans, there 
is no automatic indexing of pensions. For the UK plan, pen-
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and one of the plans in the US have retirement saving balances 
that are increased annually by an interest credit rate. For these 
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the sensitivities may not be linear.

Sensitivity analysis of significant actuarial assumptions1

Swiss plan: increase / (decrease)
in defined benefit obligation

UK plan: increase / (decrease)
in defined benefit obligation

Other plans: increase / (decrease)
in defined benefit obligation

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Discount rate

Increase by 50 basis points (1,416) (1,688) (308) (372) (84) (98)

Decrease by 50 basis points 1,609 1,936 354 428 92 108

Rate of salary increase

Increase by 50 basis points 82 210 –2 –2 1 2

Decrease by 50 basis points (86) (198) –2 –2 (1) (2)

Rate of pension increase

Increase by 50 basis points 1,163 1,315 343 414 6 8

Decrease by 50 basis points –3 –3 (300) (363) (5) (7)

Rate of interest credit on retirement savings

Increase by 50 basis points 263 334 –4 –4 8 9

Decrease by 50 basis points (249) (315) –4 –4 (8) (8)

Life expectancy

Increase in longevity by one additional year 719 755 97 135 42 45

1 The sensitivity analyses are based on a change in one assumption while holding all other assumptions constant, so that interdependencies between the assumptions are excluded. 2 As the plan is closed for future 
service, a change in assumption is not applicable. 3 As the assumed rate of pension increase was 0% as of 31 December 2015 and as of 31 December 2014, a downward change in assumption is not applicable. 4 As 
the plan does not provide interest credits on retirement savings, a change in assumption is not applicable.
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and the other pension plans.

Composition and fair value of plan assets

Swiss plan

31.12.15 31.12.14

Fair value
Plan asset

allocation % Fair value
Plan asset

allocation %

CHF million

Quoted
in an active

market Other Total

Quoted
in an active

market Other Total

Cash and cash equivalents 517 0 517 2 829 0 829 3

Real estate / property

Domestic 0 2,647 2,647 11 0 2,582 2,582 11

Investment funds

Equity 

Domestic 699 0 699 3 798 0 798 3

Foreign 6,948 1,085 8,033 34 6,245 994 7,239 30

Bonds1

Domestic, AAA to BBB– 2,112 0 2,112 9 2,591 0 2,591 11

Foreign, AAA to BBB– 6,109 0 6,109 26 6,418 0 6,418 27

Foreign, below BBB– 1,056 0 1,056 4 104 0 104 0

Real estate

Foreign 0 63 63 0 0 104 104 0

Other 1,064 1,605 2,669 11 2,513 736 3,249 14

Other investments 0 15 15 0 0 17 17 0

Total 18,505 5,414 23,919 100 19,499 4,432 23,931 100

31.12.15 31.12.14

Total fair value of plan assets 23,919 23,931

of which:

Bank accounts at UBS AG and UBS AG debt instruments 522 385

UBS Group AG shares 38 38

Securities lent to UBS AG2 962 921

Property occupied by UBS AG 82 87

Derivative financial instruments, counterparty UBS AG2 (170) (357)

Structured products, counterparty UBS AG 0 42

1 The bond credit ratings are primarily based on Standard and Poor’s credit ratings. Ratings AAA to BBB– and below BBB– represent investment grade and non-investment grade ratings, respectively. In cases where credit 
ratings from other rating agencies were used, these were converted to the equivalent rating in the Standard & Poor’s rating classification. 2 Securities lent to UBS AG and derivative financial instruments are presented 
gross of any collateral. Net of collateral, derivative financial instruments amounted to CHF (90) million as of 31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: CHF (123) million). Securities lent to UBS AG were fully covered by 
collateral as of 31 December 2015 and 31 December 2014.
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Composition and fair value of plan assets (continued)

UK plan

31.12.15 31.12.14

Fair value
Plan asset

allocation % Fair value
Plan asset

allocation %

CHF million

Quoted in  
an active

market Other Total

Quoted
in an active

market Other Total

Cash and cash equivalents 426 0 426 13 192 0 192 6

Investment funds

Equity 

Domestic 98 0 98 3 122 0 122 4

Foreign 1,080 0 1,080 32 1,042 0 1,042 31

Bonds1

Domestic, AAA to BBB– 1,305 0 1,305 38 1,344 0 1,344 40

Domestic, below BBB– 53 0 53 2 179 0 179 5

Foreign, AAA to BBB– 189 0 189 6 91 0 91 3

Foreign, below BBB– 31 0 31 1 153 0 153 5

Real estate

Domestic 46 68 115 3 43 99 142 4

Other (32) 123 91 3 (33) 139 106 3

Other investments 6 7 13 0 0 10 10 0

Total fair value of plan assets 3,202 198 3,400 100 3,133 248 3,381 100

1 The bond credit ratings are primarily based on Standard and Poor’s credit ratings. Ratings AAA to BBB– and below BBB– represent investment grade and non-investment grade ratings, respectively. In cases where credit 
ratings from other rating agencies were used, these were converted to the equivalent rating in the Standard & Poor’s rating classification. 
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Composition and fair value of plan assets (continued)

Other plans

31.12.15 31.12.14

Fair value

Weighted
average

plan asset
allocation % Fair value

Weighted
average

plan asset
allocation %

CHF million

Quoted in  
an active

market Other Total

Quoted
in an active

market Other Total

Cash and cash equivalents 52 0 52 5 32 0 32 3

Bonds1

Domestic, AAA to BBB– 56 0 56 6 104 0 104 10

Domestic, below BBB– 60 0 60 6 10 0 10 1

Foreign, AAA to BBB– 17 0 17 2 24 0 24 2

Foreign, below BBB– 6 0 6 1 3 0 3 0

Private equity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment funds

Equity 

Domestic 240 0 240 24 250 0 250 24

Foreign 240 0 240 24 258 0 258 25

Bonds1

Domestic, AAA to BBB– 134 0 134 13 142 0 142 14

Domestic, below BBB– 13 0 13 1 13 0 13 1

Foreign, AAA to BBB– 31 0 31 3 32 0 32 3

Foreign, below BBB– 3 0 3 0 4 0 4 0

Real estate

Domestic 0 12 12 1 0 13 13 1

Other 56 42 98 10 66 39 105 10

Insurance contracts 0 17 17 2 0 17 17 2

Asset-backed securities 14 0 14 1 17 0 17 2

Other investments 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0

Total fair value of plan assets 926 70 997 100 961 68 1,029 100

1 The bond credit ratings are primarily based on Standard and Poor’s credit ratings. Ratings AAA to BBB– and below BBB– represent investment grade and non-investment grade ratings, respectively. In cases where credit 
ratings from other rating agencies were used, these were converted to the equivalent rating in the Standard & Poor’s rating classification. 
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b) Post-retirement medical and life insurance plans

In the US and in the UK, UBS AG offers post-retirement medical 
����
�� 
%	
� ���
!��*
�� 
�� 
%�� %�	�
%� �	!�� ��>�!	:�� �(� ��!
	���
��;��+����	���
%��!�������	!����	(
�!�!�
�!����
'�

?%�����;��
J!�
�!����
������	��;�	������������
����-���
!	�
�'�
O��
%���������	���
����
��;��
J!�
�!����
������	������
����������
	���� ;!�>����� ;��
J!�
�!����
� ��(�� ���*!	���� ����
�� 
�� ��!
	���
��;��+���'�?%��;��
J!�
�!����
������	������
�� ��� 
%�����	���
the US cover all types of medical expenses including, but not lim-
�
���
���
%�����
��(����
�!�>���
���%��;�
	��K	
������*!:�!+�	���;%	!-
maceuticals. These plans are not pre-funded plans and costs are 
!���:��K���	�����*!!��'�O��
%������
%��!�
�!����	�������
!��*
��
��

%�����
��(�
%��;��
J!�
�!����
������	������
�'

In 2014, UBS AG announced changes to the US post-retire-
ment medical plans in relation to a reduction or elimination of 

%���*����+�;!�>�����(�!������	������
�'�?%����%	�:��!��*����

%��;��
J!�
�!����
�����
�����:	
�����+��PE�������������!��*�
-
��:����	���!!��;�����:�:	���!���:��K������
%����������
	
����
�
in 2014.

Further in 2014, UBS AG announced changes to the US post-
retirement life insurance plans in relation to an elimination of the 
US post-retirement life insurance policy. This change reduced the 
;��
J!�
�!����
�����
�����:	
�����+��PE������������!��*�
��:����	�
��!!��;�����:�:	���!���:��K������
%����������
	
����
����"���'

The employer contributions expected to be made to the post-
retirement medical and life insurance plans in 2016 are estimated 
to be CHF 6 million.

?%��
	�������
%��(����-��:�;	:��;!�>�����	��	�	�+�����(�
%����
�
	���
�|���	����
+�!���:��K������
%���	�	�����%��
�(�!�;��
J!�
�!����
�
medical and life insurance plans from the beginning to the end of 

%��+�	!��	��-����	��	��	�	�+�����(�	��*�
��!���:��K��������
�;!�
�
and in other comprehensive income.

O��"������������*!���-�
%���
%���<�
��%	>��������/;	�����
��
separately present UK post-retirement medical plan information, 
-%��%� -	�� ;!�>��*��+� ;!����
��� 
�:�
%�!� -�
%� 
%�� ��� ;��
J
!�
�!����
������	��;�	��'����;	!	
�>����(�!�	
����-	��	�\*�
���
accordingly.
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Post-retirement medical and life insurance plans

CHF million UK US Total

For the year ended 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Post-retirement benefit obligation at the beginning of the year 32 28 53 87 85 114

Current service cost 0 0 0 0 0 0

Interest expense 1 1 2 3 3 5

Plan participant contributions 0 0 2 2 2 2

Remeasurements of post-retirement benefit obligation (6) 3 9 2 3 5

of which: actuarial (gains) / losses arising from changes in demographic assumptions 2 0 2 4 4 4

of which: actuarial (gains) / losses arising from changes in financial assumptions (1) 4 (2) 5 (3) 8

of which: experience (gains) / losses1 (7) 0 9 (7) 2 (7)

Past service cost related to plan amendments 0 0 0 (41) 0 (41)

Benefit payments2 (1) (2) (8) (9) (10) (10)

Foreign currency translation (2) 1 1 8 (1) 10

Post-retirement benefit obligation at the end of the year 25 32 59 53 84 85

of which: amounts owing to active members 5 12 0 0 5 12

of which: amounts owing to deferred members 0 0 0 0 0 0

of which: amounts owing to retirees 20 21 59 53 79 74

Fair value of plan assets at the end of the year 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net post-retirement benefit asset / (liability) (25) (32) (59) (53) (84) (85)

Analysis of amounts recognized in net profit

Current service cost 0 0 0 0 0 0

Interest expense related to post-retirement benefit obligation 1 1 2 3 3 5

Past service cost related to plan amendments 0 0 0 (41) 0 (41)

Net periodic cost 1 2 2 (37) 4 (36)

Analysis of gains / (losses) recognized in other comprehensive income

Remeasurement of post-retirement benefit obligation 6 (3) (9) (2) (3) (5)

Total gains / (losses) recognized in other comprehensive income, before tax 6 (3) (9) (2) (3) (5)

1 Experience (gains) / losses are a component of actuarial remeasurements of the post-retirement benefit obligation which reflect the effects of differences between the previous actuarial assumptions and what has actu-
ally occurred. 2 Benefit payments are funded by employer contributions and plan participant contributions.
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?%��;��
J!�
�!����
�����
�����:	
���������
�!�������+�*���:�
the assumed average health care cost trend rate, the discount rate 
and the life expectancy. On a country-by-country basis, the same 
discount rate is used for the calculation of the post-retirement 
����
�����:	
����(!��������	��	�����(�����*!	����;�	���	��(�!�
%��
����������
�����:	
�����	!����:�(!���;�������;�	��'

���� ��� !�:*�	!�+� !�>��-�� 
%�� 	�
*	!�	�� 	��*�;
����� *���� ���
�	��*�	
��:� �
�� ;��
J!�
�!����
� ����
� ����:	
����� 
�� ��
�!�����

their continuing relevance. In 2015, UBS AG enhanced method-
���:����	���!�����	;;!�	�%���*����
����
��	
��>	!��*��	�
*	!�	��
assumptions. These improvements in estimates resulted in a net 
���!�	������
%��;��
J!�
�!����
�����
�����:	
���'�

The discount rate and the assumed average health care cost 

!���� !	
��� 	!�� ;!����
��� ��� 
%�� 
	���� ����-'� ?%�� �	���� (�!� ��(��
�/;��
	��+�	��*�;
��������
%���	���	��;!�>�����(�!����������-
�
�;�������;�	������<�
��"�	'�

Principal weighted average actuarial assumptions used (%)1

Assumptions used to determine post-retirement benefit obligations at the end of the year UK US

For the year ended 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Discount rate 3.90 3.69 4.23 3.93

Average health care cost trend rate – initial 5.10 5.50 6.75 7.00

Average health care cost trend rate – ultimate 5.10 5.50 5.00 5.00

1 The assumptions for life expectancies are provided within Note 28a.

���	
���
+� 	!����� ��� 
%�� ;��
J!�
�!����
� ����
� ����:	
���� (�!�
each of the post-retirement medical and life insurance plans due 

�� 
%�� (����-��:� 	�
*	!�	�� 	��*�;
����� 	;;����� ��� 
%�� ��	�*!�-
���
��(�
%��;��
J!�
�!����
�����
�����:	
���#
 – �����*�
�!	
�#������	!�	��(�!�����������
�;�������;�	����	�

���!�	��� ��� 
%�� +����� �(� %�:%J[*	��
+� ��!;�!	
�� ������ -����
���!�	���
%��;��
J!�
�!����
�����
�����:	
����(�!�
%����;�	��'�
Conversely, an increase in the yield of high-quality corporate 
������-�������!�	���
%��;��
J!�
�!����
�����
�����:	
����(�!�
these plans.

 – Average health care cost trend rate: an increase in health care 
���
��-�*���:���!	��+����!�	���
%��;��
J!�
�!����
�����
�����-
gation.

 – Life expectancy: as some plan participants have lifetime bene-

�� *���!� 
%���� ;�	���� 	�� ���!�	��� ��� ��(�� �/;��
	��+� -�*���
���!�	���
%��;��
J!�
�!����
�����
�����:	
���'

?%��
	��������-�;!����
��	������
�>�
+�	�	�+����(�!��	�%���:��-
�	�
�	�
*	!�	��	��*�;
�����%�-��:�%�-�
%��;��
J!�
�!����
����-
�
�����:	
����-�*���%	>�������	((��
����+��%	�:������
%��!���-
>	�
� 	�
*	!�	�� 	��*�;
���� 
%	
� -�!�� !�	���	��+� ;�������� 	
� 
%��
balance sheet date.

���X�������	��������	�������

��������;����!��	��*���!��(����������
!��*
����;�	���������	-

������*
������(��-�
K�!�	��'�?%�����	
�����-�
%���:���	�
�������
contribution plans are the UK and the US. Certain plans permit 
employees to make contributions and earn matching or other 

contributions from UBS AG. The employer contributions to these 
;�	���	!�� !���:��K���	��	���/;�����-%��%�� (�!� 
%��+�	!��������
31 December 2015, 2014 and 2013, amounted to CHF 239 mil-
lion, CHF 244 million and CHF 236 million, respectively.

Sensitivity analysis of significant actuarial assumptions1

Increase / (decrease) in post-retirement benefit obligation 

UK US

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Discount rate

Increase by 50 basis points (1) (2) (3) (2)

Decrease by 50 basis points 2 2 3 2

Average health care cost trend rate

Increase by 100 basis points 3 4 1 (1)

Decrease by 100 basis points (3) (4) (1) 1

Life expectancy

Increase in longevity by one additional year 2 2 5 5

1 The sensitivity analyses are based on a change in one assumption while holding all other assumptions constant, so that interdependencies between the assumptions are excluded.
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d) Related party disclosure

UBS AG is the principal provider of banking services for the pen-
�����(*����(������������-�
K�!�	��'�O��
%���(*��
���������������
engaged to execute most of the pension fund’s banking activi-
ties. These activities can include, but are not limited to, trading 
	��� ���*!�
���� ������:�	�����!!�-��:'� ?%�����J�-�����������
;�������(*���������
�%	>��	������	!��	�I��:�!��	
����%�;�-�
%�
UBS AG.

In 2008, UBS AG sold certain bank-occupied properties to the 
�-����;�������(*��'����*�
	���*��+���������	���
%���-����;��-
sion fund entered into lease-back arrangements for some of the 
;!�;�!
����-�
%�"�J+�	!���	���
�!���	���
-��!���-	���;
�����(�!�

10 years each. During 2009, UBS AG renegotiated one of the 
��	������
!	�
���-%��%�!��*����������z��!��	����:���	��������
-
���
'�O��"�����	(
�!�
%��!�
�>��+�	!���
%���	!�+��!�	I��;
�����(�!�
���
� �(� 
%�� ��	���� -�!�� ��
� �/�!������� -%��%� !��*�
��� ��� 	��
���!�	������
%�������*�������
���
�(�!�	��	���
���	��>��+�	!�'�
����(�����������!�"�����
%�������*�������
���
�
�-	!��
%��
�-����;�������(*���*���!�
%��!��	
�����	�������	;;!�/��	
��+��PE�
����������������������!�"���#��PE�����������&'

?%��(����-��:�	��*�
��%	>�������!����>����!�;	����+��������
from and to the pension funds in respect of these banking activi-
ties and arrangements.

?%��
!	��	�
����>��*������������%	!���	�������������
����
!*���
��	!��	��(����-�'

����������������
!��*
����;�������(*����%�������]�"�]""�
�����!�*;�����%	!���-�
%�	�(	�!�>	�*���(��PE�������������	���(�
31 December 2015 (31 December 2014: 16,253,804 UBS Group 
����%	!���-�
%�	�(	�!�>	�*���(��PE�"]���������&'

More information on the fair value of the plan assets of the 
����������
�;�������;�	���	!���������������<�
��"�	'

Related party disclosure

For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Received by UBS AG

Fees 33 33 33

Paid by UBS AG

Rent 5 6 8

Interest (1) 0 1

Dividends and capital repayments 14 4 2

Transaction volumes – UBS shares and UBS AG debt instruments

For the year ended

31.12.15 31.12.14

Financial instruments bought by pension funds

UBS shares1 (in thousands of shares) 1,544 2,092

UBS AG debt instruments (par values in CHF million) 3 4

Financial instruments sold by pension funds or matured

UBS shares1 (in thousands of shares) 2,255 1,735

UBS AG debt instruments (par values in CHF million) 4 4

1 Represents purchases / sales of UBS AG shares up to 28 November 2014 and purchases / sales of UBS Group AG shares thereafter. Refer to Note 32 for more information.
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Note 29  Equity participation and other compensation plans 

a) Plans offered

The UBS Group operates several equity participation and other 
compensation plans to align the interests of executives, managers 
	��� �
	((� -�
%� 
%�� ��
�!��
�� �(� �%	!�%����!�'� ����� ;�	��� ��':'��
M[*�
+� `�*�� 	��� M[*�
+� Q-��!�%�;� `�	�&� 	!�� :!	�
��� 
�� ���:�����
employees in approximately 50 countries and are designed to 
meet the legal, tax and regulatory requirements of each country 
���-%��%�
%�+�	!���((�!��'���!
	���;�	���	!��*��������;�������*�-

!������*�������	!�	����':'��	-	!���:!	�
���-�
%���_�	�
%�R	�	:�-
���
� ���!��	�&�� �!� 	!�� ���+� �((�!��� 
�� �����!�� �(� 
%�� �!�*;�
M/��*
�>�� ��	!�� ��M�&'� ?%�� ���� �!�*;� �;�!	
��� ���;���	
����
plans on a mandatory, discretionary and voluntary basis. The 
�/;�	�	
���������-�;!�>����	�:���!	������!�;
�����(�
%��
�!����(�

%�����
���:���	�
�;�	����((�!����+�
%���!�*;�-%��%�!��	
��
��

%��;�!(�!�	����+�	!�"�����	-	!���:!	�
������"���&�	���
%����
(!���;!��!�+�	!��
%	
�-�!��;	!
�+��/;���������"���'

 ➔ Refer to Note 1a item 25 for a description of the accounting 

policy related to equity participation and other compensation 

plans

Transfer of deferred compensation plans
��� ;	!
� �(� 
%�� �!�*;� !��!:	��K	
���� ��� "����� ���� �!�*;� ���
	��*���� ����:	
����� �(� ���� ��� 	�� :!	�
�!� ��� ������
���� -�
%�
��!
	��� �*
�
	����:� 	-	!��� *���!� ��;��+��� �%	!��� �;
�����
notional fund and deferred cash compensation plans. As a result 
of the transfer, UBS Group AG assumed all responsibilities and 
!�:%
��	�����	
���-�
%�
%��:!	�
�!�!����(�!�
%��;�	���(!�����������
including the right of recharge to its subsidiaries employing the 
personnel. Obligations relating to deferred compensation plans 
-%��%�	!��!�[*�!���
������	���%	>��������:!	�
����+���;��+��:�
	���|��!� �;����!��:� �*�����	!����%	>����
������	��*�����+�����
�!�*;����	���-�������
��*�����
%����	���'�E*!
%�!��!�������:	-

�����!��	
���
���
%�!����;���	
����	-	!�����*�%�	�����������-
�
�;�������;�	���	����
%�!����	��	-	!����%	>����
������	��*����
by UBS Group AG and are retained by the relevant employing 
	���|��!��;����!��:��*�����	!���'�E�!�
%��;*!;�����(�
%���<�
���!�(-
erences to shares, performance shares, notional shares and 
options refer to UBS Group AG instruments for the period after 
the transfer and to UBS AG instruments for the period before the 
transfer.

?%��
	�����-�
%���
%���<�
���*
�����
%���((��
��(!����[*�
+�;	!-
ticipation and other compensation plans on the UBS AG income 
�
	
����
��	��-����	��
%����>����
����������%	!��	�����
���	��
�%	!��	-	!���!�
	������+�������'

Mandatory share-based compensation plans
M[*�
+�Q-��!�%�;�`�	���MQ`&#������
���;��+����!����>��	�;�!
����
of their annual performance-related compensation above a cer-

	���
%!��%�������
%��(�!���(�	��MQ`�	-	!����������%	!������
���	��
shares or UBS performance shares (notional shares that are sub-
\��
� 
�� ;�!(�!�	���� �����
����&'� E!��� E��!*	!+� "���� ��-	!����

only notional shares and UBS performance shares have been 
granted. Since 2011, performance shares have been granted to 
MQ`�;	!
���;	�
��-%��	!����+�N��IJ?	I�!����!�*;�R	�	:��:���!��-

�!����R�&��!���;��+����-%���������
�>��	-	!����/�����	���!-
tain threshold, and since 2013 to GEB members. For performance 
shares granted in respect of the performance years 2012 and 
thereafter, the performance conditions are based on the Group 
return on tangible equity and the divisional return on attributed 
equity (for Corporate Center participants, the return on attributed 
�[*�
+��(�
%���!�*;��/��*���:���!;�!	
�����
�!&'��-	!������*���
outside the normal performance year cycle, such as replacement 
	-	!����!���:�J���	-	!�����	+�����((�!��������(�!!����	�%�*���!�
the EOP plan rules.

�-	!�����������%	!���	���-�(�!�>�
��:�	�����>������!�:%
���*!-
��:�
%��>��
��:�;�!�����-%�!�	����
���	��	���;�!(�!�	�����%	!���
represent a promise to receive UBS shares at vesting and do not 
�	!!+�>�
��:�!�:%
���*!��:�
%��>��
��:�;�!���'�<�
���	��	���;�!(�!-
mance shares granted before February 2014 have no rights to 
��>�������� -%�!�	�� (�!� 	-	!��� :!	�
��� ������ E��!*	!+� "����
employees are entitled to receive a dividend equivalent that may 
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Note 29  Equity participation and other compensation plans (continued)
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certain other senior employees received part of their annual incen-
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Note 29  Equity participation and other compensation plans (continued)
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���	�
-�J+�	!�>��
��:�;�!����
and generally expired ten years from the grant date. The options 
are forfeitable in certain circumstances and are settled by deliver-
��:������%	!�����/��;
������*�
!����-%�!��
%��������
�;�!��

���(�!�
��:	��!�	����'����;���	
�����/;�����(�!�M[*�
+�̀ �*�����!���:��K���
from the grant date to the earlier of the vesting date or the retire-
ment eligibility date of the employee.
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Note 29  Equity participation and other compensation plans (continued)

b) Effect on the income statement

M((��
����
%����������
	
����
�(�!�
%���	���	��+�	!�	��� 
future periods
?%��(����-��:�
	�����*��	!�K���
%�����;���	
�����/;������!��-
�:��K���(�!�
%��+�	!�����������������!�"����	�����(�!!������-
;���	
�����/;������
%	
�-�������!���:��K���	��	���/;��������
%��

income statements of 2016 and later. The deferred compensation 
�/;���������
%��
	����	��������*���>��
���	������J>��
���	-	!���
:!	�
����	���+����E��!*	!+�"�����-%��%�!��	
��
��
%��;�!(�!�	����
year 2015.

Personnel expenses – Recognized and deferred1

Personnel expenses for the year ended 2015 Personnel expenses deferred to 2016 and later

CHF million

Expenses 
relating to 
awards for 

2015

Expenses 
relating to 
awards for 
prior years Total

Relating to 
awards for 

2015

Relating to
awards for 
prior years Total

Performance awards

Cash performance awards 2,073 (94) 1,980 0 0 0

Deferred Contingent Capital Plan (DCCP) 172 258 429 343 446 789

Deferred cash plans (DCP and other cash plans) 0 12 12 0 3 3

Equity Ownership Plan (EOP / SEEOP) – UBS shares 261 461 722 524 338 861

Incentive Performance Plan (IPP) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total UBS share plans 261 461 722 524 338 861

Equity Ownership Plan (EOP) – notional funds 28 38 67 34 35 69

Total performance awards 2,535 675 3,210 900 822 1,722

Variable compensation

Variable compensation – other 184 162  3462  2483  2934 541

Financial advisor compensation – cash payments 2,460 0 2,460 0 0 0

Compensation commitments with recruited financial advisors 43 692 735 940 1,899 2,839

GrowthPlus and other deferral plans 132 142 275 710 456 1,166

UBS share plans 37 45 82 66 115 182

Wealth Management Americas: Financial advisor compensation5 2,673 879 3,552 1,716 2,470 4,186

Total 5,391 1,716 7,108 2,864 3,585 6,449
1 Total share-based personnel expenses recognized for the year ended 31 December 2015 were CHF 1,028 million and were comprised of UBS share plans of CHF 807 million, Equity Ownership Plan – notional funds of 
CHF 67 million, related social security costs of CHF 56 million and other compensation plans (reported within Variable compensation – other) of CHF 98 million. 2 Includes replacement payments of CHF 76 million (of 
which CHF 65 million related to prior years), forfeiture credits of CHF 86 million (all related to prior years), severance payments of CHF 157 million (all related to 2015) and retention plan and other payments of CHF 198 
million (of which CHF 183 million related to prior years). 3 Includes DCCP interest expense of CHF 160 million for DCCP awards 2015 (granted in 2016). 4 Includes DCCP interest expense of CHF 200 million for DCCP 
awards 2014, 2013 and 2012 (granted in 2015, 2014 and 2013). 5 Financial advisor compensation consists of grid-based compensation based directly on compensable revenues generated by financial advisors and 
supplemental compensation calculated based on financial advisor productivity, firm tenure, assets and other variables. It also includes charges related to compensation commitments with financial advisors entered into 
at the time of recruitment which are subject to vesting requirements. Amounts reflected as deferred expenses represent the maximum deferred exposure as of the balance sheet date. 
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Note 29  Equity participation and other compensation plans (continued)

Personnel expenses – Recognized and deferred1

Personnel expenses for the year ended 2014 Personnel expenses deferred to 2015 and later

CHF million

Expenses 
relating to
awards for 

2014

Expenses 
relating to 
awards for 
prior years Total

Relating to 
awards for 

2014

Relating to 
awards for
prior years Total

Performance awards

Cash performance awards 1,822 (108) 1,714 0 0 0

Deferred Contingent Capital Plan (DCCP) 155 194 349 312 386 698

Deferred cash plans (DCP and other cash plans) 0 12 12 0 8 8

Equity Ownership Plan (EOP / SEEOP) – UBS shares 215 444 659 459 367 826

Incentive Performance Plan (IPP) 0 21 21 0 0 0

Total UBS share plans 215 465 680 459 367 826

Equity Ownership Plan (EOP) – notional funds 24 41 65 36 33 69

Total performance awards 2,216 604 2,820 807 794 1,601

Variable compensation

Variable compensation – other 260 206  4662  3073  3404 647

Financial advisor compensation – cash payments 2,396 0 2,396 0 0 0

Compensation commitments with recruited financial advisors 39 636 675 524 2,058 2,582

GrowthPlus and other deferral plans 81 153 234 189 528 717

UBS share plans 23 57 80 41 143 184

Wealth Management Americas: Financial advisor compensation5 2,539 846 3,385 754 2,729 3,483

Total 5,015 1,656 6,671 1,868 3,863 5,731
1 Total share-based personnel expenses recognized for the year ended 31 December 2014 were CHF 999 million and were comprised of UBS share plans of CHF 800 million, Equity Ownership Plan – notional funds of 
CHF 65 million, related social security costs of CHF 41 million and other compensation plans (reported within Variable compensation – other) of CHF 93 million. 2 Includes replacement payments of CHF 81 million (of 
which CHF 70 million related to prior years), forfeiture credits of CHF 70 million (all related to prior years), severance payments of CHF 162 million (all related to 2014) and retention plan and other payments of CHF 292 
million (of which CHF 206 million related to prior years). 3 Includes DCCP interest expense of CHF 121 million for DCCP awards 2014 (granted in 2015). 4 Includes DCCP interest expense of CHF 161 million for DCCP 
awards 2013 and 2012 (granted in 2014 and 2013). 5 Financial advisor compensation consists of grid-based compensation based directly on compensable revenues generated by financial advisors and supplemental 
compensation calculated based on financial advisor productivity, firm tenure, assets and other variables. It also includes charges related to compensation commitments with financial advisors entered into at the time of 
recruitment which are subject to vesting requirements. Amounts reflected as deferred expenses represent the maximum deferred exposure as of the balance sheet date. 

During 2015 and 2014, UBS AG accelerated the recognition of 
expenses for certain deferred compensation arrangements relat-
��:�
����;��+����
%	
�-�!��	((��
����+�!��
!*�
*!��:�;!�:!	��'�
Based on the redundancy provisions of the plan rules, these 
��;��+����!�
	���
%��!���(�!!������;���	
����	-	!��'�P�-�>�!��
as the employees are not required to provide future service, com-
;���	
���� �/;����� !��	
��:� 
�� 
%���� 	-	!���-	�� 	�����!	
��� 
��
the termination date based on the shortened service period. The 
	��*�
��	�����!	
���	���!���:��K���!��	
��:�
���%	!�J�	����;	+-
���
�	-	!������"����	���"����-�!���PE�$���������	����PE����

million respectively, and the amounts related to deferred cash 
	-	!���-�!���PE������������	����PE�"$����������!��;��
�>��+'

UBS AG also shortened the service period for certain employ-
���� ��� 	���!�	���� -�
%� 
%�� �*
*	��+� 	:!���� 
�!���	
���� ;!�>�-
�������(�
%��!���(�!!������;���	
����	-	!��'�M/;�����!���:��
����
-	�� 	�����!	
��� 
�� 
%�� 
�!���	
�����	
�'� ?%�� 	��*�
�� 	�����!-
	
���	���!���:��K���!��	
��:�
���%	!�J�	����;	+���
�	-	!������
"����	���"����-�!���PE�����������	����PE�������������!��;��-

�>��+��	���
%��	��*�
��!��	
���
����(�!!����	�%�	-	!���-�!���PE�
11 million and CHF 8 million, respectively.
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Note 29  Equity participation and other compensation plans (continued)

Personnel expenses – Recognized and deferred

Personnel expenses for the year ended 2013 Personnel expenses deferred to 2014 and later

CHF million

Expenses 
relating to 
awards for 

2013

Expenses 
relating to 
awards for 
prior years Total

Relating to 
awards for 

2013

Relating to 
awards for 
prior years Total

Performance awards

Cash performance awards 1,942 (30) 1,912 0 0 0

Deferred Contingent Capital Plan (DCCP) 152 96 248 348 230 578

Deferred cash plans (DCP and other cash plans) 2 53 55 7 12 19

Equity Ownership Plan (EOP / SEEOP) – UBS shares 190 466 656 520 307 827

Performance Equity Plan (PEP) 0 3 3 0 0 0

Incentive Performance Plan (IPP) 0 33 33 0 21 21

Total UBS share plans 190 502 692 520 328 848

Equity Ownership Plan (EOP) – notional funds 19 60 79 37 36 73

Total performance awards 2,305 681 2,986 912 606 1,518

Variable compensation

Variable compensation – other 152 136  2882  3403  3984 738

Financial advisor compensation – cash payments 2,219 0 2,219 0 0 0

Compensation commitments with recruited financial advisors 33 605 638 440 2,098 2,538

GrowthPlus and other deferral plans 62 132 194 107 564 671

UBS share plans 20 69 89 45 165 210

Wealth Management Americas: Financial advisor compensation5 2,334 806 3,140 592 2,827 3,419

Total 4,791 1,623 6,414 1,844 3,831 5,675
1 Total share-based personnel expenses recognized for the year ended 31 December 2013 were CHF 1.042 million and were comprised of UBS share plans of CHF 787 million, Equity Ownership Plan – notional funds of 
CHF 79 million, related social security costs of CHF 65 million and other compensation plans (reported within Variable compensation – other) of CHF 111 million. 2 Includes replacement payments of CHF 78 million 
(of which CHF 72 million related to prior years), forfeiture credits of CHF 146 million (all related to prior years), severance payments of CHF 114 million (all related to 2013) and retention plan and other payments of CHF 
242 million (of which CHF 210 million related to prior years). 3 Includes DCCP interest expense of CHF 101 million for DCCP awards 2013 (granted in 2014). 4 Includes DCCP interest expense of CHF 109 million for 
DCCP awards 2012 (granted in 2013). 5 Financial advisor compensation consists of grid-based compensation based directly on compensable revenues generated by financial advisors and supplemental compensation 
calculated based on financial advisor productivity, firm tenure, assets and other variables. It also includes charges related to compensation commitments with financial advisors entered into at the time of recruitment 
which are subject to vesting requirements. Amounts reflected as deferred expenses represent the maximum deferred exposure as of the balance sheet date. 

Additional disclosures on mandatory, discretionary and voluntary 
share-based compensation plans (including notional funds 
:!	�
���*���!�MQ`&
?%�� 
�
	�� �%	!�J�	���� ;�!������� �/;������ !���:��K��� (�!� 
%��
+�	!������������������!�"�����"����	���"����-�!���PE����"��
million, CHF 999 million and CHF 1,042 million, respectively. This 
����*���� 
%�� �*!!��
� ;�!���� �/;������ 	��!
�K	
���� 	��� !��	
���
����	�����*!�
+����
��(�!�	-	!������*������;!��!�;�!�����	���;�!(�!-
�	����+�	!��/;�����:�(�!�	-	!���:!	�
���
��!�
�!����
J���:�����
��;��+���� -%�!�� 
%�� 
�!��� �(� 
%�� 	-	!��� ��� ��
� !�[*�!�� 
%��
employee to provide future services.

The total compensation expenses for non-vested share-based 
	-	!���:!	�
���*;�
������������!�"����!��	
��:�
��;!��!�+�	!��
��
��� !���:��K��� ��� (*
*!��;�!����� ����PE������������� 	���-���� ���

!���:��K���	��;�!��������/;�������>�!�	�-��:%
���	>�!	:��;�!����
�(��'$�+�	!�'�?%�������*���������%	!��;�	����
%��M[*�
+�Q-��!�%�;�
`�	�����
���	��(*���&���
%�!�>	!�	�������;���	
����	���
%��M[*�
+�
Plus Plan. Total deferred compensation amounts included in the 
2015 table differ from this amount as the deferred compensation 
	��*�
�� 	���� ����*��� ���J>��
��� 	-	!��� :!	�
��� ��� E��!*	!+�
2016 related to the performance year 2015.

Actual payments to participants in cash-settled share-based 
plans, including amounts granted as notional funds issued under 

%��MQ �̀�(�!�
%��+�	!������������������!�"����	���"����-�!��
CHF 98 million and CHF 90 million, respectively. The total carry-
��:�	��*�
��(�
%�� ��	����
+�!��	
���
��
%����;�	���-	���PE��]��
million as of 31 December 2015 and CHF 143 million as of 
31 December 2014.
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Note 29  Equity participation and other compensation plans (continued)

c) Movements during the year

�����%	!��	���;�!(�!�	�����%	!��	-	!��
R�>����
����������%	!��	�����
���	���%	!��	-	!���-�!��	��(����-�#

UBS share awards

Number of 
shares

2015

Weighted 
average grant 

date fair 
value (CHF)

Number of  
shares
2014

Weighted 
average grant 

date fair 
value (CHF)

Outstanding, at the beginning of the year 467,848 15 186,633,491 15

Shares awarded during the year 259,334 17 56,851,628 18

Distributions during the year (279,415) 15 (69,921,325) 16

Forfeited during the year (20,323) 19 (6,859,017) 16

Transfer to UBS Group AG (166,704,777) 15

Outstanding, at the end of the year 427,443 18 467,848 15

of which: shares vested for accounting purposes 138,908 26,946

?%��(	�!�>	�*���(��%	!���
%	
����	�����:	��+�>��
���	���-�!�����
!��*
�����'�'��	���!��
!��
�����-�!��(*�����&��*!��:�
%��+�	!��������"����
	���"����-	���PE���������������	����PE���"�$����������!��;��
�>��+'

d) Valuation

�����%	!��	-	!��
UBS AG measures compensation expense based on the average 
market price of the UBS share on the grant date as quoted on the 
�O�� �-���� M/�%	�:��� 
	I��:� ��
�� �������!	
���� ;��
J>��
��:� �	���
and hedge restrictions, non-vesting conditions and market condi-

������-%�!��	;;���	���'�?%��(	�!�>	�*���(�
%���%	!��	-	!����*�\��
�
to post-vesting sale and hedge restrictions is discounted based 
upon the duration of the post-vesting restriction and is referenced 

to the cost of purchasing an at-the-money European put option 
(�!�
%��
�!���(�
%��
!	��(�!�!��
!��
���'�?%��-��:%
���	>�!	:�����-
��*�
� (�!� �%	!�� 	���;�!(�!�	���� �%	!�� 	-	!���:!	�
����*!��:�
"�������	;;!�/��	
��+���']L��"���#��"'$L&��(�
%���	!I�
�;!����
of the UBS share. The grant date fair value of notional UBS shares 
-�
%�*
���>��������
�
�����
��	���� ����*����	����*�
����(�!�
%��
;!����
�>	�*���(� (*
*!���/;��
�����>������� 
�����;	�����
-����
the grant date and distribution.
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Note 30  Interests in subsidiaries and other entities

a) Interests in subsidiaries

��������������
����:���	�
��*�����	!����	��
%������
�
����
%	
��
��
%�!�����>��*	��+��!����	::!�:	
������
!��*
����:���	�
�+�
������
��z���	���	��;���
�����!�!��*�
���(��;�!	
�������	�������	��*�-
ber of criteria, including the subsidiaries’ equity and their contri-
�*
����
��������z��
�
	��	���
��	���;!�
�	����������(�!��
	/�����
	���!�	����-�
%�
%��!�[*�!����
����
��+�OEN���"���-����!�:*�	-
tions and the regulations of the US Securities and Exchange 
�������������M�&'

O���>��*	��+���:���	�
��*�����	!���
?%��
	��������-����
��������z������>��*	��+���:���	�
��*�����	!����
	���(�����������!�"���'���������
%�!-�����
	
����
%���*�����	!-
���� ���
��� ����-� %	>�� �%	!�� �	;�
	�� ������
��:� �����+� �(� �!���	!+�
�%	!����-%��%�	!��%���� (*��+��+��������� 	��� 
%��;!�;�!
�����(�
�-��!�%�;���
�!��
�%��������[*	��
��
%��>�
��:�!�:%
��%�����+�����
��'�?%����*�
!+�-%�!��
%��!��;��
�>��!�:��
�!����(���������	
���
is also generally the principal place of business.

Individually significant subsidiaries as of 31 December 2015

Company Registered office Primary business division Share capital in million
Equity interest accumu-

lated in %

UBS Americas Holding LLC Wilmington, Delaware, USA Corporate Center USD  1,200.01 100.0

UBS Bank USA Salt Lake City, Utah, USA Wealth Management Americas USD 0.0 100.0

UBS Financial Services Inc. Wilmington, Delaware, USA Wealth Management Americas USD 0.0 100.0

UBS Limited London, United Kingdom Investment Bank GBP 226.6 100.0

UBS Securities LLC Wilmington, Delaware, USA Investment Bank USD  1,283.12 100.0

UBS Switzerland AG Zurich, Switzerland Personal & Corporate Banking CHF 10.0 100.0

1 Comprised of common share capital of USD 1,000 and non-voting preferred share capital of USD 1,200,000,000. 2 Comprised of common share capital of USD 100,000 and non-voting preferred share capital of 
USD 1,283,000,000.

In 2015, UBS transferred its Personal & Corporate Banking and 
_�	�
%�R	�	:����
��*����������I��� ����-�
K�!�	���(!�������
���
�������-�
K�!�	�������	���-�+�(�!�����	�I��*�����	!+'�

 ➔ Refer to Note 32 for more information

�������!��	��P�����:��������������
���	��������-�
K�!�	���
AG are fully held by UBS AG. UBS Bank USA, UBS Financial Ser-
vices Inc. and UBS Securities LLC are fully held, directly or indi-
rectly, by UBS Americas Holding LLC.
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Note 30  Interests in subsidiaries and other entities (continued)

Other subsidiaries
?%��
	��������-����
���
%�!��*�����	!����
%	
�	!����
�����>��*	��+���:���	�
��*
�
%	
����
!��*
��
��������z��
�
	��	���
��	���	::!�:	
���
;!�
���(�!��
	/�
%!��%�����	���	!��
%�!��+��������������	���!�	����-�
%�
%��!�[*�!����
����
��+�
%���M�'

Other subsidiaries as of 31 December 2015

Company Registered office Primary business division Share capital in million
Equity interest 

accumulated in %

Topcard Service AG Glattbrugg, Switzerland Personal & Corporate Banking CHF 0.2 100.0

UBS (Italia) SpA Milan, Italy Wealth Management EUR 95.0 100.0

UBS (Luxembourg) S.A. Luxembourg, Luxembourg Wealth Management CHF 150.0 100.0

UBS Americas Inc. Wilmington, Delaware, USA Corporate Center USD 0.0 100.0

UBS Asset Management (Americas) Inc. Wilmington, Delaware, USA Asset Management USD 0.0 100.0

UBS Asset Management (Australia) Ltd Sydney, Australia Asset Management AUD  20.11 100.0

UBS Asset Management (Deutschland) GmbH Frankfurt, Germany Asset Management EUR 7.7 100.0

UBS Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited Hong Kong, Hong Kong Asset Management HKD 150.0 100.0

UBS Asset Management (Japan) Ltd Tokyo, Japan Asset Management JPY 2,200.0 100.0

UBS Asset Management (Singapore) Ltd Singapore, Singapore Asset Management SGD 4.0 100.0

UBS Asset Management (UK) Ltd London, United Kingdom Asset Management GBP 125.0 100.0

UBS Asset Management AG Zurich, Switzerland Asset Management CHF 0.1 100.0

UBS Australia Holdings Pty Ltd Sydney, Australia Investment Bank AUD 46.7 100.0

UBS Bank, S.A. Madrid, Spain Wealth Management EUR 97.2 100.0

UBS Beteiligungs-GmbH & Co. KG Frankfurt, Germany Wealth Management EUR 568.8 100.0

UBS Card Center AG Glattbrugg, Switzerland Personal & Corporate Banking CHF 0.1 100.0

UBS Credit Corp. Wilmington, Delaware, USA Wealth Management Americas USD 0.0 100.0

UBS Deutschland AG Frankfurt, Germany Wealth Management EUR 176.0 100.0

UBS Fund Advisor, L.L.C. Wilmington, Delaware, USA Wealth Management Americas USD 0.0 100.0

UBS Fund Mangement (Luxembourg) S.A. Luxembourg, Luxembourg Asset Management EUR 13.0 100.0

UBS Fund Mangement (Switzerland) AG Basel, Switzerland Asset Management CHF 1.0 100.0

UBS Hedge Fund Solutions LLC Wilmington, Delaware, USA Asset Management USD 0.1 100.0

UBS Italia SIM SpA Milan, Italy Investment Bank EUR 15.1 100.0

UBS O’Connor LLC Dover, Delaware, USA Asset Management USD 1.0 100.0

UBS Real Estate Securities Inc. Wilmington, Delaware, USA Investment Bank USD 0.0 100.0

UBS Realty Investors LLC Boston, Massachusetts, USA Asset Management USD 9.0 100.0

UBS Securities (Thailand) Ltd Bangkok, Thailand Investment Bank THB 500.0 100.0

UBS Securities Australia Ltd Sydney, Australia Investment Bank AUD  0.31 100.0

UBS Securities Canada Inc. Toronto, Canada Investment Bank CAD 10.0 100.0

UBS Securities España Sociedad de Valores SA Madrid, Spain Investment Bank EUR 15.0 100.0

UBS Securities India Private Limited Mumbai, India Investment Bank INR 140.0 100.0

UBS Securities Japan Co., Ltd. Tokyo, Japan Investment Bank JPY 46,450.0 100.0

UBS Securities Pte. Ltd. Singapore, Singapore Investment Bank SGD 420.4 100.0

UBS Services LLC Wilmington, Delaware, USA Corporate Center USD 0.0 100.0

UBS South Africa (Proprietary) Limited Sandton, South Africa Investment Bank ZAR 0.0 100.0

UBS Trust Company of Puerto Rico Hato Rey, Puerto Rico Wealth Management Americas USD 0.1 100.0

UBS UK Properties Limited London, United Kingdom Corporate Center GBP 132.0 100.0

1 Includes a nominal amount relating to redeemable preference shares.
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Note 30  Interests in subsidiaries and other entities (continued)

Changes in consolidation scope
�*!��:�"�����	��*���!��(��*�����	!����-�!������!;�!	
�������!��!�
to improve the resolvability of UBS AG in response to too big to 
(	���!�[*�!����
����	���+��������!��	��P�����:�����������-�
-
K�!�	������	�����������
�R	�	:����
���'�����E*�����!>�����
��	+�	�&� �
�� 	��� 	� (�-� ��	���!� �*�����	!���� �(� ����
� R	�	:�-
���
�-�!��!���>���(!���
%�����;���(���������	
����	��;	!
��(�
the sale of the Alternative Fund Services business.

<��J���
!�����:���
�!��
�
As of 31 December 2015 and 31 December 2014, non-controlling 
��
�!��
��-�!����
��	
�!�	�� 
��������'� O��	���
�����	���(� 
%����
�	
���
%�!��-�!�������:���	�
�!��
!��
��������������z��	����
+�
��
access or use the assets and settle the liabilities of subsidiaries 
resulting from protective rights of non-controlling interests.

 ➔ Refer to the “Statement of changes in equity” for more 

information

Consolidated structured entities
���������������	
���	��
!*�
*!�����
�
+���M&��(��
�%	��;�-�!��>�!�
the relevant activities of the entity, exposure to variable returns 
	���
%��	����
+�
��*����
��;�-�!�
��	((��
��
��!�
*!��'���������	
���
�M������*�����!
	�����>��
���
�(*��������*!�
�K	
����>�%������	���
�����
���>��
���
�>�%�����'��������%	���������>��*	��+���:���	�
�
subsidiaries that are SEs.

O�>��
���
�(*����M��	!��:���!	��+���������	
���-%���������z��
	::!�:	
�� �/;��*!�� ��������� -�
%� �
�� ��������� �	I��:� !�:%
��
�����	
��
%��	����
+�
��*����*�%�;�-�!����	�;!����;	���	;	��
+'�?+;�-
�	��+��������-����%	>������������	I��:�!�:%
��	��(*����	�	:�!��
�	!���:�	��	�	:����
�(����	���-����;!�>����������	;�
	��	
�
%��
����;
�����(�
%��(*����!�%����	���:���	�
�;�!���
	:���(�
%��(*���
units. Where other investors do not have the substantive ability to 
remove UBS AG as decision maker, UBS AG is deemed to have 
control and therefore consolidates the fund.

���*!�
�K	
���� �M�� 	!�� :���!	��+� ��������	
��� -%��� ���� ���
%����� 	� ��:���	�
� ;�!���
	:�� �(� 
%�� 	���
� �	�I��� ���*!�
����
���*����+�
%���M�	���%	��
%��;�-�!�
��!���>��-�
%�*
��	*���
%��
servicer of the asset portfolio.

�����
���>��
���
��M��	!��:���!	��+���������	
���-%����������
has a substantive liquidation right over the SE or a decision right 
over the assets held by the SE and has exposure to variable returns 

%!�*:%���!�>	
�>���
!	����-�
%�
%���M��!�%�����:���
������*����+�
the SE.

In 2015 and 2014, UBS AG has not entered into any contractual 
����:	
����
%	
���*���!�[*�!���������
��;!�>�����	���	���*;;�!
�
to consolidated SEs. In addition, UBS AG did not provide support, 
�	���	���!��
%�!-�����
��	���������	
����M�-%����������-	����
�
contractually obligated to do so, nor has UBS AG an intention to do 
������
%��(*
*!�'�E*!
%�!���������������
�;!�>�����*;;�!
���	���	��
�!��
%�!-�����
��	�;!�>��*��+�*���������	
����M�
%	
�!��*�
����������
AG controlling the SE during the reporting period.
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Note 30  Interests in subsidiaries and other entities (continued)

b) Interests in associates and joint ventures

As of 31 December 2015 and 2014, no associate or joint venture 
-	������>��*	��+��	
�!�	��
��������'�O��	���
�����
%�!��-�!�����
��:���	�
� !��
!��
�������� 
%��	����
+��(�	�����	
����!� \���
�>��-
tures to transfer funds to UBS AG or its subsidiaries in the form 

of cash dividends or to repay loans or advances made. There 
-�!�����[*�
����	!I�
�;!����� (�!�	�+�	�����	
����!� \���
�>��-
tures of UBS AG.

Investments in associates and joint ventures

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Carrying amount at the beginning of the year 927 842

Additions 12 1

Disposals (2) (2)

Share of comprehensive income 151 103

of which: share of net profit1, 2 169 94

of which: share of other comprehensive income3 (18) 9

Dividends received (114) (54)

Foreign currency translation (20) 38

Carrying amount at the end of the year 954 927

of which: associates 925 900

of which: UBS Securities Co. Limited, Beijing4 411 404

of which: SIX Group AG, Zurich5 413 406

of which: other associates 102 90

of which: joint ventures 29 27

1 For 2015, consists of CHF 158 million from associates and CHF 11 million from joint ventures. For 2014, consists of CHF 83 million from associates and CHF 11 million from joint ventures. 2 In 2015, the SIX Group 
sold its stake in STOXX Ltd and Indexium Ltd. The UBS share of the resulting gain on sale was CHF 81 million. 3 For 2015, consists of CHF (18) million from associates and CHF 0 million from joint ventures. For 2014, 
consists of CHF 8 million from associates and CHF 0 million from joint ventures. 4 During 2015, UBS AG’s equity interest increased to 24.99% (20.0% as of 31 December 2014). 5 UBS AG’s equity interest amounts 
to 17.3%. UBS AG is represented on the Board of Directors. 
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Note 30  Interests in subsidiaries and other entities (continued)

c) Interests in unconsolidated structured entities

During 2015, UBS AG sponsored the creation of various SEs and 
��
�!	�
���-�
%�	��*���!��(����J�;����!����M�������*���:����*!�-

�K	
���� >�%������� �����
� >�%������ 	�� -���� 	�� ��!
	��� ��>��
���
�
(*����� -%��%� ���� ��� ���� ��
� ��������	
�� 	�� �(� ��� �������!�
2015 because it did not control these entities.

 ➔ Refer to Note 1a item 3 for more information on the nature, 

����	��[�����������������������������������	
��������������

?%��
	��������-�;!����
��������z����
�!��
�����	����	/��*��
exposure to loss from unconsolidated SEs as of 31 December 
"���'�O��	���
�����
%��
�
	��	���
��%�����+�
%���M�����-%��%�����
AG had an interest as of 31 December 2015 are provided, except 
(�!� ��>��
���
� (*���� �;����!��� �+� 
%�!�� ;	!
����� (�!� -%��%� 
%��
carrying value of UBS AG’s interest as of 31 December 2015 has 
been disclosed. 

Interests in unconsolidated structured entities

31.12.15

CHF million, except where indicated
Securitization

vehicles
Client

vehicles
Investment

funds Total
Maximum 

exposure to loss1

Trading portfolio assets 1,060 463 6,102 7,624 7,624

Positive replacement values 41 101 57 200 200

Financial assets designated at fair value  972 97 1,636

Loans 0 0 101 101 101

Financial investments available-for-sale 3,396 102 3,498 3,498

Other assets 0  452 0 45 937

Total assets  1,1013 4,102 6,362 11,565

Negative replacement values  304 631 0 661 19

Total liabilities  305 631 0 661

Assets held by the unconsolidated structured entities in which UBS AG 
had an interest (CHF billion)  1416  437  3208

31.12.14

CHF million, except where indicated
Securitization

vehicles
Client

vehicles
Investment

funds Total
Maximum 

exposure to loss1

Trading portfolio assets 1,955 676 8,079 10,711 10,711

Positive replacement values 26 83 2 111 111

Financial assets designated at fair value  1152 102 217 2,422

Loans 466 40 206 712 712

Financial investments available-for-sale 4,029 94 4,123 4,123

Other assets  522 52 1,248

Total assets  2,4473 4,996 8,482 15,925

Negative replacement values  2454 27 75 347 21

Total liabilities  2455 27 75 347

Assets held by the unconsolidated structured entities in which UBS AG 
had an interest (CHF billion)  3556  1137  3048

1 For purposes of this disclosure, maximum exposure to loss amounts do not consider the risk-reducing effects of collateral or other credit enhancements. 2 Represents the carrying value of loan commitments, both 
designated at fair value and held at amortized cost. The maximum exposure to loss for these instruments is equal to the notional amount. 3 As of 31 December 2015, CHF 0.9 billion of the CHF 1.1 billion was held in 
Corporate Center – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio. As of 31 December 2014, CHF 2.2 billion of the CHF 2.4 billion was held in Corporate Center – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio. 4 Comprised of credit default swap 
(CDS) liabilities and other swap liabilities. The maximum exposure to loss for CDS is equal to the sum of the negative carrying value and the notional amount. For other swap liabilities, no maximum exposure to loss is 
reported. 5 Entirely held in Corporate Center – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio. 6 Represents principal amount outstanding. 7 Represents the market value of total assets. 8 Represents the net asset value of the 
investment funds sponsored by UBS AG (31 December 2015: CHF 310 billion, 31 December 2014: CHF 296 billion) and the carrying value of UBS AG’s interests in the investment funds not sponsored by UBS (31 Decem-
ber 2015: CHF 10 billion, 31 December 2014: CHF 8 billion). 
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Note 30  Interests in subsidiaries and other entities (continued)

UBS AG retains or purchases interests in unconsolidated SEs in 

%��(�!���(���!��
� ��>��
���
����	����:��:*	!	�
����� ��

�!���(�
credit, derivatives and through management contracts.

For retained interests, UBS AG’s maximum exposure to loss is 
generally equal to the carrying value of UBS AG’s interest in the 
�M��-�
%�
%���/��;
�����(�:*	!	�
�������

�!���(��!���
�	����!���
�
��!�>	
�>���(�!�-%��%�
%�����
!	�
z����
���	��	��*�
��	�\*�
���(�!�
losses already incurred, represents the maximum loss that UBS AG 
����/;�����
�'�O��	���
�����
%���*!!��
�(	�!�>	�*���(���!�>	
�>���-	;�
���
!*���
��-�
%�	�;���
�>��!�;�	�����
�>	�*�����+���*�%�	��
�
	��
!�
*!�� �-	;��� ��� ;!����
��� 	�� ���� ��z�� �	/��*�� �/;��*!�� 
��
����'�N��I��/;��*!��(�!�
%�����-	;����
!*���
����*����%	�:���>�!�

����-�
%��	!I�
���>����
�'

The maximum exposure to loss disclosed in the table on the 
;!�>��*��;	:���������
�!�{��
�������z��!��I��	�	:����
�	�
�>�-

���������*���:��((��
��(!����	���	�����
!*���
��
%	
���������	+�
*
���K��
����������	��+�%��:��
%��!��I����%�!��
����
%��*��������-
dated SE or the risk-reducing effects of collateral or other credit 
enhancements.

O��"����	���"������������������
�;!�>�����*;;�!
���	���	��
�!� �
%�!-����� 
�� 	�� *���������	
��� �M� -%��� ���� ��� -	�� ��
�
contractually obligated to do so, nor has UBS AG an intention to 
do so in the future.

In 2015 and 2014, income and expenses from interests in 
unconsolidated SEs primarily resulted from mark-to-market move-
���
�� !���:��K��� ��� ��
� 
!	���:� �������� -%��%� %	>�� :���!	��+�
�����%��:���-�
%��
%�!��	���	�����
!*���
���	��-����	��(���	���
commission income received from UBS sponsored funds.

Interests in securitization vehicles
As of 31 December 2015 and 31 December 2014, UBS AG 
!�
	����� ��
�!��
�� ��� >	!��*�� ���*!�
�K	
���� >�%�����'� ��� �(�
����������!�"�����	��	\�!�
+��(��*!� ��
�!��
�� ��� ���*!�
�K	
����
>�%������!��	
���
��	�;�!
(������(��!���
���(	*�
��-	;�����&�;���-

����� !�(�!�����:� 	���
J�	�I��� ���*!�
���� ����&�� -%��%� 	!�� %����
-�
%��� ��!;�!	
�� ���
�!� X� <��J��!�� 	��� ��:	�+� `�!
(����'� ?%��
O�>��
���
��	�I�	����!�
	�������
�!��
�� ������*!�
�K	
����>�%������
!��	
���
���	����:��*���!-!�
��:��������	!+��	!I�
�	�����!�>	-
tive trading activities.

In some cases UBS AG may be required to absorb losses from 
an unconsolidated SE before other parties because UBS AG’s 
��
�!��
�����*��!���	
���
���
%�!�����
%���-��!�%�;��
!*�
*!�'����
�>�!>��-� �(� ���� ��z�� ��
�!��
�� ��� *���������	
��� ���*!�
�K	
����
vehicles and the relative ranking and external credit rating of 
those interests as of 31 December 2015 and 31 December 2014 
���;!����
������
%��
	�������
%��(����-��:�;	:�'

 ➔ Refer to Note 1a items 3 and 12 for more information on when 

UBS AG is viewed as the sponsor of an SE and for UBS AG’s 

accounting policies regarding securitization vehicles established 

by UBS AG

Interests in client vehicles
As of 31 December 2015 and 31 December 2014, UBS AG 
retained interests in client vehicles sponsored by UBS AG and third 
;	!
���� 
%	
� !��	
�� 
�� �	����:� 	��� ��!�>	
�>�� 	�
�>�
���� 	��� 
��
%��:���
!*�
*!���;!��*�
��((�!��:�'�O���*����-�
%���
%������>��
-
ments are securities guaranteed by US government agencies.

Interests in investment funds
UBS AG holds interests in a number of investment funds, primarily 
resulting from seed investments or to hedge structured product 
offerings. In addition to the interests disclosed in the table on the 
previous page, UBS AG manages the assets of various pooled 
��>��
���
� (*����	��� !����>��� (���� 
%	
�	!���	����� ���-%�����!�
;	!
�����
%����
�	���
�>	�*���(�
%��(*���	���|��!�
%��;�!(�!�	����
�(� 
%�� (*��'� ?%�� �;����� (��� �
!*�
*!�� ��� ��
�!������ �	���� ���
various market factors and considers the nature of the fund, the 
\*!�����
�����(� ����!;�!	
����	��-����	��(�����%��*������:�
�	
���
-�
%������
�'�?%����(������
!	�
��!�;!����
�	����
�!��
����
%��(*���
as they align UBS AG’s exposure to investors, providing a variable 
return that is based on the performance of the entity. Depending 
on the structure of the fund, these fees may be collected directly 
(!���
%��(*���	���
��	���|��!�(!���
%����>��
�!�'���+�	��*�
���*��
are collected on a regular basis and are generally backed by the 
assets of the fund. UBS AG did not have any material exposure to 
loss from these interests as of 31 December 2015 or as of 
31 December 2014.
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Note 30  Interests in subsidiaries and other entities (continued)

Interests in unconsolidated securitization vehicles1

31.12.15

CHF million, except where indicated

Residential
mortgage-

backed
securities

Commercial
mortgage-

backed
securities

Other
asset-backed

securities2
Re-securiti-

zation3 Total

Sponsored by UBS AG

Interests in senior tranches 0 54 0 13 66

of which: rated investment grade 54 0 54

of which: defaulted 13 13

Interests in mezzanine tranches 3 7 0 0 10

of which: rated investment grade 7 7

of which: rated sub-investment grade 2 2

of which: defaulted 1 1

Total 3 61 0 13 77

of which: Trading portfolio assets 3 61 0 13 77

Total assets held by the vehicles in which UBS AG had an interest (CHF billion) 0 28 0 1 29

Not sponsored by UBS AG

Interests in senior tranches 284 66 383 140 873

of which: rated investment grade 284 65 383 140 872

Interests in mezzanine tranches 61 17 17 0 95

of which: rated investment grade 58 17 17 0 92

of which: defaulted 3 3

Interests in junior tranches 11 3 0 0 14

of which: rated investment grade 11 0 11

of which: not rated 0 3 3

Total 356 86 400 140 983

of which: Trading portfolio assets 356 86 400 140 983

Total assets held by the vehicles in which UBS AG had an interest (CHF billion) 64 37 6 2 109
1 This table excludes derivative transactions with securitization vehicles. 2 Includes credit card, car and student loan structures. 3 Includes collateralized debt obligations.
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Note 30  Interests in subsidiaries and other entities (continued)

Interests in unconsolidated securitization vehicles1 (continued)

31.12.14

CHF million, except where indicated

Residential
mortgage-

backed
securities

Commercial
mortgage-

backed
securities

Other
asset-backed

securities2
Re-securiti-

zation3 Total

Sponsored by UBS AG

Interests in senior tranches 0 59 1 389 450

of which: rated investment grade 0 59 1 381 442

of which: defaulted 8 8

Interests in mezzanine tranches 1 16 0 6 22

of which: rated investment grade 7 6 13

of which: defaulted 1 1 2

of which: not rated 8 8

Total 1 75 1 395 472

of which: Trading portfolio assets 1 75 1 14 91

of which: Loans 381 381

Total assets held by the vehicles in which UBS AG had an interest (CHF billion) 1 14 3 2 20

Not sponsored by UBS AG

Interests in senior tranches 376 293 454 207 1,329

of which: rated investment grade 369 286 452 205 1,313

of which: rated sub-investment grade 6 6 2 1 15

Interests in mezzanine tranches 154 143 172 62 531

of which: rated investment grade 134 105 164 54 457

of which: rated sub-investment grade 15 37 8 8 69

of which: defaulted 5 1 0 5

Interests in junior tranches 68 18 1 2 89

of which: rated investment grade 56 11 67

of which: rated sub-investment grade 4 6 10

of which: defaulted 0 0 1 1

of which: not rated 8 1 2 11

Total 598 453 627 271 1,949

of which: Trading portfolio assets 598 453 588 225 1,865

of which: Loans 0 39 46 85

Total assets held by the vehicles in which UBS AG had an interest (CHF billion) 115 115 88 12 331

1 This table excludes derivative transactions with securitization vehicles. 2 Includes credit card, car and student loan structures. 3 Includes collateralized debt obligations.
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Note 30  Interests in subsidiaries and other entities (continued)

Sponsored unconsolidated structured entities in which UBS AG 
did not have an interest
E�!���>�!	���;����!����M��������
�!��
�-	��%�����+��������	���(�
����������!�"�����!�	���(�����������!�"���'�P�-�>�!���*!��:�
the respective reporting period UBS AG transferred assets, pro-
vided services and held instruments that did not qualify as an 
interest in these sponsored SEs, and accordingly earned income or 
���*!!����/;������(!���
%������
�
���'�?%��
	��������-�;!����
��

the income earned and expenses incurred directly from these enti-

�����*!��:�"����	���"����	��-����	����!!��;�����:�	���
���(�!-
mation. The table does not include income earned and expenses 
incurred from risk management activities, including income and 
�/;������(!����	���	�� ���
!*���
��
%	
���������	+�*
���K��
��
��������	��+�%��:�� ���
!*���
�� 
!	��	�
���-�
%� 
%��*��������-
dated SEs.

Sponsored unconsolidated structured entities in which UBS AG did not have an interest at year end1

As of or for the year ended

31.12.15

CHF million, except where indicated
Securitization

vehicles Client vehicles
Investment

funds Total

Net interest income 2 (11) 0 (10)

Net fee and commission income 0 0 57 57

Net trading income 18 208 48 274

Total income 20 197 104 321

Asset information (CHF billion)  82  13  124

As of or for the year ended

31.12.14

CHF million, except where indicated
Securitization

vehicles Client vehicles
Investment

funds Total

Net interest income 6 (51) (44)

Net fee and commission income 54 54

Net trading income 63 (158) 10 (85)

Total income 69 (208) 64 (75)

Asset information (CHF billion)  42  13  144

1 These tables exclude profit attributable to preferred noteholders of CHF 77 million for the year ended 31 December 2015 and CHF 142 million for the year ended 31 December 2014. 2 Represents the amount of 
assets transferred to the respective securitization vehicles. Of the total amount transferred, CHF 3 billion was transferred by UBS AG (31 December 2014: CHF 1 billion) and CHF 5 billion was transferred by third parties 
(31 December 2014: CHF 3 billion). 3 Represents total assets transferred to the respective client vehicles. Of the total amount transferred, CHF 1 billion was transferred by UBS AG (31 December 2014: CHF 1 billion) 
and CHF 1 billion was transferred by third parties (31 December 2014: CHF 1 billion). 4 Represents the total net asset value of the respective investment funds.
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Note 30  Interests in subsidiaries and other entities (continued)

During 2015 and 2014, UBS AG primarily earned fees and rec-
�:��K�����
�
!	���:��������(!����;����!����M�����-%��%��������
did not hold an interest. The majority of the fee income arose 
from investment funds that are sponsored and administrated by 
UBS AG, but managed by third parties. As UBS AG does not pro-
>����	�+�	�
�>���	�	:����
���!>�������������-	����
��/;�����
��
!��I� (!��� 
%�� ;�!(�!�	���� �(� 
%���� ��
�
���� 	��� -	�� 
%�!�(�!��
deemed not to have an interest in them.

In certain structures, the fees receivable for administrative pur-
poses may be collected directly from the investors and have there-
fore not been included in the table above.

In addition, UBS AG incurred net trading income from mark-
to-market movements arising primarily from derivatives, such as 
��
�!��
�!	
���-	;��	����!���
���!�>	
�>�������-%��%��������;*!-

�%	����;!�
��
�����	����	���	����	����
��������:�	
���	
�(	�!�>	�*���
-%��%������
�[*	��(+�	����
�!��
�����	*�����������������
�	���!��
variability from the performance of the entity. The net income 
!�;�!
����������
� !�{��
� ���������%��:����!� �
%�!���
�:	
��:�
effects from UBS AG’s risk management activities.

During 2015, UBS AG and third parties transferred assets total-
��:��PE�$����������"���#��PE����������&���
���;����!������*!�
�K	-
tion and client vehicles created in 2015. For sponsored investment 
funds, transfers arose during the period as investors invested and 
!�������� ;���
������ 
%�!��+� �%	�:��:� 
%�� �>�!	��� ��K�� �(� 
%��
(*�����-%��%��-%������������-�
%��	!I�
���>����
���!��*�
���
in a total closing net asset value of CHF 12 billion (31 December 
"���#��PE�����������&'

Note 31  Business combinations

O��"����	���"������������������
����;��
��	�+���:���	�
��*�������������	
����'
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Note 32  Changes in organization and disposals 

Measures to improve the resolvability of the Group in 
response to too big to fail requirements in Switzerland 
and other countries in which the Group operates 

In December 2014, UBS Group AG completed an exchange offer 
for the shares of UBS AG and established UBS Group AG as the 
holding company for UBS Group. During 2015, UBS Group AG 
���� 	��� ���;��
��� 	� ��*!
� ;!����*!�� *���!� 	!
����� ��� �(� 
%��
�-�����
��I�M/�%	�:����
���M�?��;!����*!�&�!��*�
��:����
%���	�-
cellation of the shares of the remaining minority shareholders of 
���� ��'� ��� 	� !��*�
�� ���� �!�*;� ��� ��-� �-��� ���L� �(� 
%��
outstanding shares of UBS AG. 

O�� )*��� "����� ���� ��� 
!	��(�!!��� �
�� `�!���	�� �� ��!;�!	
��
�	�I��:� 	��� _�	�
%� R	�	:����
� �*������� ���I��� ��� �-�
K�!-
�	���
�������-�
K�!�	�����'

In the second quarter of 2015, UBS AG also completed the 
��;�����
	
�����(�	���!�����(J�*(����
��*�������	����;�!	
��:�
model for UBS Limited, its investment banking subsidiary in the 
����*���!�-%��%���������
�����	!��	���!�
	����	��	!:�!�;!�;�!-

�����(�
%��!��I�	���!�-	!������
���*�������	�
�>�
���'�

������*!��:�"��������������
	����%���	���-��*�����	!+������
���!��	��P�����:������-%��%����������
�����
������:�	
��	���
��
intermediate holding company for its US subsidiaries prior to the 
��)*�+�"������	������*���!���-�!*����(�!�(�!��:���	�I�����
%�����
pursuant to the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
`!�
��
���� ��
� �����JE!	�I&'� �*!��:� 
%�� 
%�!�� [*	!
�!� �(� "�����
UBS AG contributed its equity participation in the principal US 
operating subsidiaries to UBS Americas Holding LLC to meet the 
requirement under Dodd-Frank that the intermediate holding 
���;	�+��-��	����(��*!�����;�!	
�������/��;
��!	��%����(�����
AG.

Lastly, UBS AG also established UBS Asset Management AG, a 
��-��*�����	!+�����"���'�

Sale of subsidiaries and businesses

O��"������������������
����
�!�	
�>��E*�����!>�������E�&��*�������

�� R�
�*���%�� �E)� E��	���	�� �!�*;� O�>��
�!� ��!>����'� ?%�� ����
�
R	�	:����
�O�>��
���
�E*�����!>������*��������-%��%�;!�>�����
(*���	������
!	
����(�!�
!	��
���	���*
*	��(*�����-	����
�����*����
���
%���	��'��;������;��
�����(�
%���	�����������!���:��K���	�
:	�������	����(��PE������������	���!���	������	��	�����	
�����
�
foreign currency translation gain of CHF 119 million from Other 
comprehensive income to the Income statement.

Also during 2015, UBS AG completed the sale of certain sub-
����	!���� 	��� �*��������� -�
%��� _�	�
%� R	�	:����
�� -%��%�
resulted in the recognition of a combined gain of CHF 197 million. 

Finally, in 2015, UBS AG agreed to sell certain businesses 
-�
%���_�	�
%�R	�	:����
�	���
%�����	����	!���/;��
���
��������
in 2016 subject to customary closing conditions. As of 31 Decem-
ber 2015, the assets and liabilities of these subsidiaries and busi-
������� -�!�� ;!����
��� 	�� 	� ���;��	�� :!�*;� %���J(�!J�	��� -�
%���
Other assets and Other liabilities and amounted to CHF 279 mil-
�����	����PE�"������������!��;��
�>��+'�����!���:��K���	�������(�
CHF 28 million in 2015 related to these sales.

Restructuring expenses

Restructuring expenses arise from programs that materially 
change either the scope of business undertaken by UBS AG or the 
�	���!� ��� -%��%� �*�%� �*������� ��� ����*�
��'� N��
!*�
*!��:�
expenses are temporary costs that are necessary to effect such 
programs and include items such as severance and other person-
nel-related expenses, duplicate headcount costs, impairment and 
accelerated depreciation of assets, contract termination costs, 
consulting fees, and related infrastructure and system costs. These 
costs are presented in the income statement according to the 
*���!�+��:��	
*!���(� 
%���/;����'���� 
%�� ���
��	�����	
���-�
%�
restructuring programs are temporary in nature, and in order to 
provide a more thorough understanding of business performance, 
�*�%����
��	!����;	!	
��+�;!����
������
%���<�
�'
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Note 32  Changes in organization and disposals 

Net restructuring expenses by business division and Corporate Center unit

For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Wealth Management 323 185 178

Wealth Management Americas 137 55 59

Personal & Corporate Banking 101 64 54

Asset Management 82 50 43

Investment Bank 396 261 210

Corporate Center 194 61 229

of which: Services 138 30 (6)

of which: Non-core and Legacy Portfolio 56 31 235

Total net restructuring expenses 1,233 677 772

of which: personnel expenses 458 327 156

of which: general and administrative expenses 760 319 548

of which: depreciation and impairment of property, equipment and software 12 29 68

of which: amortization and impairment of intangible assets 2 2 0

Net restructuring expenses by personnel expense category

For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Salaries 311 145 65

Variable compensation – performance awards 38 35 (15)

Variable compensation – other 108 138 88

Contractors 46 28 3

Social security 5 4 5

Pension and other post-employment benefit plans (65) (29) 8

Other personnel expenses 15 6 3

Total net restructuring expenses: personnel expenses 458 327 156

Net restructuring expenses by general and administrative expense category

For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Occupancy 109 49 35

Rent and maintenance of IT and other equipment 31 23 8

Administration 7 3 2

Travel and entertainment 16 11 4

Professional fees 187 148 76

Outsourcing of IT and other services 316 82 59

Other1 95 2 364

Total net restructuring expenses: general and administrative expenses 760 319 548

1 Mainly comprised of onerous real estate lease contracts.
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O�(�!�	
���������	������
!	�
����	������	���;�!	
��:���	����-%�!������������
%������������;!�>��������<�
����	�	�����(�!�	
�������
�	������	����-%�!���������	�
��	��	������!����;!�>��������<�
�����'

a) Operating lease commitments

����(�����������!�"������������-	������:	
���*���!�	��*���!�
of non-cancellable operating leases for premises and equipment 
*���� ;!��	!��+� (�!� �	�I��:� ;*!;����'� ?%�� ��:���	�
� ;!�������
��	����*�*	��+� ����*��� !���-	���;
�����	������	�	
������	*���� ���
�����-�
%�:���!	���(���!��
	���	!I�
������
������	��-����	��!��
�

	�\*�
���
�� �	���� ��� ;!���� �������'� P�-�>�!�� 
%�� ��	��� 	:!��-
ments do not contain contingent rent payment clauses and pur-
chase options, nor do they impose any restrictions on UBS AG’s 
	����
+�
��;	+���>����������:	:��������
��	����:�
!	��	�
������!�
enter into further lease agreements.

CHF million 31.12.15

Expenses for operating leases to be recognized in:

2016 743

2017 683

2018 558

2019 475

2020 413

2021 and thereafter 1,858

Subtotal commitments for minimum payments under operating leases 4,730

Less: Sublease rental income commitments 348

Net commitments for minimum payments under operating leases 4,382

b) Finance lease receivables

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Gross operating lease expense recognized in the income statement 741 759 792

Sublease rental income 70 73 74

Net operating lease expense recognized in the income statement 671 686 718

���������	����	�>	!��
+��(�	���
��
��
%�!��;	!
����*���!��	����
leases, such as commercial vehicles, production lines, medical 
equipment, construction equipment and aircrafts. At the end of 
the respective leases, assets may be sold to third parties or be 
leased further. Lessees may participate in any sales proceeds 
achieved. Leasing charges cover the cost of the assets less their 
!����*	��>	�*��	��-����	���	����:����
�'

As of 31 December 2015, unguaranteed residual values of CHF 
��]���������%	�������	��!*����	��� 
%��	��*�*�	
���	���-	����
for uncollectible minimum lease payments receivable amounted 

���PE�����������'�<�����
��:��
�!��
��-�!��!����>������"���'

Lease receivables

CHF million 31.12.15

Total minimum lease 
payments

Unearned finance
income Present value

2016 341 23 318

2017–2020 651 38 613

thereafter 158 6 152

Total 1,150 67 1,083
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Note 34  Related parties 

������������� !��	
���;	!
����	��	�����	
��� ���
�
����-%��%�	!��
��:���	�
�+� ��{*������ �+� ���� ��&�� ;��
J��;��+���
� ����
�
;�	��� (�!� 
%�� ����
� �(� ���� ��� ��;��+����� I�+� �	�	:����
�
personnel, close family members of key management personnel 

	�����
�
����-%��%�	!�����!��
�+��!� ����!��
�+�����
!�������!� \���
�+�
controlled by key management personnel or their close family 
�����!�'���+��	�	:����
�;�!����������������	�������!���(�

%����	!���(���!��
�!������&�	����!�*;�M/��*
�>����	!����M�&'

a) Remuneration of key management personnel

?%�����J����;�����
������!���(�
%������%	>��
�;��	�	:����
���;��+���
����
!	�
��	���!����>��;�����������
��*;���!�
�!�-
���
'�?�
	��!��*��!	
�����(�
%�����J����;�����
������!���(�
%������	����M�������!�������*���:�
%����-%���
�;;�����-���*!��:�
"��������;!�>��������
%��
	��������-'

Remuneration of key management personnel

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

Base salaries and other cash payments 211  221 19

Incentive awards – cash2 ��� 8 10

Annual incentive award under DCCP ���� 18 19

Employer’s contributions to retirement benefit plans ��� 2 2

Benefits in kind, fringe benefits (at market value) ��� 1 2

Equity-based compensation3 ���� 35 38

Total ���� 86 89

1 Includes role-based allowances that have been made in line with with market practice in response to the EU Capital Requirements Directive of 2013 (CRD IV). 2 Includes immediate and deferred cash. 3 Expenses 
for shares granted is measured at grant date and allocated over the vesting period, generally for 5 years. In 2015, 2014 and 2013, equity-based compensation was entirely comprised of EOP awards.

?%������;�����
������!���(�
%�����������
�%	>����;��+���
��!���!>�������
!	�
��-�
%���������	���
%*��	!����
���
�
����
������
��
upon termination of their service on the BoD. Payments to these individuals for their services as external board members amounted to 
CHF 6.7 million in 2015, CHF 7.1 million in 2014 and CHF 7.6 million in 2013.

b) Equity holdings of key management personnel

31.12.15 31.12.14

Number of stock options from equity participation plans held by non-independent members of the BoD and the GEB members1 1,401,686 1,738,598

Number of shares held by members of the BoD, GEB and parties closely linked to them2 3,324,650 3,716,957

1 Refer to Note 29 for more information. 2 Excludes shares granted under variable compensation plans with forfeiture provisions.

Q(�
%���%	!�� 
�
	���	��>���$���$]��%	!���-�!��%�����+�������
family members of key management personnel on 31 December 
"����	�������������!�"���'�<�� �%	!���-�!��%�����+� ��
�
����
that are directly or indirectly controlled or jointly controlled by key 
management personnel or their close family members on 

����������!�"����	�������������!�"���'�N�(�!�
��<�
��"$�(�!�
more information. As of 31 December 2015, no member of the 
�����!��M��-	��
%��������	���-��!��(���!��
%	���L��(�����
Group AG’s shares. 
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Note 34  Related parties  (continued)

c) Loans, advances and mortgages to key management personnel

<��J����;�����
������!���(�
%������	����M�������!��%	>��
�����:!	�
�����	����/���	�>	�����	�����!
:	:������
%���	���

�!���	��������
�����
%	
�	!��	>	��	����
���
%�!���;��+�����-%��%�
are based on terms and conditions granted to third parties but are 

adjusted for differing credit risk. Independent BoD members are 
granted loans and mortgages under general market conditions.

Movements in the loan, advances and mortgage balances are 
	��(����-�'

Loans, advances and mortgages to key management personnel1

CHF million 2015 2014

Balance at the beginning of the year 27 20

Additions 6 10

Reductions (1) (3)

Balance at the end of the year 33 27

1 Loans are granted by UBS AG. All loans are secured loans.

d) Other related party transactions with entities controlled by key management personnel

O��"������������������
���
�!���
��
!	��	�
�����-�
%���
�
����-%��%�	!����!��
�+��!�����!��
�+����
!�������!�\���
�+����
!�������+�������z��
I�+��	�	:����
�;�!��������!�
%��!�������(	���+������!�'�O��"��������������
�!�����
��
!	��	�
�����-�
%�O����P�*��!(������-�
-
K�!�	��&'

Other related party transactions

CHF million 2015 2014

Balance at the beginning of the year 0 10

Additions 0 0

Reductions 0 10

Balance at the end of the year1 0 0

1 Comprised of loans.

O��"����	���"�������
�
�������
!�������+�I�+��	�	:����
�;�!�������������
������:������!�;!�>������!>�����
����������	���
%�!�(�!��
did not receive any fees from UBS AG. Furthermore, UBS AG did not provide services to such entities in both 2014 and 2015, and 
therefore also did not receive any fees.
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Note 34  Related parties  (continued)

e) Transactions with associates and joint ventures

Loans and outstanding receivables to associates and joint ventures

CHF million 2015 2014

Carrying value at the beginning of the year 552 288

Additions 9 313

Reductions (85) (1)

Impairment 0 (51)

Foreign currency translation 0 3

Carrying value at the end of the year 476 552

of which: unsecured loans 464 539

includes allowances for credit losses 1 1

Other transactions with associates and joint ventures

As of or for the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Payments to associates and joint ventures for goods and services received 149 169

Fees received for services provided to associates and joint ventures 7 1

Commitments and contingent liabilities to associates and joint ventures 4 2

 ➔ Refer to Note 30 for an overview of investments in associates and joint ventures

f) Receivables and payables from / to UBS Group AG and other subsidiaries of UBS Group AG

CHF million 2015 2014

Receivables

Loans 774 227

Trading portfolio assets 12 0

Other assets 93 80

Payables

Due to customers 12,323 772

Other liabilities 943 511
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Note 35  Invested assets and net new money 

Invested assets

Invested assets include all client assets managed by or deposited 
-�
%� ���� ��� (�!� ��>��
���
� ;*!;����'� O�>��
��� 	���
�� ����*���
managed fund assets, managed institutional assets, discretionary 
	���	�>���!+�-�	�
%��	�	:����
�;�!
(��������*��	!+���;���
���

������;���
����	>��:��	���*�
��	���-�	�
%��	�	:����
����*!�-
ties or brokerage accounts. All assets held for purely transactional 
purposes and custody-only assets, including corporate client 
assets held for cash management and transactional purposes, are 
excluded from invested assets as UBS AG only administers the 
	���
�� 	��� ����� ��
� �((�!� 	�>���� ��� %�-� 
%�� 	���
�� �%�*��� ���
invested. Also excluded are non-bankable assets (e.g., art collec-

����&�	�����;���
��(!���
%�!�J;	!
+��	�I��(�!�(*����:��!�
!	���:�
purposes.

����!�
���	!+�	���
��	!��������	�������
�	���
�� 
%	
��������
��������%�-�
����>��
'�Q
%�!���>��
���	���
��	!��
%����-%�!��
%��
�����
� *�
��	
��+� �������� %�-� 
%�� 	���
�� 	!�� ��>��
��'� _%��� 	�
single product is created in one business division and sold in 
another, it is counted in both the business division that manages 
the investment and the one that distributes it. This results in dou-
������*�
��:�-�
%����������
�
	�� ��>��
���	���
���	����
%��*��-
ness divisions are independently providing a service to their 
respective clients, and both add value and generate revenue.

Net new money

<�
���-�����+����	�!�;�!
��:�;�!�������
%��	��*�
��(���>��
���
	���
��
%	
�	!����
!*�
���
����������+���-�	����/��
��:������
���
����� 
%����-�
%�!	-���+��/��
��:� �����
�� 	��� �����
��-%�� 
�!��-
�	
���
%��!�!��	
����%�;�-�
%�������'

<�
���-�����+�����	��*�	
���*���:�
%����!��
���
%����*���!�
-%��%� ��{�-�� 	��� �*
{�-�� 
��|�(!��� ��>��
��� 	���
�� 	!�� ��
�!-
mined at the client level based on transactions. Interest and divi-
����� ������� (!��� ��>��
���	���
��	!����
� ��*�
���	����
���-�
����+���{�-�'�R	!I�
�	����*!!���+���>����
��	��-����	��(�����
commissions and interest on loans charged are excluded from net 
��-�����+��	��	!��
%���((��
��!��*�
��:�(!���	�+�	�[*���
�����!�
��>��
���
��(�	���������*�����	!+��!��*������'�N���	����	
�����
��
-������>��
���	���
��	����*�
��+J���+�	���
��	��	�!��*�
��(�	�
change in the service level delivered are generally treated as net 
��-�����+�{�-���%�-�>�!��-%�!���*�%��%	�:�� �����!>���� ��>���
��!��
�+� !��*�
�� (!��� 	� ��-� �/
�!�	��+J��;����� !�:*�	
����� 
%��
one-time net effect of the implementation is reported as an asset 
!���	����	
����-�
%�*
���
���-�����+���;	�
'

The Investment Bank does not track invested assets and net 
��-�����+'�P�-�>�!��-%���	������
����
!	��(�!!���(!���
%��O�>��
-
���
��	�I� 
��	��
%�!��*���������>������� 
%���;!��*������
���-�
����+� �>��� 
%�*:%� �����
� 	���
�� -�!�� 	�!�	�+� -�
%� ���� ��'�
?%�!��-�!������*�%�
!	��(�!����
-����
%��O�>��
���
��	�I�	���
other business divisions in 2015 and 2014.

Invested assets and net new money

For the year ended

CHF billion 31.12.15 31.12.14

Fund assets managed by UBS 282 270

Discretionary assets 830 854

Other invested assets 1,577 1,610

Total invested assets1 2,689 2,734

of which: double count 185 173

Net new money1 27.7 58.9

1 Includes double counts.

Development of invested assets

For the year ended

CHF billion 31.12.15 31.12.14

Total invested assets at the beginning of the year1 2,734 2,390

Net new money 28 59

Market movements2 (24) 115

Foreign currency translation (31) 173

Other effects (16) (3)

of which: acquisitions / (divestments) (16) 0

Total invested assets at the end of the year1 2,689 2,734

1 Includes double counts. 2 Includes interest and dividend income.
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Note 36  Currency translation rates 

?%��(����-��:�
	�����%�-��
%��!	
����(�
%���	����*!!�������*����
��
!	���	
��
%���	���	����(�!�	
�����(�(�!��:���;�!	
�������
���-����
francs.

Spot rate Average rate1

As of For the year ended

31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13

1 USD 1.00 0.99 0.97 0.92 0.92

1 EUR 1.09 1.20 1.06 1.21 1.23

1 GBP 1.48 1.55 1.47 1.51 1.45

100 JPY 0.83 0.83 0.80 0.86 0.95

1 Monthly income statement items of foreign operations with a functional currency other than the Swiss franc are translated with month-end rates into Swiss francs. Disclosed average rates for a year represent an aver-
age of 12 month-end rates, weighted according to the income and expense volumes of all foreign operations with the same functional currency for each month. Weighted average rates for individual business divisions 
may deviate from the weighted average rates for UBS AG.

Note 37  Events after the reporting period 

?%�!��%	>�����������	
�!�	���>��
��	(
�!�
%��!�;�!
��:�;�!����-%��%�-�*���!�[*�!���������*!������!�	�\*�
���
�
��
%������������!�
2015 Financial Statements.
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Note 38  Swiss GAAP requirements 

?%����������	
����	���	���
	
����
���(��������	!��;!�;	!������
	���!�	���� -�
%� O�
�!�	
���	�� E��	���	�� N�;�!
��:� �
	��	!���
�OEN�&'�?%���-����E��	���	��R	!I�
��*;�!>���!+��*
%�!�
+��EO<R�&�
!�[*�!����	���	��:!�*;��
%	
�;!����
�
%��!��	���	���
	
����
��
under IFRS to provide a narrative explanation of the main differ-
��������
-���� OEN��	����-�������`� �EO<R����!�*�	!�"����|���
	��� 
%�� �	�I��:� Q!���	���&'� O���*���� ��� 
%��� <�
�� 	!�� 
%��
���:���	�
� ��((�!������ ��� 
%�� !���:��
���� 	��� ��	�*!����
�
��
-����OEN��	���
%��;!�>��������(�
%���	�I��:�Q!���	����	���

%��:*����������(�EO<R��:�>�!���:�
!*��	���(	�!�>��-��	���	��
statement reporting pursuant to Article 25 through Article 42 of 
the Banking Ordinance.

1. Consolidation

Under IFRS, all entities that are controlled by the holding entity are 
consolidated.

����!��-������� �̀����
!��������
�
����
%	
�	!������������	-
terial to the group or that are held temporarily only are exempt 
from consolidation, but instead are recorded as participations or 
�	���	����>��
���
�'

"\�;�������������������������������������������%
	�%����

����!� OEN��� �	���	�� ��>��
���
�� ��	������ 	�� 	>	��	���J(�!J�	���
are carried at fair value. Changes in fair value are recorded directly 
����[*�
+�*�
���	�� ��>��
���
� ���������������
����!��
%�!-�������-
posed of, or until an investment is determined to be impaired. At 
the time an available-for-sale investment is determined to be 
��;	�!����
%���*�*�	
�>��*�!�	��K��������;!�>��*��+�!���:��K������
�[*�
+��������*���������
�;!�
��!������(�!�
%��;�!���'�Q�����;��	��
�(�	��	���	����>��
���
���	������	��	>	��	���J(�!J�	����
%���*�*-
�	
�>�� *�!�	��K��� :	��� �!� ����� ;!�>��*��+� !���:��K��� ��� �[*�
+� ���
!���	������
��
%����������
	
����
'

����!��-������� �̀���	����	
����	�����	�*!����
��(��	���	��
investments designated as available-for-sale depends on the 
�	
*!���(�
%����>��
���
'�M[*�
+����
!*���
��-�
%����;�!�	���
�
%�����:���
��
��	��-����	�����
����
!*���
���	!����	������	��Finan-
cial investments�	�����	�*!���	
�
%����-�!��(��	��!
�K��&����
��!�
market value. Market value adjustments up to the original cost 
	��*�
�	���!�	��K���:	�����!��������*;������;��	���(�
%����>��
-

ment are recorded in the income statement as Other income from 
ordinary activities. M[*�
+����
!*���
��-�
%�	�;�!�	���
�%�����:�
��
��
�	!����	������	��;	!
���;	
��������Investments in subsidiaries 
and other participations and measured at cost less impairment. 
Impairment losses are recorded in the income statement as Impair-
ment of investments in subsidiaries and other participations. 
N�>�!�	���(���;	�!���
��*;�
��
%���!�:��	�����
�	��*�
�	��-����	��
!�	��K��� :	���� �!� ������� *;��� ���;��	�� �(� 
%�� ��>��
���
� 	!��
recorded as Extraordinary income / Extraordinary expenses in the 
income statement.

>\�]����	�������

����!�OEN���-%���%��:��	���*�
��:����	;;������
%��(	�!�>	�*��:	���
or loss on the effective portion of the derivative designated as a 
�	�%�{�-�%��:�����!���:��K�������[*�
+'�_%���
%��%��:����	�%�
{�-�� �	
�!�	��K��� 
%�� 	��*�*�	
��� *�!�	��K��� :	��� �!� ����� ���
!���	������
��
%����������
	
����
'

����!� �-���� ��� �̀� 
%�� �((��
�>�� ;�!
���� �(� 
%�� (	�!� >	�*��
�%	�:�� �(� 
%�� ��!�>	
�>�� ���
!*���
� *���� 
�� %��:�� �	�%� {�-�
exposures is deferred on the balance sheet as Other assets or 
Other liabilities. The deferred amounts are released to the income 
�
	
����
�-%���
%��%��:����	�%�{�-���	
�!�	��K�'

4. Fair value option

����!�OEN����������	;;�����
%��(	�!�>	�*���;
����
����!
	����	�-
��	��	���
��	����	���	����	����
������
�%����(�!�
!	���:'�O��
!*���
��
(�!�-%��%�
%��(	�!�>	�*���;
�������	;;�����	!��	���*�
���(�!�	
�(	�!�
>	�*��-�
%��%	�:������(	�!�>	�*��!�{��
������Net trading income. 
The fair value option is applied primarily to structured debt instru-
ments, certain non-structured debt instruments, structured 
reverse repurchase and repurchase agreements and securities bor-
!�-��:�	:!�����
�����!
	����
!*�
*!���	������J�
!*�
*!�����	���
	��-����	����	�������
���
�'

����!��-������� �̀�
%��(	�!�>	�*���;
�����	�����+����	;;�����
��
structured debt instruments that consist of a debt host contract 
	��������!���!�������������!�>	
�>���
%	
������
�!��	
��
���-��
equity. Furthermore, changes in fair value attributable to changes 
���*�!�	��K����-���!���
�	!����
�!���:��K������
%����������
	
�-
ment and the balance sheet.
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Note 38  Swiss GAAP requirements (continued)

5. Goodwill and intangible assets

����!� OEN���:���-���� 	�[*�!��� ���	��*�������������	
���� �����
�
	��!
�K����*
� 
��
���	��*	��+� (�!� ��;	�!���
'� O�
	�:�����	���
��
-�
%� 	�� ������
�� *��(*�� ��(�� 	!�� 	���� ��
� 	��!
�K��� �*
� 
��
���
annually for impairment.

����!��-������� �̀�:���-����	�����
	�:�����	���
��-�
%�����-
��
��*��(*�� ��>���	!��	��!
�K����>�!�	�;�!������
��/������:�>��
+�	!���*������	����:�!�*��(*����(���-%��%��	+���
��/��������+�	!���
�	�����\*�
���'

&\�W����	������	�����	��%����	������������������

�-�������`�;�!��
��
%��*����(�OEN���!��-����	���*�
��:��
	��	!���
(�!�;�������	����
%�!�;��
J��;��+���
�����
�;�	����-�
%�
%��
election made on a plan-by-plan basis.

�������%	������
���
��	;;�+� OEN���O����$&�(�!�
%�����J�-����
����������
�;�	���	����-�������`��EMN���&�(�!�
%���-����;��-
�����;�	������
���
	��	������	���	���
	
����
�'�?%��!�[*�!����
��
�(��-�������`�	!����

�!�	��:����-�
%�
%���;������	
*!���(��-����
;�������;�	����-%��%�	!��%+�!������
%	
�
%�+���������������
���(�
���������
!��*
����	�������������
�;�	�����*
�	!��
!�	
���	��
����������
�;�	���*���!�OEN�'���+���((�!��������
-�����-����
GAAP and IFRS include the treatment of dynamic elements, such 
as future salary increases and future interest credits on retirement 
�	>��:���-%��%�	!����
��������!���*���!�
%���
	
�����
%���*����
���	���!�	����-�
%��-������� '̀�������
%�������*�
�!	
��*����
��
��
�!�����
%������������
�����:	
�������	���!�	����-�
%�OEN��
is based on the yield of high-quality corporate bonds of the mar-
ket in the respective pension plan country. The discount rate used 
���	���!�	����-�
%��-������� �̀��'�'��
%��
��%���	����
�!��
�!	
������
determined by the Pension Foundation Board based on the 
expected returns of the Board’s investment strategy.

E�!�����������
�;�	����OEN��!�[*�!���
%��(*�������������
�
obligation net of the plan assets to be recorded on the balance 
�%��
��-�
%� �%	�:��� !��*�
��:� (!��� !���	�*!����
�� !���:��K���
��!��
�+� ��� �[*�
+'� P�-�>�!�� (�!� ;�	��� (�!� -%��%� OEN�� ��� ����
����
�-���� ���`� !�[*�!��� 
%	
� �%	�:��� �*�� 
�� !���	�*!����
�� 	!��
!���:��K������
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'

�-�������`�!�[*�!���
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���;��+�!����
!��*
�����
��
%��;��-
����� (*��� 	!�� !���:��K��� 	�� ;�!������� �/;������ ��� 
%�� �������
�
	
����
'� E*!
%�!�� �-���� ���`� !�[*�!��� 	�� 	��������
� 	�� 
��
-%�
%�!���	�������
%���	���	���
	
����
���(�
%��;�������(*���
;!�;	!������	���!�	����-�
%��-����	���*�
��:��
	��	!����EMN�"�&��
	���������������
�
����!�����:	
�����(��
%����;��+�!�	!�����(!���

%��;������� (*���	��� ��� !���:��K��� ��� 
%���	�	���� �%��
�-%���
conditions are met. Conditions for recording a pension asset or 
��	����
+�-�*��������
��(��(�!��/	�;����	����;��+�!����
!��*
����

reserve is available or the employer is required to contribute to the 
!��*�
�����(�	�;�����������
�����	�EMN�"���	���&'

7. Netting of replacement values

Under IFRS, replacement values and related cash collateral are 
reported on a gross basis unless the restrictive IFRS netting require-
���
�� 	!�� ��
#� �&� �/��
����� �(� �	�
�!� ��

��:� 	:!�����
�� 	���
related collateral arrangements that are unconditional and legally 
enforceable, both in the normal course of business and in the 
event of default, bankruptcy or insolvency of UBS AG and its 
��*�
�!;	!
�����	�����&�������z����
��
����
����
%�!���

������	���
�
�	�����!�
��!�	��K��
%��	���
�	�����

���
%����	����
+����*�
	���*��+'

����!��-������� �̀� !�;�	�����
�>	�*���	���!��	
����	�%����-
lateral are generally reported on a net basis, provided the master 
netting and the related collateral agreements are legally enforce-
able in the event of default, bankruptcy or insolvency of UBS AG’s 
counterparties.

8. Negative interest

����!�OEN�����:	
�>����
�!��
��������	!����:����	��	���	��	���
�
�������
����
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�>�� ��
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� ���
�	���	����	����
�������;!����
���-�
%�����
�!��
��/;�����	�����
�!-
est income, respectively.

����!��-������� �̀���:	
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�����	���	��	���
�����;!�-
���
���-�
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� �������	�����:	
�>����
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�����	���	��
��	����
�������;!����
���-�
%�����
�!��
��/;����'

9. Extraordinary income and expense

Certain non-recurring and non-operating income and expense 
�
������*�%�	��!�	��K���:	�����!��������(!���
%�����;��	���(�;	!
���-
;	
������/���	�����
	�:�����	���
���	��-����	��!�>�!�	����(���;	�!-
���
���(�;	!
���;	
�����	���/���	���
���	!����	������	���/
!	�!-
���	!+� �
����*���!��-������� '̀�?%������
���
���� �����
�	>	��	����
under IFRS.

10. Other presentational differences

����!� OEN��� �	���	�� �
	
����
�� 	!�� ���;!����� �(� 	�� O������
statement, Statement of comprehensive income, Balance sheet, 
�
	
����
� �(� �%	�:��� ��� �[*�
+�� �
	
����
� �(� �	�%� {�-�� 	���
<�
���
��
%���	���	���
	
����
�'�����!��-������� �̀�
%�������;
�
of other comprehensive income does not exist and consequently 
no Statement of comprehensive income is required. In addition, 
various other presentational differences exist. �
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Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations

Guarantee of PaineWebber securities

Prior to its acquisition by UBS in 2000, Paine Webber Group Inc. 
�`	���_����!&� -	�� 	�� �M�� !�:��
!	�
'� �;��� 	�[*���
�����
`	���_����!� -	�� ��!:��� ��
�� ���� ���!��	�� O��'�� 	� -%���+�
�-�����*�����	!+��(�������'�E����-��:�
%��	�[*���
������������
entered into a full and unconditional guarantee of the senior 
��
�������
����*!�
���&����*����+�`	���_����!'�����!�
%��:*	!	�-
tee, if UBS Americas Inc. fails to make any timely payment under 
the Debt Securities agreements, the holders of the Debt Securities 
or the Debt Securities trustee may demand payment from UBS AG 
-�
%�*
�!�
�;!�������:�	:	���
��������!��	��O��'�

As of 31 December 2015, the amount of outstanding senior 
��
����(��������!��	��O��'�-	��	;;!�/��	
��+��PE������������'�
?%���������!���
����	
*!����
-����"��]�	���"���'

Guarantee of other securities

��!
	�����J������������
�
����
%	
�	!�����L���:	��+��-�����+�
�������%	>���*
�
	����:�
!*�
�;!�(�!!������*!�
�����-%��%�	!��
registered under the US Securities Act. These entities, UBS Pre-
(�!!���E*����:�?!*�
�O��	�������`!�(�!!���E*����:�?!*�
����	!��
not consolidated by UBS AG as UBS AG does not absorb any 
>	!�	����
+�(!���
%��;�!(�!�	�����(�
%������
�
���'�P�-�>�!������
AG has fully and unconditionally guaranteed these securities. 

The non-consolidated issuing US domiciled entities are pre-
sented in a separate column in the supplemental guarantor 
��(�!�	
���� ;!�>����� ��� 
%�� (����-��:� 
	����'� ���*�
�� ;!�-
sented in this column are eliminated in the Elimination entries 
column, as these entities are not consolidated. UBS AG’s obliga-
tions under the guarantee are subordinated to the prior pay-
ment in full of the deposit liabilities of UBS AG and all other 
liabilities of UBS AG. 

As of 31 December 2015, the outstanding amount of the pre-
(�!!��� ���*!�
����-	�������'����������	��� 
%��	��*�
��(� �����!�
��	����
�����(��������
��-%��%�
%��%����!���(�
%�������*!�
����-�*���
����*��!���	
���-	��	;;!�/��	
��+��PE��]"��������'

Joint liability of UBS Switzerland AG

O��)*���"�����
%��N�
	�������!;�!	
��	���_�	�
%�R	�	:����
�
�*������������I�������-�
K�!�	���-�!��
!	��(�!!���(!����������

�������-�
K�!�	������
%!�*:%�	��	���
�
!	��(�!� ���	���!�	�����
-�
%�
%���-����R�!:�!���
'�����!�
%��
�!����(�
%��	���
�
!	��(�!�
	:!�����
�������-�
K�!�	������	��*���� \���
� ��	����
+� (�!����-
tractual obligations of UBS AG existing on the asset transfer date, 
including the existing guarantee of abovementioned PaineWeb-
��!�	����
%�!����*!�
���'�?��!�{��
�
%���\���
���	����
+�������-�
K�!-
land AG is, on a prospective basis, presented in a separate column 
as a subsidiary co-guarantor.
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Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations (continued)

Supplemental guarantor consolidated income statement

CHF million
UBS AG

(standalone)1

UBS
Switzerland AG

(standalone)1
UBS

Americas Inc.2

UBS Preferred 
Funding Trust 

IV & V
Other 

subsidiaries2
Elimination

entries
UBS AG

(consolidated)For the year ended 31 December 2015

Operating income

Interest income 8,911 3,040 1,662 63 1,515 (2,013) 13,178

Interest expense (5,882) (544) (590) (1,321) 1,888 (6,449)

Net interest income 3,029 2,496 1,072 63 194 (125) 6,729

Credit loss (expense) / recovery (109) (12) 0 4 0 (117)

Net interest income after credit loss expense 2,921 2,484 1,072 63 198 (126) 6,612

Net fee and commission income 2,852 2,539 7,751 4,115 (72) 17,184

Net trading income 5,252 709 274 224 (763) 5,696

Other income 10,335 564 496 (917) (9,366) 1,112

Total operating income 21,359 6,296 9,592 63 3,620 (10,326) 30,605

Operating expenses

Personnel expenses 6,800 1,607 6,281 1,265 0 15,954

General and administrative expenses 549 2,579 3,442 1,647 2 8,219

Depreciation and impairment of property, 
equipment and software 672 11 159 76 0 918

Amortization and impairment of intangible assets 22 73 12 0 107

Total operating expenses 8,044 4,197 9,955 3,001 2 25,198

Operating profit / (loss) before tax 13,315 2,099 (362) 63 619 (10,327) 5,407

Tax expense / (benefit) 1,136 489 (1,200) (1,317) (16) (908)

Net profit / (loss) 12,180 1,610 837 63 1,936 (10,313) 6,314

Net profit / (loss) attributable to preferred 
noteholders 77 31 (31) 77

Net profit / (loss) attributable to non-controlling 
interests 3 0 3

Net profit / (loss) attributable to UBS AG 
shareholders 12,103 1,610 837 32 1,933 (10,281) 6,235
1 Amounts presented for UBS AG (standalone) and UBS Switzerland AG (standalone) represent IFRS-standalone information. Refer to the UBS AG standalone and UBS Switzerland AG standalone financial statements for 
information prepared in accordance with Swiss GAAP. 2 Amounts presented in these columns serve as a basis for preparing UBS AG consolidated financial statements in accordance with IFRS.
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Supplemental guarantor consolidated statement of comprehensive income

CHF million
UBS AG

(standalone)1

UBS
Switzerland AG

(standalone)1
UBS

Americas Inc.2

UBS Preferred 
Funding Trust 

IV & V
Other 

subsidiaries2
Elimination

entries
UBS AG

(consolidated)For the year ended 31 December 2015

Comprehensive income attributable to UBS 
AG shareholders

Net profit / (loss) 12,103 1,610 837 32 1,933 (10,281) 6,235

Other comprehensive income

Other comprehensive income that may be 
reclassified to the income statement

Foreign currency translation, net of tax (11) 0 121 (843) 467 (266)

Financial investments available-for-sale, net of tax (51) 43 (21) (16) (19) (64)

Cash flow hedges, net of tax (503) (72) 0 0 57 (518)

Total other comprehensive income that may 
be reclassified to the income statement, net 
of tax (564) (29) 100 0 (859) 504 (848)

Other comprehensive income that will not be 
reclassified to the income statement

Defined benefit plans, net of tax 701 (337) (71) 27 (15) 304

Total other comprehensive income that will 
not be reclassified to the income statement, 
net of tax 701 (337) (71) 0 27 (15) 304

Total other comprehensive income 136 (366) 29 0 (832) 489 (545)

Total comprehensive income attributable to 
shareholders 12,239 1,244 866 32 1,101 (9,792) 5,690

Total comprehensive income attributable to 
preferred noteholders 18 0 0 0 0 0 18

Total comprehensive income attributable to non-
controlling interests 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Total comprehensive income attributable to UBS 
Preferred Funding Trust IV & V 0 0 0 40 0 (40) 0

Total comprehensive income 12,257 1,244 866 72 1,102 (9,832) 5,709
1 Amounts presented for UBS AG (standalone) and UBS Switzerland AG (standalone) represent IFRS-standalone information. Refer to the UBS AG standalone and UBS Switzerland AG standalone financial statements for 
information prepared in accordance with Swiss GAAP. 2 Amounts presented in these columns serve as a basis for preparing UBS AG (consolidated) financial statements in accordance with IFRS.

Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations (continued)
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Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations (continued)

Supplemental guarantor consolidated balance sheet

CHF million
UBS AG

(standalone)1

UBS
Switzerland AG

(standalone)1
UBS

Americas Inc.2

UBS Preferred 
Funding Trust 

IV & V
Other 

subsidiaries2
Elimination

entries
UBS AG

(consolidated)As of 31 December 2015

Assets

Cash and balances with central banks 45,125 38,701 4,971 2,509 0 91,306

Due from banks 29,225 3,224 12,776 27,510 (60,868) 11,866

Cash collateral on securities borrowed 27,925 7,414 38,007 6,506 (54,268) 25,584

Reverse repurchase agreements 61,253 16,258 21,039 14,586 (45,243) 67,893

Trading portfolio assets 94,132 1,736 5,931 1,310 30,132 (9,194) 124,047

of which: assets pledged as collateral which may 
be sold or repledged by counterparties 53,708 0 3,038 2,264 (7,066) 51,943

Positive replacement values 175,943 6,033 21,463 28,921 (64,925) 167,435

Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments 19,026 1,056 5,964 12,678 (14,962) 23,763

Financial assets designated at fair value 6,303 0 199 2,628 (3,322) 5,808

Loans 89,052 186,872 47,054 14,554 (24,809) 312,723

Financial investments available-for-sale 32,044 23,184 5,360 5,996 (4,042) 62,543

Investments in subsidiaries and associates 45,689 14 1 1 (44,751) 954

Property, equipment and software 6,499 15 972 197 0 7,683

Goodwill and intangible assets 347 0 5,112 1,139 (30) 6,568

Deferred tax assets 2,332 845 7,766 1,890 0 12,833

Other assets 12,108 1,255 10,041 3,111 (4,266) 22,249

Total assets 647,006 286,608 186,654 1,310 152,359 (330,680) 943,256

Liabilities

Due to banks 31,725 18,948 26,320 4 5,782 (70,944) 11,836

Cash collateral on securities lent 34,094 2,493 23,437 2,274 (54,268) 8,029

Repurchase agreements 20,658 6,505 11,490 16,244 (45,243) 9,653

Trading portfolio liabilities 21,193 128 3,919 11,317 (7,420) 29,137

Negative replacement values 170,718 5,655 21,109 29,877 (64,928) 162,430

Cash collateral payables on derivative instruments 31,399 374 6,438 15,033 (14,962) 38,282

Financial liabilities designated at fair value 61,630 0 288 4,675 (3,598) 62,995

Due to customers 102,483 231,252 53,633 34,002 (18,848) 402,522

Debt issued 70,792 8,274 3,126 321 (153) 82,359

Provisions 1,680 179 1,969 319 17 4,163

Other liabilities 40,255 1,806 16,683 1 20,179 (4,318) 74,606

Total liabilities 586,628 275,611 168,411 4 140,023 (284,664) 886,013

Equity attributable to UBS AG shareholders 58,423 10,997 18,243 4 12,296 (44,714) 55,248

Equity attributable to preferred noteholders 1,954 0 0 1,302 0 (1,302) 1,954

Equity attributable to non-controlling interests 0 0 0 0 41 0 41

Total equity 60,378 10,997 18,243 1,306 12,336 (46,016) 57,243

Total liabilities and equity 647,006 286,608 186,654 1,310 152,359 (330,680) 943,256
1 Amounts presented for UBS AG (standalone) and UBS Switzerland AG (standalone) represent IFRS-standalone information. Refer to the UBS AG standalone and UBS Switzerland AG standalone financial statements for 
information prepared in accordance with Swiss GAAP. 2 Amounts presented in these columns serve as a basis for preparing UBS AG (consolidated) financial statements in accordance with IFRS.
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Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations (continued)

Supplemental guarantor consolidated statement of cash flows

CHF million

UBS AG1
UBS

Switzerland AG1
UBS

Americas Inc.1
Other

 subsidiaries1
UBS AG

(consolidated)For the year ended 31 December 2015

Net cash flow from / (used in) operating activities (1,457) 2,681 (525) 1,298 1,997

Cash flow from / (used in) investing activities

Purchase of subsidiaries, associates and intangible assets (12) 0 (1) 0 (13)

Disposal of subsidiaries, associates and intangible assets2 464 0 13 0 477

Purchase of property, equipment and software (1,423) (5) (299) (114) (1,841)

Disposal of property, equipment and software 503 0 9 35 547

Net (investment in) / divestment of financial investments available-for-sale (15,144) 3,815 230 3,494 (7,605)

Net cash flow from / (used in) investing activities (15,613) 3,810 (47) 3,415 (8,434)

Cash flow from / (used in) financing activities

Net short-term debt issued / (repaid) (5,603) 24 (826) 0 (6,404)

Distributions paid on UBS AG shares (2,626) 0 0 0 (2,626)

Issuance of long-term debt, including financial liabilities designated at fair value 46,882 772 7 129 47,790

Repayment of long-term debt, including financial liabilities designated at fair value (42,415) (402) (129) (1,274) (44,221)

Dividends paid and repayments of preferred notes (108) 0 0 0 (108)

Net changes of non-controlling interests 0 0 0 (5) (5)

Net activity related to group internal capital transactions and dividends3 (30,512) 33,293 (114) (2,666) 0

Net cash flow from / (used in) financing activities (34,382) 33,687 (1,062) (3,817) (5,573)

Effects of exchange rate differences on cash and cash equivalents (1,309) 67 (241) (259) (1,742)

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (52,760) 40,246 (1,875) 638 (13,753)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 100,662 0 8,960 7,093 116,715

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 47,902 40,246 7,084 7,731 102,962

Cash and cash equivalents comprise:3

Cash and balances with central banks 45,125 38,701 4,971 2,509 91,306

Due from banks 2,072 1,438 2,009 5,213 10,732

Money market paper4 704 107 104 9 924

Total 47,902 40,246 7,084 7,731  102,9625

1 Cash flows generally represent a third-party view from a UBS AG (consolidated) perspective. As a consequence, the non-consolidated UBS Preferred Funding Trusts IV and V are not presented in this table. For the year 
ended 31 December 2015, these trusts had cash inflows of CHF 77 million from operating activities and an equivalent cash outflow for dividends paid to preferred note holders. 2 Includes dividends received from asso-
ciates. 3 Includes transfer of cash and cash equivalents from UBS AG to UBS Switzerland AG of CHF 33,283 million. Refer to “Establishment of UBS Switzerland AG” in the “Legal entity financial and regulatory infor-
mation” section of this report for more information on the business transfer from UBS AG to UBS Switzerland AG. 4 Money market paper is included in the balance sheet under Trading portfolio assets and Financial 
investments available-for-sale. 5 CHF 3,963 million of cash and cash equivalents were restricted.
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Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations (continued)

Supplemental guarantor consolidated income statement

CHF million UBS AG
(standalone)1

UBS
Americas Inc.2

Other 
subsidiaries2

Elimination
entries

UBS AG
(consolidated)For the year ended 31 December 2014

Operating income

Interest income 11,585 1,591 1,160 (1,143) 13,194

Interest expense (6,287) (597) (898) 1,143 (6,639)

Net interest income 5,298 995 262 0 6,555

Credit loss (expense) / recovery (108) 9 9 13 (78)

Net interest income after credit loss expense 5,190 1,003 270 13 6,477

Net fee and commission income 6,111 7,288 3,799 (122) 17,076

Net trading income 2,750 438 237 416 3,841

Other income 5,584 95 (46) (5,002) 632

Total operating income 19,636 8,825 4,261 (4,695) 28,026

Operating expenses

Personnel expenses 7,991 5,806 1,483 0 15,280

General and administrative expenses 5,621 2,415 1,341 0 9,377

Depreciation and impairment of property, equipment and software 595 139 83 0 817

Amortization and impairment of intangible assets 7 59 16 0 83

Total operating expenses 14,214 8,420 2,922 0 25,557

Operating profit / (loss) before tax 5,421 404 1,339 (4,695) 2,469

Tax expense / (benefit) 949 (2,375) 248 (2) (1,180)

Net profit / (loss) 4,472 2,779 1,091 (4,693) 3,649

Net profit / (loss) attributable to preferred noteholders 142 0 0 0 142

Net profit / (loss) attributable to non-controlling interests 0 0 5 0 5

Net profit / (loss) attributable to UBS AG shareholders 4,330 2,779 1,086 (4,693) 3,502

1 Amounts presented for UBS AG (standalone) represent IFRS-standalone information. Refer to the UBS AG standalone financial statements for information prepared in accordance with Swiss GAAP. 2 Amounts pre-
sented in these columns serve as a basis for preparing UBS AG (consolidated) financial statements in accordance with IFRS.
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Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations (continued)

Supplemental guarantor consolidated statement of comprehensive income

CHF million UBS AG
(standalone)1

UBS
Americas Inc.2

Other 
subsidiaries2

Elimination 
entries

UBS AG
(consolidated)For the year ended 31 December 2014

Comprehensive income attributable to UBS AG shareholders

Net profit / (loss) 4,330 2,779 1,086 (4,693) 3,502

Other comprehensive income

Other comprehensive income that may be reclassified to the income statement

Foreign currency translation, net of tax 325 928 1,500 (920) 1,834

Financial investments available-for-sale, net of tax 32 78 37 (6) 140

Cash flow hedges, net of tax 693 0 0 0 693

Total other comprehensive income that may be reclassified to the income 
statement, net of tax 1,050 1,006 1,537 (926) 2,667

Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement

Defined benefit plans, net of tax (999) (167) (56) 14 (1,208)

Property revaluation surplus, net of tax 0 0 0 0 0

Total other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income 
statement, net of tax (999) (167) (56) 14 (1,208)

Total other comprehensive income 51 838 1,481 (912) 1,459

Total comprehensive income attributable to UBS AG shareholders 4,381 3,617 2,567 (5,605) 4,961

Total comprehensive income attributable to preferred noteholders 260 0 0 0 260

Total comprehensive income attributable to non-controlling interests 0 0 7 0 7

Total comprehensive income 4,641 3,617 2,575 (5,605) 5,229

1 Amounts presented for UBS AG (standalone) represents IFRS-standalone information.  Refer to the UBS AG (standalone) audited financial statements for information prepared in accordance with Swiss GAAP. 2 Amounts 
presented in these columns serve as a basis for preparing UBS AG consolidated Financial Statements in accordance with IFRS.
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Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations (continued)

Supplemental guarantor consolidated balance sheet

CHF million UBS AG
(standalone)1

UBS
Americas Inc.2

Other 
subsidiaries2

Elimination 
entries

UBS AG
(consolidated)As of 31 December 2014

Assets

Cash and balances with central banks 95,711 6,440 1,923 0 104,073

Due from banks 32,448 7,099 52,637 (78,850) 13,334

Cash collateral on securities borrowed 33,676 36,033 5,181 (50,827) 24,063

Reverse repurchase agreements 64,496 24,417 30,328 (50,827) 68,414

Trading portfolio assets 101,922 6,697 34,479 (4,943) 138,156

of which: assets pledged as collateral which may be sold or repledged by counterparties 51,476 3,310 6,969 (5,737) 56,018

Positive replacement values 262,073 19,597 51,327 (76,020) 256,978

Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments 25,501 5,503 14,487 (14,512) 30,979

Financial assets designated at fair value 4,691 481 2,882 (3,562) 4,493

Loans 299,032 43,566 16,553 (43,168) 315,984

Financial investments available-for-sale 42,580 5,403 9,175 0 57,159

Investments in subsidiaries and associates 27,163 2 1 (26,239) 927

Property, equipment and software 5,792 823 238 0 6,854

Goodwill and intangible assets 354 5,381 1,051 0 6,785

Deferred tax assets 4,290 6,479 349 (57) 11,060

Other assets 14,649 9,021 2,256 (2,857) 23,069

Total assets 1,014,379 176,942 222,867 (351,860) 1,062,327

Liabilities

Due to banks 38,461 38,269 12,611 (78,850) 10,492

Cash collateral on securities lent 33,284 22,961 3,761 (50,827) 9,180

Repurchase agreements 22,087 12,548 28,010 (50,827) 11,818

Trading portfolio liabilities 18,936 4,856 8,234 (4,068) 27,958

Negative replacement values 258,680 19,448 51,993 (76,020) 254,101

Cash collateral payables on derivative instruments 32,106 5,926 18,852 (14,512) 42,372

Financial liabilities designated at fair value 73,857 130 5,598 (4,288) 75,297

Due to customers 362,564 48,236 43,474 (43,294) 410,979

Debt issued 86,894 157 4,312 (156) 91,207

Provisions 2,725 1,268 372 0 4,366

Other liabilities 33,699 17,615 21,985 (2,907) 70,392

Total liabilities 963,293 171,415 199,201 (325,748) 1,008,162

Equity attributable to UBS AG shareholders 49,073 5,527 23,621 (26,113) 52,108

Equity attributable to preferred noteholders 2,013 0 0 0 2,013

Equity attributable to non-controlling interests 0 0 45 0 45

Total equity 51,085 5,527 23,666 (26,113) 54,165

Total liabilities and equity 1,014,379 176,942 222,867 (351,860) 1,062,327

1 Amounts presented for UBS AG (standalone) represents IFRS-standalone information.  Refer to the UBS AG (standalone) audited financial statements for information prepared in accordance with Swiss GAAP. 2 Amounts 
presented in these columns serve as a basis for preparing UBS AG consolidated Financial Statements in accordance with IFRS.
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Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations (continued)

Supplemental guarantor consolidated statement of cash flows

CHF million

UBS AG1
UBS

Americas Inc.1
Other

 subsidiaries1
UBS AG

(consolidated)For the year ended 31 December 2014

Net cash flow from / (used in) operating activities 7,438 (1,814) 1,608 7,231

Cash flow from / (used in) investing activities

Purchase of subsidiaries, associates and intangible assets (18) 0 0 (18)

Disposal of subsidiaries, associates and intangible assets2 41 9 20 70

Purchase of property, equipment and software (1,521) (300) (94) (1,915)

Disposal of property, equipment and software 313 14 23 350

Net (investment in) / divestment of financial investments available-for-sale 7,774 (568) (3,098) 4,108

Net cash flow from / (used in) investing activities 6,589 (845) (3,149) 2,596

Cash flow from / (used in) financing activities

Net short-term debt issued / (repaid) (3,984) 0 1,064 (2,921)

Net movements in treasury shares and own equity derivative activity (719) 0 0 (719)

Distributions paid on UBS AG shares (938) 0 0 (938)

Issuance of long-term debt, including financial liabilities designated at fair value 40,272 24 686 40,982

Repayment of long-term debt, including financial liabilities designated at fair value (32,083) (494) (1,632) (34,210)

Dividends paid and repayments of preferred notes (110) 0 0 (110)

Net changes of non-controlling interests 0 0 (3) (3)

Net activity related to group internal capital transactions and dividends (319) 0 319 0

Net cash flow from / (used in) financing activities 2,118 (470) 434 2,081

Effects of exchange rate differences on cash and cash equivalents 7,394 840 289 8,522

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 23,539 (2,289) (819) 20,430

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 77,123 11,249 7,911 96,284

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 100,662 8,960 7,093 116,715

Cash and cash equivalents comprise:

Cash and balances with central banks 95,711 6,440 1,923 104,073

Due from banks 4,119 2,489 5,164 11,772

Money market paper3 832 31 6 869

Total 100,662 8,960 7,093  116,7154

1 Cash flow generally represent a third-party view from a UBS AG (consolidated) perspective. 2 Includes dividends received from associates. 3 Money market paper is included in the balance sheet under Trading port-
folio assets and Financial investments available-for-sale. 4 CHF 4,178 million of cash and cash equivalents were restricted.
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Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations (continued)

Supplemental guarantor consolidated income statement

CHF million UBS AG
(standalone)1

UBS
Americas Inc.2

Other 
subsidiaries2

Elimination
entries

UBS AG
(consolidated)For the year ended 31 December 2013

Operating income

Interest income 11,308 1,984 1,204 (1,359) 13,137

Interest expense (7,093) (695) (930) 1,366 (7,351)

Net interest income 4,215 1,290 275 6 5,786

Credit loss (expense) / recovery (19) (33) (3) 5 (50)

Net interest income after credit loss expense 4,196 1,257 271 11 5,736

Net fee and commission income 6,430 6,781 3,079 (4) 16,287

Net trading income 4,922 379 159 (329) 5,130

Other income 499 416 (909) 574 580

Total operating income 16,046 8,833 2,600 252 27,732

Operating expenses

Personnel expenses 8,099 5,584 1,499 0 15,182

General and administrative expenses 3,959 3,364 1,058 0 8,380

Depreciation and impairment of property, equipment and software 575 133 107 0 816

Amortization and impairment of intangible assets 6 60 17 0 83

Total operating expenses 12,639 9,141 2,681 0 24,461

Operating profit / (loss) before tax 3,408 (307) (81) 252 3,272

Tax expense / (benefit) 570 (937) 261 (3) (110)

Net profit / (loss) 2,837 630 (342) 256 3,381

Net profit / (loss) attributable to preferred noteholders 204 0 0 0 204

Net profit / (loss) attributable to non-controlling interests 0 0 5 0 5

Net profit / (loss) attributable to UBS AG shareholders 2,634 630 (347) 256 3,172

1 Amounts presented for UBS AG (standalone) represent IFRS-standalone information. Refer to the UBS AG standalone financial statements for information prepared in accordance with Swiss GAAP. 2 Amounts pre-
sented in these columns serve as a basis for preparing UBS AG (consolidated) financial statements in accordance with IFRS.
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Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations (continued)

Supplemental guarantor consolidated statement of comprehensive income

CHF million UBS AG
(standalone)1

UBS
Americas Inc.2

Other 
subsidiaries2

Elimination 
entries

UBS AG
(consolidated)For the year ended 31 December 2013

Comprehensive income attributable to UBS AG shareholders

Net profit / (loss) 2,634 630 (347) 256 3,172

Other comprehensive income

Other comprehensive income that may be reclassified to the income statement

Foreign currency translation, net of tax 392 (348) (311) (204) (471)

Financial investments available-for-sale, net of tax 17 (163) (16) 8 (154)

Cash flow hedges, net of tax (1,520) 0 0 0 (1,520)

Total other comprehensive income that may be reclassified to the income 
statement, net of tax (1,112) (510) (327) (196) (2,145)

Other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income statement

Defined benefit plans, net of tax 824 110 6 0 939

Property revaluation surplus, net of tax (6) 0 0 0 (6)

Total other comprehensive income that will not be reclassified to the income 
statement, net of tax 818 110 6 0 933

Total other comprehensive income (294) (401) (321) (196) (1,211)

Total comprehensive income attributable to UBS AG shareholders 2,340 229 (668) 60 1,961

Total comprehensive income attributable to preferred noteholders 559 0 0 0 559

Total comprehensive income attributable to non-controlling interests 0 0 4 0 4

Total comprehensive income 2,899 229 (664) 60 2,524

1 Amounts presented for UBS AG (standalone) represents IFRS-standalone information.  Refer to the UBS AG (standalone) audited financial statements for information prepared in accordance with Swiss GAAP. 2 Amounts 
presented in these columns serve as a basis for preparing UBS AG consolidated Financial Statements in accordance with IFRS.
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Note 39  Supplemental guarantor information required under SEC regulations (continued)

Supplemental guarantor consolidated statement of cash flows

CHF million

UBS AG1
UBS

Americas Inc.1
Other

 subsidiaries1
UBS AG

(consolidated)For the year ended 31 December 2013

Net cash flow from / (used in) operating activities 58,756 (8,311) 3,929 54,374

Cash flow from / (used in) investing activities

Purchase of subsidiaries, associates and intangible assets (49) 0 0 (49)

Disposal of subsidiaries, associates and intangible assets2 136 0 0 136

Purchase of property,  equipment and software (1,032) (160) (44) (1,236)

Disposal of property, equipment and software 545 5 91 639

Net (investment in) / divestment of financial investments available-for-sale 751 6,076 (861) 5,966

Net cash flow from / (used in) investing activities 351 5,922 (815) 5,457

Cash flow from / (used in) financing activities

Net short-term debt issued / (repaid) (1,400) 0 (2,890) (4,290)

Net movements in treasury shares and own equity derivative activity (341) 0 0 (341)

Capital issuance 1 0 0 1

Distributions paid on UBS AG shares (564) 0 0 (564)

Issuance of long-term debt, including financial liabilities designated at fair value 27,442 59 513 28,014

Repayment of long-term debt, including financial liabilities designated at fair value (65,112) (486) (3,356) (68,954)

Dividends paid and repayments of preferred notes (1,415) 0 0 (1,415)

Net changes of non-controlling interests 0 0 (6) (6)

Net activity related to group internal capital transactions and dividends 12 23 (35) 0

Net cash flow from / (used in) financing activities (41,377) (405) (5,774) (47,555)

Effects of exchange rate differences on cash and cash equivalents (2,329) (203) (174) (2,705)

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 15,400 (2,998) (2,834) 9,569

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 61,723 14,247 10,745 86,715

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 77,123 11,249 7,911 96,284

Cash and cash equivalents comprise:

Cash and balances with central banks 69,808 8,893 2,178 80,879

Due from banks 3,091 2,327 5,699 11,117

Money market paper3 4,224 28 35 4,288

Total 77,123 11,249 7,911  96,2844

1 Cash flow generally represent a third-party view from a UBS AG (consolidated) perspective. 2 Includes dividends received from associates. 3 Money market paper is included in the balance sheet under Trading port-
folio assets and Financial investments available-for-sale. 4 CHF 4,534 million of cash and cash equivalents were restricted. �
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APPENDIX 4 — RISK MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL

The information in this Appendix 4 describes the risk management and control process of UBS AG and

references herein to “UBS” or the “Group” are to UBS AG and its subsidiaries.

The information in this Appendix 4 has been extracted from our Annual Report 2015 as at and for the

year ended 31 December 2015. References to page numbers in this Appendix 4 are to pages of such

document. The page numbers of such document appear on the bottom left or right hand side of the

pages in this Appendix 4.
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Risk management and control

Overview of risks arising from our business activities

EDTF |���������	
��������	����	
������
���������
����
���������
�
�����
��������
���
�����
���������
����	��������
��������	�����
����	
��!� ��� �
� ��"
� ��� ���� �	�� �	�� ��������	�
� ��

� ���
��
through their contribution to our leverage ratio and regulatory 
liquidity ratios, and by our risk appetite. Together, these con-
����	����
�
�������
���	���
�

	��������
��!��
��������������
businesses take and the balance sheet and capital resources that 
�
����
���������
#

��� �
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�
	&� �
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'�����������	�����
������
(
���������)
���
�����
maintaining a strong capital base and managing our businesses in 
����������
�����������
�������	�
����*���
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�	�
���

��	�������������
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�������
��������	��
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�	����
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sure of risk similar to economic capital, as three key drivers for the 
allocation of tangible equity to our business divisions and Corpo-
��
�%
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�
'���!��
�������
�
'������
�����������������	���	�	����
����
������
�������
���	��������
deduction items to arrive at total equity attributed to the business 
divisions and Corporate Center.

For each of our business divisions and Corporate Center units, 
�
����
��	��
�	
7����
���
�
	���
�����
����	��
�

	��
���
risk exposures, the measures described above and their perfor-
mance. In addition to the key risks inherent in each business divi-
���	��	��%������
�%
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(
�
���	�����������
�-
sures, and it explains the performance of the business divisions 
and Corporate Center in the context of these requirements. �

 ➔ Refer to the “Capital management” section of this report for 

more information on RWA, LRD and our equity attribution 

framework

 ➔ Refer to “Statistical measures” in this section for more informa-

tion on RBC

 ➔ Refer to the “Adjusted results” table in the “Group performance” 

section of this report for more information
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EDTF | Key risks, risk measures and performance by business division and Corporate Center unit

Business  
divisions and 
 Corporate  
Center

Wealth  
Management

Wealth 
 Management 

 Americas

Personal &  
Corporate  

Banking

Asset 
 Management

Investment 
Bank

CC – Services CC – Group 
ALM

CC –  Non-core 
and  Legacy 

 Portfolio

Key risks 
 arising from 
 business 
 activities

Credit risk from 
lending against  

securities  
collateral and 

mortgages, and  
a small amount 

of derivatives 
trading activity. 

Minimal  
contribution to 

market risk

Credit risk from 
 lending against 

 securities 
 collateral and 

mortgages

Market risk 
��������	
�
���
 securities and 

closed-end  
fund secondary 

trading

Credit risk from 
retail business, 

mortgages,  
secured and  

unsecured corpo-
rate lending, and 

a small amount 
of derivatives 

trading activity. 
Minimal  

contribution to 
market risk

Small amounts 
�������
��	��

 market risk

Credit risk  
from  lending,  

derivatives  
trading and  

securities  
financing

Market risk 
���������
	��
	�
 equities, fixed 

 income, foreign  
exchange (FX) 

	��������
�
��

No material risk 
exposures

Credit and  
market risks 

arising from 
management of 

the Group’s  
balance sheet, 

capital, and  
profit and loss

Central manage-
ment of liqui-
dity, funding 

and structural 
FX risk

Credit risk from 
remaining lending 

and derivatives 
exposures 

Market risk, 
mainly from Non-
core exposures, is 
materially hedged 

and primarily  
relates to liquid 
market factors

Operational risk is an inevitable consequence of being in business, as losses can result from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems, or from external events.  
It can arise as a result of our past and current business activities across all business divisions and Corporate Center.

�

EDTF |

�

Risk measures and performance

31.12.15

Wealth
Management

Wealth
Management

Americas

Personal &
 Corporate 

Banking
Asset

Management
Investment 

Bank
CC – 

Services

CC – 
Group 

ALM

CC – 
Non-core 

and Legacy 
Portfolio Group

CHF billion, as of or for the year ended
Risk-weighted assets (fully applied)1 25.3 21.9 34.6 2.6 62.9 23.6 6.0 30.7 207.5

of which: credit risk 12.6 8.5 32.9 1.7 35.5 1.3 5.0 6.9 104.4
of which: market risk 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 10.5  (2.9)2 0.9 2.6 12.1
of which: operational risk 12.6 12.4 1.6 0.9 16.8 9.5 0.1 21.1 75.1

Leverage ratio denominator (fully applied)3 119.0 62.9 153.8 2.7 268.0 4.8 240.2 46.2 897.6
Risk-based capital4 1.0 1.3 2.9 0.3 6.1 12.6 3.6 2.7 30.3
Average tangible attributed equity5 2.8 1.9 3.9 0.4 7.2 15.9 3.2 2.9 38.2
Total assets 119.9 61.0 141.2 12.9 253.5 22.6 237.5 94.4 942.8
Operating profit / (loss) before tax (adjusted)6 2.8 0.8 1.7 0.6 2.3 (1.1) (0.1) (1.4) 5.6

31.12.14

Wealth
Management

Wealth
Management

Americas

Personal &
 Corporate 

Banking
Asset

Management
Investment 

Bank
CC – 

Services

CC – 
Group 

ALM

CC – 
Non-core 

and Legacy 
Portfolio Group

CHF billion, as of or for the year ended 
Risk-weighted assets (fully applied)1 25.4 21.7 33.1 3.8 66.7 23.0 7.1 35.7 216.5

of which: credit risk 12.3 8.7 31.4 3.0 35.0 1.1 4.3 12.8 108.6
of which: market risk 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 13.6  (4.5)2 2.7 3.6 16.5
of which: operational risk 12.9 11.9 1.6 0.8 18.1 12.1 0.1 19.3 76.7

Leverage ratio denominator (fully applied)3 138.3 63.3 165.9 14.9 288.3 (2.6) 236.3 93.4 997.8
Risk-based capital4 1.3 1.1 3.0 0.3 6.8 9.1 4.3 3.6 29.5
Average tangible attributed equity5 2.7 2.1 4.1 0.5 7.4 8.8 3.2 4.9 33.7
Total assets 127.6 56.0 143.7 15.2 292.3 19.9 237.9 169.8 1,062.5
Operating profit / (loss) before tax (adjusted)6 2.5 0.9 1.6 0.5 0.2 (0.7) (0.3) (1.9) 2.8
1 Based on the Basel III framework as applicable for Swiss systemically relevant banks (SRBs). Refer to the “Capital management” section of this report for more information. 2 Negative market risk numbers are due 
to the diversification effect allocated to CC – Services. 3 Calculated in accordance with Swiss SRB rules. From 31 December 2015 onward, the leverage ratio denominator calculation is fully aligned with the BIS Basel III 
rules. Prior-period figures are calculated in accordance with former Swiss SRB rules and are therefore not fully comparable. Refer to the “Capital management” section of this report for more information. 4 Refer to 
“Statistical measures” in the “Risk management and control” section of this report for more information on risk-based capital. 5 Refer to  the “Capital management” section of this report for more information on our 
equity attribution framework. 6 Adjusted results are non-GAAP financial measures as defined by SEC regulations. Refer to the “Adjusted results” table in the “Group performance” section of this report for more infor-
mation.    
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Risk categories

�
���
����"
��
����������
�������������	
����������	���	��%������
�%
	
���������	
���	��
����
��
���#

EDTF | Pillar 3 | Risk definitions

Risk managed by
Independent 
 oversight by

�������	
��
��
�����
 
appetite framework

Primary risks: the risks that our businesses may take in pursuit of their business objectives

Audited | Credit risk: the risk of loss resulting from the failure of a client or counterparty to meet its 
contractual obligations. This includes settlement risk and loan underwriting risk:

Settlement risk: the risk of loss resulting from transactions that involve exchange of value where we 
must fulfill our obligation to deliver without first being able to determine with certainty that we will 
receive the countervalue
Loan underwriting risk: the risk of loss arising during the holding period of financing transactions 
which are intended for further distribution �

Business management Risk Control

Audited | Market risk (traded and non-traded): the risk of loss resulting from changes in general 
market risk factors (e.g., interest rates, equity index levels, exchange rates, commodity prices and general 
credit spreads) and changes in prices of debt and equity instruments which result from factors and events 
 specific to individual companies or entities. Market risk includes issuer risk and investment risk:

Issuer risk: the risk of loss from changes in fair value resulting from credit-related events affecting an 
 issuer or group of related issuers, including sovereigns, to which we are exposed through tradable 
 securities or derivatives referencing the issuer 
Investment risk: issuer risk associated with positions held as  financial investments �

Business management Risk Control

Country risk: the risk of losses resulting from country-specific events. It includes transfer risk, whereby 
����	�����������
�
��������	����������
�����������	�����	����
��
�	�����������������
���
������	���
arising from country-specific political or macroeconomic developments

Business management Risk Control

Consequential risks: the risks to which our businesses are exposed as a consequence of being in business

Audited | Liquidity risk: the risk of being unable to generate sufficient funds from assets to meet pay-
ment  obligations when they fall due, including in times of stress �

Group Treasury Risk Control

Audited | Funding risk: the risk of higher-than-expected funding costs due to higher-than-expected 
UBS credit spreads when existing funding positions mature and need to be rolled over or replaced by 
other, more expensive funding sources. If a shortage of available funding sources is expected in a stress 
event,  funding risk also covers potential additional losses from forced asset sales �

Structural foreign exchange risk: the risk of decreases in our capital due to changes in foreign 
 exchange rates with an adverse translation effect on capital held in currencies other than Swiss francs

Group Treasury Risk Control

Operational risk: the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and  
systems, or from external events, including cyber risk. Operational risk includes, among others, legal risk, 
conduct risk and compliance risk:

Legal risk: (i) the financial risk resulting from the non-enforceability of a contract or the failure to  
assert non-contractual rights, or (ii) the financial or reputational risk resulting from UBS being held  
liable for a contractual or legal claim, or otherwise being subject to a penalty or liability in a legal  
action, based on a contractual or other legal claim, violation of law, or regulation, or infringement of 
intellectual property rights, or failing to manage litigation or other actions appropriately or effectively
Conduct risk: Conduct risk is the risk that the conduct of the firm or its individuals unfairly impacts  
clients or counterparties, undermines the integrity of the financial system or impairs effective competition 
to the detriment of consumers.
Compliance risk: the financial or reputational risk incurred by UBS by not adhering to the applicable 
laws, rules and regulations, local and international best practice (including ethical standards) and 
UBS’s own internal standards

Business management Risk Control

Legal

Risk Control

Risk Control

Pension risk: the risk of a negative impact on other comprehensive income as a result of deteriorating 
funded status from decreases in the fair value of assets held in the defined benefit pension funds and / or 
changes in the value of defined benefit pension obligations due to changes in actuarial assumptions 
(e.g., discount rate, life expectancy, rate of pension increase) and / or changes to plan designs

Human Resources Risk Control and 
 Finance

Environmental and social risk: the possibility of UBS suffering reputational or financial harm from 
transactions, products, services or activities that involve a party associated with environmentally or 
 socially sensitive activities 

 ➔ Refer to the “UBS and Society” section of this report for more information

Business management Risk Control

Business risks: the risks arising from the commercial, strategic and economic environment in which our businesses operate

Business risks: the potential negative impact on earnings from lower-than-expected business volumes 
and / or margins, to the extent they are not offset by a decrease in expenses

Business management Finance

Reputational risks

Reputational risk: the risk of a decline in the reputation of UBS from the point of view of its 
 stakeholders – customers, shareholders, staff and the general public

All businesses and 
functions

All control functions

��
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Top and emerging risks

EDTF | Our approach to identifying and monitoring top and emerg-
�	������������	��	���	��������������������	��
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-
rial, that may impact our ability to execute our strategy and may 
���
����������	
���������
�!�*	�	�������	����	!��
����������
��-
tions and prospects. 

Regulatory and legislative changes: We continue to be exposed 
����	���
������
���������	���
�������
����	�
�!����
����������
have already been adopted and implemented, but also some that 
are subject to legislative action or to further rulemaking by regula-
�����������
���
���
�*	�������
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a disadvantage to those peers operating either in only one jurisdic-
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processes, local regulatory requirements can result in potential inef-
*��
	��
���������!�����
7����
!��
����������	��������
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���
for the same risk, the retention of buffer capital in subsidiaries that 
���
�
� �	� �
� ��

� (��� ��� ������� ������� �
� :����!� �	�� �
�
requirement for staff to be resident in the local jurisdiction. 

We have programs in place to address the risks arising from 
regulatory and legislative changes, including ongoing monitoring 
of proposals, providing guidance and feedback to the relevant 
authorities and developing internal assessment and implementa-
tion plans. During 2015, our more active programs included those 
relating to resolution planning and resolvability, changes to our 
�
����
	���������
��	����
���	�����
�!��	��	
���	���
���
��

������!� ��'������ �	�� ��	��	���
��
�� �
������	�!� ��� �
��� ���
requirements related to risk data aggregation and reporting. We 
have made good progress across all of these programs in prepar-
ing for their implementation, including the establishment of UBS 
Group AG as the holding company of the UBS Group and the 
����
������
��������
	����@0/�/��"
���	���:#��

 ➔ Refer to “Regulatory and legislative changes may adversely 

affect our business and ability to execute our strategic plans” in 

the “Risk factors” section of this report for more information

Legal and regulatory enforcement risks: EDTF | We are subject to 
a large number of claims, disputes, legal proceedings and govern-
�
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and other matters could be material and could substantially 
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claims and regulatory matters. �

 ➔ Refer to “Material legal and regulatory risks arise in the conduct 

of our business” in the “Risk factors” section of this report for 

more information

Market conditions and the macroeconomic climate: EDTF | We 
��
�
7���
������	���
����������
��	���������
������
�������
	-
eral market conditions. These external pressures may have a sig-
	�*��	����
��
�
��
���	���������	
���������
���	���
��
��*	�	-
cial results, primarily through reduced margins, asset impairments 
and other valuation adjustments. Accordingly, these macroeco-
nomic factors are considered in our development of stress testing 
scenarios for our ongoing risk management activities.
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Management continues to consider developments in the euro-
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commodity prices, particularly oil. These factors have given rise to 
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throughout 2016. In addition, as our strategic plans depend heav-
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the replacement of the Eurozone Crisis���
	�����������	
��Global 
Recession scenario as the binding scenario in our combined stress 
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Given the limited negative fallout from recent experiences in 
X����
��	��Y���	!��
�
� ����������	���
��
���	����	
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�
interest rates have become a conventional policy tool, and there 
��������	������������������
��������
��������
���	��
�����	��
months. Prolonged negative rates could lead to unpredictable 
��������� ������ �	��
��������	��
��	������	��*	�	����������-
tions.

We continue to closely monitor developments in our domestic 
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�� ��
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effect. �

 ➔ Refer to “Interest rate risk in the banking book” in this section 

and to the “Risk factors” section of this report for more 

information on negative interest rates

 ➔ ���������	
�������������������������������������������

affected by market conditions and the macroeconomic climate” 

and “Fluctuation in foreign exchange rates and continuing low 

or negative interest rates may have a detrimental effect on our 

capital strength, our liquidity and funding position, and our 

��������������������	���������������������������������������������

information

 ➔ Refer to “Risk measurement” in this section for more informa-

tion on macroeconomic considerations, including stress testing

 ➔ Refer to “Country risk” in this section for more information on 

our exposures to selected eurozone and emerging markets 

countries

Reputational risk: EDTF | Our reputation is critical to achieving our 
���
�����������	��*	�	��������
�!��	�������
�������	����
�
fundamental negative effects on our business and prospects. This 
�����

	�
������"
����������	��
�
	��
���!��������	��
�
	�������
as the matters related to LIBOR and investigations into our foreign 
exchange business. This has triggered an enhanced focus on 
improving and sustaining a strong risk culture and UBS behaviors 
across the Group, the implementation of a coherent and holistic 

��	�������������
����!��	���
���	�	��	���
�
����
	��������
surveillance and monitoring capabilities. �

 ➔ Refer to “Our reputation is critical to the success of our business” 

in the “Risk factors” section of this report for more information

 ➔ Refer to “Risk culture” in this section for more information

 ➔ Refer to “Operational risk” in this section for more information

Cyber risk: EDTF | One of the most critical and constantly evolv-
ing risks facing the broader industry is the threat of cyber- attacks. 
���	�������
��
������
��	�������
����
��	���	����
��!������
��������
�!���������	�����
����
��	�����
�������!��������������
���
��
���
	��������
7�
�
������	�*��	������#��
���	�	�
�
���	�
�����	�*��	����	��
����
���
�������������������
	��
	�
our cyber defense. We have recently appointed a Head of Cyber 
Risk to effectively address the challenges posed by the dynamic 

7
�	��� 
	����	�
	� �	�� ���� ��	� 
��	������ �		�����	#� +�
�
���
�������������	�
	
�����
����
�	�	�
��������
���
��
�������-
�
�!��	������� �	����
��
���������
���
	��������
�� ��
�� �	
���-
gence, analysis of the effectiveness of our controls, and progress 
on improving our capability. To further enhance our resilience, 
���<���
���
���	�
�����
����!���������	��&�	���"
!$�]^��
�!$�
&4

�$� �	�� &�
���	��;��
���
�$� ���������
�!� ����� �
� ����
��
��
	��
	
�� ������� �� �
����
�� �������� �	�� ����� �	����
�
assessments of our vendor’s capabilities. �

 ➔ Refer to “Operational risk” in this section for more information

Other operational risks: EDTF | Due to the operational complexity 
���������������	
��
�!��
���
���	�	������
7���
������
����	���
risks such as process error, failed execution and fraud. We believe 
�
� ���
� �� ���	�� ��
����	��� ����� ��	��
�
	� ����
����� �	�
place to help ensure that these risks are appropriately controlled. 
J��
�
�!��	���	
������
��	�����!����
���
����
��	��	�
�
��
��
�
�
������	�
�
	�����!���
��*������*	�	���������
!��	����	
�����	-
�
��	��;��	�������� ���
	!� �	
�	��� �	��
7
�	��� �����!� �	���	��
bribery and corruption. Our operational risks management frame-
����������

	����	�*��	���
	��	�
���������	���
��	������"
��
����	���	���
	��	�HMNN#�5	���
������
����	��	��	���
������
��-
��	��� ������ �	�� �
� 
	����	�
	� ����	� ������ �
� ��
��
!� �
�
��	�	��������
��
�������������
����	��������
��������������
��� �� ���
� 
	��	�
�
	�� ��
�
� 	
�
�����#� ���� ���
��� ����
HMN_�������������	���	�	�
���
�
����
	�����������
����������
��
�	��
���
�
	��	����*	�	���������
��	����	����	���	������
��-
��	�
#� 5	� ������	!� ��	���� ����� ����� �
���	� �� ����� �������� ��

	���
�����
��
�����
	���	���
�����
���	��������
���
��
�
���������
��#��
��������	�	�
�����
	��
	�������	��������
-
�����������
	������	��
�
	��	����	��������	������	�
#��

 ➔ Refer to “Operational risks affect our business” in the “Risk 

factors” section of this report for more information

 ➔ Refer to “Operational risk” in this section for more information 

on our management of operational risk
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Risk governance

EDTF | Pillar 3 |�������������
�	�	�
�����
�������
��
�����	����

�
��	
������
�
	�
#�0���	
�����	��
�
	!�����
�*�����	
�����
�
	�
!�
��	�� ��� �
��
���
� ����� 
7�����
�� �	�� ��� �
'���
�� �� ���	��	�
effective processes and systems to manage their risks, including 
robust and comprehensive internal controls and documented pro-
cedures. Business management must also have appropriate super-
���������	������	�� �
��
������
��
�� �	�����
� �� ��
	������	����
�
��	
��
�!��	��
'��
�����
��
���	���	
7�
�
��
�
	�#�%�	-

trol functions act as the second line of defense, providing inde-
pendent oversight of primary and consequential risks. This 
includes setting risk limits and protecting against non-compliance 
�������������
�������	���
������	�#�:�����5	
�	���������:5���
forms the third line of defense, evaluating the overall effective-
ness of governance, risk management and the control environ-
�
	!��	�����	���
����
���
	���������
�*����	���
��	����	
��
of defense meet their objectives. ��

These key roles and responsibilities for risk management and 
��	������
��������
���	��
��������	��������	���
�����
���
���#

������������!"���
������#��������$�������

%�����������������

&����������������������%����������$����

����
�������� ��	��
�������� �����������������	��
�����	�
�
�
�������
����

�����		���	��
���
	�
	������
����

�����	��
�	�����
����

��������
���������� ����
����� ������� �����

'�����&�����������

'�����(������)��������*�����

'������)��������%����

��������
����
���!�"���
��������
���
#
		�
��!�"��� ��������	�������	���

����
�����
��	
���������
����������
��������

$
�
�
�	���
���
����
�����

!����
�	���
���
%	����	������
����

���
�	���
���
����
�����

$
�
�
�	��&���
��	��

$
�
�
�	����!�

�����
	���'�
!����
�	���
�����	����

$
�
�
�	���#!� $
�
�
�	��
��	�������	����

���
�	��&���
��	��

���
�	����!� ���
�	���#!� ���
�	����	�������	����

&������
��!����
���
�
���%����������
�
��������		��
�
����!!

*	��������������
	�

+���������! ������+�������;������������<=%

����
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Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | The Board of Directors��0�4������
���	����
�
for determining the risk principles, risk appetite and major portfo-
lio limits of the Group, including their allocation to the business 
divisions and Corporate Center. The risk assessment and manage-
ment oversight performed by the BoD considers evolving best 
practices and is intended to conform to statutory requirements. 
+�
�0�4����������
������
�0�4������%����

!���������	�-
�����	����
��

���
���������*�
�����
�:������	���
�����
�
	-
���	�����
����������
��������������
������
�0�4!�����
������
assessing the Group’s key risk measurement methodologies. The 
Corporate Culture and Responsibility Committee supports the 
0�4� �	� ���*���	�� ������� �� ���
�������	������	�
� �
�:����z��
�
�����	������
���	����
��	�������	���
���	���#�5��
��
����	��
assesses stakeholder concerns and expectations pertaining to the 
societal performance of UBS and the development of UBS’s cor-
porate culture and their possible consequences for UBS, and rec-
ommends appropriate actions to the BoD. The Chairman of the 
BoD and the Audit Committee oversee the performance of Group 
Internal Audit.

The Group Executive Board��:X0������
�
	���
����������
-
����!���	������
�:����z����������*�
��	��������
���
�����������-
cies.

The �������	
��������
�����������:�����%X�������
���	����
�
for the results of the Group, has risk authority over transactions, 
positions and exposures, and also allocates portfolio limits 
������
������
�0�4�����	��
�����	
����������	���	��%������
�
Center.

Business management comprises business division and regional 
Presidents. The business division Presidents are accountable for 
the results of their business divisions. This includes actively man-
���	���
��������
7�����
�!��	��
	����	�����*���
	���!�����!����-
ance sheet and capital usage are balanced. The regional Presi-
dents coordinate and implement UBS’s strategy in their region, 
)��	��������
�����	
����������	�^�
���
	���	���
��������
���	-
�����	�����������	���	�#�+�
�����
����
�����
����
���
�����	��
���� �
��
�� �� ���� ����	
��� ������
�� ��� ���� ���
� �� 	
����
�
regulatory or reputational effect in their respective regions.

The �������	
����
���������� �:�����%�����
��������
������
the Group CEO and has functional and management authority 
over Risk Control throughout the Group. Risk Control provides 
independent oversight of all primary and most consequential risks 
�������	
���	��
�$�������
����
�&��
���	�����
#�+�����	����
��
establishing methodologies to measure and assess risk, setting 
risk limits, and developing and operating an appropriate risk con-
trol infrastructure. The risk control process is supported by a 
����
��������������
���	���������
�#�Business division, regional 
�������������
����	
����
���������� have delegated authority for 
their respective divisions, regions and entities. Moreover, authori-
�
�� ��
� �
�
��
�� �� ����� ��*�
��� �������	�� �� �
��� 
7�
���
!�
experience and responsibilities.

The �������	
����
����
���������� �:�����%K��� ����
���	����
�
����
	����	��������������
��������*	�	������
������	�
��

��

regulatory requirements and corporate governance standards 
������������	����	����
	��#�+�
�:�����%K�����������
���	����
�
for the management of UBS’s tax affairs, treasury and capital, 
including management of funding and liquidity risk and UBS’s 
regulatory capital ratios. The Group CFO is also responsible for 
����
�
	���	���� �
��������
����	���� ����
�����!����� �
�

7�
���	� ��� �
� ��	���� ����
����� ���� �
������ ������
�!� ����
�������
���	��������������������%�	���#

The Group General Counsel� �:����� :%�� ��� �
���	����
� ����
implementing the Group’s risk management and control princi-
ples for legal matters, and for managing the legal function for the 
UBS Group. The Group GC is responsible for reporting legal risks 
and material litigation, and for managing legal, internal, special 
and regulatory investigations.

Group Internal Audit��:5����	�
�
	�
	��!���)
���
����	�����-
tematically assesses the adherence to our strategy, the effective-
ness of governance, risk management and control processes at 
Group, business division and regional levels, including compliance 
�����
���!��
���������	����������
'���
�
	�!�����
����������
internal policies and contracts. GIA has a functional reporting line 
to the Audit Committee. ���

Risk appetite framework

EDTF | Pillar 3 |�������������
�
�����
*	
�����
�����
��
��
�
��
�	�� �
(
��� �
� ��
����� ����� ����
���
������	�� �����
�����
intend to avoid. It is established via a complementary set of 
'�������
��	��'��	����
���)
���
���
*	
���	���:��������
�
level and embedded throughout our business divisions and 
legal entities through Group, business division and legal entity 
policies, limits and authorities. These objectives are a critical 
foundation to maintaining a robust risk culture throughout our 
����	�"���	#�+�
�$��������
�
�����
����&�������
������
�
�
��
�
�
	����� ���� ����
����!���������
��
�����
�� �	����
�
�
�����
���#

|�������
���
�
	�!��
(
�
���	��
�:����z�������=�	��
-
ment and Control Principles, and various policies and initiatives, 
������
	���
��
����	��	��
��
���
������������
#

|��	����
� ����� ���
�
� ��)
���
�� �
��
� :��������
� �����
exposure to our risk capacity and are designed to enhance the 
Group’s resilience against the impact of potential severe adverse 
economic or geopolitical events. They cover areas such as the 
Group’s capital buffer, solvency, earnings, leverage, liquidity and 
��	��	�!��	����
����)
�����
��������
��
�!��	�����	������������
the annual business planning process.

These objectives are complemented by operational risk appe-
�
���)
���
�!���������
�
�������
������
�������������
����	���
risk categories, for example market conduct, theft, fraud, data 
��	*�
	�����!��	��
��	�����������#���
����	��������
�
	�����
exceed risk tolerances set according to predetermined percent-
��
������
�*��z����
���	���	���
������
�
�����
�����
�����-
ness division President or higher, as appropriate.
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The status of risk appetite objectives is evaluated each month, 
and reported to the BoD and the GEB. Our risk appetite may 
change over time and, as a consequence, portfolio limits and risk 
�������
��������
����)
�����
��������
��
����	�����	�
�!��	����-
ticular in the context of the annual business planning process.

5	�������	!�
�������	�����
���
��
��
���	��
�*��z���
���-

���^��	���
�����	�������
��
��������� �����������	��
�
	�
monitors on a routine basis.

������������
�
�����
��������
	�������
���	�����	��
���
�-
arching policy and conforms to the Financial Stability Board’s 
$^��	����
�������	�X��
���
���������
�
�K���
����&��������
��
�	�N}�E��
��
��HMNL#���

Risk principles and risk culture
EDTF | A strong and dynamic risk culture is a prerequisite for success 
in today’s highly complex operating environment. We are focused 

on fostering and further strengthening our culture as a source of 
sustainable competitive advantage both from a risk and a perfor-
��	�
����	������
�#�0�������	������
	��	����������	
���������-
�	�����
��
	
�����
�
����
�����	!��
���	�������
�
�����������
of delivering unrivaled client satisfaction, creating long-term value 
for stakeholders, and making UBS one of the most attractive com-
��	�
��������������	��
������#

���� ����� ���
�
� ����
����� �����	
�� ���� �
� ������	� 
�
-
ments of our risk culture, expressed in our Pillars, Principles and 
Behaviors, our Risk Management and Control Principles, our Code 
���0���	
���%�	�����	��X����!��	������+�����
�����^��	����
�#�
+��
�
�!��
�
�����������	��
��
�����	���
����
������
�*��z��
���
��!����	����
���	����������
�
#�+�
���
����
*	
������
���
�
�	���
������
���
��
�
�������!��������	�������������	����	�����
������	�����������
	
��!��
���	�������������
���������	���	��
establishing robust risk management and control processes. �

��!"���
������#����������������������+���

����
��������
��������

����
��������
���������

����
!���������"
�#�������
��	
����$��������������� ����
%�'����#��"
��������
��	
������

>��
���%	����	��	����	�����&�
	�
����
>���������?��
	������	�����	��@��
��
>�+����������&�
	�
����
>�!��	
J�
�	�������
�	�K&��
�
��
>�������	�������	�
�
�
�
��

>������Q�
����
���<����
���!�V���
���
>�!����
�	���
���<����
���!�V���
���
>��
���%�������	��#��������
>�<�����
�
���	��=
�
���

����
��������
��	
*��������"
�����	���
+�������"
���������
��	
/;������
��������

��

EDTF | Risk management and control principles

Protection of  
<����������������=

Protection of reputation Business management 
 accountability

Independent controls Risk disclosure

Protecting the financial strength 
of UBS by controlling our risk 
 exposures and avoiding potential 
risk concentrations at individual 
exposure levels, at specific 
 portfolio levels and at an aggre-
gate firm-wide level across all 
�
��������

Protecting our reputation 
������������	���
�����������
 characterized by a holistic  
and integrated view of risk, per-
formance and reward, and 
through full compliance with our 
standards and principles, 
 particularly our Code of Business 
Conduct and Ethics

Ensuring management account-
ability, whereby business 
 management, as opposed to Risk 
Control, owns all risks assumed 
throughout the firm and is 
 responsible for the continuous 
and active management of all 
�
����W������������	����������
���
and return are balanced

Independent control functions 
which monitor the effectiveness of 
the business’s risk management 
and oversee risk-taking activities

Disclosure of risks to senior 
 management, the Board of 
 Directors, investors,  regulators, 
credit rating agencies and other 
stakeholders with an  appropriate 
level of comprehensiveness and 
transparency

�
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Pillars, Principles and Behaviors
EDTF | Our risk culture is based on our three keys to success – Pillars 
�������� ��
	��!�
�*��
	����	��
��
���
	
��!��	�� �������	��
-
�
	�!�^��	����
������
	������!�
7�
��
	�
��	�������	���
��
����-
��	�
���	��0
����������	
����!������������	��	�������
	�
�#���
strong emphasis is placed on every individual’s accountability for 
���
��	�� �� ���� ���	����
�� �	�� �
�������� �� ���� ��
�!� ���� �	�
unremitting focus on the long-term objectives and success of 
@0/!��
�
������
������	���
�*��z���
�����	!�������������-
able asset. �

Risk Management and Control Principles
EDTF | These principles highlight the key aspects of our risk man-
��
�
	� �	�� ��	���� ����������� �	�� ��
� ��	���
	� ���� ����
three-lines-of-defense model. �

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
EDTF |�+�
�%��
����0���	
���%�	�����	��X������%��
������	
��
the principles and practices that all our employees and BoD 
�
��
�����
��
'���
������������	�
�
��
���!������	��

���	��
�	������!�������
������	��		�������
�
	�
��
��*����	�����
��#�
5	����
���	��
�%��
���
��
'���
�
	�����
��	������!����
���	��
regulations, ethical and responsible behavior, information man-
��
�
	!��
������
	����	�
	!���������
���	���������	�������-
plinary measures. �

Total Reward Principles
EDTF | Our performance measurement and management process 
requires that all employees have risk objectives aligned to their 
roles and responsibilities. This helps reinforce their understanding 
that rigorous risk management plays an essential role in our 
efforts to deliver the best possible client experience and achieve 
our business objectives. In short, everyone at UBS is responsible 
for anticipating, addressing and managing risks. The performance 
measurement and management process links into the Group’s 
����
	����	�����
����#

Our compensation philosophy is to provide our employees 
��������
	����	�����
���	�"
���
����	�����������	������	�!�
team, business division and Group performance, and clearly links 
their pay to performance, not simply the delivery of business tar-
�
�!� ��� ����� ���� ���
� �
����� �
�
� ����
�
�� ������� ����

�����

�z��
�������#����
7����	
���	����
��
�����	��
�$%��-
pensation” section of this report, the performance of GEB mem-
bers is assessed through both quantitative and qualitative factors. 
|�������
���������	����
��
�	�����	���������
���������	�������
and responsibility, demonstrating commitment to being a respon-
����
��������
����"
	��	�����	�������	
������	������	
�����	��
�����������
����
��#

+�
�$%���
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individual’s contribution to promoting our principles and stan-
dards of behaviors is factored into the compensation process. The 
process includes an examination of the individual’s efforts to 
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to forfeit some, or all, of any unvested deferred portion of com-
pensation should an employee commit certain harmful acts and in 
other select circumstances.

 ➔ Refer to the “Our employees” and “Compensation” sections of 

this report for more information
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principles are supported by a range of initiatives covering employ-
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House View on Leadership
EDTF | Leadership is a critical component in developing a culture 
that is a source of pride and competitive advantage. Introduced in 
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explicit expectations for leaders that establishes consistent leader-
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group of employees and external experts, led by the Group Execu-
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into all promotion, hiring and development processes for posi-
tions at Director level and higher. The aim is to improve hiring 
decisions, and to support the development and promotion of 
present and future UBS leaders. It is also used as a basis for leader-
ship development programs and initiatives. �

Principles of good supervision
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ance culture and to respond to and resolve issues. Supervisors are 
expected to understand and set a good example of professional 
behavior and to act as role models, to be open about issues, to be 
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to ensure adherence to these principles. �

Whistleblowing
EDTF | We continue to promote a culture of constructive challenge, 
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communication is an integral part of our approach. We have 
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Compliance and risk training
EDTF | We have a mandatory training program in place for all 
employees covering a range of compliance and risk-related topics, 
including anti-money laundering and operational risk. In addition, 
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plete over 800,000 mandatory training sessions, an increase of 
approximately 14% from 2014. Approximately 65% of these ses-
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given deadline results in consequences including disciplinary 
action. In 2015, our ultimate completion rate for these mandatory 
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EDTF | Pillar 3 | Through a set of quantitative risk appetite objectives, 
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our desired risk capacity, based on our capital and business plans. 
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liquidity to protect our business franchises and exceed minimum 
regulatory requirements under a severe stress event. The risk 
appetite objectives are evaluated as part of the annual business 
planning process, and approved by the BoD. The comparison of 
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ment decisions on potential adjustments to the business strategy 
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We make use of both scenario-based stress tests and statistical 
risk measurement techniques to assess the impact of a severe stress 
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capture exposures to all material primary and consequential risks 
across our business divisions and Corporate Center units. ��

 ➔ Refer to “Risk measurement” in this section for more informa-

tion on our stress test and statistical frameworks
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EDTF | Pillar 3 | Risk appetite objectives at the business division level 
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appetite objectives are also set for certain legal entities. These 
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the relevant legal entity.
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variable compensation accruals in a severe stress event. We also 
adjust our capital to take into account the impact of stress on 
deferred tax assets, pension plan assets and liabilities, and accru-
als for capital returns to shareholders.
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quantitative risk appetite objectives. ��

Risk measurement

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | A variety of methodologies and measurements 
are applied to quantify the risks of our portfolios and potential risk 
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Results and conclusions are presented to the relevant governance 
body and, as required, to regulators.

The ongoing process of assessing model quality and perfor-
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 ➔ Refer to “Credit risk,” “Market risk” and “Operational risk” in 

�������������������������������������������������

procedures

Stress testing
EDTF | We perform stress testing to quantify the loss that could result 
from extreme, yet plausible macroeconomic and geopolitical stress 
events. This enables us to identify, better understand and manage 
our potential vulnerabilities and risk concentrations. Stress testing 
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division, legal entity and portfolio levels. Stress test results are regu-
larly reported to the BoD, the Risk Committee and the GEB. We 
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Our combined stress test (CST)� ����
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nomic and geopolitical stress events calibrated to different levels 
of potential severity. Each scenario is implemented through the 
expected evolution of market indicators and economic variables 
under that scenario. The resulting effect on our primary, conse-
quential and business risks is then assessed to estimate the overall 
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stress measures. As part of these responsibilities, the ESC is 
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nomic and geopolitical environment, our current and planned 
business activities, and actual or potential risk concentrations and 
vulnerabilities in our portfolios. The ESC meets at least quarterly 
and is comprised of Group, business division and legal entity rep-
resentatives of Risk Control. In executing its responsibilities, the 
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are developed and evolve over time, separate from the scenarios 
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ables that are considered relevant to assessing the effect of the 
stress scenario on our portfolios. These include gross domestic 
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rates, commodities, property prices and unemployment. Assumed 
changes in these macroeconomic variables in each scenario are 

used to stress the key risk drivers of our portfolios. For example, 
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credit risk parameters for probability of default, loss given default 
and exposure at default, and resulting in higher predicted credit 
losses in the stress scenario. We also capture the business risk 
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expenses. These effects are measured across all material risk types 
and all businesses to calculate the aggregate estimated effect of 
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our capital and leverage ratios. The assumed changes in macro-
economic variables are updated periodically to take account of 
changes in the current and possible future market environment.
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plunging activity around the globe.

 – US Crisis scenario� �
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leading to international portfolio repositioning out of US dol-
lar-denominated assets, sparking an abrupt and substantial US 
dollar sell-off. The US is pushed back into recession, other 
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concerns lead to an overall higher interest rate level.

 – China Hard Landing scenario represents an economic correc-
��	��	�%��	�������
��
����	���������	��
��������
��	���!�
particularly emerging markets.

 – Middle East / North Africa scenario represents a spill-over of 
political upheaval leading to a spike in oil prices and a recession 
in developed countries.

 – Depression scenario represents a more pronounced and pro-
��	�
�� �
����	� ��� �
� X���"�	
� %������ ��
	����#� ������	���
�
����
���� ���	��
�� �
����� �	�� 
7�� �
� 
���"�	
!� �	��
advanced economies are pulled into a prolonged period of 
economic stagnation.
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As a result of the recent market developments, the main stress 
��
	�������
�� �	���������	
������		�	������
��� �����	
��Global 
Recession� ��
	����!� ������ �����	
�� 
�
�
	�� ��� �
� Eurozone 
Crisis and China Hard Landing scenarios. The Global Recession 
scenario� �����
�� ��� �� ����� ��	��	�� �	� %��	�� ������ �
��� ��
severe contagion of Asian and emerging markets economies, 
����
�������
��
���
�������	����	�X����
!��
��
�����
������
��
���� X����
�	� ��	��� �	�� �
��� ��� �� 
���"�	
� ��
����� ������
�
�
�
��� ���
�� �
�
���
�� ����
�� ����� ��� /��"
���	�!� �
� @��
and the US. This Global Recession scenario has replaced the Euro-
zone Crisis scenario in our suite of combined stress testing sce-
	�����!��	����������
����� �
���	��	����
	������� �
�
	�����
2015, ensuring that the potential effects of a China-led global 

��	������������	���
������
���	��
����������	������������
��
��������������
�������	�
'�����
��N��%X+N�������������#�

�������
������
��������������� are measures that are tailored to 
�
������������
��*�����������#����������������
���������
����
��
��
��	����
���������
�
	�!����������	����
��������������	��
�
-
�
	�#�K���
7����
!��
�
7�
�
������
����
�
	������	�����
liquidity adjusted stress metric are derived using a combination of 
historical market behavior, based on an analysis of historical 

�
	�!� �	�� �������������	�� �	������� �	�����	�� ��	���
����	� ���
�
*	
�� ��
	������ ������
�	��������
�������������#� �
��������
�����������
��*����
���
��������
����)
������������
7��������
��	������������	�!���������
���	���
������������������
	����
vulnerabilities.

Reverse stress testing��������������
*	
����
��������
������

7����
!�����
��*
�����������	!��
�����	��������
!�����'������
��������!��������
��������
�����������������������	������������-
����������
	�����
�
��	��������*	�	�������
	���������������
result in such an outcome. As such, reverse stress testing is 
�	
	�
���������
�
	�����������
���
������������	��$����
if” outcomes that could extend beyond the range normally con-
sidered, and thereby potentially challenge assumptions regarding 
severity and plausibility. The results of reverse stress testing are 
reported to relevant governance bodies according to the material-
ity and scope of the exercise.

������	����!� �
� ����	
��� �	���"
� �
� 
��
�� ��� �	��
��
�� ���
decreases in interest rates and changes in the structure of yield 
curves.

Moreover, Group Treasury perform stress testing to determine 
�
�����������
��	�����������������
�������������������	-
tain an appropriately balanced liquidity and funding position 
under various scenarios. These scenarios differ from those out-
��	
������
!��
����
��
����
������
���	���
��*��������	��������
could generate liquidity and funding stress, as opposed to the 
��
	��������
���	��
�%/+�����
����!��������������	��
�������
�	����*��	��������	��������#

=��� ��)��� *	�	����� *���� 
������ ��
��� 
��!� ��� �
���
��������
����������	�*��	��!�����	���

	������
�����
��� �	��-
vidual business models and portfolios. Moreover, there is a lack of 
�	������ ��	������ �
*	�	�� ��
��� ��
	������ ��� �
� ���� �
��
��������
������
������*��z�������
7�����
�#�%�	�
'�
	��!����-
������	�� ��� ��
��� 
�� �
����� �
�

	� *���� ��	� �
� ����
���	��
�	�!��
�
���
!����
���	����������

��!��
����	����������'��	�-
tative stress test results of our internal stress tests. �

 ➔ Refer to “Credit risk,” and “Market risk” in this section for more 

information on stress loss measures

 ➔ Refer to “Our stated capital returns objective is based, in part, 

on capital ratios that are subject to regulatory change and may 

2����������$���������������	������������������������������������

for more information

Statistical measures
EDTF |�5	�������	���������
	��������
��%/+��
����
!��
�
��������
�����������
�������
���������������������������
��	������
-
gate risks using statistical techniques, enabling us to derive stress 

�
	��������
	���	*�
	�
��
�
��#

+���� ����
����� ��� ��
�� �� �
���
� �� ���������	� ��� ��
	����
earnings based on historically observed market changes in combi-
	���	������
�*��z�������������
7�����
�!���	���
��	��
��
����	�
�����	���
��	��
7�
	�
�#�K���������
��

���	
�
��	�	�����
������X���!��������
����
���
���
	��������������	�
��	�	�����#
#!�
�
��
�����	���������
���
��
��	�	���������P����	*�
	�
��
�
��
�	�� ��� 
�����
�� ��
�� �� �	
��
��� ����"�	#� X��� ��� ��
�� ���� �
�
assessment of the earnings objectives in our risk appetite frame-
����#

We extend the EaR measure by incorporating the effects of 
���	�� �	�� ����
�� �
���	�"
�� ������� ��
�� �����
�
	���
�
income, to derive a distribution of potential effects of stress events 
�	������	�
'�����
��N��%X+N��������#�K�����������������	!��
�
�
���
����� �������������� �%��������
���
����
��� ���P����	*-
dence level for the assessment of our capital and leverage ratio 
��������
�
���)
���
�!��	���
��
���
�����%�������
	����
����
�
������#�����	*�
	�
��
�
�������
����
���
	������������
	���
risk appetite objective.

The CaR solvency measure is also used as the basis to derive 
the contributions of business divisions and Corporate Center to 
��������
�����������0%�!���������������
������	
	��������
'����
�������	� ����
����#� �0%� �
����
�� �
� ��
	���� �������
�������
	�������	�
7�
�
���
���
�
	�������#�����	*�
	�
�
level to estimate the capital required to absorb unexpected loss 
����
��
���	�	�����
����������
����������
�����#��
��
���
���
�-
eral elements of the RBC model during the year. The net effect of 
�
�
����
�����	�
�����������
��
��	��
��
��	��
���
������
�
��
of RBC. �

 ➔ Refer to the “Capital management” section of this report for 

more information on the equity attribution framework
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Portfolio and position limits
EDTF |� +�
� :��������
� ��
��� �	�� ��������� �
����� ��
� �����
-
�
	
��������
���
�
������������	��������	������!�����
����	��
targets. The combination of these measures provides for a com-
��
�
	���
!����	�������	���� ����
����������� ��������
�� ������
����	
����������	���	��%������
�%
	
�!�����
�������
����	�*��	�
legal entities as relevant to the key risks arising from their business 
models.

We apply limits to a variety of exposures at the portfolio level, 
using statistical and stress-based measures, such as value-at-risk, 
��'������ ��)��
�� ��
��!� 	���	��� ���	� �	�
�����	�� �����!� 
��-
nomic value sensitivity and portfolio default simulations for our 
���	������#�+�
�
���
������
�
	
���������
������	����� ����
net interest income sensitivity, mark-to-market losses on available-
for-sale portfolios, and the effect of foreign exchange movements 
on capital and capital ratios.

^���������
����
����
������
�
	
������������	��
�
����	-
trols. Risk measures for position controls are based on market risk 
sensitivities and counterparty-level credit risk exposures. Market 
risk sensitivities include sensitivities to changes in general market 
risk factors such as equity indices, foreign exchange rates and 
�	
�
�� ��
�!� �	�� �
	������
�� �� ����
����
��*�� ������� ����� ���
changes in an issuer’s credit spread or default risk. We monitor a 
���	�*��	� 	���
�� ��� ����
� ����� ��	����� ���� �
� 5	�
��
	�
Bank and Corporate Center – Group Asset and Liability Manage-
�
	��	��E�	����
��	��2
�����^���������	��������������#�%��	-
terparty measures capture the current and potential future expo-
sure to an individual counterparty taking into account collateral 
and legally enforceable netting agreements. �

Risk concentrations
Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 |����������	�
	����	�
7������
�
�������������	�
is affected by changes in a group of correlated factors, or a group 
of positions are affected by changes in the same risk factor or a 
������ ��� ����
��
�� ������!� �	�� ����� �
� 
7�����
� �����!� �	� �
�
event of large but plausible adverse developments, result in sig-
	�*��	� ����
�#�+�
���
����
�� �	������� �������	�
	����	������
occur include counterparties, industries, legal entities, countries 
or geographical regions, products and businesses. ��

+�
���
	�*����	�����������	�
	����	���
'���
��)����
	!����
potential future developments cannot be accurately predicted 
�	�����������������
��������
����#�5	��

���	�	����
�
���
�
���
� �� ����� ��	�
	����	!� �
� ��	���
�� �� 	���
�� ��� 
�
�
	�!�
both individually and collectively. These elements include the 
shared characteristics of the positions and our counterparties, the 
��"
���� �
�������	�������������������	�!� �
� �
	���������� �
�
position or group of positions to changes in risk factors and the 
volatility and correlations of those factors. Also important in our 
���
���
	�����
���'����������
�����
����
�
��
�������	����
�
traded, and the availability and effectiveness of hedges or other 
potential risk-mitigating factors. The value of a hedging instru-
�
	�����	������������
��	���	
������
�������	��
�	���
��
�!�
and this mismatch is referred to as basis risk.

Risk concentrations are subject to increased oversight by Risk 
%�	�����	����
����
��
�����

���	
���
�
�� �
����������
�
reduced or mitigated depending on the available means to do so. 
It is possible that material losses could occur on asset classes, posi-
tions and hedges, particularly if the correlations that emerge in a 
stressed environment differ markedly from those envisaged by our 
risk models. �

 ➔ Refer to “Credit risk” and “Market risk” in this section for more 

information on the compositions of our portfolios

 ➔ Refer to the “Risk factors” section of this report for more 

information
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Credit risk

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | Main sources of credit risk

 – A substantial portion of our lending exposure arises from our 
/����� ���
���� ����	
��!� ������ ���
��� �������
� ���	�� �	��
mortgage loans secured against residential properties and 
income-producing real estate, and is therefore tied to the 
�
��������
�/�����
��	���#

 – Within the Investment Bank, our credit exposure is predomi-
	�	����	�
��
	�����
#�2��	��	�
�����	������������
�����
�
to concentrated exposure of a temporary nature.  

 – �����
������	��
�
	�����	
��
����	�����
�����
�����
��
lending and mortgage lending.

 – %�
��� ����� ����	� E�	����
� �	�� 2
����� ^�������� �
��
�� ��
derivatives transactions, predominantly carried out on a cash-
�����
����"
�������!��	���
�����"
��������	�#����

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | Overview of measurement, monitoring 
and management techniques

 – %�
��� ����� �����	�� ����� ��	�����	�� ���� �	��������� ���	
�-
parties is measured according to our estimates of probability of 
default, exposure at default and loss given default. Limits are 
established for individual counterparties and groups of related 
���	
�����
�����
��	����	��	���	�����
��������������
���
as settlement amounts. Risk control authorities are approved 
by the Board of Directors and are delegated to the Group Chief 
X7
����
���*�
�!�:�����%��
���������*�
���	���������	���%��
��
����� ��*�
��� ���
�� �	� ����� 
7�����
� ����	�� �	�� �	
�	���
credit rating.

 – Limits apply not only to the current outstanding amount, but 
also to contingent commitments and the potential future 
exposure of traded products.

 – For the Investment Bank, our monitoring, measurement and 
���������
���������	�����
���
�

	�
7�����
���	
	�
����
�
��
���������������
��	�������
7�����
����	�����
�������
are intended to be held for a short term, pending distribution 
����������	��
���
��������
7�����
��#

 – We also use models to derive portfolio credit risk measures of 

7�
�
������!����������������	����
�����������
�:��������
�
and business division levels and establish portfolio level limits 
at these levels.

 – Credit risk concentrations can arise if clients are engaged in 
similar activities, are located in the same geographical region 
or have comparable economic characteristics, for example, if 
�
�������������

���	���������������	���������
�����������
affected by changes in economic, political or other conditions. 
+����������
����������	�
	����	�!��
�
���������������	��;����
operational controls that constrain risk concentrations at port-
�������	��������������� �
�
��������
��������
����
7�����
!�
���	���������	����
��*���������
7�����
�#����

(�������������������������'�����4�&"�5����+

Maximum exposure to credit risk
Audited | EDTF |�+�
����
���	��
��������	�����
��������
��
�:����z��
��7�����
7�����
�����
��������������������*	�	������	����
	�
and the respective collateral and other credit enhancements miti-
���	����
��� ����� ���� �
�
������
�����*	�	����� �	����
	�#�+����
��
������	��������	�
�����5	
�	���	���K�	�	������
����	��/�	-
������ �5K�/�#� +�
���7�����
7�����
� �� ��
��� ����� �	����
�� �
�
������	������	�����*	�	������	����
	���
���	�"
���	��
����-
ance sheet subject to credit risk and the notional amounts for 
off-balance sheet arrangements.

Where information is available, collateral is presented at fair 
value. For other collateral such as real estate, a reasonable alter-
native value is used. Credit enhancements, such as credit deriva-
tive contracts and guarantees, are included at their notional 
amounts. Both are capped at the maximum exposure to credit risk 
�����������
���
��
�����
�����#

K���
���	��	������
���	!��
�������
������
�
	������
������
��
��� ��������
���	����� �	
�	�����	��
�
	� ��
�!������� ��	�
differ in certain respects from the requirements of IFRS. ��

 ➔ Refer to the “UBS Group AG consolidated supplemental 

disclosures required under Basel III Pillar 3 regulations” section 

of this report for more information on the credit exposures used 

in the determination of our required regulatory capital and 

additional information on credit derivatives
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Maximum exposure to credit risk 

31.12.15

Collateral Credit enhancements

CHF billion

Maximum
exposure to

credit risk

Cash
collateral
received

Collateral-
ized by

securities
Secured by
real estate

Other 
collateral1 Netting

Credit
derivative
contracts Guarantees 

Financial assets measured at amortized cost on the 
balance sheet

Balances with central banks 89.8      

Due from banks2 11.9 0.2  0.1

Loans 312.0 13.1 101.0 164.4 15.2 0.4 2.9

Cash collateral on securities borrowed 25.6  25.1    

Reverse repurchase agreements 67.9  62.8  4.6   

Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments3 23.8 12.4

Other assets 20.0 11.1

Total financial assets measured at amortized cost 550.9 13.1 200.1 164.4 19.8 12.4 0.4 3.0

Financial assets measured at fair value on the 
balance sheet

Positive replacement values4 167.4 5.8 142.7

Trading portfolio assets – debt instruments5, 6 29.0

Financial assets designated at fair value – debt instruments7 5.6  3.5  0.1 0.6  

Financial investments available-for-sale – debt instruments7 61.7

Total financial assets measured at fair value 263.7 0.0 9.3 0.0 0.1 142.7 0.6 0.0

Total maximum exposure to credit risk reflected on 
the balance sheet 814.7 13.1 209.4 164.4 19.8 155.2 1.0 3.0

Guarantees8 16.0 1.2 2.1 0.2 1.5 0.1 3.0

Loan commitments8 56.1 1.8 1.7 8.7 6.9 2.0

Forward starting transactions, reverse repurchase and 
securities borrowing agreements 6.6  6.6     

Total maximum exposure to credit risk not reflected 
on the balance sheet 78.6 1.2 10.5 1.9 10.2 0.0 7.0 5.0

Total9 893.3 14.3 220.0 166.3 30.1 155.2 8.1 8.0

Audited | EDTF |

 

��
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Maximum exposure to credit risk (continued)

31.12.14

Maximum
exposure to

credit risk

Collateral Credit enhancements

CHF billion

Cash
collateral
received

Collateral-
ized by

securities
Secured by
real estate

Other 
collateral1 Netting

Credit
derivative
contracts Guarantees 

Financial assets measured at amortized cost on the 
balance sheet

Balances with central banks 102.3       

Due from banks2 13.3  0.2    0.2

Loans 315.8 14.3 94.8 166.1 21.2 0.7 2.6

Cash collateral on securities borrowed 24.1  23.8     

Reverse repurchase agreements 68.4  63.2  4.7   

Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments3 31.0 20.4

Other assets 21.2  12.7    0.0

Total financial assets measured at amortized cost 576.1 14.4 194.7 166.1 25.9 20.4 0.7 2.8

Financial assets measured at fair value on the 
balance sheet

Positive replacement values4 257.0 5.7 223.9

Trading portfolio assets – debt instruments5, 6 31.8

Financial assets designated at fair value – debt instruments7 4.3  3.3  0.1 0.7  

Financial investments available-for-sale – debt instruments7 56.2

Total financial assets measured at fair value 349.4 0.0 9.0 0.0 0.1 223.9 0.7 0.0

Total maximum exposure to credit risk reflected on 
the balance sheet 925.4 14.4 203.6 166.1 26.0 244.2 1.4 2.8

Guarantees8 17.7 1.4 1.7 0.2 1.9 0.8 3.1

Loan commitments8 50.7 0.1 3.8 1.9 9.2 8.5 1.6

Forward starting transactions, reverse repurchase and 
securities borrowing agreements 10.4 10.4

Total maximum exposure to credit risk not reflected 
on the balance sheet 78.8 1.4 16.0 2.1 11.1 0.0 9.3 4.7

Total9 1,004.2 15.8 219.6 168.2 37.1 244.2 10.7 7.5

1 Includes but not limited to life insurance contracts, inventory, accounts receivable, mortgage loans, patents, and copyrights. 2 Due from banks includes amounts held with third-party banks on behalf of clients. The 
credit risk associated with these balances may be borne by those clients. 3 Included within cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments are margin balances due from exchanges or clearing houses. Some of 
these margin balances reflect amounts transferred on behalf of clients who retain the associated credit risk. The amount shown in the netting column represents the netting potential not recognized in the balance sheet. 
Refer to “Note 26 Offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities” for more information. 4 The amount shown in the netting column represents the netting potential not recognized in the balance sheet. Refer to 
“Note 26 Offsetting financial assets and financial liabilities” in the “Consolidated financial statements” section of this report for more information. 5 These positions are generally managed under the market risk frame-
work and are included in VaR. For the purpose of this disclosure, collateral and credit enhancements were not considered. 6 Does not include debt instruments held for unit-linked investment contracts and investment 
fund units. 7 Does not include investment fund units. 8 The amount shown in the “Guarantees” column largely relates to sub-participations. Refer to the “Off-balance sheet” section in this report for more informa-
tion. 9 As of 31 December 2015, total maximum exposure to credit risk for UBS AG (consolidated) was CHF 0.7 billion higher than for UBS Group, all related to unsecured “Loans”.  As of 31 December 2014, total 
maximum exposure to credit risk for UBS AG (consolidated) was CHF 0.3 billion higher than for UBS Group, of which CHF 0.2 billion related to unsecured “Loans” and CHF 0.1 billion related to unsecured “Other assets.”

��
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Audited | EDTF |

Financial assets subject to credit risk by rating category

CHF billion 31.12.15

Rating category1 0–1 2–3 4–5 6–8 9–13 defaulted Total

Balances with central banks 87.9 1.3 0.6  89.8

Due from banks 1.3 8.8 1.1 0.7  11.9

Loans 31.9 132.1 67.5 61.4 17.7 1.4 312.0

Cash collateral on securities borrowed and reverse repurchase agreements 21.7 40.2 20.1 11.2 0.4  93.5

Positive replacement values 20.7 116.9 23.2 5.9 0.7 167.4

Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments 8.4 10.2 4.7 0.4 0.1  23.8

Trading portfolio assets – debt instruments2 14.2 8.6 3.1 1.9 1.2 29.0

Financial investments available-for-sale – debt instruments3 52.4 9.2  61.7

Other financial instruments4 0.3 2.7 8.6 11.0 2.7 0.4 25.6

Guarantees, commitments and forward starting transactions

Guarantees 2.2 7.1 3.6 2.2 0.7 0.3 16.0

Loan commitments 1.8 22.4 19.6 6.1 6.2 0.0 56.1

Forward starting reverse repurchase agreements  6.5 0.0   6.6

Forward starting securities borrowing agreements      0.0

Total5 242.6 366.0 152.1 100.8 29.6 2.2 893.3

CHF billion 31.12.14

Rating category1 0–1 2–3 4–5 6–8 9–13 defaulted Total

Balances with central banks 102.0 0.3    102.3

Due from banks 1.5 8.3 2.9 0.5 0.1  13.3

Loans 29.1 140.0 61.2 66.6 17.8 1.2 315.8

Cash collateral on securities borrowed and reverse repurchase agreements 1.9 66.2 11.7 11.4 1.2  92.5

Positive replacement values 18.7 203.1 26.3 7.8 0.8 0.3 257.0

Cash collateral receivables on derivative instruments 4.8 20.5 5.0 0.7  31.0

Trading portfolio assets – debt instruments2 12.2 10.9 3.5 2.6 2.6 31.8

Financial investments available-for-sale – debt instruments3 46.5 9.6 0.1  56.2

Other financial instruments4 0.1 3.8 8.5 13.0 0.1 0.1 25.6

Guarantees, commitments and forward starting transactions
Guarantees 2.8 7.5 3.3 3.1 0.7 0.2 17.7

Loan commitments 1.3 28.7 8.1 6.4 6.4 50.7

Forward starting reverse repurchase agreements  9.8 0.5   10.3

Forward starting securities borrowing agreements  0.1     0.1

Total5 220.9 508.6 131.1 112.0 29.6 2.0 1,004.2
1 Refer to the “Internal UBS rating scale and mapping of external ratings” table in this section for more information on rating categories. 2 Does not include debt instruments held for unit-linked investment contracts 
and investment fund units. 3 Does not include investment fund units. 4 Comprised of financial assets designated at fair value – debt instruments (excluding investment fund units) and other assets. 5 As of 
31 December 2015, total financial assets subject to credit risk for UBS AG (consolidated) was CHF 0.7 billion higher than for UBS Group, all related to “Loans” in rating categories 4–5.  As of 31 December 2014, total 
financial assets subject to credit risk for UBS AG (consolidated) was CHF 0.3 billion higher than for UBS Group, of which CHF 0.2 billion related to “Loans” and CHF 0.1 billion related to “Other assets,” all in rating cat-
egories 6–8. ��
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&������������������������

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 |�+�
��������	�����
�������������
��*	�	�����
instruments, comprising loans, guarantees and loan commit-
�
	�!� �	�� �
�����
�� *	�	��	�� ��	�����	�#� :����� ������
��
*	�	������	����
	���	��
��
�������������%JK�M#N�������	���%JK�
1.5 billion as of 31 December 2015. After deducting the esti-
��
����'������	�����

�����������
�����	����
��*��������	�
��
�	����������	�!�	
� ������
��*	�	����� �	����
	������%JK�M#_�
������	�������LN�4
�
��
��HMNP�������
������%JK�M#P�������	���
the end of the prior year.

+�
� ���
��	� �
�	
7����
�������
������
�����	�������
-
�
	���	��
���
��*���	������
���
�������	�
���	����������	������
������
��*	�	������	����
	�#����

 ➔ Refer to the “Investment Bank, Non-Core and Legacy Portfolio, 

and Group ALM: distribution of net OTC derivatives and SFT 

exposure across internal UBS ratings and loss given default 

(LGD) buckets” table in this section for OTC derivative exposures 

in the Investment Bank and Non-core and Legacy Portfolio which 

are rated at level 13 or in default according to our internal rating 

scale

&��������������������������������

CHF million
Gross impaired

financial instruments Allowances and provisions1
Estimated liquidation
proceeds of collateral2

Net impaired
financial instruments

31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Loans (including due from banks) 1,226 1,204 (692) (708) (163) (180) 371 316

Guarantees and loan commitments 292 187 (35) (23) (4) (1) 252 162

Defaulted securities financing transactions 5 (4) (1) 0

Total impaired financial instruments 1,518 1,396 (727) (735) (168) (182) 623 479

1 Includes CHF 6 million in collective loan loss allowances (31 December 2014: CHF 8 million). 2 Does not include oil and gas reserves related to reserve-based lending.
 

&����������������������������$��$�����������$��

CHF million
Impaired financial 

instruments

Specific
allowances and

provisions

Impaired financial 
instruments net of 

specific allowances 
and provisions

Collective
allowances

Total allowances 
and provisions 

31.12.15

Total allowances 
and provisions 

31.12.14

Asia Pacific 92 (58) 34 0 (58) (38)

Latin America 29 (21) 9 0 (21) (19)

Middle East and Africa 12 (6) 6 0 (6) (22)

North America 229 (107) 123 (2) (108) (50)

Switzerland 924 (364) 559 (4) (369) (411)

Rest of Europe 231 (165) 66 0 (165) (194)

Total 31.12.15 1,518 (721) 797 (6) (727)

Total 31.12.14 1,396 (727) 668 (8) (735)

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 |

EDTF | Pillar 3 |
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&�����������������������������)���������$���

CHF million
Impaired financial 

instruments

Specific
allowances and

provisions
Collective

allowances

Total allowances 
and provisions 

31.12.15

Write-offs for the 
year ended 

31.12.15

Total allowances 
and provisions 

31.12.142

Sovereigns 12 (14) 0 (14) (1) (14)

Banks 7 (6) 0 (6) 0 (15)

Corporates 1,236 (589) (589) (136) (609)

Central Counterparties 0 0 0 0 0 0

Retail

Residential mortgages 125 (40) 0 (40) 0 (39)

Lombard lending 63 (47) 0 (47) (2) (19)

Qualifying revolving other retail exposures 24 (17) 0 (17) (24) (16)

Other retail 51 (9) (9) (2) (15)

Non allocated segment1 0 (6) (6) 0 (8)

Total 31.12.15 1,518 (721) (6) (727) (164)

Total 31.12.14 1,396 (727) (8) (154) (735)

1 With the exception of Wealth Management Americas Lombard lending, collective loan loss allowances are not allocated to individual counterparties. 2 Following improvements in data sourcing, the allocation to the 
exposure segments for 31 December 2014 have been restated to ensure comparability with the figures as of 31 December 2015.

Changes in allowances and provisions

CHF million

Specific allowances and pro-
visions for banking products 

and securities financing Collective allowances
For the year ended 

31.12.15
For the year ended 

31.12.14

Balance at the beginning of the year 727 8 735 750

Write-offs / usage of provisions (162) (2) (164) (154)

Recoveries 48 0 48 29

Increase / (decrease) recognized in the income statement 117 0 117 78

Foreign currency translation (11) 0 (11) 21

Other 2 0 2 11

Balance at the end of the year 721 6 727 735

EDTF | Pillar 3 |

��

EDTF | Pillar 3 |
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Impaired loans
EDTF | Pillar 3 |� :����� ������
�� ���	�� ��	�����	�� ��
� ����� ��	����
increased slightly to CHF 1,226 million as of 31 December 2015 
from CHF 1,204 million at the end of the prior year. The majority 
�������
7�����
��
��
�������	���	�����/��������
��������	
��!�
��������������
(
���	
���������
	���
��
�����
	��	�����
�
energy sector in the Investment Bank. The ratio of impaired loans 
to total loans remained unchanged at 0.4%.

Audited | As of 31 December 2015, collateral held against our 
impaired loan exposure mainly consisted of real estate and securi-
ties. It is our policy to dispose of foreclosed real estate as soon as 
practicable. The carrying amount of foreclosed property recorded 
in our balance sheet under Other assets at the end of 2015 and 
2014 amounted to CHF 44 million and CHF 43 million, respec-
��
��#��
��

������'����
������
�����
����	��
���������*	�	�����

assets expeditiously and at prices considered fair. This may require 
������������
����
������������	������	!���
�
��
���
�����
���!��
	��	�����
������'������	#��

/�
��*�� �	�� ����
���
� ������	�
�� �	�� ��������	�� ���� ��
���
losses decreased slightly by CHF 8 million to CHF 727 million as of 
LN�4
�
��
��HMNP#�+�����	����
������
���
����	������������	�
��
of CHF 6 million, a reduction of CHF 2 million from the prior year.

+�
�$2����������� �������&� ���
��
����������
�� ��*�
��
���
history of our credit loss experience for loans (including due from 
��	�����
����
�������������
���	��	�	��
������	�����	�#���

 ➔ Refer to “Policies for past due, non-performing and impaired 

claims” in this section, and to “Note 10 Due from banks and 

loans (held at amortized cost)” and “Note 12 Allowances and 

�����������������������������������	(������������������

statements” section of this report for more information

Loss history statistics

CHF million, except where indicated 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.13 31.12.12 31.12.11

Due from banks and loans (gross) 324,594 329,800 301,601 301,849 290,664

Impaired loans (including due from banks) 1,226 1,204 1,241 1,606 2,155

Non-performing loans (including due from banks) 1,630 1,602 1,582 1,516 1,529

Allowances and provisions for credit losses1, 2 727 735 750 794 938

of which: allowances for due from banks and loans1 692 708 686 728 842

Net write-offs3 116 124 83 250 450

of which: net write-offs for due from banks and loans 116 124 83 250 413

Credit loss (expense) / recovery4 (117) (78) (50) (118) (84)

of which: credit loss (expense) / recovery for due from banks and loans (117) (78) (50) (134) (126)

Ratios

Impaired loans as a percentage of due from banks and loans (gross) 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.7

Non-performing loans as a percentage of due from banks and loans (gross) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Allowances as a percentage of due from banks and loans (gross) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3

Net write-offs as a percentage of average due from banks and loans (gross) 
outstanding during the period 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

1 Includes collective loan loss allowances. 2 Includes provisions for loan commitments and allowances for securities financing transactions. 3 Includes net write-offs for loan commitments and securities financing 
transactions. 4 Includes credit loss (expense) / recovery for loan commitments and securities financing transactions.

EDTF |
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Allowances and provisions for credit losses1

IFRS exposure, gross2 Impaired exposure, gross
Estimated liquidation
proceeds of collateral3

Allowances and provisions 
for credit losses4 Impairment ratio (%)

CHF million, except where indicated 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Group

Balances with central banks 89,776 102,303

Due from banks 11,951 13,347 1 11 3 13 0.0 0.1

Loans 312,643 316,452 1,225 1,192 163 180 689 695 0.4 0.4

Guarantees 16,019 17,694 256 180 4 1 32 23 1.6 1.0

Loan commitments 56,067 50,688 36 7   3 0.1 0.0

Total  486,4565  500,4835 1,518 1,391 168 181 727 731 0.3 0.3

Wealth Management

Balances with central banks 1,344 320

Due from banks 1,107 1,326

Loans 105,167 112,701 109 81 19 3 89 70 0.1 0.1

Guarantees 2,267 2,021 1 1

Loan commitments 1,270 1,960

Total 111,155 118,328 109 81 19 3 90 70 0.1 0.1

Wealth Management Americas

Balances with central banks 0 0

Due from banks 1,899 2,074

Loans 48,754 44,356 29 26 28 27 0.1 0.1

Guarantees 747 756

Loan commitments 279 293

Total 51,678 47,480 29 26 0 0 28 27 0.1 0.1

Personal & Corporate Banking

Balances with central banks 0 0

Due from banks 1,493 1,773 1 11 3 13 0.1 0.6

Loans 135,616 137,417 870 1,035 144 176 496 568 0.6 0.8

Guarantees 7,900 8,670 255 180 4 1 31 23 3.2 2.1

Loan commitments 8,463 8,352 20 5 0.2 0.1

Total 153,473 156,211 1,146 1,231 149 178 530 603 0.7 0.8

Asset Management

Balances with central banks 0 0

Due from banks 433 566

Loans 11 364

Guarantees 0 0

Loan commitments 0 0

Total 443 930 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

Investment Bank

Balances with central banks 345 76

Due from banks 4,177 4,505

Loans 13,088 12,033 202 38 62 24 1.5 0.3

Guarantees 4,958 5,902   1 0.0

Loan commitments 44,648 36,333 15 2   3 0.0 0.0

Total 67,217 58,848 219 41 0 0 65 24 0.3 0.1

EDTF | Pillar 3 |
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Allowances and provisions for credit losses (continued)

IFRS exposure, gross2 Impaired exposure, gross
Estimated liquidation
proceeds of collateral3

Allowances and provisions 
for credit losses4 Impairment ratio (%)

CHF million, except where indicated 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

CC – Services

Balances with central banks 0 0

Due from banks 576 413

Loans 36 31 0 0

Guarantees 11 11

Loan commitments 0 0

Total 623 454 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

CC – Group ALM

Balances with central banks 88,087 101,907

Due from banks 2,210 2,563

Loans 6,788 5,291

Guarantees 0 0

Loan commitments 0 0

Total 97,086 109,761 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0

CC – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio

Balances with central banks 0 0

Due from banks 56 127

Loans 3,183 4,260   15 12 14 6 0.5 0.3

Guarantees 137 335

Loan commitments 1,406 3,750

Total 4,782 8,471 15 12 0 0 14 6 0.3 0.1

1 Excludes allowances for securities financing transactions (31 December 2015: CHF 0 million, 31 December 2014: CHF 4 million). 2 The measurement requirements of IFRS differ in certain respects from our internal 
management view of credit risk. 3 Does not include oil and gas reserves related to reserve-based lending. 4 Includes CHF 6 million (31 December 2014: CHF 8 million) in collective loan loss allowances for credit 
losses. 5 As of 31 December 2015, total IFRS exposure of UBS AG (consolidated) was CHF 0.7 billion higher than the exposure of UBS Group, related to receivables of UBS AG and UBS Switzerland AG against UBS 
Group AG.       

Development of individually impaired loans (including due from banks)

For the year ended

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Balance at the beginning of the year 1,204 1,241

New impaired loans 465 388

Increase in existing impaired loans 71 124

Repayments / sales / upgrades (354) (403)

Write-offs (162)1 (154)

Foreign currency translations and other adjustments 2 6

Balance at the end of the year 1,226 1,204

1 Does not include CHF 2 million in write-offs charged directly to collective loan loss allowances.

��
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Past due but not impaired loans

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

1–10 days 141 92

11–30 days 69 74

31–60 days 37 18

61–90 days 16 9

>90 days 663 769

of which: mortgage loans 529 646

Total 927 961

Past due but not impaired mortgage loans

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Total
mortgage loans

of which:
past due > 90 days

but not impaired
Total

mortgage loans

of which:
past due > 90 days

but not impaired

Total 153,044 529 154,689 646

Past due but not impaired loans

EDTF | Pillar 3 |�+�
����
��
��������������
�����	�����������	����-
�	�
����
�
�����
	�����
��

	�����
�!�����������
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��	���
��������
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�
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��������
����������	����
�
under the contractual terms of the loans or the equivalent value 
from liquidation of collateral. The loan balances in the table arise 
��
����	�	��� ����	� ^
���	��� �� %������
� 0�	��	�!� ��
�
�
delayed payments are routinely observed and, to a lesser extent, 
Wealth Management.

+�
�����	����������
����	��������
��������
����	������
	�� ���	�*��	� ������
������ �
���
����� ��"
���� �
�������
�
portfolio. ��

 ➔ Refer to “Policies for past due, non-performing and impaired 

�������������������������	=����>�5������������$������

�������$�����������������	(�����������������������������

section of this report for more information on our impairment 

policies

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 |
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(�������������������������'�����4�&��������������+

EDTF | The exposures detailed in this section are based on our inter-
	��� ��	��
�
	� ��
�� ��� ��
��� ����� ������ ����
��� �	� �
���	�
respects from the measurement requirements of IFRS.

5	
�	����!��
���
����"
���
��������
7�����
���	�����������
categories: banking products and traded products. Banking prod-
�����������
�����	����	�!��	����	������	

���	�����	����-
���
	�!� ��
� ����� ��	��� �	�� ����	�
�� ���� �
	���� ��	��#�
+���
�� �������� �������
� ��
���
����	
�� ��+%�� �
������
�!�

7���	�
����
���
������
���X+4���	���
�����
��*	�	��	����	�-
����	���/K+��!��������
������
�����
���������	���	���
	��	���	��
repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements. �

Banking products

EDTF |� +�
� ��
�����	�� ��� ���� ��	��	�� ������� 
7�����
�� ��
�
����	��
���
��	����
��������	�
���	����������	��������
�������
��
and related single-name credit hedges. The effect of portfolio 
�
��
�!����������	�
7�%4/�!����	���
(
�
�#�:����	

���	�����	�
������
	�� ��
� ����	� �	� �� 	���	��� �����!� ������ ������	��
credit conversion factors.

Total gross banking products exposure decreased to CHF 485 
������	�������LN�4
�
��
��HMNP�������
������%JK�~���������	���
�
�
	�����HMN~!����	�����
����
��
��
���	�����	�
�������
	����
banks in Corporate Center – Group ALM, partly offset by an 
�	��
��
��	����	��	�
�����	��
7�����
����
�
	������
��
����	�
the Investment Bank. �

Banking products exposure by business division and Corporate Center unit

31.12.15

CHF million

Wealth
Manage-

ment

Wealth
Manage-

ment
Americas

Personal &
Corporate

Banking

Asset
Manage-

ment
Investment

Bank
CC –

Services
CC –

Group ALM

CC –
Non-core

and Legacy
Portfolio Group

Balances with central banks 1,344 0 0 0 345 0 88,087 0 89,776

Due from banks 1,107 1,899 1,493 433 9,544 576 2,210 35 17,297

Loans1 105,167 48,754 135,616 11 15,464 36 6,788 100 311,937

Guarantees 2,267 747 7,900 0 5,607 11 0 84 16,616

Loan commitments 1,270 279 8,463 0 37,867 0 0 1,472 49,352

Banking products exposure2 111,155 51,678 153,473 443 68,828 623 97,086 1,692  484,9783

Banking products exposure, net4 111,065 51,650 152,943 443 61,207 623 97,086 1,180 476,196

31.12.14

CHF million
Wealth

Management

Wealth
Management

Americas

Personal &
Corporate

Banking
Asset

Management
Investment

Bank
CC –

Services
CC –

Group ALM

CC –
Non-core

and Legacy
Portfolio Group

Balances with central banks 320 0 0 0 76 0 101,907 0 102,303

Due from banks 1,326 2,074 1,773 566 9,272 413 2,563 137 18,123

Loans1 112,701 44,356 137,417 364 15,688 31 5,291 199 316,046

Guarantees 2,021 756 8,670 0 6,501 11 0 234 18,193

Loan commitments 1,960 293 8,352 0 28,308 0 0 3,454 42,367

Banking products exposure2 118,328 47,480 156,211 930 59,845 454 109,761 4,024  497,0333

Banking products exposure, net4 118,257 47,453 155,608 930 50,986 454 109,761 2,622 486,071

1 Does not include reclassified securities and similar acquired securities in our CC – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio. 2 Excludes loans designated at fair value. 3 As of 31 December 2015, total banking products expo-
sure of UBS AG (consolidated) was CHF 0.7 billion higher than the exposure of UBS Group, related to receivables of UBS AG and UBS Switzerland AG against UBS Group AG. 4 Net of allowances, provisions, and hedges.       
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Wealth Management
EDTF |�:�������	��	���������� 
7�����
�����	��
����=�	��
-
ment decreased to CHF 111 billion as of 31 December 2015 com-
���
������%JK�NN}�������	�������LN�4
�
��
��HMN~!�������
�������
client deleveraging in the Lombard book and due to a CHF 2 bil-
���	���������/���������
���
������	��
�
	�������
�
7��-
sure to Personal & Corporate Banking.

Our Wealth Management loan portfolio is mainly secured by 
�
�����
�!��
���
	��������
����	��������������	
���	��
�$�
����
=�	��
�
	�� ���	� ��������!� �����&� ���
� �
���#� =��� ��� �
�
���	���
���
������
�����
���
�
���������'�����!������P����
��
investment grade as of 31 December 2015, based on our internal 
ratings, unchanged from 31 December 2014.

The portfolio of mortgage loans secured by properties outside 
/��"
���	���	��
��
����%JK�_#M�������	�������LN�4
�
��
��HMNP�
from CHF 5.8 billion at the end of the prior year. The overall qual-
��������������������
���	
������!������	���
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�
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Wealth Management Americas
EDTF |�:�������	��	���������� 
7�����
�����	��
����=�	��
-
ment Americas increased to CHF 52 billion as of 31 December 
2015 from CHF 47 billion as of 31 December 2014, driven by 
increased loan origination. This exposure largely relates to loans 
secured by securities and residential mortgage loans.
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ment grade as of 31 December 2015, based on our internal rat-
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2014. 

The mortgage loan portfolio consists primarily of residential 
mortgages offered in the US. Gross exposure increased to CHF 8.4 
billion as of 31 December 2015 from CHF 7.6 billion at the end of 
the prior year. The overall quality of this portfolio remained high 
�����	���
���
�2+�����P}�!��	���	�
�������HMN~!��	���
����
�
experienced negligible credit losses since the inception of the 
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�
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The amount of impaired loans increased to CHF 29 million as 
of 31 December 2015 from CHF 26 million at the end of the prior 
�
��!������������ �
� �������
	� �
���	�� �� �
�����
������
��
���	� �������
�� �����
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�� ��� ^�
��� ����� ��	������� �
�����
��
and related funds.�

Wealth Management: loan portfolio, gross

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF million % CHF million %

Secured by residential property 34,004 32.3 36,018 32.0

Secured by commercial / industrial property 1,998 1.9 2,205 2.0

Secured by cash 11,859 11.3 13,354 11.8

Secured by securities 50,123 47.7 49,464 43.9

Secured by guarantees and other collateral 6,851 6.5 11,147 9.9

Unsecured loans 333 0.3 514 0.5

Total loans, gross 105,167 100.0 112,701 100.0

Total loans, net of allowances 105,078 112,631

Wealth Management Americas: loan portfolio, gross

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF million % CHF million %

Secured by residential property 8,378 17.2 7,558 17.0

Secured by commercial / industrial property 0 0.0 0 0.0

Secured by cash 1,020 2.1 796 1.8

Secured by securities 37,092 76.1 33,983 76.6

Secured by guarantees and other collateral 1,959 4.0 1,746 3.9

Unsecured loans 305 0.6 274 0.6

Total loans, gross 48,754 100.0 44,356 100.0

Total loans, net of allowances 48,726 44,329
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Personal & Corporate Banking
EDTF | As of 31 December 2015, gross banking products exposure 
����	� ^
���	��� �� %������
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banking products exposure also decreased by CHF 3 billion to CHF 
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decreased slightly by CHF 2 billion to CHF 136 billion. At year-end 
HMNP!� �~�� ��� ���� ��������� ���� �
���
�� ��� �����
���!� ���	���
residential and commercial property. Of the total unsecured 
����	!� __�� �
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�� �� ����� (������
�� �
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�
counterparties and 18% related to lending to public authorities.  
Based on our internal ratings, 52% of the unsecured loan portfo-
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originating from our Wealth Management business, is discussed 
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25.5 billion as of 31 December 2014, consists of loans, guaran-
tees and loan commitments to multinational and domestic coun-
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increase in the level of credit loss expenses in future periods.

The delinquency ratio, being the ratio of past due but not 
������
�� ���	�� �� ���� ���	�!�����M#������� �
��������
� ���	�

��������� ��� ��� LN� 4
�
��
�� HMNP� ������
�� ���� M#_�� ��� ���
31 December 2014. �

 ➔ Refer to “Credit risk models” in this section for more information 

on LGD, rating grades and rating agency mappings

EDTF | Our mortgage loan portfolio secured by residential and 
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��
loan portfolio. These mortgage loans, totaling CHF 138 billion as 
of 31 December 2015, mainly originate from Personal & Corpo-
rate Banking, but also include mortgage loans originating from 
Wealth Management. As of 31 December 2015, the majority of 
these mortgage loans, CHF 124 billion related to residential prop-
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real estate collateral even if the value assigned to that collateral 
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less-than-30% bucket, CHF 20 billion in the 31–50% bucket, CHF 
10 billion in the 51–60% bucket, CHF 10 billion in the 61–70% 
bucket and CHF 5 billion in the 71–80% bucket. �

Personal & Corporate Banking: loan portfolio, gross

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF million % CHF million %

Secured by residential property 100,181 73.9 99,839 72.7

Secured by commercial / industrial property 19,641 14.5 20,202 14.7

Secured by cash 242 0.2 163 0.1

Secured by securities 693 0.5 794 0.6

Secured by guarantees and other collateral 6,607 4.9 6,884 5.0

Unsecured loans 8,252 6.1 9,536 6.9

Total loans, gross 135,616 100.0 137,417 100.0

Total loans, net of allowances 135,120 136,848
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Personal & Corporate Banking: distribution of banking products exposure across internal UBS ratings
and loss given default (LGD) buckets

CHF million, except where indicated 31.12.15 31.12.142

Exposure

LGD buckets Weighted
average
LGD (%) Exposure

Weighted
average

LGD (%)Internal UBS rating1 0–25% 26–50% 51–75% 76–100%

Investment grade 98,283 83,011 13,163 1,945 164 16 97,763 16

Sub-investment grade 55,190 44,298 9,531 1,312 50 18 58,448 18

��������	�
�� 48,543 40,012 7,450 1,074 7 17 52,254 17

��������	���� 4,628 4,133 414 39 42 14 4,156 14

of which: 13 and defaulted 2,019 153 1,667 199 38 2,038 38

Total exposure before deduction of allowances and provisions 153,473 127,309 22,693 3,257 214 17 156,211 17

Less: allowances and provisions (530) (603)

Net banking products exposure 152,943 155,608

1 The ratings of the major credit rating agencies, and their mapping to our internal rating scale, are shown in the “Internal UBS rating scale and mapping of external ratings” table in the “Credit risk models” section of 
this report. 2 Following improvements in data sourcing, the rating split and weighted average LGD for 31 December 2014 have been restated to ensure comparability with the figures as of 31 December 2015.

Personal & Corporate Banking: unsecured loans by industry sector

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF million % CHF million %

Construction 113 1.4 113 1.2

Financial institutions 1,203 14.6 916 9.6

Hotels and restaurants 69 0.8 54 0.6

Manufacturing 1,204 14.6 1,627 17.1

Private households 1,313 15.9 1,306 13.7

Public authorities 1,461 17.7 1,906 20.0

Real estate and rentals 120 1.5 572 6.0

Retail and wholesale 1,181 14.3 1,732 18.2

Services 1,405 17.0 1,184 12.4

Other 183 2.2 125 1.3

Net exposure 8,252 100 9,536 100.0

Swiss mortgages: distribution of net exposure at default (EAD) across exposure segments
and loan-to-value (LTV) buckets

CHF billion, except where indicated 31.12.15 31.12.14

LTV buckets

Exposure segment QYZ[ 31–50% 51–60% 61–70% 71–80% 81–100% >100% Total Total

Residential mortgages

Net EAD 69.9 30.6 8.1 3.8 1.2 0.2 0.0 113.8 115.2

as a % of row total 61 27 7 3 1 0 0 100

Income-producing real estate (IPRE)

Net EAD 11.5 5.0 1.4 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.0 19.0 19.9

as a % of row total 61 26 8 4 1 0 0 100

Corporates

Net EAD 4.7 2.0 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 7.9 8.2

as a % of row total 60 26 7 3 2 1 1 100

Other segments

Net EAD 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.1

as a % of row total 68 20 5 3 2 1 0 100

Mortgage-covered exposure

Net EAD 86.8 37.9 10.1 4.8 1.6 0.3 0.1 141.6 144.4

as a % of total 61 27 7 3 1 0 0 100

Mortgage-covered exposure 31.12.14

Net EAD 86.7 39.3 10.9 5.3 1.7 0.4 0.1 144.4

as a % of total 60 27 8 4 1 0 0 100
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Asset Management
:�������	��	����������
7�����
�����	����
�=�	��
�
	�����
less than CHF 1 billion as of 31 December 2015.

Investment Bank
EDTF | The Investment Bank’s lending activities are largely associ-
�
�� ���� �������
�� �	�� 	�	���	�� *	�	����� �	�����	�#� +�
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The gross banking products exposure of the Investment Bank 
increased to CHF 69 billion as of 31 December 2015 compared 
���� %JK� _M� ������	� ��� ��� LN� 4
�
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�� HMN~#� +�
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investment grade and driven by strategic mergers and acquisi-
tions. While distribution of these investment grade exposures has 
been sound, conditions in the sub-investment grade markets have 
�
���	
�������
	��	�!������������
����
����
���
�������
�	��
been distributed as planned, leading to a buildup in the level of 
our exposures intended for syndication. These exposures are clas-
��*
������
��� ���� ����	�!����� ����� ����
�� �
(
��	�� �
�����
�
conditions at the end of the year.

The Investment Bank actively manages the credit risk of this 
portfolio and, as of 31 December 2015, held CHF 7.6 billion of 
��	��
�	��
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������������%4/����
��
������	�����
7��-
sures to corporates and other non-banks, a decrease of CHF 1.3 
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held CHF 276 million of loss protection from the subordinated 
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tral banks and the vast majority of due from banks, and after 
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as of 31 December 2015 from CHF 42.9 billion at the end of 
2014, driven by the aforementioned higher level of loan under-
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our internal ratings, 63% of the Investment Bank’s net banking 
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ment Bank’s net banking products exposure had estimated LGD 
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exposures to certain counterparties in the energy sector currently 
carry more risk than in prior periods. As of 31 December 2015 
our total net banking products exposure to the oil and gas sector, 
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energy prices, because revenues for transportation are largely fee 
or volume based. Less than CHF 0.5 billion of this midstream 
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ing-related exposure totaled CHF 0.8 billion, predominantly in 
asset-based lending. Our exposure to the integrated sub-sector 
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investment grade. The exposure to the services & supply sub-
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prices, as revenues are driven by the level of exploration and pro-
duction activity and as security is typically equipment that has 
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Using an assumed average oil price of USD 25 per barrel 
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additional credit loss expense of approximately CHF 100 million. 
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things, the estimated effect of the decline in the value of oil and 
gas reserves pledged in support of reserve-based loans in the 
exploration and production segment, assumed higher default 
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account any broader macroeconomic effects of a prolonged 
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rect effects. All of these factors may result in actual losses being 
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certainty over the timing of recognition of actual losses. 
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CHF 40 million as of 31 December 2015. A sustained period of 
depressed energy prices could result in an increased credit loss 
expense for this sub-segment of our portfolio in future periods. �

 ➔ Refer to “Credit risk models” in this section for more information 

on LGD, rating grades and rating agency mappings
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Investment Bank: distribution of net banking products exposure, across internal UBS ratings and loss given default 
(LGD) buckets

CHF million, except where indicated 31.12.15 31.12.14

Exposure

LGD buckets Weighted
average
LGD (%) Exposure

Weighted
average

LGD (%)Internal UBS rating1 0–25% 26–50% 51–75% 76–100%

Investment grade 33,465 7,136 14,632 8,288 3,409 49 25,177 44

Sub-investment grade 19,548 12,814 5,234 506 994 22 17,713 19

��������	�
�� 13,365 9,698 2,753 486 427 20 11,951 19

��������	���� 5,949 2,941 2,428 20 561 27 5,647 21

of which: 13 and defaulted 234 175 53  0 6 14 115 23

Net banking products exposure, after application 
of credit hedges 53,014 19,950 19,866 8,794 4,404 39 42,890 34

1 The ratings of the major credit rating agencies, and their mapping to our internal rating scale, are shown in the “Internal UBS rating scale and mapping of external ratings“ table in the “Credit risk models“ section of 
this report.        

EDTF |

�

Investment Bank: banking products1

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Total exposure, before deduction of allowances, provisions and hedges 60,628 51,744

Less: allowances, provisions (59) (19)

Less: credit protection bought (credit default swaps, notional)2 (7,555) (8,835)

Net exposure after allowances, provisions and hedges 53,014 42,890

1 Internal risk view, excludes balances with central banks, internal risk adjustments and the vast majority of due from banks exposures. 2 The effects of portfolio hedges, such as index credit default swaps (CDSs), and 
of loss protection from the subordinated tranches of structured credit protection are not reflected in this table.     
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Investment Bank: net banking products exposure by geographical region

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF million % CHF million %

Asia Pacific 2,168 4.1 1,864 4.3

Latin America 132 0.2 210 0.5

Middle East and Africa 27 0.1 84 0.2

North America 44,419 83.8 34,495 80.4

Switzerland 163 0.3 214 0.5

Rest of Europe 6,103 11.5 6,024 14.0

Net exposure 53,014 100.0 42,890 100.0

Investment Bank: net banking products exposure by industry sector

31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF million % CHF million %

Banks 2,468 4.7 2,272 5.3

Chemicals 636 1.2 1,295 3.0

Electricity, gas, water supply 3,173 6.0 2,465 5.7

Financial institutions, excluding banks 19,990 37.7 14,482 33.8

Manufacturing1 6,794 12.8  4,8582 11.3

Mining1 3,331 6.3 6,160 14.4

Public authorities 2,451 4.6  1,3022 3.0

Real estate and construction 4,487 8.5 4,678 10.9

Retail and wholesale 681 1.3 855 2.0

Technology and communications 3,847 7.3 1,838 4.3

Transport and storage1 4,005 7.6  1,5602 3.6

Other 1,150 2.2  1,1262 2.6

Net exposure1 53,014 100.0 42,890 100.0

of which: oil and gas1 5,930 11.2 6,564 15.3

1 As of 31 December 2015, the CHF 5.9 billion Investment Bank net banking product exposure to the oil and gas sector comprised CHF 2.6 billion related to mining, CHF 2.5 billion related to transport and storage and 
CHF 0.8 billion related to manufacturing. As of 31 December 2014, the CHF 6.6 billion Investment Bank net banking products exposure to the oil and gas sector comprised CHF 5.5 billion related to mining, CHF 0.4 bil-
lion related to transport and storage and CHF 0.7 billion related to manufacturing. 2 Prior year numbers were restated to account for enhanced sector granularity.
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Corporate Center – Group Asset and Liability Management
EDTF |�:�������	��	����������
7�����
�����	�%������
�%
	
��
�� :����� ���
� �	�� 2�������� =�	��
�
	� �:����� �2=�!� ������
����
�������������	���		
���	������
������������
�!��
��
��
�����
%JK�NL�������	���%JK����������	#�+������������
	�������
��
��
��	�
����	�
�������
	������	������%JK�N~�������	!�����
�����
����
�
rebalancing of our high-quality, liquid assets managed centrally by 
Group ALM. �

 ➔ Refer to the “Balance sheet” section of this report for more 

information on the development of balances with central banks

%������
�%
	
����E�	����
��	��2
�����^�������
 ➔ Refer to “Corporate Center – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio” in 

the “Financial and operating performance” section of this report 

for more information

Traded products

EDTF |�+���
�����������	����
��+%��
������
��
7�����
�!�����
������
SFT and ETD exposures. Credit risk arising from traded products, 
after the effects of master netting agreements but excluding credit 
valuation adjustments and hedges, decreased by CHF 4 billion to 
CHF 45 billion as of 31 December 2015. OTC derivatives accounted 
����%JK�HH�������	!�
7�����
�������/K+���
�
�%JK�N~�������	!��	��

ETD exposures amounted to CHF 8 billion. OTC derivatives expo-
sures are generally measured as net positive replacement values 
after the application of legally enforceable netting agreements and 
the deduction of cash and marketable securities held as collateral. 
SFT exposures are reported taking into account collateral received, 
and ETD exposures take into account collateral margin calls.

The majority of the traded products exposures, totaling CHF 35 
������	!��
�
�����	��
� 5	�
��
	�0�	�!�E�	�%��
��	��2
�����
^���������	��:������2=#�������!�%JK�M#L�������	������
��
����
counterparties in the energy sector, predominantly rated invest-
ment grade. As counterparty risk for traded products is managed 
�����	
������ �
�
�!�	������
��������
�

	�
7�����
�� �	��
�
5	�
��
	�0�	���	�����
��	�E�	����
��	��2
�����^���������	��
Group ALM is provided. The traded products exposure includes 
OTC derivative exposures of CHF 16 billion in the Investment Bank 
�	��E�	����
��	��2
�����^�������!����
��
��
����%JK�P�������	�
from the prior year, primarily due to our ongoing reduction activ-
����	�E�	����
��	��2
�����^���������	�����
	�����
	��
�����	��
�	� �
� 5	�
��
	�0�	�#� +�
� /K+� 
7�����
�!������� ����
����	���
����	��
�5	�
��
	�0�	���	��:������2=!�����	
����%JK�
N~�������	��	���
�X+4�
7�����
���
�
�%JK�_�������	#�+�
����
���	�
�
��������	�����
��������
����
��	�������	��	��
��+%��
����-
��
���	��/K+�
7�����
����� �
� 5	�
��
	�0�	�!�E�	�%��
��	��
Legacy Portfolio and Group ALM. �

Investment Bank, Non-core and Legacy Portfolio and Group ALM: traded products exposure

CHF million OTC derivatives1 SFT ETD Total Total

31.12.15 31.12.14

Total exposure, before deduction of credit valuation adjustments and hedges 15,502 13,657 6,099 35,258 39,875

Less: credit valuation adjustments and allowances (470) (470) (700)

Less: credit protection bought (credit default swaps, notional) (1,076) (1,076) (998)

Net exposure after credit valuation adjustments, allowances and hedges 13,955 13,657 6,099 33,712 38,177

1 Net replacement value includes the effect of netting agreements (including cash collateral) in accordance with Swiss federal banking law.        
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Investment Bank, Non-Core and Legacy Portfolio, and Group ALM: distribution of net OTC derivatives and  
SFT exposure across internal UBS ratings and loss given default (LGD) buckets

CHF million, except where indicated 31.12.15 31.12.14

Exposure

LGD buckets Weighted
average
LGD (%) Exposure

Weighted
average

LGD (%)Internal UBS rating1 0–25% 26–50% 51–75% 76–100%

Net OTC derivatives exposure

Investment grade 13,176 4,380 7,865 558 373 30 18,040 29

Sub-investment grade 779 63 655 9 53 36 913 38

��������	�
�� 343 31 252 8 51 48 445 39

��������	���� 92 31 60 0 0 30 114 31

of which:13 and defaulted 344 ��� 342 0 2 26 355 39

Total net OTC exposure, after credit valuation 
adjustments and hedges 13,955 4,443 8,520 566 426 31 18,953 30

Net SFT exposure

Investment grade 13,531 6,520 6,234 269 508 27 11,674 33

Sub-investment grade 126 3 9 12 102 89 399 81

Total net SFT exposure 13,657 6,524 6,243 280 610 28 12,073 34

1 The ratings of the major credit rating agencies, and their mapping to our internal rating masterscale, are shown in the “Internal UBS rating scale and mapping of external ratings“ table in the “Credit risk models“  section 
of this report.        

Investment Bank, Non-Core and Legacy Portfolio, and Group ALM: net OTC derivatives and  
SFT exposure by geographical region

Net OTC derivatives Net SFT

31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF million % CHF million % CHF million % CHF million %

Asia Pacific 1,194 8.6 2,956 15.6 1,661 12.2 2,123 17.6

Latin America 51 0.4 171 0.9 117 0.9 122 1.0

Middle East and Africa 132 0.9 157 0.8 740 5.4 900 7.5

North America 4,878 35.0 6,704 35.4 2,929 21.5 2,927 24.2

Switzerland 512 3.7 811 4.3 1,275 9.3 1,252 10.4

Rest of Europe 7,189 51.5 8,153 43.0 6,935 50.8 4,750 39.3

Net exposure 13,955 100.0 18,953 100.0 13,657 100.0 12,073 100.0

Investment Bank, Non-Core and Legacy Portfolio, and Group ALM: net OTC derivatives and SFT exposure by industry

Net OTC derivatives Net SFT

31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

CHF million % CHF million % CHF million % CHF million %

Banks 4,621 33.1 6,152 32.5 4,995 36.6 4,025 33.3

Chemicals 28 0.2 29 0.2

Electricity, gas, water supply 306 2.2 276 1.5

Financial institutions, excluding banks 5,336 38.2 7,687 40.6 8,151 59.7 7,176 59.4

Manufacturing 564 4.0 740 3.9

Mining 178 1.3 128 0.7

Public authorities 2,085 14.9 2,775 14.6 509 3.7 871 7.2

Retail and wholesale 15 0.1 72 0.4

Transport, storage and communication 285 2.0 437 2.3 2 0.0 0 0.0

Other 537 3.8 657 3.5 1 0.0 1 0.0

Net exposure 13,955 100.0 18,953 100.0 13,657 100.0 12,073 100.0
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Credit risk mitigation

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | We actively manage the credit risk in our port-
�������������	�������
��������	��
7�����
���	���������"�	����
���
hedging. ���

Lending secured by real estate
Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | We use a scoring model as part of a standard-
�"
�����	������������
��������������
����
�����	�������
�����-
�	���	��������*����	����/�����������
����	�#�+�
�����
�����-
��������	��������
����
��	�����������������������	��
����
���
�������	���
��	���
����	�������
��2+�������#��

The calculation of affordability takes into account interest pay-
�
	�!� ��	����� �����"���	� �
'���
�
	�!� ��
	���� ����
���
maintenance costs and, in the case of properties expected to be 
rented out, the level of rental income. Interest payments are esti-
��
�����	������
�
*	
������
����!���������
���	�������	�
�
���
	�����������	�*��	��	��
��
���	��	
�
����
������	���
�
lifetime of the loan.

K��� ����
��
�� ������
�� ��� �
� ������
�!� �
� ��7����� 2+��
�����
�� ����	� �
� ��	����� ��������� ����
��� ��� }M�#� +���� ���
reduced to 60% in the case of vacation properties and luxury real 

��
#�K�������
��
���
	
���������
�������
�!��
���7�����
2+�� �����
�� ����	� �
� ��	����� ��������� ����
��� ��	�
�� �����
60% to 80%, depending on the type of property, the age of the 
����
����	���
�����	�����	���
	�����	�������
'���
�#

Audited | The value assigned by UBS to each property is based on 
�
����
������
��

���	
��������	
�	������������
���������	�!�
the purchase price and, in some cases, an additional external valu-
ation. �

�
� ��
� ��� �
����
� ���
��� ������
�� ��� �� ����
��
���	��

7
�	����
	�������
���
�����
����������	��������	
��������
��
�
���
	��������
��
�����^���	���	���
��������	���
���
��
#�K���
�� !̂��
�
����
��
�����
	�����
��������
��
��������	�����
��
�-
���	����
�� ��
��	������
��� ��������
��
���
��������
�������
for each property against a database of property transactions. In 
addition to the model-derived values, valuations for ORP are 
updated quarterly throughout the lifetime of the loan by using 
�
���	���
��*�� �
��� 
��
� ����
� �	���
�#� +�
� ����
� �	���
�� ��
�
sourced from an external vendor and are subject to internal vali-
����	��	���
	�������	������	�������
��
7
�	����
	����#��	�
�	��		���������!��
���
��
�
��������	���������
��	�
7
��2+��
����������^��	����	���
���
�
���
�
��������
��������
����
��
�
#�#!� ���	�� �������	� �	�� �
��������� �	�������	�� �� ��
	����
����
������� ���	�!���������
� �
	� �
��
�
�� �	�����������������
	�
��������� �	�� ��
��� ��*�
��!� ���� ����	�� ��
	� ��
�
� �
�� ��
�
considered necessary.

K��� �	���
��������	�� �
��� 
��
!� �� �������"���	� ���
�� ���
used to determine the property valuation by discounting esti-
��
�������	���
�����
��	���
����	�����������"���	���
����
��

�	��������������
�#�+�
�
������
����	���
���
���	�������
������
��
��*������
���������
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�
#�#!�����	�����
��!��
	���������
#�#!�������		�	���������	���
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��	� ��
�� ��	�����"
�� �	��� �����

��� �
#�#!� ����
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	��� �	���
� ���������
��
�� ��� �
��
�
��������	�����
�	�
�
�
�����

��
���!���� �	������	��������	�*��	����	�
���	�
the amount of rental income or in the vacancy rate can trigger an 
interim reappraisal.

To take market developments into account for these models, 
�
� 
7
�	��� �
	���� �
�������� ����
�� �
� �����

��� �	��;����
�
*	
�� �
� �����
���
� ���� 
���� ���
�#� =��
�� ���	�
�� �	��
parameter updates are subject to the same validation procedures 
as for our internally developed models.

Audited |� �
� ���������� ������ �	�
�����	�� ����
��	
�� ���� ����
Wealth Management Americas mortgage loan portfolio to ensure 
�����������������
����	���	�����*��
	�����������
���#�

+�
�
� �	����
�� ��7����� ���	� ����	�!� ������
�� �	�� 2+��
limits by type of property, debt-to-income limits, required reserves 
as a percentage of proposed loan amounts and appropriate credit 
����
�����
��	
�#�+�
���7�����2+�������
������	��
���	�����
approval process ranges from 45% to 80% depending on prop-

�����
��	����
��������	���"
#���

 ➔ ���������	
�������?�(���������%���$����	(���������������������

the Group – Internal risk view” in this section for more informa-

tion on LTV in our Swiss mortgage portfolio

 ➔ ���������	@������H��$�����������������	(������������������

of the Group – Internal risk view” in this section for more 

information on LTV in our Wealth Management Americas 

mortgage portfolio

Exposures secured by other forms of collateral
Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | Lombard loans and other lending such as secu-
���
��*	�	��	����	�����	����
��
���
������	���
���
��
����
��-
gible marketable securities, guarantees and other forms of col-
��
���#� X������
� *	�	����� �
�����
�� ���������� �	����
� ��	��
����
�
�
�����
�� ������ ��� ��	��� �	�� 
'���
��!� ������ ��
� ��'���� �	��
actively traded, and other transferable securities such as approved 
������
���������������������
����������
����
���������
��	������
�������
�����
������
��
������������
��������
#

�
�������������	���������������
(
���
������
���z��������	��
to derive the lending value. �

Haircuts for eligible marketable securities are calculated to 
cover the possible change in the market value over a given close-
����
������	����	*�
	�
��
�
�#�K����
�����'�����	����
	�������
���������
�����������	���
���	���	��!��	������������������
long redemption periods, the close-out period might be much 
longer than that for highly liquid instruments, resulting in a 
higher haircut. For cash, life insurance policies and guaran-
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Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | We also consider concentration risks across 
collateral posted on a divisional level, and additionally perform 
����

��:��������
��
��
��������	�
	����	�#�����	�
	����	�
of collateral in single securities, issuers or issuer groups, industry 
sectors, countries, regions or currencies may result in higher risk 
and reduced liquidity. In such cases, the lending value of the col-
lateral, margin call and close-out levels are adjusted accordingly. �

Exposures and collateral values are monitored on a daily basis 
to ensure that the credit exposure continues to be covered by suf-
*��
	������
���#���������������������
	��
��
	��	������
�������
�
�����
�
7�����
#�5�������������
7�

������
*	
������
���
�
�!�
a margin call is initiated, requiring the client to provide additional 
collateral, reduce the exposure or take other action to bring the 

7�����
� �	� ��	
� ���� �
� �
	��	�� ����
� ��� �
� �����
���#� 5�� �
�
������������
	�!�������	������
�
������	��
��
'���
���
����!���
����
��������	���
�!�������������������
���������'����
�!���
	�
derivative positions are closed and guarantees or letters of credit 
are called.

�
��������	���� ��
��� 
��	����� �����
����"
��
7�����
�� ��
������
�����
�
�
	���������	��
��
��
��������������
��������-
�������	���	�
���
��
7�����
��������	�*��	����
����	���
�����
�
of the collateral, increasing the exposure of traded products, or 
both. ��

 ➔ Refer to “Stress loss” in “Credit risk models” in this section for 

more information on our stress testing

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | Trading in OTC derivatives is conducted 
��������
	�������	
�����
���%%^�����
�
����������
#���
�
�
%%^����
�	����
�!��
����
���
������
*	
������
��
������
	
�-
ing into netting and collateral arrangements, including the 
requirement to have a legal opinion on the enforceability of con-
tracts in relevant jurisdictions in the case of insolvency. Trading is 
�
	
������ ��	���
�� �	�
�� ����
���� 5	
�	���	��� /����� �	��
4
������
�����������	��5/4������5/4��
'�����
	����
��	
�	��
���

�
	�!� ������ ������ ���� �
� ����
���� �	�� 	
�	�� ��� ����
transactions in the event of default. For most major market par-
�����	����	
�����
�!��
������	�������	���
�������������-

�������

�
	���	�
��������
��
���������	��
��
'���
�������-
vide collateral in the form of cash or marketable securities, 
�������������
�����
�����
�����
�	�
	��
�!���
	��
�
7��-
���
�
7�

�����
��*
���
�
��#����

 ➔ Refer to “Note 14 Derivative instruments and hedge accounting” 

������	(���������������������������������������������������

for more information on our OTC derivatives settled through 

central counterparties

 ➔ ���������	=����QX�*�������$�������������������������

�������������������	(���������������������������������������

this report for more information on the effect of netting and 

collateral arrangements on our derivative exposures

Credit hedging
Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 |��
�����"
� ��	��
�	��
���
����
����� ������
�%4/��!���
����	�
7�%4/�!��
����
����
���	!��	����
���	���-
ments to actively manage credit risk in the Investment Bank and 
E�	����
��	��2
�����^�������#�+����������
�����
����	����	�
	-
����	�����������������
��*�����	
�����
�!��
�����������������#

We maintain strict guidelines for taking credit hedges into 
�����	� ���� ��
��� ������������	�������
�#� K��� 
7����
!���
	�
��	����	��
7�����
������	�����	
�����������!��
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����� �
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��� ����������	�� �����������7���
��
�� ���
���
���
���	� �	� �� ����
��
�� ��� ����
�
	� 	��
�� ��� ��
��� �	�
7�
CDSs. Buying credit protection also creates credit exposure against 
the protection provider. We monitor our exposures to credit pro-
tection providers and the effectiveness of credit hedges as part of 
our overall credit exposures to the relevant counterparties. For 
credit protection purchased to hedge the lending portfolio, this 
�	����
�� ��	����	�� �������
�� �
�

	� �
� ������� ��� �
�
credit protection purchased and the maturity of the associated 
loan. Such mismatches result in basis risk and may reduce the 
effectiveness of the credit protection. Mismatches are routinely 
�
���
������
�����*�
����	��������	������	����
���
	���
	�
considered necessary. ���

 ➔ Refer to “Note 14 Derivative instruments and hedge accounting” 

������	(���������������������������������������������������

for more information

Mitigation of settlement risk
EDTF | Pillar 3 |�+�������
��
�
�
	�����!��
��
���
������������
-
tlement volumes through the use of multilateral and bilateral 
���

�
	���������	
�����
�!��	�����	������
	�	
�	�#

���� ���� ���	�*��	� �����
� ��� �
�
�
	� ����� ��� ���
��	�
exchange transactions. We are a member of Continuous Linked 
/
�
�
	!� �� ���
��	� 
7���	�
� ��
���	�� ����
� ������ �������
transactions to be settled on a delivery versus payment basis, 
�
�
��� ���	�*��	��� �
����	�� ���
��	� 
7���	�
��
��
�� �
�
-
�
	�������
����
����
������
��������	
��#�J��
�
�!��
������-
tion of settlement risk through Continuous Linked Settlement 
membership and other means does not fully eliminate our credit 
risk in foreign exchange transactions (resulting from changes in 

7���	�
���
�����������
�
�
	�!������������	��
������������
our overall credit risk management of OTC derivatives. ��
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Credit risk models

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | We have developed tools and models in order 
to estimate future credit losses that may be implicit in our current 
portfolio.

Exposures to individual counterparties are measured based on 
��

��
	
���������
�
�������

�������������������
������^4�!�
����� ���
	� �
����� �2:4�� �	�� 
7�����
� �� �
����� �X�4�#� K��� ��
given credit facility, the product of these three parameters results 
in the expected loss. These parameters are the basis for the 
majority of our internal measures of credit risk, and are key inputs 
for the regulatory capital calculation under the advanced internal 

���	������
�� ��������� ��� �
� 0��
�� 555� ����
����� ���
�	�	��
international convergence of capital. We also use models to 
derive the portfolio credit risk measures of expected loss, statisti-
cal loss and stress loss. �

+�
�$�
���
���
������������	���
�����������
��&����
����-
����"
���
��
���
���
������
����
�������
���
����
���
�^4!�
2:4��	��X�4� �����������	����������� �	�� ��� ������
��������
�
detailed explanations of these parameters. ��

 ➔ Refer to the “UBS Group AG consolidated supplemental 

disclosures required under Basel III Pillar 3 regulations” section 

of this report for more information on the regulatory capital 

calculation under the advanced internal ratings-based approach

Key features of our main credit risk models

Portfolio in scope Model approach Main drivers
Number of

years loss data

Probability of default Swiss owner-occupied mortgages Score card
Behavioral data, affordability relative to income, 
property type, loan-to-value 21

Income-producing real estate mortgages Transaction rating Loan-to-value, debt-service-coverage 21

Lombard lending Merton type Loan-to-value, portfolio volatility 10–15

Personal & Corporate Banking – Corporates Score card
Financial data including balance sheet ratios and 
profit and loss, and behavioral data 21

Investment Bank – Banks Score card
Financial data including balance sheet ratios and 
profit and loss 5–10

Investment Bank – Corporates
Score card / market 
data

Financial data including balance sheet ratios and 
profit and loss, and market data 5–10

Loss given default Swiss owner-occupied mortgages Actuarial model
Historical observed loss rates, loan-to-value, 
property type 21

Income-producing real estate mortgages Actuarial model Historical observed loss rates 21

Lombard lending Actuarial model Historical observed loss rates 10–15

Personal & Corporate Banking – Corporates Actuarial model Historical observed loss rates 17

Investment Bank – all counterparties Actuarial model

Counterparty- and facility-specific, including 
industry segment, collateral, seniority, legal 
environment and bankruptcy procedures 5–10

Exposure at default Banking products Statistical model
Exposure type (committed credit lines, revocable 
credit lines, contingent products) >10

Traded products Statistical model Product-specific market drivers, e.g., interest rates n / a

Internal UBS rating scale and mapping of external ratings

Internal UBS rating 1-year PD range in % Description
Moody’s Investors 

Service mapping
Standard & Poor’s 

mapping Fitch mapping
0 and 1 0.00–0.02 Investment grade Aaa AAA AAA
2 0.02–0.05 Aa1 to Aa3 AA+ to AA– AA+ to AA–
3 0.05–0.12 A1 to A3 A+ to A– A+ to AA–
4 0.12–0.25 Baa1 to Baa2 BBB+ to BBB BBB+ to BBB
5 0.25–0.50 Baa3 BBB– BBB–
6 0.50–0.80 Sub-investment grade Ba1 BB+ BB+
7 0.80–1.30 Ba2 BB BB
8 1.30–2.10 Ba3 BB– BB–
9 2.10–3.50 B1 B+ B+
10 3.50–6.00 B2 B B
11 6.00–10.00 B3 B– B–
12 10.00–17.00 Caa CCC CCC
13 >17 Ca to C CC to C CC to C
Counterparty is in default (CDF) Default Defaulted D D

EDTF | Pillar 3 |
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Probability of default
EDTF | Pillar 3 |�+�
����������������
������^4�� ����	�
����
�����
�
likelihood of a counterparty defaulting on its contractual obliga-
tions over the next 12 months. PD ratings are used for credit risk 
measurement and are an important input for determining credit 
risk approval authorities.

PD is assessed using rating tools tailored to the various catego-
ries of counterparties. Statistically developed score cards, based 
on key attributes of the obligor, are used to determine PD for 
many of our corporate clients and for loans secured by real estate. 
Where available, market data may also be used to derive the PD 
for large corporate counterparties. For Lombard loans, Merton-
type model simulations taking into account potential changes in 
the value of securities collateral are used in our rating approach. 
These categories are also calibrated to our internal credit rating 
����
� ����
�����
�!� ������ ��� �
���	
�� �� 
	���
� �� ��	���
	�
assessment of default probabilities across counterparties. Our 
���
�����
� 
7��
��
�� �	
��
��� �
����� ����������
�� ��� �
�
determine through our various rating tools by means of distinct 
�����
�!���
�
���
�����������	�������
������	�
�����
���������-
������
�#� %��	
�����
�� �����
� �
�

	� ���	�� �����
�� ��� ����
assessment of their PD changes.

The ratings of the major credit rating agencies, and their map-
ping to our internal rating masterscale and internal PD bands, 
��
� ����	� �	� �
� $5	
�	��� @0/� ���	�� ����
� �	�� �����	�� ���
external ratings” table on the previous page. The mapping is 
based on the long-term average of one-year default rates avail-
able from the rating agencies. For each external rating category, 
�
���
���
��
�������
����������
�����������	
�	���^4���	���
to derive a mapping to our internal rating scale. Our internal rat-
ing of a counterparty may, therefore, diverge from one or more 
����
�����
��
��
7
�	������	�������	��	��
����
#����
��
��
defaults by rating agencies may vary through economic cycles, 
�	���
����	��	
�
��������
7�
���
�������	���
������
������
in our equivalent rating band to equal the rating agencies’ aver-
age in any given period. We periodically assess the long-term 
��
���
��
�������
�������
������	����
	��
�z�����
�!��	���
�
��)����
��������	�����������
�����
����	
�
���������
(
��
any material changes. ��

Loss given default
EDTF | Pillar 3 |�2�������
	��
������2:4������
����	���
�����
����
���
loss if there is a default. LGD estimates include loss of principal, 
�	
�
���	����
������	�����������������������!��	�����	���
�
�������������	���	�������
��������	�����	���
�������������
����
less recovered amounts. We determine LGD based on the likely 
�
���
��� ��
� ��� ������� ����	�� �
����
�� ���	
�����
�!� ������
depends on the type of counterparty and any credit mitigation by 
������������
������������	

�#�����
����
����
�������
�����
���� �	
�	��� ����������	��
7
�	��� �	�������	���
�
���������
#�
��
�
��
�����������
���!�������������
���
��
�����
����������-
gage on a property, loan-to-value ratios are a key parameter in 
determining LGD. ��

Exposure at default
EDTF | Pillar 3 |�X7�����
����
������X�4���
��
�
	���
�����	��
�

7�
�� ���
���
����������	
�������� �
� ��
�������������
�
default. We derive EAD from our current exposure to the counter-
party and the possible future development of that exposure.

+�
�X�4���������	�����
�����	�������
�����
�����
����	#�K���
loan commitments and guarantees, the EAD includes the amount 
����	�����
��������
	���� ����
�����	�� ��������
�����	!�
��������
�
����
�����
���	��������������
�����	�#

K������
���������!��
��
���
��
�X�4�������
��	���
���	�
�
of possible exposure outcomes at various points in time using 
scenario and statistical techniques. We assess the net amount 
��������
���
��������������
�������
�����
��!����	��
into account the effect of market moves over the potential time 
�� ������ ��
� �� ����
� ��� ���� ������	�#� K��� 
7���	�
����
��
derivatives, our calculation of EAD takes into account collateral 
margin calls. When measuring individual counterparty exposure 
����	����
��� �����!��
���	���
�� �
���7����� ���
���
7�����
�
�
����
������������
�
�������	*�
	�
#�J��
�
�!���
	�����
-
gating exposures to different counterparties for portfolio risk 
�
����
�
	�������
�!��
���
��
�
7�
�
��
7�����
���
����
���	
�������������
	���
��
���������������	
��
�����
	
��
��
by the same model.

�
����
�������
7�����
����
�
��
�
��������
���������
����	�
�
�

	��
�������������	���
���
���'����������
����	
������
and those driving the potential future value of our traded product 

7�����
�����	�����������!��	���
����
�
�������
����
��*����	-
trols to mitigate these risks. ��

Expected loss
EDTF | Pillar 3 | Credit losses are an inherent cost of doing business, 
but the occurrence and amount of credit losses can be erratic. In 
order to quantify future credit losses that may be implicit in our 
����
	���������!��
���
��
���	�
�����
7�
�
������#

Expected loss is a statistical measure used to estimate the aver-
��
� �		���� ����� �
� 
7�
�� �� 
7�
��
	�
� ����� ������	�� ���
become impaired. The expected loss for a given credit facility is a 
product of the three components described above: PD, EAD and 
LGD. We aggregate the expected loss for individual counterpar-
ties to derive our expected portfolio credit losses.

Expected loss is the basis for quantifying credit risk in all our 
portfolios. It is also the starting point for the measurement of our 
portfolio statistical loss and stress loss.

We use a statistical modeling approach to estimate the loss pro-
*�
���� 
����������� ��
��� ������������
�� ���	
��
����
����� �� ��
��
��*
���
�
�������	*�
	�
#�+�
��
�	�����
��������������������-
tion is the expected loss. The loss estimates deviate from the mean 
value due to statistical uncertainty on the defaulting counterpar-
ties and to systematic default relationships among counterparties 
����	��	���
�

	��
��
	�#�+�
�����������
����
�����
	����
�
to concentration risks on individual counterparties and groups of 
counterparties. The outcome provides an indication of the level of 
������	���������������	���
������������
�
������
����
#���
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Stress loss
EDTF | Pillar 3 | We complement our statistical modeling approach 
������
	��������
����
���������
����
�#�/�
���
�����
���	��	���
regular basis to monitor the potential impact of extreme, but nev-

��
�
��� ��������
� 
�
	�� �	� ���� ���������!� �	�
�� ������ �
��
credit risk parameters are assumed to deteriorate substantially. 
��
�
��
���	���
�������������
!��
��������������	����������#

Stress scenarios and methodologies are tailored to the nature 
of the portfolios, ranging from regionally focused to global sys-

����
�
	�!��	�������	�� �	���
�����"�	#�K���
7����
!���������
���	� �	�
�����	�� ��������!� �
� ������ �� ������� ����
� 
�
	�
�	�
�� �����!� ������	
�����!� �
� ����
� ���� ���	� ��	������	�
��

"
�!�����
���	����	�����	�*��	�������
	!��	����
���'������
�

�����
�#�/��������!�����2��������
	��	�!��
�����������	�
����
scenarios representing instantaneous market shocks to all collat-
eral and exposure positions, taking into consideration their liquid-
����	����
	������	�
	����	�#�+�
������������
��*����
���
��
��������������
��
	��	������	
����	�/��"
���	���
(
����������
�
���
�
	!��	���
���
������	����
��� 
�� ���������������
���
�
and counterparty credit risk to corporates uses a one-year global 

stress event and takes into account exposure concentrations to 
single counterparties. ��

 ➔ Refer to “Stress testing” in this section for more information on 

our stress testing framework

%�
�����������
����	*�����	
EDTF | Pillar 3 |�������������� �����
�� ��	*�����	� �	����
������
quantitative methods, including monitoring compositional 
changes in the portfolios and the results of backtesting, and qual-
itative assessments, including feedback from users on the model 
output as a practical indicator of the performance and reliability 
of the model.

Material changes in a portfolio composition may invalidate the 
conceptual soundness of the model. We therefore perform regu-
lar analysis of the evolution of portfolios to identify such changes 
in the structure and credit quality of portfolios. This includes anal-
ysis of changes in key attributes, changes in portfolio concentra-
��	��
����
�!�����
���������	�
���	����#���

 ➔ Refer to “Risk measurement” in this section for more informa-

������������������������������������������������

Main credit models backtesting by regulatory exposure segment

Length of time series
used for the calibration

(in years)

Actual rates in % Estimated average rates
at the start of

the period in %
Average of last

5 years1
Min. of last

5 years2
Max. of last

5 years2

Probability of default

Sovereigns >10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22

Banks3 >10 0.08 0.06 0.13 0.61

Corporates4 >10 0.22 0.19 0.28 0.55

Retail

Residential mortgages >20 0.15 0.13 0.19 0.52

Lombard lending >10 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.13

Other retail >10 0.29 0.16 0.45 1.01

Loss given default 

Sovereigns >10 41.11

Banks3, 5 >10 12.71 37.71

Corporates >10 24.60 14.33 30.28 20.80

Retail

Residential mortgages >20 1.60 0.24 2.23 6.61

Lombard lending >10 22.61 6.23 6.23 20.00

Other retail >10 18.77 0.11 30.69 43.03

Credit conversion factor

Corporates >10 21.53 9.75 44.32 33.45

1 Average of all observations over the last five years. 2 Minimum / maximum annual average of observations in any single year from the last five years. Yearly averages are only calculated where five or more observa-
tions occurred during that year. 3 Includes central counterparties. 4 Reported averages are low due to the effect of managed funds, which have relatively low default rates. 5 For Banks, no minimum / maximum LGDs 
are reported, since there were less than 5 observations in each year between 2011 and 2015.   

EDTF | Pillar 3 |
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Backtesting
EDTF | Pillar 3 | We monitor the performance of our models by back-

��	���	���
	�������	�� �
�!���
�
������
�������
����
�
������
�������������
����!����
���	������	
�	���
7�
��
	�
����
�
������
7
�	��������
��
���
����#�+�����
����
���
�����
����
��
of our credit exposure models for traded products such as OTC 
�
������
�� �	�� X+4� �������!� �
� ����������� ������
� �
� ��
-
���
������
�
7�����
����������	��������
�
	����
��������"�	��
�����
��
���"
������
�#�

K���^4!��
���
�������������
��	�����
���
�����
���
�������-
bution of the number of defaults. The observed number of 
�
������ ��� �
	�������
������ �������������	!�������	����� ��
�
���
�������������
�
�������	*�
	�
��	��
����
����	�
�����
-
	
��#� 5	� ������	!� �
� �
���
� �� ���
�� �	�� ���
�� ���	�� ���� �
�
average default rate. If the portfolio average PD lies outside the 
derived interval, the rating tool is, as a general rule, recalibrated.

K���2:4!��
�����
��	�������������
�����
�
���
��
�	�
����
�
	�
��
�

	��
����
��
���	����
���
��2:4����"
��#�5���
�
test rejects, then there is evidence that our predicted LGD is too 
���#� 5	� ����� ���
�!� ���
��� ��
� �
�������
�� ��
�
� �
�
� ����
�-
ences are outside expectations.

%�
��� ��	�
����	� ������� �%%K��!� ��
�� ���� �
� ���������	� ���
X�4� ���� �	����	� �������
�� ���� �������
� ���	
�����
�!� ��
�
dependent on several contractual dimensions of the credit facility. 

�
�������
��
���
���
������	�����	��������
��
��������-
��������"���	����������������
�������
����
�����	
�����
�#�5���	��
��������������	�*��	��
�����	�������
��
�!��
��
�
��	�%%K����
�
�
�
*	
�#

The table on the previous page compares the current model 
���������	�����^4!�2:4��	��%%K�������������������
��
������
��
��
���
�����*�
��
���#���

Changes to models and model parameters during the period
EDTF | Pillar 3 | As part of our continuous efforts to enhance models 
�� �
(
������
��
�
����
	���	��	
����������
����!��
���	�
���
��� �
�
� ����*
�� ��
�� �
� �����
� ��� HMNP#� K��� �
� /�����
������ �	�� �
����� �������
� ���
	�!� �� �
���
�� ���	�� ���� ����
����
�
	
���	�HMNP!��������	����
���
��������� �	�������	����
�	�������	������	������
�#�=��
��
�!��������	�����������
����-
brated based on an extended data history. 

Revised rating methodologies for banks and leveraged corpo-
��
���
�
� �	�����
����������	�	�������
���'��	����
� ���	��
���
���	��
�
����������
��
����	��
�

	����	
������*	�	�����
������
������� �	�� �
����� 
�
	�� ���� �� ������
�� '�������
�
��
����!�������������������������*�
���
7�
�����	��	����
��	����
��
in the rating assessment. Where required, changes to models and 
���
�������

����
�
�������
����� �
�/�����K�	�	�����=���
�
/��
�����������������K5E=���������������
�
	���	#���
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Policies for past due, non-performing and impaired claims

EDTF | Pillar 3 |�+�
���������$X7�����
���
����"���	&��������
������
�
���
����"
���	��	�����������	���
�����
��*	�	��	����	���-
��	���/K+�������
������	�!�	�	��
������	�����������
�#

Audited | For products accounted for on a fair value basis, such as 
�+%� �
������
�!� ��
��� �

�������	� ��� �
���	�"
�� ������� ��
��
����������	���)���
	��%���!��	���
�
�����������
��
�
-
���
�	�����)
�����
��
�����������
	�����
����#

�
���	���
�����������������"
����������	!������	

!����	�
������
	����/K+�����
�������
���
	�����	�����������
	�
has not been received by its contractual due date. This includes 
�����	���
���������
�
� �
���
��� ����� ��� 
7�

�
�#�^�����
�
���������
�	����	���
�
��������
����
�
��
�
7�
��������
������
amounts due under the contractual terms of the claims.

��������
������������	���
�
��	�	��
������	����
	��
����-
ment of interest, principal or fees is overdue by more than 90 
����#� %������ ��
� ����� ������*
�� ��� 	�	��
������	�� ��
	� �	���-
�
	�������

��	���;�
	����
����'������	����
�����
	�
���������-
gations have been restructured on preferential terms, such as 
preferential interest rates, extension of maturity or subordination. 
E�	��
������	�����������
���
������
�	���	����	
�������
�����
on our internal rating scale.

5	������������������
�������*
�����������
������������	���	��	��-
������� �������
	� ���
���
	!� �	� ������	�
� ��� ��������	� ����
credit losses is established. Accordingly, both performing and 
	�	��
������	�����	�������
�������*
�����������
�#����

Restructured claims
Audited | EDTF | We do not operate a general policy for restructuring 
claims in order to avoid counterparty default. Where restructuring 
��
����
�����
!��
����
���
�������
��	����������#�+��������
���
��
of terms and conditions granted through restructuring to avoid 
default may include the provision of special interest rates, post-
��	
�
	�����	
�
��������	����������
	�!�����*����	�����
�
schedule of repayments, subordination or amendment of loan 
maturity.

5�������	�����
������
��������
�
�
	������	����	����#
#!�	
��

�����	����	����	����
����

�����������	���

��
�	������

current market criteria for the quality of the obligor and the type 
������	�!��
���������������������*
�����	�	��
������	���	�������
��
����
�	���	����	
�������
����#�5�������
���	�����	����
����	����
����
�
�!����
	��������	�	���
�
�
	������	����	����
����	
��
������
��
�
��
���
�
�
	������	����	�!��	��������
����
��
��
for impairment on an individual basis. ��

Individual and collective impairment assessments
Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | Claims are assessed individually for impairment 
��
�
��
�
���
��	������������	��������
	�����
7��#���
����
�
claims are included in a collective impairment assessment. ���

Individual impairment assessment
Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 |�E�	��
������	������������	���
�
���	��	����-
tor that a loan may be impaired and therefore non-performing 
������� ��
� ���
��
�� �	����������� ���� �������
	#� J��
�
�!� �	�
�������
	��	��������������
������
��������
��
���
����	�	��
�-
forming status if other objective evidence indicates that a loan 
may be impaired. Any event that impacts current and future cash 
(���������
��	��	������	�����������
	��	������
���	����
��-
�
	�����
��������*�
�#�/����
�
	�������
��������	�*��	������-
eral shortfalls due to a fall in lending values (securities and real 

��
�!�������	��
��
��	����	�����
������
�
7�����
�!����������	�*��	�
*	�	��������*����
����������
	��	���������������������������
����-

	z����	������!��
���������������*	�	������
����	�"���	#

Individual claims are assessed for impairment based on the 
������
�z�� ��
����� *	�	����� ��	����	!� �
�����
�� �	�� ����
	�
record, the prospects of support from contractual guarantors and, 
��
�
����������
!��
��
���"���
�����
�����	�������
���#�+�
��
���-

����
� ����	� ��� �

���	
�� ����� ���� �
�
��	� ����� (���� �	�!�
��
�
� ���� ��� ���
�� ��	� �
�������	������	���� �
������!� �
�
claim is considered impaired. 

We have established processes to determine the carrying val-
�
�����������
����������	��������	�
�����5K�/��
'���
�
	�#�����
��
�����	����������
�����������	�����
��
���	������������

-
�
	����
� �
� ���
� ���� ��
������������
����
���������"
��
�����	�����������
#���������������
����	��
������	�����
���-

����
�����	����
��	�
�
	�
	���������
���	��������	�
�����
our credit authorities. ���
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Collective impairment assessment
Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | We assess our portfolios of claims carried at 
�����"
��������������������
��������������
���������������
���
�
impairment in order to consider if these portfolios contain 
������
��������������		���
��
��	�������������
	�*
�#�+�����
��
�
���
������
�

	��
�������
	�
�����	��������
	�
�
	��	��
�����
	�*����	����
���	��
�������
������
!��
�
������������
�-
��
����	������������	�
�����
���	��
�
����
������������
����-
������ ��
�� �
� ��
���
� �
����� �
�

	� ����
�� 
�
	�� �	�� �
�
��
	�*����	�����	�� �	��������� �������
	#�+�
�
�������������
�
	����	���
�
��������
�����	���	��
����
������	��	������
���	#

������	����!���������������������������
����
�����
�
���
�
�
���
��

	��	���
�
����
	��������������
�����	�
�
	�����
	�
impairments that are not immediately observable. These events 
could be stress situations, such as a natural disaster or a country 
������!�����
���������
������������	�*��	����	�
���	��
��
�������
�
��������
	����	�
	#�+���

���	
���
�
��������
���
�������-
�
	�
7���!��
��
����������
����
�����������
��	���������
�����
���
����
��������	
����
����	��
���	���
��
���
�����������	��
potential impairment event. ���

Recognition of impairment
Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 |�+�
��
���	���	�����������
	��	�����*	�	�����
statements depends on the accounting treatment of the claim. 
K���������������
���������"
�����!� �������
	� ��� �
���	�"
��
��������
���
���	�����	�������	�
!�����	��
����
�����������-
ance sheet items such as guarantees and loan commitments 
through a provision, both charged to the income statement as a 
��
��� ����� 
7�
	�
#� K��� �
������
�!� ������ ��
� �����
�� �� �����
����
!� �� �

�������	� ��� �
� ��
��� '������ ��� �
���	�"
�� ��� ��
credit valuation adjustment in the income statement in Net trad-
ing income. ���

 ➔ ���������	=����>�5������������$�������������$������������

and “Note 24a Valuation principles” in the “Consolidated 

�����������������������������������������������������������

on allowances and provisions for credit losses and credit 

valuation adjustments

��!"���
������#����)�����������$���Y����
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���<�����
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"�����	�	Q�������
	�����
��
��������
� ��
������������	�������������
	��
	������	����
��������W
��
	�
� ���������������	����	��	�
>� ��
�����
����������	���������������	��	�	Q�������	�
����
��
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�
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Market risk

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | Main sources of market risk

 – Market risks arise from both our trading and non-trading busi-
ness activities.

 – +����	������
�����������
����	����	���		
���	������
�����
��
and derivatives trading for market-making and client facilita-
��	� ������
�� ����	� ���� 5	�
��
	� 0�	�!� ����� �
���	�	��
������	������	�E�	����
��	��2
�����^���������	������������
������	��������
�����
������	������	
�������	��
����=�	-
agement Americas.

 – E�	�����	������
� ����� ����
����
����	�	��� �	� �
� ��������
�	
�
�� ��
� �	�� ���
��	� 
7���	�
� ������ �	� ��		
���	� ����
�
���	�����	��	���	���
	��	���	������
������	��
�
	�����-
	
��
�!������
���	����	���������
���	��	������	
��
���	�/��-
"
���	���	���
� 5	�
��
	�0�	�z�� �
	��	������	
��!� �	�����-
tion to treasury activities.

 – Corporate Center – Asset and Liability Management (Group 
�2=�������
������
��������	��
�����
��������	���	���	
�
��
rate risk, structural foreign exchange risks and the liquidity and 
��	��	�����*�
�����
�:����#

 – Equity and debt investments can also give rise to market risks, 
�����	����
����
����������
�����

��
	
*�����������
*	
��
�
	
*��
	���	����
�
�#����

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | Overview of measurement, monitoring 
and management techniques

 – Market risk limits are set for the Group, the business divisions 
�	��%������
�%
	
���	�������	������
�
�������	��
���������
����	
�����	
�!��
(
��	���
�	���
��	�����	���
�����
����-
ket risks.

 – Our primary portfolio measures of market risk are liquidity-
��)��
����
����2�/��������	������
�������������#�0�����
����-
mon to all our business divisions and subject to limits that are 
������
������
�0��������4��
������0�4�#

 – These measures are complemented by concentration and gran-
����������������
	
�����	����
��*������
������������#��������-
ing businesses are subject to multiple market risk limits. These 
limits take into account the extent of market liquidity and vola-
tility, available operational capacity, valuation uncertainty, and, 
for our single-name exposures, the credit quality of issuers.

 – Issuer risk is controlled by limits applied at business division 
�
�
�� ���
�� �	� )������"
��� �
����
�!� ������ 
����
� ����
maximum default exposure (the loss in the case of a default 

�
	�������	��"
����
���
���#

 – E�	�����	�����
��	�
7���	�
���������
���	��
���	�
�����-
�
� ����� �����!� ���� �
� 
7�
���	� ��� :����� �2=z�� ��	��
-
ment of consolidated capital activity. 
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Our Treasury Risk Control function applies a holistic risk frame-
������������
���
����
�
������
�������
��
����������	������-
��
����������
�:����#����
��
�
�
	�����
�����
���������	���
�-
arching economic value sensitivity limit, set by the BoD. This limit 
�����	�
�����
��
�
�����0��
��555������	�
'�����
��N��%X+N������-
tal and takes into account risks arising from interest rates, foreign 
exchange and credit spreads. In addition, the sensitivity of net 
interest income to changes in interest rates is monitored against 
���
���
�����
�:�����%��
��X7
����
���*�
���	����
�����	�-
��"
� �
� ������� �	�� ��������� ��� 	
� �	
�
�� �	���
� ���
�� �	�
market expected interest rates. Limits are also set by the BoD to 
balance the impact of foreign exchange movements on our CET1 
��������	��%X+N������������#�E�	�����	���	
�
����
��	�����-

��	�
7���	�
���������
��	����
���	�����:��������
�����������	��
��
���
��	���
�����������(����	��������������
�
�����
����#

Equity and debt investments are subject to a range of risk con-
������	�����	����
�������������	
���	�
��
	���������	
�����	-
agement and Risk Control and regular monitoring and reporting. 
+�
����
�������	����
���	�����:��������
�����������	����
���
�-
�	���
�����������(����	��������������
�
�����
����#����

 ➔ Refer to the “Treasury management” section of this report for 

more information on Group ALM’s management of foreign 

exchange risks

 ➔ Refer to the “Capital management” section of this report for 

more information on the sensitivity of our CET1 capital and CET1 

capital ratio to currency movements

Market risk exposures arising from our business activities

EDTF |�+�
����
��	��
�	
7����
������������
��������	�*��	�
sources of our trading market risk exposures and the interest rate 
������	�������	��	�������
7�����
�!���
����"
���������	�����
�
business activities that primarily generate the risks and the classi-
*����	����������	���	��
�����	�
���

#�5	�������
!��	��������-
����������������	��������*
���	��
���	��	������!��
���
������	�
���	���������������
������������
�

	�����	�
���

���	
��
��!�
for example loans and deposits, and manage the residual expo-
���
�#�+�
����
���
��	��������
����
��	�
7���	�
������������	��
from Group ALM’s management of consolidated capital activity 
�������
���	��
�$+�
��������	��
�
	&��
���	���������
���#

����� ����	� �	� �
� ���
� ��� �
� ��
��*�� ������� �
��
	� ����
������	�� ������*
�� ����	� �
� ����	�� ����� �	� �������	�
� ����
�
���������
'���
�
	����
������������	�������#�+�
�����	����
capital required to underpin market risk in the regulatory trading 
���������������
�����	��������
������
�����������
�����K5E=�#�
+�
� �����	
	�� ��� ����
� ����� ���� ��
� ����
�������� �����!�
��
��
�������/����!��	������	�������������������
���
	������	��
���������
�
���	����!��
��	��
�
	�������������
��5�%�!��
����-
��
�
	���
�������
����
� �%�=������ �
�����
����	�����������	��
�
� �
�����"���	� ����
����� ���� �
�����"���	� ������	�� �	� �
�
trading book. More information on each of these components is 
�
���
�� �	��
�$=���
� �����
7�����
�������	�������������������
business activities” table on the next page. �
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EDTF | Market risk exposures arising from our primary business activities

31.12.15, in CHF billion

Business activity Balance sheet line item

Trading 
book /  
Banking 
book

Market risk type Trading book market risk  
RWA category

Eq
ui

ti
es

In
te

re
st

 r
at

es

Cr
ed

it
 s

pr
ea

ds

Fo
re

ig
n 

ex
ch

an
ge

Co
m

m
od

it
ie

s

Re
gu

la
to

ry
 V

aR

St
re

ss
ed

 V
aR

Ri
sk

s-
no

t-
in

-V
aR

In
cr

em
en

ta
l r

is
k 

ch
ar

ge

Co
m

pr
eh

en
si

ve
 ri

sk
 m

ea
su

re

Tr
ad

in
g 

bo
ok

 s
ec

ur
it

iz
at

io
n

To
ta

l m
ar

ke
t 

ri
sk

 R
W

A

Wealth Management 1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Wealth Management Americas 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.4 1.0

Client deposits Due to customers Banking book

Securities backed lending and  mortgages Loans Banking book

Municipal securities and closed-end 
funds trading

Trading portfolio assets and liabilities Trading book 2

Personal & Corporate Banking 1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Asset Management 0.0 0.0 0.0

Investment Bank 1.6 2.9 3.3 2.5 0.0 0.2 10.5

Investor Client Services

Fixed income, equities, foreign  exchange and 
commodities,  securities and derivatives

Trading portfolio assets and  liabilities, 
 positive and negative replacement values

Trading book

Structured notes Financial liabilities designated at fair value

Corporate Client Solutions
Originate to distribute loans and  
CMBS origination 3

Trading portfolio assets Trading book

Take and hold loans Loans Banking book

Loans, structured loans, reverse repurchase 
agreements and securities borrowing

Financial assets designated at fair value Banking book

Corporate Center – Group ALM 1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.9

Centralized liquidity and funding Debt issued and due to banks Banking book

Repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements Trading book

Balances with central banks and  
Due from banks

Banking book

Global and local liquidity reserves Financial investments available-for-sale Banking book

Trading portfolio assets Trading book

Mortgage and other loans Loans Banking book

Client deposits Due to customers Banking book

Hedging instruments and other derivatives Positive and negative replacement values Banking book

Corporate Center – Non-core and  
Legacy Portfolio 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.5 2.6

<������	�����
��
������	�
������������
non-core

Trading portfolio assets and  liabilities, 
 positive and negative replacement values

Trading book

Structured notes #
		�
���
�
�
�
������
�	�������
������

Counterparty CVA management 4 &��
�
���	��	���
�����������	������� Trading book

Reclassified held for trading assets, and 
corporate and asset-based  lending

Loans Banking book

Portfolio diversification effect 5 (0.8) (1.4) 0.0 (0.8) 0.0 0.0 (2.9)

Total 1.5 2.8 4.2 2.7 0.1 0.7 12.1

 Key contributor   Less significant contributor

1 Interest rate risk from Wealth Management and Personal & Corporate Banking loans and deposits is transferred to Corporate Center – Group ALM.  2 Although risk is controlled under the market risk framework, Puerto 
Rico closed-end fund positions are treated as banking book for capital underpinning purposes due to market illiquidity.  3 Credit risk on loan underwriting is  captured through, and reported as part of, credit risk RWA.   
4 Counterparty credit risk in the valuation of OTC derivative instruments, derivatives embedded in funded assets designated at fair value and derivatives embedded in traded debt instruments is captured through credit 
valuation adjustment RWA calculated under the advanced IRB or standardized approach and reported as part of credit risk RWA.  5 Negative market risk RWA are due to diversification effects which are allocated to 
Corporate Center – Services. �
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Market risk stress loss

EDTF | Pillar 3 | We measure and manage our market risks primarily 
��������������
�
	���
�����
��������	�	�����������
����
��
and related limits. This includes an extensive series of stress tests 
�	����
	������	����
�!��������
���	�	�������
�����
��	����
����
ensure that any losses resulting from an extreme, yet plausible, 
event do not exceed our risk appetite. ��

Liquidity adjusted stress
EDTF | Pillar 3 |��������������
����
���� ��
��� ����� ����:��������
�
����
�����������'��������)��
����
����2�/�#�+�
�2�/�����
��������
designed to capture the economic losses that could arise under 
��
��*
����
�����
	�����#�+��������	���������
�
������
�����	���
�
standard one-day and 10-day holding period assumptions used 
������	��
�
	��	���
������������������'��������)��
������-
�	���
�����!����
7����	
���
���#�/��������
��
	������
��������-
tions based on the expected market movements over the liquidity- 
��)��
�������	���
�������
����	��������
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The expected market movements are derived using a combina-
tion of historical market behavior, based on an analysis of histori-
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LAS-based limits are applied at a number of levels: Group-
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 ➔ Refer to “Risk appetite framework” in this section for more 

information

 ➔ Refer to “Stress testing” in this section for more information on 

our stress testing framework
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regulatory purposes. ��

Method applied Historical simulation

Data set Five years

Holding period 1 day for internal  limits, 10 days for regulatory VaR

Confidence level 95% for internal limits, 99% for regulatory VaR –  
both based on expected tail loss

Population Regulatory trading book for regulatory VaR, a broader 
population for internal limits
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H��$����������0��0�����Z>0���[�\]^��������[�]�������������������������_����������������������� 
Corporate Center unit and general market risk type1

For the year ended 31.12.15

CHF million Equity
Interest 

rates
Credit 

spreads
Foreign

exchange Commodities

Min. 5 7 4 1 0

Max. 23 18 9 11 5

Average 9 11 6 4 2

31.12.15 7 9 4 3 1

Total management VaR, Group 10 25 15 13 Average (per business division and risk type)

Wealth Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Wealth Management Americas 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

Personal & Corporate Banking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Asset Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Bank 7 22 12 10 9 6 3 4 2

CC – Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CC – Group ALM2 4 16 8 6 0 8 0 1 0

CC – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio 5 9 6 5 0 4 5 1 0

Diversification effect3, 4 (12) (9) 0 (9) (4) (1) 0

For the year ended 31.12.14

CHF million Equity Interest rates
Credit 

spreads
Foreign

exchange Commodities

Min. 5 7 6 2 1

Max. 24 11 12 8 3

Average 9 9 9 4 2

31.12.14 14 8 7 4 1

Total management VaR, Group 10 23 14 17 Average (per business division and risk type)

Wealth Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Wealth Management Americas 0 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 0

Personal & Corporate Banking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Asset Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Bank 7 24 12 17 9 7 5 3 2

CC – Core Functions2 3 7 4 5 0 4 0 1 0

CC – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio 6 11 8 6 2 5 7 1 0

Diversification effect3, 4 (11) (12) (2) (8) (5) (1) 0

1 Statistics at individual levels may not be summed to deduce the corresponding aggregate figures. The minima and maxima for each level may well occur on different days, and likewise, the VaR for each business line 
or risk type, being driven by the extreme loss tail of the corresponding distribution of simulated profits and losses for that business line or risk type, may well be driven by different days in the historical timeseries, render-
ing invalid the simple summation of figures to arrive at the aggregate total. 2 Following changes in the organization of Corporate Center units as of 1 January 2015, amounts previously reported under CC – Core Func-
tions are now reported under CC – Group ALM. 3 Difference between the sum of the standalone VaR for the business divisions and Corporate Center units and the VaR for the Group as a whole. 4 As the minimum 
and maximum occur on different days for different business divisions and Corporate Center, it is not meaningful to calculate a portfolio diversification effect.         
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to the 10-day holding period used. ��
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Corporate Center unit and general market risk type1

For the year ended 31.12.15

CHF million Equity
Interest 

rates
Credit 

spreads
Foreign

exchange Commodities

Min. 22 14 14 6 4

Max. 66 42 40 72 20

Average 35 28 24 25 9

31.12.15 27 16 14 20 6

Total regulatory VaR, Group 28 77 45 32 Average (per business division and risk type)

Wealth Management 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Wealth Management Americas 3 6 5 4 0 5 4 0 0

Personal & Corporate Banking 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Asset Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Bank 26 74 43 33 35 21 16 24 8

CC – Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CC – Group ALM2 1 43 19 2 0 17 1 4 0

CC – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio 8 27 14 10 0 10 12 4 4

Diversification effect3, 4 (36) (16) 0 (26) (10) (7) (3)

For the year ended 31.12.14

CHF million Equity
Interest 

rates
Credit 

spreads
Foreign

exchange Commodities

Min. 23 18 32 4 5

Max. 60 48 69 59 32

Average 33 27 45 24 12

31.12.14 46 22 34 24 7

Total regulatory VaR, Group 31 104 50 60 Average (per business division and risk type)

Wealth Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Wealth Management Americas 3 11 5 6 0 5 7 0 0

Personal & Corporate Banking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Asset Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Bank 29 87 45 57 33 26 31 21 11

CC – Core Functions2 6 35 15 19 0 15 2 4 0

CC – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio 15 48 28 16 2 15 28 9 2

Diversification effect3, 4 (43) (38) (2) (34) (23) (10) (1)

1 Statistics at individual levels may not be summed to deduce the corresponding aggregate figures. The minima and maxima for each level may well occur on different days, and likewise, the VaR for each business line 
or risk type, being driven by the extreme loss tail of the corresponding distribution of simulated profits and losses for that business line or risk type, may well be driven by different days in the historical timeseries, render-
ing invalid the simple summation of figures to arrive at the aggregate total. 2 Following changes in the organization of Corporate Center units as of 1 January 2015, amounts previously reported under CC – Core Func-
tions are now reported under CC – Group ALM. 3 Difference between the sum of the standalone VaR for the business divisions and Corporate Center units and the VaR for the Group as a whole. 4 As the minimum 
and maximum occur on different days for different business divisions and Corporate Center, it is not meaningful to calculate a portfolio diversification effect.  
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 ➔ Refer to “Risk measurement” in this section for more informa-
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number of exceptions is greater than four, the multiplier increases 
gradually from three to a maximum of four if 10 or more back-
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factor of 1,250% to determine RWA. This calculation is set out in 
the table on the next page. ��

%��������$���$�������������0��0�����Z>0���[�\\^��������[�]�������������������������_

For the year ended 31.12.15 For the year ended 31.12.14

CHF million Min. Max. Average 31.12.15 Min. Max. Average 31.12.14

Group 14 35 21 18 15 38 22 20
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Calculation of regulatory VaR-based RWA as of 31 December 2015

CHF million

Period end
regulatory VaR 

(A)

60-day average 
regulatory VaR 

(B)
VaR multiplier 

(C) 
Max (A, B x C)

(D)
Risk weight factor

(E)
Basel III RWA

(D x E)

32 41 3.0 122 1,250% 1,528

Method applied Historical simulation

Data set From 1 January 2007 to present

Holding period 10 days

Confidence level 99% based on expected tail loss

Population Regulatory trading book
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capital requirements for market risks.
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Calculation of SVaR-based RWA as of 31 December 2015

Period end SVaR 
(A)

60-day average SVaR 
(B)

VaR multiplier
(C) 

Max (A, B x C) 
(D)

Risk weight factor
(E)

Basel III RWA
(D x E)CHF million

58 76 3.0 227 1,250% 2,835
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5�������������0��0�����Z>`0���[�\\^��������[����������������������>��������Q``�����������_�����������������������
Corporate Center unit and general market risk type1

For the year ended 31.12.15

CHF million Equity
Interest 

rates
Credit 

spreads
Foreign

exchange Commodities

Min. 46 25 46 11 7

Max. 274 131 113 156 63

Average 87 58 74 55 20

31.12.15 57 56 48 31 16

Total stressed VaR, Group 54 291 96 58 Average (per business division and risk type)

Wealth Management 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Wealth Management Americas 7 18 11 10 0 9 15 0 0

Personal & Corporate Banking 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Asset Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Bank 48 306 92 63 87 49 50 56 18

CC – Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CC – Group ALM2 5 75 42 8 0 40 5 7 0

CC – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio 15 66 32 20 0 24 24 7 7

Diversification effect3, 4 (81) (41) 0 (64) (21) (15) (5)

For the year ended 31.12.14

CHF million Equity Interest rates
Credit 

spreads
Foreign

exchange Commodities

Min. 46 18 74 9 9

Max. 348 156 233 281 84

Average 71 67 121 56 29

31.12.14 103 32 98 45 16

Total stressed VaR, Group 63 373 94 105 Average (per business division and risk type)

Wealth Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Wealth Management Americas 9 22 14 15 0 8 22 0 0

Personal & Corporate Banking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Asset Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Bank 50 381 86 101 70 50 89 51 28

CC – Core Functions2 29 66 44 44 0 41 6 6 0

CC – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio 23 115 54 30 9 46 56 17 3

Diversification effect3, 4 (104) (85) (8) (78) (52) (18) (2)

1 Statistics at individual levels may not be summed to deduce the corresponding aggregate figures. The minima and maxima for each level may well occur on different days, and likewise, the VaR for each business line 
or risk type, being driven by the extreme loss tail of the corresponding distribution of simulated profits and losses for that business line or risk type, may well be driven by different days in the historical timeseries, render-
ing invalid the simple summation of figures to arrive at the aggregate total. 2 Following changes in the organization of Corporate Center units as of 1 January 2015, amounts previously reported under CC – Core Func-
tions are now reported under CC – Group ALM. 3 Difference between the sum of the standalone VaR for the business divisions and Corporate Center units and the VaR for the Group as a whole. 4 As the minimum 
and maximum occur on different days for different business divisions and Corporate Center, it is not meaningful to calculate a portfolio diversification effect.   
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Risks-not-in-VaR
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may be generated for different instruments even if they belong to 
the same issuer. To calculate rating migration losses, a linear 
��
���� �����7�����	� ��� ��
�#� �� ����� ��
� �� �� ���	�� �������	�
event is calculated as the estimated change in credit spread due to 
the change in rating migration, multiplied by the corresponding 
sensitivity of a position to changes in credit spreads.
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driven by a risk reduction in the Group ALM liquidity asset buffer 
and a model change applied in the fourth quarter of 2015. ��

Derivation of IRC-based RWA
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and are kept unchanged over this period.

The portfolio default and rating migration loss distribution is 
estimated using a Monte Carlo simulation of correlated rating 
�������	�
�
	�� ��
�������	�� ���	�����	�
��� �������� ����
��� �	�
the IRC portfolio, based on a Merton-type model. For each posi-
tion, default losses are calculated based on the maximum default 
exposure measure (the loss in the case of a default event assum-

Method applied Expected portfolio loss simulation

Holding period One-year liquidity horizon

Confidence level 99.9%

Population Regulatory trading book positions subject 
to issuer risk, excluding equity and securi-
tization exposures
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EDTF | Pillar 3 | Incremental risk charge

Incremental risk charge by business division and Corporate Center unit

For the year ended 31.12.15 For the year ended 31.12.14

CHF million Min. Max. Average 31.12.15 Min. Max. Average 31.12.14

Wealth Management

Wealth Management Americas 19 67 40 30 11 28 19 27

Personal & Corporate Banking

Asset Management

Investment Bank 128 197 161 197 130 300 182 197

CC – Services

CC – Group ALM1 53 116 81 60 102 165 131 108

CC – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio 15 51 29 27 31 92 57 46

Diversification effect2, 3 (106) (95) (213) (135)

Total incremental risk charge, Group 159 235 205 219 93 264 175 243

1 Following changes in the organization of Corporate Center units as of 1 January 2015, amounts previously reported under CC – Core functions are now reported under CC – Group ALM. 2 Difference between the 
sum of the standalone IRC for the business divisions and Corporate Center units and the IRC for the Group as a whole. 3 As the minimum and maximum occur on different days for different business divisions and Cor-
porate Center, it is not meaningful to calculate a portfolio diversification effect. 

Calculation of IRC-based RWA as of 31 December 2015

Period end IRC 
(A)

Average of last
12 weeks IRC

(B)
Max (A, B) 

(C)
Risk weight factor

(D)
Basel III RWA

(C x D)CHF million

219 201 219 1,250% 2,732
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EDTF | Pillar 3 | Comprehensive risk measure

Method applied Expected portfolio loss simulation

Holding period One-year liquidity horizon

Confidence level 99.9%

Population Positions in the correlation trading 
 portfolio
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credit spreads and index basis being migrated from spot to hori-
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loss distribution is then taken to be the CRM result. Our CRM 
�
���������������)
������	�����'�������
���	����������
���
as stress testing.

/�	�
� �
� 
7�� ��� �
� E�	����
� ����
����	� ����	�� ���������
����
�������	�HMN~!��
�%�=������
�:����������
���	
��������
�
�
��!��������	��	��
����
��
���#���

 ➔  Refer to “Corporate Center – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio” in 

the “Risk management and control” section of this report for 

more information on the Non-core correlation trading portfolio

Derivation of CRM-based RWA
EDTF | Pillar 3 |�%�=�����������
���

���!��	���
��
�������
���
����
derive the CRM-based component of the market risk Basel III 
���!� ��� ����	� �	� �
� $%������ ��	��
�
	&� �
���	� ��� ����
�
��������
������ �	�$+���
�H��4
���
���
��
	���	����0��
�� 555�

7�����
���	��������
���
�����
�&��	��
�$@0/�:������:���	-
solidated supplemental disclosures required under Basel III Pillar 3 
regulations” section of this report. The calculation is subject to a 
(����
'������}������
�
'�����
	�������������
��	�
���
���
-
��*��������
����
��/�=�������
�����
����	�����	����������#�+�
�
���������	��������	��
���#���

Comprehensive risk measure

For the year ended 31.12.15 For the year ended 31.12.14

CHF million Min. Max. Average 31.12.15 Min. Max. Average 31.12.14

Total comprehensive risk measure, Group 4 12 8 5 5 335 120 6

Calculation of CRM-based RWA as of 31 December 2015

CHF million
Period end CRM 

(A)

Average of last
12 weeks CRM

(B)1
Max (A, B) 

(C)
Risk weight factor

(D)
Basel III RWA

(C x D)

5 7 7 1,250% 84
1 CRM = Max (CRM model result, 8% of equivalent charge under the SRM).

EDTF | Pillar 3 |
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Securitization positions in the trading book

EDTF | Pillar 3 |�����
7�����
����
�����"���	�������	���	��
����-
ing book is limited and relates primarily to positions in Corporate 
%
	
����E�	����
��	��2
�����^���������������
���	�	�
���
��	�����	#�������������	����
7�����
����������
��������
�-
ondary trading in commercial mortgage-backed securities in the 
5	�
��
	�0�	�#��
�
�� ��$+���
�H��4
���
�� �
��
	���	����
0��
��555�
7�����
���	��������
���
�����
�&��	��
�$@0/�:�����
AG consolidated supplemental disclosures required under 
Basel III Pillar 3 regulations” section of this report for more infor-
mation. ��

Interest rate risk in the banking book

Sources of interest rate risk in the banking book
Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | Interest rate risk in the banking book arises 
from balance sheet positions such as Loans and receivables, client 
deposits and Debt issued, Available-for-sale instruments, certain 
.�����0��������
������������
���������	����	��������������1�deriva-
��
���
����
�������������
�����������*����������	���
������
��
����"
�� ���� ����� (��� �
��
� �����	�	�� ������
�!� ��� �
��� ���
related funding transactions. These positions may impact Other 
comprehensive income� ��� ���*� ��� ����!� �
�
	��	�� �	� �
���
accounting treatment.

Our largest banking book interest rate exposures arise from 
���
	��
�������	���
	��	�����������	����������
������	��
-
ment businesses and Personal & Corporate Banking. For Wealth 
Management and Personal & Corporate Banking, the inherent 
interest rate risks are transferred either by means of back-to-back 
��	�����	����!��	��
����
����������������	����	����������-
rity date or direct market-linked rate, by replicating portfolios 
������
������	��	������	
��� �	��:������2=!���������	��
��
�
��������	��	��	
���
��������������	������	
�	���	
�
����
�
risks across different sources. Any residual interest rate risks in 
Wealth Management and Personal & Corporate Banking that are 
not transferred to Group ALM are managed locally and are sub-
ject to independent monitoring and control both in the locations 
����������������	�����	�������
�������
	���������=���
������%�	-
���#�+����	��
��
��	
�
����
�������
	�����!�:������2=�����"
��

�
������
� �	����
	�!� ���� ��� ������ ��
� �	� �
���	�
�� �
��
�
�����	�	���
����	�����#������	�*��	�����	�����	
�
����
������
���������
�������:������2=�*	�	��	���	���	�
��	��������
�!�����

7����
��
��	�
��
	��	���
*	�	��	�����	�	���	
���������-
��
�����	�
���

��
���������
��	�
*	�
�������
�!���������

'���!�����������	���
���
��
#�K����
�
��
��!��
	������	��
-
�
	������
*	
�� ��
��*�� ���
�������	�����
���	��������
�
��	���	���	�
��������������
#�+�
�
����
����
��
*	
������
���-
����	����������!�������
�������������	���
	����������
7
��
�
against. Group ALM also maintains a portfolio of available-for-
sale debt investments to meet the Group’s liquidity needs. In the 
*���'���
�����HMNP!��
�����
	
���
� ���
�������	� ���� �
�
�	�
��
	� ��� ���� /����� ���	���
	���	�
�� 
'���!� ���������� �	�
�
���	�
����
���
�����	��	
����
�/��������	���	
�
����
�
	��-
ronment. This resulted in an initial increase in negative interest 
��
� �
	������� �	� :����� �2=#� +���� 
7�����
� ���� ����
'�
	���
reduced as Group ALM rebalanced the banking book to meet the 
	
�����
�������	����
'���#�������LN�4
�
��
��HMNP!�������	-
������
��
'���������	�
�
���������������	�/��������	��������	�
��
���
�������	���������7���
�������
�����	�����������
��
	��-
��������%JK�~�������	��
�����������	���	�@/��������������	���
�-
��
�������	���������7���
���*�
��
�����	�����
	����������%JK�
10 million per basis point. The sensitivities relate directly to the 
chosen durations.

5	
�
����
����������	��
����=�	��
�
	���
����������
��
from the business division’s portfolio of available-for-sale invest-
ments, in addition to its lending and deposit products offered to 
clients. This interest rate risk is closely measured, monitored and 
��	��
�� ����	� ������
�� ����� ������ �	�� ��	����!� ���	�� �	��
account Wealth Management Americas’ balance sheet items that 
mutually offset interest rate risk.

Banking book interest rate exposure in the Investment Bank 
arises predominantly from the business of Corporate Client Solu-
��	�!���
�
� ��	�����	����
� ���)
�� ������������	��� ���
����
case basis.

%������
�%
	
����E�	����
��	��2
�����^�����������
�����
�
�
��
������*
����Loans and receivables from Held for trading in 
�
� ������ '���
�� ��� HMM}� �	�� �
� *��� '���
�� ��� HMM�!� �	��
certain other debt securities held as Loans and receivables, also 
give rise to non-trading interest rate risk. ���
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Effect of interest rate changes on shareholders’ equity and  
CET1 capital
EDTF |� +�
�$�����	�	���	��������� 
��
����� ���	�
�� �	� �	
�
��
��
�&� ���
� �
���� �������
�� �
� �����	�	�� �	�� %X+N� �������
treatment of gains and losses resulting from changes in interest 
rates. For instruments held at fair value, a change in interest rates 
�
������	��	����
���
����������
����	����������
���	�"
��
��
���	�
the Income statement or through Other comprehensive income 
��%5�#�K������
���	����������
���
����������"
�����!������	�
��	�
interest rates does not result in a change in the carrying amount 
of the instruments, but could affect the amount of interest income 
���
7�
	�
��
���	�"
����
����
��	��
�5	���
���
�
	#�+���-
�����!��	��
��
���	��	
�
����
���������
������	����
���
��
���-
tion in the value of our longer-term assets held at fair value, but 
�
�������
7�
���������
�����
���
����
������������
��	
�
�	
�
���	���
��E55���	��������
���	��	���������#

 ➔ Refer to “Reconciliation IFRS equity to Swiss SRB capital” in the 

“Capital management” section of this report for more informa-

tion

In addition to the differing accounting treatments, our banking 
book positions have different sensitivities to different points on the 
yield curves. For example, our portfolios of available-for-sale debt 
�
�����
���	���	
�
����
��������
���	�
����������(����
��
�!�
�	� �
�����
!� ��
����
� �
	����
� �� ���	�
�� �	� ��	�
��������	�
�	
�
�� ��
�!���
�
��������
�������	���� ���	�*��	������	����

our loans contributing to net interest income are more sensitive to 
short-term rates. These factors are important as yield curves may 
not shift on a parallel basis and could, for example, exhibit an ini-
�����

�
	�	�!�������
�����������
'�
	�(�
	�	����
����
#

By virtue of the accounting treatment and yield curve sensitivi-
�
������	
������
!��	����

�
	�	����
�������
���
	������
�������

7�
�����
���	�"
��	��	������
�����	��	�����
����
��z�
'�������
���
����������������
�����
����������%5#�+�����������
�����
	-
��
����
����
���� �	��
��
��E55��	�
� �	��
��
�� �	� �	
�
�� ��
��
affect the shorter end of the yield curve in particular. The effect on 
%X+N� ��������������
� �������!� ���
�� �
��� ���	��	�
�!� ������	��
�	������
���	��	
�
����
��������
���	�
����������(����
��
��
��
�	���
���	�"
�������
���������������������
�#

We subject the interest rate-sensitive banking book exposures 
to a suite of interest rate scenarios in order to assess the effect on 

7�
�
��E55���
��������N��
����	����L��
�����
�����"�	������-
ing constant business volumes. We also consider the effect of the 
interest rate movements in each scenario on the fair value recog-
	�"
�� ������� �%5� ��� �
� ��������
��������
� �
�� ���������� �	��
�����(����
��
����	��
�����:������2=#�+�
���
	��������
��-
ment also includes the estimated effect through OCI on share-
holders’ equity and CET1 capital from pension fund assets and 
liabilities. While select standard scenarios, such as a parallel rise in 
all yield curves of 100 basis points, are retained and regularly 
used, other scenarios are adopted as a function of changing mar-
ket conditions.

Accounting and capital effect of changes in interest rates1

Recognition Shareholders’ equity CET1 capital

Timing Location Gains Losses Gains Losses

Available-for-sale debt portfolios Immediate OCI � � �
Economic hedges classified as held for trading Immediate Income statement � � � �
Designated cash flow hedges Immediate OCI2 � �
Loans and deposits at amortized costs Gradual Income statement � � � �
1 Refer to the “Reconciliation IFRS equity to Swiss SRB capital” table in the “Capital management” section of this report for more information on the differences between shareholders’ equity and CET1 capital. 2 Exclud-
ing hedge ineffectiveness which is recognized in the income statement in accordance with IFRS.

EDTF | Pillar 3 |
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�� �
� 
	�� ��� HMNP!� �
� �������	�� ��
	������ �
�
� �	���"
�� �	�
detail:
 – E
����
� 5�� �E5��� �
	� �
���
���� 
���� �	�� /����� ���	�� ��
���

����
�� ����� PM� ������ ���	�� �	� ������
�� ����	�� �
� *��� ��

�
��	�������	��"
���(���������
�!��	���
�
���
��
���
�	
�-
���
!�������
�	
����
#���
�������
�� �	�@/����������	����
��
currencies, on the other hand, drop 25 basis points in parallel, 
����
���	�(���
����"
��#�+�
�
��
�!�������
���
���
��������-
�	��������
������
������������
�#

 – E5���
	�%�	��	�����
���������	������
�E5���
	��
���-

��� ��
	����!� ��� ��
�� �
� *��� ��

� ��	��!� ��
�� ��� 	��
recover but remain at the then-prevailing levels until the end of 
�
�������
����
�����"�	#

 – X���"�	
� 4
(���	� �	�� K
�� +��
��	��� @/� ������� ��
��� ����
�
���
���	���

�
	���
�����	��/��������	����
�������
���
�
����
����	��
�E5���
	��
���
�����
	����#

 – ^�����
���NMM����������	���������
�������
�����
�NMM����������	��
in parallel.

 – 2015 CCAR Adverse: Federal Reserve Comprehensive Capital 
�	��������	���
��
���%%���������
��
�/�
	����#

 – 2015 CCAR Severely Adverse: Federal Reserve CCAR – Severely 
Adverse Scenario.

 – |��	����
� X���	�� �
	��
���
����%
	���� ��	��� �

�����-
�
��(���
��������'�����!���		�	�����	������
	����
���"
���
���	
����
��	
�
����
��������#�0�	������
��;��	�
���������
-
'�
	��� ��
� ��������
�� �	(���	� �
���!� �
����	�� �	� ��	��
	��
��
�� �����	�� ��� �������� ��
����	�� �	� P��
��� �������� ��
��
�
����	�� ��
�HMM}� �
�
����� �����
	�� ��
�� 
�
	������ �������
suit.

 – Flattener: yield curves across all currencies undergo a sharp rise 
���������
	���!������	��������
�����
��	��
���	��
	������
�
��
�������
���HMM����������	�� ���� 
	������� ��N��
��!��NMM�
������ ���	�� ���� P� �
���� �	�� �HM� ������ ���	�� ���� }��
��� ��
10-year tenors.

 – Constant Rates: All rates stay at current levels.

+�
��
�������
�������
���������
��	
�E55!�����������������
��
assuming interest rates in all currencies develop according to their 
����
������
������������
���	���	�
���
���������	������	-
��	� ����	
��� �����
�#� +�
� �������
�� 
��
��� �	� ���
��	
� E55�
��	�
��
�

	����

�������	����~���	��N�����
����N��
����	��
L��
�������"�	!��
��
���
��!��	���	�������
�
	���������7���
���
N�����
��������N��
����	����L��
�������"�	#�+�
��������
��
�
��
	���������
�E5���
	�%�	��	���
	�������
����N��
�������"�	�
�	�� �
�%%���/
�
�
������
��
� ��
	�������
����L��
�������"�	#�
+�
������
	
*�������
	�������
����N��
�����
	���������
�K��
	
��
�	���
�^�����
���NMM����������	����
	�������
����L��
�������"�	#

5	�������	����
�����
���
	������	������!��
��������	�����
�
�
	������� ��� �
� E55� �� ���
���
� ������
�� ������� ��� �HMM� �	��
�HMM����������	��������
���������
��	
�E55� �����	!��	�
���
�

��������	������ ��	��	�����	�
� ��

� �����
��	��������
�#�
�	���
����	���
�����	��	�*����
���E55��
����
����
����
��	
�E55�
������)
������
�
*	
����
�������
�
�������	�����
�
7
	���
�������
�E55����
7���
�����	����
��
����
�
	��	�����
���
�#�
��� ��� LN� 4
�
��
�� HMNP!� �
� ���
��	
� E55� ������ ���
� �

	�
approximately 11% less under a parallel shock of –200 basis 
���	�!���
�
����	�
����������
���HMM����������	������!��
����
-
��	
�E55����������
��

	������7���
���LN������
�#�

���
���������	��������������������
�����E55����������HMNP!�
�
���
��
������	��	
����
��	
�
����
�
	����	�
	��	�/�����
francs in particular, has been the large degree of self-funding of 
our lending businesses through our deposit base in Wealth Man-
��
�
	��	��̂ 
���	�����%������
�0�	��	�!����	��������������-
�
���)���
	�������� �	
�
����
�������������	�#�/�������
�
lose this equilibrium on the balance sheet due to, for example, 
unattractive pricing relative to our peers for either our mortgages 
or our deposits, this could have consequences for our ability to 
���	��	�����E55�������
	��
�
����	����
����
	��������	��	
����
�
�	
�
����
�
	����	�
	#�0
����
��
������
���	��	�����	
���
volumes, these risks do not manifest themselves in the above-
mentioned interest rate scenarios.

=��
��
�!���������
������	��	
����
��	
�
����
�
	����	-
�
	��
������������
	!������������
�����������	�����
����
��	�
����E55#�����
�����E55��	�/��������	����������
���	�����
����	��-
��
�������������
���
��
��
��	�/��������	���	
�
����
�!������-
�	���
�����

�� �	����	��	�	���
�����
�
	��	
��
'���������!�
�
����������
�������	�������������������/��������	�������'������
��'���� ���
� ��������#� �� �
�����	� ��� �
� /����� E���	��� 0�	�z��
�
����� 
7
����	� ��
������ ���� ��	��� ������ ����� �
��� ��
�	��
��
�����������
������	���
����
�������
���!�����
7��-
ple, passing on some of the costs to our depositors. Should euro 
�	
�
����
��������
���
����	�*��	���	
����
!����������� ���
-
���
��	��
��
�������'������������	���������E55��
	
��
�������
euro-denominated loans and deposits at risk to volume imbal-
ances occurring. Depending on the overall economic and market 

	����	�
	!������	
���	�����	�*��	�	
����
���
�������������
lead to our Wealth Management and Personal & Corporate Bank-
�	�����
	������	�����	��
��� ���	�� ��
�
������ �
����	���	��

7�
���������
������������������
�����#�+�����������
���
��
�
�	�
����	������	
��������
��	�����
��E55��������	���#�

��	
��
��
��
��	��
�������������
'���
��
����
�
	���	��	��
�����
����
������	��
��
�����������
�
	���	���������������!�
including the term and nature of the replacement funding, 
��
�
�� ����� ��	��	�� ��� ����
�� �	� �
� ����
���
� ����
�!� ���
��
�
�� ����� ��	��	�� ��� ����
�� ����� ������	�� ���� ��������
�
funding denominated in another currency. On the other hand, 
imbalances leading to an excess deposit position could require 
�	�
��
	�� ��	
����
� ��
���!��������
������	���
� ���
� ��
���*��
	�������
	��
�����������
�����������
7�
����
��������-
ance charging mechanisms. �
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Interest rate risk sensitivity to parallel shifts in yield curves
Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | Interest rate risk in the banking book is not 
underpinned for capital purposes, but is subject to a regulatory 
threshold. As of 31 December 2015, the economic-value effect of 
an adverse parallel shift in interest rates of ±200 basis points on 
������	��	��������	
�
����
������
7�����
��������	�*��	����
����
the threshold of 20% of eligible capital recommended by regula-
tors.

+�
��	
�
����
�������
	�������*���
����
�
	
���	��
��$5	
�-
est rate sensitivity – banking book” table on the next page repre-
�
	��
�
��
������N!��NMM��	���HMM����������	�������
�����
���	�
��
�������
���	���
�
	�����
���������
������(���!����
��
���
����
�����	�	���
��
	#�K������
����������!��
��N����������	��
	-
������������

	�
����
�����������	���
��NMM����������	��
	��-
tivity by 100. In the prevailing negative interest rate environment 
�����
�/��������	���	����������!��	�������
��
��
7
	������
�
���!�
interest rates for Wealth Management and Personal & Corporate 
0�	��	�� ���
	� ��	�����	�� ��
� �
	
������ �
�	�� (���
�� �� 	�	�
negative levels. Accordingly, for the purposes of this disclosure 
���
!����	��������
�����NMM�;�HMM����������	����
�(���
�� ��
ensure that the resulting shocked interest rates do not turn nega-
��
#�+�
�(����	���
������	�	�	��	
����
	��������
������#

The sensitivity of the banking book to rising rates increased 
�
����	��
������	
����
�%JK�L#~�������	��
�����������	#�+��������
mainly due to an increased negative sensitivity in Wealth Manage-
ment Americas due to higher short-term US dollar market rates 
�	� ��� ���
�
�� �
����� ������	!� �
����	�� �	� �� ���
�� ��#
#!� �
���

������
���
	���������	������	�������
�������������
���������	�-
ing book. The sensitivity of the banking book to rising rates 
includes the interest rate sensitivities arising from debt invest-
�
	�� ������*
�� ��� Financial investments available-for-sale and 
their associated hedges. The sensitivity of these positions (exclud-
ing hedges and excluding investments in funds accounted for as 
��������
��������
������N����������	�������
���	��
��
��	��
���
����
of the respective instruments is approximately negative CHF 9 mil-
���	!��������������
��
����
���	�Other comprehensive income if 
such change occurred.

The sensitivity of the banking book to rising rates also includes 
�	
�
�� ��
� �
	������
�� �����	�� ����� �	
�
�� ��
� ������ �
���-
	�
�� �	������(����
��
�#�K��������
����	����� ����
���������
��
�����
�
��
���
������	�����
�
���������
��
���	�"
���	��������	�
Equity.���
	��
��
��
�����
���������(�������
�����*��������!�
the associated gains or losses on the hedging derivatives are 
�
������*
�������Equity������*��������#�+�
�
���������
���
���-
inantly denominated in US dollars, euros, British pounds and 
/����� ���	��#������� LN�4
�
��
��HMNP!� �
� ����� ����
���� �
�
�
�	
�
����
�����������	
����%JK�H#L�������	��������
��
����
-
�
	�����
����	��%JK�M#H�������	��	
����
��
����
�
	�����
��#�
The effect of a 1-basis-point increase of underlying LIBOR curves 
���������
��
��
��
��
'������������7���
���%JK�HH�������	!�
excluding adjustments for tax. ���

 ➔ Refer to “Note 15 Financial investments available-for-sale” in  

����	(��������������������������������������������������� 

for more information
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Interest rate sensitivity – banking book1

31.12.15

CHF million –200 bps –100 bps +1 bp +100 bps +200 bps

CHF (33.9) (33.9) (0.2) (15.5) (29.1)

EUR 27.0 26.2 (0.3) (29.7) (55.5)

GBP (165.5) (42.4) 0.1 (0.8) (15.6)

USD 838.7 438.8 (3.8) (380.4) (763.4)

Other (1.2) (2.1) 0.1 8.2 16.5

Total effect on interest rate-sensitive banking book positions 665.0 386.5 (4.1) (418.3) (847.0)

of which: Wealth Management Americas 806.5 440.1 (3.7) (365.3) (732.5)

of which: Investment Bank 28.9 18.0 (0.2) (18.9) (39.7)

of which: CC – Group ALM2 (168.6) (73.6) (0.2) (19.2) (43.7)

of which: CC – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio (2.8) 1.2 (0.1) (9.6) (20.5)

31.12.14

CHF million –200 bps –100 bps +1 bp +100 bps +200 bps

CHF (16.2) (15.8) (0.3) (27.3) (51.0)

EUR 72.1 66.0 (0.6) (57.0) (106.9)

GBP (5.6) (8.1) 0.2 23.0 46.3

USD 130.7 76.5 (0.2) (21.0) (52.8)

Other 1.8 (5.1) 0.2 17.7 36.0

Total effect on interest rate-sensitive banking book positions 182.7 113.5 (0.7) (64.5) (128.5)

of which: Wealth Management Americas 181.7 129.9 (0.5) (48.5) (110.6)

of which: Investment Bank 53.8 34.2 (0.5) (52.2) (111.4)

of which: CC – Core Functions2 (37.3) (44.3) 0.3 42.8 106.8

of which: CC – Non-core and Legacy Portfolio (11.0) (3.5) (0.1) (6.2) (12.6)

1 Does not include interest rate sensitivities for credit valuation adjustments on monoline credit protection, US and non-US reference-linked notes. 2 Following changes in the organization of the Corporate Center units 
as of 1 January 2015, amounts previously reported under CC – Core Functions are now reported under CC – Group ALM.

Audited | EDTF | Pillar 3 | 

���
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Other market risk exposures

��	���
��
EDTF |��
���
�
7���
�������	�
���	�@0/z����	���
�����������
�
�
(
�
���	��
��������	�������
�*	�	�������������
���
���	�
����
���������
!�����������@0/z����	���
���������������
���	���
�
�����
market participants. We also estimate debit valuation adjustments 
�4���� �� �	�������
���	���
��� �	� �
��������	�����
������
�#�
%��	�
���	����������
���
������	�
���	���	���
�����
��
���	�"
��
in the income statement and therefore affect shareholders’ equity 
and CET1 capital.

�
� ����� ����� �
� ��	� ��
��� ��
�
	���	� �
'���
�
	�� ���
5K�/��� �	��
�*���'���
�����HMN_#�@	�
���������
����� 5K�/��!�
���	�
���	��
����������
����*	�	�������������
���
���	�
���������
����
�����������*��	��������
��
������	���
���������
��
���-
	�"
���	���
�������
�
	���
��	���
���%5���	�������	���
��
����-
��*
�����
�5	���
���
�
	#��

 ➔ Refer to “Note 24 Fair value measurement” in the “Consolidated 

�����������������������������������������������������������

on own credit

Structural foreign exchange risk
EDTF | On consolidation, assets and liabilities held in foreign opera-
��	�� ��
� ��	���
�� �	�� /����� ���	��� �� �
� �����	�� ���
��	�
exchange rate on the balance sheet date, and items of income 
�	��
7�
	�
���
���	���
���	��/��������	������
���
���
���
�
for the period. The resulting foreign exchange differences are rec-
��	�"
�� �	� Other comprehensive income and therefore affect 
shareholders’ equity and CET1 capital.

Group ALM employs strategies to manage this foreign cur-
rency exposure, including matched funding of assets and liabilities 
and net investment hedging. �

 ➔ Refer to the “Treasury management” section of this report for 

more information on our exposure to and management of 

structural foreign exchange risk

Equity investments
Audited | EDTF | Under IFRS, equity investments not in the trading 
����������
�������*
������
����
���
�����0����������
����������
�-
able-for-sale, Financial assets designated at fair value or Invest-
ments in associates.

We make direct investments in a variety of entities and buy 
equity holdings in both listed and unlisted companies for a variety 
of purposes. This includes investments, such as exchange and 
clearing house memberships that are held to support our business 
������
�#��
�������������
��	�
��
	���	���	�������
���	-
��
��	����
������	�����$�

�&��
�����	�
���	!�������
��	-
���
���������	
�
�����	�����������
�����	�
����#��
������

buy, and are sometimes required by agreement to buy, securities 
�	���	����������	�������
����
�����������
	�#

+�
����������
����
'�����	�
��
	��
	������
��	(�
	�
�����
���������
��*�����
��	����������	�
��
	�#�X'�����	�
��
	��
are generally intended to be held for the medium or long term 
�	�������
����)
��������������

�
	�#�K����
�
��
���	�!��
�
generally do not control these exposures using the market risk 
�
����
�� �����
�� �� ����	�� ������
�#� J��
�
�!� ����� 
'����
investments are subject to a different range of controls, including 
��
�������������	
�� �	�
��
	���������	
�����	��
�
	��	��
Risk Control, portfolio and concentration limits, and regular mon-
itoring and reporting to senior management. They are also 
�	����
�� �	�����:��������
�����������	����
��� 
��	���
�����
������(����	��������������
�
�����
����#

������LN�4
�
��
��HMNP!��
��
���
'�����	�
��
	������	��
%JK�N#_�������	!����������%JK�M#_�������	��
�
�������*
�����Finan-
cial investments available-for-sale, and CHF 1.0 billion as Invest-
ments in associates.�+�����������������	���	�
��������
�������
year. ��

 ➔ Refer to “Note 15  Financial investments available-for-sale” and 

“Note 30 Interests in subsidiaries and other entities” in the 

	(�������������������������������������������������������

more information

Debt investments
Audited | EDTF |�4
���	�
��
	��������*
�����Financial investments 
available-for-sale ��
��
����
�������������
��������	�
���	������
value recorded through Equity,��	����	����������
���
����"
�����
money market instruments and debt securities primarily held for 
statutory, regulatory or liquidity reasons.

+�
��������	��������
����������
�����
���	����
	��������-
*
�� ��� Financial investments available-for-sale depends on the 
	���
� ��� �
� �	����
	�� �	�� �
� ������
� ���� ������ �
� �����
them. Our exposures may be included in market risk limits or be 
���)
������
��*����	����	���	���	
�
����
��
	��������	������#�
+�
�� ��
� ����� �	����
�� �	� ���� :��������
� ��������� �	�� ��
���

��	���
����!�������(����	��������������
�
�����
����#

4
�� �	����
	�� ������*
�� ��� Financial investments available-
for-sale had a fair value of CHF 61.9 billion as of 31 December 2015 
������
������%JK�P_#P�������	�������LN�4
�
��
��HMN~#���

 ➔ Refer to “Note 15 Financial investments available-for-sale” in the 

	(�������������������������������������������������������

more information

 ➔ Refer to “Interest rate risk sensitivity to parallel shifts in yield 

curves” in this section for more information

 ➔ Refer to the “Treasury management” section of this report for 

more information
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Pension risk
EDTF | We provide a number of pension plans for past and current 

�����

�!����
������������
�������*
������
*	
���
	
*��
	-
���	� ���	�� �	�
�� 5K�/#� +�
�
� �
*	
�� �
	
*� ���	�� ��	� ���
� ��
material effect on our IFRS equity and CET1 capital.

5	� ���
�� �� �

� �
� 
7�
�
�� ����
� �
	
*� ����
	�!� �
�
plans invest employee and employer contributions in various asset 
�����
�#�+�
���	�
�����������
����	�����
�����
�
	�
��
�

	�
the fair value of these assets and the present value of the expected 
����
� �
	
*� ����
	�� �� ���	� �
��
��� ��
� �
*	
�� �
	
*�
��������	�#

@	�
��5K�/!���	
����
���	�
����������
�
��
����������
����
�
����
������	���*��
	����

��
��
*	
���
	
*���������	�����
�
���	�"
���	���������	�
���

��������������#�5����������
���
��
from CET1 capital.

��������
���	�
�����������
���	�"
������	����
��	��
�����	�
�
��

!�������������
�����
�
��	������
	
*���������
���@0/!����
�
�����
���	�$E�
�N���
��H~�̂ 
	���	��	����
������
������
	�
�
	
*����	�&��	��
�$%�	������
��*	�	�������
�
	�&��
���	�
��������
���#�5���		���
��
���	�"
���	�%X+N�������#

At each balance sheet date, the fair value of the assets and the 
�
*	
���
	
*���������	���
��
�
����
�!��������	�
���	�����
�
�
���	�"
�����������
�������
�
	���
��	���
!����)
�����
�
aforementioned cap on a positive funded status.

^
	���	����������
����������
���	�
�����������
*	
���
	
*�
���	��������
��
��
!�	
����
������
��	������5K�/�
'�����	��;����
our CET1 capital. This can arise either from a fall in the plan assets’ 
����
�����	��
��	�
��
	��
��	�!��	��	��
��
��	��
*	
���
	
*�
obligations, or a combination of these.

Important risk factors affecting the fair value of the plan assets 
are, among others, equity market returns, interest rates, bond 
yields, and real estate prices.

Important risk factors affecting the present value of the 

7�
�
�� ����
� �
	
*� ����
	�� �	����
� ���������
� ��	���
��
���!��	
�
����
�!��	(���	���
���	�����
�
7�
��	��#

^
	���	����������	����
���	�����:��������
�����������	����
���

��	���
����� ���(��� �	������ ��������
�
� ����
����#�+�
�
potential effects are thus captured in the calculation of our post-
stress fully applied CET1 capital ratio. �

 ➔ ���������	=����Q��
������������������0����������������

������������	(��������������������������������������������

��������������������������������������������

 ➔ Refer to “Stress testing” in the “Risk management and control” 

section of this report for more information on our stress testing 

framework  

 ➔ Refer to “Consideration of stress scenarios” in the “Capital 

management” section of this report for more information on our 

post-stress fully applied CET1 capital ratio

 ➔ Refer to “Fluctuation in foreign exchange rates and continuing 

low or negative interest rates may have a detrimental effect on 

our capital strength, our liquidity and funding position, and our 

�����������������	*���������������������������/���������������[�

in part, on capital ratios that are subject to regulatory change 

�������2����������$���������������	������������������������

this report for more information

@0/���	�����
�
7�����

EDTF | �
������������	�����
���������������
��
�
�����

�����
�
and option participation plans. A smaller number are held by the 
5	�
��
	�0�	���	���		
���	���������
�����	���	���
���	��
activities. �

 ➔ Refer to “Holding of UBS Group AG shares” in the “Capital 

management” section of this report for more information
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Country risk

Macroeconomic developments during the period

%�	�	�
���
����������������
���	���
�K
�
�����
�
��
���
�
hike put pressure on a number of key emerging markets. Our 
����
�� 
�
���	�� ����
�� 
7�����
� ��� �� %��	�!� ��
�
� ������
��	�	�
�����
����
��
��	�HMNP!��	��*	�	���������
��
7�
��-

	�
��
�����
�����
7�
�
���������#�X���"�	
���	�
�	���	��X���-
pean Central Bank policy included the prospect of a Greek exit 
������
������	�����
	��!��	���������	�;��
���

������������
	�
�����������	��
�=����
�X����	���	�E����������#

Country risk framework

%��	���������	����
���������	�����
��*��
�
	���������������	�
a sovereign’s jurisdiction and may lead to an impairment of UBS’s 

7�����
�#�%��	����������	���
��
������������
�
��	�����!�������
�
�
������
���������	�������	�	
�����������
�	�
	�����	������
*	�	����� ������
	��� ��	��
�� ����!� ������ ������ ����
� ��� �	�
����
��������	
������������	����'���
����
��	�����
	��
��������-
�	��������������������
	������	���	����
��	�
7���	�
���	��
����
���$��
�&����	�������#�$��
�&����	��������������	��
����
���
through increased and multiple counterparty and issuer default 
���������
�����������	��
��	
���	�!��	�����
�
	������������
��
the standing of a country (e.g., political stability, institutional and 
�
��������
�������	��
���
����	�#��
����
����
���
�������
��
�������	��������
����!���������������
����
����
���������*�
�
����������	��
����
�
��
����
�
7�����
#

EDTF | We attribute to each foreign country a sovereign rating, 
������
7��
��
���
����������������
����
�
��	��
�����	���	����
��	� *	�	����� ��������	�� �	� ���
��	� ����
	��#� ���� ���	��� ��
�
expressed by statistically derived default probabilities as described 
�	��
�$^��������������
����&��
���	#�0��
���	������	
�	����	��-
������
�������
*	
��
�������������������	��
��
�
	��������	��
�	��
�����������
������������
����
������$��
�&����	��������
should be incorporated into the analysis of the counterparty rat-
ing of entities that are domiciled in the respective country.

Our risk exposure to foreign countries considers the credit rat-
ings assigned to those countries. A country risk ceiling (i.e., maxi-
��������
��
�
7�����
�������
�� ������
7�����
�� �����	
�-
����
�� ��� ����
��� ��� �
�����
�� �	�� *	�	����� �	�
��
	�� �	� �
�
respective foreign country. We may limit the extension of credit, 
transactions in traded products or positions in securities based on 
a country ceiling, even if our exposure to a counterparty is other-
���
����
����
#

K����	
�	����
����
�
	��	����	����������	�������!��
������
��	���
���
�*	�	����� �������������
���������	�������	��������

�!� ����	�!� �	�� �������	�� �� ���	��� ������#� +�
�
� ���� ��
� �
�
form of a severe deterioration in a country’s debt, equity or other 
asset markets, or a sharp depreciation of the currency. We use 
��
���
��	�������
����
���
	����*	�	�����������������
�
�
�
���	����	��;�������
�
��	�������#�+�����	����
���
��
�
����
	����
plausible stress scenarios for combined stress testing and the 
��
	�*����	� ��� ���	��
�� ��� ���� ��
	������ �
� ���)
�� �� ��
crisis event, determining potential losses and making assumptions 
about recovery rates depending on the types of credit transac-
tions involved and their economic importance to the affected 
countries.

Our exposures to market risks are also subject to regular stress 
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tors to equity indices, interest and currency rates in all relevant 
countries and consider the potential liquidity of the instruments. �

Country risk exposure

Country risk exposure measure
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ing inventory, issuer risk on securities such as bonds and equities, 
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distribution and single-stock margin loans for syndication. 
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across issuers.

�
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���	�"
� �	�� 
7�
�
�� �
���
��� ����
�� ��
	�
reporting country exposures as Exposure before hedges except for 
the risk-reducing effects of master netting agreements and col-
��
�����
����	��
���������
��
��������������������������
���*
��
����
���
� �
�����
�!��������
��
���� ����� �
�������������
�
exposure values. Within banking products and traded products, 
the risk-reducing effect of any credit protection is taken into 
�����	��	���	���	�����������
	��

���	�	���
�Net of hedges 
exposures. �
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Country risk exposure allocation
EDTF |�5	��
	
���!�
7�����
����
�����	�����	���
����	����������-
cile of the contractual counterparty or the issuer of the security. 
K������
����	
�����
������
�
��	����������	�
��	�
�������
assets or source of revenues is primarily located in a different 
country, the exposure is allocated to the risk domicile of that 
country. �
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	��
���	�������
���	�
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��!����������
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������	����
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enue streams outside the country of domicile. The same principle 
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���������������������	
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�����
�
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����	������
domicile of either the guarantor or the issuer of the underlying 
�
�����!��������	���
����	�����
�
���
��
��������������
����
�
located.
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other than that of the domicile of the legal entity. In such cases, 
exposures are recorded in full against the country of domicile of 
the counterparty and additionally in full against the country in 
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����	����������
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cable, issuer elements of risk arising from derivatives and applies 
comprehensively for all derivatives, including single-name credit 
�
������������%4/����	����
����
����
������
�#

As a basic example: if CDS protection for a notional value of 
100 bought from a counterparty domiciled in country X referenc-
�	���
������	�����
���������
���	����	�����������������
��
����
-
�
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from securities held and issued by the same entity as the refer-
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to any exposure arising from securities held and issued by the 
same entity as the reference asset. In the case of derivatives ref-

erencing a basket of assets, the issuer risk against each reference 
entity is calculated as the expected change in fair value of the 
�
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Exposures to selected eurozone countries
EDTF | Our exposure to peripheral European countries remains lim-
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bined Stress Test purposes, making it central to the regular moni-
toring of risk exposure against the minimum capital, earnings and 
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�
7�����
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�
��	!�
agencies and central banks, local governments, banks and other 
counterparties (including corporates, insurance companies and 
��	���#�X7�����
�� ���	�����!�%�����!�X��	��!�2����!�2����	���
���
��
����������	��	�N�Y�	�����HMNP�!�=���!�=�	���!�=�	
-
negro, San Marino, Slovakia and Slovenia are grouped in Other. �

Pillar 3 | CDSs are primarily bought and sold in relation to our 
trading businesses, but are also used to hedge parts of our risk 

7�����
!��	�����	������
��
�����
�
��
���"�	
����	��
�#����
of 31 December 2015, and not taking into account the risk-reduc-
�	�� 
��
�� ��� ���
�� 	
�	�� ���

�
	�!� �
� ���� �������
��
approximately CHF 20 billion gross notional of single name CDS 
protection on issuers domiciled in Greece, Italy, Ireland, Portugal 
��� /���	� �:55^/�� �	�� ���� ����� %JK� N�� ������	� ������ 	���	��� ���
single-name CDS protection. On a net basis, taking into account 
the risk reducing effect of master netting agreements, this equates 
to approximately CHF 4 billion notional purchased and CHF 3 bil-
lion notional sold. More than 99% of gross protection purchased 
����������	�
��
	�����
����	
�����
������
���	������	
�	���
���	�����	���	��������
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�������)����������������
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Approximately CHF 0.1 billion of the gross protection purchased 
���� ����� ���	
�����
�� �������
�� �	� ��:55^/� ���	������� )���
over CHF 40 million from counterparties domiciled in the same 
country as the reference entity. �
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Exposures to selected eurozone countries

CHF million Total
Banking products 

(loans, guarantees, loan commitments)

Traded products
(counterparty risk from derivatives  

and securities financing)
after master netting agreements

and net of collateral

Trading inventory
(securities and potential

benefits / remaining
exposure from derivatives) 

31.12.15
Net of

hedges1

Exposure
before

hedges
Net of

hedges1
of which:
unfunded

Exposure
before hedges

Net of
hedges

Net long
per issuer

France 6,331 6,004 1,284 963 469 1,399 1,392 3,649
Sovereign, agencies and central bank 3,583 3,577 14 14 45 38 3,524
Local governments 60 60 57 57 2
Banks 365 365 137 137 209 209 19
Other2 2,323 2,003 1,132 812 1,087 1,087 103
Netherlands 6,650 5,895 1,522 1,041 355 1,207 933 3,921
Sovereign, agencies and central bank 3,799 3,799 7 7 1 1 3,791
Local governments
Banks 562 562 35 35 474 474 53
Other2 2,289 1,534 1,479 998 732 458 78
Spain 1,621 1,290 570 239 216 377 377 674
Sovereign, agencies and central bank 39 39 1 1 38
Local governments 1 1 1
Banks 463 463 55 55 347 347 61
Other2 1,119 788 514 183 30 30 574
Italy 2,086 1,605 1,687 1,263 805 350 293 48
Sovereign, agencies and central bank 62 5 62 4 1
Local governments 79 79 77 77 2
Banks 415 415 370 370 32 32 13
Other2 1,530 1,106 1,317 893 180 180 33
Austria 1,518 1,410 52 52 23 250 143 1,215
Sovereign, agencies and central bank 1,202 1,094 108 0 1,094
Local governments 0 0 0
Banks 289 289 31 31 140 140 118
Other2 27 27 21 21 3 3 3
Ireland3 1,287 1,287 294 294 174 910 910 83
Sovereign, agencies and central bank 18 18 18
Local governments
Banks 35 35 16 16 9 9 11
Other2 1,233 1,233 279 279 901 901 54
Finland 1,091 1,058 91 58 2 117 117 883
Sovereign, agencies and central bank 622 622 622
Local governments 22 22 9 9 12
Banks 329 329 2 2 84 84 243
Other2 119 86 89 56 23 23 6
Belgium 514 514 199 199 5 116 116 199
Sovereign, agencies and central bank 218 218 35 35 183
Local governments 11 11 11
Banks 188 188 178 178 9 9 1
Other2 97 97 21 21 72 72 4
Portugal 138 73 119 53 52 0 0 19
Sovereign, agencies and central bank 1 1 1
Local governments
Banks 11 11 10 10 0 0 1
Other2 127 62 109 44 0 0 18
Greece 9 9 5 5 0 0 0 4
Sovereign, agencies and central bank 1 1 1
Local governments
Banks 4 4 4 4 0 0 0
Other2 4 4 0 0 3
Other4 123 123 105 105 8 3 3 15
1 Not deducted from the “Net of hedges” exposures are total allowances and provisions for credit losses of CHF 52 million (of which: Malta CHF 37 million, Ireland CHF 6 million and France CHF 5 million). 2 Includes 
corporates, insurance companies and funds. 3 The majority of the Ireland exposure relates to funds and foreign bank subsidiaries. 4 Represents aggregate exposures to Andorra, Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Malta, Monaco, Montenegro, San Marino, Slovakia and Slovenia.
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Pillar 3 | Holding CDSs for credit default protection does not nec-
essarily protect the buyer of protection against losses, as the con-
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a payment under the purchased credit protection contracts. For 
CDS contracts on sovereign obligations, repudiation can also be 
�
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����
credit event has occurred is made by the relevant International 
/������	��4
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�����������	��5/4����

���	���	������-


�� ��������
�� ��� �������� 5/4�� �
��
�� *����� ���
�� �	� �
�
terms of the CDS and the facts and circumstances surrounding 
the event. �

Exposure from single-name credit default swaps referencing Greece, Italy, Ireland, Portugal or Spain (GIIPS)

Protection bought Protection sold

Net position
(after application of counterparty master netting 

agreements)

CHF million

of which: counterparty 
domiciled in GIIPS

country

of which: counterparty
domicile is the same as the

reference entity domicile

31.12.15 Notional RV Notional RV Notional RV Notional RV
Buy

notional
Sell

notional PRV NRV

Greece 82 (1) 0 0 0 0 (129) (1) 0 (47) 1 (4)

Italy 15,163 (22) 52 (1) 30 0 (14,731) (63) 2,163 (1,730) 59 (144)

Ireland 909 (21) 11 0 0 0 (865) 25 443 (399) 11 (7)

Portugal 718 (16) 0 0 0 0 (741) 13 260 (283) 10 (13)

Spain 3,008 306 70 (1) 10 0 (2,313) 29 1,473 (778) 385 (49)

Total 19,879 245 133 (1) 40 0 (18,779) 3 4,338 (3,237) 466 (217)

Exposure to emerging market countries
+�
� $X�
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geographical area by product type as of 31 December 2015 com-
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categories, as of 31 December 2015, 83% of our emerging mar-
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94% as of 31 December 2014.
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depository receipts issued by Russian companies. Our direct net 
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placements.

Emerging markets net exposure1 by internal UBS country rating category

CHF million 31.12.15 31.12.14

Investment grade 14,274 18,993

Sub-investment grade 2,906 1,107

Total 17,180 20,101

1 Net of credit hedges (for banking products and for traded products); net long per issuer (for trading inventory). Total allowances and provisions of CHF 91 million are not deducted (31 December 2014: CHF 83 million).
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Emerging market net exposures by major geographical region and product type

CHF million Total

Banking products
(loans, guarantees, loan 

commitments)

Traded products
(counterparty risk from derivatives  

and securities financing)
after master netting agreements

and net of collateral

Trading inventory
(securities and potential

benefits / remaining
exposure from derivatives)

Net of hedges1 Net of hedges1 Net of hedges Net long per issuer

31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14 31.12.15 31.12.14

Emerging America 1,304 1,850 437 537 396 548 472 765

Brazil 953 1,250 213 227 363 400 377 623

Mexico 168 300 111 165 21 66 35 68

Colombia 59 94 46 49 9 27 3 19

Argentina 28 40 21 23 7 17

Venezuela 23 20 0 0 23 20

Other 73 145 44 73 3 54 26 19

Emerging Asia 12,023 13,807 4,202 4,151 1,134 2,730 6,687 6,927

China 6,603 6,982 1,020 1,341 160 378 5,423 5,263

Hong Kong 1,224 2,000 864 574 163 1,052 196 373

South Korea 1,223 1,680 554 323 405 713 264 643

India 1,223 1,227 988 949 180 235 56 43

Taiwan 712 923 184 229 199 266 330 428

Other 1,038 996 593 734 27 85 418 177

Emerging Europe 1,611 1,728 962 922 64 77 585 729

Russia 697 886 217 317 29 28 451 541

Turkey 472 374 409 276 15 27 48 70

Azerbaijan 135 153 122 147 13 5 1

Croatia 66 11 66 10 0 1

Hungary 43 41 1 1   0   8 41 32

Other 198 264 147 171 7 9 44 84

Middle East and Africa 2,242 2,716 861 1,012 914 1,093 467 611

South Africa 678 470 79 80 240 52 359 339

Saudi Arabia 399 576 169 148 231 428 0

Kuwait 382 445 16 12 365 433 0

United Arab Emirates 243 464 176 247 61 122 5 95

Israel 172 203 87 48 5 13 80 142

Other 369 559 334 479 11 45 24 35

Total 17,180 20,101 6,461 6,622 2,508 4,447 8,211 9,032

1 Not deducted are total allowances and provisions for credit losses of CHF 91 million (31 December 2014: CHF 83 million).           
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Operational risk

Compliance and operational risk control developments 
during the period

EDTF |�5	�HMNP!��
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���������������������	
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�
Group’s compliance, conduct and operational risks in a fully inte-
grated manner. This transformation has resulted in a strength-
ened control environment, the introduction of globally consistent 
processes, substantial enhancements to our detective control 
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strengthen the management of operational risk, including imple-
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enables better data analytics and comparisons to be made across 
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assessments led by the business divisions, and strengthened the 
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most critical risk themes.  
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Compliance and Operational Risk Control integration, best prac-
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tinue to emerge and threats continue to change. Our strategy for 
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The development of our monitoring and surveillance capabili-
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our automated monitoring capabilities for electronic and audio 
communications and sophisticated client, trade and cross-border 
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of activity. Continuing focus in this area remains vital as regulatory 
expectations increase and technology capability continues to 
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grams to strengthen our cyber defense. The threats faced across 
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service, such as distributed denial of service attacks, and cyber 
fraud, often through business email compromise and phishing 
attacks. We have recently appointed a Head of Cyber Risk in order 
to effectively address the challenges posed by the dynamic exter-
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focuses on the enterprise governance for cyber-related activities, 
and includes regular assessments of cyber threat intelligence, 
analysis of the effectiveness of our controls, and progress on 
improving our cyber defense capability. To further enhance our 
resilience against one of the most critical, constantly evolving risks 
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our vendors’ capabilities.
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important given the current volatility in the geopolitical and asso-
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example through the introduction of enhanced payments moni-
toring capability. We continue to develop our core systems for 
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an enhanced global anti-money laundering risk assessment and 
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relationships and improved detection of potential bribery and cor-
ruption risks. Given the rapidly changing and developing geopo-
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tions and adapt their ability to detect and respond to changes in 
clients’ behavior and risk characteristics. The ongoing changes in 
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closely monitor the international sanctions regimes, and ensure 
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interest rates and major legislative change programs, such as the 
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II in the EU, continue. 
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est in product tailoring and cross-divisional service offerings. We 
continue to enhance the governance and controls around our 
suitability and product risk taxonomies to sustainably support the 
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tively communicate our suitability strategy and continuously mon-
itor and enforce adherence to suitability standards and controls.

Cross-border risk remains an area of regulatory attention for 
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ency and increased legislation, such as the automatic exchange of 
information. We continue to adapt our cross-border control 
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tate compliant client-driven cross-border business. 

We have substantially completed a program of remediation 
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ing enhancements across our other trading businesses including 
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In addition to the developments and areas of key focus noted 
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We are continuously enhancing our stakeholder engagement 
as an important complement to our risk assessment processes. In 
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Operational risk framework

EDTF | Pillar 3 | Operational risk is an inherent part of our business. 
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The business division Presidents and the Corporate Center func-
tion heads are ultimately accountable for the effectiveness of oper-
ational risk management and for the implementation of the opera-
��	������������
����#�=�	��
�
	��	�������	���	������
���	����
�
for ensuring an appropriate operational risk management environ-
ment, including the establishment and maintenance of robust 
internal controls, effective supervision and a strong risk culture.
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adequacy of operational risk management across the Group. It is 
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member of the Risk Executive Committee.
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for managing and controlling operational risk at UBS. It is built on 
four main pillars:
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ness risk assessment processes, and
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side accepted levels of residual risk.

The operational risk taxonomy provides a clear and logical clas-
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and evidence the design and operating effectiveness of their key 
controls. This also forms the basis for the assessment and testing 
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The UBS risk assessment approach covers all business activities 
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ment, the risk assessment articulates the current operational risk 
exposure against agreed risk tolerance levels.
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control and risk assessment processes must be reported in the 
operational risk inventory, and sustainable remediation must be 
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respective manager’s annual performance measurement and 
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operational risk issues, irrespective of origin, a common rating 
methodology is adopted by all internal control functions and both 
internal and external audit. Group Internal Audit conducts an 
issue assurance process after a risk issue has been closed, in order 
to maintain rigorous management discipline in the sustainable 
mitigation and control of operational risk issues.

Responsibility for the front-to-back control environment and 
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ported by our transparent reporting.

Risk and behaviors remain embedded in our performance and 
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Supervision,” and mandatory compliance and risk training. ��
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Advanced measurement approach model

EDTF | Pillar 3 |� +�
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aligned to and underpins the calculation of regulatory capital, 
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tive management incentives. 

We measure operational risk exposure and calculate opera-
tional risk regulatory capital by using the advanced measurement 
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form a reasonable proxy for future events. A distribution of aggre-
gated losses over one year is derived by modeling severities and 
frequencies separately and then combining them. This is referred 
to as a loss distribution approach and is used to project future 
total losses based on historical experience and to determine the 
expected loss portion of our capital requirement.
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potential operational losses that may occur, taking into account 
the operational risk issues facing the Group. The aim is to deter-
mine a reasonable estimate of unexpected or tail loss exposure 
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tion and adjustments to the scenario component parameters are 
based on internal extreme losses, loss data from peer banks, out-
puts of the integrated risk assessments, including consideration of 
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The AMA model adds the sampled annual losses from the his-
torical and the scenario component to derive the regulatory capi-
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operational risk loss distribution.
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any other risk transfer mechanism in our AMA model.

In 2015, the Group AMA model design, methodology and 
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�

	�@0/��	�� K5E=�!� �
� �	��
�
	������
�����������)
�����
���������	�����
���	������
�
	����	���-
sis performed each quarter. The incremental OR RWA calculated 
based upon this supplemental analysis as of 31 December 2015 
����%JK�NL#L�������	!����
��
��
����%JK�~#H�������	�������
������
31 December 2014. In 2016, the aim is to replace the incremental 
OR RWA and have the total OR RWA calculated by the upgraded 
�=�#�/�
����������	����
���
	��������
��	��	�
�
	���������
�
upgraded AMA. 

We continued to allocate operational risk regulatory capital to 
the business divisions and Corporate Center based on historical 
losses. ��


������#����H�������������������������
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�������
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EDTF | Pillar 3 | The Group AMA model is subject to an annual quan-
����
��	��'�������
� �
��
�� ��
	���
� ������
�������

���
��
���������
��	���
(
���
��
�
����	����
����	�����������*�
����
�
�*��#�+�����
��
������	�
�
	�
	����
��*
�����|��	����
������
%�	�����	�������
�
	
������������	����
	��������	���
	��-
marking analysis. ��

AMA future developments
In 2015, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision announced 
������	�*��	����	�
���
�����	���
����������	������
����	���
�������������
�
��
�	������
�#� � 5	�=�����HMN_!�����	������	�
�����
	����� ����
�� ���������
�� �
�����	�� �
��=��������
/�	�����"
��=
����
�
	���������#�@0/��������
	����
��
��	��
�
������������	���������������
��	��
���	������	�����
��#

 ➔ Refer to the “Capital management” section of this report for 

more information on the development of risk-weighted assets 

for operational risk

 ➔ Refer to “Risk measurement” in this section for more informa-

������������������������������������������������

 ➔ Refer to “If we are unable to maintain our capital strength, this 

may adversely affect our ability to execute our strategy, client 

franchise and competitive position” in the “Risk factors” section 

of this report for more information
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APPENDIX 5 — OPERATING ENVIRONMENT AND STRATEGY

The information in this Appendix 5 describes the operating environment and strategy of UBS AG and

references herein to “UBS” or the “Group” are to UBS AG and its subsidiaries.

The information in this Appendix 5 has been extracted from our Annual Report 2015 as at and for the

year ended 31 December 2015. References to page numbers in this Appendix 5 are to pages of such

document. The page numbers of such document appear on the bottom left or right hand side of the

pages in this Appendix 5.
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Risk factors

EDTF |�������	���
�
���	����	�����
����
�����������������������
��������������������������
������������������
��������������
�	�

�
��������
���	�	�����	�����	����
���
������������	
��	�����
���
��
����
��������
�	�

��������������
����	���	����	����	�	����
��-
���
�����
����
�!�"��
��	����	��������
��������
�
������������
������	���	��������������	���������	�
��������
�
����������������
	������
�	�������������������������	�������	����	
�����������
material could also impact our ability to execute our strategy. In 
�������	�����
����
�
������������������
�	�

���������
���	�	����
condition, results of operations and prospects. The order of pre-

�	�����	����������
�������
����������
�	����	���������������������
of their occurrence or the potential magnitude of their conse-
quences. �

Fluctuation in foreign exchange rates and continuing low 
or negative interest rates may have a detrimental effect 
on our capital strength, our liquidity and funding position, 
��������	��
������

EDTF |�#���������������	
����������	�	����
������	�
� �	�"��

�
���	
�� $�������� �� 
��
��	����� ������	� ��� ���� �

��
�� ����������
��
invested assets, revenues and expenses, equity of foreign opera-
���	
��	����
������������

��
� %&#'(�������	���	����� �	�������
currencies, particularly the US dollar, the euro and the British 
pound. Accordingly, changes in foreign exchange rates have an 
effect on our reported income and expenses, and on other 
��������������
� 
����
������� �������	
���� �	����� �	��
����
assets, balance sheet assets, RWA and common equity tier 1 
%�)*+(���������*��
�������
����������
���������������	��������-
ance sheet, capital, leverage and liquidity ratios.

The portion of our operating income denominated in non-
"��

� ���	� ����	��
� �
� �������� ���	� ���� ������	� ��� �������	��
����	
�
���	���	������	�	�	�"��

����	�����	��
��/�����������

��	���	�� ������	� ��� ���� �0����� ��� ���� ������	� ��������	
� �
�
denominated in US dollars, euros, British pounds and other for-
���	� ����	��
�� *���������� ���� ����������	� ��� ���� "��

� ���	�
against other currencies generally has an adverse effect on our 
earnings and equity, including on deferred tax assets, in the 
absence of any mitigating actions. 

"���������� �� 
��	���	�� ������	� ��� ���� ������� �	�� &#'� �
�
denominated in US dollars, euros, British pounds and other for-
eign currencies. In order to hedge the CET1 capital ratio, CET1 
capital needs to have foreign currency exposure, leading to cur-
rency sensitivity of CET1 capital. As a consequence, it is not pos-
sible to simultaneously fully hedge the capital and the capital 
ratio. As the proportion of RWA denominated in foreign curren-
��
���������
�������������	����
������	��
����
��	���	�������-
�����	��������"��

����	�����	
�����
������	��
��������	����
���� ������� �����
�� ������ �� 
��	���	�� ����������	� ��� ���� "��

�
franc against these currencies could adversely affect our Basel III 
capital ratios.

2	�+3�4�	�����67+3������"��

�8����	�����	��%"8�(���
�	��	-
����������	������������������	����������������"��

����	����-

�
�����������������������	��	������
�	��"���������67++��'��
���� 
���� ������ ���� "8�� �������� ���� �	����
�� ����� �	� ����
���
���	�� ����	�
� ��� ���� "8�� ����� ������ �� ����	� ��������	�
threshold. These decisions resulted in an immediate, considerable 

���	����	�	���������"��

����	�����	
������������!"�������������-
�
�����	���4���	�
����	��	��
�����������������	��
���
�������
���
�������	��	�"��

����	��	����
������
��*�����	�������������	���
����� ��� ���� "��

� ���	� ����	
�� ���
�� ������ ����	��
� �
� 	���
������	��	��� �
� ���� ��������������	����"��

� ���	� �	����
�� ����
��
Several other central banks have also adopted a negative-interest-
rate policy. 

"��

� ��	���������
� ����� �	� ��	������ ������� �����	�� �	� ����
����
�����	�����	��������	����
���������������������� �	�
��������������)!��	������!"��:	��������	������)!&�;��$<�����	���
������
��	��������	����
������������"��

���������
��*���
���	����
"��

� ���	������������	�������� �������	� ���� "��

� ��	�����
������������ �	� ��������
�� ����� ����� �����
���� ������ 
���� ���
������	���������
������	���������
�����	��	�������������	�������
to an increase in the level of credit loss expenses in future periods 
������������������
����	������
�������

Moreover, our equity and capital are also affected by changes in 
�	����
������
��:	������������������������	��������	������	�����	-
�����

��
��	�� ����������
� �
�
�	
���������������
��	����������������
'	�����������������	��	� �	����
������
������� ������������
��	��
����
��	����
�����	��	��	���
���	���	
��	����	������
������������
��	���������	��������
��	��	������������
��*��
�������������������-
responding reduction in our equity and fully applied CET1 capital. 
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'��	��	��	���������	���������	����
��������	����	��	��������
likely have an adverse effect on the repricing of UBS’s assets and 
����������
�� �	�� ���� 
��	���	���� ������ ���� 	��� �	����
�� �	����
��	�������������������������	�����	����
�	�

�
��	��?��
�	���
@�������������	��	���*����������	���������	����
��������	����	-
ment may affect customer behavior and hence the overall balance 

�����
���������:��������
��������������������	����������������
management businesses, particularly given the associated cost of 
���	���	�	�� ���� �����0������� ��0���� �

��
� %$DF'(� ��0������ ���
�������������������G����

������	
�����������	�������0�������
��������������%F�&(��������������������������������������	�
��� ���� �������	���	��� "8�� ����
��� ��������	� ����
����� ����
��	�
��/�������	������	
������������������	���������������	�����
future, to counteract these effects, such as the introduction of 
selective deposit fees or minimum lending rates, have resulted 
and could further result in the loss of customer deposits, a key 

��������������	��	���	���	�����	������G��
��	��;����������	-
ing market share in our domestic lending. �

Regulatory and legal changes may adversely affect our 
business and our ability to execute our strategic plans 

EDTF |�<�	����	������	��
��	��������
��	�����������	
�������	��
�	�	�����	
�������	
��	������������������	�������
���������	�����
��
�	�

�� :	�����������������677HJ677K��	�	������
�
��	������

��
�0��	���	
����������	���������	�	����������
�����������
��	��
legislators have proposed, have adopted, or are actively consider-
�	������������	��������	��
�������
�����
��	�����������	
��*��
��
measures are generally designed to address the perceived causes 
���������
�
��	���������������
�
�������
�
���
��������L����	�	����
�	
�������	
��*�����	����������������	�N
 – 
��	���	�������������������������������0������	�
P
 – ��	��
��	��������	����	��	����������	���������������������P
 – changes in the calculation of RWA, including potential require-

ments to calculate or disclose RWA using less risk-sensitive 

��	�����Q��� ��������
� ������� ���	� ���� �	���	��� �����
�
���������������	�����
���
���0�������������"��

�<�	�	����
/������ "������
���� '��������� %<:8/'(� �	���� ���� ��
��� :::�
���������P

 – prudential adjustments to valuation of assets at the discretion 
������������
P

 – changes in the calculation of the leverage ratio and the intro-
�����	���������������	��	����������������P

 – 	��� ��� 
��	���	���� �	��	��� ��0������� �	�� 
������ ��	��	��
��0������	�
P

 – requirements to maintain liquidity and capital in jurisdictions in 
�������������
������	�������	��������P

 – ���������	
��	����	����������	���	����������������
P
 – 	������	
�	�������
������	��	��������	��������
P
 – ���������	
��	���
���	�	������	
��	���������������
������
�P

 – ����
��	�������	��	�� �����
� ���������������������� ���������-
�	�� 
��������������� ������ �������������������� �����	���	��
��������������
P

 – ��

�����������������

���
������	
P
 – a variety of measures constraining, taxing or imposing addi-

���	�����0������	�
�������	���������	
����	P
 – �������	����	�����0�������	�������
��	��	���������������Q������

���
�������	����
�
���������
��	���	����	���	
P
 – requirements to maintain loss-absorbing capital or debt instru-

��	�
�
��L���������������	��
��������������������
���
������
resolution of the Group or a Group company, including require-
��	�
�����
��
�������
�������	���	�
����	
�����	�
P

 – requirements to adopt structural and other changes designed 
���������
�
�������
���	������������L����	�	�����	
�������	
�
easier to manage, restructure, disassemble or liquidate, includ-
�	����	����	�	�������	���������
��	����������	
������	�
���-
������������	�����
P��	�

 – requirements to adopt risk and other governance structures at 
a local jurisdiction or entity level.

Many of these measures have been adopted and their imple-
��	�����	���
�����������������������	�������
�	�

��2����
������
����������	�������������	����
�����������
P�
��������
��L������
legislative action or to further rulemaking by regulatory authori-
���
���������	��� �������	�����	��'
��� ��
����� ������ �����	
� 
��-
	���	���	�����	����������	����	����������������
���
����������
���������� �	����	������������������������	��������������������
adopted, the timing and content of implementing regulations and 
interpretations, and the dates of their effectiveness. In addition, 
�����������������������������	��
� �	� ���
��	�����������	
� �	�
"���Q����	�� �	�� ���� ������ L���
�����	
� �	� ����� ��� ��������
remains uncertain. The implementation of such measures and fur-
ther, more restrictive changes may materially affect our business 
and our ability to execute our strategic plans, impose additional 
implementation, compliance and other costs on us, or require us 
to increase prices for, or cease offering of, certain services and 
products.

8������
��	��	���������
�������������
��������	�������������
��
�������
���
�����������������
����������
��	���	�������

�����
��L��� L���
�����	
�� ����	�� ��� �	���
�	���� �������� ��� ��	���� 
a global institution. Moreover, the absence of a coordinated 
approach puts institutions headquartered in jurisdictions that 
impose relatively more stringent standards at a disadvantage. 
"���Q����	����
�����������������	����0���������0������	�
�������
�
major international banks that are among the strictest of the 
��L����	�	�����	���
��*��
����������"��

���	�
��
����
�!�"��
�������
����	��������	������������������������	�	�����	
����-
���	
�
��L�������������	��	�����������	����������	����������	�	�
bank competitors. �

 ➔ Refer to the “Regulatory and legal developments” section of this 

report for more information
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&�����������	������
���������	��
��	�"���Q����	�
EDTF |� "��

� ����������� ��	��
� ����� ������
� ��� �������� ��0�������
and other areas have generally proceeded more quickly than 
���
���	���������L���L���
�����	
��<:8/'������"8���	������"��

�
<����������	��� ���� �������	��	�� ��0������	�
� ��������� 
��	��-
�	����������	����
��	����
��������������L���"��

���	�
��
����
�
UBS, than those adopted or proposed by regulatory authorities in 
��������L�����������	�	�����	���
�

Capital and TBTF regulation: A revised banking ordinance and 
capital adequacy ordinance implementing the Basel III capital stan-
����
��	������"��

�*�*<���������������������	�+�4�	�����67+X��
'
���
�
���������������	��"��

���	����������
��L��������
�����-
������0������	�
���
�������
���������

����������������
���
������
our total exposure (a metric that is based on our balance sheet 

�Q�(��	���������
������	�"���Q����	���:	�67+3������"��

�<�������
���	��������
���������
�������
��	
��������"��

�*�*<�����������
�����������
��	���	�����	���
���������������0������	�
���
����	�
&#'��	������
����
��	���	����������������������������0������	���
:	��������	�����������
�������
��	
��������*�*<�����	�	��������
����
������������

���
����	�����������0������	���/���������"��

�
governmental authorities have, and have exercised, the authority 
to impose an additional countercyclical buffer capital requirement 
and have further required banks using the internal ratings-based 
%:&�(�������������
������	��
�������������������	��������	��
&#'�����"��

���
���	�������������
���	����������	����
���	-
������	�����������������
�����%:?&)(��	������������
���
������-
porates for the Investment Bank. In addition, UBS has mutually 
������������<:8/'�����	��	����	������������	������������0����-
ment to be held against litigation, regulatory and similar matters 
�	���������	��	��	������������
��������������$<�+X�X�������	����
����&#'��
����X+�Z�������67+3��*������
�	���

���	����������
����� 	��� ��� 
��L��� ��� �	���
�
� �	� ������� ��0������	�
� �	� ����
future, from the imposition of further add-ons in the calculation of 
RWA or other components of minimum capital requirements. 

"���Q����	����
��������	����	�����
��������������	���	�-
�	�� "������
��	� %���"(� ��0������	�
� ���� ���� ��	������� ?������ X�
��
��
���
� ��� &#'� ��
��� �	� �� �����	�Q��� ��������� �	�� ���
���������������������	������	��	���Q�����������"�����
��	
������-
�	�����%�(����������	
���������	���	�������	�
���
���������������
��������
���%��(�������	����	�����������������������	���������	���-
�	����
��	�����Q�������������������������
���%���(�����
��	�����Q���
��������������������
���%��(������	��������	������G������
����	�
����
��	�����Q�������������	��%�(�������������	������������	���
risks. The revisions to the BCBS standards are likely to increase our 
credit risk and market risk RWA and, based on initial analysis, also 
our operational risk RWA. Implementation of these revisions 
��������
�����	�
��	���	���������	�����	��
�
�����
��:	��������	��
��G������
����	���
��	�����Q�����������������������������

���
��

�	
�������	��������
�����	�
��	���	�����������&#'�

Liquidity and funding:�'
���"��

�"&������������0������������	-
tain an LCR of high-quality liquid assets to estimated stressed 

���������� 	��� �
�� ���G��
�� �	�� ��� ����� ��
�� ��� ��0������ ���
���	���	���	���
��������	��	��������%8"<&(�������������
����0����-
��	�
����� �	��	���� ����	
���� ������������	���������� �����	���	�


������������	��	���	���������������
�����	����	���������	��	��
for illiquid assets.

*��
�� ��0������	�
�� ��������� ����� ��0������� �	�� ��	��	��
��0������	�
�����
������������L���
�����	
��	������������������
oblige us to maintain substantially higher levels of overall liquidity 
���	���
��������
��������
����������������������
����������Q���	���-
est expense. Increased capital, funding and liquidity requirements 
make certain lines of business less attractive and may reduce our 
���������������������	�����������
��*���F�&��	��8"<&���������	
�
make assumptions about the relative likelihood and amount of 
���G��
������	��	���	������������
����
�����������	�����	��	���	�
����������������
�����
���

�
�������	��*������	����	���

��-
�	��������	��	�������
���

�
�������	�������	��	�����G��
�������
not exceed the assumed amounts.

Resolution planning and resolvability:�*���"��

���	��	������	��
����������0��������	�	�
���������<:8/'������
��	���	�����-
ers to intervene in order to prevent a failure of, or resolve, a failing 
�	�	���� �	
�������	�� <:8/'� ��
� �	
��������� ��
�����	� �	� �����-
��	�	��������������	������	��������		�����������
��
��������
��

:	��
��������������	��� �	
����	���<:8/'����� ����
�������
onerous requirements on us, including restrictions on the pay-
��	�� ��� ������	�
� �	�� �	����
��� <:8/'� ����� ��
�� ��0����� �
��
directly or indirectly, for example, to alter our legal structure, 
including by separating lines of business into dedicated entities, 
��������������	
��	��	������������	��	���	�������	������	���
�����
to further reduce business risk levels in some manner.  

*���"��

���	��	�������
���������
�<:8/'���������������������
extinguish or convert to common equity the capital instruments 
�	������������
����!�"�\�����'\��!�"�'\��	��!�"�"���Q����	��'\�
�	� �		����	� ����� �� ��
������	�� <:8/'� ��
� ������ �����
� �	��

��	���	����
�����	� �	����������
����� ��
������
� �	��		����	�
���������
������	��������	���������	���

�
�����������
��
����
�
"��

�����
��
����������������'
�����
�����������
�������������	
����
�	��	����� 
��L��� �����"��

� ��
�������	���������	�����������
their obligations extinguished or converted to equity even though 
���������	
���	��	���	������������������L�	�������
������������	
�
are not restructured.

"��

�*�*<���0������	�
���0�����"��

�"&�
���	����	��!�"�����
put in place viable emergency plans to preserve the operation of 
systemically important functions in the event of a failure of the 
�	
�������	�� ��� ���� ����	�� ����� 
��� ��������
� ���� 	��� 
�����	����

����������	�����	���*�������	��"��

�*�*<������������
���������
��

����������������������������	�������������0������	�
�����"��

�
"&�
���������������
���
������������
�������������
������	�������
is legally required. Such actions include changes to the legal struc-
������������	���������	�����		���������������	
����������
��������
group to exposure from risks arising from other parts of the group, 
thereby making it easier to dispose of certain parts of the group in 
a recovery scenario, to liquidate or dispose of certain parts of the 
group in a resolution scenario or to execute a debt bail-in. The 
aforementioned proposal for a revised TBTF ordinance contem-
plates a limited reduction of the proposed gone concern require-
��	����
����	����������	�
������
������������$���������������
�	��
�����	����������
�����������	�����
�Q�����������	������������
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/�����	�������
�	�

�
����
��
�������
��������������������	�
���
� 
����	��
� 
��
������Q����	������� ��0����� 
��	���	�� ������	��
��
����
�����������	���'
���
����
�

����������
��
������Q����	�
�	� "���Q����	�� �	�� ��
������� ���� ������ ��������	���� ��������
��0����������	��	���	�������	�����	��
��	�������	���
��������	�
and our counterparties’ credit risk. 

There can be no assurance that the execution of the changes 
���������	�������	�����		���������� �������	�� �	� ���� ��������
����� ��
���� �	� �� ��������� �������	� �	� ������� ��� ��	�� �	��	�
��0������	�
������������
����	��
������
���
������
��	������������
requirements for resolvability or mandatory structural change in 
��	��	������	�Q����	
�

Market regulation:�:	�4�	��67+3������"��

�?�������	����������
	������������	���������	�	������������	���
���������	�"���Q��-
��	������������	����������	�+�4�	�����67+_��
��L���������
��
in provisions, and mandates, among other things, the clearing of 
2*������������
���������	�������	����������*��
�����
����������
������������������	�������������	���
�����������������
��������-
�������������
��������������	�����	���	��������������	������
��������	�
�� :	��������	�� ���
�� �	��������
�������
���
� ��� �	���
material implementation costs. �

&�����������	������
���������	��
����
����"���Q����	�
EDTF | Regulatory and legislative changes in other locations in 
��������������������
��L����
�������������	������	�����
���-
tions both in individual jurisdictions and, in some cases, globally.

Banking structure and activity limitations: Regulatory and leg-
islative changes may subject us to requirements to move activities 
�����!�"�'\����	��
��	���
��
�������
��"���
��
������Q����	��	�
������ ��������	���� �������� ��0�������� ��	��	�� �	�� ���� �	�����	-
cies, increase our aggregate credit exposure to counterparties as 
��������	
������������������	�����
������	�����\����������
������
businesses to local capital, liquidity and funding requirements, 
and potentially give rise to client and counterparty concerns about 
the credit quality of individual subsidiaries. Such changes could 
also negatively affect our funding model and severely limit our 
�����	��G����������

<��� ��������� ��� ����� 
��	���	�� ��������	
� �	� ���� !`� �	��
currently use UBS AG’s London branch as a global booking center 
for many types of products. We have been required by the Pru-
��	����� &���������� '��������� %?&'(� �	�� ��� <:8/'� ��� ����� 
��-

��	������� �	���
�� ���� �������Q����	��������!`���	�� 
��
��������
UBS Limited, and may be required to change our booking prac-
���
� ��� ������� ��� ���	� �����	����� ���� �����Q����	� ��� !�"� '\z
�
London branch as a global booking center for the ongoing busi-
ness of the Investment Bank. 

#������
��L����������!"�{|������&���}��	��������Z����<��	��
Act and may become subject to other regulations substantively 
������	����������
������������
��	��������������	������#�������
incurred substantial costs to implement a compliance and moni-

����	������������������������������|������&�����	����������	�
required to modify our business activities both inside and outside 
�������!"�����	����������
������������������	
��*���|������&����
may also have a substantial impact on market liquidity and the 
economics of market-making activities.

OTC derivatives regulation: In 2009, the G20 countries com-
������������0���������
��	�����Q��������������	����%2*�(�������-
tive contracts to be traded on exchanges or trading facilities and 
cleared through central counterparties. This commitment is being 
implemented through Dodd-Frank in the US and corresponding 
����
�����	� �	� ���� )!�� "���Q����	�� J� ������ ���� 	��� ���������	�
�����	����������	�+�4�	�����67+_�J��	��������L���
�����	
���	��
��
� �	�� ����� �	��	��� ��� ����� �� 
��	���	�� ������ �	� ���� 2*��
����������
���
�	�

������� �
� �	���������������� �	� ���� :	��
�-
��	����	���<����������������������������
��������� ����
��������
2*������������
������	��������	����������	������������� ��	�����
�����������������	
� �	� ���
��������
��*��
�����������	��
�
are likely to reduce the revenue potential of certain lines of busi-
	�

��������������������	�
���	���������	�����������������
����
affected. 

!�"� '\� ����
������ �
� �� 
���� ������� ����� ���� ����������
<�����
�*����	�������

��	�%�<*�(��	�����!"���������	�����67+6��
�	����	�������	��	�����	������
�
���
���
�	�

������!"����
�	
��
#�������� ��� ����
����!�"�'\��
� �� 
���������
��� 
�����������
����� ���� ")��� ���	� ��
� ����
������	� �
� ��0������� "���� ��� ���
��
���������	
�� �	����	�� ���
�� ������	�� ��� 
���� ����� �������	���
recordkeeping, compliance and supervision, apply to UBS AG 
globally. The changes in OTC derivative regulation in the US, the 
)!��"���Q����	���	����
��������	��	���������
�	����
��
��	�����
�������	�����	� �����	�� �	�� �	� 
���� �
�
� !"� ����
� ����� �������
�������������	G����������������0������	�
���������������
���
�-
��������	����	���	�"���Q����	����	������������
������������-
�������
����	�����������
����������	�����0�������������
�����
�
����
������
��	�����!"����������")������<*��

�������	
�� 
� ��
����
����� ��
�	�	
�� 
� �����	��� ����	���: In 
��	���	
��	�
�������������
�����
��	�����

����������
�
��#��
are therefore sensitive to barriers restricting market access for 
��������	�������
�� :	������������������
� �	�����)!���������	�Q��
�����������������������	�������
������

�����)������	��������
���������������������������	��	����������
�����������
����������
����������������	������
�	�

��	����
��L���
�����	
������"���Q��-
land. In addition, a number of jurisdictions are increasingly regu-
lating cross-border activities on the basis of some notion of comity, 
e.g., substituted compliance and equivalence determination. A 
negative determination in certain jurisdictions could limit our 
access to the market in those jurisdictions and may negatively 
�	G��	���������������������
���������������:	��������	���
�L���
��-
tions tend to apply such determinations on a jurisdictional level 
����������	��	��	��	����� �����������������	�������	�������������	�
L���
�����	
z������	�	�

�����������������
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&�
������	��	���������P�������	
EDTF | We are currently required to produce recovery and resolution 
���	
��	�����!"������!`��"���Q����	���	��\����	���	�������������
to face similar requirements for our operations in other jurisdic-
���	
���	����	��������������	
��	�����)!��
����������
�������������
proposed EU Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive. If a recovery 
or resolution plan is determined by the relevant authority to be 
�	���0��������	������������������	�����������	������������Q������
���������������������������	
��	�����
�������
�Q�����������
�	�

�
in that jurisdiction, oblige us to hold higher amounts of capital or 
liquidity, or to change our legal structure or business in order to 
remove the relevant impediments to resolution. Resolution plans 
may increase the pressure on us to make structural changes, such 
as the creation of separate legal entities, if the resolution plan in 
�	��L���
�����	����	����
���������	�
����������	���������������
the relevant regulators. Such structural changes may negatively 
������ ���� �������� ��� ��	���� ����� 
�	�����
� ������	� ��
�	�

�
units, and if they include the creation of separate legal entities, 
may have the other negative consequences mentioned above 
�������
�������
��
������Q����	��������	��������

Regulatory requirements for banks to maintain minimum 
TLAC, such as those contemplated under the proposed revised 
"��

�*�*<�����	�	��������0������	�
�������	���	�*F'�����
��-
sidiaries, e.g., those proposed by the Federal Reserve Board for US 
:$����
�������
����������������
������	�����������
����������	�*F'��
�	����������������������	
��	���	�����	����
��������
������-
��
��������������
�����������������	���
�������
�������	��	���	��
could potentially increase the total amount of funding required 
absent other changes in our business. �

Possible consequences of regulatory and legislative  
developments
EDTF | Planned and potential regulatory and legislative develop-
��	�
��	�"���Q����	���	���	�������L���
�����	
��	��������������
operations may have a material adverse effect on our ability to 
�����������
�����������	
���	������������������������������������-
tain business lines globally or in particular locations, and in some 
�
�
���	�����������������������������������	�	�����	
�������	
��
*������������	�
���������	���	���������������	��	����������
����
to implement. They could also have a negative effect on our legal 

�������������
�	�

������������	���������	�����	����������	���-
��	��
� �	�� ������	�� ���� �������������� <�	������ ���� �	�����	���
related to, or the implementation of, legislative and regulatory 
��	��
������������	�������� �������	����� �������	
���
������
clients and our success in attracting client business. �

If we are unable to maintain our capital strength, this  
may adversely affect our ability to execute our strategy, 
client franchise and competitive position

EDTF |�2������������
����	���
����
��������������
��������������-
�����	����������������
��	����"��

�"&����
���:::���0������	�
���
�
determined by our RWA, our leverage ratio denominator and our 
eligible capital. RWA, leverage ratio denominator and eligible 
�����������G���������
����	���	��������������
��

RWA are credit, non-counterparty related, market and opera-
���	��� ��
�� ��
����	
�� ���
����� �	�� ��
����������� �����	�� ���
regulatory criteria. They are driven by our business activities and 
��� ��	��
� �	� ���� ��
�� ������� ��� ���� ����
���
�� �
� ����� �
� ����
effect of currency and methodology changes and regulatory 
��0������	�
��<����	
��	���
��
��	������������������������������	-
�	�����������
�����
��������
�����L����������������������������
���
adverse currency movements, increased counterparty risk, deteri-
oration in the economic environment, or increased operational 
��
������� ��
���� �	��� ��
�� �	�&#'��2����������������������������
��������������������	�����

�
�����	�Q��������	�	������������
other comprehensive income, as determined for the purpose of 
������������������������������	�������������
����	������������
�������� �������� �
���� ���� �
� ��� ���
�� 	��� �������� :	� �������	��
eligible capital can be reduced for a number of other reasons, 
�	����	�������	��������	
��	���������	�
����
������Q����	�����-
sures, acquisitions and divestments changing the level of good-
������ �����
������	��������	�
�������	�� ��������������0������
prudential adjustments that may be required due to the valuation 
�	�����	��� �

������� ����� �����	� ����
� ��� ��
����	
�� �	��
changes in the value of certain pension fund assets and liabilities 
or in the interest rate and other assumptions used to calculate the 
��	��
��	�����	������	�����	�������������	�����	�Q����	�������
comprehensive income. Refer to “Fluctuation in foreign exchange 
rates and continuing low or negative interest rates may have a 
detrimental effect on our capital strength, our liquidity and fund-
	����
�	�	
�������
�����
����	�	��� above for more information on 
�����������	�������������	��
������	
��	����	����	�����	����
obligations. Any such increase in RWA or reduction in eligible 
capital could materially reduce our capital ratios.

Risks captured in the operational risk component of RWA have 
������ �	���
�	���� 
��	���	�� �
� �� ����	�	�� ��� ���� ��������
&#'��#������� 
��	���	���� ������������������ ��
���	��������
��
��&#'��
���������������������
��������������������������	���
risk events, particularly those arising from litigation, regulatory 
�	��
�������������
��������
�������	�
��	���	���	���
�
��	������-
���	�����
��&#'��#���������������	���
�������	�����	���
�
������
<:8/'������ �
��
��� ������������	� �	����	������������	��� ��
��
capital charge to be held for litigation, regulatory and similar mat-
���
� �	�� ������ �	��	��	�� ����������
� ����� �
� ��� X+� Z�������
67+3���
��$<�+X�X�������	��*������	����	���

���	�������!�"�
����� ��� 
��

���� �	� 
�����	�� ���
��������
� ��� ���
��	����� �������
provision levels, and reducing or eliminating the incremental 
operational risk component of RWA.
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The required levels and calculation of our regulatory capital 
�	��������������	��������&#'�������
��
��L�����	�"���Q����	�����
�	�������L���
�����	
��	�����������������������	��
��	�������-
�������0������	�
�����������	�����������	���
�������
����������
�����
regulatory discretion. Changes in the calculation of RWA, or, as 
already discussed above, the imposition of additional supplemen-
tal RWA charges or multipliers applied to certain exposures, or the 
����
����	������&#'�G������
����	�����
��	�����Q��������������
other methodology changes could substantially increase our 
&#'��:	��������	���������	������
��

�����	��������	
������������
������&#'�������������
����������	���������������������������
����	
������������		����������
����������
�	�

���������������
���������	�
��������	
���	���������
�����������������	����
of our actions.

:	��������	����������
����
������������0������	�
���������
��-
L����������	����������������������0������	������"��

�"&�
��	��
������ ��������� 
��L��� ��� 
��	���	����������� ��������� ������
based capital and TLAC requirements under the proposed revi-

��	
��������"��

�*�*<������������*��� ����������������������
�
separately from the risk-based capital requirements. It is a simple 
balance sheet measure and therefore limits balance sheet-inten-
sive activities, such as lending, more than activities that are less 
balance sheet-intensive, and it may constrain our business activi-
���
� ���	� ��� ��� 
���
��� ������ ��
����
��� ������� ��0������	�
��
Increases in the minimum leverage ratio or the imposition of other 
F&Z���
��� ��0������	�
�� 
����
� �	� ��������	��"��

������
����
���������
������������������������������
�������������
�	�

�
��
make these businesses less competitive and adversely affect our 
���������������

 ➔ Refer to the “Regulatory and legal developments” section of this 

report for more information

We may not be successful in completing our announced 
strategic plans

EDTF |�:	�2������67+6������		��	�����
��	���	�����������	��	�
the implementation of our strategy. The strategy included trans-
forming our Investment Bank to focus it on its traditional strengths, 
�����
��	���	���������	����
���:::�&#'��	����������
���	����	�	��
�������������
����	���	��
��	���	���������	���
�
��	���������	��
�����	���#�������
��
��	�����������������������	
��������	����
���� ��
�	�

�� '
� ����� ��� ���� 
��������� ��� ����� ��
�� �		��	���
annual performance expectations and targets for the Group, the 
business divisions and Corporate Center. In the third quarter of 
67+3�������	����
����������
������67+_��	�������������
�� �	�
light of actual and forecasted changes in macroeconomic condi-
���	
�������		��	���	���������	���"��

�*�*<������
����	������
�	��	��	���
�
���������	��	����������������0������	�
��'���
��
�����	
� ����� ��� ���� 	���� ��� �������� ���	�� ���� ������
� �	��
���������	
��������������	���
������	�������	��������
���������

plans, that our plans may be delayed, that market events or other 
factors may adversely affect the implementation of our plans or 
that their effects may differ from those intended.

:	��������������������
��
��	������������������&#'��	��F&Z�
�
�����������8�	������	��F�����?�����������
����	
�������������
�
	���

���	����������������	��	�������������������������������	-
�	����
����	
��
�0�������
��������	
�
����
������������������	���
�	���
��	���	����

�
��	����	��
���*����	��	��������0��������	��
complexity of many of our legacy risk positions in particular could 
����� ��� �������� ��� 
���� ��� �������
�� ����� ���
�� ��
����	
� �	��
����������&#'��	��F&Z��
�����

���������������
������
���
�

'
�������������
��������������
������������������	����������
�������
��	���	���	����	�����
���������	
��Z�������	���	�����
cost reduction initiatives is one of our key priorities, but a number 
of factors could negatively impact our plans. Higher permanent 
����������� �
�
� �	�� ��
�	�

� ����	�� ���	� ��� ���� �����	�����
anticipated have partly offset our gross cost reductions, and 
����������������	���������� ���������� ����	����
�� �������	�
�������������������������67+3��������	����������������67+_�����
could be further challenged in the execution of this and our fur-
ther cost reduction plans. Moreover, the success of our strategy 
and our ability to reach some of our announced targets depends 
�	�����
��

����������������	�

��	�������	�����
���
��������
������������������'
��
�����	������
���������L�����������	�

��	��
�����	���������
���������	
� �	������ 
��	���	�� ��
�
�� :	������
among these are the risks that restructuring costs may be higher 
�	�������������	�Q���
��	������	������������L��������������
may not be able to identify feasible cost reduction opportunities 
����� ���� ��
�� �	
�
��	�� ����� ���� ��
�	�

� ����
�� �	�� ����� �
��
�������	
�������� �����Q��� ���������������� ��

� ���	�����	���-
���������	��
��	����������������
�����
����������
����	���	���-

����	��������
����	�����
������������	
������	�������	�������-
ational risks that, if not effectively addressed could affect our 
���������������	�Q��������
������
���	����������	���
������
���
��	��
�����������
���� �	���������	��� ��

�
�����	��
� �	�����-
����� ������	� ��� �������	
� �	� ��������� �	� ����� ��� ����	
�
�
����	�Q����	������	����
������	��������	�����	����������
��

���	�
��	��	��������������������������
������������
���������
For example, under International Financial Reporting Standards 
%:<&"(����������0�������������	�Q�������
��	
�����������
��������
��
�	����
����	������	�����������
�
���������	���������������	
�
�	���������	����
�������������	���
�����������������������
under them. Additionally, closure or disposal of operations may 
��
���� �	� ������	�����	�� ���	
�����	� ��

�
� %������	
(��������
���
���������	��������������	
�����	�������	������

������������
income statement. 

'
�����������	��������������	�

��	�������	���������
����
may also experience unintended consequences such as the loss or 
����������	��������������
���������	�����	�������������	���	�����
competitive position and achieve our targeted returns. �
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Material legal and regulatory risks arise in the conduct of 
our business

EDTF |�*���	���������������
�	�

�
��L��
��
����
��	���	��������-
���������
������	��������������
���'
�����������	�	����
�����
�����
�������	���	���������	�37���	����
���������
��L��������	�����-
ferent legal, tax and regulatory regimes. We are involved in a vari-
ety of claims, disputes, legal proceedings and government inves-
tigations and inquiries, including matters related to our cross 
border business and licensing, trading practices, securities offer-
ings including residential mortgage-backed securities, sales prac-
tices and suitability, accounting matters, anti-money laundering, 

�	���	
��	���	�����������	����
��	���	��
���	����	�����	��
practices. These proceedings expose us to substantial monetary 
damages and legal defense costs, injunctive relief and criminal 
and civil penalties, in addition to potential regulatory restrictions 
on our businesses. The outcome of most of these matters, and 
����������	������������	��������������
�	�

�����	�	������
���
���
�
����������������������������

:	� Z������� 67+6�� ��� �		��	��� 
�������	�
� ������	��
���������������$<�+���������	� �	��	�
�����	����
�������	�
� ���
!"��!`��	��"��

� ����������
� ��� ��
����� �	��
�������	
���� ���
��
authorities relating to LIBOR and other benchmark interest rates. 
#���	�������	�����	�	����
�����	��������	��%8?'(����������!"�
Z�������	�� ��� 4�
���� %Z24(� �	�� !�"� "�������
� 4���	� ���� F����
��
�� �������� ������� ��� �	�� ��	�� ��� ����� ������ ������	�� ��� ����
manipulation of certain benchmark interest rates. In May 2015, 
����Z24������
�����
���
�����	���������	��������8?'���
����	���
�
�������	����	������������������������!"�������	��������	����
foreign exchange matters. As a consequence, UBS AG has pleaded 
�����������	����	���������������������	�����	�����F:�2&���������
�	����
�����������������!"Z�67X�������	��	���	���������������
year term of probation. 

2���
�������	�
�����������	��	��������������
��	��		����	�
�����������	�����	����	��F:�2&��	����	������ �	����
�� ����
�

�����������
���������������	���
�������������	�	�����	��������-
���	�����
��	����

�����������������������������
��	���L���L���
-
�����	
�� |���� ������ �	�
� �	�� ��
�������	�� ����	�
� �����
�

�

�������	
���
���	������������0����������	���������������
��
��
�����������������������	��������������������
��	������	��
����-
tions relating to LIBOR and other benchmark interest rates, and 
despite our receipt of conditional leniency or conditional immu-
nity from antitrust authorities in a number of jurisdictions, includ-
�	������!"��	��"���Q����	���#���	���
��	���������	��������	�	��
the consequences for us, the authorities considered the fact that 
��������	��������	����
�����	��������	����������������	�������	�
serious misconduct in several other matters. 

We continue to be subject to a large number of claims, dis-
putes, legal proceedings and government investigations, includ-
�	������������
���
�������	�����	���
���������	
����������	�	-
���� 
������	�
� �	������ �	� ���
� ������� �	�� ��� ������ ����� ����
�	���	����
�	�

���������
�������	��	�������������
�����
������-
���
� �	�������������*�������	����������	�	��������
����������
��
and other matters is material and could substantially exceed the 
��������������
��	
���������������
�����
�����#������	�����������
������������	�	�����	������������
��	������
����������
�����-
ters may be resolved. Litigation, regulatory and similar matters 
may also result in non-monetary penalties and consequences. 
Among other things, a guilty plea to, or conviction of, a crime 
%�	����	���
�����
������������	����	��������8?'(���������������-
rial consequences for us. Resolution of regulatory proceedings 
������0������
���������	�������
�����������������
0���������	
����
maintain certain operations, may entitle regulatory authorities to 
�������
�
��	����������	�������	
�
��	��������������������Q����	
�
�	��������������	�	�������������������
�����������
�
��	��������-
minate our participation in such utilities. Failure to obtain such 
������
������	�����������	��
�
��	
��	���������	����	�������	
�
��
�������Q����	
� ��� �����������	
�� ����� ����� ��������� �	
�-
quences for us. 

Ever since our material losses arising from the 2007 to 2009 
�	�	������
�
�������������	�
��L���������������������������������-
tory scrutiny and to certain regulatory measures that constrain our 

��������G�����������#��������������������������������������������
�����	��
����������������
����

�
��
�������
������	�������Q���
trading incident announced in September 2011, the LIBOR-related 

�������	�
� ��� 67+6� �	�� 
�������	�
� ����� 
���� ���������
� ���
matters related to our foreign exchange and precious metals busi-
ness, the resulting effects of these matters on our reputation and 
�������	
���
���������������������������
�����������	������������
�������� ������������#�������������	��� ��������

� ���� �

��
�
that have arisen in these and other matters in a thorough and 
�	
����������		����#�������	��������������������������������
�
�	��	�	����������	
�����������������	����������������������-
���	�����
����	�����	���	���	���������������������������	����
	���

���	�����������������
�����������������
����������
��'
���
��
������� ���
���
���������� ��������� ��
���������
���� ��������������
enforcement may be greater than that of some of our peers. �

 ➔ Refer to “Note 22 Provisions and contingent liabilities”  

�������������������
����������������������������	��������

more information
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Operating environment and strategy
Risk factors

Operational risks affect our business

EDTF | Our businesses depend on our ability to process a large num-
ber of complex transactions across multiple and diverse markets in 
�������	������	��
������������������0������	�
������	��������-
�	���������	�������������������
����������������
��L����	�����
�����	����������������������	��
������	�������Q�����������
����
fraudulent transactions. We also rely on access to, and on the 
functioning of, systems maintained by third parties, including 
clearing systems, exchanges, information processors and central 
counterparties. Failure of our systems or third party systems could 
have an adverse effect on us. Our operational risk management 
and control systems and processes are designed to help ensure 
�����������
�
��

������������������������
���	����	�����
�����
�	��
����� ����

� ������� ������� �������	�� ��
�	����� �	�������Q���
�����	��� ������� 
�
���� �������
�� �	�	���� ������ ����������
��
breaches of information security and failure of security and physi-
cal protection, are appropriately controlled.

#���������
��	���	����
����
�������	���	�
�
���
��	�����-
�

�
� ����� ���� ��
��	��� ��� ������� ���� 
�
���
�� 	������
� �	��

���������	�����������������	���	������������	��������	�����	�-
�	�� ��� ���� �
�����
� �	�� �
�� $�������� ��� �	�� ������ �	�	����

�����
����
���������	� 
��L��� ���������
���� 
��������	�� ���
������	������������
�����������
����������������
����
�������
�	����������������
��	��	����������	���

�����	���	������	���-
mation or systems, disrupt service or destroy data. It is possible 
������������	���������������	����������������������	�Q��������
�
�������
�
���
��������������������������	����������
���
������	���
be effective to prevent an attack or a security breach. A successful 
breach or circumvention of security of our systems or data could 
�����
��	���	��	���������	
�0��	�
������
�� �	����	����
���-
���	����������������	
����
������������	�����	���	������	�����-
tion concerning us or our customers, damage to our systems, 
�	�	������

�
������
�����
�����
����������	
�����������������	��

����������
�����������	�����
�����	�������������������������	��

'���L������
����!"������	��	����������������	������	�	����
�	
�������	
� �	� ���	������
���
����	������	����	��� ���	����	��
�	���������
���	�	�	���&��������	
���������������
�����
������-
gations to maintain effective policies, procedures and controls to 
������������	���	�����������	������	����	���	���������
���	�	-
ing, and to verify the identity of our clients. We are also subject to 
���
��	�� ���������	
� �������� �����������	�� �������������	�
� ���
�����	��	��������
���������
�� 
����
� ����!"�<�����	���������
Practices Act and the UK Bribery Act. We have implemented poli-

cies, procedures and internal controls that are designed to comply 
����� 
��� ���
� �	�� ���������	
�� <������� ������	���	� �	�� �����-
ment adequate programs to combat money laundering, terrorist 
�	�	�	�������������	������	������������������������
��	����
��
areas, could have serious consequences both from legal enforce-
ment action and from damage to our reputation. 

'�������� ��� 
���� ��� �	��	���
��� ������ ���� ���������� ���
detect and respond to the risks described above, if our internal 
controls fail or prove ineffective in identifying and remedying 
���
����
�
����������
��������������	����������
��������������
����
�	������������

�
��
����
�������

�����������	�������Q��������	��
incident announced in September 2011. 

2�����������	���

�����	�����	����
�	�

�
��������� �	��	�
environment of increasing regulatory scrutiny and changing stan-
dards. Legislation and regulation have changed and are likely to 
�	��	��������	������������	��������
��	����
�������������

���
managers and advisors and have increased focus on mitigating or 
�����	���	�� �	G��
� ��� �	����
�� ������	� �� ��	����� ��� ����
���
�	���������	���*��
����	��
���������
�	������	���������������	-
tinue to present, regulatory and operational risks if not imple-
mented effectively across the global systems and processes of 
�	��
���	����	����
��	���������	��
������������	�
��:�������������
����������� �������	�� �	����
� ��� �	
���� ����� ������	�� �����
	���������
���	��	��
��	����
��	�������������	���

�����	���-
��	���	��
����������������
��L�������������	����	�
��	��
�	-
tions as a result. These could have an impact on our ability to 
����������������������������	���

�����	�����	����
�	�

�
��	�
��	�����������
���������

������	� ����
������������	��� �	���������	�

�
��	�� �������
�
could also adversely affect our ability to prepare and publish accu-
������	����������	�	����������
��<������	�������	�������Q�������-
ing incident announced in September 2011, management deter-
��	��� ���������������������������	�

� �	����� �	���	��� �	�����
������	�	�����������	���
���������	�����67+7��	��67++�����������
���
�����	��� ������ ���� ��������������������	�	���� 
������	�
� ����
either year. 

:	��������	����
����� �����	��	��	�����	
��������� �	�������
our ability to conduct business may be adversely affected by a 
disruption in the infrastructure that supports our businesses and 
��������	����
��	���������������������*��
������	���������
-
������	��������	���������
�
���
����	����
��������	��
����������
terrorism and involve electrical, communications, transportation 
���������
�����
��
�������
����������������
���������������	-
duct business. �
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Our reputation is critical to the success of our business

EDTF | Our reputation is critical to the success of our strategic plans. 
Damage to our reputation can have fundamental negative effects 
�	�������
�	�

��	�����
���
��&��������	�����������
������������
�����
����	�����������	�
���	��������
�����	����������������-

����� *��
� ��
� ����	
������� �	� ���	�� ����
�� �
� ���� ����� ������
��

�
�����	�������	�	������
�
������!"���

���������������%�����-
ing to the governmental inquiries and investigations relating to 
our cross-border private banking services to US private clients dur-
�	����������
�6777J677H��	������
�������	�
��	�������	��������
!"�����������
��������
����������
�������(��	�����������	�
�
���-
��
��� �������� ���� ���������	�� &��������	��� ������� ��
� �	�
important factor in our loss of clients and client assets across our 
asset-gathering businesses, and contributed to our loss of and 
��������� �	� �������	�� 
����� �	� 677�� �	�� 677K�� *��
�� �������-
ments had short-term and also more lasting adverse effects on 
�����	�	������������	����	���������	�Q����������
����	������
���������	� ������ ��� �

�	����� ��� ���	���	�	�� ���� �������	
���
�
��������	�
���	��
���
�����������
��	��������	�������������
������
�
������������������
��/�������	����������	�������Q��������	��
incident announced in September 2011 and our involvement in 
the LIBOR matter and investigations relating to our foreign 
exchange and precious metals business have also adversely 
affected our reputation. Any further reputational damage could 
have a material adverse effect on our operational results and 
�	�	���� �	�����	� �	�� �	� ���� �������� ��� ������� ���� 
��������
����
��	���	�	����������
���

������������������
����������������������������������
by market conditions and the macroeconomic climate

EDTF | Our businesses are materially affected by market and eco-
nomic conditions. Adverse changes in interest rates, credit 
spreads, securities’ prices, market volatility and liquidity, foreign 
����	��� �����
�� ��������� ����
�� �	�� ������ ������� G����-
���	
�� �
� ����� �
� ��	��
� �	� �	��
���� 
�	����	��� �	� ������ ����
���	�	�
��	������������������	�	�����	�����������
����	
��
� '�����������	���	��	�������������	�����	�����	
��	�
be precipitated by a number of factors, including geopolitical 
���	�
�� ��	��
� �	� ��	������ ��� �
��� ������� ������ ������	�
��
	������� ��
�
���
�� ��	����
�� ����� �	��
��� ���� ��� �������
���
����
���	�	����������
�������������	��������� �	����		������
even local and regional events, such as the ongoing European 
sovereign debt concerns or concerns around the potential exit 
����� ���� )!� ��� ���� !`� ��� �� 
��	���	�� 
����	�� ��� ��	����
������� �	� ���	�� �	� ����� ����
������ ������ ����� ����	�� ����
��	����
��	����������������
 A crisis could develop, regionally or globally, as a result of dis-
������	
��	�������	��������
��
�������
�����������������
������
are susceptible to macroeconomic and political developments, or 
as a result of the failure of a major market participant. Macroeco-

nomic and political developments can have unpredictable and 
��
������Q�	�������
���
���G������	�����\������&��

��	�
�	������
�������� �������	���� �	�67+3��
� ������	��	�� 
�	����� �	�����
����	��� 
���

���
��	�� ����������� �	��������

���
��������
landing in China leading to severe contagion of Asian and emerg-
ing markets economies and at the same time multiple debt 
restructurings in Europe, related direct losses for European banks 
�	����������������Q�	����������
��������������	���������������-
���
�
����
�"���Q����	�������!`��	������!"��

We have material exposures to a number of markets, both as 
�� ������� ��	����� �	�� �
� �	� �	��
���	�� ��	��� /��������� ����
strategic plans depend more heavily on our ability to generate 
��������	������	����	�������	��������
���	����	�����	�����
-
�	�� �
� ��� ��� ����� ����
��� ��� ���� ��
�
� �

������� ����� ������
*�����������	�����67+3���	�����	���
��������	��������	����
developments in China, and emerging markets more broadly, as 
����� �
� �����	�	�� ��� ��������� ����
�� ������������ ����� �����
����	���
������	���
����������������������������������������
�
��
throughout 2016.

A reduction in business and client activity and market volumes, 
�
� 
��	���	�� ������� ����������� �	� �������	�� �	��� �
� ��� �����
recently experienced, affects transaction fees, commissions and 
�����	
�������������� �	��������������	�����	����
�	�

�
��	��
����:	��
���	����	���'�����������	���	��
���������������������
��������	����������	
�����

��
������	�����	��������������	�
��
reducing our asset and performance-based fees. On the other 
side, reduced market liquidity or volatility limits trading and arbi-
trage opportunities and impedes our ability to manage risks, 
impacting both trading income and performance-based fees. 
Additionally, deteriorating market conditions could cause a 
����	�� �	� ���� ��������� �

��
� ����������	��	�����	�� ���� �
�
investments or trading positions.

The regional balance of our business mix also exposes us to 
risk. Our Investment Bank equities business, for example, is more 
��������������������)�������	��'
�����	��������	���������������
�
��
�	�

� �
� ����� �������� ��������� ��� 
��������� ������
� ����
������� ��	�����	�� ���	�
�� �	� ���������� ����� )������	� �	��
Asian underlyings. Turbulence in these markets can therefore 
�������
���������	��������	�	����
��������������
�

*����	���	�������	����
��������	����	��	���������������������
interest margins in several of our businesses and adversely affect 
���� 	��� ���	��� ��	���� ���������	
� �	� �������	� ��� ���� ��	
��	�
plans. Moreover, negative interest rates announced by central 
��	�
��	�"���Q����	�������
�������������
�����������	������������
Also, changes to our deposit and lending pricing and structure 
�������������������	����������������
��	�����	���������	����
��
����
� �	�� ���	�� ��������� ���� ��
�� ����
��� ���G��
� %�
� ���-
��	��������#������/�	�����	�z
�����	��
������	�������������-
��Q����	����������	�67+3(����������
�	�

�������
�����������
��
adversely affect our businesses, particularly given the associated 
cost of maintaining the high-quality liquid assets required to cover 
��������������G����

������	
�����������	�����F�&�
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Credit risk is an integral part of many of our activities, including 
��	��	����	��������	���	������������
���������
��#��
�	�	����-
nomic conditions and adverse market developments could lead to 
impairments and defaults on credit exposures and on our trading 
and investment positions. Losses may be exacerbated by declines 
�	� ���� ������ ��� ���������� ��� ������ #�� ���� ����
��� ��� ��
�� �	��
among others, our prime brokerage, reverse repurchase and Lom-
bard lending activities, as the value or liquidity of the assets 
����	
�������������������	�	�	����������	�����������

����
�� ��� ����� ����� 
��
��	����� ����
���
� ��� ������ ��L���
�	�	�����	
�������	
������������������	����������
����	
�������	
�
could also have a material effect on us.

We are a member of numerous securities and derivative 
����	��
��	�������	�����
�
��:	��		����	������
����������
��
������
���
��������������0���������������
�������������	�	����
���������	
�����	������������������������
�������������������-
��
������
�������������	����	�	�������������	
��

Moreover, if individual countries impose restrictions on cross-
border payments or other exchange or capital controls, or change 
their currency, for example, if one or more countries should leave 
������������������
��������

�
�������	�������������������	���-
������
������	����������

�������	��

��
�����������������	�����
prevented from, managing our risks.

The developments mentioned above have in the past affected 
and could materially affect the performance of the business units 
�	�����!�"��
�����������	������������������	�	�����	���������
position. There are related risks that, as a result of the factors 
��
���� ������� ���� �����	�� ������ ��� ��������� ��� �� ��
�	�

� �	���
might suffer impairment and deferred tax asset levels may need to 
be adjusted. �

We may not be successful in implementing changes in our 
wealth management businesses to meet changing market, 
regulatory and other conditions 

EDTF |�#����������
��������

��������G��
�������	���

��
��	�����
�

����������	����
�	�

�
� �	�� ��� ��	��
� ������	�� ���������-
������������������������	�����	����
�	�

�
��	���������	������
successful in implementing the business changes needed to 
address them. 

#���������	���
��
��	�����	������G��
�������	���

��
��	�����
���������	�����	���	���

�����	�����	����
�	�

�
��	�677��
�	��677K��*���	������G��
���
�������������	����������������	��
factors, including our substantial losses, damage to our reputa-
���	�� ���� ��

� ��� ���	�� ����
��
�� ��������� �	� �������	�� 0��������
client advisors and tax, legal and regulatory developments con-
cerning our cross-border private banking business. Many of these 
�����
� ����� ���	� 
��

������ �����

���� $�������� ��	�������
changes affecting the cross-border private banking business 

������������	��	���������������	��G��
��	��������������	���-
ment businesses for an extended period of time. 

One of the important drivers behind the longer-term reduction 
in the amount of cross-border private banking assets, particularly 
in Europe but increasingly also in other regions, including emerg-
�	��������
���
������������	������
�����
�������������
��	���

�
border investments. For the last several years, UBS has experienced 
	�������������
��	���
�"��

������	���	������������	�
����������
��
��������	�)��������	���	���
�
����������������	���������	����
�����������
�������	�"���Q����	���	����������	����
�����	��
��	�
������������
�������������	
��	���������	������	��������������	-
tation of cross-border tax information exchange regimes, includ-
ing international agreements for automatic tax information 
exchange, national tax amnesty or enforcement programs or simi-
��������	
�� �	�)�����������
������� �	� ��������������������� ����
��������������������	�	�

�����������	�
���������
�	�

�������
���	��
��
�����	��������	�����	����

�����������������

�����������G��
��
or affect the viability of our strategies and business model.

*���	���	�����	����	G��
��	����	������
��	�����#������/�	-
agement business division have come predominantly from clients 
�	�'
���?�����	���	����������������	���������
����	������������
2���������� �	G��
���������
�������������	�
����	�
��	�����-
���
���������	�������	�����G��
������������������	�
����	�
�
and markets, in particular cross-border clients. This dynamic, com-
��	�������� ��	��
� �	� ���	����������������	�
��
� �� ��
�������
��������������	�������
����	���������������
���������������-
�	��
����	��	�������
����������	��������

�����	����������	��	�
�	��
�����

��
��	�������
����������������������������������#������
Management business division. 

#��������	��	�������������
������L�
��������	�����	�
��������-
tory and market dynamics as necessary, in an effort to overcome 
���������
������	��
��	�������
�	�

��	����	��	���	����������-
ability, balance sheet and capital positions, but there is no assur-
�	����������������������������	���������
�������
��/���������
�	��������
������������������������
������
��������
��	���	���
��	������G��
��	���������	
� �	����	������
��
���
������	���
�����#������/�	�����	�z
�����	��
������	���������������Q�-
���	����������	�67+3��:	��������	�����������������	��
��������
��
�	�

� ������	�
� �	�� ����	�� ������
� �	� ��	�� ����� ���� "��

�
Supreme Court case concerning retrocessions (fees paid to a bank 
for distributing third-party and intra-group investment funds and 

��������� ������
(� �	�� ������ �	��
���� ���������	�
�� *��
��
changes may adversely affect our margins on these products and 
the current offering may be less attractive to clients than the 
������
����������
��*������
�	���

���	������������������
��

-
ful in our efforts to offset the adverse impact of these or similar 
trends and developments. �

 ➔ Refer to “Wealth Management” in the “Financial and operating 

performance” section of this report for more information
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We may be unable to identify or capture revenue or 
���	�������		�����������������������������������
���
employees

EDTF |� *��� �	�	���� 
�����
� �	��
���� �
� ��������Q��� ��� �	��	
��
competition, continuous innovation, detailed, and sometimes 
fragmented, regulation and ongoing consolidation. We face com-
petition at the level of local markets and individual business lines, 
�	���������������	�	�����	
�������	
������������������������
��	�
������
�Q���	������������������
�����	�����	��	���������������
��	��
����	�� �����
� ���� ���	�� ������� ��� 	��� ���	������� #�� ������
these trends to continue and competition to increase. Our com-
���������
���	�����	�����������
����	��������������������������
unable to identify market trends and developments, do not 
respond to them by devising and implementing adequate busi-
ness strategies, adequately developing or updating our technol-
ogy, particularly in trading businesses, or are unable to attract or 
�����	�����0���������������	�����������������������

The amount and structure of our employee compensation are 
affected not only by our business results but also by competitive 
factors and regulatory considerations. Constraints on the amount 
or structure of employee compensation, higher levels of deferral, 
performance conditions and other circumstances triggering the 
���������������	��
���������
����������
�������������������������
retain and attract key employees, and may in turn negatively 
affect our business performance. 

#��������������	��
������������
��������	
����	������
�
�����G�����������	�
����������
�
����������
���	����	��������-
tory authorities and shareholders. These terms include the intro-
�����	����������������	��	��	������������	��������	����� ����
�������
����������

���
����	�����������������������

�����	�����
������� ���� ����� �� ������� ������� ������ ���������	� �������� ����
members of the Group Executive Board, increased average defer-
����������
�����
���������
���	������	�����������������	�������
����� �������� ����	�� ��������� �����
��	
� ���� �����	� �����
�
linked to business performance. 

:	�����)!��������
��L����������
�����	��������
���������	�����
�������������	
����	��	����������	������������	������������-
��	
����	�������������
��	�������
������������
���	�����
�������-
����	����������	�����������	������������������������������
���	�
the basis of the revised guidelines on sound remuneration policies 
published by the European Banking Authority in December 2015.

/������������������67+3��		������	����������	���"��

� ����
requires UBS to submit to the binding vote of the shareholders the 
aggregate compensation of each of the board of directors and 
the executive board on an annual basis. 

*��
����0������	�
�������� �	��	������������������	����� �	���-
�
�
��������
�������������
�����������
����������
���	���
��������
��
�����������������
������������������������������
��	�����������
�������
���	�������������������

�
��

�������	��������������
�
�	� �������	��0����������������
�� *��� ��

���� ���� 
����� �	�� ����

�	�������� ��� ������� 0�������� ��������	�
�� ����	��	�� �	� �����
�	��������	������
�������������������
�����
����������
������
ability to execute our strategy and to successfully improve our 
operating and control environment. �

We hold legacy and other risk positions that may be 
�������������������������������������
����������������
�����������	����������������
���������������

EDTF |�F�����������	�	�������������������	�
����������
��������
����������������	�	������
�
����������	��	�677H��*������������-
���	� ��� �	�	���� ������
� 
�	�� ���� ����		�	�� ��� ���� ��
�
� ��
�
����������
�����������
������� 
��	����
���	�������������
��-

��	����� ��

�
��	������ �	���������	����
����	
�������������� �	�
677���	��677K��'����������������
��	���	�����������������
��
����
���
�
�����	���	�677����	����������	�����
����������

�����

���������	�����
��	�������	�������"��

�*�*<�
��	����
�����
continue to hold substantial legacy risk positions, primarily in 
���������� ��	���� J� 8�	����� �	�� F����� ?���������� :	� ��	��
�
�
�����
����
����
����	
������	�����0������	������	��	���������
exposed to the risk that the remaining positions may again dete-
riorate in value. 

/�������������������
����	
������������������
������	�������
�
countries, and could suffer losses on these positions. These 
��
����	
� �	����� �� 
��
��	����� "��

� ��������� �����������
Although management believes that this portfolio has been 
����������	������	��������������	���������

��������
������
��

�
���������	��	
������

����������"��

�8����	�����	���	��
�����
� ������ �	
�
���	����� ����� �
������	� �	� ���� "��

� �����
estate market come to fruition. Other macroeconomic develop-
ments, such as the implications on export markets of the appre-
�����	� ��� ���� "��

� ���	�� ���� �������	� ��� 	�������� �	����
��
����
��������"��

�8����	�����	������������	�������	�
�����	��
�����	������
�
��	�����	
������	���������Q�	����������)!���	��
��������	��������������	
�����������
��	��	�"���Q����	��������	-

����� ����������	� 0����
� ���� )!�;�))'� ��	����
�� ����� ��
��
�����
��������������"��

���	�����������
�	�

��	�"���Q����	��
�	���	������	����	����������������"��

�����������	�����������
loan portfolios. �

We depend on our risk management and control processes 
to avoid or limit potential losses in our businesses 

EDTF | Controlled risk-taking is a major part of the business of a 
�	�	����
�����
������"������

�
��������
������	����������
�����
�	��������������������
��

��������������������
������	������
��
�
�������������	
�����������	
������	�������#����
��������-
fore, diligently identify, assess, manage and control our risks, not 
only in normal market conditions but also as they might develop 
�	������������������
���

����	�����	
�����	��	�	������	
����
exposures can lead to severe losses. 
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�
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�
����677HJ677K���������	���
�����
��������������	��
�����
���

�
����
�	������������������
��-
den market events that are not anticipated by our risk measures 
�	��
�
���
��|����������
�����
����
��������
�����������������
����
�
���������������
���������������������	�����
�������	����	������
not have anticipated the losses suffered in the stressed conditions 
��������	�	������
�
��/���������
���

���

��	���	�	������	��	-
����
��	����������	
��	
��	����������������������
��������	�����
potentially highly correlated exposures proved to be inadequate. 
8������
��	��	������
���
�������������	����
���	����	�������
��
��	�����	�� �	�� �	����� ����������� ��� ����� 
������ ��������
losses in the future if, for example:
 – ������	������������	�����������
�
��	�����������������	�����������

��
���	�	������	
��	��������������
�
P
 – �����

�

��	�����������
�
����	���������������
��	
�����	���-

����� ���	�
������
� �������	�������� �	���0������ �	
�����	�����
�	�����P�

 – ������
�������	����
������������	���������J��	�����
����������
speed, direction, severity or correlation – and our ability to 
manage risks in the resulting environment is, therefore, 
�������P�

 – ������������
���������������������������
����������
��
��-
�����
� ��� ����� ���� ���� ��	� ���	�� ���� 
�������� �������� ���
���	�
�	����	���������������������
���	�������	�������
��-
fer defaults and impairments beyond the level implied by our 
��
���

�

��	�P����

 – collateral or other security provided by our counterparties 
proves inadequate to cover their obligations at the time of 
their default.

We also manage risk on behalf of our clients in our asset and 
���������	�����	����
�	�

�
��*�����������	������

��
����
hold for our clients in these activities could be adversely affected 
by the same factors. If clients suffer losses or the performance of 
�������

��
������������
��
�	����	���	�������������	����	�����
�
����	
�� ����� ���	�
� �

�

� �	��
���	�� ��������	��� ��� ����
 suffer reduced fee income and a decline in assets under manage-
��	����������������������	����
�

:��������������
�����������	������	�������	��
���	����������

��	
��� �	� ���� �

��� ��� ������� ��	�����	�� ��
�	�

�
�� ���
might, depending on the facts and circumstances, incur expenses 
that could increase to material levels. 

Investment positions, such as equity investments made as part 
of strategic initiatives and seed investments made at the inception 
��� ��	�
� ����������	�����������
����������������������� ��
��
factors. These investments are often not liquid and generally are 
�	��	���������0���������������������	����	�����������	������Q�	��
*��������
��L����������
��	���	����������������Z�����������	
��	�
���������������������
����
����	
��������������	���������������	�
our earnings. �

!�������������������	����������������������� 
models have inherent limitations and may use inputs  
that have no observable source

EDTF |�:����������������������������������	�	�����	
�����	�����	�	�
�	�	���� �

��� ��� ���������� �
� �������	��� �
�	�� 0������ ����
� �	�
active markets for identical assets or liabilities. Where the market 
is not active, fair value is established using a valuation technique, 
including pricing models. Where available, valuation techniques 
use market observable assumptions and inputs. If such informa-
tion is not available, inputs may be derived by reference to similar 
instruments in active markets, from recent prices for comparable 
transactions or from other observable market data. If market 
��
��������������
�	�����������������
�����	�	����������
��������
inputs to be used in our valuation techniques. 

We also use internally developed valuation models. Such mod-
��
� ����� �	����	�� ���������	
P� �������	�� �

������	
� �	�� �	���
�
��������	�������������	����
���
���	�����
���������	�
�����������
��
��	���	���������	������	�	������
���
��#�������������������
and update our valuation models to incorporate all factors that 
���������������	�
��������	
����� �	� 
����	���������� �	����	��
������	���	�����	����������	�����	
��4�����	���
��	��������	��
component of this process, and failure to make the changes nec-
�

���������G���������	����������	�����	
����������������������
�����
���������	������	�	������
���
��/���������������	���������
practice may result in changes to valuation techniques that could 
�����������������������	������	�	������
���
��

Changes in model inputs or calibration, changes in the valua-
tion methodology incorporated in models, or failure to make the 
��	��
� 	��

���� ��� ��G��� ������	�� ������� �	�����	
� �����
���������������������
���������	������	�	������
���
���

Liquidity and funding management are critical to  
our ongoing performance 

EDTF | The viability of our business depends on the availability of 
funding sources, and our success depends on our ability to obtain 
funding at times, in amounts, for tenors and at rates that enable 
�
���������	����
������������

�����
���	�������������	�����	
��'�
substantial part of our liquidity and funding requirements is met 
using short-term unsecured funding sources, including retail and 
�����
���� ����
��
� �	�� ���� �������� �

��	�� ��� ��	��� �������
securities. The volume of our funding sources has generally been 
stable, but could change in the future due to, among other things, 
��	����� ������� ��
������	
� ��� ����	�	�� ������ 
�����
�� �����
�������
�� �	G��	�������
�������	��	���'���	����	����������-
ability of short-term funding could occur quickly.
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Reductions in our credit ratings can increase our funding 
�
�
���	����������������������������	��	������������
�����	
�-
cured sources, and can affect the availability of certain kinds of 
��	��	��� :	� �������	�� �
� ��� �������	��� �	� �		����	� �����
/����z
����	���������������	�����������	���	�4�	��67+6������	��
���	�����
��	���0������
������
���������	���������������������
additional cash payments under master trading agreements relat-
ing to our derivatives businesses. Our credit ratings, together 
����������������
���	�����	�����������	����
���	��������������	-
���	�	�����	���	����	����������	���	���	������
���

����������
����	�
���	��
�������	G��	��������������	�����
�����������
businesses.

More stringent capital and liquidity and funding requirements 
���������������������	���
������������	����������
��������	��	��
and deposits as a stable source of funding, and to higher funding 
costs. The addition of loss-absorbing debt as a component of 
capital requirements and the potential future requirements to 
���	���	�
�	�����	
������������������������������	����	��	�����
event of our insolvency or other resolution, may increase our 
funding costs or limit the availability of funding of the types 
required. �

"���
��������������������������������������������
changes to accounting standards

EDTF |�#������������� ��
���
��	���	�	������
����	� �	������	��
����� :<&"� �
� �

���� ��� ���� :	���	����	��� '��	��	�� "��	����
�
������ %:'"�(�� ���	��
� ��� :<&"� ��� �	�����������	
� ��������� ����
��
������������������������
���
��	���	�	������
����	�����������
from current expectations, or historical results to differ from those 
previously reported due to the adoption of accounting standards 
on a retrospective basis. Such changes may also affect our regula-
tory capital and ratios. We monitor potential accounting changes 
�	�� ���	� ���
�� ���� �	���Q��� ��� ���� :'"��� ��� �������	�� ����
����	����� ������ �	�� ��
��
�� 
��	���	�� ������� ��	��
� �	� ����
�	�	����
������	�
�������	�����������������	����������

��������
	����������������:<&"���	��
���
�������
�����	�����:<&"���	��
��

����������������������������������������������������
���
��
�	�	������
����	��	���������������������	�������������<�������-
�����:<&"�K�����	�����������������������0������
�������������	
����
inception net of expected losses instead of recording credit losses 
on an incurred loss basis. �

"���
��������������������������������������������
changes to assumptions supporting the value of our 
goodwill

EDTF |�*�����������������������������	�Q����	�������
����������-
ance sheets of our operating segments is tested for impairment at 
least annually. Our impairment test in respect of the assets recog-
	�Q��� �
� ��� X+� Z������� 67+3� �	������� ����� ���� ��
�������
�������������	�
�����	�������������*�����������	����
���
���
���
on assumptions regarding estimated earnings, discount rates and 
��	������� ������� ����
� ������	�� ���� ����������� ����	�� ���
each segment and on estimates of the carrying amounts of the 

����	�
����������������������������
��:�������
�����������	�	�
�
and other assumptions in future periods deviate from the current 
������������������������������������	��	���	�������������������
�-
nesses may become impaired in the future, giving rise to losses in 
the income statement. �

#���������������$����������
��������������������
�������
�%������������������������������������������$��������

EDTF |�*�����������������

��
�%Z*'
(������������������	�Q����	�
our balance sheet as of 31 December 2015 based on prior years’ 
������

�
���G�����������������������������������
����	��������
���������������
��	����������������
�	�

����	
��:��������
�	�

�
plan earnings and assumptions in future periods substantially 
�������� ���������	�� �����
�
�� ��������	����� ����	�Q���Z*'
�
may need to be adjusted in the future. These adjustments may 
�	��������������	
����Z*'
��������������	����
������	��

Our effective tax rate is highly sensitive both to our perfor-
��	���
�������
��������������	�������������������������
���G�����
in our business plans. Our results in recent periods have demon-
strated that changes in the recognition of DTAs can have a very 

��	���	�� ������ �	����� ��������� ��
���
�� :�� ������������	�� �
�
���������������������������������	�����!"���������!`����������
����	������� ����	�Q���������	���Z*'
��
��� ��
������� ������

�

-
��	���*���������������	��
��������������
��	���	��������������
�������������������	�����
��	�������������	���Z*'
���������	�Q���
and to increase our effective tax rate in future years. Conversely, if 
our performance in those countries is expected to produce dimin-
�
�������������������	������������
��������������0���������������
���	����������������	������������	��������	�Q���Z*'
���������
���� �	����
������	���*��
������������������������� �	���
�	��
������������� ���� ����� �	� ��������� �	�������	�����������	
�����
taken. 
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<���67+_��	������
��	��	�� ���������
�����	������	����� ���
-

�

��	��������������������������������

��
�������������������-
���������������������	�������	������66�����63�����	
�
��	�������
��
������������������������������������������������

��
��	�����

��	����������67+_���
����	������

�

��	���������������������-
ity taking into account updated business plan forecasts.  The full-
������������������������������	���
��	���	�����	�������
�
����
this reassessment. It could also change if aggregate tax expenses 
�	���
������������
���������	��
��	��
��
�������
�����������

�
�������� ������� ����� ����� �
� ��������� ?���� ��� ���� �������	-
���	������

�

��	��������������������������	����
��	
��������	�
of a possible further extension of the forecast period used for US 
deferred tax asset recognition purposes to eight years from the 
seven years used as of 31 December 2015.  The determination of 
���������������	�����������
�������������	��������	�������������
be made on the basis of all relevant facts and circumstances exist-
�	�� ��� ����� ������ :	�
�����
� ���� ����	������������
���������
established for further extending the forecast period are more 
challenging to satisfy than in prior years, it is therefore less prob-
�����������������������	�������������������������
����������	�67+_�
for purposes of revaluing our US deferred tax assets.

UBS’s effective tax rate is also sensitive to any future reductions 
�	� 
��������� ���� ����
�� ������������ �	� ���� !"� �	�� "���Q����	���
&������	
� �	� ���� 
��������� ���� ����� ������ ��
�� ���� ��������
�������������	�������������
�
����
�������

�������������
��	�����
��������������	
��������	�
���	��������*��
��	����	���������
����
���������	���������

�������Z*'
�

:	� �������	�� 
��������� �	�� ����������� ��	��
�� �
� ����� �
�
��	��
�������������	����������
��	����������������
��	��������
�������
��������
����������	���������
��������������������!�"�
to materially differ from the amount accrued.

/������������������	�������	����������	
�����	�����	��
����
����������
���������	�����!"������!`��"���Q����	���	����������	-
����
��	���
��	
������������������	��
��*������
������������������-
ities in these countries may prevent the transfer of tax losses 
�	������ �	� �	�� ������ �	����� ��� 	����� ����	�Q��� ��� ������	�Q���

��
�������
������������
������������
�����������	
��	����������Q�-
tion of tax losses that relate to businesses formerly conducted by 
�������	
�������#�������
���������	�
�������	
������������������
��
�������������		�	���������	����
���������Q������������

�
��	�����
�����	���	���	����������Z*'
��

������������
���������

�
������
���������	����	��������������	����
������	����

As UBS Group AG is a holding company, its operating 
���������
����������������������������	�����������
and other distributions and / or to pay its obligations  
in the future depend on funding, dividends and other 
distributions received directly or indirectly from its 
subsidiaries, which may be subject to restrictions

EDTF | UBS Group AG’s ability to pay dividends and other distribu-
���	
��	�����������
����������	
��	���������������������	���	�����
level of funding, dividends and other distributions, if any, received 
�����!�"�'\��	���	��	���
��
�������
��
�����
�������!�"�\�����
AG in the future. The ability of such subsidiaries to make loans or 
��
��������	
� %�������� ��� �	�������(� ��� !�"� \����� '\� ���� ���
restricted as a result of several factors, including restrictions in 
�	�	�	�� �������	�
�� ���� ��0������	�
� ��� ���������� ���� �	��
�������������
��������������
������	
��!�"�\�����'\z
��������	��
�	������
��
�������
���	����	��!�"�'\��!�"�"���Q����	��'\��!�"�
F��������	������!"�:$��%���	���
��	����(�����
��L���������
��	��
���������	
��������
�����������	�������	�
���������Q�������������
�����
����������������������G��������	�
���������
��
��
�����-
��
����!�"�\�����'\��������������������������	
����	
�����������-
ates. Restrictions and regulatory actions of this kind could impede 
access to funds that UBS Group AG may need to make payments.

In addition, UBS Group AG’s right to participate in a distribu-
���	�����

��
����	���
��
������z
���0�������	����������	�Q����	��
�
subject to all prior claims of the subsidiary’s creditors. 

Subordinated debt and capital instruments issued by UBS 
Group AG that contribute to its regulatory capital contractually 
prevent UBS Group AG to propose the distribution of dividends to 

����������
�����������	��	�������������
����
�����������	�������
interest on these instruments.

!�"�\�����'\z
�����������	�������������������	���������	�����
!�"�'\����������������
����������������������������������
����-
ties and other obligations of UBS Group AG on a standalone basis. 

<��������������������� �����!�"�\�����'\����������	����
some of the payment obligations of certain of our subsidiaries 
from time to time. These guarantees may require UBS Group AG 
to provide substantial funds or assets to subsidiaries or their cred-
����
������	���������
��������������	�!�"�\�����'\��
��	�	�������
��0������������	����
���	����������	
���

Our stated capital returns objective is based, in part, on 
capital ratios that are subject to regulatory change and 
����%�����������
�������

EDTF | We are committed to a total capital return to shareholders of 
������
��37�����	�����������������������������
����������
�����-
�����������������	���	������������������)*+�����������������������
��
+X��� �	�� �	
�
��	�������������L������������	���	�	�� ����
��
stress fully applied CET1 capital ratio of at least 10%. 
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Our ability to maintain a fully applied CET1 capital ratio of at 
���
�� +X�� �
� 
��L��� ��� 	������
� ��
�
�� �	����	�� ���� �	�	����
results of our businesses, changes to capital standards such as the 
��	��
� ����	���� �����
��� �	� "���Q����	��� ������������
� �	��
interpretation that may adversely affect the calculation of our fully 
applied CET1 capital ratio, and the imposition of risk add-ons or 
capital buffers. Refer to "Fluctuation in foreign exchange rates 
and continuing low or negative interest rates may have a detri-
mental effect on our capital strength, our liquidity and funding 
�
�	�	
�������
�����
����	�	��{��	�����}If we are unable to main-
tain our capital strength, this may adversely affect our ability to 
execute our strategy, client franchise and competitive position" 
above for more information on certain factors that could cause 
����������������
����G�������
��	���	������	����	�������������	�
������������	��
������	
��	����	����	�����	�������������	
��

Moreover, changes in the methodology, assumptions, stress 
scenario, market conditions, business volumes and other factors 
may result in material changes in our post-stress fully applied 
�)*+���������������*��
�������
����������������������G�������	
�
in our post-stress fully applied CET1 capital ratio during any 
�������� :	� �

�

�	�� �������� ���� ��
��
���

� ������ �������� �)*+�
���������������L��������
����	���������	����������������	
�����
both the current ratio and our expectation as to future develop-
ments in the ratio.

*�� �������� ���� ��
��
���

� �)*+� ������� ������� ��� �����
��
capital one year ahead based on internal projections of earnings, 
expenses, distributions to shareholders and other factors affecting 
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liabilities. We also forecast one-year developments in RWA. We 
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change as a result of a severe stress event. We then further deduct 
from capital the stress loss estimated using our combined stress 
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capital ratio. Changes to our results, business plans and forecasts, 
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our business forecasts or in the results of our CST, could have a 
material effect on our stress scenario results and on the calcula-
tion of our post-stress fully applied CET1 capital ratio. 
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macroeconomic variables and certain idiosyncratic events for each 
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regular basis. Our risk exposure measurement methodologies may 
change in response to developing market practice and enhance-
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for models may change due to changes in positions, market 
parameters and other factors. 

Our stress scenarios, the events comprising a scenario and the 
assumed shocks and market and economic consequences applied 
�	� ���� 
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change in the CST scenario used to calculate the post-stress fully 
applied CET1 capital ratio, or in the assumptions used in a par-
ticular scenario, may cause the post-stress fully applied CET1 cap-
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Our business plans and forecasts are subject to inherent uncer-
tainty, our choice of stress test scenarios and the market and mac-
roeconomic assumptions used in each scenario are based on judg-
ments and assumptions about possible future events. Our risk 
exposure measurement methodologies are subject to inherent 
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All of these factors may result in our post-stress fully applied 
CET1 capital ratio, as calculated using our methodology for any 
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a stress scenario. �
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power to open resolution or liquidation proceedings or 
impose protective measures in relation to UBS Group AG, 
UBS AG or UBS Switzerland AG, and such proceedings  
or measures may have a material adverse effect on our 
shareholders and creditors
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entity is over-indebted, has serious liquidity problems or, after the 
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measures, instituting restructuring proceedings (and exercising 
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adverse effect on our shareholders and creditors or may prevent 
UBS Group AG or UBS AG from paying dividends or making pay-
ments on debt obligations.

Protective measures may include, but are not limited to, certain 
measures that could require or result in a moratorium on, or the 
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suspension of, or challenge the imposition of any such protective 
measures, including those that require or result in the deferment 
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APPENDIX 6 — A BRIEF GUIDE TO CREDIT RATINGS

Information set out in this Appendix 6 is based on, extracted or reproduced from the website of S&P
at https://www.spratings.com/en_US/home and the website of Moody’s at https://www.moodys.com,
as of the day immediately preceding the date of this Base Listing Document. Information appearing
on those websites does not form part of this Base Listing Document, and we accept no responsibility
for the accuracy or completeness of the information appearing on those websites, except that we have
accurately extracted and reproduced such information in this Appendix 6 and take responsibility for
such extraction and reproduction. We have not separately verified such information. There can be no
assurance that such information will not be revised by the relevant rating agency in the future and we
have no responsibility to notify you of such change. If you are unsure about any information provided
in this Appendix 6 and/or what a credit rating means, you should seek independent professional
advice.

What is a credit rating?

A credit rating is a forward looking opinion by a credit rating agency of a company’s overall ability
to meet its financial obligations. The focus is on the company’s capacity to pay its debts as they
become due. The rating does not necessarily apply to any specific obligation.

What do the credit ratings mean?

Below are guidelines issued by S&P and Moody’s on what each of their investment-grade ratings
means, as of the day immediately preceding the date of this Base Listing Document.

S&P long-term issuer credit ratings

AAA

An obligor rated ‘AAA’ has extremely strong capacity to meet its financial commitments. ‘AAA’ is the
highest issuer credit rating assigned by S&P.

AA

An obligor rated ‘AA’ has very strong capacity to meet its financial commitments. It differs from the
highest-rated obligors only to a small degree.

A

An obligor rated ‘A’ has strong capacity to meet its financial commitments but is somewhat more
susceptible to the adverse effects of changes in circumstances and economic conditions than obligors
in higher-rated categories.

BBB

An obligor rated ‘BBB’ has adequate capacity to meet its financial commitments. However, adverse
economic conditions or changing circumstances are more likely to lead to a weakened capacity of the
obligor to meet its financial commitments.

Plus (+) or minus (-)

The above ratings (except for ‘AAA’) may be modified by the addition of a plus or minus sign to show
relative standing within the major rating categories.

Please refer to http://www.spratings.com/en_US/understanding-ratings#firstPage for further details.
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Moody’s long-term ratings definitions

Aaa

Obligations rated Aaa are judged to be of the highest quality, subject to the lowest level of credit risk.

Aa

Obligations rated Aa are judged to be of high quality and are subject to very low credit risk.

A

Obligations rated A are considered upper-medium grade and are subject to low credit risk.

Baa

Obligations rated Baa are judged to be medium-grade and subject to moderate credit risk and as such

may possess certain speculative characteristics.

Modifiers “1”, “2” and “3”

Moody’s appends numerical modifiers 1, 2 and 3 to each of the above generic rating classifications

(except for Aaa). The modifier 1 indicates that the obligation ranks in the higher end of its generic

rating category; the modifier 2 indicates a mid-range ranking; and the modifier 3 indicates a ranking

in the lower end of that generic rating category.

Please refer to https://www.moodys.com/Pages/amr002002.aspx for further details.

Rating Outlooks

A rating outlook indicates the potential direction of a long-term credit rating over the intermediate

term (for example, this is typically six months to two years for S&P). A rating outlook issued by S&P

or Moody’s will usually indicate whether the potential direction is likely to be “positive”, “negative”,

“stable” or “developing”. Please refer to the abovementioned websites of the relevant credit rating

agencies for further details regarding rating outlooks published by the relevant credit rating agencies.
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